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ABSTRACT
The Pierce’s disease research community has developed grapevines that exhibit novel and promising defenses
against Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) and have the potential to reduce crop damage from Pierce’s disease. Yet it remains
unknown if these novel defensive traits will increase or decrease the large-scale spread of Pierce’s disease within
and among vineyards, which is a critical dimension of sustainable disease management. We are conducting
transmission experiments with important insect vectors of Xf and using the data from these experiments to explore
pathogen spread using mathematical models. We are assessing the efficacy of defenses by comparing simulated
spread in defended and susceptible vineyards and using this data to inform vineyard managers of how to minimize
disease outbreaks across California.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
The Pierce’s disease research community has developed grapevines that exhibit novel and promising defenses
against Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) and have the potential to reduce crop damage from Pierce’s disease. Yet it remains
unknown if these novel defensive traits will increase or decrease large-scale spread of Pierce’s disease within and
among vineyards, which is a critical dimension of sustainable disease management. We are conducting
transmission experiments with important insect vectors of Xf and using the data from these experiments to explore
pathogen spread using mathematical models. We are assessing the efficacy of defenses by comparing simulated
spread in defended and susceptible vineyards and using this data to inform vineyard managers of how to minimize
disease outbreaks across California. So far, our results suggest that the blue-green sharpshooter (Graphocephala
atropunctata), an important insect vector, is capable of acquiring and transmitting Xf from transgenic resistant
grapevines and conventional susceptible grapevines at similar rates.

INTRODUCTION
This proposal expands on previous work funded by this program to develop Pierce’s disease resistant grape lines.
Previous projects have successfully developed grapevine lines with promising traits conferring resistance against
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf), including plants expressing the rpfF gene, the PdR1 major locus, and the HxfB protein
(Meredith et al., 2000; Walker and Tenscher, 2014; Lindow et al., 2014). All these grape lines exhibit low
symptom severity when mechanically inoculated with Xf. We propose to expand upon previous work by testing
the potential of Pierce’s disease defended grapevine lines to reduce the spread of Xf using a multi-disciplinary
combination of transmission experiments and mathematical modeling. Using this approach and HxfB-producing
plants as a case study, we found that while HxfB plants are unlikely to eliminate Pierce’s disease in the field,
spread would nonetheless be significantly reduced. Further study will allow us to assess the impacts of these
reductions on large-scale and long-term Pierce’s disease spread in resistant grape lines.

OBJECTIVES
The overall goal of this project is to assess the potential for novel defensive traits in grapevine lines to reduce the
transmission of Xf by insect vectors and the prevalence of Pierce’s disease within and among heterogeneous
vineyards. We will assess Pierce’s disease epidemiology in two defended lines: transgenic grapevine lines
expressing the rpfF gene (Lindow et al., 2014) and conventionally bred grapevine lines with the PdR1 dominant
locus (Walker and Tenscher, 2014). The research consists of three specific objectives:
1. Estimate transmission of Xf and vector feeding behavior on novel Pierce’s disease defended grapevine lines.
2. Assess large-scale and long-term Pierce’s disease prevalence in defended grapevine vineyards.
3. Inform vineyard managers on the efficacy of novel Pierce’s disease defenses.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Estimate transmission of Xf and vector feeding behavior on novel Pierce’s disease-defended
grapevine lines.
As reported in our July 2016 Interim Progress Report, we are investigating the influence of the PdR1 major locus
on vector feeding behavior and transmission. Sharpshooter vectors, when given a choice, avoid feeding on
Pierce’s disease symptomatic plants. We are using measures of preference and transmission rates of the blue-
green sharpshooter (Graphocephala atropunctata; BGSS) to understand the progression of infectiousness, disease
symptoms, and ultimately transmission rates between PdR1 resistant plants and near-isogenic susceptible plants.

We inoculated “resistant” plants that expressed the PdR1 allele and “susceptible” plants that were near-isogenic
but did not have the PdR1 resistance allele. We then placed eight Xf-free BGSS in a cage with two plants to
choose from: an Xf-free susceptible test plant and an Xf-infected source plant either of the resistant or susceptible
genotype. We included eight replicates of each of the two treatments and repeated the experiment three weeks,
eight weeks, and 12 weeks after inoculating the source plants. We recorded which plant the vectors were feeding
on at regular intervals over an eight-day period, estimated Xf populations in the source plants, and assessed
Pierce’s disease symptoms in the source plants. We are currently also assessing the infection status of the test
plants and estimating Xf populations in the vectors.

Xf populations in the source plants increased over time and increased much more dramatically in the susceptible
plants than in the resistant plants (Figure 1A). Mean Xf population did not differ significantly between grape
genotypes over all sampling periods (t = -0.64, P = 0.523) and nor were populations among sampling periods
significantly different (t = 0.47, P = 0.638). However, the interaction between genotype and sampling period was
significant (t = 2.52, P = 0.015); populations increased over time significantly more in the susceptible plants than
in the resistant plants (Figure 1A).

Similarly, there was no statistically significant difference in the proportion of vectors feeding on the infected
resistant plants compared to the infected susceptible plants (t = 0.96, P = 0.344), and the difference between
sampling periods was only marginally significant (t = 1.71, P = 0.094). However, the interaction between
sampling period and genotype was once again significant (t = -2.15, P = 0.0367). Early after inoculation, vectors
showed similar feeding preference for the inoculated resistant and susceptible source plants (Figure 1B). Then,
later as the infection progressed, vectors showed a significantly greater preference for resistant infected plants
compared to susceptible infected plants (Figure 1B). Importantly, the proportion of vectors feeding on any of the
source plants was not significantly different than 0.5, indicating that they did not show a significant preference or
avoidance of the source plants relative to the Xf-free test plants (statistics not shown). As we finish collecting
data, we will be analyzing whether the populations in the source plants and any differences in vector feeding
preference influence acquisition and transmission rates.

We are also investigating the transmission biology of diffusible signal factor (DSF)-producing rpfF transgenic
grapevines with the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS). We caged four GWSS adults
individually on Xf-inoculated rpfF and conventional wild-type plants for a four-day acquisition access period
(AAP); we then allowed them to feed on a wild-type plant for a four-day inoculation access period (IAP). The
four vectors were caged on different plant tissues (stem, petiole) and at differing distances from the point of
inoculation: near the point of inoculation (< 45 cm up the stem), and far from the point of inoculation (> 45 cm up
the stem) in a paired-factorial design. We will be estimating the populations of Xf in the vectors and the infection
status of test plants. In the meantime, we have estimated populations of Xf in the source plant tissues from which
vectors fed.

Mean Xf populations were similar across grape genotypes, plant tissues, and distance from point of inoculation
(Figure 2). There were no statistically significant differences in the population sizes across experimental factors
or interactions (results not shown). We will be analyzing whether the similarity in source plant populations
resulted in similar acquisition and transmission rates from our different experimental factors.

Objective 2. Assess large-scale and long-term Pierce’s disease prevalence in defended grape vineyards.
As described in our previous report, our work to develop spatially-explicit epidemic models is ongoing. Based on
previous results, we are focusing our modeling efforts on the interactive effects of spatial distribution of Xf and
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vector feeding preference based on plant infection status. We are leveraging the modeling approaches of Webb et
al. (2007) and Chiyaka et al. (2012) to model within- and among-plant pathogen distribution, and the approach of
Zeilinger and Daugherty (2014) to model vector feeding preference. Model development is still in progress.

Objective 3. Inform vineyard managers on the efficacy of novel Pierce’s disease defenses.
We will begin work on objective 3 when we have more results from objectives 1 and 2.

Figure 1. Preliminary results from PdR1 vector transmission and preference trials. (A) Mean Xf populations
in petioles of source plants of either the resistant (R, solid line) or susceptible (S, dashed line) genotype. (B)
Percent of vectors found on source plants of either the resistant (R, solid line) or susceptible (S, dashed line).
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Figure 2. Mean populations of Xf in source plants of either DSF-producing transgenic (FT) or conventional
wild-type (FW) genotypes. Cages with vectors were placed on either stems or petioles and either near (< 45
cm) or far (> 45 cm) from the point of inoculation. Error bars represent SEM.
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ABSTRACT
Pierce’s disease of grapevine has reemerged in Napa and Sonoma counties, where disease incidence has been
much higher than usual and the distribution of sick vines within vineyards often does not fall within expectations.
These field observations taken together with the very high number of vineyards affected in the region indicate that
a Pierce’s disease epidemic is emerging. The goal of this project is to determine what factors are driving this
epidemic, so that ecology-based disease management strategies can be devised and immediately implemented, as
was successfully done in the past when disease drivers appear to have been different.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
A Pierce’s disease epidemic is emerging in Napa and Sonoma counties. Very high Pierce’s disease prevalence is
being reported throughout the region, with a large number of stakeholders reaching out to University of California
Cooperative Extension Farm Advisors. In summer 2015, the project team held a series of joint meetings / field
visits with the Farm Advisors. Two observations have been made that raised our concern about the problem. First,
the prevalence of Pierce’s disease in the North Coast is usually below 1-2% per vineyard, but several vineyards
visited had over 25% of vines symptomatic. Second, historically Pierce’s disease is closely associated with
riparian zones in the North Coast, but we have visited several vineyards where Pierce’s disease does not appear to
be associated with riparian zones. We have observed these greater rates of disease incidence and dissociation from
riparian areas throughout Napa and Sonoma counties; they are not district specific. The goal of this project is to
determine what factors are driving this epidemic, so that ecology-based disease management strategies can be
devised and immediately implemented, as was successfully done in the past when disease drivers appear to have
been different.

OBJECTIVES
We objectives of this project are necessarily intertwined, but are described here independently so that aims and
expectations are more clearly described in the methods section.
1. Conduct vector, pathogen, and host community surveys to inform the development of a quantitative model to

assess future Pierce’s disease risk and develop integrated management strategies.
2. Investigate Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) colonization of grapevines and the role of overwinter recovery in Pierce’s

disease epidemiology.
3. Determine the role of spittlebug insects as vectors of Xf.
4. Data mine and disseminate existing information on vector ecology, vegetation management, and efficacy of

pruning.
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5. Develop a larger extension and outreach footprint with additional seminars, extended interviews made
available on the web, and an update to the Xf website, the main online resource for Pierce’s disease
information.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A previous report provided a summary of activities for each objective. Here we focus on the activities part of
objective 1, the main component of this project.

Sixteen vineyard blocks in Napa County and 16 vineyard blocks in Sonoma County were selected as study sites
(Table 1; total of 138 acres). Beginning in late February 2016, yellow sticky traps were deployed in either a
transect or grid pattern in each study block such that between four and 12 traps were deployed at each location. In
addition, between one and three vegetation traps were deployed at each location adjacent to the putative source of
blue-green sharpshooters (Graphocephala atropunctata; BGSS; mostly riparian vegetation). Insect vectors were
also monitored with the use of insect sweep nets; sweeping of the vine canopies and vegetation between the vine
rows (middles) began in August and continued every two weeks. BGSS were collected from the canopy and green
(Draeculacephala minerva) and red-headed (Xyphon fulgida) sharpshooters from grasses in the middles. Traps
were checked every 14 days, and presence of vectors (mainly BGSS) was recorded.

Beginning in late August and continuing through mid-September 2016, the incidence of Pierce’s disease was
recorded for each vine in all study blocks. Disease incidence was based on the occurrence of a combination of the
common visual symptoms of Pierce’s disease, including leaf scorching, uneven lignification of shoots, matchstick
petioles, and stunted growth (Figure 1). Two hundred samples were collected from Napa and Sonoma valleys,
respectively (n = 400), to correlate visual assignment of vines as Pierce’s disease-positive with Xf PCR-based
detection in the laboratory (ongoing). Researchers walked every row of each block and recorded the incidence of
Pierce’s disease symptoms for individual vines on vineyard block maps. These maps were generated using
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to digitize a matrix of points in a spatial environment, where each point
represents a vine in its exact geographic location. A customized geoprocessing tool was created to generate
detailed vine-by-vine GIS files with accurate row and vine spacing. Based on the inputs, the tool generates a new
GIS point shapefile representing vine locations within a vineyard block. Data on disease incidence was recorded
in the vineyard on these maps. Once digitized, the georeferenced data on Pierce’s disease incidence and trap
captures of BGSS (similar to sample map, Figure 2) will be subjected to spatial statistics.

Figure 1. Common visual symptoms of Pierce’s disease include stunting, uneven lignification of shoots,
leaf scorching, and “matchstick” petioles. Photos courtesy D. Fletcher
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Table 1. Description of study sites.

County Vineyard Variety Rootstock Planting date Size
(acres)

Napa

CL Merlot 101-14 1997 3.03
CV Cabernet Franc 3309C 1999 6.37
C Cabernet Sauvignon 3309C, St. George 2004, 2005 7.44

DC Cabernet Sauvignon 110R 2000 1.92
E2 Petit Verdot 110R 2004 0.89
E3 Cabernet Sauvignon 101-14 2004 2.84
F Cabernet Sauvignon O39-16 2014 9.07
I Cabernet Franc O39-16 2002 2.5

JP Cabernet Sauvignon 101-14 2004 4.88
RJ Chardonnay 101-14 2000 4.6
R Malbec 420A 2004 1.69

SF Cabernet Sauvignon Riparia Gloire, 420A,
101-14, 3309C

2000, 1994,
1993, 1990 7.33

S Cabernet Sauvignon 3309C, 1103P, 110R 1991, 1993 4.42
T Chardonnay 1103P 2008 2.6
V Cabernet Sauvignon 101-14 2013 5

WH Chardonnay 101-14 2010 5

Sonoma

1 Chardonnay 5C 1998 5.1
2 Chardonnay 039-16 2011 5.45
3 Zinfandel 110R 2001 1.1
4 Zinfandel 039-16,110R NA 4.3
5 Chardonnay 1103P 2001 3.8
6 Gruner Veltliner 101-14 NA 4.93
7 Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon NA NA 5.8
8 Pinot Noir 101-14 3.97
9 Merlot 5C 1996 3.8

10 Chardonnay 5C 2001 7.5
11 Malbec 039-16 2008 4.25
12 Chardonnay 3309C 2008 2.25

13 Chardonnay AXR, 5C 1986, 1992,
1993, 1994 5.0

14 Chardonnay 101-14 2003 4.2
15 Chardonnay 101-14 2003, 2005 4.1
16 Chardonnay S04 2007 2.8

Plant communities adjacent to surveyed vineyard blocks
To test the hypothesis that vegetation composition of the areas surrounding vineyards may be influencing the
abundance of Xf vectors (sharpshooters and spittlebugs) and the prevalence of Pierce’s disease in the vineyards,
we designed the following protocol. We surveyed the species richness and relative abundance of all vascular
plants found at each vineyard site (N = 32 sites) in Napa and Sonoma counties. Each site included one to three
lines of insect traps extending from the center of the vineyard towards the edges. Our vegetation surveys extended
these lines for 50 meters in the same cardinal direction, sampling the vegetation in the bordering areas
surrounding the vineyards. In most cases these areas were riparian communities with mixes of native and non-
native vegetation; however, in some cases these areas were cleared or managed lands with plantings. In total, we
surveyed 71 geo-referenced 50-meter transects at the 32 sites (one to three transects per site), and sampled a total
of 154 different vascular plant species. Our objective was to characterize the vegetation structure as well as
sample the plant diversity at each vineyard, so we sampled ground cover as well as all woody stems greater than
one cm in diameter. For ground cover, we calculated the percent cover of different species of herbs, grasses,
woody stems, and bare ground for two meters x 50 meters (0.01 hectare) in each transect. For woody stems, we
counted and identified each stem greater than one cm in diameter in the same two meter x 50 meter area as the
groundcover transect. For large trees, we counted and identified each stem greater than 10 cm in diameter for 10
meters x 50 meters (0. 1 hectare) in each transect. In total, we counted and identified 3,935 stems > 1 cm < 10 cm,
and 1,208 trees greater than 10 cm in diameter. We will use this vegetation structure data, percent cover data, and
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species composition and relative abundance data to correlate with the insect trap vector relative abundance and Xf
prevalence data when it is available.

Figure 2. Sample map for Napa-block I showing georeferenced vineyard and vegetation trap locations and
Pierce’s disease incidence (2015).

Blue-green sharpshooter monitoring.
So far this season, the BGSS monitoring program indicates vector populations in vineyards are low. For example,
although the grower-generated monitoring data showed up to an average of two BGSS per trap in late April,
approximately 70% of vineyard block censuses found no BGSS on that date (Figure 3A). The researcher-
generated monitoring data showed similarly low BGSS densities, with the highest densities primarily in some
Sonoma County vineyard blocks between the end of March and mid-May, but with most vineyard censuses
finding no BGSS on that date (Figure 3B).
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Figure 3. Number of BGSS caught over spring 2016 in parallel trapping programs (A) conducted
by grape growers in two regions of Napa County, and (B) by researchers (our team) at sites
throughout Napa and Sonoma counties.

Climatic effects on disease incidence
As a first step towards understanding whether climatic conditions in recent years have contributed to the ongoing
Pierce’s disease resurgence in the North Coast, we have started to compare recent versus historic climate data.
Thus far we have collated climate data from more than a dozen weather stations in the region, with some having
temperature data going back more than 70 years.

All else being equal, a lack of cold conditions over the winter and early spring should contribute to Pierce’s
disease incidence by reducing the fraction of vines recovering from infection. To address this prediction, we’ve
started to compare two metrics of dormant season climate – the mean daily minimum temperature, and the
number of days where minimum temperatures were below 40 ºF – for recent seasons compared to historic values.
Thus far, for two sites in Napa and Sonoma counties (i.e., Oakville and Healdsburg, respectively), temperature
data over the previous five seasons do not stand out as being warm by historic standards. Indeed, two to three of

(A)

(B)
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the previous five seasons have somewhat higher numbers of cold days (i.e., <40 ºF) and lower mean minimum
temperatures compared to historic averages.

Figure 4. Comparison of (A) daily minimum temperature and (B) number days with minimum temperatures below
40ºF over the dormant season (October to April) for the last 30 years at two sites in Napa and Sonoma counties.

CONCLUSIONS
There are no conclusions at this stage.

FUNDING AGENCIES
Funding for this project was provided by the CDFA Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter Board.

(A) (B)
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ABSTRACT
Previous research showed that Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) has a chitinase (ChiA) which is required for sharpshooter
vector colonization, transmission to plants, and plant colonization. The goals of this project are to understand the
function(s) of ChiA so that it can be exploited as a tool for control of Pierce’s disease by disrupting Xf interactions
with both plant and insect hosts. This report summarizes recent efforts aimed at experimentally determining
carbon sources that can be used by Xf in this context; previous reports discussed other aspects of the project.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
The previously identified Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) chitinase (ChiA) represents a unique opportunity to try to disrupt
Xf interactions with both insect and plant hosts as well as sharpshooter transmission, because all of these
processes are affected in the mutant strain that does not have this enzyme. The goal of this project is to better
understand how ChiA impacts plant and insect colonization so that it can be exploited to limit Pierce’s disease
spread.

OBJECTIVES
This project has three objectives:
1. Identify Xf proteins or protein complexes that bind to ChiA and are required for its activity.
2. Screen potential substrates cleaved by ChiA.
3. Functionally demonstrate the role of ChiA partners during insect and plant colonization.

Efforts during the report period focused on experimentally determining ChiA substrates in plants.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chitinase substrates.
Three different media containing 1.5 g/L K2HPO4, 1g/L KH2PO4, 1g/L MgSO4-7H2O, 10 mL/L of a 0.2%
phenol red solution, 10 mL/L of a Hemin chloride (0.1% in 0.05% NaOH) solution, 10g/L of gelrite, 3g/L of
BSA, and 0.2% of methylcellulose or xylan from oat spelts or 0.1% of pectin from apple were prepared. Eight
10 μL droplets of the wild-type, chitinase mutant, or the chitinase complemented strain (OD600 = 1.4 - 1.5) were
spotted on each medium. After six days of incubation at 28 °C the cellulose and xylan plates were flooded with
1 mg/mL of Congo red for 15 min. The Congo red was then poured off and a solution containing 1M NaCl was
added for an additional 15 min. 1 M HCl was finally poured on the plates for longer visualization of the
hydrolysis zone (Teather et al., 1982). The pectin plates were flooded with 1% cetrimide solution for three days
after a six-day incubation at 28 °C (Beg et al., 2000). The experiment was repeated three times per medium and
per strain. Halos were observed for the wild-type, the chitinase mutant, and the chitinase complemented strains for
the three different plant polysaccharides (cellulose, xylan and pectin) tested (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. From left to right, test of the ability of the wild-type strain, the ChiA mutant strain, and the ChiA
complemented strain to degrade cellulose (above) and xylan (below). The pictures were taken after Congo red
staining.

CONCLUSIONS
Earlier research has identified a series of new carbon sources that may be utilized by Xf. Efforts are now focusing
on experimentally confirming these results. Some appear to not be used as carbon sources by the chiA mutant
strain. The results presented here are examples of ongoing research addressing this question.

REFERENCES CITED
Teather RM, and Wood PJ. 1982. Use of Congo red-polysaccharide interactions in enumeration and

characterization of cellulolytic bacteria from the bovine rumen. Applied and Environmental Microbiology 43:
777-780.

Beg QK, Bhushan B, Kapoor M, and Hoondal GS. 2000. Production and characterization of thermostable
xylanase and pectinase from Streptomyces sp. QG-11-3. Journal of Industrial Microbiology and
Biotechnology 24(6): 396-402.
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ABSTRACT
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is a serious pathogen that infects a number of important crops including citrus, almonds,
and coffee. The Xf Temecula strain infects grapevines and induces Pierce’s disease (PD). In efforts to understand
infection better, we deleted the Xf PD1311 gene encoding a putative acyl CoA synthetase, which is a class of
enzymes involved in many different processes including secondary metabolite production. We discovered that Xf
deleted of this gene is avirulent. Given the critical role of PD1311 in Pierce’s disease development, we are
determining its role in virulence. We have evidence that the PD1311 strain may suppress disease when applied
prior to a virulent strain and thereby acting as a biocontrol for management of Pierce’s disease, as it significantly
reduces the symptoms when inoculated prior to wild-type Xf Temecula 1 (TM1).

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
We discovered that deleting the Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) Temecula 1 gene, PD1311, results in a strain that does not
induce Pierce’s disease. We are conducting research to determine how PD1311 plays such a central role in
symptom development. Given the agricultural importance of Pierce’s disease, it is critical to understand how
PD1311 exerts its effects. Additionally, we have evidence that the strain deleted for PD1311 may suppress disease
and function as a biocontrol. When inoculated prior to wild-type Xf, disease incidence was significantly lower.
Since the options for managing Pierce’s disease are limited, developing alternative control strategies to be
integrated into existing ones is critically important. Together the results from these aims will expand our
understanding of Pierce’s disease and provide information in relation to preventing disease.

INTRODUCTION
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is a Gram-negative, xylem-limited bacterium that causes Pierce’s disease of grapevines
(Chatterjee et al., 2008). Xf is transmitted to plants by insect vectors and once in the xylem, Xf is postulated to
migrate, aggregate, and form biofilm that clogs the vessels leading to Pierce’s disease. Recently, secreted toxins
and effectors have been identified as also playing roles in Pierce’s disease development (Matsumoto et al., 2012;
Nasci et al., 2014; Nascimento et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2015). We, and others, have studied Xf proteins and
genetic mechanisms involved in these steps (Guilhabert and Kirkpatrick, 2005; Meng et al., 2005; Feil et al.,
2007; Li et al., 2007; Shi et al., 2007; da Silva Neto et al., 2008; Cursino et al., 2009; Cursino et al., 2011; Cursino
et al., 2015) with the goal of better understanding Pierce’s disease virulence and for development of prevention
strategies.

We deleted the Xf PD1311 gene (ΔPD1311), a putative acyl-CoA synthetase (ACS), as we were interested in
genes potentially involved in secondary metabolite production. ACSs catalyze long-chain fatty acyl-CoAs (Black
et al., 1992) and are involved in numerous processes including pathogenicity (Barber et al., 1997). We recently
published this work, which includes showing it as having potential function as a biocontrol (Hao et al., 2016).

We found that PD1311 is a functional enzyme that has the conserved domains found in acyl-coA synthetase (data
not shown), and that ΔPD1311 grows in PD2 and Vitis vinifera sap (Figure 1) (Hao et al., 2016). Additionally,
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motility, aggregation, and biofilm production are key behaviors of Xf that are associated with Pierce’s disease
(Chatterjee et al., 2008). The ΔPD1311 strain is reduced in type IV pili-mediated motility on periwinkle wilt (PW)
plates minus bovine serum albumin (BSA) and is non-motile on sap agar (Figure 2) (Hao et al., 2016). In
comparison to TM1, ΔPD1311 is reduced in aggregation and biofilm production. Therefore, we hypothesized that
ΔPD1311 is less virulent in plants, as mutants with similar phenotypes have been shown to have reduced
virulence or be avirulent (Cursino et al., 2009; Cursino et al., 2011; Guilhabert and Kirkpatrick, 2005; Killiny et
al., 2013). We found that ΔPD1311 was avirulent and showed no Pierce’s disease, even at 24 weeks post-
inoculation (Figure 3).

Figure 1. ∆PD1311 growth and survival in grape sap. Shown
are growth curves of TM1 (solid line, square), ∆PD1311
(dotted line, triangle), and C-∆PD1311 (dashed line, circle) in
PD2 broth (A) and 100% Chardonnay sap (B). Six replicates
were included for each experiment and the assays were
repeated three times. Error bars represent standard deviations.
Three replicates were included for each experiment and the
assay was repeated twice. TM1 = wild-type Xf Temecula 1,
∆PD1311 = Xf Temecula 1 deleted of the PD1311 gene, C-
∆PD1311 = ∆PD1311 complement strain.

The weakly virulent Xf elderberry strain EB92-1 has been studied as a potential Pierce’s disease biological control
(Hopkins, 2005; Hopkins, 2012). Other approaches towards controlling Pierce’s disease include resistant and
scion varieties (Cousins and Goolsby, 2011; Walker, 2015) and transgenic vines (Dandekar, 2014; Gilchrist et al.,

Figure 2. ∆PD1311 was defective in motility,
aggregation, and biofilm. A) Representative images of
colony fringes of TM1, ∆PD1311, and C-∆PD1311on
PW-BSA plates at day 1 (top) and 8 (bottom) post-
inoculation (p.i.). B) Mean percentage of aggregation
and (C) biofilm quantification of wild-type, ∆PD1311,
and C-∆PD1311 strain in PD2 broth 5 d.p.i. Error bars
represent standard error. Twenty-four replicates were
included for each experiment and the assay was
repeated three times. * represents a significant
difference of p<0.01. TM1 = wild-type Xf Temecula 1,
∆PD1311 = Xf Temecula 1 deleted of the PD1311 gene,
and C-∆PD1311 = ∆PD1311 complement strain.
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2014; Gilchrist and Lincoln, 2014; Kirkpatrick, 2014; Lindow, 2014; Powell and Labavitch, 2014). However,
continued research of Pierce’s disease controls is warranted. We had results that ΔPD1311 lowers the incidence of
wild-type-induced Pierce’s disease. Given the avirulent phenotype of ΔPD1311 and its ability to limit wild-type
induced Pierce’s disease, this strain provides new potential for a commercialized biological control.

Figure 3. ∆PD1311 is avirulent on grapevines. Shown are weekly mean disease ratings of vines inoculated with
TM1 (solid line with squares), ∆PD1311 (triangles), C-∆PD1311 (open circles), and buffer (dotted line on x-axis)
respectively. Error bars represent standard errors. Ten plants were included for each experiment and the assay was
repeated twice. * represents a significant difference of p<0.01. TM1 = wild-type Xf Temecula 1, ∆PD1311 = Xf
Temecula 1 deleted of the PD1311 gene, C-∆PD1311 = ∆PD1311 complement strain.

OBJECTIVES
The overall goal is to optimize PD1311 as a biological control for Pierce’s disease and to understand the
mechanisms of disease inhibition that will facilitate future application.
1. Examine aspects of the PD1311 Temecula strain as a biological control of Pierce’s disease.

a. Optimize application timing and conditions for the PD1311 strain.
b. Determine if overwintered PD1311-inoculated plants maintain Pierce’s disease resistance.
c. Explore leafhopper transmission of the PD1311 strain.
d. Develop a clean deletion strain of PD1311 that would be suitable for commercialization.

2. Determine the function of the PD1311 protein and the mechanism by which PD1311 acts as a biological
control.
a. Elucidate the role of the PD1311 protein.
b. Examine the impact of the PD1311 strain on wild-type Xf in vitro and in planta.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Examine aspects of the PD1311 Temecula strain as a biological control of Pierce’s disease.
Objective 1a. Optimize application timing and conditions for the PD1311 strain.
To examine if the Xf ΔPD1311 Temecula 1 strain could act as a potential biocontrol, we inoculated V. vinifera cv.
Cabernet Sauvignon vines per standard procedures (Cursino et al., 2011) and recorded development of Pierce’s
disease using the five-scale assessment (Guilhabert and Kirkpatrick, 2005). We created three different inoculation
conditions: i) TM1 after a two-week pre-treatment with ΔPD1311 [following procedures used in Xf elderberry
EB92.1 strain biocontrol studies (Hopkins, 2005)], ii) TM1 and ΔPD1311 co-inoculated, and iii) controls (TM1-
only, ΔPD1311-only, buffer). We previously found that inoculating ΔPD1311 after a two-week pre-treatment
with TM1 did not limit Pierce’s disease (data not shown). Our controls included vines inoculated with TM1,



   
 

 

           
          

               
           

            
           
     

 
 

 
  

  

   
 

 

   

   

  
        
       

      
      

         
    

       

ΔPD1311, or buffer (Hopkins, 1984). Our results for 2015 indicated that pre-treatment with ΔPD1311 could 
inhibit Pierce’s disease in a significant proportion of TM1-inoculated vines, while co-inoculation does not alter 
disease development (Figure 4) (Hao et al., 2016). 

Figure 4. ∆PD1311 inoculation to grape prior to TM1 suppressed Pierce’s disease development. A) Weekly mean 
disease ratings of vines inoculated with TM1-only (triangles), TM1 and ∆PD1311 simultaneously (circles), 
∆PD1311 two weeks prior to TM1 (diamonds), ∆PD1311-only (squares), and buffer (x marks), respectively. Error 
bars represent standard errors. Ten plants were included for each experiment and the assay was repeated twice. 
B) Disease rating for each vine at 24 w.p.i. 1 = TM1-only, 2 = ∆PD1311-only, 3 = co-inoculation with TM1 and 
∆PD1311 simultaneously, 4 = ∆PD1311 two weeks before TM1, and 5 = buffer. TM1 = wild-type Xf Temecula 1, 
∆PD1311 = Xf Temecula 1 deleted of the PD1311 gene. 

Objective 1b. Determine if overwintered PD1311-inoculated plants maintain Pierce’s disease resistance. 
In 2014 we had V. vinifera plants infected with TM1 or PD1311 two weeks prior to TM1. These vines were cut 
back and placed in nursery storage for the 2015 winter. The plants were then grown in the greenhouse in Spring 
2015 to follow potential Pierce’s disease symptoms. Our preliminary findings showed that TM1 could overwinter 
and cause Pierce’s disease in the following year. Plants treated with PD1311 followed by TM1 did not show 
symptoms either year and ELISA did not detect Xf (TM1 or PD1311) in year 2 (Table 1). This data suggests that 
PD1311 protection may last overwintering. We are currently exploring whether biocontrol treatment in year 1 
protects against a fresh wild-type inoculation in year 2. If overwintering protection is found, this result would 
indicate that the PD1311 biocontrol may have long-lasting protection in the field. If symptoms do develop in 
year 2 in the PD1311-treated plants, this result will indicate that reapplication of the biocontrol will be necessary 
to maintain Pierce’s disease suppression. 

Table 1. Xf ELISA results overwintered plants.a 

Treatment Year 1b Symptoms 
Year 1c 

Symptoms 
Year 2 

0 cmd 30 cmd 150 cmd 

TM1f + 
+ +/1e +/1 +/1 

- -/3 -/3 -/3 

ΔPD1311 then TM1 - - -/2 -/2 -/2 
a Plants overwintered in cold storage between year 1 and 2. 
b Plants were given no further inoculations in year 2. 
c “+” = Pierce’s disease symptoms; “-“ = no Pierce’s disease symptoms. 
d Sample distance up from inoculation point in year 2. 
e “+”or “–“ indicated positive or negative for Xf, respectively / “number” is the number of plants tested 
by ELISA in year 2. 
f TM1 = wild-type Xf Temecula 1, ∆PD1311 = Xf Temecula 1 deleted of the PD1311 gene. 
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Objective 1c. Explore leafhopper transmission of the PD1311 strain.
Xylem-sap feeding leafhopper vectors transmit Xf from plant to plant (Chatterjee et al., 2008). The bacterium
utilizes adhesins, such as FimA, HxfA, and HxfB, to attach and form biofilms on insect foreguts, which then
become a source of inoculum for further disease spread (Killiny and Almeida, 2009; Killiny et al., 2010). Thus,
interaction with insects is a known key step for Xf to accomplish its life cycle. For development of ∆PD1311 as a
commercially viable biological control agent and for future field studies, it will be necessary to understand its
insect transmissibility. Because ∆PD1311 has reduced aggregation and biofilm (Figure 2), we hypothesize that
∆PD1311 is altered in its ability to be insect vectored. As an initial assay, we want to examine the adhesion of the
mutant strain to the hindwing of the leafhopper vector, as this assay has been found to mimic adhesion to the
foregut region owing to the similar chitinous nature of the cuticles (Killiny et al., 2010). We have preliminary data
to show that ∆PD1311 attached to insect wings at a level similar to the wild-type strain (Figure 5).

Objective 1d. Develop a clean deletion strain of PD1311 that would be suitable for commercialization.
PD1311 was created via site-specific recombination of a kanamycin cassette into the Xf chromosome
(Matsumoto et al., 2009; Shi et al., 2009). For commercial viability, the antibiotic marker needs to be removed
from the strain. Unlabeled Agrobacterium tumefaciens mutants have been created (Merritt et al., 2007), which
will be the first approach we attempt. We anticipate beginning this work after we complete data collection from
objective 1a to confirm the biological control function of PD1311 with optimized application conditions.

Figure 5. The ΔPD1311 strain attached to leafhopper hindwings similar to the wild-type strain. The attachment
assay was performed as described previously (Baccari et al., 2014). The experiment was performed once with eight
replicates included for each strain.

Objective 2. Determine the function of the PD1311 protein and the mechanism by which PD1311 acts as a
biological control.
Objective 2a. Elucidate the role of the PD1311 protein.
The Xf PD1311 gene has motifs suggesting it encodes an ACS protein (acyl- and aryl-CoA synthetase) (Chang et
al., 1997; Gulick, 2009). ACS metabolite intermediates are involved in -oxidation and phospholipid
biosynthesis, and ACS proteins have also been implicated in cell signaling (Korchak et al., 1994), protein
transportation (Glick and Rothman, 1987), protein acylation (Gordon et al., 1991), and enzyme activation (Lai et
al., 1993). Importantly, ACSs are involved in pathogenicity (Banchio and Gramajo, 2002; Barber et al., 1997;
Soto et al., 2002).

ACS proteins metabolize fatty acids through a two-step process to form a fatty acyl-CoA precursor utilized in any
downstream metabolic pathways (Roche et al., 2013; Watkins, 1997; Weimar et al., 2002). To confirm enzymatic
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activity, we expressed and purified a PD1311-His tag protein, and we tested it for ligase activity using acetate as
the substrate. Acetate is the simplest substrate for fatty acid synthetase reaction, as a two-carbon (C2) chain length
molecule. We used a standard colorimetric assay that measures acyl-CoA production (Kuang et al., 2007). The
PD1311 protein exhibited a functional ATP/AMP binding domain that performed the following reaction: ATP +
acetate + CoA is converted to AMP + pyrophosphate + acetyl-CoA (data not shown). Therefore we confirmed
that the protein is functional.

The deletion of the PD1311 gene is non-lethal, suggesting that it has a role in non-essential fatty acid metabolism.
One possibility is that PD1311 plays a role in diffusible signal factor (DSF) production, however, our preliminary
results do not support that role (data not shown). An alternative potential role for the PD1311 protein is in
precursor production of lipopolysaccharide (LPS). LPS is found on the outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria
and is composed of a lipid A innermost component, a core saccharide, and an outer most O-antigen. Upstream of
PD1311, are three genes annotated as LPS-associated enzymes: lipid A biosynthesis N-terminal domain protein
(PD1312), dolichol-phosphate mannosyltransferase (Dpm1) (PD1313), and WbnF nucleotide sugar epimerase
(PD1314) (Simpson et al., 2000). Dolichol-phosphate mannosyltransferase proteins are involved in N-linked
oligosaccharides in the LPS core (Kapitonov and Yu, 1999), while nucleotide sugar epimerases are involved in O-
antigen synthesis (Lam et al., 2011). LPS is a known major virulence factor of Xf, and changes in LPS integrity
renders bacteria more susceptible to environmental stress and defective in virulence (Clifford et al., 2013).

Figure 6. Relative sensitivity of ∆PD1311 to H2O2 and polymixin B (PB). A) Mean diameters of inhibition zones
of TM1 (empty bars), ∆PD1311 (dotted bars), and C-∆PD1311 (dashed bars) exposed to 100 or 500 mM of H2O2
on PD2 agar plates. Error bars represent standard deviations. Three replicates were included for each experiment and
the assay was repeated twice. * represents a significant difference of p<0.01. B) Growth of TM1 and C-∆PD1311 on
PD2 plates amended with 16 µg/mL PB and growth of ∆PD1311 on PD2 plates with 1 µg/mL PB. Images were
taken under a Stemi-2000C dissecting microscope with a magnification of 3.2X. The assay was repeated at least four
times with similar observations. TM1 = wild-type Xf Temecula 1, ∆PD1311 = Xf Temecula 1 deleted of the PD1311
gene, C-∆PD1311 = ∆PD1311 complement strain.

Considering the avirulent phenotype of ∆PD1311 on grapevines, PD1311 may be involved in lipid A biosynthesis
or membrane production. Therefore, the ∆PD1311 cells may be more sensitive to environmental stresses such as
oxidative stress and cationic antimicrobial peptide polymyxin B (PB). When TM1 and ∆PD1311 cells were
exposed to hydrogen peroxide on agar plates in a Kirby-Bauer type assay, the zone of inhibition was greater for
the mutant strain than wild-type cells (Figure 6A) (Hao et al., 2016). In addition, ∆PD1311 cells were more
sensitive to PB than wild-type or ∆PD1311 complement cells. While both TM1 and ∆PD1311 complement cells
grew on plates supplemented with 16 µg/mL PB, almost all ∆PD1311 cells were killed when plated on PD2 agar
supplemented with 1 ug/mL PB (Figure 6B).
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Table 2. Wild-type Xf detection by ELISA in petioles 24 w.p.i.a.a

Treatment PD
Symptom Trial

Distance above inoculation point
(cm)

0 30 150

∆PD1311 then TM1b
- 1 -c/3d -/3 -/3

2 -/5 -/5 -/5

+ 1 n.d.e n.d. +/6
2 n.d. n.d. +/4

TM1 + ∆PD1311 + 1 n.d. n.d. +/5
2 n.d. n.d. +/4

TM1 only + 1 n.d. n.d. +/5
2 n.d. n.d. +/4

Shown are results of TM1 detection in petioles by ELISA 24 weeks post-inoculation. Each
trial contained 10 plants total of which a subset was tested.
a w.p.i. = weeks post-inoculation.
b TM1 = wild-type; TM1 was inoculated two weeks after ΔPD1311.
c “+”or “–” indicates positive or negative for Xf, respectively.
d Number is the number of plants tested by ELISA.
e n.d. = not assessed as no petioles left due to disease.

Objective 2b. Examine the impact of the PD1311 strain on wild-type Xf in vitro and in planta.
To have better grounding on the potential of PD1311 for suppressing Pierce’s disease and how it may function as
a biocontrol we need to explore the mechanism by which the mutant strain impacts wild-type cells. We have
results showing that the TM1-induced disease can be limited only when PD1311 was inoculated two weeks
before the pathogen (Figure 4). Therefore, we would like to know how the two strains spread through the plant
when both are inoculated. PD1311 does not secrete a toxin that affects wild-type populations (Table 2), as we
grew TM1 cells in supernatant from PD1311 cells and found no growth changes (data not shown).
Understanding how the mutant cells impact TM1 is important for understanding not only how the biological
control is achieved but also how the treatment would be most effectively applied in the field.

CONCLUSIONS
Concerning objective 1, we confirmed that PD1311 is avirulent, and we found that it can significantly reduce
Pierce’s disease development by TM1. Preliminary data suggests that PD1311 attaches to insect hindwings
equal to TM1 cells and therefore could possibly be distributed by the vector. We are completing the overwintering
studies in objective 1b, which we hope will provide insights into the lasting impact of the PD1311 biocontrol.
For objective 2, our preliminary results show that the mutant has greater sensitivity to chemical environments
(hydrogen peroxide, antimicrobial peptides), which may contribute to its avirulent phenotype and help explain the
role of the protein in the bacterium. Overall, this work explores a potentially new biocontrol for limiting Pierce’s
disease.
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ABSTRACT
The goal of this research was to understand the relationship between the expression of secreted virulence proteins
by Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) and the leaf scorching symptoms observed during the development of Pierce’s disease,
and to exploit this information to develop new strategies to control Pierce’s disease in grapevines. The analysis of
Xf Temecula 1 secreted proteins has enabled us to focus on two previously uncharacterized proteins, LesA and
PrtA, that appear to be causal to the leaf scorching phenotype observed in Pierce’s disease. We generated mutant
Xf that are defective in their capacity to secrete either of these two proteins and individually these mutants
displayed unique alterations in growth and disease phenotype. The mutant lesA1 that does not make LesA protein
is less virulent, therefore we conclude that LesA is a ‘virulence factor,’ while prtA1 that does not make PrtA
protein is more virulent, therefore PrtA is an ‘anti-virulence factor.’ LesA protein displays lipase/esterase
activities and is the most abundant secreted protein, with structural similarity to two less abundant secreted
proteins LesB and LesC. LesA, B, and C proteins produced individually in Escherichia coli were infiltrated into
grapevine and walnut leaf tissues and were able to induce scorching symptoms in leaves. These symptoms appear
to be related to the lipase/esterase activity present in these proteins. We have analyzed the microbiome of Xf-
infected plants and compared these with uninfected plants and we observed a striking variation in the alpha
diversity of the microbial community. Different parts of the plant along the axis of infection differ in their alpha
diversity. We compared bottom and top stems and roots. Infection with Xf leads to a loss of diversity indicating
that Xf is able to colonize and displace or outcompete existing microbial communities in the xylem. More virulent
strains like prtA1 are able to more quickly colonize as compared to lesA1 that was slower than the wild-type
strains. Since PrtA was an anti-virulence factor and possibly has a role to play in the biofilm we expressed PrtA as
a transgene in transgenic tobacco. Two of the eight transgenic plants displayed some anti-virulence activity and
showed a reduction of symptoms when infected with Xf. A deeper understanding of how these two secreted
proteins LesA and PrtA function and their associated pathobiology has provided new insights into this disease and
provided a new avenue for therapy against Pierce’s disease.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Pierce’s disease of grapevines is caused by the bacterium Xylella fastidiosa (Xf), a xylem-limited bacterium that is
responsible for several economically important diseases in many plants. A characteristic symptom of Pierce’s
disease is leaf scorching, with marginal regions of leaves developing chlorosis progressing to necrosis. Blockage
of xylem elements by growth of Xf biofilm leading to an interference with in planta water transport have been
posited to be the main cause of Pierce’s disease symptom development. This research has developed an
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alternative hypothesis for disease symptom development. Our analysis of Xf secreted proteins has enabled us to
focus on two previously uncharacterized proteins, LesA and PrtA, that play a role in the development of Pierce’s
disease symptoms. We generated mutant Xf that are defective in the secretion of either of these two proteins that
show alterations in bacterial physiology and plant disease phenotype. Mutant bacteria defective in secreting LesA
were less virulent and displayed a biofilm behavior in culture, while the bacteria defective in the secretion of PrtA
were the opposite; i.e., they were highly virulent and correspondingly displayed a planktonic growth in culture.
Our experiments showed that these two proteins play a role in disease progression. We have also examined the
role of these secreted proteins with respect to colonization of the xylem in different parts of grapevines and
investigated the influence that these bacteria have on the resident microbial communities that inhabit these
locations. We observed that more virulent strains are able to more rapidly colonize the grapevine and change the
diversity of the microbial community. It is possible that these changes in community are influenced also by these
secreted virulence factors, specifically LesA. One of these factors that we have proposed as an anti-virulence
factor (PrtA) is able to control symptoms when expressed in tobacco plants. An understanding of how these two
proteins work has provided new insights into this disease and indicate new avenues of therapy.

INTRODUCTION
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is a fastidious, xylem-limited gamma-proteobacterium that causes several economically
important diseases in many crops including grapevine, citrus, periwinkle, almond, oleander, and coffee (Davis et
al., 1978; Chatterjee et al., 2008). In the field, Xf is vector-transmitted by various xylem sap-feeding sharpshooter
insects (Purcell and Hopkins, 1996; Redak et al., 2004). The Xf subspecies fastidiosa (Xff), as exemplified by the
California strain Temecula 1, causes Pierce’s disease in grapevine. The Xf life cycle and virulence mechanism are
not entirely understood (Chatterjee et al., 2008). This research focused on understanding the pathobiology of Xf
that leads to disease; specifically, the underlying mechanism that leads to leaf scorching symptoms.
Understanding the pathobiology could lead to the development of new strategies to control Pierce’s disease in
grapevines in California. The secretion of virulence factors by pathogens is an important tool that is used to
trigger plant disease. Unlike closely-related pathogens from the genus Xanthomonas, Xf does not possess the type
III secretion system (T3SS) that is used to inject effector proteins into plant cells (Van Sluys et al., 2002).
However, Xanthomonas and Xf have in common a similar type II secretion system (T2SS) that is used to secrete a
battery of important extracellular enzymes that are responsible for virulence (Ray et al., 2000). In Xf, genes have
been identified that code for plant cell wall degrading enzymes (CWDEs) such as polygalacturonase, cellulase,
lipase/esterase, and several proteases (Simpson et al., 2000). These enzymes may aid Xf migration inside xylem
vessels by degrading the pit membrane and also help release the carbohydrates necessary for bacterial nutrition
and survival. One T2SS virulence factors, a polygalacturonase encoded by pglA, lost pathogenicity when it was
mutated and resulted in Xf that was unable to colonize grapevine (Roper et al., 2007). This confirmed an earlier
finding that expression of a polygalacturonase inhibitory protein that possibly blocked the action of the virulence
factor PglA provided resistance to Pierce’s disease (Aguero et al., 2005). Cell wall degradation by CWDEs also
releases oligosaccharides as products, which can induce potent innate immune responses from plants. The plant
immune responses include production of phytoalexins, fortification of cell walls through deposition of callose,
oxidative burst, and induction of programmed cell death (Darvill and Albersheim, 1984; Ryan and Farmer, 1991;
Braun and Rodrigues, 1993).

OBJECTIVES
The goal of this project is to define the role that Xylella secreted proteins LesA and PrtA play in the Pierce’s
disease phenotype of grapevine.
1. Define the mechanism of action of LesA and PrtA gene products.

Activity 1. Express LesA, B, C and PrtA individually and examine their role in the virulence response of
Xylella cultures.

Activity 2. Metagenome analysis of xylem tissues infected by strains mutated for Les A, B, and C, and PrtA.
Activity 3. Develop transgenic SR1 tobacco expressing PrtA and evaluate protection against Xylella

virulence.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Define the mechanism of action of LesA and PrtA gene products.
Our previous analysis revealed 24 secreted proteins in cultures of Xf Temecula 1. Of these, we have characterized
two proteins, LesA and PrtA. A proteomic analysis of infected leaf tissues revealed five of the 24 secreted Xf
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proteins, the most abundant of which is LesA. To further characterize the role of these proteins, we used
insertional mutagenesis of Xf cultures and expressed the respective proteins in Escherichia coli to identify their
function in Pierce’s disease.

Activity 1. Express LesA, B, C, and PrtA individually and examine their role in the virulence response of
Xylella cultures.
The most abundant Xf protein in infected grapevine leaves displaying Pierce’s disease symptoms was an
uncharacterized Xf protein that we have designated LesA. It has a 35 amino acid secretion peptide consistent with
it being secreted. Immunogold localization of LesA in fixed cells using antibodies against LesA revealed that
most of the protein was embedded within the secreted matrix surrounding Xf cells, confirming that LesA is a
secreted protein (Figure 1). We compared the structure of lesA to proteins in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and
found a close structural similarity to a Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Xoo) LipA that has lipase and esterase
activity (Figure 2; Aparna et al., 2009). Lipase activity was confirmed by growing Xf cultures on plates
containing tributryn, a triacylglyceride of butyrate. Zones of clearance were clearly visible surrounding the
colonies, indicating lipase activity (Figure 1).

Based on this structural prediction we aligned the active site residues S200, D360, and H402 of LesA with LipA
from Xoo. We then threaded LesA with the known structure of the Xoo LipA and there was an excellent
alignment of active site residues (Figure 2). Additionally, LesA was found to be highly conserved among both
Xylella and Xanthomonas strains (Figure 2). To determine whether LesA had both lipase and esterase activities,
we expressed LesA in E. coli and made a mutant version, LesA2, in which the S200 serine in the protein was
substituted with an alanine residue. We then analyzed the activity by growing/harvesting E. coli strains that
displayed both lipase activity evaluated on agar plates containing tributryn as well as esterase activity by assaying
the E. coli extracts using the substrate 4-methyl umbelliferone butyrate and measuring the formation of 4-methyl
umbelliferone (4MU), the product of the reaction (Figures 1 and 3). Esterase activity was clearly seen in strains
expressing LesA and to a lesser extent in those expressing LesA2 or the empty vector (EV). E.coli expressing
LesA showed zones of clearance but not those expressing LesA2 (Figures 1 and 3). In addition, LesA protein
was detected on western blots from cultures expressing both LesA and LesA2 (Figure 1). To investigate the
function of the LesA protein we created a functional knockout strain via homologous recombination where the
genomic region encoding LesA was disrupted via the insertion of a gene encoding resistance to the antibiotic
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kanamycin. This mutant strain was called lesA1. Among the 24 proteins secreted by Xf cultures, LesA was the
most abundant, but we also identified LesB and LesC, proteins with strong homology to LesA. An alignment of
the protein sequences revealed a conservation of the active site residues of Les A in LesB and C. Les B is located
adjacent to the lesA on the Xf genome, but LesC is located at some distance away. Since lesA and B were located
together, we created a double knock-out using kanamycin. This particular strain is designated lesA3B1. We
confirmed by PCR comparison of wild-type Xf with lesA1 and LesA3B1 that we had knocked out one and both
genes. LesA1 and LesA3B1 show less lipase and esterase activities (Figure 3). We expressed LesA, B, and C in
E.coli so we could study the lipase/esterase activities they possessed. We observed some differences among the
activities of LesA, B and C. Les A has both lipase and esterase activities, LesB has neither lipase nor esterase
activity for the substrates that we tested, and LesC has lipase activity similar to LesA but no corresponding
esterase activity directed to butyrate substrates (Figure 3). LesA1 and lesA3B1 cultures displayed increased
aggregation, in contrast to wild-type Xf strains. When grown in flasks, a clear biofilm ring was visible for the wild
type, but a much larger and more profound ring of biofilm was visible for lesA1 (Figure 3). We further confirmed
this observation using scanning electron microscopy, where lesA1 showed marked aggregation of cells
(Figure 3). To investigate the role of lesA in the virulence response and Pierce’s disease development, we
infected grapevine plants as described earlier (Dandekar et al., 2012) inserting ~10 million bacteria at the bottom
of grapevines about 10 cm above the soil. Plants were scored at 10 weeks. Pierce’s disease symptoms were clearly
visible starting at 10 weeks for the wild-type Tem1 strains, but neither the lesA1 nor the lesA3B1 strains showed
any symptoms at this time point (Figure 4). Infiltrating the LesA protein into grapevine leaves led to scorching,
but infiltrating the LesA2 mutant protein that lacks both lipase and esterase activities did not (Figure 4). These
results clearly show that the presence of the secreted LesA protein is related to leaf scorching and that the activity
of the lipase/esterase is necessary for the observed symptoms. The in planta testing in grapevine leaves via
syringe infiltration is difficult, however, we were also able to use walnut leaves and obtain cell death symptoms.
In walnut leaves, LesA, LesB, and LesC were capable of causing lesions while just phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) or LesA2 (functional mutant: S200A) protein and empty vector (data not shown) displayed no symptoms.
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The secreted protein PrtA was previously annotated also as an uncharacterized protein. We analyzed the structure
of PrtA, comparing it with proteins in the Protein Data Bank, and found a close structural match to an
extracellular alkaline serine protease. Based on this structural prediction, we were able to align the amino acid
residues in the active site showing a perfect alignment of these active site residues (Figure 5). Also, prtA is highly
conserved among various Xylella strains, but interestingly not among Xanthomonas strains like LesA is.

The protease activity of prtA was confirmed by expressing the encoded protein, PrtA in E. coli and we were able
to demonstrate a lack/lesser activity in a mutant (prtA2) where one of the active site residues (S280 mutated to
A280) was mutated as compared to the wild-type PrtA enzyme using fluorescent-labelled casein as the substrate
(Figure 5). To investigate the function of this protein we created a functional knockout strain via homologous
recombination where the genomic region encoding PrtA was disrupted via the insertion of a gene encoding
resistance to the antibiotic gentamycin. This mutant strain was called prtA1. We confirmed via PCR analysis that
the coding region of prtA was disrupted in the prtA1 mutant. Expectedly, the mutant strain displayed less protease
activity and PrtA was not detectable in secreted proteins from prtA1 cultures, while PrtA was detectable in wild-
type cultures. Growth characteristics of prtA1 cultures revealed that it was markedly more planktonic than the
wild-type Xf Tem1 strain (Figure 6). Growth on plates showed less aggregation and when grown in flasks, a clear
biofilm ring was formed by wild-type but not prtA1 cultures (Figure 6). We used scanning electron microscopy
to confirm that wild-type cultures showed marked aggregation whereas prtA1 appeared to be exclusively
planktonic (Figure 6). Since planktonic forms have reportedly displayed more virulence (Newman et al., 2004;
Chatterjee et al., 2008), we infected grapevine plants as described earlier (Dandekar et al., 2012) in the main stem,
10 cm above the soil. Plants were scored at 10 weeks. Pierce’s disease symptoms were clearly visible with prtA1
infections starting at six to eight weeks, much earlier to that observed with the wild type (Figure 7). A
comparison of prtA1 and wild-type colonies shows twitching motility at the margins of prtA1 colonies,
confirming enhanced movement consistent with the observed enhanced virulence (Figure 7).

Activity 2. Metagenome analysis of xylem tissues infected by strains mutated for Les A, B, and C, and PrtA.
Because the secreted proteins may influence the grapevine microbiota and indirectly that interaction could
influence the disease outcome, we investigated the microbial communities in the xylem of grapevine. Since there
is not much information available on the microbial communities in grapevine we investigated a comparison of
Thompson Seedless (TS) samples infected with different Xf strains; one unable to make PrtA (prtA1), wild-type
Xf (Tem1), and uninfected tissue. Grapevine stem and root tissues were investigated to determine the alpha
diversity of the xylem microbial communities along the axis of infection. DNA was extracted and the V4 region
of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using region-specific primers and sequenced using standard protocols as
agreed upon in the Earth Microbiome Project (http://www.earthmicrobiome.org/emp-standard-protocols/) to
reveal the composition of resident microbial communities (Caporaso et al., 2012).
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Initial extractions of DNA from grapevine tissues revealed a high proportion of host chloroplast DNA that was
abundantly extracted and that greatly diminished the sequence depth needed to analyze the composition of
resident microbial communities. We employed the use of specific PCR blockers to selectively inhibit the
amplification of grapevine chloroplast sequences (Orum, 2000). This was successful and rarefaction plots of the
samples extracted in our infection study showed that novel operational taxonomic units (OTUs) are indeed
extracted and that they plateau upon increasing sequence depth, indicating that we sampled a majority of the
resident microbial community (Figures 8 and 9). An analysis of the alpha diversity in the different tissue samples
revealed that the top and bottom stem tissues clearly separate from root tissues (Figure 10). This observed

http://www.horizonpress.com/cimb/v/v2/v2n104.pdf
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difference in alpha diversity, shown in Figure 10, allowed us to compare the divesity of the resident microbial
communities after challenge with wild-type Xf and also lesA1 and prtA1 mutant bacteria. We chose to compare
just the stem segments and the results showed not only a clear separation based on infected and non-infected stem
segments but also a clustering based on the degree of virulence (Figure 11). The mutant lesA1 that we show in
activity 1 to be less virulent clusters more closely to uninfected, whereas those sample tissues obtained from
plants infected with the highly virulent prtA1 strain show the least similarity (Figure 11). Next we investigated
what was driving the separation between infected and uninfected samples. To do so, we began by looking at the
alpha diversity (within sample diversity) of each sample and the variance of these samples. In both “Top” and
“Bottom” tissue we observed a clear loss of diversity over time, which was clearly visible with both Shannon
(Figure 12) and Observed OTU Alpha Diversity measures (data not shown). At pre-infection the alpha diversity
of top and bottom tissue was similar, though bottom tissue was significantly more diverse. This was attributed to
the bottom tissue being older and closer to the soil. Alpha diversity is lost initially near the point of infection
(bottom tissue) as seen at two weeks post-infection (2WPI; Figure 12). As the infection spreads over time we
observed changes in microbial diversity near the top part of the vine, which was first noted at six weeks post-
infection (6WPI; Figure 12). Both top and bottom tissues showed significant decreases in alpha diversity when
compared to uninfected tissue.
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From pre-infection to six weeks post-infection we also see the composition of the microbiome change
dramatically. Figure 13 shows the taxonomic composition of the microbiome broken down by family for vines
infected with Xf Tem1 (wild-type) over time. After Xf infection, the composition of the microbiome quickly
becomes completely dominated by the family Xanthomadaceae. This corresponds to the decrease in alpha
diversity observed in Figure 12.

Activity 3. Develop transgenic SR1 tobacco expressing PrtA and evaluate protection against Xylella

virulence.
To test the anti-virulence phenotype of PrtA, we cloned the prtA coding region into a binary vector under the
CaMV35S promoter after codon optimization for expression in tobacco (Figure 14). The binary vector construct
was introduced into a disarmed strain of Agrobacterium (EHA105) via electroporation to create a functional
system for plant transformation. Thirteen transgenic SR1 tobacco lines have been generated at the UC Davis Plant
Transformation Facility. We have screened eight of these plants and they are all positive for the presence of the
kan genes and express PrtA as detected using an anti-FLAG antibody. We did not detect the protein using an anti-
PrtA antibody. The resulting plants were tested for their susceptibility to Xf infection using a previously
established technique and two of the eight independent transgenic tobacco lines tested showed some level of
tolerance (Figure 14; Francis et al., 2008). These results show that PrtA holds some promise as an anti-virulence
factor. This observation needs to be confirmed in transgenic grapevines.
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CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this project is to understand the virulence mechanisms of Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) that lead to leaf
scorching symptoms observed in Pierce’s disease, and to exploit this information to develop new strategies to
control Pierce’s disease in grapevines. The blockage of xylem elements and the interference with water transport
by Xf is regarded to be the main cause of Pierce’s disease symptom development. The analysis of Xf Temecula 1
secreted proteins has enabled us to focus on two previously uncharacterized proteins: LesA and PrtA. We
generated mutant Xf that are defective for each of these two genes and they show alterations in disease phenotype;
lesA1 is less virulent while prtA1 is more virulent. LesA displays lipase/esterase activities and is the most
abundant but is very similar to two additional less abundant proteins, LesB and LesC, also secreted by Xf.
Expression of LesA, B, and C individually in E.coli indicates that these proteins can induce scorching symptoms
in grapevine and walnut leaves. These symptoms appear to be related to the lipase/esterase activity present in
these proteins. The PrtA protein has protease activity and Xf-prtA1 mutants are highly virulent, suggesting that
this protein may somehow block disease. We have investigated the role these particular proteins have on the
composition and distribution of the microbiome. A fairly large dataset has been generated and is being currently
analyzed to evaluate the differences in the composition of the microbiome in different tissues and at different
stages of infection. We have built vectors to test the anti-virulence activity of PrtA by expressing it in transgenic
SR1 tobacco plants. The analysis reveals that two of the eight lines tested show evidence of tolerance/resistance to
infection. The understanding of how these two proteins work has shown that LesA is a good diagnostic for
Pierce’s disease infection and that expression of PrtA in tobacco shows promising results. PrtA needs to be tested
in grapevines to determine if it can provide a new avenue of therapy against Pierce’s disease.
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ABSTRACT
This research is a continuation of the field evaluation of chimeric antimicrobial protein (CAP) and
polygalacturonase-inhibiting protein (PGIP) expressing rootstocks that enable trans-graft protection of scion
varieties of grapevine from developing Pierce’s disease after infection with Xylella fastidiosa (Xf). The research
has two activities. The first is to conclude the field testing of Thompson Seedless expressing CAP or PGIP as a
rootstock. The second is to conduct greenhouse and field evaluations of commercially relevant rootstocks
expressing CAP constructs. Grapevine survival of grafted transgenic grapevines, inoculated in 2014/2015 was
assessed on June 14, 2016. The data showed that the survival rate for most grafted inoculated transgenic
Thompson Seedless lines expressing either CAP or PGIP was higher than those grafted to the untransformed
control. The lines expressing CAP showed the highest efficacy in protecting grafted transgenic grapevines from
developing Pierce’s disease. Severity or absence of Pierce’s disease symptoms for all Solano County field trial
grafted transgenic grapevines inoculated from 2012 to 2015 was assessed in the 2015 fall season and the Pierce’s
disease symptom severity score was lower in most of the grafted inoculated transgenic lines from each strategy
but higher in grafted untransformed control vines. Xf was detected in grafted transgenic vines, but Xf titer was
lower in the transgenic as compared to grafted control grapevine rootstocks. The second activity of this project
focuses on the field evaluation of CAP constructs in commercially relevant rootstocks (110-14/1103). Five CAP
constructs that vary in the source and type of components to create each of the CAPs have been transformed into
both rootstock backgrounds, and as transgenic plants emerge they are propagated for greenhouse and field
evaluations. A two-cane disease evaluation pipeline was developed to test the transgenic rootstocks for resistance
to Pierce’s disease. This pipeline was successfully tested for evaluating 33 CAP-1 expressing rootstocks, with 30
in the 101-14 and three in the 1103 rootstock background. Of these 33, six displayed good efficacy and have been
propagated to initiate field efficacy testing for protecting the sensitive Chardonnay grapevine variety from
developing Pierce’s disease.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
This project is a continuation to evaluate the field efficacy of transgenic grapevine rootstocks expressing a
chimeric antimicrobial protein (CAP) or a polygalacturonase-inhibiting protein (PGIP) to provide protection to
the grafted scion variety from developing Pierce’s disease. We are concluding the current field evaluation where
four CAP and four PGIP expressing Thompson Seedless were tested as rootstocks to protect grafted wild-type
Thompson Seedless scions. These plants were infected with Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) in 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015
and evaluated each year for their ability to provide resistance to Pierce’s disease. Our conclusion is that the
transgenic rootstocks were able to provide transgraft protection to the scion; they showed less symptoms and
harbored a lower titer of the pathogen. Since Thompson Seedless is not a commercially relevant rootstock we
have now begun testing the field efficacy of this strategy by expressing different CAP proteins in the
commercially relevant rootstocks 110-14 and 1103. The technology to transform these two rootstocks developed
in an earlier project is being implemented to develop transgenic 110-14 and 1103 rootstocks expressing different
versions of the CAP protein. We have implemented a two-cane Pierce’s disease screen to test these transgenic
rootstocks. We evaluated 33 transgenic rootstock lines expressing CAP-1 and were able to identify six good lines
that we will test in the field for their ability to protect the sensitive scion cultivar Chardonnay from developing
Pierce’s disease. More transgenic rootstock lines are being developed, and as they emerge they will be tested in
the greenhouse and field, a process that is currently ongoing. Elite rootstock lines identified in this project will be
good candidates for commercialization.
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INTRODUCTION
The focus of this study is to evaluate the rootstock-based expression of chimeric antimicrobial protein (CAP;
Dandekar et al., 2012a) and polygalacturonase-inhibiting protein (PGIP; Agüero et al., 2005, 2006) to provide
transgraft protection of the scion grapevine variety against Pierce’s disease. Rootstocks (Thompson Seedless)
expressing these proteins individually are currently being evaluated in the field. This part of the study will be
concluded this year. Thompson Seedless rootstock lines expressing either CAP or PGIP show promise in their
ability to transgraft protect a scion variety (also Thompson Seedless) against Pierce’s disease, which is being
validated with in-field inoculations. Since Thompson Seedless is not a rootstock these genes must be tested in a
commercially relevant rootstock. Methods to successfully transform two commercially relevant rootstocks (101-
14 and 1103) (Christensen, 2003) was successfully developed (Dandekar et al., 2011; 2012b) and the method was
further improved by David Tricoli in the Plant Transformation Facility at UC Davis. The original neutrophil
elastase - cecropin B (NE-CB) CAP construct (Dandekar, 2012a) was improved by identifying grapevine-derived
components (Chakraborty et al., 2013; 2014b). The surface binding neutrophil elastase component was replaced
with P14a protein from Vitis shuttleworthii that also displays serine protease activity (Chakraborty et al., 2013;
Dandekar et al., 2012c; 2013). The antimicrobial component cecropin B was replaced with HAT52 and/or PPC20
that were identified using novel bioinformatics tools developed by us (Chakraborty et al., 2013; 2014a) and the
efficacy of the selected peptides were verified for their ability to kill Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) cells (Chakraborty et
al., 2014b). In addition to the original NE-CB CAP (CAP-1) four additional CAP constructs were developed that
contained VsP14a (CAP-2); VsP14a-CB (CAP-3); VsP14a-HAT52 (CAP-4) and VsP14a-PPC20) (Dandekar et
al., 2012c; 2013; 2014). These transgenic CAP-expressing rootstocks will be tested in the greenhouse and field
starting in fall 2016. These additional CAP constructs that will be tested here are aimed to address the concern
that the protein components of the present CAP-1 have a non-plant origin. Transformation of these five CAP
constructs into the 101-14 and 1103 rootstock backgrounds was initiated in 2015 and will be ready for greenhouse
and field testing in 2017 onward. The field testing of these rootstocks is aimed at evaluating different lines to
identify those with good efficacy in protecting the grafted, sensitive scion cultivar Chardonnay from developing
Pierce’s disease.

OBJECTIVES
1. Complete the efficacy of the current round of in planta expressed chimeric NE-CB and PGIP proteins to inhibit

and clear Xf infection in xylem tissue and through the graft union in grapevines grown under field conditions.
Activity 1. Complete and conclude testing of the current round of plants in the field.
Activity 2. Conduct greenhouse and field evaluation of CAP-expressing 110-14 and 1103 rootstocks.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Activity 1. Complete and conclude testing of the current round of plants in the field.
At the Solano County field trial site (Figure 1) half of the non-grafted transgenic lines were manually inoculated
as described (Almeida et al., 2003) on July 13, 2011, and the rest on May 29, 2012. Half of the grafted transgenic
lines were also manually inoculated on the latter date. Non-grafted and grafted grapevines at the Solano County
site that were not previously inoculated were manually inoculated on June 17, 2013, completing the inoculations
of all grapevines at this location. On May 27, 2014 and May 27, 2015, following the recommendation of the
Product Development Committee (PDC) of the Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter Board, at least
four new canes per year from all grafted transgenic and control plants at this site were mechanically inoculated
with Xf. Inoculation dates from 2011 to 2015 are shown in a color-coded map (Table 1).

On July 22, 2014 and September 15, 2015, one 2014-inoculated cane from each grafted transgenic plant was
harvested for quantification of Xf by quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) using an Applied Biosystems
SYBR green fluorescence detection system. Xf DNA was extracted using a modified CTAB (hexadecyltrimethyl-
ammonium-bromide) method that allowed us to obtain DNA of a quantity and quality suitable for qPCR. The Xf
16s primer pair (forward 5’-AATAAATCATAAAAAAATCGCCAACATAAACCCA-3’ and (reverse 5’-
AATAAATCATAACCAGGCGTCCTCACAAGTTAC-3’) was used for Xf quantification. qPCR standard curves
were obtained using concentrations of Xf ranging from 102 to 106 cells per 0.1 g tissue. Xf was detected in grafted
transgenic vines, but at Xf counts that were lower than in grafted control grapevines (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Solano County field trial grafted transgenic grapevines inoculated in spring 2014 and spring 2015. Photo
taken in fall 2016

Table 1. Solano County grape field trial map, color-coded by Xf inoculation date, from 2012 to 2015.

Severity or absence of Pierce’s disease symptoms was assessed for all Solano County field trial grafted transgenic
grapevines inoculated from 2012 to 2015 in fall 2015 using the Pierce’s disease symptom severity rating system 0
to 5, where 0 = healthy vine, all leaves green with no scorching; 1 = first symptoms of disease, light leaf
scorching on one or two leaves; 2 = about half the leaves on the cane show scorching; 3 = the majority of the cane
shows scorching; 4 = the whole cane is sick and is declining; and 5 = the cane is dead (Figure 3). Pierce’s disease
symptom severity scores were lower in most grafted inoculated transgenic lines from each strategy (CAP or
PGIP) than in grafted untransformed controls.

Grapevine survival of grafted transgenic grapevines that were inoculated in 2014/2015 was assessed on
October 6, 2016 using a 1 to 5 score, where 1 = very healthy and vigorous grapevine; 2 = healthy grapevine and
slightly reduced vigor; 3 = slightly reduced spring growth; 4 = much reduced spring growth; and 5 = dead
grapevine (Figure 4). The grapevine survival rate was greater in most grafted inoculated transgenic lines using
either strategy than in grafted untransformed controls, with the greater efficacy seen in CAP lines.
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Figure 2. Xf quantification by qPCR of Solano County field trial grafted individual transgenic
canes inoculated in spring 2014 and harvested in summer 2014 and fall 2015.

Figure 3. Severity or absence of Pierce’s disease symptoms for all Solano County field trial
grafted inoculated grapevines in fall 2015.
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Figure 4. Grapevine survival of Solano County field trial grafted transgenic grapevines inoculated in 2013-
2015 (upper right) and all inoculated grafted transgenic grapevines (lower right), scored in fall 2016 using a
scale of 1 to 5 (left).

Activity 2. Conduct greenhouse and field evaluation of CAP-expressing 101-14 and 1103 rootstocks.
This activity focused on greenhouse and field testing of five vector constructs that are in the plant transfromation
pipeline on two commercially relevant rootstocks, 101-14 and 1103 (Christensen, 2003). The components present
in these constructs are shown in Figure 5 below. The construction of CAP-1 was described earlier (Dandekar et
al., 2012a) and the components, mostly from grapevine, and construction of CAP-2, CAP-3, CAP-4 and CAP-5
shown in Figure 5, have been previously described (Chakraborty et al., 2014b; Dandekar et al.,2012c; Dandekar
et al., 2013; Dandekar et al., 2014a). The grapevine transformation methods for the 101-14 and 1103 rootstocks
have been described previously (Dandekar et al., 2011; Dandekar et al., 2012b) but were further improved by
David Tricoli in the UC Davis Plant Transformation Facility who did the transformation of all of the binary vector
constructs shown in Figure 5. The transgenic plants obtained from the facility propagated for testing are
described in detail below. The transformation of the two rootstock species with all five CAP constructs was
initiated in 2014 and the selection and regeneration of plants is ongoing. As plants emerge they are propagated for
greenhouse and field testing.

Transformation of the first construct (CAP-1) yielded thirty 101-14 and three 1103 derived transgenic lines. The
most progress was made in the analysis (described below) of these CAP-1 lines this summer, as can be seen in
Table 2. Since the yield for 1103 lines transformed with CAP-1 was low, a new transformation was initiated back
in August 2015. Also, this summer we began receiving 110-14 and 1103 lines transformed with the other
constructs (CAP-2 to 5) and the numbers and distribution of these lines is indicated in Table 2.
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Figure 5. CAP vectors testing the original and grapevine components, used to create transgenic 101-14 and
1103 rootstocks that will be verified in greenhouse and field.

Table 2. Progress on the analysis of transgenic lines obtained from different CAP constructs in the two
rootstock species.
CAP
Designation Binary Vector

Greenhouse propagation Greenhouse Testing Field Testing
101-14 1103 101-14 1103 101-14 1103

CAP-1 pDU04.6105 30 4 30 4 6 0
CAP-2 pDP13.35107 3 2
CAP-3 pDP13.36122 3 1
CAP-4 pDP14.0708. 8 5
CAP-5 pDP14.0436.03 8 5

A propagation/testing pipeline has been successfully developed to test the efficacy of both 101-14 and 1103
grapevines, and the transgenic lines will be tested for Pierce’s disease resistance in the greenhouse as they emerge
from the transformation and after propagation. The testing of the 101-14 and 1103 transformed rootstocks
transformed with CAP-1 has already been completed in the greenhouse and field testing of the promising lines
will be initiated in the fall of 2016. The field introduction of these rootstocks is aimed at evaluating their efficacy
in protecting the grafted sensitive Chardonnay grapevine variety from developing Pierce’s disease.

The 101-14 and 1103 transgenic rootstocks lines are first screened for the presence of CAP transgene using PCR.
Those 101-14 and 1103 plants that are PCR-positive are clonally propagated for greenhouse testing. The clones
are trained into a two-cane system and inoculated on one of the canes with Xf. Plants are inoculated with 20 uL of
Xf at a site roughly three nodes above the fork in the canes and eight leaves below the top of the cane, then it is
turned over and inoculated with another 20 uL of Xf directly behind the first inoculation. The Xf inoculum is
prepared as described earlier (Dandekar et al., 2012a).
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The transgenic rootstocks successfully inoculated as described above are evaluated for Pierce’s disease symptoms
12 weeks post-inoculation when the first disease symptoms appear, and subsequently every two weeks thereafter
until 18 weeks post-inoculation. A scoring system of 1 to 5 was used with values of 1 = no visible disease
symptoms (good); 2 = disease symptoms on less than four leaves (good/ok), 3 = disease symptoms exhibited on
50 percent of the cane (four leaves, ok); 4 = disease symptoms exhibited on 75 percent of the cane (six leaves,
ok/bad); and 5 = symptoms stretching the entire length of the inoculated cane (eight leaves, bad).

All 33 CAP transgenic lines have been analyzed. Of these, six have been identified for field testing. All six were
110-14 transgenics. Of the six 110-14 transgenics selected, one was an elite line and presented no Pierce’s disease
symptoms and got a score of 1. The remaining five 101-14 plant lines got a score of 2; they look very promising
and were considerably less sick than the untransformed 101-14 control, which was scored a 5 (Figure 6). All lines
from 1103 scored bad and received a score of 5. The six 101-14 transgenic rootstocks expressing CAP-1 that
scored a 1 or 2 have been clonally propagated from the uninfected mother plants. Well-established 101-14
transgenic rootstock plants will be planted in the field in the fall of 2016 and grafted with the scion Chardonnay in
the spring of 2017.

Figure 6. Two-cane vines with the left uninfected and the right infected. (A) Wild-type 101-14 grapevines with
disease symptoms running the entire length of the infected cane. (B) The elite CAP-1 transgenic line of 110-14 that
showed no symptoms 18 weeks post-inoculation.

CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully concluded field-testing of Thompson Seedless as a rootstock expressing CAP or PGIP.
Grapevine survival of grafted transgenic grapevines inoculated in 2013 to 2015 was assessed. The survival rate of
most grafted inoculated transgenic Thompson Seedless lines using both strategies was greater than in
untransformed controls, with the CAP lines most efficient in protecting against Pierce’s disease. The phenotypic
disease data corresponded to the bacterial titer estimations using qPCR, which revealed lower bacterial titers in
transgenic plants as compared to the wild-type susceptible Thompson Seedless plants. Severity or absence of
Pierce’s disease symptoms on all Solano County field trial grafted transgenic grapevines inoculated between 2012
and 2015 was also assessed, and Pierce’s disease symptom severity scores were lower in most grafted inoculated
transgenic lines using either strategy than in grafted untransformed controls. The field-testing data confirm that
Thompson Seedless rootstock lines expressing either CAP or PGIP are able to provide protection against Pierce’s
disease. We have developed a successful propagation and two-cane testing pipeline to evaluate 101-14 and 1103
transgenic rootstocks expressing various CAP constructs. We have successfully tested this pipeline by evaluating
33 transgenic lines expressing CAP-1. Of the 33 CAP-1 expressing rootstocks, 30 were in the 101-14 and three in
the 1103 rootstock background. Of these 33 we have identified six lines that show promise based on two-cane
greenhouse testing for resistance to Pierce’s disease. Field planting of these six lines has been initiated to conduct
efficacy testing in the field for transgraft protection of the sensitive Chardonnay grapevine variety from
developing Pierce’s disease. Thirty-five lines corresponding to the rest of the CAP constructs are in the
greenhouse to initiate testing, and more will be included as they emerge from the transformation facility.
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ABSTRACT
Type I secretion (T1S) by Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is required for multidrug efflux, a pump critical for survival of Xf
in grapevines. In Xf, T1S depends on a very limited number of genes, possibly making this system more
vulnerable to inhibition by small molecule treatments than T1S found in most bacterial pathogens, which typically
carry redundant T1S systems. Xf single gene mutations in the T1S system are much more sensitive to the
surfactant Silwet L-77 than wild-type Xf. High throughput screening assays of Xf cell viability were developed
using fluorescence and optical density measurements both with and without 200 ppm Silwet L-77. Green
fluorescent protein marked Xf strain Temecula-1 was used to screen two Prestwick combinatorial small molecule
libraries (phytochemical and FDA approved drugs; 1,600 chemicals in total) for Xf cell growth inhibition.
Significant (>50%) inhibition of Temecula-1 growth was observed in the presence of 50 µM of 215 different
chemicals, six of which exhibited even higher (24% to 40%) stronger inhibition in the presence of Silwet L-77,
indicating these six chemicals possibly target T1S efflux. Forty-six chemicals reduced growth >100%, indicating
Xf cell lysis. Seven chemicals, including four phytochemicals, reproducibly lysed Xf at 25 µM levels. Four of
these chemicals were eliminated from further consideration because they have pharmaceutical uses and would
likely face severe regulatory hurdles. Three chemicals are being further evaluated as potential treatments for
Pierce’s disease as both soil drench and spray applications, and for phytotoxicity to grape and tobacco leaves. One
is strongly phytotoxic to grape leaves at 25 mM levels and may be eliminated from further consideration, while
another appears only slightly toxic at 50 mM levels, based on chlorophyll degradation assays.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Xylella fastidiosa’s (Xf’s) survival in grapevine and in many culture conditions depends on a Type I multidrug
resistance efflux pump system which plays a critical function in pumping out environmental toxins and host
antimicrobial compounds and antibiotics that leak into the bacterial cell and would otherwise kill Xf. Any method
that could block or disrupt specific components of this system would likely result in both control of Pierce’s
disease and elimination of Xf from infected plants. Portions of the outermost efflux pump protein, TolC, are
embedded in the protective outer membrane of the bacterium and form the exit portal of the efflux pump. Both the
outer membrane and TolC are exposed at the Xf cell surface, making small molecule chemical treatments that
target TolC or even the outer membrane barrier attractive chemical targets. Several small molecule combinatorial
libraries are commercially available for screening, some including synthetic and exotic chemicals that would
likely require considerable testing to meet the high bar set for food safety and agricultural use. Also available are
the highly diverse and complementary Prestwick natural phytochemical library and the Prestwick FDA approved
drug combinatorial library, together representing 1,600 different small molecules in total. Seven chemicals have
been identified from the Prestwick libraries that appear to lyse Xf cells at low concentrations, and three are likely
to pass environmental and regulatory safety tests. One appears strongly phytotoxic to grape, but two others are
being evaluated for control of Pierce’s disease in infected Vitis vinifera grapevines and may be economical for use
in controlling Pierce’s disease of grape.

INTRODUCTION
This is a new project that is based on two discoveries made during the course of two earlier CDFA-funded
projects. The first discovery is our demonstration that the Type I multidrug resistance (MDR) efflux system of
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is absolutely required for both pathogenicity and even brief survival of the Pierce’s disease
pathogen in grape (Reddy et al., 2007). Knockout mutations of either tolC or acrF (manuscript in preparation)
render Xf nonpathogenic, and in addition the tolC mutants were so highly sensitive to grape chemicals that the
mutants are not recovered after inoculation. Inoculation of very high titers of Xf strain Temecula tolC̅ mutants in
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grape results in rapid, 100% killing of inoculated bacteria. These results demonstrated a critical role for Type I
efflux in general, and TolC and AcrF in particular, for defensive efflux by Xf of plant antimicrobial compounds,
such as phytoalexins.

In the process of investigating the increased sensitivity of the MDR efflux mutants to plant-derived antimicrobial
chemicals we also discovered that even wild-type Xf, with its lone MDR efflux system, is much more sensitive to
plant-derived antimicrobial chemicals than most other plant pathogens, which carry multiple efflux systems. Both
tolC (encoding the outer membrane and periplasmic tunnel component of Type I secretion) and acrF (encoding
the inner membrane pump component of Type I secretion) are essential for MDR efflux in Xf, which has only one
copy of each gene and only one such MDR efflux system. By contrast, most plant pathogens have redundant
MDR efflux systems and multiple tolC genes. These results suggest that Xf should be much more vulnerable to
chemical treatments affecting Type I efflux than other bacterial plant pathogens.

MDR efflux mutants in other systems have provided proven, highly sensitive, and quantitative screening methods
for antimicrobial chemicals (Tegos et al., 2002). The goal of this project is to exploit the increased vulnerability of
Xf and our knowledge of particular chemicals that require efflux in a high throughput assay that screens small
molecule combinatorial libraries and Xf-resistant grapevines for chemicals that may disable Type I secretion
directly or indirectly. A highly sensitive live cell assay that is well suited for high throughput screening was
developed and used for this screening.

OBJECTIVES
The specific objectives of this one-year project are:
1. Screen two Prestwick combinatorial libraries for chemicals affecting Type I efflux from Xf.
2. Screen sap and crude extracts from V. vinifera grape plants subjected to freezing treatments sufficient to cure

Pierce’s disease for potential effects on Type I efflux from Xf.
3. Determine if sap and crude extracts from Pierce’s disease resistant Muscadinia rotundifolia contain more

and/or more effective chemicals affecting Type I efflux from Xf than susceptible V. vinifera plants.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Screen two Prestwick combinatorial libraries for chemicals affecting Type I efflux from Xf.
Initial experiments focused on Xf culturing conditions (starting optical density and cell volumes) that would be
adequate to obtain reproducible results in a chemical screen for Xf growth using a 96-well microtiter plate format.
Two day-old cultures of green fluorescent protein (GFP)-marked Temecula-1 cells (optical density at 600 nm
(OD600) = 0.25) were diluted to starting OD = 0.05 and used for seeding 96-well microtiter plates for high
throughput screening of the chemical libraries. Cell volumes of 100, 150, and 200 µl/well were tested at 28°C.
Overall, 150 µl/well volumes were determined to be practical and reproducible for observing growth, both as
measured by OD and GFP fluorescence (Figure 1).

As can be observed from Figure 1, maximum growth and fluorescence emission was observed at 48 hours after
seeding the plates using 150 µl volumes. Therefore, chemical treatments were added at the time of plate seeding
and effects of the treatments were evaluated 48 hours later. Silwet L77 at 200 ppm had no effect on growth of the
wild-type strain Temecula-1.

For the primary chemical screens plates were preloaded with Temecula-1 cells with or without 200 ppm Silwet L-
77 and with each tested chemical loaded at a concentration of 50 μM. Each chemical in the Prestwick
Phytochemical and Chemical libraries was screened in two separate experiments per library. The statistical
parameter (Z′) was used to evaluate the quality of the assays exactly as described (Zhang et al., 1999). The overall
Z′ value for the Prestwick Phytochemical library was 0.76 and the overall Z′ for the Prestwick Chemical library
was 0.78; these values are within the statistically "excellent" reproducibility range (Z′ > 0.75; Zhang et al., 1999).

Significant growth inhibition (>50%) of Temecula-1 was observed with 22 phytochemicals (Figure 2), eight of
which exhibited strongly significant growth inhibition (>90%). Greater than 100% inhibition occurred when the
optical density (data not shown) and the fluorescence emitted (Figure 3) was reduced to below that of the starting
cell values, and indicated lysis. None of the 320 phytochemical library compounds was found to enhance growth.
None of the 320 phytochemical library compounds exhibited enhanced inhibition in the presence of 200 ppm



        
              

  

           
            
            

              
           

      
    

Silwet L-77, indicating that none of these compounds directly affected T1S. Eleven phytochemicals, including 
some natural antibiotics, were identified as strongly inhibitory (> 80%) at 50 µM, including the phytoalexin 
gossypol and the alkaloids remerine and olivicine. 

Figure 1. Growth of Xf cells at a cell volume of 150 µl/well in a 96-well format. PDT, wild-type Pierce’s disease 
strain Temecula-1. TolC, a tolC mutant of PDT. Silwet L77 (Silwet) was added at 200 ppm to both PDT and TolC 
for evaluation purposes. 

Figure 2. Screening of the Prestwick Phytochemical Library of 320 compounds for growth inhibition of Xf, both with 
and without Silwet L-77. Growth of PDT in the presence of 320 chemicals (numbered along the horizontal axis) both 
with (orange dots) and without (blue dots) 200 ppm Silwet L-77. Both OD and GFP fluorescence were measured. Plates 
were incubated at 28° C for two days, and both OD and GFP fluorescence again measured. Growth inhibition was 
calculated as the difference between the change in OD (not shown) or GFP fluorescence between treatments and the 
respective untreated control. Chemicals exhibiting at least 50% of growth inhibition relative to the respective untreated 
control were selected for additional screening at different concentrations (dose effect). 
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Figure 3. Screening of the Prestwick Chemical Library of 1,280 compounds for growth inhibition of Xf, both with and
without Silwet L-77. Legend as in Figure 2.

Significant growth inhibition (>50%) of Temecula-1 was observed with 193 chemicals from the Prestwick
Chemical library (Figure 3), 121 of which exhibited strongly significant growth inhibition (>90%). Greater than
100% inhibition occurred when the optical density (data not shown) and the fluorescence emitted (shown in
Figure 3) was reduced to below that of the starting cell values, and indicated lysis. Notably, six chemicals
exhibited not only direct growth inhibition (ranging from 53% to 90%) but this inhibition was enhanced (>24%
more) by Silwet L-77, indicating that these chemicals possibly target T1S efflux. These chemicals include a
thiazolide antiparasitic agent, several antibiotics, and a calcium antagonist.

Following the primary screen at 50 µM, the effect of different dose levels (25 µM, 50 µM, and 100 µM) were
evaluated using three replications of each level, in each case with and without Silwet L-77. This evaluation was
performed both for confirmation purposes and to determine if a threshold level effect was present for some
chemicals. No threshold effects were observed; initial results were confirmed at all dose levels. Silwet L-77 had
no effect on any of the phytochemicals. However, Silwet enhanced the inhibition of six compounds from the
Prestwick chemical library in the primary screen. At different dose levels only one compound consistently
inhibited Xf growth more strongly in the presence of Silwet, and at all three treatment levels, indicating an effect
of the chemical on multidrug efflux (Type I secretion).

Over 120 chemicals have been identified that inhibited growth of Xf by >90% at 50 µM, including 46 chemicals
that appeared to lyse Xf cells. Seven chemicals proved to lyse Xf cells at 25 µM, including four phytochemicals.
Four of these chemicals were eliminated from further consideration because they have pharmaceutical uses and
would likely face severe regulatory hurdles, and one was eliminated due to cost considerations. Two chemicals
are being further evaluated as potential treatments for Pierce’s disease as both soil drench and spray applications.
Phytotoxicity to grape and tobacco leaves has now been evaluated using chlorophyll loss as a sensitive indicator
of phytotoxicity (for example, refer to Jain et al., 2012). Leaf disc punches from young fully expanded leaves
were floated in water containing different levels of each phytochemical evaluated, both vacuum infiltrated and
uninfiltrated (Figure 4). Chlorophyll content in both grape and tobacco leaf discs was estimated after three days
extracting overnight in 80% acetone and quantified spectrophotometrically according to the procedure of Arnon
(1949). The results are presented in Figure 5, below.
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Figure 4. Effect of two selected Prestwick chemical treatments at the indicated concentrations on
chlorophyll degradation in grape leaf discs (photo taken after 18 hours).

Clearly, treatment 1 was strongly phytotoxic to grape leaves at 25 mM levels and somewhat to tobacco leaves at
the same level, whereas treatment 2 was phytotoxic to tobacco leaves at 25 mM but not to grape leaves until ca.
50 mM levels were used.

Figure 5. Three leaf discs (10 mm diameter) were floated in water for 18 hours (for grape leaves) and 48 hours (for
tobacco leaves) containing two treatments (black bars for Treatment 1 and gray bars for Treatment 2, as indicated).
Chlorophyll was extracted overnight in 80% acetone and quantified.

Both chemical treatments are currently being evaluated in Pierce’s disease inoculated Vitis vinifera grapevines by
soil drench and spray inoculations. These inoculations require multiple plants, uniformly inoculated and of similar
age and size.

Objective 2. Screen sap and crude extracts from V. vinifera grape plants subjected to freezing treatments
sufficient to cure Pierce’s disease for potential effect on Type I efflux from Xf.
V. vinifera grape plants are being cold treated. An earlier experiment failed due to over-treatment.

Objective 3. Determine if sap and crude extracts from Pierce’s disease resistant Muscadinia rotundifolia

contain more and/or more effective chemicals affecting Type I efflux from Xf than susceptible V. vinifera

plants.
Muscadinia rotundifolia grapevines are being cold treated.
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ABSTRACT
Previous research in B. Kirkpatrick’s lab identified two hypervirulent mutants of Xylella fastidiosa (Xf). These
mutations were in large hemagglutinin genes called HxfA and HxfB. These Hxf mutants also showed a marked
decrease in cell-cell clumping when grown in liquid culture. B. Kirkpatrick hypothesized that if the Hxf protein,
or a portion of the Hxf protein, is expressed in the xylem fluid of transgenic grapevines the Xf cells would clump
together, remain at the inoculation site and be unable to colonize the plant. Transgenic Hxf-expressing grapevine
lines were produced and mechanically inoculated with Xf cells in the greenhouse. These transgenic lines were
transplanted to the USDA Animal and Plant Health (APHIS) permitted field site for transgenic plants coordinated
by D. Gilchrist in Solano County in the spring of 2013. These vines grew well and were trained as conventional
bilateral cordon vines. The shoots were cut back to two buds and then four shoots per vine were mechanically
inoculated with a mixture of Temecula and Stags’ Leap Xf strains in April 2014. Over 95% of the inoculated
canes showed scorch symptoms typical of Pierce’s disease in September 2014 with at least two Pierce’s disease
symptomatic canes present on all inoculated vines, indicating that the inoculations were successful. In January
2015 the shoots were trimmed to two buds, and in August 2015 the emerging shoots and the entire vines were
rated for Pierce’s disease symptoms. In three out of the five lines expressing the Hxf adhesion domain the
majority of the vines showed no Pierce’s disease symptoms. However, Pierce’s disease symptoms were evident
on the canes of other adhesion domain transgenic plants. The final conclusion is that the Hxf transgenes appeared
to retard the progression of Pierce’s disease symptoms initially, but eventually all plants expressed Pierce’s
disease symptoms and the Pierce’s disease suppressive effect of the transgenes was no longer evident. In
summary, the Hxf gene, expressed transgenically as the full-length gene or the adhesion domain, does not provide
long-term protection.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
B. Kirkpatrick invested more than 10 years investigating the role of Xylella hemagglutinins (Hxfs), large proteins
that mediate the attachment of bacteria to themselves and to various substrates, and how these proteins may be
involved in Pierce’s disease pathogenicity and insect transmission. Early work showed that Hxf mutants were
hypervirulent; i.e., they caused more severe symptoms and killed vines faster than did wild-type Xylella fastidiosa
(Xf) cells (Guilhabert and Kirkpatrick, 2005). Hxf mutants no longer clumped together in liquid cultures like wild-
type cells, indicating that cell adhesion molecules were important in establishing a pathogenic population of
bacteria in the grape xylem. This information is of fundamental importance in understanding a genetic mechanism
regulating spread of Xf in grapevines. The next logical step was to try to block this behavior transgenically as is
reported herein. The current project tested the hypothesis that Hxfs expressed in the xylem sap of transgenic
grapevines may act as a “molecular glue” that would aggregate and thus slow the movement of Xf cells introduced
into grapevines. Transgenic lines expressing various constructs were moved to the field in the spring of 2013. The
vines grew well and were trained up to the wire and established as conventional bilateral cordon vines with two-
bud spurs, and then four shoots per vine were inoculated with Xf in April 2014. Pierce’s disease symptoms were
rated in September 2014 on the inoculated shoots, including whether the bacteria had moved to adjacent non-
inoculated shoots and were expressing Pierce’s disease symptoms. Over 90% of the inoculated canes showed
scorch symptoms typical of Pierce’s disease in September 2014, indicating that the inoculations were successful.
There was no evidence of plant-to-plant spread. Uninoculated controls remained disease free throughout the
experiment. The summary observation is that Pierce’s disease symptom severity was lower in the inoculated Hxf-
transgenic grapevines than the Xf-inoculated non-transgenic controls in the first year following inoculation and
establishment of infection. The pruning and inoculation programs were repeated beginning in January 2015 and
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the shoots were rated for Pierce’s disease symptoms in August 2015. The results continued to be encouraging in
three out of the five independently transformed lines expressing the Hxf adhesion domain, wherein the majority of
the vines showed no Pierce’s disease symptoms. In the three full-length Hxf gene construct lines the majority of
the vines were healthy, with no Pierce’s disease symptoms. These initially encouraging results, however, were not
borne out by the evaluations conducted in 2016. The final conclusion is that the Hxf transgenes appeared to retard
the progression of Pierce’s disease symptoms initially, but eventually all plants expressed Pierce’s disease
symptoms and the effect of the transgenes was no longer evident. Thus, the genes expressed as transgenes did not
provide long-term protection.

INTRODUCTION1

The bacterium Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is the causal agent of Pierce’s disease of grapes, is confined to the xylem,
and is spread from plant to plant by xylem-feeding insects. Xf cell-cell attachment is an important virulence
determinant in Pierce’s disease as shown by previous research. Two secreted hemagglutinin (HA) genes named
HxfA and HxfB are required for adhesion, and if either is mutated, Xf cells no longer clump in liquid medium and
the mutants form dispersed “lawns” when plated on solid PD3 medium (Guilhabert and Kirkpatrick, 2005). Both
mutants are hypervirulent when mechanically inoculated into grapevines, i.e., they colonize faster, cause more
severe disease symptoms, and kill vines faster than wild-type Xf. If either HxfA or HxfB is individually knocked
out there is no cell-cell attachment, which suggests that both Hxf genes are needed for cell-cell attachment. It is
clear that these proteins are very important determinants of pathogenicity and attachment in Xf-plant interactions.
Research by other Pierce’s disease researchers has shown that Hxfs were regulated by an Xf-produced compound
known as diffusible signal factor (DSF) (Newman et al. 2004) and that they were important factors in insect
transmission (Killiny and Almeida, 2009). The Hxfs essentially act as a “molecular glue” that is essential for cell-
cell attachment, likely plays a role in Xf attachment to xylem cell walls, and contributes to the formation of Xf
biofilms.

The field evaluation experiments described herein follow a series of greenhouse pathogenicity evaluations of two
versions of Hxf-transgenic lines. In the preceding greenhouse studies, the results indicated that eight independent
lines had disease severity ratings that were considerably less in the transgenic lines compared to the non-
transgenic controls. Three are full length Hxf transgenes (PGIP220-) and five are just adhesion domains 1 through
3 transgenes (SPAD1-).  The field planting of the Hxf transgenic vines occurred in April 2013 in the same
location where other Pierce’s disease related transgenic grapes are being grown under a USDA Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service (APHIS) permit that had been established previously for transgenic grapes.

OBJECTIVES
1. Plant transgenic vines in the APHIS permitted field in Solano County and train them into traditional bilateral

cordon arrangement.
2. Inoculate four canes on each Hxf-transgenic field vine with wild-type infectious Xf in spring 2014. Rate

Pierce’s disease symptoms in September 2014 on inoculated canes. Take samples for quantitative polymerase
chain reaction (qPCR) to confirm bacterial presence.

3. Cut back all canes to two buds and rate the cane growth in the spring of 2015, and rate for Pierce’s disease
symptoms in September 2015 and the spring of 2016 to determine if the expression of Hxf  in the transgenic
vines affected the movement of the inoculated Xf into the cordons, resulting in systemic protection against
Pierce’s disease.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Forty Hxf-transgenic vines representing all the transgenic lines previously evaluated in the greenhouse were
planted in the field in April 2013 and trained as bilateral cordons as shown in Figure 1. The vines were inoculated
with Xf in the summer of 2014. Pierce’s disease symptoms were observed on the non-transgenic, Xf-inoculated
control plants and Hxf-transgenic plants in September 2014. The vines were then pruned to two buds and Pierce’s
disease symptoms on the vines were evaluated in the spring of 2015 (Table 1).

1 Note: Bruce Kirkpatrick was the original Principal Investigator on this project. This final report was prepared by David
Gilchrist, who accepted the responsibility of completing the data collection on this project following the death of
B. Kirkpatrick and submitting the final report.
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Figure 1. Hxf-transgenic and non-transgenic control vines planted in the field. (Photo August 2014.)

A combination of Xf Temecula and Stags’ Leap strains were grown on solid PD3 medium and harvested cells
were then suspended in phosphate buffered saline to a concentration of 108 cells/ml. Four canes on replicates of
each transgenic line were labelled and then mechanically inoculated by the standard needle prick method with a
20 ul drop of Xf cell suspension containing 2 x 106 bacterial cells. Inoculations were done in mid-May 2014 and
inoculum droplets were quickly taken up by the transpiring canes under negative pressure. The inoculations were
successful in establishing infection of the plants, as evidenced by the Pierce’s disease symptoms and by PCR
assessment of isolated cane DNA from the inoculated canes using Xf-specific probes.

Canes were cut back to two buds once vines were completely dormant in January/February 2015. The vines were
rated for Pierce’s disease symptoms in late August 2015 (Table 1). Ninety-five percent of the inoculated canes
had some level of leaf scorching, which indicated that the inoculation procedure was successful, as shown in
Figure 2.

Table 1. Pierce’s disease symptom ratings of Hxf-transgenic grapevines in August 2015.

Transgenic Lines # Inoculated
Vines

# of PD
Rated Canes Mean Plant Disease Rating (cane ratings)

HA Adhesion Domain only
SPAD 1-6 3 10 0.7 (5 as 0; 4 as 1; 2 as 2)
SPAD 1-7 4 15 0.9 (7 as 0; 2 as 1; 6 as 2)
SPAD 1-8 5 20 1.6 (2 as 0; 5 as 1; 12 as 2; 1 as 3)
SPAD 1-10 3 10 1.7 (1 as 0; 2 as 1; 6 as 2; 3 as 1)
SPAD 1-12 5 19 1.2 (5 as 0; 5 as 1;9 as 2)

HA Gene Full Coding Sequence
PGIP 220-1 4 10 1.6 (4 as 0; 1 as 1; 6 as 2; 1 as 3)
PGIP 220-3 3 12 1.3 (4 as 0; 1 as 1; 6 as 2; 1 as 3)
PGIP 220-11 3 10 0.3 (8 as 0; 1 as 1; 1 as 2)

Control 3 12 6.9 (13 as 5; 3 as 4; 2 as 3)
Note: Pierce’s disease symptoms of inoculated transgenic canes were rated August 2015. Symptom ratings of
individual canes were as follows:
0 is no symptoms of Pierce’s disease, i.e., no scorched leaves on cane;
1 is 2 to <10% scorched leaves on cane;
2 is >10% to <75% scorched leaves on cane;
3 is all leaves showing Pierce’s disease scorch symptoms, no cane dieback observed;
4 is cane dieback, cane still alive; and
5 is dead cane.
Cane ratings are of the form [# of canes] as [rating].
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Figure 2. Hxf adhesion domain transgenic Thompson Seedless vine 11 months following inoculation with
Xf in 2014 showing the state of the vine, which was defoliated and dead from Pierce’s disease in June 2015.

In 2015, three out of the five lines expressing the Hxf adhesion domains only showed no Pierce’s disease
symptoms. In the two other adhesion domain lines the majority of the inoculated canes were dead or had severe
Pierce’s disease symptoms. In the three full-length Hxf gene construct lines the majority of all the canes were
healthy, with no Pierce’s disease symptoms. These initial results were encouraging and were consistent with the
greenhouse results in terms of occurrence of Pierce’s disease symptoms in relation to inoculation.

These results were similar to what was observed in the greenhouse inoculations. However, it is also clear from the
field inoculations that none of the transgenic lines completely prevented the onset of Pierce’s disease symptoms in
inoculated canes.

The results obtained in the spring of 2016, are summarized in Figure 3. None of the transgenic plants were free of
Pierce’s disease symptoms, although all were slightly less than the non-transgenic control plants. Furthermore,
there was no indication that the bacteria were suppressed in movement from the site of inoculation.

Figure 3. Solano County field trial ratings of transgenic Thompson Seedless vines expressing two versions
of the hemagglutinin gene from Xf. Graph shows the mean disease ratings from 1 to 5 (1 is healthy and 5 is
dead) of Pierce’s disease symptoms in June 2016. Plants were inoculated with Xf in June 2014. PGIP220
(full Hxf) and SPAD (HA subdomain) transgenics are compared to TSO2A (untransformed controls). Data
are the average and standard deviation from four plants for each genotype.
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CONCLUSIONS
Eight Hxf-transgenic lines were shown by qRT-PCR to express Hxf mRNA. Greenhouse inoculations of the eight
Hxf-transgenic Thompson Seedless grapes with cultured Xf cells showed all lines expressed less severe symptoms
of Pierce’s disease than inoculated, non-transgenic controls. All transgenic lines as well as non-transgenic
Thompson Seedless vines that were used as controls were planted in the field in the spring of 2013, The vines
grew well and were trained as bilateral cordons. Four shoots on each vine were mechanically inoculated with
wild-type Xf in May 2014. Pierce’s disease symptoms on inoculated and non-inoculated shoots were evaluated in
September 2014. A high percentage of the inoculated shoots developed scorch leaves typical of Pierce’s disease
symptoms, indicating the needle inoculation technique was successful. Pierce’s disease symptom severity ratings
were lower among Hxf-transgenic lines than inoculated non-transgenic grapevine controls in the first year
following inoculation. Canes from transgenic and non-transgenic vines were collected to determine the presence
of the bacteria by qPCR. All shoots were pruned back to two buds in January/February 2015 and allowed to push
during the 2015 growing season. Spring shoot growth and Pierce’s disease symptoms were recorded in September
2015 to determine if the Xf infections overwintered and formed systemically-infected vines. Most of the adhesion
domain vines and full-length Hxf gene transformants had some vines that appeared Pierce’s disease free.
However, with other replicates of the transgenic lines some replicates were either dead or had Pierce’s disease
symptoms on inoculated canes that varied in severity.

Evaluation of the inoculated vines in June 2016 (Figure 2) indicated the bacteria had now gone systemic and
nearly all the transgenic plants were dead or clearly dying. There were no significant differences in disease
severity between the transgenic plants and the non-transgenic controls two years after inoculation.
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ABSTRACT
This field project began in 2010 to evaluate grapevines expressing potential Pierce’s disease suppressive
transgenes under field conditions. All plants are located in a secured, USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Services (APHIS)-approved, area in Solano County. The disease was successfully introduced into the cordon-
trained plants by mechanical injection of Xylella fastidiosa into stems over the past four years. The plants were
monitored regularly for quantity and movement of the bacteria, along with symptoms of Pierce’s disease. Test
plants included transgenic plants expressing genes from the Dandekar, Powell, Lindow, Gilchrist, and Kirkpatrick
projects. The transgenic plants were compared with non-transgenic Pierce’s disease susceptible Thompson
Seedless and Freedom rootstock plants as controls. In addition, transgenic rootstocks expressing some of the test
genes grafted to untransformed Pierce’s disease susceptible scions were introduced in 2011 and 2012. The results
to date indicate that the mechanical inoculations introduced the bacteria into the plants with subsequent
appearance of classic foliar symptoms and cane death within 24 months in susceptible controls. There is no
evidence of spread of the bacteria to uninoculated and uninfected susceptible grape plants adjacent to infected
plants, confirming tight experimental control on the pathogen and symptoms. Each of the transgenes tested
suppress the symptoms of Pierce’s disease inoculated vines to varying degrees, including protection of
untransformed scions grafted to a transformed rootstock. The field evaluation is being continued with transgenic
rootstocks expressing two “stacked” genes grafted to a non-transgenic Pierce’s disease susceptible scion to assess
the potential for cross-graft protection of the scion.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
This field project began in 2010 to evaluate grapevines expressing potential Pierce’s disease suppressive
transgenes under field conditions. This field experiment will continue evaluation of resistance to Pierce’s disease
in transgenic grape and grape rootstocks by expressing dual combinations of five unique transgenes under field
conditions. The evaluation continues in a USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) regulated
Solano County site where the plants are mechanically injected with Xylella fastidiosa. Pierce’s disease symptoms
including classical foliar symptoms and cane death occur within 24 months. The current field tests have shown
positive protection against Pierce’s disease by five different DNA constructs. A new planting is in progress that
will consist of untransformed Pierce’s disease susceptible scions grafted to transgenic rootstocks (1103 and 110-
14) expressing the paired constructs of the five genes to assess cross-graft protection of a non-transformed scion
that is otherwise highly susceptible to Pierce’s disease.

INTRODUCTION
This field project began in 2010 to evaluate grapevines expressing potential Pierce’s disease suppressive
transgenes under field conditions. All plants are located in a secured, USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service (APHIS) approved area in Solano County. The disease was successfully introduced into the cordon-
trained plants by mechanical injection of Xylella fastidiosa into stems over the past five years. The plants were
monitored regularly for quantity and movement of the bacteria along with symptoms of Pierce’s disease. Test
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plants included transgenic plants expressing genes from the Dandekar, Powell, Lindow, Gilchrist, and Kirkpatrick
projects compared with non-transgenic Pierce’s disease susceptible Thompson Seedless and Freedom
rootstock plants as controls. In addition, transgenic rootstocks expressing some of the test genes grafted to
untransformed Pierce’s disease susceptible scions were introduced in 2011 and 2012. The results to date indicate
that the mechanical inoculations introduced the bacteria into the plants with subsequent appearance of classic
foliar symptoms and cane death within 24 months in susceptible controls. There is no evidence of spread of the
bacteria to uninoculated and uninfected susceptible grape plants adjacent to infected plants, confirming tight
experimental control on the pathogen and symptoms. Each of the transgenes tested suppress the symptoms of
Pierce’s disease inoculated vines to varying degrees, including protection of untransformed scions on the grafted
plants. This field research is moving forward with the generation of new transgenic rootstocks expressing pairs of
the disease-suppressive genes in a gene stacking approach with the genes paired together by differential molecular
function. The new rootstocks with two transgenes each will be evaluated first in the laboratory and then the
greenhouse before moving to the field. The highest-expressing rootstocks will be grafted to susceptible non-
transgenic scions to assess potential cross-graft protection against Pierce’s disease.

OBJECTIVES
There are three principal objectives:
1. Complete the current field evaluation of transgenic grape and grape rootstocks expressing Pierce’s disease

suppressive DNA constructs in the APHIS-regulated field site in Solano County through the spring of 2016.
2. Remove the current planting per the APHIS agreement by dismantling trellising, uprooting the plants, and

burning all grape plant material on site in the fall of 2016, followed by cultivation and fumigation to ensure
no living grape vegetative material remains.

3. Establish a new planting area within the current APHIS-approved site (Figure 3) to contain a new set of lines
bearing paired (i.e., Pierce’s disease suppressive DNA constructs, referred to as stacked genes). The stacked
genes will be transferred to two adapted rootstocks (1103 and 101-14). These rootstocks will be grafted to a
Pierce’s disease susceptible Chardonnay scion prior to field planting. The goal is to assess the potential for
achieving cross-graft protection of a non-transgenic scion against Pierce’s disease. Planting is to begin in
2016 and be completed by 2018.

In conjunction with the investigators, the Product Development Committee of the Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-
winged Sharpshooter (PD/GWSS) Board in October 2015 approved the decision to terminate the field evaluation
of current transgenics as originally planned and move to the second phase of transgenic Pierce’s disease resistance
evaluation. Field data over the course of this experiment has been collected by all investigators and can be found
in their individual project reports, which are available in the annual Pierce’s Disease Symposium Proceedings and
report compilations from 2012 to 2016.

The field experiment will be terminated under objectives 1 and 2 of this proposal according to the regulations
specified in the APHIS permit. This will be followed by establishment of the second phase approved by the
Product Development Committee to develop transgenic rootstocks incorporating stacked genes (dual constructs)
to be grafted to non-transformed Pierce’s disease susceptible Chardonnay scions to test for potential cross-graft
protection against Pierce’s disease (objective 3). The development of the stacked gene rootstock transgenics is in
progress, including molecular analysis of several lines released by the UC Davis Plant Transformation Facility.
The second phase also involves limited planting and inoculation of additional single DNA constructs not
previously tested. The second phase planting and inoculation will begin in 2016 and will be concluded in 2018.
All field activities described in the section “Methodology to accomplish objectives” will be coordinated by
principal investigator Gilchrist through field superintendent Bryan Pellissier.

Methodology to accomplish objectives.
1. Destruction of existing planting and fumigation of the area to permit future use will first involve removal of

all stakes and trellises, followed by cutting and stacking the above-ground portions of the plants. Mechanical
undercutting of the base of the plants and roots will complete the plant removal. The stacked plants will be
burned on the site inside the APHIS-permitted area. Following burning the ashes will be scattered and the
entire area rototilled prior to fumigation to complete the APHIS requirements for removal and destruction of
all transgenic material.
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2. Establishment and management of new planting: Mark Greenspan (PD/GWSS Board viticulture consultant)
will work with principal investigator Gilchrist to develop the following approach for trellising and plant
management to reflect commercial standards and to enable the experimental inoculations and pathogen and
disease assessments, as well as grape yield. Land preparation and planting of the experimental area will be
sufficient to accommodate and manage 900 new plants. Row spacing will be nine feet between rows with six
feet between plants. This spacing permits 32 rows of 28 plants each (up to 896 plants total) and includes a 50-
foot open space around the planted area as required by the APHIS permit. The planting pattern will permit a
two-bud pruned bilateral cordon system of sufficient lengths for inoculation, real-time sampling of inoculated
tissue, and determination of the fruit yield by the untransformed Chardonnay scions. The total fenced area
occupied by plants and buffer zones as required by the APHIS permit will be approximately 3.4 acres. All
plants will be maintained under a drip irrigation system that was installed in 2014.
a. Experimental design will be a complete randomized block with eight plants per each of five entries

(replications), including all controls. Each plant will be trained as a single trunk up the wood stake as with
the existing planting. When the shoot tip reaches about 12 inches past the cordon wire it will be topped to
just above a node that is about two to three inches below the wire. Then, the laterals that push will be used
to establish the bilateral cordons. Following Mark’s advice, the best practice is to let them grow vertically
or close to vertical rather than tying them while green, which reduces their elongation and tends to force
more lateral growth. Metal nine-foot highway stakes inserted three feet into the ground every 18 feet will
support the wires, including catch wires. A single 11-gauge wire will be used for the cordons and 13-
gauge for the catch wires. Two pairs of moveable catch wires will be installed to tuck and position the
shoots vertically for optimizing bacterial inoculation, bacterial analysis, and fruit production. The catch
wires will be installed initially or after the first year of growth using 13-gauge wire to support the drip
irrigation wire, about 18 inches off the ground.

b. After the first year, the canes will be tied down during the dormant season and trimmed to the appropriate
length or shorter if the cane girth is not over 3/8-inch in diameter. The shoots that push will be suckered
to remove double shoots and to achieve a shoot (and hence spur position) spacing of about four to five
inches between them.

c. Grape fruit yield will be measured after the second or third year, depending on the fruit set.
d. Evaluation of the experimental plants for plant morphology, symptoms of Pierce's disease infection, and

the presence of the bacteria will follow past protocol. Each parameter will be determined over time by
visual monitoring of symptom development and detection of the amount and movement of the bacteria in
plant tissues (mainly leaves and stems) by quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) assays. The
analysis will be done in the Gilchrist lab by the same methods and laboratory personnel as has been done
with the current planting. A comparative quantitative determination by qPCR of the presence of Xylella in
non-transgenic scions and grape rootstocks will be compared with conventional grape and grape
rootstocks.

e. Both symptom expression and behavior of the inoculated bacteria will provide an indication of the level
of resistance to Pierce's disease infection and the effect of the transgenes on the amount and movement of
the bacteria in the non-transgenic scion area.

f. The area is adjacent to experimental grape plantings that have been infected with Pierce’s disease for the
past two decades with no evidence of spread of the bacteria to uninfected susceptible grape plantings
within the same experiment. Hence, there is a documented historical precedent for the lack of spread of
the bacteria from inoculated to non-inoculated plants, an important consideration for the experiments
carried out for this project and for the granting of the APHIS permit. The field area chosen has never had
grapes planted therein, which is to avoid any potential confounding by soil borne diseases, including
nematodes.

g. Irrigation and pest management, primarily for powdery mildew, weeds and insects, will be coordinated by
principal investigator Gilchrist and conducted by Bryan Pellissier, the field superintendent employed by
the Department of Plant Pathology. The field crew works closely with principal investigator Gilchrist to
determine the timing and need for each of the management practices, including pruning and thinning of
vegetative overgrowth as necessary.

h. Regular tilling and hand weeding will maintain a weed-free planting area. Plants were pruned carefully in
March, leaving all inoculated/tagged branches and numerous additional branches for inoculation and
sampling purposes in the coming year. All pruned material was left between the rows to dry, then flail
chopped and later rototilled to incorporate the residue per requirements of the APHIS permit.
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i. Application of the fungicides Luna Experience and Inspire will be alternated at periodic intervals to
maintain the plants free of powdery mildew. Leafhoppers and mites will be treated with insecticides when
needed. Neither powdery mildew nor insect pressure have been observed with these ongoing practices
throughout the past five growing seasons.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The initial plantings will be in the spring of 2016, followed by additional plantings as experimental plants become
available in the second and third years. Inoculation and evaluation will begin when the plants have been in the
ground for one year and will continue annually until the field planting is terminated. Funding for completion of
the fourth and any following years will be proposed in the 2018-2019 funding cycle and will depend on the results
of the field evaluation up to that point. The field area has been designated legally available for planting with the
specified transgenic grapes by USDA APHIS under permit number 7CFRE340 that is held by Professor Abhaya
Dandekar. The protocols for managing the existing and the new plantings with the dual constructs have been used
successfully over the past five years (Gilchrist, 2015a). These protocols include plant management, inoculation
with Xylella fastidiosa, development of classical symptoms of Pierce’s disease exhibiting the range from foliar
symptoms to plant death, and the assessment of protection by a set of transgenes selected by molecular techniques
to suppress the symptoms of Pierce’s disease and/or reduce the ability of the pathogenic bacteria to colonize and
move within the xylem of the grape plant.

CONCLUSIONS
The current planting of transgenic grapes will be terminated and the plants removed in the fall of 2016. Removal
of the current planting will be done per the APHIS agreement by dismantling trellising, uprooting the plants, and
burning all grape plant material onsite in the fall of 2016, followed by cultivation and fumigation to ensure no
living grape vegetative material remains.

The field research using Pierce’s disease suppressive transgenes is moving forward with the generation of new
transgenic rootstocks expressing pairs of the disease-suppressive genes in a gene stacking approach with the genes
paired together by differential molecular function. The new rootstocks with two transgenes each will be evaluated
first in the laboratory and then the greenhouse before moving to the field. The highest expressing rootstocks will
be grafted to susceptible non-transgenic scions to assess potential cross-graft protection against Pierce’s disease.
The field area has been permitted by the USDA APHIS for this experiment. The protocol for planting and
management of the vines is in place and is coordinated with Mark Greenspan (PD/GWSS Board viticulture
consultant). Initial plantings will be done in the spring of 2016 and followed by additional plantings as
experimental plants become available in the second and third years. Inoculation and evaluation will begin when
the plants have been in the ground for one year and will continue annually until the field planting is terminated.
Funding for completion of the fourth and any following years will be proposed in the 2018-2019 funding cycle
and will depend on the results of the field evaluation up to that point.
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Figure 3. Solano County planting area. Future area (green) available to plant the next generation of
transgenic plants expressing the dual constructs or new single genes: This area is 300 x 470 feet for planting,
which equals 1.8 acres accommodating up to 38 new rows (excluding the 50-foot buffer areas surrounding
the plots. The new area will accommodate approximately 900 new plants in 2016-18. Current area (rows)
now planted to grapes: 300 x 370 feet equaling 1.6 acres, including the 50-foot buffer areas surrounding the
plots. There are currently 625 plants that have been evaluated since 2010. These plants will be removed in
2016. After the plants are removed and destroyed by burning the area will be fumigated and available for
additional new plantings or a rootstock nursery by 2018.
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ABSTRACT
Collectively, a team of researchers (Lindow, Dandekar, Labavitch/Powell, and Gilchrist) identified, constructed,
and advanced to field evaluation five novel DNA constructs (Table 1) that, when engineered into grapevines,
suppress symptoms of Pierce’s disease by (a) reducing the titer of Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) in the plant, (b) reducing
systemic spread of the bacteria, or (c) blocking Xf’s ability to trigger Pierce’s disease symptoms. The continuation
of the basic research and the field trial results indicate that several of the five DNA constructs, when incorporated
into transgenic rootstock, show potential for protecting non-transformed scions across a graft union (Figure 1).
The present field trial consisting of single gene constructs will be discontinued at the end of the 2016 growing
season to be replaced with a second field trial designed to evaluate rootstocks bearing paired combinations of the
five constructs. If successful, the obvious benefit would be that any unmodified (non-transgenic) varietal wine
grape scion could be grafted to and be protected by transformed rootstock lines. This approach involves
“stacking” a combination of distinct protective transgenes in a single rootstock line, which is intended to foster
not only durability but also more robust protection of the non-transformed scion from Pierce’s disease. Stacked
transgene rootstock lines are now being received for greenhouse whole-plant Pierce’s disease evaluation, followed
by grafting and more Pierce’s disease evaluation under controlled greenhouse conditions. Ramets of the most
suppressive transgenic rootstock lines will then be produced for field evaluation beginning in 2017.

Figure 1. Example scenario whereby a transgenic rootstock is being tested for its ability
to protect an untransformed scion from Pierce’s disease.
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LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is the causative agent of Pierce’s disease. Collectively, a team of researchers (Lindow,
Dandekar, Labavitch/Powell, and Gilchrist) has identified or constructed and advanced the evaluation of five
(Table 1) novel genes (DNA constructs) that, when engineered into grapevines, suppress symptoms of Pierce’s
disease by reducing the titer of Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) in the plant, reducing its systemic spread in the plant, or
blocking Xf’s ability to trigger Pierce’s disease symptoms. These projects have moved from the proof-of-concept
stage in the greenhouse to characterization of Pierce’s disease resistance under field conditions with mechanical
inoculation of the test plants with pathogenic strains of Xf. Current data from the field experiment indicates that
each of the five transgenes, introduced as single constructs, reduced the disease levels under field conditions. In
addition, preliminary data indicates that each of the five DNA constructs, when incorporated into transgenic
rootstock, has shown the ability to protect non-transformed scion, with obvious benefit in that any unmodified
varietal scions can be grafted to and be protected by transformed rootstock lines. The objectives described herein
address the issue of durability of genetic resistance to avoid being overcome by evolving virulent versions of the
Xf pathogen, a critical factor for a long-lived perennial crop such as grapevine. This approach involves “stacking”
a combination of distinct protective transgenes in a single rootstock line to assess not only durability but also
more robust protection of the non-transformed scion against Pierce’s disease. The stacking of genes is the next
logical step toward achieving commercialization of transgenic resistance. Stacked transgene rootstock lines will
be ready for evaluation in 2016 under controlled greenhouse conditions while ramets of the most suppressive
transgenic lines are being produced for field testing to be initiated by 2017.

INTRODUCTION
Briefly, we describe information on the history and impact of the genes deployed as single transgenes currently in
USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) approved field trials where test plants are
mechanically inoculated with Xylella fastidiosa (Xf). The subjects of this project are five specific DNA constructs
(Table 1) that have shown to be effective in Pierce’s disease suppression under field conditions as single gene
constructs and also appear to have potential in cross-graft-union protection described by Lindow, Dandekar, and
Gilchrist in previous reports and noted in the references.

Table 1. Genes selected to evaluate as dual genes in the second generation field evaluation for
suppression of Pierce's disease in grape. The table lists gene names and presumed functions.

Gene Function
CAP Xf clearing; antimicrobial
PR1 grape cell anti-cell-death
rpfF changes quorum sensing of Xf (DSF)
UT456 non-coding microRNA; activates PR1 translation
PGIP inhibits polygalacturonase; suppresses Xf movement

Polygalacturonase-inhibiting protein and chimeric antimicrobial protein (Abhaya Dandekar).
The Dandekar lab has genetic strategies to control the movement and to improve clearance of Xf, the xylem-
limited, Gram-negative bacterium that is the causative agent of Pierce’s disease in grapevine (Dandekar, 2013). A
key virulence feature of Xf resides in its ability to digest pectin-rich pit membrane pores that connect adjoining
xylem elements, enhancing long-distance movement and vector transmission. The first strategy tests the ability of
a xylem-targeted polygalacturonase-inhibiting protein (PGIP) from pear to inhibit the Xf polygalacturonase
activity necessary for long distance movement (Aguero et al., 2006). The second strategy enhances clearance of
bacteria from Xf-infected xylem tissues by expressing a chimeric antimicrobial protein (CAP) that consists of a
surface binding domain that is linked to a lytic domain. The composition and activity of these two protein
components have been described earlier (Dandekar et al., 2012).

rpfF and diffusible signal factor (Steven Lindow).
The Lindow lab has shown that Xf uses diffusible signal factor (DSF) perception as a key trigger to change its
behavior within plants (Lindow, 2013). Under most conditions DSF levels in plants are low since cells are found
in relatively small clusters, and hence they do not express adhesins that would hinder their movement through the
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plant but which are required for vector acquisition. Instead, they actively express extracellular enzymes and
retractile pili needed for movement through the plant (Chatterjee et al., 2008). Accumulation of DSF in Xf cells,
which presumably normally occurs as cells become numerous within xylem vessels, causes a change in many
genes in the pathogen, but the overall effect is to suppress its virulence in plants by increasing its adhesiveness to
plant surfaces and also suppressing the production of enzymes and genes needed for active movement through the
plant.

PR1 and microRNA UT456 (David Gilchrist).
The Gilchrist lab is focused on the host response to Xf through identifying plant genes that block a critical aspect
of grape susceptibility to Xf, namely the inappropriate activation of a genetically conserved process of
programmed cell death (PCD) that is common to many, if not all, plant diseases. Blocking PCD, either genetically
or chemically, suppresses disease symptoms and bacterial pathogen growth in several plant-bacterial diseases
(Richael et al., 2001; Lincoln et al., 2002; Harvey et al., 2007). In the current project with Pierce’s disease, a
functional genetic screen identified novel anti-PCD genes from cDNA libraries of grape and tomato (Gilchrist and
Lincoln, 2011). Two of these grape sequences (PR1 and UT456), when expressed as transgenes in grape,
suppressed Pierce’s disease symptoms and dramatically reduced bacterial titer in inoculated plants under
greenhouse and field conditions. Assays with various chemical and bacterial inducers of PCD confirmed that the
PR1 was capable of blocking PCD in transgenic plant cells when translated in the presence of a bacterial secreted
death signal. Sequence analysis of UT456 revealed a strong sequence complementarity to a region in the PR1
3’UTR that released the translational block of PR1 translation. Hence, the mechanism of suppression of Pierce’s
disease symptoms depends on translation of either the transgenic or the endogenous PR1 message in the face of Xf
trigger cell stress.

OBJECTIVES
1. Introduce pairs of protective constructs into adapted grapevine rootstocks 1103 and 101-14.
2. Analyze each transgenic line to confirm correct insertion of the gene pairs and their expression in the

respective rootstock.
3. Test the resulting lines for efficacy by inoculating with Xf in a preliminary greenhouse experiment to identify,

based on symptom expression, the most protective lines from each combination of genes, followed by
quantitative measurement of the presence and movement of the bacteria.

The primary motive for expressing genes in combination is to create durable resistance, i.e., resistance to Xf that
will last the life of the vine. Since at least several of the five DNA constructs (Table 1) have biochemically
distinct mechanisms of action, having two or more such distinctly acting DNA constructs “stacked” in the
rootstock should drastically reduce the probability of Xf overcoming the resistance. With multiple, distinct
transgenes, Xf would be required to evolve simultaneously multiple genetic changes in order to overcome the two
distinct resistance mechanisms.

Additionally, there could be favorable synergistic protection when two or more resistance-mediating DNA
constructs are employed. There are data indicating synergism between multiple transgenes in other crops. For
example, the paper, “Field Evaluation of Transgenic Squash Containing Single or Multiple Virus Coat Protein
Gene Constructs for Resistance to Cucumber Mosaic Virus, Watermelon Mosaic Virus 2, and Zucchini Yellow
Mosaic Virus” (Tricoli et al., 1995), describes the stacking of several genes for virus resistance in squash. (Note
that David Tricoli, the lead author in this paper, is doing the stacking transformations in this project.)
Additionally, the Dandekar laboratory has successfully stacked two genes blocking two different pathways
synergistically to suppress crown gall (Escobar et al., 2001). Experiments being conducted here will evaluate
potential synergism in suppression of Pierce’s disease symptoms and reducing Xf titer distant from the graft
union.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Construction of dual gene expression binaries.
The strategy is to prepare dual plasmid constructs bearing a combination of two of the protective genes on a single
plasmid with a single selectable marker. The binary backbone is based on pCAMBIA1300 (Hajdukiewicz et al.,
1994). Binaries were constructed to express two genes from two 35S promoters (Figure 2). The DNA fragments
containing transcription units for expression of the transgenes are flanked by rare cutting restriction sites for
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ligation into the backbone. The nt-PGIP used in these constructs is a modified version of the Labavitch PGIP that
was constructed in the Dandekar laboratory to include a signal peptide obtained from a grapevine xylem secreted
protein (Aguero et al., 2006).

Figure 2. Dual expression binary expresses two genes within the same TDNA insert. This allows a single
transformation event to generate plants that express two gene products.

Binary plasmids capable of expressing two genes from the same TDNA (dual expressers) were constructed by
J. Lincoln and are of the general form shown in Figure 2. All plasmids were transformed into Agrobacterium
strain EHA105, the transformation strain for grape plant transgenics. As a check on stability of the dual expresser
binary plasmid, the plasmid was isolated from two Agrobacterium colonies for each construct and the plasmid
was used to transform Escherichia coli. Six E. coli colonies from each Agrobacterium isolated plasmid (for a total
of 12 for each construct) were analyzed by restriction digest to confirm that the plasmid in Agrobacterium is not
rearranged. Table 2 shows when transformations were started by the UC Davis Plant Transformation Facility. To
ensure optimum recovery of the transgenic embryos, two versions of the plasmid with different antibiotic
selectable markers were prepared. Hence, the dual inserts can now be subjected to two different selections that
enable transformation to move forward in the fastest manner depending on which marker works best for each dual
or each rootstock. Each plasmid containing the dual protective DNA sequences is being introduced into
embryogenic grapevine culture in a single transformation event rather than sequentially as would normally be the
conventional strategy at the UC Davis Plant Transformation Facility. The progress for each line is shown in
Table 2.
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Table 2. Progress in generation of the dual construct transformed transgenic rootstocks. The current status of grape
transformations into the rootstocks 1103 and 101-14.

The following images (Figure 3) illustrate the development of transgenic embryos, the initiation of roots and
shoots from the transgenic embryo, and finally, the fully-developed transgenic rootstock containing two of the
transgenes. The quantitative analysis of the transgenic rootstocks has begun, as illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Rootstock 1103 embryos and developing plantlets with CAP and PR1 transgenes inserted, and the
developed transgenic plant ready for RNA analysis and pathogenicity testing for response to Xf.



        
         

   

 
  

 

 
 

       
         

Figure 4. Leaf RNA analysis of four independent transgenic grape lines. Lanes 1 and 2 
are putative CAP and PGIP dual expression lines. Lanes 3 and 4 are putative PR1 and 
rpfF dual expression lines. Sizes of the expected products are shown. 

Analysis of the transgenic rootstocks to confirm dual insertions. 
RNA from transgenic grape leaves is purified by a modification of a cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) 
protocol and includes LiCl precipitation. The RNA is converted to cDNA by oligo dT priming and reverse 
transcriptase. PCR reactions are set up using the synthesized cDNA as template and specific pairs of primers 
designed against each of the five putative transgenes. The resulting products are separated by agarose gel 
electrophoresis (Figure 4). In this figure the bands shown correspond to two amplification targets in each 
transgenic plant. This technique, adapted by J. Lincoln to uniquely address this analysis, is referred to as 
multiplex analysis of each transgenic pair combination and allows for robust and rapid confirmation of the fidelity 
of the paired insertions. Progress on the RNA verification is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Progress in RNA analysis of the dual construct transformed transgenic rootstocks. The 
current status of verification of transgenic RNA from transgenic rootstocks 1103 and 101-14. 

Grapevine 
Genotype 

Construct Verified 
RNA 

Ramets 
Started 

1103 CAP-PR1 10 X 
PGIP-456 
CAP-456 10 X 
PGIP-PR1 10 X 
PGIP-CAP 5 
PR1-456 10 X 
rpfF-PR1 
CAP-rpfF 4 
PGIP-rpfF 10 X 
rpfF-456 1 

101-14 CAP-PR1 2 
PGIP-456 
CAP-456 
PGIP-PR1 2 
PGIP-CAP 3 
PR1-456 
rpfF-PR1 
CAP-rpfF 
PGIP-rpfF 5 
rpfF-456 
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The timeline for completing the delivery of the transgenic rootstock plants, the greenhouse and laboratory
analyses, and the field planting of the selected rootstocks grafted to the non-transgenic Chardonnay scions is
presented in Figure 5.

CONCLUSIONS
Our capacity to achieve all the objectives is essentially assured based on prior accomplishments and the fact that
we are exactly where we are projected to be within the timeline indicated in Figure 5. All techniques and
resources are available in the lab and have proven reliable, informative, and reproducible. This project has
consolidated a full-time research commitment for this team of experienced scientists to Pierce’s disease. Each of
the senior personnel, including J. Lincoln, have been with this project since 2007. Collectively the team brings a
full range of skills and training that complement changing needs of this project in the areas of molecular biology,
plant transformation, and analysis of transgenic plants.

The scope of research includes both greenhouse and field evaluation of the transgenic rootstocks for relative
suppression of Pierce’s disease in the non-transgenic scions. Commercialization of the currently effective anti-
Pierce’s disease containing vines and/or rootstocks could involve partnerships between the UC Foundation Plant
Services, nurseries, and, potentially, with a private biotechnology company. As indicated above, the dual
constructs have been assembled and forwarded to D. Tricoli at the UC Davis Plant Transformation Facility. The
transgenic plants are being delivered to J. Lincoln as indicated in Table 2 and evaluations have begun as indicated
in Table 3 and Figure 4. The first step in the analysis of the transcribed RNA is to verify that each plant contains
both of the intended constructs. The timeline shown in Figure 5 for both transformation and analysis is on track.
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ABSTRACT
In September 2014, September 2015, and May 2016 the principal investigator and a team of grapevine
pathologists scored Pierce’s disease symptom severity in a Solano County research block planted with transgenic
grapevines that had been mechanically injected with a Pierce’s disease strain of Xylella fastidiosa. Analysis of the
variation in the data overall and among individuals indicated that, regardless of when vines were scored, all scores
agreed for greater than 50% of the vines and the majority of scores agreed for at least 96.5% of the vines. This
indicates that the rating system was well understood by team members and provided a relatively uniform measure
of Pierce’s disease symptoms. Score variation was highest in May 2016, suggesting that Pierce’s disease
symptoms might be more variable in the spring and result in a less uniform measure of disease. In addition, the
percent agreement of scores for vines with less severe symptoms was lower, suggesting that raters have more
difficulty scoring these vines.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
In September 2014, September 2015, and May 2016 the principal investigator and a team of grapevine
pathologists scored Pierce’s disease symptom severity in a Solano County research block planted with transgenic
grapevines that had been mechanically injected with a Pierce’s disease strain of Xylella fastidiosa. Analysis of the
variation in the data overall and among individuals indicated that, regardless of when vines were scored, all scores
agreed for greater than 50% of the vines and the majority of scores agreed for at least 96.5% of the vines. This
indicates that the rating system was well understood by team members and provided a relatively uniform measure
of Pierce’s disease symptoms. Score variation was highest in May 2016, suggesting that Pierce’s disease
symptoms might be more variable in the spring and result in a less uniform measure of disease. In addition, the
percent agreement of scores for vines with less severe symptoms was lower, suggesting that raters have more
difficulty scoring these vines.

INTRODUCTION
The Product Development Committee of the CDFA Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter Board
requested research into uniform evaluation of Pierce’s disease symptoms exhibited by grapevines developed by
four principal investigators as part of the Board’s research portfolio. These vines are planted in a single research
block in Solano County.

Principal investigator Golino and Foundation Plant Services plant pathologists with multiple years of grape
disease experience made up the core evaluation team. Several plant pathology PhD graduate students with grape
pathology thesis research were also invited to participate. Each individual participated in training in evaluating
Pierce’s disease symptoms according to the scoring system below. That training included ‘calibration’ by
examining a subset of vines including healthy and Pierce’s disease-inoculated controls to ensure that ratings were
as uniform as possible. Vines were evaluated twice in mid-September and once in mid-May.

Scoring technique.
A visual rating system on a scale of 1-5 was used by each member of the team to rate every vine individually. All
vines were labeled by row and vine number. Data was collected by row and vine number without any information
about the particular treatment that the vine received. This is a slightly modified version of the rating system used
by the Kirkpatrick lab.
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Golino/Gilchrist simplified rating system.
0: Healthy vine. All leaves green with no scorching, good cane growth, no cordon dieback or failure to push

canes at bud positions. Dry or yellowing leaves may be present but do not show characteristic Xylella
symptoms.

1: Leaves on one or two canes showing characteristic Xylella scorched leaf symptoms. No evidence of physical
damage to leaf petiole(s) or cane(s). On cane in question, at least TWO leaves are symptomatic; one single
leaf is NOT enough to warrant a rating of 1.

2: More than two canes possess multiple scorched leaves. HOWEVER, canes with symptomatic leaves are still
confined to just one area of the vine.

3: Canes with clearly scorched leaves are found on several canes, including canes which have not been
inoculated.

4: Ends of cane(s) begin dying back; some canes failed to push in the spring. Vine is clearly symptomatic on all
or nearly all surviving canes. Main point is that the vine is NOT yet dead but is clearly facing a terminal fate.

5: Dead vine or a vine that had a few canes weakly push in the spring but those canes later died with onset of hot
temperatures in July or August. There are NO visible signs of other potential problems such as gophers,
crown gall, Phytophthora, or Eutypa/Botrytis dieback of cordons.

If a vine appeared to have died for reasons other than Pierce’s disease, that was entered in the comments field for
that vine and no score was entered in the rating field.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this project were to:
1. Train individuals to evaluate Pierce’s disease symptoms according to the above scoring system.
2. Score the grapevines during the fall and spring.
3. Evaluate the extent to which the scores for any given vine agreed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In September 2014, nine members of the evaluation team scored 616 vines and the data was analyzed with the
purpose of determining the extent to which the scores for any given vine agreed. Scores for a vine were counted
as “in agreement” if they equaled one of the integers above or below the mean. Although mode and frequency are
typically used for analyzing ordinal data, the scores in the rating system are quantitative in the sense that they
follow a logical sense of order and the difference between the scores is roughly equivalent. Therefore, we felt that
using the mean as a measure of central tendency was justified. The purpose of the interval was to accommodate
integer data and, in practice, allows scores to vary by one integer and still be counted as “in agreement.”

The percent agreement of scores for individual vines is shown in Figure 1. Cells of varying shades of green
represent vines where at least five out of nine scores agreed.
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Figure 1. Cell plot of the 616 vines that were rated in September 2014. The colors indicate the
percent agreement among scores of individual raters. Scores are counted as “in agreement” if they
equal the integer above or below the mean for any given vine. Gray areas indicate missing vines.

The number and percent of vines in each agreement category for the first scoring in September 2014 is shown in
Table 1. Adding columns “56%” through “100%” indicates that for 97.4% of the vines, at least five of the nine
scores agreed. For 51.0% of the vines all nine scores agreed, i.e., they were within one integer above or below the
mean.

Table 1. The number and percent of vines in each of the ten agreement categories in September 2014.
Percent

Agreement
Sept. 2014

0%
(0/9)

11%
(1/9)

22%
(2/9)

33%
(3/9)

44%
(4/9)

56%
(5/9)

67%
(6/9)

78%
(7/9)

89%
(8/9)

100%
(9/9)

Number of
Vines 4 0 1 3 8 19 41 62 164 314

Percent of
Vines 0.60 0.00 0.16 0.49 1.30 3.08 6.66 10.1 26.6 51.0

The vines were scored again in September 2015 by ten people. The percent agreement of scores for individual
vines is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Cell plot of the 650 vines that were rated in September 2015. The colors indicate the
percent agreement among scores of individual raters. Scores are counted as “in agreement” if they
equal the integer above or below the mean for any given vine. Gray areas indicate missing vines.

The number and percent of vines in each agreement category is shown in Table 2. Adding columns “50%”
through “100%” indicates that for 96.5% of the vines, at least five of the ten scores agreed. For 66.5% of the vines
all ten scores agreed, i.e., they were within one integer above or below the mean.

Table 2. The number and percent of vines in each of the eleven agreement categories in September 2015.
Percent

Agreement
Sept. 2015

0%
(0/10)

10%
(1/10)

20%
(2/10)

30%
(3/10)

40%
(4/10)

50%
(5/10)

60%
(6/10)

70%
(7/10)

80%
(8/10)

90%
(9/10)

100%
(10/10)

Number of
Vines 2 2 4 12 3 3 6 13 49 124 432

Percent of
Vines 0.31 0.31 0.62 1.85 0.46 0.46 0.92 2.00 7.54 19.08 66.46

The per vine change in percent agreement between 2014 and 2015 is illustrated in Figure 3. For 290 and 251
vines, respectively, the percent agreement increased or stayed the same. For 109 vines the percent agreement
decreased in 2015. In some cases these latter vines appear to be clustered, indicating that some treatments were
possibly more difficult to rate. However, percent agreement for most of these vines was still greater than 50%
(data not shown). Vines with less than 50% agreement were scattered throughout the plot, indicating problems
with individual vines and not entire treatments.
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Figure 3. Cell plot representing individual vines and the change in percent agreement between
September 2014 and 2015. Colors indicate the level of change, with black = increase in percent
agreement, gray = no change, and white = decrease.

In May 2016 eleven members of the evaluation team scored 622 vines and the data was analyzed. The percent
agreement of scores for individual vines is shown in Figure 4. Cells of varying shades of green represent vines
where at least six out of eleven scores agreed.
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Figure 4. Cell plot of the 622 vines that were rated in May 2016. The colors indicate the percent
agreement among scores of individual raters. Scores are counted as “in agreement” if they equal
the integer above or below the mean for any given vine. Gray areas indicate the 28 vines that had
fewer than eleven scores and were not included in the analyses. Usually this was because a vine
was missing and so was not scored.

The number and percent of vines in each agreement category is shown in Table 3. Adding columns “55%”
through “100%” indicates that for 98.2% of the vines, at least six of the eleven scores agreed. For 50.6% of the
vines all eleven scores agreed, i.e., they were within one integer above or below the mean.

Table 3. The number and percent of 622 vines in each of the twelve agreement categories from May 2016.
Percent

Agreement
May 2016

0%
(0/11)

9%
(1/11)

18%
(2/11)

27%
(3/11)

36%
(4/11)

45%
(5/11)

55%
(6/11)

64%
(7/11)

73%
(8/11)

82%
(9/11)

91%
(10/11)

100%
(11/11)

Number of
Vines 0 1 0 1 2 7 18 35 48 73 122 315

Percent of
Vines 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.32 1.13 2.89 5.63 7.72 11.74 19.61 50.64

The May 2016 scores were compared with those from September 2015 to determine if there was a significant
difference in score agreement when vines were rated at a different time of the year. The September 2015 scores
are shown again below.
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Table 2. The number and percent of vines in each of the eleven agreement categories from September 2015.
Percent

Agreement
Sept., 2015

0%
(0/10)

10%
(1/10)

20%
(2/10)

30%
(3/10)

40%
(4/10)

50%
(5/10)

60%
(6/10)

70%
(7/10)

80%
(8/10)

90%
(9/10)

100%
(10/10)

Number of
Vines 2 2 4 12 3 3 6 13 49 124 432

Percent of
Vines 0.31 0.31 0.62 1.85 0.46 0.46 0.92 2.00 7.54 19.08 66.46

There are two notable differences in the level of score agreement between September 2015 and May 2016. First,
the percentage of vines where the majority of scores (i.e., at least 50% of the scores) agree increases from 96.5%
in September 2015 to 98.2% in May 2016. Second, the percentage of vines where 100% of the scores agree
decreases from 66.5% in September 2015 to 50.6% in May 2016. Therefore, while the percentage of vines where
the majority of scores agree increases slightly in May 2016, the “strength” of the agreement decreases.

The per vine change in percent agreement between September 2015 and May 2016 is illustrated in Figure 5. In
May 2016 the percent agreement increased or stayed the same for 383 and 97 vines, respectively. The percent
agreement decreased for 142 vines in May 2016. In some cases these latter vines are clustered, indicating that
some treatments were possibly more difficult to rate. However, percent agreement for most of these vines was still
greater than 50% (data not shown).

Figure 5. Cell plot representing individual vines and the change in percent agreement between September
2015 and May 2016. Colors indicate the level of change, with black = increase in percent agreement, gray =
no change, and white = decrease. Yellow = vines eliminated from analyses due to fewer than eleven scores.
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To determine if the percent agreement for the May 2016 data varied by score we mapped mean score against
percent agreement for individual vines (Figure 6). The “V” shaped scatterplot indicates that there is an agreement
bias for low and high scores, i.e., vines that are not very symptomatic or are showing severe symptoms have
scores that are in higher agreement. This is especially true for severely symptomatic vines. Of the 315 vines that
had scores 100% in agreement (Table 3), 193 or 61.3% had a mean score of 5.

Figure 6. Scatterplot showing mean score plotted against percent agreement. Each circle represents
one vine.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, review of the data from the September 2014 and 2015 ratings indicates that for approximately 97%
of the vines the majority of team members scored the vines within one integer above or below the mean. In 2015
the percentage of vines where all scores agreed increased from 51.0% to 66.5%. Overall, this demonstrates that
the rating system was well understood by team members and provides a relatively uniform measure of Pierce’s
disease symptoms that can be used to describe the vines in this experiment.

The percentage of vines where the majority of scores agreed increased by 1.7% in May 2016 compared to
September 2015. However, there was a change in the extent to which scores agreed, with a 16% decrease in the
percentage of vines where all scores agreed. This suggests that Pierce’s disease symptoms may be more variable
in the spring and that rating vines at this time results in a less uniform measure of disease. In addition, the percent
agreement of scores for vines with less severe symptoms is lower, suggesting that raters have more difficulty
scoring these vines.

FUNDING AGENCIES
Funding for this project was provided by the CDFA Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter Board.
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ABSTRACT
For more than a decade area-wide treatment programs have been in place to reduce populations of the glassy-
winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) within the General Beale region of Kern County. These
programs, which involve treating citrus (where GWSS overwinter), coupled with efforts by grape growers to
control GWSS and remove vines that have Pierce’s disease, have been the foundation of management efforts. In
the early 2000s area-wide treatment programs in the General Beale area provided significant reductions in GWSS
populations, often with only one treatment applied every three years. From 2009 to 2011 GWSS populations
rebounded, and treatment programs were put in place every year. Then, more recently, despite annual area-wide
treatments, populations of GWSS returned to levels that are of concern. Concurrent with the increase in GWSS
has been a resurgence of Pierce’s disease within vineyards. For example, in 2015 survey efforts identified 24
vineyards where Pierce’s disease was present, including 10 vineyards with over 1% infection and four vineyards
with more than 15% of the vines positive for the disease. Over the past few years several vineyards within the
region have been removed specifically because of Pierce’s disease, with others slated for removal following the
2016 season. Efforts are underway to determine how to maintain efficacy within area-wide treatment programs as
well as to help growers identify and remove infected vines so that overall disease incidence can be brought back
down to the very low levels achieved during the early 2000s.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Successful management of Pierce’s disease requires diligent efforts to control both the disease and its vector, the
glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS). The theory is that if there are no GWSS, the
disease cannot spread. Likewise, if there is no disease, a few GWSS are not of concern. Management programs
based on this philosophy have historically been very successful, because this two-tiered checks and balances
situation still provided protection when populations of either the disease or the vector temporarily increased.
Unfortunately, within the past few years populations of GWSS and Pierce’s disease have both simultaneously
been on the rise in the General Beale region of Kern County, such that Pierce’s disease is now causing economic
losses in table grape vineyards in the region. GWSS populations have been on the rise due to changes in winter
weather which have increased the overwintering survival of GWSS, at the same time that it is suspected that
insecticides may not be working as well as they used to. Increased disease incidence is partially due to increased
GWSS numbers, but also due to relaxed efforts to look for and remove infected vines during the years of excellent
GWSS control and shortly thereafter. The situation has now reached a point where a new Pierce’s disease
epidemic has occurred, and solving the situation will require coordinated, diligent efforts on the part of
individuals and organizations at the industry and government levels to turn the corner on the situation and restore
the checks and balances afforded when populations of GWSS and Pierce’s disease are both very low.

INTRODUCTION
Since the late 1990s Kern County table grape growers have been entrenched in a battle against the glassy-winged
sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) and Pierce’s disease. Prior to the introduction of GWSS, Pierce’s
disease was irrelevant to grape growers in the region. The disease was rarely seen due to a very low amount of
bacteria in the environment and the scarcity of native sharpshooters that could transmit the disease. However, this
all changed when GWSS became established. High vector populations allowed the very small amount of Pierce’s
disease to be spread, and increases in the number of infected vines in combination with continually high GWSS
populations allowed the situation to reach epidemic proportions. The situation reached the point where individual
farmers, on their own, could not control the situation and a public-private partnership began to work jointly to
protect the region’s grape industry.
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The first coordinated responses against GWSS and Pierce’s disease in Kern County occurred in 2001 when the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) initiated an area-wide monitoring and treatment program in
conjunction with growers and other government organizations. The goal was to reduce populations of GWSS and
disease. The decision was to use federal funds to treat GWSS in the citrus orchards where they spend the winter in
an effort to prevent them from moving to grape vineyards. Grape growers would also treat their vineyards at their
own expense to make sure that any overwintering GWSS survivors would die if they arrived in a vineyard.

The success of the plan also required an aggressive approach to managing the amount of Pierce’s disease in the
area. At the initiation of the area-wide treatment program there was a one-time government buyout program that
subsidized the cost to growers of removing heavily infected vineyards. Since the expiration of that program it has
been the responsibility of individual growers to identify and remove individual vines each year that were positive
for the disease. The goal was that the combined effects of controlling overwintering GWSS in citrus as well as in
grapes, combined with efforts to remove vines with the disease, would mitigate the threat this combination posed
to the grape industry.

OBJECTIVES
1. Monitor Kern County vineyards for the glassy-winged sharpshooter.
2. Monitor Kern County table grape vineyards for Pierce’s disease.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Monitoring for GWSS.
For more than a decade the success of area-wide treatment programs in Kern County has been evaluated by
monitoring populations of the vector and the disease. Monitoring for GWSS has been done through the joint
efforts of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), California Department of Food and Agriculture
(CDFA), and County Departments of Agriculture. This program is very visible due to the yellow sticky cards that
growers are accustomed to seeing in the corners of all of their vineyards. These traps are collected every one to
four weeks (depending on the time of year and area) to determine the location and populations of GWSS. Results
of these trap captures are freely available to the public and maps of trapping results during the past 12 months are
available online at https://www.cdfa.ca.gov/pdcp/map_index.html by clicking on the link for “Area-wide
Trapping.”

The cumulative captures from these traps in Kern County for the past 15 years are shown in Figure 1. During the
first year of the area-wide treatment program there were more than 140,000 sharpshooters caught in traps in Kern
County. This included GWSS from citrus and vineyards before and after the first treatments were made. The
figures for the next two years (2002 and 2003) represent the total number of GWSS captured as area-wide
treatment programs that started in the General Beale area were expanded to other portions of the county. By 2004
all areas in Kern County where GWSS had been found had participated in area-wide treatment programs. From
2004 until 2008 these programs were highly successful. During those years, once an area had participated in an
area-wide treatment program, follow-up treatments to the entire area were only needed every two to three years,
or not at all (i.e., Western Zone) and GWSS populations could be maintained at low levels with localized spot
treatments as needed based on trap captures.

The success of the area-wide treatment programs within the General Beale area began to slide in 2009, while
GWSS population levels in most other regions of Kern County remain very low,. During that year GWSS
captures in Kern County increased to nearly 40,000. As a result, the aggressiveness of area-wide treatment
programs was increased, particularly within the General Beale area where most of the captures were made.
Treatment programs continued to result in significant reductions in GWSS compared to prior to the initiation of
the program, but annual captures remained at levels between 35,000 to 40,000 per year, well above the lows seen
from 2004 until 2008.

During the early 2010s the hope was that increased GWSS populations during 2009 until 2011 were just an
anomaly, and that the aggressiveness of treatment programs would bring populations down to historic lows.
Unfortunately, beginning in 2012 the opposite has been true, and over 100,000 GWSS have been captured each of
those years. It is important to note that this does not mean there are more GWSS now than prior to the program
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(comparing 2012 or 2015 to 2011), because there are more traps in the county now than there were back then.
However, the fact that we have returned to more than 100,000 captures per year is alarming.

Figure 1. Number of GWSS trapped each year in Kern County in area-wide traps during 2001-2015.

There are several theories about why GWSS populations have increased over the past few years. The two most
prevalent theories are climate change and pesticide resistance. With regards to climate change, overwintering
GWSS can tolerate very cold temperatures but require a minimum temperature in order to feed. Historically it was
commonplace to have thick fog for long periods of time such that GWSS were unable to feed. This would cause
them to desiccate and die. However, for at least six or seven years we have not had the rain and inversion
conditions required to have thick fog events. As a result, overwintering survival of GWSS has been excellent and
the buildup of GWSS populations each year has had a carryover effect into the next year. There is also evidence
that warmer winter weather may allow for GWSS reproduction during the winter instead of in the spring. If this
scenario is true it means that we are no longer getting the help we need from colder weather during the winter to
help reduce GWSS populations between one year and the next.

The second theory is that GWSS are becoming resistant to the insecticides that are being used against them,
particularly neonicotinoids. For fifteen years most citrus and nearly all grapes have been treated for GWSS, vine
mealybug, scale, or other pests with one or more of the following neonicotinoids: imidacloprid (Admire and
others), acetamiprid (Assail), clothianidin (Belay), dinotefuran (Venom), or thiamethoxam (Actara).
Investigations by two teams of researchers are underway to determine the status of susceptibility of GWSS to
several of these insecticides.

In response to increased GWSS captures during the past four years, managers of the area-wide treatment
programs are taking additional steps to reduce GWSS populations. The current approach is a multi-spray program
that includes area-wide treatments to citrus that were initiated in December 2015, coupled with a second treatment
around February, with the possibility of a third systemic treatment after petal fall. These treatments are being put
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on for GWSS control, but are also being coordinated in a way that makes sense to citrus growers as they begin
efforts to control their own new invasive pest, the Asian citrus psyllid. The hope is that this aggressive approach
to controlling GWSS in overwintering citrus, coupled with aggressive efforts on the part of local grape growers to
treat their own vineyards, will successfully reduce GWSS populations.

Objective 2. Monitoring for Pierce’s disease.
For nearly a decade monitoring for GWSS has been accompanied by monitoring for Pierce’s disease. Surveys
have been done by researchers at the University of California Cooperative Extension (UCCE) office in Kern
County with funding provided by table grape growers through the Consolidated Central Valley Table Grape Pest
and Disease Control District. The monitoring program was initially proposed and coordinated by UCCE
viticulture farm advisor Jennifer Hashim-Buckey. Later it was temporarily managed by emeritus viticulture
advisor Don Luvisi and is now managed by entomology advisor David Haviland.

Each year surveys were done using a four-wheeler based on visual symptoms. Surveyors looked for vines that
expressed Pierce’s disease symptoms such as stunted shoot growth, leaf scorch, persistent petioles, irregular cane
maturity, and shriveled fruit. In vineyards with low incidence of Pierce’s disease samples were collected from all
symptomatic vines and each vine was recorded by a unique block ID row number and vine number in a
standardized mapping system. Samples were sent to the CDFA Plant Pest Diagnostics Lab to confirm presence of
Xylella fastidiosa using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Results and locations of confirmed
Pierce’s disease positive vines were returned to cooperating growers and/or their pest control advisers. Data that
are reported in this report consist of the percentage of symptomatic vines found in a vineyard multiplied by the
percentage of samples that were confirmed to be positive for Pierce’s disease in samples sent to CDFA.

During 2015 personnel with the UCCE office in Kern County monitored approximately 122,000 grapevines from
39 vineyards from late July through November. Vineyards were chosen based on our past history of survey sites,
knowledge of Pierce’s disease distribution, and trap catches of GWSS. Samples were collected at 31 of the 39
sites; the other sites were mostly vineyards sampled in previous years that were recently removed and/or
replanted.

Pierce’s disease incidence at the 31 sites ranged from 0.0% to 33.2% (Table 1). This included nine sites (29%)
with no Pierce’s disease, 12 sites (39%) with Pierce’s disease present in less than 1% of the vines, five sites (16%)
with 1-5% infected vines, one site (3%) with 5-15% infected vines, and four sites (13%) with more than 15%
positive vines.

Considering that we only sampled a portion of many vineyards we attempted to estimate the total number of vines
infected with Pierce’s disease within vineyards that we sampled. This was done by multiplying the percentage
infected vines from our sample area at each site by the total acres of the vineyard at that site and converting the
result to number of vines by multiplying by 518 (the number of vines per acre on a standard 7 foot by 12 foot
spacing). In cases where we have not yet determined the total vineyard size (mostly new sites in 2015) we made
the calculation based on the acres we sampled instead of the total vineyard size. After making the calculation the
cumulative number of Pierce’s disease positive vines was estimated to be approximately 7,500. Approximately
6,500 of those vines are located in the five most infected sites (Sites 10, 27, 29, 30, and 42). The other
approximately 1,000 infected vines were spread out across the other 17 sites that had at least one positive vine.

Over the past seven years there has been a consistent increase in the amount of Pierce’s disease present in the
General Beale and Edison regions of Kern County. At present we are aware of 25 vineyards that currently have
Pierce’s disease or that were removed within the past year because of Pierce’s disease. Included within this list are
four to five vineyards that should be removed following the 2015 season.

Distribution of Pierce’s disease has also continued to increase. During surveys from 2009 until about 2013 almost
all Pierce’s disease was found within two epicenters of what we call the ‘core’ region of the General Beale area.
During the past two years we have seen significant spread outward to the periphery of the General Beale area and
in 2015 for the first time we found significant amounts of Pierce’s disease in isolated vineyards north of Highway
58 in the Edison region.



           
      

   

 
 

 

 

 

  

          
    

        
 

Table 1. Results of Pierce's disease surveys from 39 vineyards in the General Beale and Edison regions of 
Kern County, CA from 2009 to 2015. 

Site Variety 
Year 

Planted 
Acres 

Acres 
sur-

veyed 

Percentage vines infected with Pierce’s disease 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

1 RG, Sugra 1994/14 31 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 8.3 R P 

2 RG, Flames 1997 20 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 P 

3 Flame 1982 19 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 

4 Flame, SumRoy unk./14 19 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 P 1.0 

5 Flame 1994 19 5 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 - 3.0 

6 AR, Flame 1994/11 13 13 G 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.03 

7 Flame 2001 17 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

8 Thom 1994 9 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

9 Crim, ScarRoy 2002/12 38 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 G 0.7 1.8 1.7 

10 Thom 1992 17 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 33.2 

11 Thom 1992 6 6 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 

12 E.Sweet 2005 - 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 R 

13 Flame 2001 - 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 R -
14 Flame 1994 28 5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 - - 1.2 

15 RG, Flame 1982/13 19 19 0.8 100 R, P 0.5 0.03 

19 S. Celeb. 2012 - 6.3 P 1.5 0.0 0.0 

22 Flame 1993 8.8 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 R 

23 Flame 2009 4.7 4.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.16 

24 RG 1994 31 0 0.2 61.1 9.2 R 

24a Sugra 2013 8.5 8.5 P 0.0 0.0 

24b AR Unk 5.2 0 25.6 -, R 

25 RG 1994 15 15 47.3 9.8 1.1 

26 Flame 2012 7.6 7.6 P 15.5 6.1 0.2 

27 ScarRoy 2011 12 12 P - 46.0 18.6 15.7 

28 Flame 1994 8.8 0 2.0 R 

29 AutRoy 1998 - 12 0.0 - - 0.7 6.9 

30 ScarRoy 2013 12 1.2 P 0.2 26.8 

31 ScarRoy 2008 6.3 6.3 1.4 0.8 

34 ScarRoy 2011 - 5 0.0 0.04 

35 Timco 2011 - 5 0.4 0.0 

36 RG 1994 7 7 0.0 0.0 

37 Flame - - 5 0.1 

38 Magenta 2014 19 5 P 0.04 

39 Magenta - - 5 0.7 

40 Sugra - - 5 0.0 

41 Sugra - - 5 0.0 

42 Thom 1994 10 1.1 17.4 

43 Flame - 5 0.2 

44 Thom - 5 0.1 
R = removed; P = planted; G = grafted onto existing rootstock; - indicates that data are not available or were not 
collected; RG = Redglobe; Sugra = Sugraone; Flame = Flame Seedless; SumRoy = Summer Royal; AR = Autumn 
Royal; Thom = Thompson Seedless; Crim = Crimson Seedless; ScarRoy = Scarlet Royal; E Sweet = Early Sweet; S. 
Celeb = Sweet Celebration. 
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There is currently no way to cure a vine infected with Pierce’s disease. For that reason, all vines that are infected
should be completely removed from the vineyard. If complete removal is not possible, at minimum the vine
should be cut off at the base and treated (chemically or otherwise) to ensure that the root system is dead and does
not regrow. In cases where vineyards have elevated levels of Pierce’s disease it is recommended that the entire
vineyard be removed. This is because vine death or removal due to Pierce’s disease decreases the economic
viability of a vineyard, but also because not all symptomatic vines can be identified during any one survey. This is
particularly true in mature vineyards where it is common for vines that become infected during the current year to
appear healthy until the following year. Therefore, any time symptomatic vines are found in a vineyard it should
be assumed that additional vines are infected but not yet symptomatic. These symptomless vines can still serve as
a host for Pierce’s disease the following year.
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ABSTRACT
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) coordinates its behavior in plants in a cell density-dependent fashion using a diffusible
signal factor (DSF) molecule which acts to suppress its virulence in plants. Artificially increasing DSF levels in
transgenic grape greatly reduced disease severity in both greenhouse and field trials. We are investigating DSF
production in additional transgenic grape varieties to determine the robustness of this strategy of disease control.
Xf is relatively promiscuous in its production and perception of various unsaturated fatty acids as DSF signal
molecules and we will explore ways to introduce the common, inexpensive fatty acid palmitoleic acid and other
DSF homologs into plants following direct application. Improved DSF biosensors that we have developed will
enable us to monitor the uptake and redistribution of such molecules in plants. Initial results suggest that the use
of penetrating surfactants introduces sufficient amounts of this DSF-like molecule to alter the behavior of Xf in
plants. Saponified macadamia nut oil, rich in palmitoleic acid, also appears attractive as an inexpensive source of
exogenously applied signal molecule. A naturally occurring Burkholderia strain capable of DSF production that is
also capable of growth and movement within grape has been found that can confer increased resistance to Pierce's
disease. We are exploring the biological control of disease using this strain. The movement of Xf within plants
and disease symptoms are greatly reduced in plants in which this Burkholderia strain was inoculated either
simultaneously with, prior to, or even after that of Xf. The biological control agent can be applied either by direct
introduction into the xylem by droplet puncture or by spray application to foliage using a penetrating surfactant.
These results are quite exciting in that they reveal that biological control of Pierce’s disease using B. phytofirmans
is both robust and may be relatively easy to employ by various ways of inoculation.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) produces a mixture of unsaturated fatty acid signal molecules called diffusible signal factor
(DSF). Accumulation of DSF in Xf cells, which presumably normally occurs as cells become numerous within
xylem vessels, causes a change in many genes in the pathogen, but the overall effect is to suppress its virulence in
plants by increasing its adhesiveness to plant surfaces and also suppressing the production of enzymes and genes
needed for active movement through the plant. We have investigated DSF-mediated cell-cell signaling in Xf with
the aim of developing cell-cell signaling disruption (pathogen confusion) as a means of controlling Pierce’s
disease. Elevating DSF levels in plants artificially reduces its movement in the plant. We will be introducing the
gene conferring DSF production into a variety of different grape cultivars to determine if they also will exhibit
high levels of disease resistance as did the Freedom cultivar previously constructed. Topical application of
commercially available unsaturated fatty acids capable of altering gene expression in Xf with penetrating
surfactants can introduce sufficient amounts of these materials to reduce the virulence of the pathogen. A
naturally occurring Burkholderia strain reduces the movement of Xf and thereby its virulence in plants when
inoculated prior to or simultaneously with Xf. By comparing disease control by these three methods the most
efficacious and practical means of control can be identified.

INTRODUCTION
Our work has shown that Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) uses diffusible signal factor (DSF) perception as a key trigger to
change its behavior within plants. Under most conditions DSF levels in plants are low since cells are found in
relatively small clusters, and hence they do not express adhesins that would hinder their movement through the
plant but which are required for vector acquisition. Instead, they actively express extracellular enzymes and
retractile pili needed for movement through the plant. Disease control can be conferred by elevating DSF levels in
grape in various ways to “trick” the pathogen into transitioning into the non-mobile form that is normally found
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only in highly colonized vessels, thereby causing “pathogen confusion.” Transgenic Freedom grape expressing
the DSF synthase RpfF from Xf are much more resistant to disease than the wild-type plants in both greenhouse
and field trials. It is possible that grape varieties might differ in their ability to produce DSF molecules perceived
by Xf. It will be important therefore to determine whether commercial grape cultivars can all produce DSF species
capable of altering pathogen behavior in high amounts if transformed with the DSF synthase. Non-transgenic
strategies of achieving pathogen confusion might be preferred by the industry. Our work has shown that RpfF is
rather promiscuous and that Xf can both produce and respond to a variety of unsaturated fatty acids including the
common, inexpensive unsaturated fatty acid palmitoleic acid. We thus are addressing practical issues about how
such molecules might be applied to plants for disease control. Using a new Xf biosensor for DSF in conjunction
with such an abundant, inexpensive molecule we can now thoroughly investigate methods by which such a
molecule can be directly applied to plants to achieve concentrations sufficiently high in the xylem to alter
pathogen behavior and thus achieve disease control. While endophytic bacteria capable of producing DSF species
is an attractive strategy, until recently, strains capable of growth and movement within grape could not be found.
However, we have now found a Burkholderia strain that both colonizes grape and has conferred substantial
disease control in preliminary studies. We are investigating the interactions of this endophyte with grape to
understand how it is conferring disease control and determine practical methods for its exploitation.

OBJECTIVES
1. Compare DSF production and level of disease control conferred by transformation of Xf RpfF into several

different grape cultivars.
2. Evaluate efficacy of direct applications of palmitoleic acid, C16-cis, and related DSF homologs to grape in

various ways to achieve disease control.
3. Evaluate the potential for Burkholderia phytofirmans to multiply, move, and produce DSF in grape plants to

achieve Pierce's disease control.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Production of DSF in a variety of grape cultivars.
While Freedom grape transformed with the Xf rpfF gene encoding the DSF synthase produced DSF species to
which Xf was responsive, considerable evidence has been accumulated that RpfF is a rather promiscuous enzyme
capable of producing a variety of DSF-like molecules. For example, we detected the production of C14-cis
(XfDSF1), C16-cis (XfDSF2) and surprisingly, even DSF normally produced only by Xanthomonas species in
transgenic RpfF-expressing Freedom grape. The various enoic acids that can be produced by RpfF differed
substantially in their ability to induce gene expression in Xf, with those of longer chain lengths such as C16-cis
being much more active than those of shorter chain lengths. We have also observed that DSF-mediated signaling
in Xf by active DSF species such as C16-cis can be blocked in the presence of certain other trans unsaturated fatty
acids. It is therefore possible that in some plants other fatty acid species indigenous to the plant or induced upon
transformation of RpfF might interfere with signaling that would otherwise be conferred by the production of
C16-cis and other “active” DSF species. To verify that the strategy of production of DSF in RpfF-containing
transgenic grape is a robust one, we are comparing the production of DSF species in a variety of grape cultivars.
In addition, it seems likely that targeting RpfF to cellular compartments where the substrates for DSF synthesis
may be more abundant could lead to enhanced production of this signal molecule. We have produced constructs
which target RpfF to the chloroplast of grape by fusing the small subunit 78 amino acid leader peptide and mature
N-terminal sequences for the Arabidopsis ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase (which is sufficient to target the
protein to the chloroplast) to RpfF. We thus are comparing the amount and types of DSF produced, and disease
susceptibility, in transgenic plants in which RpfF is targeted to plastids and in plants in which it is not targeted.

Transformation of the various grape varieties is being conducted at the UC Davis Plant Transformation Facility.
The lines being produced and tested are shown in Table 1. Transformation of the various varieties is underway
with many transformed plants already delivered, but we expect that it will take at least an additional six months to
produce the remaining plants. There has been little experience in transformation of Richter 110 and Chardonnay,
and so their successful transformation is taking longer than the other cultivars. Transformation with the
kanamycin-marked, chloroplast-targeted rpfF gene is also taking longer than other constructs. Between five and
ten individual transformants will be tested for each variety/construct combination. Because the expression of rpfF
in a given transformant of a given plant line will vary due to the chromosomal location of the randomly-inserted
DNA it will be necessary to identify those lines with the highest levels of expression. To most rapidly identify
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those transformants with high levels of expression of rpfF and production of DSF the expression of rpfF is being
assessed by quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) of RNA isolated from
individual leaves of the transformed plants after they are grown to a height of approximately 40 cm.

Table 1. Grape lines being produced and tested.

Variety Untargeted RpfF Gene Introduced
Chloroplast-targeted RpfF

Thompson Seedless + +
Chardonnay + +
1103 + +
101-14 + +
Richter 110 + +
Freedom done +

The composition of DSF species present in xylem sap and their aggregate signaling activity will also be assessed
by extracting xylem sap from mature plants of each of the two best transformed lines of a given variety/construct
forwarded for further analysis. Mass spectrometry analysis of the plant xylem sap extracts will be performed
using an LTQ Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization (ESI) source. DSF species
will be identified by their m/Z ratio, with XfDSF, XfDSF2, and DSF (having m/Z ratios of 225.18, 253.22, and
211.17, respectively) being readily distinguished in xylem sap of RpfF-expressing Freedom. We will also resolve
other chemical species found in RpfF-expressing lines that are not found in control plants by a similar procedure.
We expect that more than one enoic acid will be produced in a given line expressing RpfF.

The initial transformed plants received have been grown to a sufficiently large size in a greenhouse to make green
cuttings that have now been rooted and inoculated with Xf to assess their disease susceptibility compared to
transformed lines. Initial disease assessments are now being performed on the first of these propagated,
transformed plants. We expect that it will take at least another six months to both produce and test rooted cuttings
of other transformed plants.

Objective 2. Direct application of DSF to plants.
Several recent findings in our laboratory suggest that Pierce’s disease control by direct application of DSF to plant
surfaces is both feasible and practical. Studies of the context-dependent production of DSF reveals that DSF
species such as XfDSF2 are far more active than XfDSF1 which was originally described (Figure 1). While
topical applications of XfDSF1 to grape provided modest reductions in disease severity, applications of XfDSF2
should be far more efficacious. Studies of applications of XfDSF2 were hindered by a limitation of the amount of
this material that we could chemically synthesize. Fortunately, our studies of the promiscuity of DSF signaling in
Xf reveal that it is quite responsive to the cheap, commercially available, enoic acid palmitoleic acid (Figure 1).

While about eight-fold more palmitoleic acid is required to induce gene expression in Xf than XfDSF2, it is much
more active than XfDSF1 itself. We therefore have conducted a variety of studies to address how such molecules
could be introduced into plants in different ways to achieve pathogen confusion. In addition to the use of purified
fatty acids we also are evaluating mixtures of fatty acids for their ability to alter the behavior of Xf. Macadamia
nut oil contains a very high concentration of palmitoleic acid (23%). We have saponified macadamia nut oil by
treatment with sodium hydroxide to yield the sodium salts of the constituent fatty acids. We find that this fatty
acid mixture has DSF signaling activity. Alkaline phosphatase activity exhibited by the Xf Xf:phoA biosensor
increased with increasing concentrations of the mixture of fatty acids in the soap prepared from the saponified
macadamia nut oil (Figure 2). Apparently the other saturated fatty acids that would be found in the lipids of
macadamia oil do not strongly interfere with DSF signaling of the palmitoleic acid in this soap. This saponified
plant oil is thus very attractive as an inexpensive source of DSF homologs that could be directly applied to grape.
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Figure 1. Responsiveness of a PhoA-based Xf DSF biosensor to different concentrations of XfDSF1 (top
molecule), XfDSF2 (middle molecule), and palmitoleic acid (bottom molecule).

Figure 2. Alkaline phosphatase activity exhibited by the Xf Xf:phoA biosensor exposed to increasing
concentrations of saponified macadamia nut oil as well as 1 uM XfDSF2, 3 uM palmitoleic acid, or a
negative control with no added DSF.
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We are investigating several strategies by which direct application of DSF molecules can reduce Pierce’s disease.
While we will determine the effects of application of DSF homologs on disease severity of plants inoculated with
Xf in some studies, direct monitoring of DSF levels in treated plants is a MUCH more rapid and interpretable
strategy of assessing this strategy of disease control. As DSF must enter the xylem fluid in order to interact with
the xylem-limited Xf in plants we have been assessing DSF levels in xylem sap of plants treated in different ways
using a PhoA-based Xf biosensor. As DSF species are somewhat hydrophobic, a variety of adjuvants have been
tested for their effects on enhancing their introduction into plants. For example, detergents and solubilizing
materials such as Solutol HS15, Break-thru, Triton X-100, and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and Solutol increase
the apparent penetration and dispersal of DSF and its analogs. Solutol and DMSO proved to be rather phytotoxic
and therefore were not practical solutions for the production of signaling molecules. The organo-silicon surfactant
Break-thru having very low surface tension and allowing spontaneous stomatal infiltration of solutions into leaves
not only was not phytotoxic, but it also appeared to be superior to the other agents aiding the entry of signaling
molecules. Considerable results have been obtained on the ability of topically-applied palmitoleic acid and
macadamia nut oil saponification solutions to enter into the plants. Apparent DSF signaling activity was measured
using the Xf PhoA-based alkaline phosphatase biosensors noted above. The effectiveness of these agents in
introducing palmitoleic acid into grape tissue was assessed by assessing the ability of sap extracted from
individual leaves using a pressure bomb to induce the expression of alkaline phosphatase activity in the Xf
Xf:phoA biosensor. These studies reveal that detectable amounts of signaling molecules could be introduced into
grape leaves when applied as a foliar spray with 0.2% Break-thru (Figure 3). Lesser amounts could be introduced
with foliar sprays without this adjuvant. As a registered surfactant for use in agriculture, Break-thru has the
potential to be a practical delivery agent. Thus, solutions of fatty acid supplied with this concentration of
surfactant appear to bypass the cuticular surface as a means to enter the intercellular spaces and presumably also
the vascular tissue. These results using penetrating surfactants are very promising and will be a focus of
continuing work.

Figure 3. Alkaline phosphatase activity exhibited by 10 µl aliquots of xylem sap extracted under pressure from
individual leaves of grape plants treated with 10 mM palmitoleic acid (PA) or 2% macadamia nut oil soap (MS) with
0.2% Break-thru (BT) or without a surfactant as a foliar spray (spray) or a stem injection (inject).

These most promising treatments were also applied to grape plants to evaluate their efficacy in reducing the
symptoms of Pierce’s disease. Palmitoleic acid or macadamia oil soap was applied with various adjuvants two
weeks before inoculation with Xf and at monthly intervals after inoculation with the pathogen. The severity of
Pierce’s disease was reduced on plants sprayed with a solution of 10 mM palmitoleic acid as well as on plants in
which this fatty acid was injected into the stem. The disease control conferred by a 2% solution of saponified
macadamia nut oil was as great as that conferred by purified palmitoleic acid. The promising results using
saponified plant oils are being further pursued as this not only is a very practical but quite inexpensive strategy to
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achieve disease control. Given that the efficacy of saponified plant oils applied without an adjuvant seem to be as
great as when applied with a surfactant, the cost and convenience of using such treatment seems particularly good.

Figure 4. Symptoms of Pierce’s disease exhibited by Cabernet Sauvignon seedlings treated with 10
mM palmitoleic acid (PA) or 2% macadamia nut oil soap (MS) with 0.2% Break-thru (BT) or without
a surfactant as a foliar spray (spray) or a stem injection (inject).

Objective 3. Biological control with Burkholderia phytofirmans PsJN.
While the biological control of Pierce’s disease with endophytic bacteria that would grow within grapevines and
produce DSF has been an attractive strategy, until recently we have been unable to find bacteria capable of
exploiting the interior of grapevines. All of hundreds of strains isolated from within grapevines by our group as
well as that of B. Kirkpatrick exhibited no ability to grow and move beyond the point of inoculation when re-
inoculated. We have recently, however, found that Burkholderia phytofirmans stain PsJN, which had been
suggested to be an endophyte of grape seedlings, multiplied and moved extensively in mature grape plants
(Figure 5). Its population size and spatial distribution in grape within six weeks of inoculation was similar to that
of Xf itself, suggesting that it is an excellent grapevine colonist. Furthermore, DSF production has been
demonstrated in certain other Burkholderia species and the genome sequence of B. phytofirmans revealed that it
has a homologue of Xf rpfF. While we have no evidence for its production of a DSF species to which Xf could
respond, the promiscuous nature of RpfF in Xf and other species suggested that it might make DSF species to
which Xf would respond under some circumstances, such as when growing within plants. Preliminary results
suggest that co-inoculation of Xf and B. phytofirmans resulted in greatly reduced disease symptoms compared to
plants inoculated with Xf alone: whereas the number of infected leaves of plants inoculated with Xf alone
increased rapidly after week 12, very little disease was observed in plants inoculated with Xf and B. phytofirmans
(Figure 5).

While the droplet puncture method used in Figure 5 to introduce B. phytofirmans is an effective way to introduce
bacteria into the xylem, we have investigated the potential to introduce B. phytofirmans into the vascular tissue by
topical application to leaves using 0.2% Break-thru, an organo-silicon surfactant with sufficiently low surface
tension that spontaneous invasion of plant tissues can be achieved. The population size of B. phytofirmans in the
petioles of leaves distal from the leaf on which cell suspensions in Break-thru (108 cells/) have been applied were
used as a measure of growth and movement potential from such an inoculation site. Substantial numbers of cells
of B. phytofirmans could be recovered from petioles within one or two weeks after topical application to leaves in
the presence of Silwet L77 or Break-thru (Figure 6). Very few cells were present within petioles when the
bacterium was applied without a penetrating surfactant. Topical application of such an endophyte thus appears to
be a very practical means of inoculating plants in the field.
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Figure 5. Left: Population size of B. phytofirmans in Cabernet Sauvignon grape at various distances from the point of
inoculation after six weeks incubation. Right: Severity of Pierce’s disease of Cabernet Sauvignon at various times after
inoculation with Xf alone (blue) or when co-inoculated with B. phytofirmans (grey) or when inoculated with
B. phytofirmans alone (red).

Figure 6. Population size of Burkholderia phytofirmans in petioles of Cabernet Sauvignon of
plants sprayed with this strain alone (blue line) or this strain applied with 0.2% Break-thru (red
line).

Given the promising results of the reduction of severity of Pierce’s disease in grape treated with B. phytofirmans,
we performed additional experiments in which Xf was co-inoculated with B. phytofirmans as well as when
B. phytofirmans both preceded or followed inoculation of plants with Xf by 30 days. As observed before, the
severity of Pierce’s disease of plants co-inoculated with B. phytofirmans and Xf was greatly reduced at all times
after inoculation compared to that on plants inoculated with the pathogen alone (Figure 7). Importantly, the
severity of Pierce’s disease was also substantially less on plants in which inoculation with B. phytofirmans
followed inoculation with the pathogen by 30 days than on control plants inoculated only with the pathogen
(Figure 7). Almost no disease was observed on plants inoculated with B. phytofirmans 30 days after inoculation
with the pathogen (Figure 7). These results are quite exciting and confirmed that B. phytofirmans can confer high
levels of disease resistance in grape, both when co-inoculated with the pathogen and also when inoculated into
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plants already infected with Xf. It might have been anticipated that pre-inoculation of plants with B. phytofirmans
would have yielded the largest degree of disease resistance. However, this and other studies have shown that
disease incidence and severity is reduced whenever B. phytofirmans and Xf are present together in the plant.
Inoculation of plants with B. phytofirmans after that of the pathogen would, by definition, place them both in the
plant together, while pre-inoculation could result in a situation where the biological control agent may not be
present in a plant, particularly if it did not continuously colonize the plant.

Figure 7. Severity of Pierce’s disease symptoms (number of symptomatic leaves/vine) on Cabernet
Sauvignon plants needle-inoculated only with B. phytofirmans (dark blue line), only with Xf (medium blue
line), or co-inoculated with Xf and B. phytofirmans (yellow line). Also shown is disease severity on plants
needle-inoculated with B. phytofirmans 30 days before inoculation with Xf (light blue line) or sprayed with
B. phytofirmans in a solution of 0.2% Break-thru 30 days before inoculation with Xf (orange line ), as well
as on plants needle-inoculated with Xf 30 days after inoculation with B. phytofirmans (maroon line). The
vertical bars represent the standard error of the determination mean disease severity.

B. phytofirmans was able to inhibit Pierce’s disease development in all grape varieties in which it was evaluated.
When inoculated simultaneously into different grape varieties (although not at the same location, but within about
10 cm of the site of inoculation with the pathogen) the progression of Pierce’s disease was greatly suppressed
compared to that of plants inoculated with Xf alone (Figure 8). While the greatest reduction in disease severity
was conferred in Cabernet Sauvignon, a variety somewhat more resistant to Pierce’s disease than either
Thompson Seedless or Chardonnay, B. phytofirmans conferred a very high level of disease resistance (Figure 8).
It thus appears that the beneficial effect of B. phytofirmans is not variety specific, and that it should confer high
levels of resistance in all grape varieties.
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Figure 8. Severity of Pierce’s disease observed in different grape varieties needle-inoculated at the
same time but at different locations with Xf and B. phytofirmans (blue line), compared to that
inoculated only with Xf (orange line) or with B. phytofirmans alone (gray line). The vertical bars
represent the standard error of the determination mean disease severity.

While the mechanism by which B. phytofirmans reduces the severity of Pierce’s disease remains somewhat
unclear, the biological control activity conferred by this bacterium is associated with its ability to reduce the
population size of Xf in inoculated plants. Relatively high population sizes of Xf were recovered from stem
segments collected from 30 to 300 cm away from the point of inoculation in plants inoculated only with the
pathogen (Figure 9). As expected, the highest population sizes were seen within the first 120 cm, but population
sizes greater than 100 cells per gram were observed as much as 200 cm away from the point of inoculation. In
contrast, the population size of Xf was much lower at a given distance away from the point of inoculation in plants
co-inoculated with Xf and B. phytofirmans (Figure 9). Whereas population sizes of the pathogen were usually in
excess of 104 cells per gram in stem segments within 120 cm of the point of inoculation in plants inoculated with
the pathogen alone, the pathogen population sizes were much lower, decreasing from a high of 102.5 to less than
10 cells per gram in plants co-inoculated with B. phytofirmans (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Top: Population size of Xf in the stems of grapes at various distances from the point of
inoculation of the pathogen alone when measured 12 weeks after inoculation. Bottom: Population
size of Xf in the stems of grapes at various distances from the point of inoculation of the pathogen
when co-inoculated with B. phytofirmans (blue) or populations of B. phytofirmans (orange). The
vertical bars represent the standard error of the mean population size/g.

Surprisingly, we have frequently observed that while B. phytofirmans rapidly achieves high population sizes and
spreads extensively in plants after inoculation, when assessed several weeks after inoculation its population sizes
in inoculated plants, irrespective of whether Xf was also inoculated into the grape plants, is often quite low. These
results suggest that the interactions of B. phytofirmans with either the plant or Xf occur early in the infection
process. The fact that the effect of the inoculation of plants with B. phytofirmans reduces population sizes of Xf
most at sites distal to the point of inoculation suggests that it had reduced the motility of the pathogen. Such an
effect would be expected if it stimulated DSF-mediated quorum sensing. That is, the behavior of Xf in plants
treated with B. phytofirmans was similar to that seen in transgenic plants harboring Xf rpfF that produce DSF. It is
curious, however, that the population size of Xf is often lower even near the point of inoculation in plants also
treated with B. phytofirmans (Figure 10). This suggests that in addition to any effect that B. phytofirmans has on
changing the signaling behavior of Xf, possibly by altering DSF signaling, that it might also be either directly
antagonistic to the pathogen in the plant or, more likely, triggering a host defensive reaction that inhibits the
growth or survival of the pathogen. Experiments are underway to distinguish these different possibilities.
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Figure 10. Population size of Xf three weeks after inoculation of plants with the pathogen alone
(yellow line), plants sprayed with B. phytofirmans on the same day that it was needle-inoculated
with the pathogen (gray line), plants needle-inoculated with B. phytofirmans on the same day that it
was needle-inoculated with the pathogen at a nearby site (orange line), and plants needle-inoculated
with B. phytofirmans three weeks prior to being needle-inoculated with the pathogen at a nearby
site (blue line). The vertical bars represent the standard error of the determination of log-
transformed population sizes.

Considerable effort has been made during this reporting period to better understand the mechanisms by which
B. phytofirmans alters the behavior of Xf in plants. DSF production has been described in other Burkholderia
species including Burkholderia ceonocepacia. Furthermore, the genome sequence of B. phytofirmans PSJN has
been determined, allowing us to putatively identify a gene with some homology to Xf and Xanthomonas
campestris rpfF that thus might be expected to lead to the production of fatty acids capable of conferring
signaling activity like that of DSF species. We therefore made a site-directed deletion mutant of the putative rpfF
gene in B. phytofirmans. We subsequently investigated whether ethyl acetate extracts of wild-type
B. phytofirmans culture supernatants or rpfF mutants of B. phytofirmans could alter the expression of genes in
either Xanthomonas campestris or Xf that were known to be regulated by the presence of various DSF species.
Interestingly, relatively strong induction of the eng:gfp reporter gene fusion in Xanthomonas campestris was
observed when the biosensor was exposed to extracts of both the wild-type and rpfF mutant of B. phytofirmans
(Figure 11). These results suggest that indeed B. phytofirmans was capable of producing a DSF-like molecule
that Xanthomonas campestris could respond to. It also suggested, however, that the putative rpfF gene that we
had removed was not responsible for producing the putative signal molecule. In contrast to the results that
revealed that Xanthomonas campestris could respond to a putative signal molecule from B. phytofirmans, little or
no change in expression of the phoA reporter gene was observed when the Xf Xf:phoA biosensor was exposed to
ethyl acetate extracts of either the wild-type or rpfF mutant of B. phytofirmans (data not shown). Given that Xf
and Xanthomonas campestris respond to different DSF species, it was not unexpected that they might
differentially respond to the signal molecule apparently made by B. phytofirmans.
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Figure 11. Normalized green fluorescent protein (GFP) fluorescence exhibited by the Xanthomonas
campestris pv. campestris DSF biosensor strain harboring an eng:gfp reporter gene when exposed
to different concentrations of ethyl acetate extracts (100 ml of supernatant extracted into 1 ml of
solvent) from a wild-type B. phytofirmans (blue bars) or an rpfF mutant (red bars). Shown on the
abscissa are different ul aliquots of the extract added to a 1 mL culture of the biosensor as well as a
culture of the biosensor exposed to 1 uM DSF, 1 uM BDSF, or to no added material (ctrl).

While we did not detect a change in apparent expression of the hxfA promoter linked to the phoA reporter gene in
the Xf Xf:phoA biosensor when it was exposed to either ethyl acetate extracts of culture supernatants of
B. phytofirmans or small amounts of culture supernatant themselves, we observed that the biofilm formation
(apparent adhesiveness) of Xf was dramatically higher when either ethyl acetate extracts of culture supernatant or
culture supernatant itself from B. phytofirmans was added to cultures of either wild-type or rpfF* mutants of Xf
(Figure 12). Not only was the amount of bacterial biomass that accumulated in the “ring” which formed at the
media/air interface and shake cultures greater, but more importantly, substantial numbers of cells of Xf adhered to
the walls of glass culture flasks below the ring, in the area exposed to turbulent mixing of the culture during
shaking (Figure 12). These results suggested that the adhesiveness of Xf was dramatically higher in the presence
of some component of the culture supernatant of B. phytofirmans. Furthermore, the fact that biofilm formation
was by extracts of both the wild-type and putative rpfF mutant of B. phytofirmans suggested that the putative rpfF
gene of B. phytofirmans was not involved in production of the signal molecule that induced biofilm formation.

Figure 12. Biofilm formation of wild-type Xf grown in PD3 media alone (left), or in media containing 20% v/v of
culture supernatant of wild-type B. phytofirmans (center), or a putative rpfF mutant of B. phytofirmans (right).

Interestingly, a large increase in biofilm formation could be conferred by relatively small amounts of extracts of
either wild-type or the rpfF mutant of B. phytofirmans, while higher concentrations appeared to lead to some
inhibition of Xf growth, and hence biofilm formation. These results are quite interesting in that it suggests strongly
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that B. phytofirmans produces a signal molecule to which Xf responds, leading to its increased adhesiveness. It is
unclear whether the signal molecule is a fatty acid related to DSF. It is quite possible that Xf can perceive the
putative signal molecule of B. phytofirmans using receptors different from those used to detect DSF itself, and
that detection of the putative signal molecule of B. phytofirmans might lead to expression of somewhat different
genes than of DSF itself. Work to determine the identity of the signal molecule is underway. The ability of this
putative signal molecule to increase the apparent adhesiveness of Xf is likely contributing to the biological control
of disease conferred by co-inoculation or pre- or post-inoculation of plants with B. phytofirmans. As with DSF
itself, increasing the adhesiveness of Xf would restrict its ability to move within the plant. Given that the putative
signal molecule made by B. phytofirmans is both a small molecule and active at quite low concentrations, it
suggests that it might be readily diffusible throughout the plant, again explaining why biological control conferred
by B. phytofirmans appears to be so robust. Experiments are underway to determine the relative importance of
such putative signal molecules and possible host-mediated defenses elicited by B. phytofirmans in biological
control.

CONCLUSIONS
Experimentation is well underway to produce a variety of additional DSF-producing grape varieties. While many
of the plants have already been produced the remainder should be delivered within the next few months.
Considerable additional work will be needed to assess their production of DSF and disease resistance, but we are
optimistic that they also will show at least as high a level of disease resistance as seen in earlier studies in
Freedom. Preliminary results using penetrating surfactants to introduce commercially available fatty acids and
saponified plant oils capable of inducing signaling in Xf and achieving disease control are quite promising, and we
feel that this strategy of conferring disease resistance by direct introduction of the signal molecule can be better
optimized by further attention to different formulations and delivery mechanisms. We are particularly excited
about the opportunities for biological control of Pierce’s disease using the endophytic bacterium B. phytofirmans.
Not only is this strain the first that we have ever found that readily colonizes grapevines, but we continue to see
very dramatically lower disease severity on different grape varieties treated with this bacterium both before or
after that of Xf. These results are quite exciting in that they reveal that biological control of Pierce’s disease using
B. phytofirmans is both robust and may be relatively easy to apply by various ways of inoculation.
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ABSTRACT
A cell density-dependent gene expression system in Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) mediated by a small signal molecule
called diffusible signal factor (DSF) which we have now characterized as 2-Z-tetradecenoic acid (hereafter called
C14-cis) and 2-Z-hexadecenoic acid (C16-cis) controls the behavior of Xf. The accumulation of DSF attenuates
the virulence of Xf by stimulating the expression of cell surface adhesins such as HxfA, HxfB, XadA, and FimA
which make cells sticky and hence suppress its movement in the plant, while down-regulating the production of
secreted enzymes such as polygalacturonase and endogluconase which are required for digestion of pit
membranes and thus for movement through the plant. Artificially increasing DSF levels in plants in various ways
increases the resistance of these plants to Pierce’s disease. Disease control in the greenhouse can be conferred by
production of DSF in transgenic plants expressing the gene for the DSF synthase from Xf; such plants exhibit high
levels of disease resistance when used as scions and confer at least partial control of disease when used as
rootstocks. This project was designed to test the robustness of disease control by pathogen confusion under field
conditions where plants were exposed to realistic conditions in the field, and especially under conditions of
natural inoculation with insect vectors. We tested two different lineages of DSF-producing plants, both as own-
rooted plants and as rootstocks for susceptible grape varieties, in two field sites.  Plants were established in one
field site in Solano County on August 2, 2010.  Plants were planted at a Riverside County site on April 26, 2011.
The incidence of infection of inoculated vines has consistently been reduced about three-fold. Disease was
observed only near the point of inoculation in transgenic Freedom plants, but spread extensively in wild-type
Freedom grape. Only a modest reduction in incidence or severity of Pierce’s disease was seen in Thompson
Seedless plants grafted onto DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks compared to those grafted onto wild-type
Freedom. The incidence of infection of transgenic Thompson Seedless plants was similar to that of wild-type
Thompson Seedless, while the incidence and severity of Pierce’s disease on Thompson Seedless grafted onto
DSF-producing Thompson Seedless rootstocks was less than that of plants grafted onto wild-type Thompson
Seedless rootstocks. Plants at the Riverside County plot were subject to high levels of natural infection in 2012.
The incidence of infection of transgenic DSF-producing Freedom plants was about three-fold  less than that of
wild-type Freedom grape, while the number of infected leaves per vine was about five-fold less, suggesting that
the pathogen had spread less in the DSF-producing plants after insect inoculation. Only a modest reduction in
incidence or severity of Pierce’s disease was seen in Thompson Seedless grafted onto DSF-producing Freedom
rootstocks compared to those grafted onto wild-type Freedom.  The incidence of infection of transgenic
Thompson Seedless scions was similar to that of wild-type Thompson Seedless, while the incidence and severity
of Pierce’s disease on Thompson Seedless grafted onto DSF-producing Thompson Seedless rootstocks was less
than that of plants grafted onto wild-type Thompson Seedless rootstocks. Similar levels of resistance of the rpfF-
expressing Freedom grape relative to wild-type Freedom have been seen in continuing evaluations in 2013
through 2016.
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LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) coordinates its behavior in plants in a cell density-dependent fashion using a diffusible
signal factor molecule (DSF) which acts to suppress its virulence in plants. Artificially increasing DSF levels in
grapevines by introducing the rpfF gene which encodes a DSF synthase reduces disease severity in greenhouse
trials. We are testing two different lineages of DSF-producing plants, both as own-rooted plants and as rootstocks
for susceptible grape varieties. Plots in both Solano and Riverside counties reveal that DSF-producing Freedom
grape, which was highly resistant to Pierce’s disease in greenhouse trials, is also much less susceptible to disease
in field trials, especially in plants naturally infected by sharpshooter vectors.

INTRODUCTION
Our work has shown that Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) uses diffusible signal factor (DSF) perception as a key trigger to
change its behavior within plants. Under most conditions DSF levels in plants are low since cells are found in
relatively small clusters, and hence cells do not express adhesins that would hinder their movement through the
plant but which are required for vector acquisition. Instead, they actively express extracellular enzymes and
retractile pili needed for movement through the plant. Disease control can be conferred by elevating DSF levels in
grapevines to “trick” the pathogen into transitioning into the non-mobile form that is normally found only in
highly-colonized vessels. While we have demonstrated the principles of disease control by so-called “pathogen
confusion” in the greenhouse, more work is needed to understand how well this will translate into disease control
under field conditions. That is, the methods of inoculation of plants in the greenhouse may be considered quite
aggressive compared to the low levels of inoculum that might be delivered by insect vectors. Likewise, plants in
the greenhouse have undetermined levels of stress that might contribute to Pierce’s disease symptoms compared
to that in the field. Thus, we need to test the relative susceptibility of DSF-producing plants in the field both under
conditions where they will be inoculated with the pathogen as well as receive “natural” inoculation with infected
sharpshooter vectors.

OBJECTIVES
1. Determine the susceptibility of DSF-producing grapevines as own-rooted plants as well as rootstocks for

susceptible grape varieties for Pierce’s disease.
2. Determine the population size of the pathogen in DSF-producing plants under field conditions.
3. Determine the levels of DSF in transgenic rpfF-expressing grapevines under field conditions as a means of

determining their susceptibility to Pierce’s disease.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Disease susceptibility of transgenic DSF-producing grapevines in field trials.
Field tests are being performed with two different genetic constructs of the rpfF gene in grape and assessed in two
different plant contexts. The rpfF has been introduced into Freedom (a rootstock variety) in a way that does not
cause it to be directed to any subcellular location (non-targeted). The rpfF gene has also been modified to harbor a
5’ sequence encoding the leader peptide introduced into grape (Thompson Seedless) as a translational fusion
protein with a small peptide sequence from RUBISCO that presumably causes this RpfF fusion gene product to be
directed to the chloroplast, where it presumably has more access to the fatty acid substrates that are required for
DSF synthesis (chloroplast-targeted). These two transgenic grape varieties are thus being tested as both own-
rooted plants as well as rootstocks to which susceptible grape varieties will be grafted. The treatments thus being
examined in the field trials are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Treatments examined in field trials.
Number Code Scion and Rootstock

1 FT Non-targeted RpfF Freedom
2 TT Chloroplast-targeted RpfF Thompson
3 FW Non-targeted RpfF Freedom as rootstock with normal Thompson scion
4 TTG Chloroplast-targeted RpfF Thompson as rootstock with normal Thompson scion
5 FWG Normal Freedom rootstock with normal Thompson scion
6 TWG Normal Thompson rootstock with normal Thompson scion
7 FW Normal Freedom
8 TW Normal Thompson
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Treatments 5 to 8 serve as appropriate controls to allow direct assessment of the effect of DSF expression on
disease in own-rooted plants, as well as account for the effects of grafting per se on disease susceptibility of the
scions grafted onto DSF-producing rootstocks. One field trial was established in Solano County on August 2,
2010. Twelve plants of each treatment were established in a randomized complete block design. Self-rooted plants
were produced by rooting of cuttings (about three cm long) from mature vines of plants grown in the greenhouse
at UC Berkeley. The plants were inoculated in May 2012 (no natural inoculum of Xf occurs in this plot area, so
manual inoculation of the vines with the pathogen was performed by needle-inoculation with a suspension of Xf).
At least four vines per plant were inoculated. Each inoculation site received a 20 ul droplet of Xf containing about
106 cells of Xf. The incidence of infection of the inoculated vines at the Solano County trial was reduced about
three-fold in assessments made in August and September (Figure 1). Disease was observed only near the point of
inoculation in transgenic Freedom, but had spread extensively in wild-type Freedom grape. Because of the
shading of the inoculated vines by subsequent growth of uninoculated vines of the same plant many of the older
leaves had died or had fallen from the plant, especially by the September rating, making it difficult to quantify the
number of infected leaves per vine. In August, however, we found that there were about three times as many
symptomatic leaves on each inoculated vine of wild-type Freedom than on DSF-producing transgenic Freedom
(Figure 2). Only a modest reduction in incidence or severity of Pierce’s disease was seen in Thompson Seedless
grafted onto DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks compared to those grafted onto wild-type Freedom. The severity
of infection of transgenic Thompson Seedless plants was similar to that of wild-type Thompson, while the
incidence and severity of Pierce’s disease on Thompson Seedless grafted onto DSF-producing Thompson
Seedless rootstocks was less than that of plants grafted onto wild-type Thompson Seedless rootstocks (Figure 3).

Figure 1. Incidence of vines of wild-type Freedom grape (blue) or DSF-producing transgenic
Freedom grape (red) having any symptoms of Pierce’s disease when rated in August or September
2012. A total of three vines per plant were assessed. The vertical bars represent the standard error of
the mean.
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Figure 2. Severity of Pierce’s disease on transgenic Freedom grape (FT) and on wild-type
Freedom grape (FW) assessed in August 2012 in the Solano County trial.

Figure 3. Severity of Pierce’s disease on grape assessed in September 2012 in the Solano County
trial. See treatment codes above for treatment comparisons.

The incidence of infection of transgenic DSF-producing Freedom was about three-fold less than that of wild-type
Freedom grape (Figure 4), while the number of infected leaves per vine was about five-fold less (Figure 5),
suggesting that the pathogen had spread less in the DSF-producing plants after insect inoculation. Only a modest
reduction in incidence or severity of Pierce’s disease was seen in Thompson Seedless grafted onto DSF-producing
Freedom rootstocks compared to those grafted on wild-type Freedom (Figure 5). The incidence of infection of
transgenic Thompson Seedless plants was similar to that of wild-type Thompson Seedless (Figure 6), while the
incidence and severity of Pierce’s disease on Thompson Seedless grafted onto DSF-producing Thompson
Seedless rootstocks was less than that of plants grafted onto wild-type Thompson Seedless rootstocks (Figure 7).
The effectiveness of transgenic Thompson Seedless rootstocks in reducing Pierce’s disease was surprising, given
that the transgenic Thompson Seedless scions were similar in susceptibility to that of the normal Thompson
Seedless scions. We have seen evidence that, in addition to DSF chemical species that serve as agonists of cell-
cell signaling in Xf, transgenic Thompson Seedless may also produce chemical antagonists of cell-cell signaling.
It is possible that the DSF agonist is more readily transported into the scion than any antagonists, and thus DSF-
mediated inhibition of pathogen mobility can be conferred by grafted DSF-producing rootstocks.

Solano County Field Trial – Sep. 7, 2012
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Figure 4. Incidence of Pierce’s disease of transgenic DSF-producing Freedom grape (blue bars) or wild-type Freedom
(red bars) as measured as the fraction of vines with any disease symptoms (left box), or the severity of disease as
measured as the fraction of leaves per shoot that exhibited symptoms (right box). The vertical bars represent the
standard error of the mean.

Figure 5. Incidence of Pierce’s disease of normal Thompson Seedless grape grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing
Freedom grape rootstocks (blue bars) or wild-type Freedom rootstocks (red bars) as measured as the fraction of vines
with any disease symptoms (left box), or the severity of disease as measured as the fraction of leaves per shoot that
exhibited symptoms (right box). The vertical bars represent the standard error of the mean.

Figure 6. Incidence of Pierce’s disease of transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless grape (blue bars) or wild-
type Thompson Seedless (red bars) as measured as the fraction of vines with any disease symptoms (left box), or the
severity of disease as measured as the fraction of leaves per shoot that exhibited symptoms (right box). The vertical
bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 7. Incidence of Pierce’s disease of normal Thompson Seedless grape grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing
Thompson Seedless grape rootstocks (blue bars) or wild-type Thompson Seedless rootstocks (red bars) as measured as
the fraction of vines with any disease symptoms (left box) or the severity of disease as measured as the fraction of
leaves per shoot that exhibited symptoms (right box). The vertical bars represent the standard error of the mean.

On May 15, 2013 plants at the Solano County field trial were evaluated for survival over the winter and any
symptoms of Pierce’s disease that were apparent at this early date. Vines that had been inoculated in 2012 had
been marked with a plastic tie. The vines were pruned during the winter of 2012-2013 in a way that retained the
inoculation site and the plastic marker for each of the inoculated vines. Thus, in May 2013 the return growth on
those inoculated but pruned vines was assessed. One or more new shoots had emerged from such vines, and the
incidence as to whether at least one new shoot had emerged was assessed (Figure 8). Nearly all of the inoculated
vines from both Freedom and transgenic DSF-producing Freedom gave rise to new shoots as of May 2013
(Figure 8). In contrast, many vines of Thompson Seedless inoculated in 2012 were dead, and no shoots emerged
in 2013. While most new shoots emerging in 2013 appeared asymptomatic at the time of assessment in May, a
few exhibited discoloration, possibly indicating early stages of Pierce’s disease. A separate assessment of such
possibly symptomatic shoots from that of completely asymptomatic shoots was made (Figure 9). It is noteworthy
that no symptomatic new shoots were observed on transgenic Freedom, while about 10% of the new shoots
emerging from vines of wild-type Freedom exhibited some symptoms (Figure 9). It was also noteworthy that a
much higher proportion of the vines from Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto a transgenic Freedom rootstock
gave rise to new shoots in 2013 compared to those on Freedom rootstocks (Figures 8 and 9). Likewise, a higher
proportion of vines from Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless
rootstocks gave rise to new shoots in 2013 compared to that of scions grafted onto normal Thompson Seedless
rootstocks (Figures 8 and 9). Thus, infection of Thompson Seedless vines by inoculation in 2012 had led to some
morbidity of those vines (and even of the cordon on which they were attached in some cases), but Thompson
Seedless when grafted onto either transgenic DSF-producing Freedom or transgenic DSF-producing Thompson
Seedless rootstocks had a higher likelihood of surviving inoculation in 2012. Continued assessments of disease
severity of those new shoots emerging on vines inoculated in 2012 were made in early October 2013, but the data
was not fully analyzed at the time of preparation of this report.

Vines of transgenic and wild-type Freedom, as well as wild-type and transgenic Thompson Seedless, and
Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto the various transgenic or wild-type rootstocks that were apparently
healthy and derived from cordons not showing disease in 2013 were again inoculated with Xf at the Solano
County trial on May 28, 2014. The goal of these continuing experiments is to verify the enhanced disease
resistance exhibited by transgenic Freedom, and to further quantify the differential susceptibility of Thompson
Seedless scions grafted onto various transgenic rootstocks. Disease severity was assessed on August 8 and
Sept. 15, 2014. In addition, disease incidence and severity that developed in 2014 from vines inoculated in
previous years was measured. A uniform rating scale for rating all vines in both the Solano and Riverside County
trials was developed by Lindow and Kirkpatrick. This rating scale will allow the severity of disease on inoculated
vines in the year of inoculation to be assessed as the fraction of leaves on a given inoculated vine that are
symptomatic. Furthermore, on vines that had been infected for more than one year, this new 0 to 5 rating scale
accounts for return growth and vigor of growth of vines in years subsequent to that year in which it was originally
inoculated.
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Figure 8. The fraction of vines in the Solano County field trial inoculated in 2012 with Xf that gave
rise to at least one new shoot by May 2013. Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing Freedom
as an own-rooted plant (FT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing
Freedom rootstocks (FTG), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), Thompson Seedless
scions grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG), transgenic DSF-producing Thompson
Seedless as own-rooted plants (TT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-
producing Thompson Seedless rootstocks (TTG), normal Thompson Seedless as own-rooted plants
(TW), and Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Thompson Seedless rootstocks (TWG).
The vertical bars represent the standard error of the mean fraction of inoculated vines that gave rise to
new shoots in 2013.

Figure 9. The fraction of vines in the Solano County field trial inoculated in 2012 with Xf that gave
rise to at least one new shoot by May 2013 that exhibited some abnormalities possibly indicative of
early stages of Pierce’s disease infection (orange bars). Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing
Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-
producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), Thompson
Seedless scions grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG), transgenic DSF-producing Thompson
Seedless as own-rooted plants (TT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing
Thompson Seedless rootstocks (TTG), normal Thompson Seedless as own-rooted plants (TW), and
Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Thompson Seedless rootstocks (TWG).

Disease incidence and severity on plants was rated on both August 8 and September 15, 2014. No symptoms were
apparent on inoculated vines of either wild-type or transgenic Freedom plants. However, symptoms were apparent
on Thompson Seedless vines that had been inoculated earlier in the season. A lower incidence of symptomatic
leaves were found on Thompson Seedless vine grafted onto transgenic Freedom rootstocks compared to those on
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wild-type Freedom rootstocks (Figure 10). The incidence of symptomatic leaves on Thompson Seedless vines
grafted onto wild-type Thompson Seedless rootstocks did not differ from Thompson Seedless vines on transgenic
Thompson Seedless rootstocks. Similarly, the incidence of symptomatic leaves was similar on own-rooted
Thompson Seedless plants compared to that on transgenic Thompson Seedless plants (Figure 10). The overall
vigor of Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic Freedom rootstocks was similar to that of Thompson
Seedless scions grafted onto wild-type Thompson Seedless rootstocks (Figure 11). The overall disease severity
exhibited by wild-type and transgenic Thompson Seedless plants was also similar, and disease severity on
Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto either wild-type or transgenic Thompson Seedless rootstocks also did not
differ (Figure 11). Thus, some evidence for protection of scions grafted onto RpfF-expressing Freedom
rootstocks was again seen in 2014 as in earlier years.

Figure 10. The percentage of leaves of vines in the Solano County field trial inoculated in 2014 with Xf that
exhibited symptoms of Pierce’s disease on August 8, 2014. Treatments include Thompson Seedless scions
grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto
normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG), transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless as own-rooted plants
(TT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless rootstocks
(TTG), normal Thompson Seedless as own-rooted plants (TW), and Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto
normal Thompson Seedless rootstocks (TWG). The vertical bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 11. The overall disease rating of vines in the Solano County field trial when assessed on August 8,
2014. Treatments include Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedom
rootstocks (FTG), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG), transgenic
DSF-producing Thompson Seedless as own-rooted plants (TT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto
transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless rootstocks (TTG), normal Thompson Seedless as own-rooted
plants (TW), and Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Thompson Seedless rootstocks (TWG). The
vertical bars represent the standard error of the mean.

The incidence of symptomatic leaves had increased by September 15, 2014 from the low levels seen in August
2014. A dramatic difference in the incidence of symptomatic leaves was observed between wild-type and RpfF-
expressing Freedom grape. While no symptomatic leaves were observed on the transgenic Freedom plants, over
15% of the leaves on the vines of wild-type Freedom plants that had been inoculated in May 2014 were showing
symptoms of Pierce’s disease (Figure 12). As observed in the August 2014 evaluation, the incidence of leaves on
Thompson Seedless vines grafted to a transgenic Freedom rootstock was lower than that on Thompson Seedless
vines grafted onto a wild-type Freedom rootstock (Figure 12). An assessment was also made in September 2014
of the overall appearance of plants. The disease rating for transgenic Freedom plants was significantly lower than
that for wild-type Freedom plants (Figure 12). In contrast, while numerically lower, the severity of Thompson
Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic Freedom rootstocks did not differ from that of Thompson Seedless scions
grafted onto wild-type Freedom rootstocks (Figure 13). Thus, the transgenic RpfF-expressing Freedom plants
continued to show relatively high resistance to Pierce's disease both in the same season that they were inoculated
as well as over several years compared to the wild-type Freedom plants.
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Figure 12. The percentage of leaves of vines in the Solano County field trial inoculated in 2014 with
Xf that exhibited symptoms of Pierce’s disease on September 15, 2014. Treatments include transgenic
DSF-producing Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FT), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant
(FW), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG),
and Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG). The vertical bars
represent the standard error of the mean.

Figure 13. The overall disease rating of vines in the Solano County field trial that exhibited symptoms
of Pierce’s disease on September 15, 2014. Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing Freedom as
an own-rooted plant (FT), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), Thompson Seedless scions
grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), and Thompson Seedless scions
grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG). The vertical bars represent the standard error of the
mean.

Disease was assessed in early October 2014 at the Riverside County field trial. In general the plants had not
grown well, with very little new growth even on plants that were not infected. Overall, the plants did not look
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thrifty and appeared to be suffering from other growth limitations such as nematode damage. In many cases vines
did not emerge from a given cordon. The overall disease severity of these plants was high and similar between all
treatments (Figure 15). Because Freedom plants tend to have many shoots arising from a given cordon, we
assessed the disease state of each shoot arising from a given cordon to yield an overall disease severity estimate
for these plants (i.e., if a given cordon had 10 shoots, two of which had symptoms of Pierce’s disease, disease
incidence would have been assessed as 20%). While most of the shoots on some plants were healthy, on other
plants most of the shoots from a given cordon were infected. Overall, the disease incidence of plants of different
treatments were similar, although the incidence of infection of shoots emerging from plants grafted onto
transgenic Freedom were somewhat lower than those on plants grafted onto wild-type Freedom rootstocks, as had
been observed in ratings in previous years (Figure 14).

Figure 14. The percentage of vines in the Riverside County field trial that exhibited symptoms of Pierce’s
disease on October 6, 2014. Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing Freedom as an own-rooted plant
(FT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), wild-type
Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), and Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks
(FWG). The vertical bars represent the standard error of the mean.

Figure 15. The overall disease rating of vines in the Riverside County field trial that exhibited
symptoms of Pierce’s disease on October 6, 2014. Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing
Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-
producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), and
Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG). The vertical bars
represent the standard error of the mean.
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All plants in the Solano County trial were evaluated for the incidence and severity of Pierce the disease on
May 27, 2015. By this time all plants that remained alive had generated new shoots. It was apparent that the
transgenic Freedom plants had both a much lower incidence and severity of symptoms compared to wild-type
Freedom own-rooted plants. While virtually no symptoms were observed on the transgenic Freedom plants
(Figure 16), all wild-type Freedom plants exhibited substantial incidence of the leaf scorching and stunting
associated with Pierce’s disease (Figure 17). Some plants were dead while others remained alive, but with many
or most of the cordons being dead or giving rise to only a few leaves or stunted shoots (Figure 17).

Figure 16. Images of two separate transgenic Freedom grape plants at the Solano County trial
transformed with the rpfF gene encoding DSF synthesis from Xf. These plants are typical of all
plants in this treatment in that they show little or no symptoms of Pierce’s disease despite the fact
that they had been inoculated repeatedly previous years.

Figure 17. Images of two wild-type Freedom grape plants at the Solano County trial. These plants
are typical of all plants in this treatment in that they all showed considerable symptoms of Pierce’s
disease, ranging from several dead cordons and some stunted growth (left) or severe symptoms or
death of most or all cordons on these plants that had been inoculated repeatedly previous years.

Disease severity of these plants, which had been previously inoculated for each of the previous four years, was
quantified by two different scales. In one scale, both the incidence of any disease and the severity of disease
between cordons is integrated to yield a range from 0 (no symptoms) to 5 (all cordons and shoots dead). This
rating scale was developed for use by all of the participants in the Solano County grapevine field trial and has
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been deemed the “PIPRA” (Public Intellectual Property Resource for Agriculture) scale. However, because the
vigor of wild-type and transgenic plants obviously differed even though they did not show any disease symptoms,
we also rated the plants separately using a different rating scale from 0 to 5, where 0 indicated plants that were
quite vigorous, showing no symptoms and having new growth that was as large as the largest plants in the trial as
of May 2015, and 5 indicated that all the plants were dead. We deem this the “happiness” index of the plants. The
plants depicted in Figure 16 all would have received a rating of 0 on the scale, while the plants in the left-hand
image of Figure 17 would have received a rating of 5 and that of the right hand image, a rating of 2. Large
quantitative differences were seen in both disease severity and the overall appearance of the wild-type Freedom
plants compared to the transgenic DSF-producing Freedom plants at this rating time (Figure 18). Whereas no
disease symptoms were observed on transgenic Freedom plants, a significantly higher disease rating was observed
on the wild-type Freedom plants (Figure 18). Likewise, the overall vigor of those plants that still exhibited green
tissue was much greater in the case of transgenic Freedom plants compared to the wild-type Freedom plants
(Figure 18).

Figure 18. Severity of Pierce’s disease symptoms (blue bars) rated on a scale that accounts for both the incidence
and severity of disease between cordons that is integrated to yield a range from 0 (no symptoms) to 5 (all cordons
and shoots dead) when rated in May 2015. Also shown is the overall vigor of the plant (red bars) rated from 0
(extremely vigorous) to 5 (dead). Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing Freedom as an own-rooted plant
(FT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), wild-type
Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG),
transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless as own-rooted plants (TT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto
transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless rootstocks (TTG), normal Thompson Seedless as own-rooted plants
(TW), and Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Thompson Seedless rootstocks (TWG). The vertical bars
represent the standard error of the determination of the mean rating.

As we had observed in previous years, the incidence of Pierce’s disease on Thompson Seedless scions grafted to
transgenic Freedom rootstocks was significantly less than that grafted to Freedom wild-type rootstocks
(Figure 18). Likewise, Thompson Seedless scions exhibited much more growth when grafted onto the transgenic
Freedom rootstocks compared to that of the wild-type Freedom rootstocks (Figure 18). Also, as observed in
previous years, the incidence of disease and vigor of Thompson Seedless plants grown as own-rooted plants or as
scions onto either wild-type Thompson rootstocks or a Thompson rootstock transformed with the chloroplast
targeted rpfF gene did not differ (Figure 18). Thus, the introduction of the rpfF gene into Freedom plants to
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compare the production of DSF continued to increase the resistance of these plants to symptoms of Pierce’s
disease despite the fact that they had been inoculated several times before May 2015. These transgenic plants are
quite attractive both as an own-rooted plant and also as a rootstock for more susceptible scions.

When rated in early October 2015, transgenic Freedom as a scion continued to exhibit much higher resistance to
Pierce’s disease than untransformed Freedom. The incidence and severity of Pierce’s disease as assessed using the
0 to 5 scale discussed above was much lower on the transgenic Freedom compared to wild-type Freedom
(Figure 19), while the incidence of symptomatic leaves on plants inoculated in May were reduced over five-fold
compared to untransformed plants (Figure 20).

Figure 19. Severity of Pierce’s disease symptoms rated on a scale that accounts for both the incidence and
severity of disease between cordons that is integrated to yield a range from 0 (no symptoms) to 5 (all
cordons and shoots dead). Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing Freedom as an own-rooted plant
(FT), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic
DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), and Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Freedom
rootstocks (FWG). The vertical bars represent the standard error of the determination of the mean rating.

Figure 20. Percentage of symptomatic leaves on inoculated shoots in transgenic DSF-producing
Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FT) and wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW).
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A final rating of the vigor of the plants at the Solano County trial was conducted in late May 2016. Plant vigor
was rated on a 0 to 5 scale, with 0 representing a dead plant and 5 representing a thriving, asymptomatic plant. As
in previous ratings, transgenic Freedom plants were far more vigorous than those of the non-transformed Freedom
plants (Figure 21). The vigor of Thompson Seedless grafted onto transgenic Freedom rootstocks did not differ
from that grafted onto non-transformed Freedom rootstocks. Thus the expression of DSF in the transgenic
Freedom scions continued to provide a high level of disease resistance to Pierce’s disease.

Figure 21. Vigor of plants at the Solano County field trial. Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing
Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing
Freedom rootstocks (FTG), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), Thompson Seedless scions
grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG), transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless as own-
rooted plants (TT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless
rootstocks (TTG), normal Thompson Seedless as own-rooted plants (TW), and Thompson Seedless scions
grafted onto normal Thompson Seedless rootstocks (TWG). The vertical bars represent the standard error
of the determination of the mean rating.

CONCLUSIONS
Since we have shown that DSF accumulation within plants is a major signal used by Xf to change its gene
expression patterns, and since DSF-mediated changes all lead to a reduction in virulence in this pathogen, we
have shown proof of principle that disease control can be achieved by a process of “pathogen confusion.” These
field trials are direct demonstration projects to test the field efficacy of plants producing DSF to alter pathogen
behavior in a way that minimizes symptom development. Results from both the Solano County and Riverside
County trials provide solid evidence that pathogen confusion can confer high levels of disease control, both to
plants artificially inoculated and especially to plants infected naturally by infected sharpshooter vectors. The work
therefore has provided solid evidence that this strategy is a useful one for managing Pierce’s disease. These
results justify the further examination of this strategy in other grape varieties.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the project was to determine whether introduction of a plant protein that is naturally produced in
edible fruit can restrict the spread of Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) and symptoms of Pierce’s disease in grapevines
without altering the agricultural attributes of the plants. The Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter
Research Scientific Advisory Panel had identified, based on previous work, the plant protein polygalacturonase-
inhibiting protein (PGIP) naturally expressed in pear fruit (pPGIP) as a promising candidate to consider for
advancement towards commercialization. Prior to this project, it was known that Xf produces a PG that is
inhibited by pPGIP (Agüero et al., 2005) and previous work had also shown that Pierce’s disease incidence and
symptoms decreased in Thompson Seedless and Chardonnay grapevines if the pPGIP was expressed throughout
the vine. The aim of this project was to determine whether pPGIP, when delivered from grafted rootstocks, can
control Pierce’s disease in the fruit-bearing (scion) parts of the grapevines. Work on this project evaluated the
performance of vines grown in two commercial-type vineyards and determined whether their susceptibility to
Pierce’s disease depended on the pPGIP protein, especially when delivered from pPGIP-expressing rootstocks.
Cuttings from the two varieties of grapevines that had been transformed to express pPGIP were grafted as
rootstocks with non-pPGIP producing Chardonnay or Thompson Seedless scions to make comparisons between
vines producing pPGIP in their grafted rootstocks (transgrafted), those producing pPGIP throughout the vine, and
vines with no pPGIP. Once the two vineyards were established with the grafted, transgrafted, and ungrafted vines,
an objective of the project was to determine whether sufficient pPGIP that reduces Pierce’s disease symptoms is
delivered from rootstocks expressing pPGIP to scions, which themselves did not produce pPGIP. Active pPGIP
protein that had been produced in transgrafted rootstocks was detected in the xylem exudates that were collected
from scions (Agüero et al., 2005; Haroldsen et al., 2012). Vineyards approximating commercial settings were
established with own-rooted and transgrafted vines in locations in Solano and Riverside counties with naturally
low and high Pierce’s disease pressure, respectively; vines in Solano County were mechanically inoculated and
disease progress was monitored on known infected vines and at known times after inoculation. Evaluations of
performance and susceptibility were made for comparisons of scion susceptibility to Pierce’s disease based on the
mode of infection (introduced vs. natural), varietal background (Thompson Seedless and Chardonnay), and origin
of pPGIP (rootstock only vs. entire vine).

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
In order to determine whether polygalacturonase-inhibiting proteins (PGIPs) have potential for the commercial
development and deployment to reduce Pierce’ disease (PD), two test vineyards were established in California.
The model PGIP evaluated in this project is produced naturally in pear fruit (pPGIP) and inhibits the PG that
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) produces as it spreads and causes damage in infected grapevines. Each vineyard contained
Chardonnay and Thompson Seedless grapevines that were growing on their own roots (own-rooted) and others
that were “transgrafted” (with rootstocks of the same variety expressing pPGIP grafted to fruit-producing non-
modified scions which do not themselves produce pPGIP). The vineyards were designed to enable comparisons of
plant performance and susceptibility to Pierce’s disease based on mode of infection (deliberate vs. natural
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introductions of Xf), varietal background (Thompson Seedless vs. Chardonnay), and origin of the pPGIP
(delivered from transgrafted rootstock to grafted non-PGIP producing scions vs. plants expressing pPGIP in all
parts). Mechanical inoculations with Xf bacteria were done yearly from 2011-2015 in Solano County and,
beginning with the establishment of the vineyard in Riverside County in June 2013, natural infections were
permitted. Data describing the total vine and disease characteristics of the own-rooted or transgrafted vines were
collected during growing seasons in both locations. Since this project evaluated grape varieties grown for fresh
fruit or wine production in California, we tested varieties important to most California grape growers. The
Thompson Seedless and Chardonnay varieties have different growth habits and products and the project provided
information for the wine and fresh product sectors of the grape industry. The initial evaluations of the symptoms,
performance, and productivity suggest that pPGIP expression in a table grape variety (Thompson Seedless) or a
wine grape (Chardonnay) improves resistance of vines to Pierce’s disease but does not otherwise affect vine
growth or berry characteristics. Eventually however, when the accumulations of inoculations were repeated and
allowed to develop, Chardonnay vines benefited more from the introduction of the pPGIP than Thompson
Seedless vines.

INTRODUCTION
The project was designed to establish two typical vineyard sites to assess whether polygalacturonase-inhibiting
proteins (PGIPs) restrict Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) spread and Pierce’s disease symptoms, and whether expression
and/or delivery of the PGIP from pear fruit (pPGIP) impacted the performance and attributes of table and wine
grapevines.

This group and others had shown that the expansion of Xf from the infection site throughout the vine creates
systemic infections that cause Pierce’s disease and vine death (Krivanek and Walker, 2005; Labavitch, 2006,
2007; Lin, 2005; Lindow, 2006, 2007a, b; Rost and Matthews, 2007). The grapevine water-conducting xylem
elements are separated by pit membranes, pectin-rich cell wall "filters" whose meshwork is too small to permit
movement of Xf (Labavitch et al., 2004, 2006, 2009a,). Xf produces cell wall-degrading enzymes to digest the pit
membrane polysaccharides (Labavitch et al., 2009b), opening xylem connections and permitting spread of the
bacteria.

The Xf polygalacturonase (XfPG) and several -1,4-endo-glucanases (EGases) could participate in the digestion of
pectin and xyloglucan polymers in pit membranes and, thereby, facilitate Pierce’s disease development as Xf
moves within the vine xylem elements. Labavitch et al. (2006, 2007, 2009a; Perez-Donoso et al., 2010) reported
that introduction of PG and EGase into uninfected grapevines caused pit membrane breakage. Roper et al. (2006,
2007) developed an XfPG-deficient Xf strain and showed it was unable to cause Pierce’s disease symptoms,
demonstrating that XfPG is a Pierce’s disease virulence factor, presumably because it permits Xf movement.

The aim of this project is to use plant PGIPs to limit Xf spread in grapevines. PGIPs are produced in flowers and
edible fruit, are induced by contact with pathogens, and are selective inhibitors of pathogen and pest PGs (Powell
et al., 2000; Shackel et al., 2005; Stotz et al., 1993, 1994). Grapevines transformed to express the pPGIP-encoding
gene from pear fruit have reduced susceptibility to Xf and pPGIP is transported from rootstocks across the graft
junction into wild-type scions (Agüero et al., 2005, Haroldsen et al., 2012).

Because the scions do not contain an introduced pPGIP gene, grafting pPGIP-producing rootstocks to non-pPGIP-
expressing scions is an opportunity to deliver a beneficial plant fruit protein (i.e., pPGIP) without introducing a
pPGIP gene into the part of the plant producing the berries used for produce and wine. This project was designed
to generate sufficient numbers of grafted and own-rooted pPGIP-expressing grapevines, plant them in field
settings comparable to commercial fields, and evaluate their agronomic performance and their resistance to
Pierce’s disease due to intentional inoculation or natural modes of transmission.

OBJECTIVES
1. Scale up the number of grafted and own-rooted pPGIP expressing lines.
2. Plant and maintain grafted and own-rooted lines in two locations with different Pierce’s disease pressure.
3. Evaluate relevant agronomic traits of vines in two locations.
4. Determine Pierce’s disease incidence in pPGIP expressing grafted and own-rooted lines. Test for Xf presence

and, if present, determine the extent of infection.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Generate enough grafted and own-rooted grapevines for the field trials.
Activities. This objective was completed in June 2013. DNA was prepared from the vines used as source tissue
for grafting and the genotypes were confirmed by PCR (Figure 1). Results (see Objectives 3 and 4 below) were
that some of the vines over the past three years died due to Pierce’s disease and a few died because of other
causes. After the first year, none of the dead vines were replaced. Table 1 shows the number of grafted and non-
grafted vines of each genotype that were planted at the sites by June 2013.

Results. Sufficient plants of both the Chardonnay and Thompson Seedless varieties were self-grafted,
transgrafted, or propagated by own rooting to complete the Solano and Riverside plots. The genotypes of the
plants were verified. All of the vines were transplanted to the sites.

Table 1. Plant Inventory. Total numbers of grapevines planted by 2013 in Solano and Riverside counties. The upper
portion of the graphic is scion genotype, the lower part of the graphic is rootstock phenotype; nongrafted plants have
no break between the upper and lower parts of the graphics. Hatched fill represents pPGIP-expressing rootstocks
and/or scions; black fill is null-transformants (no pPGIP) controls; white fill is non-transformed controls. In Solano
County, own-rooted vines were mechanically inoculated in the summers of 2011-2015; transgrafted vines were
inoculated in 2013, 2014, and 2015. Vines planted in Riverside County had “natural” infections.

SOLANO COUNTY Chardonnay Thompson Seedless
Strategy

(Scion/root)

Own-
Rooted

Inoculated
(2011-2013) 17 8 9

Non-
Inoculated 8 4 5

Grafted

Inoculated
(2013, 2014,

2015)
9 11 9 0 9 9 9

Non-
Inoculated 4 4 4 2 4 4 4

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
Own-

Rooted
Natural

Infections 13 11 6 9 12 6

Grafted Natural
Infections 16 6 8 6 3 7 14 7 3 3

Figure 1. A gel used to genotype by PCR with genomic DNA from grape leaf tissue from Thompson
Seedless vines expressing pPGIP and null-transformed (no pPGIP) controls used to generate transgrafted
vines. A 1 kb band (arrow) indicating the pPGIP DNA sequence is expected only in samples used as
rootstocks for transgrafts and pPGIP self-grafted controls. Each sample’s quality was verified by
amplifying a control fragment (not shown).

Objective 2. Establish field trial sites.
Activities. Field trial sites in Solano and Riverside counties were established to assess the Pierce’s disease
resistance and general agronomic characteristics of own-rooted and grafted pPGIP-expressing grapevines. The
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field plans of the Powell trial plots in Solano and Riverside counties are shown in Figure 2. The vines satisfying
our initial PCR analysis were hand-planted in a randomized block design with blocks consisting of two or three
individuals in the same treatment. The young plants were placed in protective grow tubes and hand-watered every
two weeks in Solano County or as needed; natural rainfall accounted for most of the watering. In Riverside
County, the plants were watered by drip irrigation. In Riverside, the plot was at the bottom of a small hill and the
soil was very sandy and porous; irrigation water accumulated in the lowest row (Row E). At both sites, grapevines
were planted approximately eight feet apart and tied to wooden stakes with trellising wires at 40 and 52 inches.

Figure 2. Field plot plans for Solano (A) and Riverside (B) county sites. The color codes of the
genotypes are given in the accompanying table; O.R. = own-rooted, Gr. = grafted.
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In Solano County, the vines were pruned by the PI and the field crews two to three times per year to maximize
potential cane number for inoculations and to establish vigorous positions for future growth. The pruning
schedule and method was non-conventional but was done in a manner to try to standardize vine growth in our
plots with the practices by the other PIs with plots in the same field, and to be able to preserve the inoculated
vines for observations and sampling. With the permit amendment granted by USDA Biotechnology Regulatory
Services (BRS) in 2012, flowers and fruiting clusters were allowed to persist. Initially, all of the own-rooted
Chardonnay vines were cordon trained and spur pruned and the majority of the Thompson Seedless vines were
cane pruned in an attempt to maintain proper vine balance and ensure fruit development in our field in Solano
County. After 2012, pruning did not take into account varietal differences. The vines at the Riverside site were
pruned according to the schedule established at UC Riverside and varietal differences were not addressed. The
Solano site was observed approximately monthly in the 2014 and 2015 growing seasons and twice in 2016. The
vines in Riverside County established themselves well and were monitored by UC Riverside staff and the PI twice
during the 2015 season. The activities at both field sites are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Activities at the Solano and Riverside county field sites for this project, through July 30, 2016.
Date Location Activity

14 March 2014 Solano Visual scoring of symptoms from 2011-2013 infections at each year’s inoculation
site on each grafted plant

19 March 2014 Solano Visual re-scoring of symptoms from 2011-2013 infections (see above)

20 March 2014 Solano Photos, light pruning since vines have buds that have broken; first pruning since
2013

4 April 2014 Riverside Disease scoring of symptoms on each plant; photos taken (CJ UCD)
28 May 2014 Solano Inoculate ca. 4 fresh canes/grafted vine for 2014; no pruning
9 July 2014 Solano Visit field to assess disease on each plant

27 July 2014 Solano Take cane samples of ca. 1 cane/ genotype/plot for qPCR of canes infected in 2014;
prune vines again

29 July 2014 Solano Count scorched leaves on infected canes; photos taken
3 September 2014 Solano Disease assessment by D. Golino (UCD)
ca. 1 October 2014 Solano Vines pruned again
6 October 2014 Riverside Disease scoring of all plants by P. Rolshausen (PR UCR)
9 October 2014 Solano Count infected leaves
24 October 2014 Riverside Disease re-scoring of all plants, photos taken by A. Powell (AP UCD)

15 February 2015 Solano Prune vines assisted by M. Greenspan while other groups were also pruning (AP
UCD)

25 March 2015 Solano Score plants for scorching, late growth, death, take photos (AP UCD)
19 May 2015 UCD Meet with other PIs to consider future of the project
26 May 2015 Solano Prune vines to conform with other groups (AP UCD)

27 May 2015 Solano Inoculate at least 4 canes per grafted plant with inoculum provided by D. Gilchrist.
Tag with yellow/orange pull tags (AP, BN, TL, KP UCD)

2 June 2015 Riverside Vine assessments and photos taken with P. Rolshausen (AP UCD, PR UCR
17 June 2015 Riverside UCR staff (Peggy Mauk) evaluated vines (PM UCR)
Late June 2015 Riverside Plantings removed
7 August 2015 Solano Scored for visual signs of scorching, death, photos and samples for PCR (AP UCD)

7 October 2015 Solano Scored for visual signs of scorching, death, photos and samples for PCR (AP, JMc,
JA UCD)

14 March 2016 Solano Observation of field to project when pruning and assessments can be done (AP
UCD)

21 April 2016 Solano Observation of plants in the field, record dead plants (AP UCD)

27 April 2016 Solano Confirm observations of plants in the field and record dead plants (AP UCD), field
crew prunes plants.
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Results. The Riverside and Solano county sites were planted by June 3, 2013 with all the vine combinations
planned for this project. A consistent pruning regime was a goal for this plot so comparisons could be made with
other evaluators, but pruning was variable. In 2014, thirteen evaluations were made of the plots (10 in Solano and
three in Riverside); nine were made by the PI. In 2015, nine evaluations were made of the plots (six in Solano and
three in Riverside); eight evaluations were made by the PI. Two evaluations of the Solano field were made in
2016. The vines at the Riverside site were removed in late 2015 because evaluations at that site had been
completed and presumed herbicide drift caused unrelated vine symptoms and death.

Objective 3. Evaluate relevant agronomic traits of vines in two locations.
Activities. Other than differences due to the variety (Chardonnay or Thompson Seedless), no difference in overall
growth, time to flower, fruit set, or yield was noticed between the vines expressing pPGIP and the controls. All
produced buds in mid-March and flower buds broke by the end of March in 2014 and 2015. In 2016 little sign of
growth was evident on the vines on March 14, probably due to heavy rain and cool weather. The fields were
saturated due to heavy rains and no weeding had been done between rows so the PI was unable to walk the field.
The vines had not been pruned as of mid-March 2016. Observations of the vines were made April 21 and 27,
2016 (Table 3).

Non-grafted vines were inoculated for three years by March 2014. Numbers of bud-producing, no-bud-producing,
and scorched leaves along canes inoculated in 2011, 2012, and 2013 were recorded in 2014 and 2015. The data
has not yet been analyzed for statistical significance or for effects due to grafting. Photos of each vine were taken
throughout the 2015 growing season. Vine death was noted at the Solano site and was monitored for each infected
vine during the 2015 growing season and was repeated in April 2016 (Table 3).

Agronomic traits such as grape cluster size, berry size, and berry and seed phenotypes were measured at the
Solano site in the summer of 2013 but were not repeated. No consistent changes were observed; observations
were made only for one year and are therefore not significant. On August 29, 2013, 25 berries total were collected
from three plants of each own-rooted genotype and inoculation state at the Solano site; grafted plants were too
juvenile to bear fruit in 2013 and were not sampled. Sample collection was randomized by choosing five berries
spread across one to two clusters per plant. Clusters were chosen from inside the fruiting zone on each plant.
Berries were crushed by hand and the free-run juice was combined with juice pressed from the solids, strained
through cheesecloth. Sediments were precipitated overnight at 4°C and clarified juice was sampled for pH and
°Brix. Soluble solids ranged from 21.7-24.4 °BRIX and pH values were 3.56-4.00. A smaller subsample was
repeated on September 4, 2013 with similar results. After one week, total cluster numbers were counted and one
cluster was harvested per plant. Some inoculated own-rooted vines did not bear fruit; grafted plants, with one
exception, were fruitless in 2013. Cluster weight, length, and peduncle length were measured upon returning to
the lab. Twenty-five berries were removed from each cluster for further analysis after counting the total number of
healthy and raisined berries per cluster. Assessments of the subsamples included the weight of 25 berries,
retention of pedicels, number and class of seeds (trace, rudimentary, or mature), dimensions of five berries,
soluble solids, titratable acidity, and the pH of juice. Each cluster and five individual berries were photographed
for assessment of cluster density and berry color and shape.

The Riverside site was visited in late summer 2014. Plant phenotypes were recorded and photographs taken. The
PI visited the Riverside site on June 2, 2015 and rescored the vines for phenotypes, Pierce’s disease damage, and
herbicide damage. Herbicide damage was independently assessed by Peggy Mauk and Philippe Rolshausen at the
Riverside site on June 17, 2015 (Table 4).

Results. By the end of the 2015 season, it is clear that some vines had died in the Solano County plot. Table 3
shows the number of dead vines of each genotypes as determined in 2014, four times in 2015, and once in 2016. It
is clear that the number of dead vines increased from the 2015 season through the late spring of 2016, possibly
due to stress caused by the severe drought conditions, but it is also clear that the plants that did not express pPGIP
either in the rootstock or in the scion were far more susceptible to death caused by infections with Xf under these
stress conditions. The data clearly indicate that vines that had been infected at least once were far more
susceptible to death; only two uninoculated vines appeared to be dead or were missing.
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Table 4 shows the damage assessments made on June 2, 2015 at the Riverside County site. Since up to 25% of
the plantings in the Riverside plot were compromised by the herbicide drift, it was decided in late June 2015 to
terminate the site with no further observations, because it was not going to be possible to distinguish between
damage caused by Pierce’s disease versus the herbicide exposure.

Table 3. Observations of vine death at the Solano County plot from late 2014 through the 2016 growing season.
wtch = Chardonnay wild type, CC = Chardonnay control, wtTS = Thompson Seedless wild type, and TSC =
Thompson Seedless control. / denotes grafted plants with the genotypes expressed as scion/rootstock. 329 and 79
genotypes express pPGIP in Chardonnay or Thompson Seedless backgrounds, respectively.

late 2014 25-Mar-15 27-May-15 7-Aug-15 7-Oct-15 21 April 16

Genotype
Total

infected
plants

Total
uninfect-
ed plants

Infect-
ed

Not
infect-

ed

Infect-
ed

Not
infect-

ed

Infect-
ed

Not
infect-

ed

Infect-
ed

Not
infect-

ed

Infect-
ed

Not
infect-

ed

Infect-
ed

Not
infect-

ed
CC 17 8 6 0 6 0 7 0 10 0 10 1 11 0
CC/CC 9 4 2 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 7 0 7 0
329 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
329/329 9 4 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0
CC/329 11 4 1 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 3 2

TSC 8 4 2 0 4 0 4 0 7 0 8 0 8 0
TSC/TSC 9 4 0 0 2 0 2 0 5 0 8 0 8 0
79 9 5 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 4 0 4 0
79/79 7 4 2 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 6 0 6 0
TSC/79 10 3 1 0 2 0 2 0 5 0 8 0 8 0

Table 4. Observations of herbicide damage and vine death at the Riverside County plot on June 2, 2015.
wtch = Chardonnay wild type, CC = Chardonnay control, wtTS = Thompson Seedless wild type, and TSC
= Thompson Seedless Control. / denotes grafted plants with the genotypes expressed as scion/rootstock.
329 and 79 genotypes express pPGIP in Chardonnay or Thompson Seedless backgrounds, respectively.

Genotype
Total

number of
vines

Severely
compromised
growth due to

Round-up

Moderate
growth due

to Round-up

Minimal or slight
impact on

growth due to
Round-up

Probably
Dead Dead

CC 13 0 1 0 0 0
CC/CC 16 4 3 3 1 0
wtch 6 0 1 0 1 0
wtch/wtch 6 3 1 0 0 0
329 11 0 2 0 0 1
329/329 7 0 1 3 1 0
cc/329 6 0 1 1 0 0
wtch/329 3 1 0 0 0 0
Total Chard. 68 8 10 7 3 1

TSC 9 1 1 0 0 4
TSC/TSC 7 2 1 0 1 2
wtTS 6 0 1 0 0 2
wtTS/wtTS 3 1 0 1 0 1
79 11 3 1 3 0 1
79/79 7 0 2 2 0 2
TSC/79 14 5 2 3 2 0
wtTS/79 3 0 0 1 0 0
Total TS 60 12 8 10 3 12
Total 128 20 18 17 6 13
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Images of the vines at the Solano and Riverside county sites are provided in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Examples of vines in the Riverside (top row, June 2, 2015) and Solano (bottom row, October 7,
2015) plots of Chardonnay and Thompson Seedless. The genotypes of the grafted or transgrafted vines are
indicated.

Objective 4. Determine Pierce’s disease incidence in pPGIP-expressing grafted and own-rooted lines. Test
for Xf presence and determine the extent of infection.
Activities. At the Solano County plot, after a few test inoculations in 2011, 34 own-rooted vines were given
mechanical inoculations on May 29, 2012 with a mixture of Xf Temecula and Stags’ Leap strains (3:2, v:v).
Young, green tissue was chosen for inoculation with three to four canes selected per plant. In 2013-2015,
mechanical inoculations were performed as in 2011 except that approximately 1.5 x 107 cells were used per
inoculation. The inoculations in 2013, 2104, and 2015 were done only on grafted and transgrafted vines, although
phenotype observations were made on all inoculated vines. Inoculated vines were identified by colored tags
denoting the times of inoculations. Inoculations in this PI’s plot were performed simultaneously with the other
field site collaborators.

The leaves/petioles with evidence of Pierce’s disease symptoms were counted twice during the 2013 season and
assessments were made again in the 2015 (data not shown) season, including on canes which had been infected in
2011, 2012, and 2013 (Table 5). The grafted and transgrafted vines at the Solano County site were reinoculated
along with the vines in the plots of the other PIs on May 28, 2014 and May 27, 2015. Up to four canes per vine
were inoculated as before, with inoculum provided by D. Gilchrist. Previous inoculations in 2011-2013 had
included vines that were own-rooted. The extent of disease along the canes inoculated in 2014 and 2015 was
measured twice during the 2015 season.

Infected cane material was twice collected during the summer of 2015, approximately when other groups
collected their samples. Tissue collected in the summer of 2014 was hand-ground and frozen at -80oC. The Powell
group received separate funds to purchase a GenoGrinder, similar to equipment used by the Golino group. The
Powell group worked on protocols to effectively grind the frozen infected stem tissue until the machine sustained
damage. Approximately six weeks were needed for repairs to be made. The group tried subsequently for several
weeks to refine protocols for macerating the tissue using the machine for PCR analysis but protocols were
unsuccessful.

The data analyzing the relationship between the genotypes and the appearance of dead vines were preliminarily
analyzed by plotting (Figure 4). Examples of the photo evidence of vine phenotypes are shown in Figure 3. The
data demonstrate that vine death increased in late 2015 and continued in spring 2016, and fewer Chardonnay lines
expressing pPGIP either throughout the plant or in grafted rootstocks were dead.

At the Riverside site, vine vigor was analyzed for evidence of Pierce’s disease in early June 2015. Since it was
difficult to unequivocally distinguish between damage caused by natural Pierce’s disease infections or by

CC/32
9

CC/CCTSC/7
9

TSC/TS
C
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herbicide drift, the observations have not been further analyzed. To obtain the data for the visual assessments of
disease throughout the vines, in October 2014 evaluators PR and AP used the same general assessment scale
going from 0 (no disease) to 5 (dead) to assess the vines. Additionally, AP counted the total number of canes per
vine and the number of canes with scorched leaves or no growth (diseased canes). The analyses of the results are
given in Figure 5. In general, expression of pPGIP throughout the vine or via grafting to pPGIP-expressing
rootstocks reduced slightly the disease score and reduced the number of infected canes. The data has not yet been
analyzed for statistical significance or for effects due to grafting. Examples of the photo evidence of the vine
phenotypes on June 2, 2015 in Riverside are shown in Figure 3.

Results. In general, the expression of pPGIP in the scion, the rootstock, or both did not impact the overall
phenotype of the plant, but infected plants without pPGIP were more likely to die, especially Chardonnay variety
vines in the Solano County site, by the 2015 season than those plants with pPGIP.

In Solano County, initial analyses by PCR showed Xf DNA only in inoculated plants and less Xf DNA was
detected in plants expressing pPGIP (Figure 6). In order to monitor earlier stages of disease development, the
number of leaves or petioles along canes infected in 2013 and earlier was measured and found to be greater when
assessed in the spring than in the summer of 2013 (Table 5). The observations of disease development along
leaves and petioles was repeated in 2014. These results indicated that disease was developing in these canes.
However, leaf and petiole disease symptoms developed more slowly in vines with pPGIP in the scion portion,
especially in the Chardonnay variety. Notably vines with pPGIP in the rootstocks showed fewer numbers of
diseased leaves or petioles along the infected canes although the increase during the 2014 season was about what
was observed in the controls, vines that had been grafted using material that had been transformed with the empty
vector construct. Subsequent analysis of the infected vines demonstrated disease progression leading to vine death
especially over the summer of 2015, leading to the conclusion that pPGIP expression provided reduced disease
development and ultimately less vine death. The effect was clearly due to infection with Xf as only two uninfected
plants had died by April 2016. It is possible that the severe drought heightened the vine-killing effects of disease.
The deleterious effects of Xf infections were much more pronounced on the Thompson Seedless variety than the
Chardonnay variety; by the end of the 2015 season, nearly 100% of the infected Thompson Seedless vines at the
Solano site were dead. In both varieties, vines with rootstocks expressing pPGIP early in the season were the least
likely to die compared to varieties expressing pPGIP throughout the vine, but by the end of the projects plants
expressing pPGIP in the scion and the rootstock or only in the rootstock were about equally likely to die. Data
from the own-rooted Thompson Seedless line (79) should probably not be considered, since an equivalent
Chardonnay line (329) was not infected. The conclusion is tentatively made that pPGIP expression, even in the
rootstocks alone, was sufficient to delay Pierce’s disease symptoms and vine death, but in Thompson Seedless
lines, ultimately the plants succumb to Pierce’s disease due to repeated Xf inoculations, even when pPGIP is
expressed. pPGIP expression seems to offer more protection to the Chardonnay than to the Thompson Seedless
variety. The plants were reanalyzed during the 2016 growing season once the fields were accessible to see if any
parts of the plants could recover from the disease and regrow but no growth was observed.

The disease scoring analyses done by PR and AP at the Riverside County site in 2014 produced approximately
equivalent scores. Analysis of the counted number of infected canes generally supported the overall disease score
analyses. The results, even with natural infections, suggested that some beneficial effects of pPGIP expression in
rootstocks as well as in the scion portions of the vines could be seen, although the Thompson Seedless variety
with pPGIP grown at the Riverside County site and infected naturally showed a slightly more positive effect than
the Chardonnay variety.



       
 

  

 
 

 

  
 

 

 
  

 

         
          
         

           

         
         
           

Table 5. Observations of Pierce’s disease damage and vine responses at the Solano site in late April (spring) and 
late August (summer) 2013. 

Genotype 
Plants 

(#) 

% Plants with 
Excessive Base 

Growth 

% Plants with 
Marginal Leaf 
Necrosis on 

Inoculated Canes 

% Plants with 
Marginal Leaf 

Necrosis on Un-
inoculated Canes 

% Plants with 
Atypical Berry 

Clusters (partial, 
aborted, or absent) 

Spring Summer Spring Summer Spring Summer Spring Summer 
Inoculated 
Thompson+pPGIP 

79-I 9 
77.8 
(7/9) 

66.7 
(6/9) 

0 
(0/9) 

33.3 
(3/9) 

0 
(0/9) 

11.1 
(1/9) - 44.4 

(4/9) 

Thompson+pPGIP 79 5 
0 

(0/5) 
0 

(0/5) - - 0 
(0/5) 

0 
(0/5) - 20 

(1/5) 
Inoculated 
Thompson 

TSC-
I 8 

25 
(2/8) 

100 
(8/8) 

0 
(0/8) 

12.5 
(1/8) 

0 
(0/8) 

0 
(0/8) - 75 

(6/8) 

Thompson Control TSC 4 
0 

(0/4) 
50 

(2/4) - - 0 
(0/4) 

0 
(0/4) - 0 

(0/4) 
Inoculated 
Chardonnay 

CC-I 17 
17.7 

(3/17) 
82.4 

(14/17) 
0 

(0/17) 
11.8 

(2/17) 
0 

(0/17) 
0 

(0/17) - 58.8 
(10/17) 

Chardonnay 
Control CC 8 

0 
(0/8) 

37.5 
(3/8) - - 0 0 - 25 

(2/8) 

A B

Figure 4. Vine death incidence in Solano County plot of Chardonnay and Thompson Seedless vines 
measured in 2014, throughout the 2015 season, and initially in spring 2016. A. Chardonnay lines. B. 
Thompson Seedless lines. / denotes grafted plants with the genotypes expressed as scion/rootstock. 329 and 
79 genotypes express pPGIP in Chardonnay (CC) or Thompson Seedless (TSC) backgrounds, respectively. 

BA

Figure 5. Evidence of disease in Riverside plot of Chardonnay and Thompson Seedless vines measured in 
October 2014. A. Disease score based on 0-5 scale. B. Percent of vine canes with symptoms or evidence of 
Pierce’s disease. PR = data collected by P. Rolshausen, AP = data collected by A. Powell. 
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Figure 6. Results of PCR detection of Xf DNA sequences in inoculated vines from the Solano County site.

CONCLUSIONS
All of the grafted plants necessary for the studies at both locations were generated, planted, and inoculated with
protocols similar to the other groups’ procedures at the sites. The genotypes of the grafted plants were confirmed.
Initial infections in 2011 of the vines in Solano County produced no visible symptoms for over a year. The second
set of inoculations in Year 2 resulted in detectable Xf DNA in infected vines in November 2012, and visual
symptoms of Pierce’s disease in April 2013. Mechanical inoculations with Xf bacteria in 2011 and 2012 in Solano
County resulted in the accumulation of Xf DNA sequences only in the inoculated, but not in the uninoculated,
cane material, confirming the identity and history of the inoculations. Symptoms of Pierce’s disease infection
were visible on the mechanically-inoculated vines beginning generally in the spring of the year following the
introduction of Xf. Inconsistent or atypical pruning schedules have made determinations of similarities of vine
phenotype and vigor to commercially-propagated fields challenging. However, the overall performance of the
Chardonnay and Thompson Seedless vines in the field seems to be unaffected by the expression of pPGIP either
in the scion or the rootstock unless the vines have been inoculated with Xf. The evaluations of the leaf and cane
phenotypes of infected plants suggest that pPGIP expression improves resistance of vines to Pierce’s disease,
probably more in the Chardonnay vines with pPGIP, which had fewer Pierce’s disease symptoms than the
Thompson Seedless variety when mechanically inoculated in Solano County. Only two uninoculated vines died at
the Solano site. Based on counting leaves with evidence of scorching, the Chardonnay vines with pPGIP initially
had fewer Pierce’s disease symptoms than the Thompson Seedless variety when mechanically inoculated. By
evaluating varieties grown for fresh fruit and for wine production in California, we provided information about
the impacts of pPGIP and its delivery using varieties which grow with different habits and which are important to
different segments of the community of California grape growers.
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ABSTRACT
The bacterium Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is the cause of Pierce’s disease in grapes and is a major threat to fruit, nut,
olive, and coffee groves. Obvious symptoms are anthocyanin (red pigment) accumulation in leaves and shriveling
of undeveloped berries. Studies have determined that anthocyanin compounds can reduce insect feeding. Work by
L. De La Fuente showed that Xf infection causes significant imbalances in leaf and xylem elemental phosphorus
content, but the bioavailable form of phosphorus underlying this phenomenon is unknown. C. Rock has
characterized in many dicot species including grape a sugar-, inorganic phosphate (Pi)-, and stress hormone
(abscisic acid, ABA) regulatory network controlling expression of microRNA828 (miR828), its targets
MYeloBlastosis viral oncogene-like (MYB) transcription factors (a class of regulatory gene found in all animals
and plants) and Trans-Acting-Small RNA locus4 (TAS4) that down-regulate anthocyanin biosynthesis by targeting
related MYB genes for post-transcriptional gene silencing. This regulon is very likely the mechanism by which
grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) and leaf roll-associated virus cause symptoms, because their
genomes encode small RNA (sRNA) suppressor proteins. We hypothesize that these novel target MYB
transcription factors (VvMYBA6/A7 and homologs) in grape are effectors of anthocyanin accumulation and
potentially glassy-winged sharpshooter (GWSS) feeding preference determinants important for Pierce’s disease
etiology, mediated through Pi (a diffusible signal) that modulates miR828 and TAS4 activities normally to silence
target MYB expression. Anthocyanin induction in vegetative tissues may serve as antagonists to feeding by
GWSS and to colonization by Xf. We are currently testing the Xf infection/spread hypothesis directly by
“knocking out” the key genes using genome editing technology (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats; CRIPSR/Cas9) that the CDFA Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter Board
nominated as a feasible, high-priority approach to engineering Pierce’s disease resistance. This technology can
produce non-"genetically modified organism" (GMO) grapevines and rootstocks after outcrossing the transgene
locus by breeding methods. The resulting stocks lacking or overexpressing, respectively, the endogenous effector
genes will be challenged in the greenhouse with Xf, and we will measure Pi in xylem sap and in planta to test
whether it is involved in Pierce’s disease etiology. We will test the Pi analogue phosphite for inhibitory effects on
Xf growth and host disease development. These proof-in-principle experiments could result in a new paradigm for
host-vector-pathogen interactions in Pierce’s disease with potential translational benefits for other crops.

INTRODUCTION
Our working model of Pierce’s disease etiology postulates miR828 and evolutionarily-related Trans-Acting
Small-interfering locus4 (TAS4) activities silence target VvMYBA6/A7 and other homologous MYB expression in
response to Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) infection, mediated through inorganic phosphate (Pi) and plant stress hormone
abscisic acid (ABA) signaling crosstalk. We are currently testing the Xf infection/spread hypothesis directly by
“knocking out” the key hypothesized genes using a new genome editing technology (Clustered Regularly
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats; CRIPSR/Cas9) [1, 2] that the CDFA Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged
Sharpshooter Board nominated as a feasible, high-priority approach to engineering Pierce’s disease resistance.
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We are also taking a complimentary "overexpression" approach to the long-term grapevine MYB target gene
knockout/editing approach to test the anthocyanins-as-Xf-effectors hypothesis. The surrogate tobacco Xf infection
system developed by L. De La Fuente [3] can quickly assess susceptibility to Xf infection of a transgenic tobacco
line [4] (Myb237) that over-expresses the Arabidopsis orthologue of VvMYBA6/A7: PRODUCTION OF
ANTHOCYANIN PIGMENT2/MYB90.

OBJECTIVES
1. Demonstrate the efficacy of CRISPR/Cas9 transgenic technology for creating deletion mutants in MIR828,

TAS4, and target MYBA6/7. When validated, future experiments will critically test these genes' functions in
Pierce’s disease etiology and Xf infection and spreading.

2. Characterize tissue-specific expression patterns of TAS4 and MIR828 primary transcripts, sRNAs, and MYB
targets in response to Xf infections in the field, and in the greenhouse for tobacco transgenic plants
overexpressing TAS4 target gene AtMYB90/PRODUCTION OF ANTHOCYANIN PIGMENT2.

3. Characterize the changes in (a) xylem sap and leaf Pi, and (b) polyphenolic levels of Xf-infected canes and
leaves. (c) Test on tobacco in the greenhouse and Xf growth in vitro the Pi analogue phosphite as a durable,
affordable and environmentally sound protectant/safener for Pierce’s disease.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Test the miR828, TAS4, and target MYBA6/7 functions in Pierce’s disease etiology and Xf

infection and spreading by genome editing using CRISPR/Cas9 transgenic technology.
Engineered binary T-DNA Agrobacterium vectors designed to genome edit the grapevine VvMIR828, VvTAS4ab,
and target VvMYBA6 /VvMYBA7, and Phytoene Desaturase (PDS) loci (the latter as an independent test of editing
efficiency) were electroporated by C. Rock into EHA105 obtained from Stan Gelvin, Purdue University, and sent
to D. Tricoli's lab under USDA APHIS Biotechnology Regulatory Services (BRS) permit # 15-231-102m in
November 2015. Three independent transformation cycles for each construct were initiated in November-
December 2015, and May 2016. Problems associated with both Thompson Seedless and rootstock 101-14
transformation/re-generation were described in the last progress report. Carrying out the repeat transformation of
grapevine could not be initiated sooner because of a lack of sufficient numbers of stock grapevine embryogenic
culture starting materials, derived from anthers of immature flowers harvested in the spring. It takes eight months
to generate enough embryogenic culture materials for transformations. Ongoing grape transformations in
D. Tricoli’s pipeline at the Plant Transformation Facility at UC Davis have been responding as expected,
discounting any issues with media or selection.

Therefore, as an independent and facile assay of the efficacy of the strain/vectors, D. Tricoli endeavored to
troubleshoot the problem by using their lab stock of EHA105 containing an in-house vector to transform tobacco
leaf disks in parallel with the CRISPR/Cas9 MIR828/TAS4/MYBA6/7 vectors in the Gelvin lab-sourced EHA105
host. Figure 1 shows the results that suggest either the strain of EHA105 used by C. Rock, or some general aspect
of the vectors relating to the starting material vector Addgene #59175, p201N_Cas9, without any guide RNA
effector locus, is causing the problems with grapevine transformation/regeneration. This interpretation is
supported by restriction digestion of the vectors (propagated in Escherichia coli) with diagnostic enzymes for the
specific engineered vector guide RNA sequences which show the vectors, including p201_N_Cas9 starting
materials, are intact (Figure 2).

We hypothesize a problem with the Agrobacterium strain and therefore are re-electroporating vectors into the D.
Tricoli lab strain of EHA105, which will be sent to UC Davis for tobacco transformation as a quick test before
initiating another grapevine transformation cycle. We will also perform a Southern blot of T-DNA vectors
extracted from the old and new EHA105 strains as a test, and of Agrobacterium strain GV2260 containing p201-
N-Cas9, which we showed in the last progress report by immunoblot for Cas9 functions properly for effector
expression in transient transformation assays in Nicotiana benthamiana. These further troubleshooting
experiments should shed light on the grapevine and tobacco transformation problem and independently confirm
the nature of the problem and whether it has been solved.
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Figure 1. Tobacco transformation test of p201-N-Cas9 vector (Addgene#59175; top middle) in
Gelvin-sourced EHA105 Agrobacterium strain and derivative constructs, showing some issue with
strain and/or p201-N-Cas9 vector. Positive control (top left) used the EHA105 Agrobacterium strain
routinely in use in the D. Tricoli lab.

Figure 2. Restriction digestion diagnostic test of vector integrity, showing synthetic guide RNA
loci are correct and overall vector size is as predicted when propagated in E. coli host.
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Validation of editing events going forward will be by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) cloning and sequencing of
target genes, and PAGE-based genotyping [5]. Figure 3 shows the result of a mock editing assay using a known
15 nt deletion of the phytochrome PHYD-1 gene of Arabidopsis ecotype Wassilewskija (Ws-2) [6] which is used
to 'dope' tracer amounts of genomic DNA to the bulk wild-type PHYD allele from control Co-0 extracts. This
allows us to create a ‘needle-in-a-haystack’ mock experiment for optimizing the genotyping assay which monitors
heteroduplex formation and can quantify the limits of detection for editing events (and thus editing activities /
efficiencies) in future experiments.

Figure 3. Mock PAGE heteroduplex genotyping assay for quantifying genome editing events.

Objective 2. Characterize tissue-specific expression patterns of TAS4 and MIR828 primary transcripts,
sRNAs, and MYB targets in response to Xf infections in the field.
In the previous progress reports we characterized and correlated molecular phenotypes of Xf titres, TAS4-3'D4(-)
small RNA abundances by RNA blot estimation, and anthocyanin quantities extracted from the transgenic tobacco
line Myb237 overexpressing AtMYB90 challenged with Xf in the greenhouse, and from Pierce’s disease-infected
and symptomless Merlot leaves and petioles collected from the Calle Contento vineyard in Temecula, California,
and the Black Stock vineyard in Dahlonega, Georgia. Those compelling results and preliminary analyses of our
first Illumina small RNA libraries generated from the same tobacco- and California Xf-infected and control
samples strongly supported our working model of Xf interaction with anthocyanin biosynthesis regulation by the
host during Pierce’s disease progression and showed significant differences in accumulation of anthocyanins in
Xf-infected vs. control leaves from the field and greenhouse samples. L. De La Fuente and S.M. Traore are
repeating the tobacco Myb237 Xf challenge experiment. Symptoms are developing and the experimental material
is on schedule for delivery to C. Rock for characterization in the next few weeks. The repeat Xf challenge
experiment with the homozygous and heterozygous AtMYB90 overexpressing transgenic tobacco lines will
critically test whether previously observed significantly greater (57% of leaves) disease symptom development in
homozygous (Hmo) lines five weeks after Xf challenge and its inverse correlation with anthocyanin accumulation
in leaves of the transgenic Hmo and Hmi genotypes (more disease ~ less anthocyanins, with similar titres of Xf
found across the experiment), is conclusive.
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We previously reported strong evidence based on sRNA blots and normalized deep sequencing read counts that Xf
infection triggers up-regulation of TAS4 sRNAs, including in non-transgenic control tobacco plants at 1,000 x
lower levels than in AtMY90-overexpressing tobacco. Those data strongly support our working model and further
provide new evidence for deep conservation of the autoregulatory loop which we showed functions in
Arabidopsis [7], whereby target MYBs are positive regulators of TAS4. The feedback loop is postulated to impact
endogenous Nt-MIR828 expression when AtMYB90 is overexpressed in tobacco. Velten et al. [4] also observed
that miR828 was strongly elevated in sectors of tissue from an independent transgenic tobacco line (Myb27)
homozygous for MYB90 when it undergoes spontaneous transgene silencing. These data taken together are
evidence for Xf targeting of the anthocyanin regulatory network, supported by our recent finding that miR828 is
up-regulated by Xf in grape (Figure 4). Because of low abundance (see below), a Locked Nucleic Acid (LNA)
probe [8] was deployed. Direct demonstration of altered expression by Xf of the causal effector (miR828) for the
regulatory cascade under study is a significant advance that strengthens our claims, in the absence of deep
sequencing proofs. We have found additional compelling evidence in the literature supporting our phosphate-
regulation Xf etiology model: in Arabidopsis infected with Xf, genome-wide transcriptome analysis showed TAS4
sRNA target MYB PRODUCTION OF ANTHOCYANIN PIGMENT1/MYB75 and another phosphate-regulated
locus, At5g20150/SPX DOMAIN which is a positive regulator of cellular responses to phosphate starvation, are
both strongly down-regulated by Xf infection [9]. Furthermore, SPX1 messenger RNA is mobile in the vasculature
[10], which is relevant to Xf growth habitat. These serendipitous findings constitute 'smoking guns' supporting our
working model and raise the possibility that other sRNA and/or pathogenesis regulons are also involved. The
following analyses of the deep sequencing dataset from the Temecula, California vineyard libraries further
substantiate these predictions.

Figure 4. (left). Small RNA blot result for miR828 showing up-regulation by Xf infection
in field samples from California used for construction of deep sequencing libraries.

We used the statistical software DESeq2 [11] for computational identification of differentially expressed clusters
of small RNA-producing loci mined with ShortStack [12] from the Xf-infected and control sRNA Temecula,
California libraries. Table 1 shows the list of top leads that are significantly differentially expressed in Xf-infected
leaves. Several points, both technical and biological, can be made at this juncture: (i) When biological replicate
libraries are added in the near future, the statistical power to increase the number of leads by several-fold will be
accomplished. DESeq2 works conservatively by assuming the variance-mean dependence estimated per gene by
one condition holds well for unreplicated conditions and that most genes are not differentially expressed. (ii)
Although lack of replicate libraries combined with low base mean read depths for MIR828, TAS4abc, and those
MYB targets of miR828 [13] and TAS4-3'D4(-)(MYBA6/A7) that produce phased sRNAs [14] precludes
conclusive evidence for their significantly different expressions in response to Xf, the trend is very clear and
compelling: Xf infection in all cases results in a several-fold up-regulation of transitivity inferred to be triggered
by miR828 (Figure 4) and/or TAS43'-D4(-)(data shown in last progress report). Based on strong correlations seen
across other libraries previously analyzed [14] (and in process), TAS4c is emerging as the likely causal effector for
Xf response. (iii) Those top-listed significantly differentially regulated genes producing sRNA clusters are known
effectors (Leucine-Rich-Repeat receptors) of plant pathogen responses mediated by miRNA activities [13, 14].
(iv) There is evidence in the form of a novel transitive gene (flavonone/naringenin oxygenase, GSVIVT0101969
5001) that is significantly up-regulated (>100-fold) by Xf infection and functions in polyphenolics metabolism, a

22 nt-
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key new piece of evidence in support of our model. We will make replicate libraries and new libraries from
materials harvested from the field in July 2017 to further substantiate and extend these leads, and characterize the
lead clusters of phased sRNAs to discover their trigger miRNAs and sRNAs represented in our sRNA libraries
using CleaveLand software [15] in conjunction with degradome libraries [16, 17], in preparation (see below).

Table 1. Summary of Xylella infection-induced differentially expressed clusters of small RNA loci from
Temecula, California samples reported by DESeq2.

Annotation Mean
reads Control* Xf

infected*
log2 FC
Xf/Con

p-value
adj¶

GSVIVG01019430001; harpin-induced protein1-
homology; OsRPS2/AtRPS5-like 157 472 13 -5.58 0.001

GSVIVG01004877001; TIR-NBS-LRR class homology
to rice RPM1, RGA3 1690 N.D. 1033 7.37 0.009

MIRNA candidate; ShortStack class 11 (bulge in
miR/miR* duplex) 42 159 0.2 -7.66 0.017

MIRNA candidate; ShortStack class 11 32 105 3 -5.40 0.017
GSVIVT01020358001. Homology to CC-NBS-LRR

class; rice RPP13-L/RGA4/AtNB-ARC 68 153 N.D. -7.25 0.050

GSVIVT01019695001. Homology to Flavanone 3-
dioxygenase/naringenin 2-dioxygenase 146 N.D. 2384 7.53 0.060

Vv-TAS4a^ 17071 11367 24891 0.27 1.000
Vv-TAS4c^ 7668 8 357 1.58 1.000
vv-TAS4b^ 214 750 2034 0.44 1.000
MYB-828 target GSVIVT01032467001 87 N.D. 11 2.00 1.000
MYB-828 target GSVIVT01006275001 30 8 36 1.00 NA
MYBA7 target of TAS4-3'D4(-) GSVIVT01030819001 12 N.D. N.D. 0.00 NA
MYBA6 target of TAS4-3'D4(-) GSVIVT01030822001 3 N.D. N.D. 0.00 NA
Vv-MIR828 (genome coordinates from mirBase.org) 2 N.D. N.D. 0.00 NA

*raw reads normalized, per 10M. N.D.: not detected. NA: not analyzed
¶ False Discovery Rate < 0.1; Benjamini & Hochberg multiple comparisons adjustment
^ phytozome.jgi.doe.gov genome coordinates from Rock (2013) [14]

We have made Illumina TruSeq stranded mRNASeq libraries for mRNA-Seq (objective 2, method 2) and
submitted them to the UC Riverside Institute for Integrative Genome Biology for sequencing, which will permit
digital measurement of primary transcripts including MIR828, TAS4 ncRNAs, and MYB targets as well as all other
differentially expressed genes deranged by Xf in grapevine. We will next use the TruSeq kit to make degradome
libraries for discovery of the sRNA triggers of transitivity discovered by Shortstack. This will leverage a systems
approach building on the sRNA candidate leads to discover other etiological effectors/reporters of Pierce’s disease
and network analyses of gene interactions affecting primary and secondary metabolism in the process.

Objective 3. Characterize the changes in (a) xylem sap and leaf Pi, and (b) polyphenolic levels of Xf-
infected canes and leaves. (c) Test on tobacco in the greenhouse and Xf growth in vitro the Pi analogue
phosphite as a durable, affordable, and environmentally sound protectant/safener for Pierce’s disease.
(a) Leaf [Pi].
In early August 2016, C. Rock collected Merlot variety leaf and cane samples from the Calle Contento vineyard
(Stage Ranch, Temecula, California), the same source as for the sRNA libraries made from the July 2015 samples.
Figure 5A shows typical leaf symptoms of samples collected in August 2016 and stored for future analyses. It is
noted that grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) symptoms appeared to be present in a majority of
leaves, which confounds the absolute scoring of Pierce’s disease symptoms (which are also clearly manifest; see
arrows). Samples from July 2015 used to make the sRNA deep sequence libraries did not show GRBaV
symptoms, although some vines in the plot did manifest symptoms, verified by UC Cooperative Extension agent
Matt Daugherty. Indeed, preliminary analysis of the 2015 sRNA libraries found evidence that the Xf Temecula1
and GRBaV sRNAs are present. Remarkably, the library from Xf samples showed no GRBaV reads (data not
shown). This issue warrants further analysis and validation by quantitative reverse transcription (qRT) PCR-
specific amplification from DNA extracts of past and current samples before conclusions are drawn regarding Xf-
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specific effects on the hypothesized sRNA pathways, and/or antagonistic interactions with GRBaV replication in
planta.

(A) (B)

Figure 5. (A) Image of sampled leaf collected from Temecula, California vineyard in August 2016 showing
both Pierce’s disease (arrows) and GRBaV symptoms around the leaf margin and interveins. (B) Image of
leaf showing 5 mm disks removed for packing an NMR tube for Pi quantitation.

In vivo nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy permits analysis of subcellular [Pi] that can provide
insight into Xf perturbation of host physiology. The 2016 fresh leaf samples were used for pilot experiments on
NMR quantitation [18] of Pi in whole leaf disks, in collaboration with Dan Borschardt, Department of Chemistry,
UC Riverside (Figure 5B). Preliminary results suggested there is elevated [Pi] in the GRBaV symptom samples
(data not shown), but this interpretation is speculative because there are more leaf disks (n = 160) per unit area of
symptom-expressing leaves than healthy leaves (n = 120) due to reduced vigor. Future experiments are planned
for July 2017 with validated symptomless, Pierce’s disease-, and GRBaV symptom samples to carefully quantify
Pi on a per-leaf disk basis.

Xylem sap [Pi].
Prior results of L. De La Fuente [3] show strong associations of elemental P decreases with Xf infection in many
host species. However, the biological complexities of P (e.g., phosphoproteins, lipids, nucleic acids, subcellular
compartmentation, etc.) precludes conclusive interpretation of existing data. In late May 2016, C. Rock collected
Cabernet Sauvignon samples from the Phelps vineyard in St. Helena, California under the supervision of UC
Cooperative Extension agent Monica Cooper. Pierce’s disease symptoms in May were evidenced by severe
stunting and some mild leaf chlorosis. Canes from healthy and Pierce’s disease vines were cut, returned to the
bench, and stripped of the phloem cambium shell, for extraction of xylem wood sap by clipping ~ two-cm-long
sections of cane followed by centrifugation at 10,000 x g for three minutes, and freezing of collected xylem sap
exudates. Samples were quantified for phosphate, sulfate, and nitrate ions by ion chromatography-flame
ionization detection (IC-FID) [19]. Quantitations by  ion chromatography - flame ionization detector (IC-FID) for
the St. Helena samples are presented in Table 2.

There is a significantly different (higher) concentration of Pi in Xf-infected canes, internally controlled for sulfate
and nitrate concentrations. This unexpected and intriguing result warrants further study. Because we have petiole
samples from each independent cane tested, we will endeavor to correlate Xf titers in subtending leaf petioles with
phosphate concentrations in cane xylem saps. Samples will be collected in May 2017 to repeat the analysis. If the
result stands, then our working hypothesis will need to be modified and measurements of leaf [Pi] brought into
focus, and emphasis placed on independent tests of the hypothesis that there is an imbalance of Pi between leaf
(hypothesized low) and xylem (observed high) caused by Xf infection.



          
        

    

   

 

  

  

  
 

           
        

 
 

 
 

Table 2. Quantitation of xylem sap inorganic ion concentrations from healthy and Pierce’s disease 
symptom canes of Cabernet Sauvignon in St. Helena, California collected in May 2016. 

Sample 
Ion Abundance, parts per billion 

(+/- s.e.m.) 
Phosphate Sulfate Nitrate 

Healthy vines (n = 10) 394 
(22) 

114 
(14) 

8 
(1) 

Xf-infected vines (n = 7) 468 
(21) 

129 
(20) 

8 
(1) 

p-value^ 0.03 0.52 0.73 
^ two-sided Student's t-test, equal variance assumed 

(b) Polyphenolics in Xf-infected canes and leaves. 
Analyses of xylem sap anthocyanin and Xf titers from petiole extracts are ongoing. Preliminary results for 
identification in leaf extracts of malvin and cyanin by Select Reaction Monitoring (SRM) High Performance 
Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (HPLC-MS) are shown in Figure 6. The method entails specifying 
the parent mass of the compound for tandem MS|MS fragmentation and then specifically monitoring for fragment 
ion(s) representing the aglycone species. 

GA leaf extract 

CA leaf extract 

Cyanin-Cl (left) 
Malvin-Cl (right) 
standards 

Figure 6. Preliminary analysis of anthocyanins in leaf extracts of Xf- infected samples by HPLC-SRM-MS. Parent 
ions: cyanin (m/z = 610.99); malvin (m/z = 655.18). Daughter ions: cyanin (m/z = 449, 287); malvin (m/z = 493, 331). 

(c) Pi analogue phosphite as effector of Xf growth and safener of disease symptoms. 
L. De La Fuente shipped Xf Temecula-1 and WM1-1 strains to C. Rock on May 4, 2016 and the C. Rock lab is 
currently being set up for baseline studies on greenhouse infections of grapevine and tobacco, and microbiology 
studies on Xf growth parameters. Future work will focus first on assessing phosphite effects on Xf growth rates in 
liquid culture. If results are positive, safener treatments of tobacco and grapevine under greenhouse Xf challenge 
will follow. 
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CONCLUSIONS
We are on track to achieve our objectives within the timeframe of one year of funding, contingent upon a final
cycle of grapevine transformation being initiated within the next few months. We have identified new lead target
genes and preliminary evidence for inorganic phosphate (Pi) involvement in Pierce’s disease that further
substantiate the working hypothesis and which will generate new knowledge about Pierce’s disease etiology.
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ABSTRACT
The goal of this research is to identify biological control agents and natural products antagonistic to Xylella
fastidiosa (Xf) that could be implemented as prophylactic and/or curative treatments for Pierce’s disease. We
showed in in vitro bioassays that several fungal endophytes isolated from grapevine wood possess anti-Xf
properties, due to the production of natural products. We purified radicinin produced by Cochliobolus sp. and
demonstrated that this natural product was an effective inhibitor of Xf. In collaboration with the private sector, we
successfully developed an emulsion of radicinin and treated vines inoculated with Xf. In addition, we showed that
the fractions from the crude extracts of three additional fungal endophytes (i.e., Eurotium, Geomyces, and
Ulocladium) also possess activity against Xf in the in vitro bioassay. Active fractions from the crude extracts of
these three fungal cultures are being examined using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and mass
spectrometry (MS) to identify their chemical structures and properties. We also showed that one grapevine
endophytic fungus (Cryptococcus sp.) was able to mitigate Pierce’s disease symptoms development and Xf
bacterial titer in in planta bioassays and could be used as a biological control agent. Finally, using a next
generation sequencing approach to study the microbiome of Pierce’s disease affected and escaped grapevines we
were able to identify bacteria (Pseudomonas sp. and Achromobacter sp.) as additional potential biological control
agents. These are currently being evaluated in in planta bioassays. These molecules and formulations are
currently under review for patentability by the Executive Licensing Officer in the UC Riverside Office of
Research.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
The goal of this project is to identify biological control agents and their natural products that are antagonistic to
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) that could be implemented as prophylactic and curative treatments for Pierce’s disease. We
had previously isolated several fungi naturally inhabiting grapevines that were antagonistic to Xf in in vitro
bioassays. We have been extracting, purifying, and characterizing the compounds that they produced and have
identified one promising molecule (radicinin) that is strongly inhibitory to the bacterium. We have now developed
an emulsion of radicinin in a concerted effort with the private sector and are currently testing the efficacy of this
formulation on Pierce’s disease infected grapevines in the greenhouse. In addition, we recently showed that the
fractions from the crude extracts of three additional fungal endophytes inhibited Xf in a disc bioassay. We are now
in the process of characterizing the chemical structure and property of these molecules so they can be further
tested in grapevine. Using traditional microbial techniques and novel molecular approaches we have identified
one fungus (Cryptococcus sp.) and two bacteria (Pseudomonas sp. and Achromobacter sp.) as potential biological
control agents for Pierce’s disease. Those are currently being tested in the greenhouse. These natural products and
formulations of these products are currently under review for patentability by the Executive Licensing Officer in
the UC Riverside Office of Research and, hence, their names cannot always be disclosed in this report.

INTRODUCTION
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is a Gram negative, xylem-limited, insect-vectored bacterium and is the causal agent of
Pierce's disease of grapevine (Hopkins and Purcell, 2002). Pierce’s disease is endemic to California but the recent
introduction of a more effective vector, the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) to
Southern California shifted the epidemiology of Pierce’s disease from a monocylic to a polycyclic disease. This
led to a Pierce’s disease epidemic with severe economic consequences for the Southern California grape industry.
GWSS has move to the San Joaquin Valley and impacted table grape production, and it now threatens to become
established in the heart of the wine grape production area including Napa and Sonoma counties. Current Pierce’s
disease management guidelines largely rely on vector control through the use of insecticides.
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In this project we explore the use of grape endophytic microorganisms as a practical management tool for Pierce’s
disease. Our research adds to the ongoing integrated pest management efforts for discovery of biocontrol agents to
Xf (Das et al., 2015; Hopkins, 2005). Our strategy is to couple culture-dependent and culture-independent
approaches to identify novel biocontrol agents and active natural molecules. Control of bacterial plant diseases
with commercial biological control agents has been an active area of research (Stockwell and Stack, 2007;
Stockwell et al., 2010; Yuliar et al., 2015). In addition, fungi and bacteria are receiving increasing attention from
natural product chemists due to the diversity of structurally distinctive compounds they produce that have
potential for use as antimicrobial compounds to cure plant diseases (Aldrich et al., 2015; Ben Abdallah et al.,
2015). Our research team has made substantial progress in the past years and identified several potential
biological control agents and natural products that could be used as prophylactic and curative treatments for
Pierce’s disease. Our goals are to evaluate in in planta bioassays those biological control agents and natural
products before field testing.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this project are:
1. Evaluate a single organism-based approach for Pierce’s disease management.
2. Evaluate natural products and derivatives for their potential as curative treatments for vines already infected

with Pierce’s disease.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Evaluate a single organism-based approach for Pierce’s disease management.
The goal of this objective is to evaluate individual fungal and bacterial grapevine endophytic strains for
management of Pierce’s disease. Pierce’s disease escaped and symptomatic grapevine tissues (cane, sap, spurs)
were previously sampled from several commercial vineyards in Riverside and Napa (Figure 1) counties and were
analyzed by culture-dependent and culture-independent approaches. A Pierce’s disease escaped vine is defined as
a grapevine located in a Pierce’s disease hot spot (i.e., with high disease pressure) that is infected with Xf but
expresses no to little Pierce’s disease symptoms.

Figure 1. Pierce’s disease symptomatic (red arrow) and Pierce’s disease escaped (blue arrow) grapevines in
a vineyard located close to a riparian area in the Napa Valley, California.

Using an Illumina-based culture-independent approach, we were able to identify Achromobacter sp. and
Pseudomonas sp. as the two most abundant bacteria inhabiting grapevine xylem that correlated negatively with Xf
titer (Table 1). In other words, those two bacteria were present in higher abundance in Pierce’s disease escaped
than in Pierce’s disease symptomatic grapevines, suggesting that those may be good biological control agent
candidates. In addition, using a culture-dependent approach, we isolated eight fungi and one bacterium that
showed Xf growth inhibition in our in vitro bioassay (Figure 2; Rolshausen et al., 2013). Interestingly, the
bacterium isolated was identified as Achromobacter sp. We further evaluated those fungi and Achromobacter sp.
in in planta bioassays and demonstrated that Cryptococcus sp. was the best biological control agent candidate, as
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it mitigated Pierce’s disease symptom development and Xf titer in grapevines and also provided some increased
immunity against Pierce’s disease (Figure 3 and Figure 4; Rolshausen et al., 2013). Achromobacter sp. also
reduced Pierce’s disease rating and Xf titer, but not significantly.

Table 1. Correlations (r) between Xf (as expressed by the number of Illumina reads) and the
abundance (%) of individual phylotype (Operational Taxonomic Units: OTU). Statistical P and
FDR corrected values are presented.

OTU P FDR
Corrected r Abundance

%

Pseudomonas sp. 2.3E-18 4.4E-16 -0.83 64.3

Achromobacter sp. 8.4E-03 1.3E-01 -0.32 6.3

Figure 2. In vitro inhibition assay used to evaluate fungal activity towards Xf. Xf cells were plated in top agar,
and agar plugs containing fungi were placed on top. Inhibition was evaluated after eight days of incubation at
28˚C. A) Xf-only control; B) No Xf inhibition; C) Mild Xf inhibition; D) Total Xf inhibition.

Figure 3. Greenhouse bioassay used to evaluate efficacy of biocontrol fungi and fungal natural products for control
of Pierce’s disease. The progression of Pierce’s disease in vines infected with Xf is scored on a disease severity
rating scale ranging from 0 (= healthy) to 5 (= dead or dying).
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Figure 4. Xf titer and Pierce’s disease severity in grapevines (n = 10) inoculated with five grapevine
endophytes or 1X PBS alone (control) and challenged with Xf (ACH = Achromobacter; COC =
Cochliobolus; CON = Control; CRY = Cryptococcus; EUR = Eurotium; GEO = Geomyces). (A) Box plots
illustrate the distribution of Xf titer in all six treatments. Asterisks (*) indicate significance at P<0.05. Xf titer
was measured by qPCR. Xf titer was significantly decreased in vines that were pre-treated with
Cryptococcus as compared to vines that were pre-treated with 1X PBS only. In addition, Xf titer was also
decreased (just above statistical significance) in vines that were pre-treated with Achromobacter as
compared to those inoculated with 1X PBS only. (B) Pierce’s disease severity average as measured by our
disease rating scale (0 to 5; Figure 3). Error bars represent standard deviation.

Cryptococcus is yeast commonly associated with plants and is also a known biological control agent of other plant
pathogens (Schisler et al., 2014; Ulises Bautista-Rosales et al., 2014). Our Illumina sequencing results confirmed
its presence in grapevine xylem although its abundance was low (below 1%) compared to both Achromobacter sp.
and Pseudomonas sp. (Table 1). Achromobacter sp. is a known plant endophyte and plant growth promoting
bacteria (Soares et al., 2016; Abitha et al., 2014). Pseudomonas sp. is both a plant growth promoting bacteria and
a known biological control agent (Loper et al., 2012). These organisms are currently being tested further in in
planta bioassays to determine which is better suited to be evaluated under natural field conditions.
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Objective 2. Evaluate natural products and derivatives for their potential as curative treatments for vines
already infected with Pierce’s disease.
The goal of this objective is to identify fungal natural products produced by endophytes that can be used as
curative treatments for control of Pierce’s disease. We previously identified eight fungal specimens inhabiting
grapevine tissues (xylem sap, shoot, petioles, and spur) that were able to inhibit Xf in a bioassay. Thus far, we
have purified and characterized the chemical structure of two molecules (radicinin and cytochalasin) that are
active against Xf growth in vitro. Radicinin is produced by Cochliobolus sp. and cytochalasin is produced by
Dreschlera sp. However, cytochalasin showed to be toxic to mammals so we decided to discontinue this research
axis. In addition, we pursued our efforts for the bioassay-guided isolation of natural products from the remaining
fungi able to inhibit Xf in our lab bioassay, including Cryptococcus sp., Ulocladium sp., Eurotium sp., and
Geomyces sp.

Cochliobolus natural product.
Radicinin showed great potential in vitro (Aldrich et al., 2015). Hence, in an in vitro dose response assay, where
Xf cells are submitted to an increasing concentration of a fungal molecule, radicinin was able to inhibit Xf growth
(Figure 5). We have now developed a more efficient procedure for isolating radicinin from Cochliobolus sp. This
is a critical step as it will allow us to produce substantial amounts of derivatives and further test them in planta.
Radicinin is not commercially available and we had been employing a multistep isolation procedure involving
liquid-liquid extraction of Cochliobolus cultures followed by an expensive and time-consuming chromatography
step to obtain pure radicinin for all our studies to date. Recently we developed a procedure for purifying radicinin
by recrystallization instead of chromatography. In this way we were able to increase our yield of radicinin from
60.5 mg/liter of culture to 150 mg/liter of culture. This procedure also makes scaling up of the isolation for
commercial use much more practical. In addition, the radicinin obtained by this new procedure is significantly
purer, as observed by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.

Figure 5. Dose response assay to evaluate in vitro Xf inhibition at increasing concentration of radicinin, a natural
compound produced by Cochliobolus sp. (A) 0 µg molecule radicinin (control), (B) 50 µg molecule radicinin,
(C) 100 µg molecule radicinin, and (D) 250 µg molecule radicinin (Aldrich et al., 2015).

Now that we have figured out how to scale up radicinin production and purification the next step was to prepare
water-soluble semisynthetic derivatives of radicinin to facilitate testing in planta. We determined the solubility of
radicinin in water to be 0.15 mg/mL, which is considered very slightly soluble. We have shown that
acetylradicinin, which was modified at the hydroxyl group of radicinin, retains its anti-Xf activity (Aldrich et al.,
2015). This result suggests that modification of this position may provide a viable strategy for increasing the
water-solubility of radicinin without loss of activity. Adding ionizable groups is a commonly employed strategy
for improving the water-solubility of bioactive molecules (Kumar and Singh, 2013), so we had proposed to add
two such groups at the hydroxyl position of radicinin (Scheme 1). The carbamate (2) is weakly basic and should
form a water-soluble salt in low pH solutions, while the phosphate (3) is acidic and should form a water-soluble
salt at high pH. Both carbamates and organophosphates are commonly found in pesticides, so we had good reason
to believe that one or both of these compounds would be able to move into the xylem of grapevines. However,
attempts to prepare the weakly basic carbamate and the acidic phosphate were unsuccessful. Specifically, the
reaction with diethylcarbamoyl chloride (i) did not go to completion, while the phosphate reaction (ii) gave a
mixture of products that we were unable to purify.
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Scheme 1. Xf-inhibitory natural product radicinin (1), and semisynthetic derivatives (2-4). Reagents: (i) N,N-
diethylcarbamoyl chloride, triethylamine (Vougogiannopoulou et al. 2008). (ii) 1. Cl3CCN, 2. (n-
Bu)4NH2PO4, CH3CN, 3. DOWEX 50WX8, NH4HCO3.

We then attempted to make two alternate ionizable radicinin derivatives: a glycine-derivative (4, Scheme 2), and
radicinin pyridinium sulfate (5, Scheme 3). The failure of reactions to form either 2 or 4 suggested that the
alcohol group of radicinin is much less nucleophilic than we originally expected. We attempted to increase the
nucleophilicity of this group by first deprotonating with sodium hydride to give an alkoxide (6, Scheme 2). We
isolated 6 and found it to be more than a thousand-fold more water-soluble than radicinin, at 218 mg/mL (which
is considered freely soluble). However, the high pH of the alkoxide solution lead us to be concerned about
possible nonspecific toxicity. We also doubt that this high water solubility would be maintained in a cellular
environment, which is buffered at neutral pH. Despite the increased nucleophilicity of 6, we never observed any
formation of carbamate 2, and observed only minimal formation of the boc-glycine derivative 4. Under the
reaction conditions to form 4, radicinin appeared to undergo tautomerization and ring-opening to give isomer 7
(Scheme 2). We successfully prepared a sulfate of radicinin, as the pyridinium salt 5. Salt 5 maintained its activity
against Xf in our disc assay (Figure 2). This reaction proceeded to completion and the product proved easy to
isolate. Unfortunately, the water solubility of 5 was only about twice that of radicinin: 0.28 mg/mL, lower than we
had hoped. Recently, we were able to successfully replace the pyridinium counterion with potassium to give salt 9
(Scheme 2), which we hope will be more water soluble than 5, while retaining activity.

Scheme 2. Attempts to form the Boc-Gly derivative of radicinin using traditional peptide coupling
methodology (top) or deprotonating first with sodium hydride (middle) gave the desired derivative as
only a minor product, along with a ring-opened isomer of radicinin (7). We next plan to try activating
Boc-glycine to the acid chloride (8) using oxalyl chloride prior to reaction with radicinin (bottom).
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Scheme 3. We prepared the pyridinium sulfate of radicinin (5), which was roughly twice as water-soluble as radicinin.
Recently we were able to exchange the pyridinium counterion for a more polar potassium ion in the potassium sulfate 9.

After a series of mostly unsuccessful attempts at preparing water-soluble radicinin derivatives we decided to
explore another strategy for getting radicinin into grapevines, namely, using surfactants. We tested the solubility
of radicinin in a variety of organic solvents that are compatible with agriculture, including o-xylene, canola oil,
castor oil, mineral oil, and cyclohexanone. Radicinin was completely soluble in cyclohexanone but was not
soluble in any of the other solvents. We have been working with a private company (Evonik Corporation;
http://www.break-thru.com/product/break-thru/en/Pages/default.aspx) to help us get the radicinin in the plant.
Following their recommendation we dissolved radicinin in cyclohexanone plus one of Evonik's emulsifiers to
prepare a water-cyclohexanone emulsion for application on grapevine leaves. These are currently being evaluated
in greenhouse biossays.

Cryptococcus natural product.
Although live cultures of Cryptococcus sp. inhibited Xf in vitro, previous attempts to extract the active compound
from liquid cultures failed to yield an active organic extract, either because the activity is not due to a small
molecule natural product or because the particular strain of Cryptococcus failed to produce the compound in
liquid monoculture in Potato Dextrose Broth (PDB). We tried to stimulate the production of any active
metabolite(s) by growing three Cryptococcus strains (the original strain CRY1 along with two more recently-
isolated strains, CRY3 and CRY4) in PDB, PDB with added Vitis sp. leaves (lyophilized and autoclaved with the
media), and PD3 medium (the medium used for the in vitro Xf-inhibition assay). After 14 days of fermentation
with shaking at room temperature each culture was centrifuged to separate the cell pellet from the culture broth.
The broths were extracted twice with ethyl acetate and the pellets were lyophilized, ground in a mixture of 1:1
dichloromethane:methanol, and filtered to give a crude extract. Extracts were evaporated and submitted for the
disc diffusion assay for activity against Xf (Figure 5). We are currently waiting for the results.

Ulocladium natural product.
We previously observed a compound in the ethyl acetate extract of Ulocladium sp. which high-resolution mass
spectrometry revealed to have a molecular formula of C10H8Cl2O4; this compound has consistently been found in
the active fractions from repeated fermentations and separations of Ulocladium. In an effort to produce enough of
this compound we fermented 5.5 L of Ulocladium sp. and fractionated the organic extract by silica gel
chromatography. This yielded 23.4 mg of a semi-purified fraction containing the compound of interest. This was
enough material to permit collection of two-dimensional NMR spectral data (including gdqCOSY, gHMBC,
HSQC, and NOESY experiments) which we are in the process of analyzing. All fractions have been submitted for
bioassay against Xf.

Characteristic 1H NMR signals revealed the following features in the major compound from the active extracts:
 A phenol, indicated by a singlet at 12 ppm (and corroborated by the fact that the compound ionizes better in

negative ionization mode on the liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS), and by a phenol-
specific ferric chloride thin layer chromatography (TLC) stain);

 One or more pair(s) of aromatic hydrogens in an ortho- relationship (indicated by doublets in the 7-8 ppm
range, with J = 8-9 Hz); and

 A 1,2-disubstituted cis-alkene, indicated by coupled doublets at 6.3 and 7.7 ppm (J = 11.5 Hz).

We recently began a time-course study to observe the appearance of the active compound over time. The results
of this study will be used to optimize production of the molecule of interest.
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Geomyces natural product.
Previous active fractions from Geomyces sp. strain GEO1 revealed weak activity and no major small molecules.
However, the active fraction of a more recently isolated Geomyces sp. strain (GEO3) showed strong activity in the
in vitro Xf-inhibition assay. We fractionated this extract by silica gel chromatography and submitted the six
fractions for bioassay. We are currently waiting for the results.

CONCLUSIONS
We aim to investigate prophylactic and curative measures for management of Pierce’s disease as part of a
sustainable Pierce’s disease management program. Our strategy is to utilize both the microbes associated with
grapevines and their anti-Xf natural molecules. The commercialization of biological control agents and/or novel
chemistries will provide a solution for the grape industry to manage Pierce’s disease and if successful could also
be expanded beyond grapevine. To date, we have discovered three potential biological control agents for Xf
(Pseudomonas, Achromobacter, and Cryptococcus) and one active anti-Xf fungal natural product (radicinin). In a
concerted effort with industry partners we successfully developed an emulsion of radicinin that was sprayed on
Pierce’s disease-infected vines and are currently waiting for the results. In addition, we are also searching for
additional active natural anti-Xf compounds. We have recently identified fractions from the crude extracts of three
additional fungal endophytes that possess activity against Xf in the in vitro bioassay and we are in the process of
identifying their chemical structure and properties. The three biological control agents are also being challenged
in in planta bioassays to ensure their ability to mitigate Pierce’s disease. The next phase will be to evaluate those
biological control agents and natural products under natural vineyard settings.
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ABSTRACT
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is a gram-negative, fastidious, xylem-limited bacterium that causes scorching diseases in
many economically important plant species, like Pierce’s disease of grapevine, the most valued fruit crop in the
U.S. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) covers the majority of the cell surface of Gram-negative bacteria and is a well-
described pathogen-associated molecular pattern that elicits host basal defense responses in plants. In order to
understand how LPS mediates host-pathogen interaction in Pierce’s disease we performed transcriptional
profiling and histological analysis of grapevines inoculated with either Xf containing a wild-type LPS molecule or
wzy mutant containing a truncated LPS with no O antigen. Also, we investigated grapevine tolerance to Xf by
priming plants with LPS and then challenging them with Xf. RNA-seq and histological analysis show the
grapevine defense system is able to recognize a truncated LPS molecule, resulting in a strong oxidative burst and
a small production of tyloses. In contrast, grapevines produce many tyloses, phytoalexins, and other antimicrobial
compounds when inoculated with wild-type Xf. In addition, Pierce’s disease symptoms are attenuated when
grapevines are challenged with Xf four hours and 24 hours after LPS treatment, showing that the LPS molecule is
able to prime defenses against Xf. Finally, we present the first evidence that the major polysaccharide present in Xf
wild-type O antigen is a linear α1-2 linked rhamnan.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Successful plant pathogens must overcome plant immune responses to establish and cause disease. Unlike many
prominent bacterial phytopathogens, Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) does not possess quintessential Type III-secreted
effectors that perform this function. Although there has been extensive research identifying Xf virulence factors,
the mechanisms utilized by this pathogen to combat plant immune responses have remained largely obscure. We
demonstrate that Xf utilizes the prominent O antigen surface carbohydrate to shield bacterial cell surface elicitors
from the grapevine immune system, effectively delaying recognition. By altering O antigen structure, we
identified unique grapevine transcriptional and phenotypic responses activated during Xf infection. These results
provide new insight into the molecular mechanisms underlying this host-pathogen interaction.

INTRODUCTION
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf), a Gram-negative, fastidious bacterium, is the causal agent of Pierce’s disease of grapevine
(Vitis vinifera) and several other economically important diseases (Chatterjee et al., 2008; Varela, 2001). Xf is
limited to the xylem tissue of the plant host and is transmitted by xylem-feeding insects, mainly sharpshooters.
Extensive xylem vessel blockage occurs in infected vines (Sun et al., 2013), and symptoms include leaf scorch,
raisining of berries, stunting, and vine death. Pierce’s disease has devastated some viticultural areas in California
and there are currently no effective control measures available to growers besides roguing of infected vines and
severe pruning.

Our ongoing study confirms that lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is a major virulence factor for Xf. LPS comprises
approximately 75% of the Gram-negative bacterial cell surface, making it the most dominant macromolecule
displayed on the cell surface (Caroff & Karibian, 2003; Foppen et al., 2010; Madigan, 2012 ). LPS is a tripartite
glycolipid that is generally comprised of a highly conserved lipid A, an oligosaccharide core, and a variable O
antigen polysaccharide (Whitfield, 1995) (Figure 1). We demonstrated that compositional alterations to the
outermost portion of the LPS, the O antigen, significantly affected the adhesive properties of Xf, consequently
affecting biofilm formation and virulence (Clifford et al., 2013). Depletion of the 2-linked rhamnose in the O
antigen locks Xf in the initial surface attachment phase and prevents biofilm maturation (Clifford et al., 2013). In
addition, we demonstrated that truncation of the LPS molecule severely compromises insect acquisition of Xf
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(Rapicavoli et al., 2015). We coupled these studies with quantification of the electrostatic properties of the
sharpshooter foregut to better understand the interface between the Xf cell and the insect. Our recently funded
project tested our additional hypothesis that the Xf LPS molecule acts as a pathogen-associated molecular pattern,
and the long chain O antigen serves to shield Xf from host recognition, thereby modulating the host’s perception
of Xf infection (Rapicavoli et al., in preparation).

Contrary to the role of LPS in promoting bacterial survival in planta, the immune systems of plants have also
evolved to recognize the LPS structure and mount a basal defense response to counteract bacterial invasion (Dow
et al., 2000; Newman et al., 2000). LPS is considered a pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP). PAMPs,
also known as microbe-associated molecular patterns (MAMPs), are conserved molecular signatures that are often
structural components of the pathogen (i.e., LPS, flagellin, fungal chitin, etc.). These PAMPs are recognized by
the host as "non-self" and can be potent elicitors of basal defense responses. This line of defense against invading
pathogens is referred to as PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) and represents the initial layer of defense against
pathogen ingress (Nicaise et al., 2009). PTI is well studied in both mammalian and plant hosts. However, little is
known about the mechanisms involved in perception of LPS in grapevine, particularly the Xf LPS PAMP. Xf is
introduced by its insect vector directly into the xylem, a non-living tissue which cannot mount a defense response
on its own. However, in other systems, profound changes do occur in the adjacent living parenchyma cells upon
infection, suggesting that these cells communicate with the xylem and are capable of recognizing the presence of
a pathogen (Hilaire et al., 2001). The plant immune system can recognize several regions of the LPS structure,
including the conserved lipid A and core polysaccharide components (Newman et al., 2007; Silipo et al., 2005).
Bacteria can also circumvent the host’s immune system by altering the structure of their LPS molecule. Clearly,
Xf has evolved a mechanism to circumvent the host basal defense response as it successfully colonizes and causes
serious disease in grapevine. Our working hypothesis is that during the compatible interaction between Xf and a
susceptible grapevine host, the bacterium's long chain, rhamnose-rich O antigen shields the conserved lipid A and
core-oligosaccharide regions of the LPS molecule from being recognized by the grapevine immune system,
providing an opportunity for it to subvert basal defense responses and establish itself in the host.

To explore the role of LPS as a shield against basal defense responses in grapevine we investigated elicitation of
an oxidative burst, an early marker of basal defense responses, ex vivo in V. vinifera Cabernet Sauvignon leaf
disks exposed to either wild-type Xf or wzy mutant cells. When we examined reactive oxygen species (ROS)
production in response to whole cells, wzy mutant cells (in which lipid A-core is exposed) induced a stronger and
more prolonged oxidative burst in grapevine leaf disks than did wild-type Xf. Specifically, ROS production
peaked at around 12 minutes and lasted nearly 90 minutes. Wild-type Xf cells (in which lipid A-core would be
shielded by O antigen) failed to produce a sharp peak as compared with the wzy mutant, and ROS production
plateaued much sooner (around 60 minutes) (data not shown). To determine where ROS production was localized
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in situ, we performed DAB (3,3′-diaminobenzidine)-mediated tissue printing of grapevine petioles that were
inoculated with wild-type Xf, wzy mutant, or 1x PBS buffer as a control. DAB reacts with H2O2, which is the
major ROS associated with the oxidative burst in plants, to produce a reddish-brown color. Grapevines inoculated
with the wzy mutant exhibited more intense H2O2 production prominently localized in the xylem vessels
(Figure 2A), indicating that the wzy mutant elicits a more robust oxidative burst than wild-type Xf. Further
quantitative comparison of staining intensity among the treatments, using ImageJ, indicated that, indeed, wzy
elicits significantly more ROS in the xylem than does wild-type Xf (Figure 2B). To determine if the intensity of
the wzy-induced ROS burst in the xylem had direct antimicrobial activity against Xf, we performed an H2O2

survival assay. Previously, we demonstrated that the wzy mutant was more sensitive to H2O2 stress, but survival
rates in an oxidative environment were not quantified in that study. We chose a final concentration of 100 μM
H2O2 based on the lower threshold of ROS detected by the DAB staining method (DAB staining detects H2O2 in
the range of 100 μM to 10 mM). In addition, to mirror the kinetics of peak ROS production seen in vivo, we
exposed the cells to H2O2 for ten minutes. Due to the increased sensitivity of the mutant cells to H2O2, we
hypothesized that the wzy mutant-induced oxidative burst is lethal to wzy mutant cells. Indeed, only 10.06% of
wzy mutant cells survived, compared with 50.21% of wild-type cells (Figure 2C).

Figure 2. In situ localization of O antigen-modulated ROS production in the xylem. (A) DAB-mediated tissue
printing at 15 minutes post-inoculation revealed a strong production of H2O2 specifically in the xylem vessels of
grapevines inoculated with wzy mutant cells. (B) Mean gray value of DAB-stained images, representing differences
in staining intensity. Grayscale intensities vary from 0 to 255; 0 = black, 255 = white, and the values in between
make up the shades of gray. The mean gray value of DAB-stained images from wzy mutant-inoculated plants is
significantly lower than wild-type or 1x PBS-inoculated plants, indicating a darker or more intense stain, and thus
higher amounts of H2O2. Treatments with different letters over the bars were statistically different (P < 0.05). (C)
Hydrogen peroxide survival assay. Suspensions of Xf wild-type or wzy mutant cells were incubated with 100 μM
H2O2 for 10 min, followed by dilution plating and enumeration. Survival percentages of wzy mutant cells were
significantly lower than Xf wild-type cells (P < 0.0001). Following treatment with H2O2, only 10.06% of wzy
mutant cells survived compared with 50.21% of wild-type cells. Data are means of three biological replications.
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Now that we have established that we can directly elicit an LPS-mediated defense response we propose to assess
how long the temporal window of the heightened defense response lasts by increasing the amount of time between
the inoculation with the LPS and the challenge with live Xf cells. In our currently funded project we are testing
our working hypothesis that the grapevine is recognizing the conserved core/lipid A portions of the Xf LPS
molecule and that the long chain O antigen serves to camouflage the rest of the LPS PAMP (the core-lipid A
complex) from being recognized by the host innate immune system, allowing Xf to circumvent the innate immune
response and successfully colonize the host. We have completed the global RNA-seq-based transcriptome
profiling facet of this project where we sequenced the transcriptomes of grapevines treated with wild-type, wzy
mutant cells, or 1x PBS buffer. PTI usually causes major transcriptional reprogramming of the plant cells within
hours after perception (Dow et al., 2000; Tao et al., 2003) so our initial experiments were targeted toward early
time points during the infection process (0, 8, and 24 hours post-inoculation). Thus far, the RNA-seq data
demonstrate that the grapevine is activating defense responses that are distinct to each treatment and time point
(Figure 3A). For example, enrichment analysis of wzy-responsive genes at eight hours post-inoculation identified
predominant biological processes associated with cellular responses to biotic stimulus and oxidative stress
(Figure 3B). This included a significant increase in the production of thioredoxins, glutaredoxins, and other ROS-
scavenging enzymes involved in antioxidant defense. In addition, there was high expression of genes involved in
the production of phytoalexins, antimicrobial peptides, and pathogenesis-related genes. In contrast, wild-type-
responsive genes at this time point were enriched primarily in responses to abiotic or general stresses (i.e.,
drought, oxidative, temperature, and wounding stresses) and were not directly related to immune responses
(Figure 3B). Notably, by 24 hours post-inoculation overall transcriptional profiles of both wzy and wild-type-
inoculated vines shifted dramatically. Grape genes in wzy mutant-inoculated vines were no longer enriched for
immune-specific responses, and we speculate that this is due to the effective O antigen-modulated oxidative burst.
In contrast, genes of wild-type-inoculated plants were strongly enriched for immune responses (Figure 3C). We
hypothesize that at 8 hours the high molecular weight O antigen is still effectively shielding wild-type cells,
therefore causing a delay in plant immune recognition. However, by 24 hours post-inoculation the production of
ethylene-induced plant cell wall modifications, compounded by progressing bacterial colonization and the
potential release of DAMPs via bacterial enzymatic degradation of plant cell walls, has triggered grapevine
immune responses and the plant is now fighting an active infection. This indicates that the O antigen does, indeed,
serve to shield the cells from host recognition, allowing them to establish an infection (Rapicavoli et al., in
preparation).

Plants also modulate small RNA (sRNA) pathways based on recognition of PAMPs or pathogen effectors
(Weiberg et al., 2014). sRNAs and RNA interference pathways are another important layer to the plant immune
response and play a major role in the regulation of host immune responses. These sRNAs induce silencing of their
target genes both at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels (Weiberg et al., 2014). High throughput
sRNA profiling has been used to show that expression of endogenous host sRNAs are differentially regulated
upon pathogen invasion in model and non-model plant systems (Weiberg et al., 2014; Katiyar-Agarwal & Jin,
2010; Seo et al., 2013). Specifically, an endogenous citrus microRNA was significantly up-regulated in trees
infected with Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus, causal agent of citrus huanglongbing (HLB). This sRNA was
specifically found to be involved in the host phosphorus uptake pathway, and exogenous application of
phosphorus reduced HLB severity (Zhao et al., 2013; Sagaram et al., 2009). sRNAs have been shown to be long
range signals involved in plant defense against pathogens (Sarkies & Miska, 2014) and, in fact, can cross graft
unions (Goldschmidt, 2014). We have initiated sRNA profiling in the Xf-grapevine interaction.
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Figure 3. Grapevine responses to early infections by wzy mutant and wild-type Xf. (A) Up-regulated grape genes
(P < 0.05) in response to wzy mutant (wzy) or wild-type (wt) bacteria at 8 and 24 hours post-inoculation (hpi) when
compared to the wounded control (c). Genes are classified into nine groups (I - IX) based on their expression pattern.
The colors in the heat map represent the Z score of the normal counts per gene, and black boxes represent gene
groups in each treatment that exhibited the most pronounced differences in expression at each time point.
(B) Enriched grape functional pathways (P < 0.05) among genes up-regulated during wzy (Group I) or wt (Group IV)
infections at 8 hpi. (C) Enriched grape functional subcategories (P < 0.05) among genes up-regulated during wzy
(Group II) or wt (Group V) infections at 24 hpi. Colored stacked bars represent individual pathways. Red boxes
highlight functions of interest (*) that are enriched in one treatment, but not enriched in the other at each time point.

OBJECTIVES
1. Examination of the temporal response to Xf lipopolysaccharide.
2. Examination of Xf lipopolysaccharide-mediated defense priming in grapevine.
3. Linking Xf lipopolysaccharide structure to function.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Examination of the temporal response to Xf lipopolysaccharide.
In addition to initiating PTI, PAMPs are known to induce systemic resistance (i.e., resistance in distal plant
organs) (Erbs & Newman, 2003; Mishina & Zeier, 2007). Moreover, when used as a pre-treatment, LPS can
systemically elevate resistance to bacterial pathogens in Arabidopsis thaliana (Mishina & Zeier, 2007), a
phenomenon known as defense priming. It has been documented that a pathogen does not necessarily have to
cause a hypersensitive response to elicit systemic resistance in the form of systemic acquired resistance (Mishina
& Zeier, 2007). There is substantial experimental evidence indicating that Xf must achieve systemic colonization
in the xylem in order to elicit Pierce’s disease symptoms. In fact, mutants that stay localized at the original point
of infection do not cause disease (Roper et al., 2005), and those that can move more rapidly throughout the xylem
are hypervirulent (Newman et al., 2004; Guilhabert & Kirkpatrick, 2005). Because we have observed a decrease
in Pierce’s disease symptom severity following exposure to Xf LPS, we hypothesize that LPS may be involved in
eliciting a downstream systemic defense response that prevents movement of Xf within the xylem network. This
objective tests this hypothesis and further explores the spatial persistence of the observed tolerance to Pierce’s
disease in grapevines exposed to wild-type vs. wzy mutant cells using transcriptional and sRNA profiling of
petioles distal to the initial inoculation site. In addition, we examined the temporal persistence of the elicited
defense response by testing later time points in the infection process than in our initial study. This will provide
much sought after information about which defense pathways, and possibly defense-related hormones, are
induced by the Xf LPS PAMP in grapevine and, most importantly, may identify facets of those pathways that can
be manipulated for Pierce’s disease control.

Objective 1a. Transcriptome profiling.
The application of transcriptome profiling approaches using next generation RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) allows
us to profile the expression of nearly all genes in a tissue simultaneously and monitor the activation or
suppression of specific defense pathways at the genome scale. In this objective we shifted our focus to
characterize the grapevine transcriptional response at systemic locations distal to the point of inoculation (POI)
and at longer time points than our previous study, where we looked at early time points of 0, 8, and 24 hours post-
inoculation. This tests our hypotheses that (i) truncated Xf O antigen is more readily perceived by the grapevine
immune system, allowing the plant to mount an effective defense response to Xf, and (ii) that the initial perception
of the truncated LPS belonging to the wzy mutant is propagated into a prolonged and systemic response.

In the summer of 2015 individual vines were inoculated with either wild-type Xf, the wzy mutant, or with 1x PBS
buffer (Clifford et al., 2013). We inoculated three vines for each treatment. The cells were delivered mechanically
by inoculating a 40 µl drop of a 108 colony-forming unit (CFU)/ml bacterial cell suspension into the main stem
near the base of the plant. Petioles were harvested at two different locations on the plant: at the POI (local) and
five nodes above the POI (systemic). We harvested at four different time points post-inoculation: time 0 = petiole
harvested just before pre-treatment, 48 hours, one week, and four weeks post-inoculation. All harvested petioles
were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, prior to RNA extraction. RNA was extracted from the harvested
petioles, and sequencing libraries were generated from the polyadenylated plant messenger RNA and sequenced
using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. Transcript expression levels were determined by alignment of the
sequencing reads using the spliced transcripts alignment to a reference (STAR) aligner (Dobin et al., 2013) onto
the PN40024 grape genome reference. Unmapped reads were de novo assembled using Trinity (Grabherr et al.,
2011) to identify transcripts that were not present in the reference genome. Statistical inference using DESeq2
(Anders & Huber, 2010) was applied to determine with confidence the subset of genes that were up- or down-
regulated by LPS treatment (Cantu et al., 2011b). Grape genes with significant differential expression were
grouped into 26 clusters according to their patterns of expression across time points (Figure 4). Local tissue of
wzy-infected plants induced genes enriched in cell wall metabolism pathways, specifically pectin modification, at
four weeks post-inoculation (Figure 4A). This is a stark contrast with wild-type-inoculated vines, in which these
pathways were up-regulated as early as eight hours post-inoculation. This likely explains why this pathway is not
enriched in local tissue of wild-type-inoculated vines at these later time points. The induction of salicylic acid
(SA)-mediated signaling pathways in wzy-inoculated vines was further supported by the presence of four genes,
including two enhanced disease susceptibility 1 (EDS1) genes. EDS genes are known defense genes associated
with the SA pathway and have been implicated in grapevine defenses against powdery mildew. The consistent
enrichment and up-regulation of SA-associated genes (and thus, the maintenance of the signal), including the
presence of PR-1 and other SA -responsive genes at eight hours post-inoculation, strongly suggests that the plant
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is preventing the development of infections by wzy cells via an SA-dependent pathway. In wild-type vines
consistent enrichment of jasmonic acid (JA)-associated genes was further supported by the presence of nine genes
functioning in the metabolism of alpha-linolenic acid, which serves as an important precursor in the biosynthesis
of JA (Figure 4A).

Figure 4. Transcriptomic analysis of late grapevine responses to Xf wild-type and wzy mutant strains in local
and systemic tissue. Enriched grape functional pathways (P < 0.05) in differentially expressed (DE) gene
clusters representing local (A) or systemic (B) responses to Xf inoculation. Only enriched pathways related to
grapevine immune responses and unique to wild-type (wt) or wzy mutant inoculations are depicted. Colored
stacked bars represent individual pathways. (C) Patterns of expression of gene clusters enriched in functional
pathways with biological relevance. Lines represent the medoids for each cluster. Dots represent expression
fold changes of each medoid (log2) at a given time point post-inoculation (in order: 48 hours, 1 week, and 4
weeks) when compared to the wounded control.

Enrichment analyses of wzy-responsive genes in systemic tissue included drought stress response pathways,
namely genes enriched in abscisic acid (ABA) signaling (seen at 48 hours post-inoculation) (Figure 4B).
Subsequently at one week post-inoculation the enrichment of lignin metabolism genes is likely part of the vine’s
stepwise response to this abiotic stress. This is in contrast with wild-type-inoculated vines in which these
pathways were enriched at eight hours post-inoculation. Enrichment analysis of wild-type-responsive genes in
systemic tissue included regulation and signaling pathways, including mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)
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and G protein signaling (Figure 4B). Furthermore, genes enriched in ethylene transcription factors (ERFs) were
up-regulated at four weeks post-inoculation, demonstrating that activation of ethylene-mediating signaling is
perpetuated during the infection process. Notably, beginning at one week genes enriched in JA-mediated
signaling pathways were up-regulated in systemic tissue and expression continued to increase at four weeks post-
inoculation. This consistent enrichment and up-regulation provides further support for the role of JA in grapevine
responses to wild-type Xf. Our findings establish that this phytohormone pathway is initiated within the first 24
hours post-inoculation and the signal is consistently maintained in both local and systemic tissue. A total of seven
genes enriched in callose biosynthesis were up-regulated at four weeks post-inoculation in response to wild-type
cells, which is over half of the total callose-related genes in the genome. The consistent up-regulation of these
genes (beginning at 24 hours post-inoculation) establishes this structural barrier as an important plant defense
response to Xf infection. Overall, the RNAseq data strongly indicate that during the days and weeks post-
inoculation with wzy mutant cells grapevines are no longer fighting an active infection. We hypothesize that the
intense wzy-induced oxidative burst during the first 24 hours post-inoculation, in combination with other
pathogenesis-related responses, had a profound antimicrobial effect on invading wzy cells. These responses likely
eliminated a large majority of wzy mutant populations and the plant no longer sensed these cells as a biotic threat.
In contrast, following recognition of wild-type Xf cells at 24 hours post-inoculation, grapevines began responding
to an active threat and initiated defense responses such as the production of phytoalexins and other antimicrobial
compounds. Furthermore, these vines were actively trying to prevent systemic spread of the pathogen through the
production of structural barriers such as tyloses and callose.

Objective 1b. Histological examination of grapevines inoculated with Xf wild-type or the O antigen mutant.
To corroborate the enrichment of plant cell wall metabolic pathways seen in the transcriptomic data we performed
histological examination of stem tissue in grapevines inoculated with Xf wild-type or wzy mutant or 1x PBS
control. Vascular occlusions are commonly produced by plants in response to infection with vascular pathogens.
Tyloses are outgrowths of the xylem parenchyma cell into the vessel lumen and are abundant in Pierce’s disease-
susceptible grapevines. In fact, in susceptible grape genotypes tyloses can occur in over 60% of the vessels in a
transverse section of vascular tissue (Sun et al., 2013). Tylose formation is considered a late response to Xf. Thus,
we examined tylose formation in grapevines at 18 weeks post-inoculation with wild-type or wzy mutant Xf cells,
compared with 1x PBS control vines. Wzy mutant-inoculated vines rated a 2 or below, representing a few leaves
exhibiting marginal necrosis; wild-type-inoculated vines rated over 3, representing over half of the vine exhibiting
foliar necrosis; and 1x PBS controls rated 0, showing no Pierce’s disease symptoms (Figure 5, panel A). We
observed pronounced differences in the abundance of tyloses in response to wild-type vs. wzy mutant-inoculated
plants. In wild-type-inoculated vines, tyloses were present in nearly all xylem vessels (Figure 5, panel B), and
vessels were often completely occluded with multiple tyloses (Figure 5, panel C). In contrast, wzy mutant-
inoculated vines contained very few tyloses. In the case where a tylose was present it was often one large tylose
that only partially occluded the vessel. All control vines, inoculated with 1x PBS, were free of occlusions. In
addition to tyloses the plant vascular tissue can initiate additional reinforcement of the cell walls to limit bacterial
growth in infected plants. This includes callose and suberin deposition. Light microscopy of infected stems
revealed widespread deposition of callose in the phloem tissue of Xf wild-type-infected plants (Figure 6, arrow),
suggesting communication between the xylem and phloem regarding the presence of Xf. This is the first evidence
of callose production in grapevine in response to Xf. In addition, we also provide the first evidence of a
pronounced deposition of suberin, associated specifically with tylose-occluded vessels (Figure 6*). In contrast,
wzy mutant-infected plants showed little to no evidence of either callose or suberin in the vascular tissue, and
these plants looked similar to 1x PBS control plants.

Objective 1c. Global sRNA profiling.
This portion of the study is being conducted in close collaboration with Hailing Jin (UC Riverside), an expert in
the field of plant sRNAs and their role in plant defense against pathogen attack. We propose to characterize the
endogenous grapevine sRNAs that are elicited by Xf invasion in an LPS-mediated fashion. Our goal is to identify
sRNAs in grapevines that are up-regulated during Xf invasion. More specifically, we are focusing our study on
sRNAs that are a part of propagating the defense response elicited by the Xf LPS PAMP. sRNAs have been shown
to be long range signals involved in plant defense against pathogens (Sarkies & Miska, 2014) and can cross graft
unions (Goldschmidt, 2014). We envision that, in a future study, the identified sRNA(s) could potentially be
exploited for disease control by transforming rootstocks to produce the sRNA for delivery into the scion.
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Figure 5. Tylose development in Pierce’s disease-infected grapevines. Images represent
grapevines at 18 weeks post-inoculation, treated with wild-type Xf cells, wzy mutant cells, or 1x
PBS buffer. (A) Representative images of Pierce’s disease progress prior to histological
examination. (B) Micrograph showing tylose production in cross sections of grapevine xylem
(brightfield Toluidine Blue O). (C) Close-up of xylem vessels showing complete occlusion with
multiple tyloses (*) in wild-type-inoculated vines. A few small tyloses also occurred in these vines
(closed arrowheads). Tyloses were largely absent in the xylem vessels of wzy mutant-inoculated
vines. No tyloses were present in the stems of 1x PBS-inoculated vines.

Construction and sequencing of sRNA libraries
We have isolated sRNAs from the petioles harvested from the same plants that were inoculated in objective 1a
using an optimized Trizole extraction protocol that allows for isolation of mRNA as well as of sRNAs, for RNA-
seq and small RNA-seq analyses, respectively (Cantu et al., 2010). sRNA libraries were produced using the
TruSeq Small RNA Sample Preparation Kit and subjected to multiplex sequencing using an Illumina HiSeq2500
platform. Adapters were trimmed using CLC Genomics Workbench. Approximately 116 million RNA reads with
length ranging from 18 to 26 nt were obtained. In all samples reads showed a similar and expected pattern of size
distribution, with peaks at 21 and 24 nt. These reads corresponded to an average of one million unique small RNA
sequences per sample. Protein coding gene targets in the V. vinifera PN40024 genome could be identified
unambiguously for 20% of the small RNA sequences. An average of 4,557 gene targets per sample were
identified. The small RNA sequences included 134 of the known Vitis microRNAs. As recently reported by
Kullan et al. (2015 http://bmcgenomics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12864-015-1610-5) the vvi-miR166
family was the most abundant, representing about 94% of the total expression counts. These results show that we
can successfully extract, sequence, and annotate small RNAs from grape petioles. Further work will be carried out
to identify small RNAs that accumulate differentially in plants inoculated with the different Xf strains.
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Figure 6. Callose and suberin deposition in Pierce’s disease-infected grapevines. Images represent
grapevines at 18 weeks post-inoculation, treated with wild-type Xf cells, wzy mutant cells, or 1x PBS
buffer. Wild-type-inoculated plants exhibited widespread callose deposition in the phloem tissue (appears
as blue color, indicated by arrow). In addition, there was pronounced deposition of suberin in xylem vessels
(indicated by gold color), especially in vessels with multiple tyloses (*). No callose or suberin was present
in the stems of 1x PBS-inoculated vines.

Objective 2. Examination of Xf lipopolysaccharide-mediated defense priming in grapevine.
Pre-treatment of plants with LPS can prime the defense system resulting in an enhanced response to subsequent
pathogen attack. This phenomenon is referred to as priming and stimulates the plant to initiate a more rapid and
robust response against future invading pathogens (Conrath, 2011). In this objective we hypothesize that pre-
treatment with LPS isolated from Xf O antigen mutants results in a difference in the grapevine's tolerance to Xf by
stimulating the host basal defense response.

Objective 2a. Temporal persistence of LPS-mediated defense priming.
In the summer of 2015 we inoculated 20 grapevines/treatment/time point with 50 µg/ml of either wild-type or wzy
mutant LPS re-suspended in diH20. Vines inoculated with diH20 alone served as the negative controls for the
experiment. Based on our previous greenhouse trials we have found that 50 µg/ml is a suitable concentration to
elicit an oxidative burst and to potentiate defense priming in grapevines. This is also in agreement with studies
performed in A. thaliana (Zeidler et al., 2004). Thus, we used the same LPS concentration for this objective. The
LPS was delivered by needle-inoculating a 40 µl drop of the LPS preparation into the main stem at the base of the
plant. We then challenged 15 of the vines for each treatment by inoculating 40 µl of a 108 CFU/ml suspension of
live wild-type Xf cells in 1x PBS at either 4 hours, 24 hours, 48 hours, 1 week, or 4 weeks post-LPS treatment.
The remaining five vines/treatment/time point were inoculated with 1x PBS to serve as negative controls. We
included the additional later time points (48 h, 1 week, and 4 weeks) because we also wanted to establish the
duration of the priming effect following treatment with LPS. These inoculations were performed using the pin-
prick method as previously described (Hill & Purcell, 1995). The live wild-type cells were inoculated near the
point of the original LPS inoculation. Plants were visually examined for Pierce’s disease symptom development
throughout the infection process and rated on an arbitrary disease rating scale of 0 to 5, where 0 = healthy and
5 = dead or dying (Guilhabert & Kirkpatrick, 2005). Data was consistent with the previous year for the 4 and 24
hour time points, but we did not see significant attenuation of Pierce’s disease symptoms in the remaining later
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points. This indicates that the primed state may be transient, and it is possible that these plants may need repeated
applications of LPS throughout the trial to help maintain the primed state. We plan to conduct a future experiment
examining the efficacy of repeated applications of LPS on the development of Pierce’s disease. Furthermore,
enumeration of bacterial populations in both local (POI) and systemic (five nodes above POI) tissue at four weeks
post-challenge with Xf cells was consistent with the previous year, in which titer was not significantly different
between treatments. Because we do see a difference in disease progress in the earlier time points there may be
differences in other host defense responses, such as the production of tyloses and other host-derived vascular
obstructions. We will repeat this experiment, and in addition to evaluating titer and Pierce’s disease symptom
development, we will perform additional histochemical examination of tissue.

Objective 2b. Examination of persistence of defense priming through dormancy.
In the fall of 2015 we pruned back all the grapevines inoculated in this objective and allowed them to go dormant.
We examined the temporal phenology of these grapevines throughout the winter months and into the spring of
2016. The premise of this part of the objective relates to the normal phenology of a grapevine which is impacted
by infection with pathogens. Typically, grapevines severely infected with Pierce’s disease will have abnormal leaf
emergence the following spring and will remain stunted throughout the growing season. We hypothesized that the
grapevines that did not receive LPS pre-treatment would have poor leaf emergence and be severely stunted.
Conversely, we hypothesized that grapevines pre-treated or “primed” with LPS would have better growth and
vigor as compared to those that did not receive pre-treatment. We had originally planned to score the grapevines
in the spring on a scale of 1 to 3 where 1 = vigorous leaf emergence, 2 = delayed leaf emergence, and 3 = poor/no
leaf emergence. Once the negative control plants (those challenged with only 1x PBS) had passed the
phenological stage of leaf emergence and exhibited Pierce’s disease symptoms we had planned to revert to rating
them on the established Pierce’s disease symptoms (described in objective 2a). While the vines produced new
shoots following the winter months we did not observe the difference in leaf emergence or vigor between the
treatments. It is possible that the vines were pruned too severely, removing a majority of Xf inoculum.

Objective 3. Linking Xf lipopolysaccharide structure to function.
In our currently funded proposal we endeavored to obtain structural data for both wild-type and the truncated wzy
mutant LPS, particularly the structure of O-chain by using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. These experiments were conducted in close collaboration with
the Complex Carbohydrate Research Center (CCRC) at the University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia. Through
glycosyl composition analysis (trimethylsilyl methyl glycosides-TMS, alditol acetates-AA) (York, 1985) of the
LPS and composition and linkage analysis (partially methylated alditol acetates (PMAA); Ciucanu & Kerek,
1984) of O-specific polysaccharide, the CCRC has confirmed that the Xf wild-type high molecular weight O
antigen is comprised primarily of 2-linked rhamnose, verifying previously reported Xf LPS compositions (Clifford
et al., 2013). They have also confirmed that the wzy mutant LPS is lacking the high molecular weight O antigen
present in wild-type cells and appears to be capped with a single rhamnose residue (Figure 7A). The CCRC has
recently completed extensive isolation and purification of core and O-chain polysaccharides. Knowledge of the
structure of the LPS is critical to understanding which portions contain the elicitor activity. The carbohydrate
portion of LPS (core + O-chain) was released from lipid A by mild acid hydrolysis and the O-chain was purified
by size exclusion and other chromatography techniques. A structure of the polymer was determined via NMR
spectroscopy and mass spectrometry and absolute configuration of sugars (d-, l-) in the polymer was determined
by GC-MS (Gerwig et al., 1978).

In order to describe structural properties of O antigen in wild-type and wzy mutant LPS the polysaccharide moiety
(O antigen + core) was liberated from LPS (lipid A) and resolved based on molecular size. Comparative analysis
of size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) profiles indicated different distributions of polysaccharides in both
strains. In the wild-type strain, a majority of polysaccharide (40.8% total column load) was eluted in Fraction III
(average molecular mass of approximately 10-20 kD) and a remainder (24.8% of total column load) in Fraction
IV (Figure 7B). In contrast, a majority of wzy polysaccharide (55.0% total polysaccharide column load) was
eluted in Fraction IV (average molecular mass below 10 kDa), which was only present in low quantity in the
wild-type parent. This fraction likely represented different molecular size forms of core oligosaccharide or
truncated core-O antigen polysaccharide. Fraction I that was eluted in void (Vo) column was due to traces of
unhydrolyzed intact LPS. Monosaccharide analysis, including the determination of absolute configurations of O
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antigen polysaccharides from the wild-type strain (SEC fraction III), confirmed the presence of L-rhamnose and
D-xylose in an 8:1 molar ratio.

Figure 7. LPS composition and structure analysis. (A) DOC-PAGE analysis of LPS isolated from
Xf wild-type and wzy mutant. Lane S = Salmonella enterica s. Typhimurium, S-type LPS; Lane 1 =
wild-type; Lane 2 = wzy mutant. Red arrow indicates the presence of high molecular weight O
antigen that is not observed in the wzy mutant LPS. (B) SEC chromatograms of polysaccharides
liberated from LPS of Xf wild-type (black) and wzy mutant (red). Standard dextrans of 40,000,
10,000, and 1,000 Da were used for calibration of the Superose 12.

CONCLUSIONS
RNA-seq and histological analysis show the grapevine defense system is able to recognize a truncated LPS
molecule, resulting in a strong oxidative burst and a small production of tyloses. Grapevines produce many
tyloses, phytoalexins and other antimicrobial compounds when inoculated with Xf wild-type. In addition, Pierce’s
disease symptoms are attenuated when grapevines are challenged with Xf 4 hours and 24 hours after LPS
treatment, showing that the LPS molecule is able to prime defenses against Xf. Finally, we present the first
evidence that the major polysaccharide present in Xf wild-type O antigen is a linear α1-2 linked rhamnan. We
show Xf high molecular O antigen is a critical virulence factor in Pierce’s disease. Our results provide
unprecedented insight into the molecular mechanisms underlying host-pathogen interaction in Pierce’s disease.
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ABSTRACT
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is a xylem-limited, fastidious bacterium that causes Pierce’s disease in grapevine. The
xylem is arranged as a series of separate vessels that are connected via paired pits. Each pit contains a pit
membrane comprised of a meshwork of cellulose, hemicellulose, and pectin. Xf cannot passively traverse these pit
membranes and must rely on its consortia of cell wall-degrading enzymes (CWDEs) to digest the membrane in
order to move to the next xylem vessel. In response, the grapevine host enacts defense measures to disrupt
pathogen movement in the xylem, including the production of tyloses. Indeed, there is a strong correlation
between Pierce’s disease severity and excessive tylose formation. The damage-associated molecular patterns
(DAMPs) that trigger tylose formation are not currently understood, and we hypothesize that specific small chain
oligosaccharides (OGs) generated by CWDE digestion of pit membranes may induce tylose production.
Furthermore, differences in pit membrane structure and modification among Vitis vinifera varieties may yield
particular OG profiles when degraded, and thus may account for varying degrees of tylose formation.
Consequently, the induction of tylose formation by OGs may be linked to susceptibility and tolerance of Xf
among different varieties. Accordingly, the disruption of Xf CWDE production could serve to limit both pathogen
movement and detrimental tylose formation. Bacterial CWDEs are secreted into the environment via the Type II
secretion system (T2SS). Xf maintains a functional T2SS and likely relies on it to secrete its many CWDEs into
xylem vessels. Therefore, inhibition of the T2SS may disrupt CWDE dispersion, thus limiting Xf mobility in the
xylem and preventing excessive xylem blockage.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) relies on degradation of the plant cell wall to move within the grapevine, which occurs
through cooperation between at least two classes of enzymes that target different carbohydrate components of the
complex scaffold of the plant cell wall. A major goal of this project is to elucidate the mechanisms that lead to
disassembly of the plant cell wall that eventually leads to systemic colonization of Xf in grapevines. Here we
propose experiments designed to better understand what facilitates movement of the bacterium and the subsequent
clogging of the water-conducting cells that worsens Pierce’s disease severity. In addition, we also outline
experiments that inhibit the secretion machinery responsible for delivering the Xf enzymes that are involved in Xf
movement throughout the plant, thus providing a comprehensive approach to restriction of Xf and disease
development rather than targeting individual enzymes.

INTRODUCTION
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is the causal agent of Pierce’s disease of grapevine, a serious and often lethal disease
(Hopkins and Purcell, 2002; Chatterjee et al., 2008; Purcell and Hopkins, 1996). This xylem-limited bacterial
pathogen colonizes the xylem and in doing so must be able to move efficiently from one xylem vessel element to
adjacent vessels (Roper et al., 2007). Xylem conduits are separated by pit membranes (PMs) that are composed of
primary cell wall and serve to prevent movement of air embolisms and pathogens within the xylem (Buchanan,
2000). More specifically, PMs are composed of cellulose microfibrils embedded in a meshwork of pectin and
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hemicellulose (Buchanan, 2000). The pore sizes within that meshwork range from 5 to 20 nM, which will not
allow passive passage of Xf cells whose size is 250 to 500 x 1,000 to 4,000 nM (Perez-Donoso et al., 2010;
Mollenhauer & Hopkins, 1974). Based on functional genomics and in planta experimental evidence, Xf utilizes
cell wall-degrading enzymes (CWDEs), including three putative endoglucanases (EGases) and one
polygalacturonase (PG), to actively digest the polymers within the PMs, thereby facilitating its movement
throughout the xylem network (Simpson et al. 2000; Roper et al., 2007; Perez-Donoso et al., 2010). It is known
that PG is a major pathogenicity factor for Xf (Roper et al., 2007) and that it acts in concert with at least one
EGase to breach the PM barrier (Perez-Donoso et al., 2010). EGases are implicated in virulence and colonization
of the xylem in other bacterial phytopathogens, such as Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii, Ralstonia
solanacearum, and Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris (Gough, 1988; Roberts et al., 1988; Saile et al., 1997;
Mohammadi et al., 2012). In our previous study (project # 14-0144-SA) we tested the role of the Xf EGases in
planta by constructing deletion mutants in two of the EGases (ΔengXCA1 and ΔengXCA2) and mechanically
inoculating the modified Xf lines into Vitis vinifera cv. Cabernet Sauvignon and cv. Chardonnay grapevines.
Interestingly, both ΔengXCA1 and ΔengXCA2 achieved the same titers (data not shown) in the Cabernet
Sauvignon vines as wild-type Xf, yet they were significantly less virulent and elicited fewer Pierce’s disease
symptoms (Figure 1A and 1B).

Pierce’s disease symptom development is tightly correlated with the ability of Xf to degrade specific
polysaccharides, namely fucosylated xyloglucans (part of the hemicellulosic component) and weakly esterified
homogalacturonans (part of the pectin portion), that make up the intervessel PMs (Sun et al., 2011). In general,
pectin is one of the first targets of cell wall digestion for invading pathogens, and the resulting
oligogalacturonides (OGs), which are smaller pieces of the pectin polymer, that are released are likely used as a
carbon source for the invading pathogen. In addition, specific OGs with a degree of polymerization in the size
range of 10 to 15 residues can also serve as signals that trigger host defense responses (Benedetti et al., 2015).
These responses include accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), expression of pathogenesis-related
proteins, deposition of callose, and activation of mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), among other
defense related processes (Boller & Felix, 2009; Benedetti et al., 2015).
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Tyloses are outgrowths of parenchyma cells that emerge through vessel-parenchyma pits into vessel lumen, and
are common in a wide range of species (Bonsen and Kučera, 1990; Esau 1977; Tyree and Zimmermann, 2002).
Tyloses impede fluid penetration (Parameswaran et al., 1985) and induce a permanent state of reduced hydraulic
conductivity, and are triggered by abiotic and biotic stresses, such as pathogen infection (Aleemullah and Walsh
1996; Collins et al. 2009; Dimond 1955; Parke et al. 2007). Tylose formation is the predominant vascular
occlusion associated with Xf infection (Figure 2A and 2B), and excessive tylose development has been linked to
the extreme susceptibility of V. vinifera wine grapes to Pierce’s disease (Fritschi et al. 2008; Sun et al. 2013).
Importantly, rates of tylose development in V. arizonica, a resistant species, are much lower than those in
V. vinifera, which may reflect differing innate immune responses to the presence of Xf in the xylem. To our
knowledge no one has looked at the molecular mechanisms underlying the differences in response to Xf among
different V. vinifera cultivars. Thus, we propose to better understand this difference in cultivar response to Xf in
the context of host cell wall degradation and the elicitation of specific defense responses that lead to tylose
formation in grapevines. Interestingly, a preliminary analysis of tylose formation in Cabernet Sauvignon vines
inoculated with the ΔengXCA1 mutant using a high resolution micro-computed tomography (microCT) technique
(a kind of CAT scan) by the McElrone laboratory determined that these vines exhibited fewer tyloses than those
inoculated with wild-type Xf (Figure 3). Therefore, our hypothesis is that enzymatic degradation of the plant cell
wall by Xf CWDEs is generating cell wall fragments that elicit DAMP signaling defense pathways, which leads to
downstream tylose production and Pierce’s disease symptom development in certain grape cultivars.

Given that Xf CWDEs are important for the degradation of pit membranes (thus allowing systemic colonization),
and their potential role in inducing tylose formation, it is imperative that these virulence factors are targeted for
inhibition. However, inhibiting each CWDE individually as a commercial strategy for controlling Xf is both
impractical and costly. Interestingly, these CWDEs are predicted (using SignalP software) to be secreted via the
Type II secretion system (T2SS). The T2SS is a molecular nanomachine that transports pre-folded proteins from
the periplasm across a dedicated channel in the outer membrane (Cianciotto, 2005; Korotkov et al., 2012). The
T2SS systems of many plant and animal pathogens are either known or predicted to secrete proteins, namely
polymer degrading enzymes, which are involved in nutrient acquisition (Jha et al., 2005). The Xf CWDEs being
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studied in this proposal are predicted (using SignalP software) to be secreted through the T2SS. Proteins destined
for secretion by the T2SS are first delivered to the periplasm via the Sec or Tat-dependent secretion pathway
where they are folded (Slonczewski, 2014). Xf appears to only possess the Sec-dependent secretion pathway.
Because of our interest in host CWDEs and their mechanism of secretion we created a mutation in the xpsE gene,
which encodes the putative ATPase that powers the T2SS. Grapevines inoculated with the xpsE mutant never
developed Pierce’s disease symptoms and remained healthy, a phenotype similar to the grapevine response to the
Xf pglA mutant (Figure 4). We hypothesize that this is due to the pathogen’s inability to secrete the CWDEs
necessary for xylem colonization. In addition, we have indirect experimental evidence that Xf utilizes the T2SS to
secrete PG. We observed that the ∆xpsE mutant produces visibly less exopolysaccharide (EPS) on XFM minimal
medium containing pectin as the sole carbon source, resulting in a much less mucoid phenotype (data not shown).
However, when wild-type Xf and ∆xpsE are grown on XFM + galacturonic acid (i.e., the monomeric sugar that
makes up the pectin polymer) or on XFM + glucose, both strains produce similar amounts of EPS. We infer from
this that, indeed, breakdown of the pectin substrate is necessary to produce EPS, and when the T2SS is disrupted,
this prevents secretion of PG and the subsequent breakdown of pectin.

Thus, we have compelling in planta and in vitro preliminary data indicating that Xf has a functional T2SS system
and the proteins secreted by T2SS are critical for the infection process. From this we reason that the T2SS
represents an excellent target for disease control because disrupting this system would provide comprehensive
inhibition of secretion of PG (the major pathogenicity factor for Xf) and the other auxiliary CWDEs (Roper et al.,
2007, and recent results discussed above). Therefore, identifying molecules that can inhibit T2SS function is an
excellent avenue of research to pursue to develop strategies that mitigate Pierce’s disease by preventing pathogen
ingress.

OBJECTIVES
1. Qualitative analysis of the effect of cell wall degradation on the grapevine response to Xf.
2. Quantitative analysis of plant defense pathways induced by Xf cell wall degrading enzyme activity:

biochemical and transcriptional studies.
3. Inhibition of the Type II secretion system using natural products produced by grapevine microbial

endophytes.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the context of plant cell wall degradation, we will examine the effects that different Xf mutants (ΔengXCA1,
ΔengXCA2, egl (all EGases and EGase/expansin hybrid) and pglA (a PG)) have on integrity and carbohydrate
composition of grapevine pit membranes using both microscopic and immunological techniques coupled with
fluorescence (Sun et al., 2011) and/or electron (Sun et al., unpublished) microscopy. Finally, we will couple these
microscopic observations with macroscopic studies of the spatial distribution of tyloses and other vascular
occlusions, such as plant-derived gels and bacterial aggregates using high resolution microCT. This non-
destructive method technique uses x-rays to create cross-sections of an object that can be used to recreate a virtual
model (3D model). These experiments will allow us to match degradation of specific host cell wall carbohydrates
with spatiotemporal patterns of production of tyloses in three dimensions. We will do these experiments in two
different V. vinifera cultivars, Cabernet Sauvignon and Chardonnay, because of the difference in Pierce’s disease
severity we have observed thus far in their response to our EGase mutants in these varieties.

Wild-type Xf, ΔengXCA1, ΔengXCA2, and ΔpglA mutants have been used to inoculate Cabernet Sauvignon and
Chardonnay grapevines in the greenhouse. Vines inoculated with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) will serve as
negative controls. Each Xf strain was inoculated into 27 plants and Pierce’s disease symptoms were rated each
week using a 0 to 5 Pierce’s disease rating index (Guilhabert and Kirkpatrick, 2005). Vine tissue samples are
currently being collected for each of the three experiments: stem and petiole tissue for RNAseq, stem tissue for
microCT analysis, and stem explants for electron microscopy (EM) analysis. Samples from three biological
replications (consisting of three technical replications) per treatment are being collected at each of three time
points covering early, mid, and late infection based on the Pierce’s disease rating index: early infection = 1 - 2,
mid-infection = 2 - 3, and late infection = 4 - 5. Once all of the samples have been collected the RNAseq,
microCT, and EM analyses will be completed to determine the differential responses of each variety to each of the
different Xf strains.

CONCLUSIONS
This project was initiated in July 2016. Therefore, we do not have any conclusions at this time.
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ABSTRACT
The UC Davis Plant Transformation Facility has previously developed a method for genetically modifying 101-14
and 1103, two important grape rootstocks for the California grape industry. This technology will allow us to
introduce genes useful in combating Pierce’s disease into the rootstocks of grape and allow researchers to test
whether a modified rootstock is capable of conferring resistance to the grafted scion. If rootstock-mediated
resistance strategies are to be successfully deployed throughout California additional rootstocks will need to be
modified in order to adequately address the rootstock requirements of the diverse wine growing regions in
California. To that end, we plated anthers from grape rootstocks 110R (clone 01), 140Ru (clone 01), 3309C,
Freedom (clone 1), GRN 1(clone 1.1), Harmony, MGT 420A (clone 04),  and Salt Creek, as well as scion
genotypes Cabernet Sauvignon (clone 07 and 08), Chardonnay (clone 04), French Colombard (clone 04), and
Merlot (clone 03). Embryogenic cultures have been generated from anther filaments for 110R, 140Ru, Freedom,
GRN1, Harmony, MGT 420A, Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, French Colombard, Merlot, and Zinfandel. We
have successfully established suspension and embryo cultures for grape genotypes 110R, 140Ru, Freedom, MGT
420A, Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, French Colombard, and Merlot. Transformation experiments using
DsRed have been initiated on suspension culture and stored embryo cultures in order to access the utility of our
existing transformation technologies in transforming these additional genotypes. To date, we have successfully
generated transgenic plants for 101-14, 110R, 1103, Chardonnay, Freedom, and French Colombard.
Acclimatization of grape plantlets to soil has been problematic in the past, but altering the soil composition used
to transfer plantlets to soil has significantly improved survival.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
The UC Davis Plant Transformation Facility has previously developed a method for genetically modifying 101-14
and 1103, two important grape rootstocks for the California grape industry. This technology will allow us to
introduce genes useful in combating Pierce’s disease into the rootstocks of grape and allow researchers to test
whether a modified rootstock is capable of conferring resistance to the grafted scion. This strategy is commonly
referred to as rootstock-mediated resistance. If rootstock-mediated resistant strategies are to be successfully
deployed throughout California, additional rootstock genotypes besides 101-14 and 1103 will need to be modified
in order to adequately address the rootstock requirements of the diverse wine growing regions in California. We
therefore are currently testing if our method for genetically modifying grape rootstocks can be used successfully
on eight additional rootstock genotypes used in California wine grape production. These include 110R, 140Ru,
3309C, Freedom, GRN1, Harmony, MGT 420A, and Salt Creek. Since it is not yet known if a rootstock-mediated
disease resistance strategy will prove to confer durable, commercially viable levels of resistance to the grafted
scion we are also testing our method for modifying grapes on a select group of scions including Cabernet
Sauvignon, Chardonnay, French Colombard, Merlot, Pinot Noir, and Zinfandel. The results of this work will
allow for the establishment of a self-sustaining grape tissue culture and transformation service that can be utilized
by the Pierce’s disease research community. It will also establish a germ bank of cell suspension cultures and a
repository of somatic embryos for rootstock and scion genotypes used in California, which can be made available
to the research community.

INTRODUCTION
This project is aimed at applying the progress that has been made in grape cell biology and transformation
technology of rootstock genotypes 101-14 and 1103 to additional grape rootstock genotypes in order to expand
the range of genotypes amenable to transformation. The research will apply the pre-existing expertise and
technical know-how developed for rootstocks 101-14 and 1103 at the UC Davis Plant Transformation Facility to
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additional rootstock germplasm important for the California wine industry. For this project we are testing eight
additional rootstocks for their amenability to transformation, including 110R, 140Ru, 3309C, Freedom, GRN1,
Harmony, MGT 420A, and Salt Creek. This work will expand the range of rootstocks that can be effectively
transformed, which will allow rootstock-mediated disease resistance technology to be employed across the major
wine-growing regions in California. Although a rootstock-mediated resistance strategy is the preferred mechanism
for achieving resistance to Pierce’s disease in grape, investing in the development of transformation technology
for scions will serve an important fallback position should rootstock-mediated resistance fail to confer adequate
levels of resistance to the scion and direct transformation of scion varieties be required. Therefore, we are also
screening six important California scion genotypes for their amenability to transformation, including Cabernet
Sauvignon (clone 07 and 08), Chardonnay (clone 04), French Colombard (clone 02), Merlot (clone 03), Pinot
Noir (2A), and Zinfandel (clone 01A). Although it is unlikely that all eight rootstock and six scion genotypes will
be amenable to transformation using our established protocols, we believe that a significant number will respond
positively. The results of this work will allow for the establishment of grape tissue culture and transformation
technologies that can be utilized by the Pierce’s disease research community. It will also establish a germ bank of
cell suspension cultures and a repository of somatic embryos for rootstock and scion genotypes used in California,
which can be made available to the research community.

OBJECTIVES
1. Develop embryogenic cultures from anthers of eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes for use in

establishing embryogenic suspension cultures.
2. Develop embryogenic suspension cultures for eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes, which will

provide a continuous supply of somatic embryos for use in transformation experiments.
3. Establish a germplasm bank of somatic embryos for eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes by

plating aliquots of the cell suspension culture on high osmotic medium.
4. Test transformation efficiencies of eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes using our established

somatic embryo transformation protocols.
5. Test direct cell suspension transformation technology on eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes.
6. Secure in vitro shoot cultures for eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes using indexed material

from Foundation Plant Services (FPS) or field material from FPS and establish bulk meristem cultures for all
13 genotypes for use in transformation.

7. Test the Mezzetti et al., 2002 bulk meristem transformation system for eight rootstock genotypes and six
scion genotypes as an alternate to somatic embryo transformation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Develop embryogenic cultures from anthers of eight rootstock genotypes and six scion
genotypes for use in establishing embryogenic suspension cultures.
During the spring of 2015 we collected anthers of rootstock genotypes including 101-14, 110R (01), 140Ru (01),
1103, 3309C (05), Freedom (01), MGT 420A (04), and Salt Creek (08), and scion genotypes Cabernet Sauvignon
(clone 07), Chardonnay (clone 04), French Colombard (clone 04), Pinot Noir (clone 2A), and Zinfandel (clone
01A) and plated them on four different embryogenic callus-inducing media. The media include Nitsch and Nitsch
minimal organics medium (1969) supplemented with 60 g/liter sucrose, 1.0 mg/liter 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic
acid (2,4-D) and 2.0 mg/liter benzylaminopurine (BAP) (PIV); MS minimal organics medium supplemented with
20 g/liter sucrose, 1.0 mg/liter 2,4-D, and 0.2 mg/liter BAP (MSE); MS minimal organics medium supplemented
with 30 g/liter sucrose, 1.0 mg/liter 2,4-D, and 1.0 mg/liter BAP (MS1); or one-half strength MS minimal
organics medium supplemented with 15 g/liter sucrose, 1.0 mg/liter naphthoxyacetic acid (NOA), and 0.2 mg/liter
BAP (NB). During spring 2016 we collected anthers of rootstock genotypes 3309C, GRN, Harmony, and Salt
Creek as well as scion genotypes Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, and Zinfandel. To date, we have demonstrated that
we can successfully establish somatic embryo cultures from anther filaments for rootstock genotypes 101-14,
110R, 140Ru, 1103, Freedom, GRN1, Harmony, and MGT 420A, and scion genotypes Cabernet Sauvignon,
Chardonnay, French Colombard, Merlot, and Pinot Noir (Table 1, Figure 1). Embryos from Pinot Noir appear
recalcitrant to generate secondary embryos on our media and tend to germinate instead. Therefore, it is not known
if we will be able to generate a stably multiplying culture for this genotype. We have generated callus for
Zinfandel, but it does not appear to be embryogenic.
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Table 1.
Grape Anther Culture PIV MSI MSE NB

2015 2016 2015 2016 2015 2016 2015 2016
Rootstocks
140Ru 01 0/245 7/196 0/98 1/196
110R 4/438 0/49 nt 2/49
101-14 2/539 0/49 nt 0/49
1103 0/49 9/49 8/49 0/49
3309C 05 1/196 0/150 0/196 0/100 0/196 0/196 0/150
MGT 420A 0/147 5/196 1/98 0/196
Freedom 01 1/294 0/147 0/49 0/245
Harmony 0/150 1/150 0/100 0/150
GRN-1 0/150 2/100 0/100 0/100

Scions
Cabernet sauvignon 5/539 0/50 1/147 0/150 4/147 0/150 1/196 1/200
Chardonnay 11/539* nt nt nt
French Colombard 04 7/172 16/123 0/49 2/123
Merlot 4/200 9/250 0/150 5/250
Pinot Noir 02A 4/196 0/96 0/49 6/147
Salt Creek 08 5/196 0/100 4/147 0/100 0 0/100 1/147 0/150
Zinfandel 01A 147 0/150 196 2/150 49 0/50 196 0/150

*2014 data.

Figure 1. Somatic embryo cultures from grape genotypes for (from left to right, top row) GRN-1,
Harmony, Freedom, 140Ru, and MGT 420A, and for (left to right, bottom row) Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot
noir, and Merlot, added to our collection in 2016.

Objective 2. Develop embryogenic suspension cultures for eight rootstock genotypes and six scion
genotypes, which will provide a continuous supply of somatic embryos for use in transformation
experiments.
By transferring somatic embryos into liquid culture medium composed of woody plant media (WPM)
supplemented with 20 g/liter sucrose, 1 g/liter casein hydrolysate, 500 mg/liter activated charcoal, 10 mg/liter
Picloram, and 2.0 mg/liter meta-topolin we have established suspensions for rootstock genotypes 101-14, 110R,
140Ru, 1103, Freedom, and MGT 420A, and scion genotypes Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, French
Colombard, and Merlot. Occasionally the suspensions are sieved through a 520-micron screen to eliminate large
embryos and cell clusters. Alternatively, the smaller fraction of the suspension is drawn up into a wide bore 10 ml
pipet and transferred to a new flask leaving the larger embryos and cell aggregates behind.
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Objective 3. Establish a germplasm bank of somatic embryos for eight rootstock genotypes and six scion
genotypes by plating aliquots of the cell suspension culture on high osmotic medium.
We have established a germplasm bank of somatic embryos by plating aliquots of the suspension cultures onto
agar-solidified WPM supplemented with 20 g/liter sucrose, 1g/liter casein hydrolysate, 500 mg/liter activated
charcoal, 0.5 mg/liter BAP, 0.1 mg/liter naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA), 5% sorbitol, and 14 g/liter phytoagar
(BN-sorb). Stored embryo germplasm banks have been established for rootstock genotypes 1103, 101-14, 110R,
140Ru, Freedom, and MGT 420A, as well as scion genotypes Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, and French
Colombard (Figure 2).

101-14 1103 140Ru MGT 420A 110R

Freedom Thompson Seedless Chardonnay Cabernet Sauvignon French Colombard

Figure 2. Germplasm bank of embryos established from grape suspension cultures plated on sorbitol containing
medium.

Objective 4. Test transformation efficiencies of eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes using our
established somatic embryo transformation protocols.
Transformation experiments continue using known amounts for somatic embryos as determined by fresh weight
for 101-14, 110R, 140Ru, 1103, Chardonnay, French Colombard, and MGT 420A using a construct containing
the DsRed fluorescent scorable marker gene which will allow us to monitor the progress of transformation in real
time without sacrificing any tissue. Thompson Seedless is being included as a positive control. DsRed expression
was scored three months post-inoculation (Table 2, 5) and has shown that significant numbers of transgenic
somatic embryos can be generated for 101-14, 110R, 140Ru, 1103, French Colombard, and MGT 420A.
However, very little DsRed expression was seen in Chardonnay somatic embryos. The relative transformation
efficiency based on recovery of whole plants is higher for 110R than that seen for 1103 and equal to or greater
than that seen for 101-14. We have also demonstrated that we can generate transgenic plants for French
Colombard (Figure 2). Based on DsRed expression we have also generated transgenic embryos for 140Ru and
MGT 420A, and we are in the process of determining if we can regenerate whole plants from the embryos. Once
germplasm banks of somatic embryos are established for Merlot we will begin testing our transformation system
on somatic embryos.

Figure 2. Transgenic plantlets of French Colombard expressing DsRed.



         
        

 

  

 

   
  

   
      

 
 

   
  

 
    

 

   
  

Table 2. Transformation experiments to access the amenability of transformation of stored grape embryos 
for a range of rootstock and scion genotypes using the scorable fluorescent marker gene DsRed. 

Genotype Date Experiment # 
Tissue 
Weight 

Percentage of 
tissue expressing 

DsRed 

TS-14 

05/29/2015 159030 NA 15% 
06/26/2015 159050 0.53 40% 
07/24/2015 159070 0.52 50% 
08/26/2015 159096 0.92 40% 

Chardonnay 

06/26/2015 159048 2.72 0% 
07/10/2015 159064 1.12 0% 
07/17/2015 159068 1.12 <1% 
07/24/2015 159071 0.57 0% 

110R 

06/26/2016 159049 0.49 60% 
07/10/2015 159065 1.65 60% 
07/17/2015 159069 1.83 75% 
07/24/2015 159072 0.42 80% 
08/26/2015 159095 0.89 20% 

1103 
07/24/2015 159073 1.11 10% 
08/26/2015 159093 1.09 5% 

Colombard 

12/16/2015 159150 1.96 30% 
01/15/2016 169007 0.55 20% 
02/5/2016 169029 0.76 10% 
03/2/2016 169042 0.53 25% 
05/6/2016 169049 25% 

140Ru 

12/16/2015 159151 1.49 20% 
01/15/2016 169008 0.92 25% 
02/05/2016 169030 1.91 25% 
03/04/2016 169043 1.44 15% 
05/06/2016 169050 nd 20% 

MGT 40A 

12/16/2015 159152 0.53 20% 
01/15/2016 169009 0.21 
02/05/2016 169031 nd 25% 
03/04/2016 169044 nd 15% 
05/06/2016 169051 nd 15% 

101-14 
07/24/2015 159074 0.86 30 
08/26/2015 159094 0.97 20 

Objective 5. Test direct cell suspension transformation technology on eight rootstock genotypes and six 
scion genotypes. 
We are trying to leverage the progress we have made in developing high quality cell suspensions that have the 
ability to rapidly regenerate whole plants when plated onto agar-solidified medium by directly transforming our 
grape cell suspension cultures with the scorable marker gene DsRed. Ten ml of a grape cell suspension grown in 
liquid Pic/MT medium and containing pre-embryogenic masses or small globular embryos are collected in a 15-
ml conical centrifuge tube and pelleted by centrifugation at 1,000 x G for three minutes. The cells are subjected to 
heat shock by placing the conical tube in a 45º water bath for five minutes. After heat shock the supernatant is 
removed and replaced with five ml liquid BN medium containing 200 uM acetosyringone and the Agrobacterium 
strain and appropriate vector at an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.1 to 0.2. The suspension is centrifuged 
at 1,000 x G for five minutes and allowed to incubate for 25 minutes at room temperature. After 25 minutes all 
but 0.5 ml of the supernatant is removed. The grape and Agrobacterium cells are then re-suspended and 
transferred to sterile Whatman filter paper in an empty 100 x 20 mm petri dish. Any excess fluid was carefully 
blotted up with a second sterile filter paper. The plates are co-cultured in the dark for two to three days at 23º and 
then transferred to selection medium consisting of WPM supplemented with 20 g/liter sucrose, 1 g/liter casein, 
1M 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES), 500 mg/liter activated charcoal, 0.5 mg/liter BAP, 0.1 mg/liter 
NAA, 400 mg/liter carbenicillin, 150 mg/liter timentin, 200 mg/liter kanamycin, 50 g/liter sorbitol, and 14 g/liter 
agar. The filter paper is transferred to fresh medium every two weeks. Within eight weeks resistant embryos 
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develop. Developing embryos are transferred to WPM supplemented with 20 g/liter sucrose, 1 g/liter casein, 1M
MES, 500 mg/liter activated charcoal, 0.1 mg/liter BAP, 400 mg/liter carbenicillin, 150 mg/liter timentin, 200
mg/liter kanamycin, 0 g/liter sorbitol, and 8 g/liter agar for germination. We are currently testing this protocol on
101-14, 110R, 140Ru, 1103, Chardonnay, French Colombard, and MGT 420A using a construct containing the
DsRed transgene. We have been able to recover transgenic plants using this protocol for 1103 and 101-14 at very
low frequency. For example, only two of the twenty-one putatively transformed embryos that formed from one
experiment with 101-14 germinated into plants after transfer to medium lacking sorbitol. We are observing
germinating embryos of MGT 420A (Figure 3). However, currently the transformation frequency using this
protocol is too low to be practical for routine transformations. A summary of the experiments and the
transformation frequency is given in Table 3.

Figure 4. Germinating embryos from transformation of cell suspension cultures of 101-14 (left) on WPM
supplemented with 20 g/liter sucrose, 1 g/liter casein, 1M MES, 500 mg/liter activated charcoal, 0.5 mg/liter
BAP, 0.1 mg/liter NAA, 50 g/liter sorbitol, and 14 g/liter agar and transfer to WPM supplemented with
20 g/liter sucrose, 1 g/liter casein, 1M MES, 500 mg/liter activated charcoal, 0.1 mg/liter BAP, and 8 g/liter
agar for plant regeneration. Only two of the twenty-one putatively transformed embryos on this plate germi-
nated after transfer to medium lacking sorbitol. DsRed expressing embryos of MGT 420A (middle and right).

Table 3. Number of embryogenic colonies forming after inoculating approximately one to two ml
of cell suspension with Agrobacterium and plating onto selection medium.

Genotype Number of
Experiments

# Of putative
transgenic embryos/ml
of plated suspension

# of putative
transgenic plants

produced
101-14 17 54 2
1103 20 30 2
110R 5 1 0
140Ru 2 0 0
MGT 420a 2 7 4
French Colombard 2 0 0
Chardonnay 2 0 0

Objective 6. Establish in vitro shoot cultures for eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes using
indexed material from Foundation Plant Services (FPS) or field material from FPS and establish bulk
meristem cultures for all 13 genotypes for use in transformation.
We are maintaining disease-free in vitro stock plants of 101-14, Chardonnay, and Cabernet Sauvignon that we
received as in vitro cultures from FPS. For material that was not available through FPS we have collected shoot
tips from field material grown at FPS. This includes rootstock genotypes 110R, 140Ru, 1103, 3309C, Freedom,
MGT 420A, and Salt Creek, and scion genotypes Cabernet Sauvignon, French Colombard, Pinot Noir, and
Zinfandel. We have collected shoot tips for three additional genotypes, Harmony, Merlot, and MGT 420A, which
we were not successful in establishing shoot cultures last season. Four-inch shoot tips were collected and
transferred to 50 ml centrifuge tubes and surface sterilized in 0.526% sodium hypochlorite for 15 minutes
followed by three rinses in sterile distilled water. The shoot tip was cut into nodal sections and any tissue
damaged by sterilization was removed. The nodal sections were transferred onto agar-solidified Chee and Poole
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C2d Vitis medium containing 5 mg/liter chlorophenol red or agar-solidified MS minimal organics medium
supplemented with 1.0 mg/liter BAP, 0.1 mg/liter IBA, 0.1 mg/liter GA3, and 5 mg/liter chlorophenol red.
Aseptic shoot cultures have been established and have been plated onto Mezzetti medium with increasing levels
of BAP in order to establish bulk meristem cultures (Figure 5). We are finding differences in our ability to
produce bulk meristem cultures between rootstocks and scion genotypes. We have produced quality bulk
meristem cultures for scion genotypes Chardonnay, French Colombard, Pinot Noir, and Zinfandel. However,
rootstock genotypes do not readily produce bulk meristems in our hands but produce elongated shoots with a
significant amount of non-organized callus, making it unsuitable for bulk meristem transformation (Figure 6).

101-14 1103 140Ru 3309c Freedom

Cabernet French Colombard Pinot Noir Chardonnay Zinfandel

Figure 5. Shoot cultures established for rootstock and scion genotypes.

140 Ru 3309C Freedom 110R Salt Creek

Cabernet Sauvignon Chardonnay French Colombard Pinot Noir Zinfandel

Figure 6. Initiation of bulk meristem cultures for rootstock and scion germplasm.

Objective 7. Test the Mezzetti et al., 2002 bulk meristem transformation methodology for eight rootstock
genotypes and six scion genotypes as an alternate to somatic embryo transformation.
We have focused our efforts on studying bulk meristem transformation in scion genotypes since we have not
observed good bulk meristem development on rootstock genotypes. Bulk meristems of Cabernet Sauvignon,
Chardonnay, and Thompson Seedless were sliced into thin, 2 mm slices and inoculated with Agrobacterium strain
EHA105 containing the DsRed gene and the plant selectable marker gene nptii and co-cultures on Mezzetti
medium supplemented with 3 mg/liter BAP in the dark at 23º centigrade. After three days the thin slices were



 

  
  

 
  

   
 

  
 

 

    

 
  

 

       
  

 
 
  

  
  

   

           
  

 
  

 

 
 

 

 

            
 

 

transferred to Mezzetti medium supplemented with 3 mg/liter BAP, 400 mg/liter carbenicillin, 150 mg/liter 
timentin, and 25 mg/liter kanamycin sulfate. After three weeks tissue was transferred to the same medium 
formulation, but the kanamycin level was increased to 50 mg/liter. After an additional three weeks the tissue was 
transferred to medium of the same formulation but the kanamycin level was increased to 75 mg/liter. 
Subsequently, tissue was subcultured every three weeks on medium containing 75 mg/liter kanamycin. Since the 
construct used to transform the bulk meristems contained the DsRed gene we were able to monitor transformation 
efficiencies in real time. To date, we have only been successful producing transgenic shoots from bulk meristems 
of Thompson Seedless. Twenty four of the 75 thin slice sections of Thompson Seedless produced DsRed sectors 
and three of these regenerated into shoots. We were able to produce DsRed-expressing callus on Cabernet 
Sauvignon and Chardonnay, but none of this tissue regenerated into shoots. In our hands the use of kanamycin at 
75mg/liter appears to be suboptimal for selection. Although we did identify a limited number of DsRed shoots for 
Thompson Seedless, many additional shoots which developed on selection medium containing 75 mg/liter 
kanamycin were non-transgenic based on DsRed expression. We repeated bulk meristem transformation 
experiments using higher levels of kanamycin, starting at 75 mg/liter for three subcultures and then increasing the 
kanamycin concentration to 150 mg/liter, but we still observed regeneration of many non-transgenic shoots and 
chimeric shoots, especially in Thompson Seedless. Overall, based on DsRed expression, low frequency of 
transformation was confirmed in Thompson Seedless; however, no transgenic shoots were recovered from 
Cabernet Sauvignon and Chardonnay. A summary of the bulk meristem transformation experiments initiated to 
date is given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Results of bulk meristem transformation using the scorable marker gene DsRed. 

Genotype 
Number of 

experiments 
Number (%) explants 

generated DsRed callus 
Number (%) explants 

generated DsRed shoots 
Cabernet Sauvignon 2 1/36 (3) 0/36 (0) 
Chardonnay 2 2/38 (5) 0/38 (0) 
Thompson Seedless 2 24/75 (32) 3/75 (4) 

Table 5. Summary of the progress in adapting our existing somatic embryo-based transformation protocol for each 
grape rootstock and scion genotype 

Genotype 

Somatic 
embryos 

established 
from anthers 

Suspensions 
established 

from somatic 
embryos 

Establishment of 
stored somatic 

embryo cultures 

Production of 
transgenic 

somatic embryos 

Production 
of transgenic 

plants 

Relative 
Transformation 

efficiency* 

Rootstocks 
1103 + + + + + 3 
101-14 + + + + + 5 
110R + + + + + 5 
140Ru + + + + - ND** 
3309C - - - - - ND 
GRN-1 + - - - - ND 
MGT 420A + + + + + ND 
Freedom + + + + + 5 
Harmony + - - - - ND 
Salt Creek - - - - ND 
Scions 
Cabernet Sauvignon + + + - - 0 
Chardonnay + + + + + <1 
French Colombard + + + + + 4 
Merlot + + - - - ND 
Pinot Noir + - - - - ND 
Thompson Seedless + + + + + 10 
Zinfandel - - - - - ND 

* Relative transformation efficiency on a scale of 0 worst, 10 best with 10 reflecting the transformation efficiency for 
Thompson Seedless 

** ND - not determine 
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CONCLUSIONS
We established embryogenic cultures of 101-14, 110R, 140Ru, 420A, 1103, Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay,
Freedom, French Colombard, Merlot, and Pinot Noir from anther explants and initiated embryogenic suspension
cultures. We have also established a germplasm bank of somatic embryos for 101-14, 110R, 140Ru, 420A, 1103,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Freedom, French Colombard, and Merlot by plating suspensions onto high
osmotic agar-solidified medium on a weekly basis. Suspension cultures of Merlot and Pinot Noir are not yet
growing quickly enough to start plating them on agar-solidified medium. We have demonstrated that our
transformation protocol established for 101-14 and 1103 is also amenable to transformation of 110R, Freedom,
and French Colombard, which expands the range of rootstock and scion genotypes that can be utilized in research
by the Pierce’s disease research community.
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ABSTRACT
We continue to make rapid progress breeding Pierce’s disease resistant winegrapes. Aggressive vine training and
selection for precocious flowering have allowed us to reduce the seed-to-seed cycle to two years. To further
expedite breeding progress we are using marker-assisted selection for the Pierce’s disease resistance gene, PdR1
(see companion report) to select resistant progeny as soon as seeds germinate. These two practices have greatly
accelerated the breeding program and allowed us to produce four backcross generations with elite Vitis vinifera
winegrape cultivars in 10 years. We have screened through about 2,000 progeny from the 2009, 2010, and 2011
crosses that are 97% V. vinifera with the PdR1b resistance gene from V. arizonica b43-17. Seedlings from these
crosses continue to fruit and others are advanced to greenhouse testing. We select for fruit and vine quality and
then move the best to greenhouse testing, where only those with the highest resistance to Xylella fastidiosa, after
multiple greenhouse tests, are advanced to multi-vine wine testing at Davis and other test sites. The best of these
will be advanced to field testing with commercial-scale wine production, the first of which was planted in Napa in
June 2013. We advanced three additional selections to Foundation Plant Services (FPS) last winter to begin the
certification and release process. Three Pierce’s disease resistant rootstocks were previously advanced to FPS for
certification. Other forms of V. arizonica are being studied and the resistance of some will be genetically mapped
for future efforts to combine multiple resistance sources and ensure durable resistance. Stacking of PdR1b with
b42-26 Pierce’s disease resistance has been advanced to the 92% V. vinifera level using marker-assisted selection
to confirm the presence of PdR1b and greenhouse screening to verify higher than usual levels of Pierce’s disease
resistance. Pierce’s disease resistance from V. shuttleworthii and BD5-117 are also being pursued but progress is
limited by their multigenic resistance and the absence of associated genetic markers. Very small scale wines from
94% and 97% V. vinifera PdR1b selections have been very good and have been received well at public tastings in
Sacramento (California Association of Winegrape Growers; CAWG) and Santa Rosa (Sonoma Winegrape
Commission), Napa Valley (Napa Valley Grape Growers and Winemakers Associations), Temecula (Temecula
Valley Winegrape Growers and Vintners), and Healdsburg (Dry Creek Valley and Sonoma Grape Growers and
Winemakers).

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
One of the most reliable and sustainable solutions to plant pathogen problems is to create resistant plants. We use
a traditional plant breeding technique called backcrossing to bring Pierce’s disease resistance from wild grape
species into a diverse selection of elite winegrape backgrounds. We identified the genomic region that carries a
very strong source of Pierce’s disease resistance from a grape species native to Mexico and the southwestern
United States (Vitis arizonica). Because we were able to locate this resistance gene/region (PdR1; Krivanek et al.,
2006), we have been able to use marker-assisted selection to screen for DNA markers associated with PdR1,
allowing us to select resistant progeny shortly after seeds germinate. Marker-assisted selection and aggressive
growing of the selected seedling vines have allowed us to produce new Pierce’s disease resistant high quality
winegrape selections that are more than 97% V. vinifera in only 10 years. We have evaluated thousands of
resistant seedlings for horticultural traits and fruit quality. The best of these are advanced to greenhouse testing,
where only those with the highest resistance to Xylella fastidiosa, after multiple greenhouse tests, are advanced to
multi-vine wine testing at Davis and at Pierce’s disease hot spots around California. The best of these are
advanced to field plots where commercial-scale wines can be produced. We have sent 19 advanced selections to
Foundation Plant Services (FPS) over the past four winters to begin the certification and release process. Three
Pierce’s disease resistant rootstocks were also sent to FPS for certification. Other wild grape species are being
studied and the resistance of some will be genetically mapped for future efforts to combine multiple resistance
sources and ensure durable Pierce’s disease resistance. Very small-scale wines made from our advanced PdR1
selections have been very good, and have been received well at professional tastings throughout California.
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INTRODUCTION
The Walker lab is uniquely poised to undertake this important breeding effort, having developed rapid screening
techniques for Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) resistance (Buzkan et al., 2003; Buzkan et al., 2005; Krivanek et al., 2005a
2005b; Krivanek and Walker, 2005; Baumgartel, 2009), and having unique and highly resistant Vitis rupestris x
V. arizonica selections, as well as an extensive collection of southwestern grape species, which allows the
introduction of extremely high levels of Xf resistance into commercial grapes. We genetically mapped and
identified what seems to be a single dominant gene for Xf resistance in V. arizonica/candicans b43-17 and named
it PdR1. This resistance has been backcrossed through four generations to elite V. vinifera cultivars (BC4) and we
now have 97% V. vinifera Pierce’s disease (PD) resistant material to select from. Individuals with the best fruit
and vine characteristics are then tested for resistance to Xf under our greenhouse screen. Only those with the
highest levels of resistance are advanced to small-scale winemaking trials by grafting them onto resistant
rootstocks and planting six to eight vine sets on commercial spacing and trellising at Pierce’s disease hot spots
around California, where they continue to thrive. We have made wine from vines that are from the 94% V.
vinifera level for eight years and from the 97% V. vinifera level for six years. They have been very good and don’t
have typical hybrid flaws (blue purple color and herbaceous aromas and taste) that were prevalent in red wines
from the 87% V. vinifera level. There are two forms of PdR1 that descend from sibling progeny of b43-17 and
they have different alleles of PdR1, designated PdR1a and PdR1b. Screening results reported previously showed
no significant difference in resistance levels in genotypes with either one or both alleles. We have narrowed our
focus to PdR1b but retain a number of selections at various backcross (BC) levels with PdR1a in the event that
there is an as yet unknown Xf strain-related resistance associated with the PdR1 alleles. We also identified a
Pierce’s disease resistance locus PdR1c from V. arizonica b40-14 (PdR1c) that maps to the same region of
Chromosome 14 as PdR1 from b43-17. In the absence of an understanding of gene function and given the very
disparate origins of the b43-17 and b40-14 resistance sources, differences in preliminary DNA sequence data
between them, and differences in their Pierce’s disease symptom expressions, we have continued to advance the
PdR1c line as a future breeding resource. Our companion research project is pursuing the genetic basis of these
differences between PdR1b and PdR1c. Resistance from southeastern United States species is being advanced in
other lines. However, the resistance in these latter lines is complex (controlled by multiple genes) and markers
have not yet been developed to expedite breeding. The breeding effort with alternative resistance sources and the
complexing of these resistances is being done to broaden Xf resistance and address Xf’s potential to overcome
resistance.

OBJECTIVES
1. Identify unique sources of Pierce’s disease resistance with a focus on accessions collected from the

southwestern United States and northern Mexico. Develop F1 and BC1 populations from the most promising
new sources of resistance. Evaluate the inheritance of resistance and utilize populations from the most
resistant sources to create mapping populations.

2. Provide support to the companion mapping/genetics program by establishing and maintaining mapping
populations, and using the greenhouse screen to evaluate populations and selections for Pierce’s disease
resistance.

3. Develop advanced lines of Pierce’s disease resistant winegrapes from unique resistance sources through four
backcross generations to elite V. vinifera cultivars. Evaluate and select on fruit quality traits such as color,
tannin content, flavor, and productivity. Complete wine and fruit sensory analysis of advanced selections.

4. Utilize marker-assisted selection to stack (combine) different resistance loci from the BC4 generation with
advanced selections containing PdR1. Screen for genotypes with combined resistances, to produce new
Pierce’s disease resistant grapes with multiple sources of Pierce’s disease resistance and high quality fruit and
wine.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To date over 293 wild accessions have been tested for Pierce’s disease resistance with the greenhouse screen,
most of which were collected from the southwestern United States and Mexico. Our goal is to identify accessions
with the most unique Pierce’s disease resistance mechanisms. To do so we evaluate the genetic diversity of these
accessions and test them for genetic markers from chromosome 14 (where PdR1 resides) to ensure that we are
choosing genetically diverse resistance sources for population development and greenhouse screening efforts.
Over the last three years, 15 of the most unique accessions were used to develop F1 populations with V. vinifera
to investigate the inheritance of Pierce’s disease resistance in their F1 progeny and the degree to which they resist
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Xf. We have reported previously the surprising result from our companion Pierce’s disease mapping project that
most of the resistance lines we have explored from the southwestern United States have Pierce’s disease
resistance associated with chromosome 14, the same region as our primary resistance line PdR1b. In Table 1 we
detail crosses made in 2016 to advance lines that preliminary screening indicates are not located on chromosome
14. Crosses in Group 1a created progeny to expand existing F1 mapping populations from the ANU67, b41-13,
and T03-16 sources (all accessions from southwestern Vitis species). Some of the progeny from these F1 lines
exhibited strong resistance, but few highly resistant progeny were detected in the T03-16 line. Crosses in
Group 1b were made to examine whether complete Pierce’s disease resistance in this line could be recovered
through full sib crossing in the F1 generation. Two elite F1 individuals from the b41-13 line and the three most
resistant F1 genotypes in the T03-16 line were backcrossed to the indicated elite V. vinifera parents (Group 1c) to
create new breeding lines at the BC1 level. These will ultimately be combined with the b42-26 line to enhance
and broaden Pierce’s disease resistance in our main PdR1b resistance crosses.

Table 1. 2016 Crosses made to expand new Pierce’s disease mapping populations and advance
breeding lines to the next backcross level.

Group Cross PDR
Source % vinifera vinifera Parents/

Grandparents # Crosses Act. #
Seeds

1a

ANU67 50% F2-35 1 890

b41-13 50% F2-35 1 1147

T03-16 50% Palomino 1 47

1b T03-16 50% Palomino 3 160

1c
b41-13 75% Rosa Minna,

Primitivo/F2-35 2 550

T03-16 75% F2-35/Palomino 3 338

Our 2016 breeding crosses (Table 2) expand on our 2015 efforts with increased numbers and focus on parents
with superior horticultural and fruit quality traits. Cross 2a in Table 2 represents backcrosses to elite vinifera wine
varieties to various parents from crossings of PdR1b x b42-26 lines at the 92% vinifera level. Resistant parents
were selected based on the greenhouse results summarized in Table 3, Group 3C. Cross 2b in Table 2 presents
intercrosses among the most resistant progeny to further evaluate compatibility and resistance in this effort to
stack different resistance sources. Cross 2c in Table 2 presents the first crossing of elite PdR1b types to parents
with three powdery mildew (PM) resistance loci to evaluate possible segregation distortion between this
combination of resistance loci. Cross 2d in Table 2 presents similar crosses although at a lower percent vinifera
level. These crosses were created to confirm the functionality of combining two Pierce’s disease resistance loci
with three powdery mildew resistance loci. To increase the percentage of progeny with PdR1b, we cross either to
a parent homozygous at PdR1b or have both parents carry PdR1b (Table 2, Crosses 2e, 2f, 2g). Similarly, we
accomplish the same increase in percentage progeny with powdery mildew resistance markers, however, again at
a slightly lower vinifera level as shown in Table 2, Crosses 2f and 2g.

Table 3 provides a list of the Pierce’s disease greenhouse screens analyzed, initiated, and/or completed over the
reporting period. In Group 3A we tested six BC1 and 14 BC2 progeny in the b40-14 line. Only one at the BC1
level was considered exceptionally resistant and four at the BC2 were of some interest. Six BD5-117 x Haines
City intercross genotypes were tested and only two were identified as of some interest. Both BD5-117 and Haines
City are Pierce’s disease resistant but from the southeastern United States. This absence of highly-resistant
genotypes at only a 75% vinifera level (BC1) again demonstrates the challenges of working with resistant species
from the southeastern United States. In this same group we tested seven BC3 and 11 BC4 selections with PdR1a
resistance with five and three genotypes of some interest, respectively. One genotype was identified with
outstanding resistance at the 97% vinifera (BC4) level. This result was confirmed in Group 3B, and after further
horticultural evaluations, this accession was advanced to multiple vine trials this spring. Of the 46 PdR1b
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genotypes tested to confirm previous greenhouse screen results, five were classified as of interest and eight were
exceptionally resistant. Following further horticultural and wine quality evaluations, decisions will be made on
advancing these individuals to wine making and release.

Table 2. Pierce’s disease crosses made in 2016 with percent vinifera, most recent elite vinifera parent, and number of
seeds produced. The Pierce’s disease resistance in PdR1b originated from b43-17, a Monterrey, Mexico V.
arizonica/candicans; b42-26 (V. arizonica/girdiana) has a multigenic form of Pierce’s disease resistance from Loreto,
Baja California. Ren1, Ren4, and Run1 are powdery mildew (PM) resistance loci from V. vinifera, V. romanetti, and
M. rotundifolia, respectively.

Cross PDR Type Cross PM Type %
vinifera

vinifera Parents/Grandparents or …/most
recent vinifera parents

No.
Crosses

No.
Seeds

2a. PdR1b x b42-26 none 96% Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon, F2-35,
Primitivo/Chardonnay, Zinfandel 9 2,540

2b. PdR1b x b42-26 none 92% Zinfandel, Chardonnay 17 7,369

2c. PdR1b Ren1,Ren4,Run1 96% Zinfandel/F2-35 2 136

2d. PdR1b x b42-26 Ren1,Ren4,Run1 92% .../Grenache, Zinfandel 5 353

2e. PdR1b^2 x b42-26 Ren1,Ren4 94% .../F2-35, Grenache, Zinfandel 3 534

2f. PdR1b^2 x b42-26 (Ren1,Ren4)^2 90% .../F2-35, Karadzhandal, Zinfandel 1 797

2g. (PdR1b x b42-26)^2 (Ren1,Ren4)^2 90% .../F2-35, Grenache, Zinfandel 4 2,506

Table 3. Greenhouse Pierce’s disease screens analyzed, completed, and/or initiated during the reporting period.
Projected dates are in italics.

Group Test Groups No. of
Genotypes

Inoculation
Date

ELISA
Sample Date PD Resistance Source(s)

3A b40-14, PdR1a, BD5-117 x Haines City 119 08/25/2015 11/24/2015 b40-14, PdR1a, BD5-
117 x Haines City

3B b42-26^2 Intercross, PdR1b x b42-26 x
V. romanetii stack, b46-43 BC1 map 168 09/17/2015 12/17/2015 PdR1b, b42-26

3C 92% PdR1b x b42-26 stack 274 10/27/2015 01/26/2016 PdR1b, b42-26

3D Additional b42-26 F1, Alternate b42-26
BC1 171 03/01/2016 05/31/2016 PdR1b,b42-26

3E ANU5, b40-14, Promising selections
from 2015 GH Screens, PD x PM 152 04/14/2016 07/14/2016 ANU5, b40-14, PdR1b,

b42-26

3F BC-UBC Irrigation Level Trial 7 04/14/2016 07/14/2016 PdR1b & southeast US
biocontrols

3G Mapping 14-399 b46-43 BC1 117 05/04/2016 08/09/2016 b46-43

3H Mapping 2014 recombinants, PdR1b x
b42-26 stack 2nd tests 170 08/11/2016 11/10/2016 PdR1b,b42-26

3I T03-16, 2016 parents, b41-13, ANU67 259 09/13/2016 12/13/2016 ANU67, b41-13, b42-
26,PdR1b, T03-16

3J PdR1b x b42-26 stack & recent
promising parents 115 10/07/2016 01/06/2017 PdR1b, b40-14, b42-26

Another 22 progeny of the 13-309 intercross of the two most highly resistant 07-344a BC1 genotypes in the b42-
26 line were tested in Group 3B, making a total of 48 genotypes tested. In total, 45 had intermediate resistance,
two were susceptible, and one was as resistant as the parent, b42-26. This confirms our assessment in a previous
report that some important resistance factors were left behind, likely at the F1 level. Group 3B also included the
first 23 genotypes in the 14-399 (b46-43 BC1) mapping population, which segregated 13:10 (R:S). Fifteen
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genotypes at the 94% vinifera level in the PdR1a line were evaluated, but none were sufficiently resistant to
advance. This group also included 24 genotypes at the 89% vinifera level that are homozygeous at PdR1b, have
some b42-26 resistance, and also carry powdery mildew resistance from V. romanetii. All were resistant, 12
significantly so and two exceptionally so. This cross is the first instance where such a high frequency of elevated
Pierce’s disease resistance has been observed at this advanced vinifera level and it will be further tested.
Group 3B also contained a test of 10 progeny of a cross at the 87% vinifera level involving PdR1b x b42-26, but
where the b42-26 was backcrossed a second time to another resistant b42-26 line genotype. All progeny were
resistant, half significantly so and two exceptionally so. These results underscore the value of combining the
PdR1b and b42-26 resistance lines.

Group 3C was an extensive test of 245 progeny from a cross at the 92% vinifera level involving PdR1b x b42-26,
with results reported in Table 4 below. This group also included testing of nine Pierce’s disease resistant
rootstocks. Three previously identified selections from 2011 crosses were confirmed as highly resistant and are
now in multi-vine trials in Davis. This group also included five V. tiliifolia accessions from the Caribbean that had
potential to be Pierce’s disease resistant, but all proved moderately to highly susceptible to Pierce’s disease.

One hundred and twenty more progeny from the b42-26 background were tested in Group 3D in an effort to
improve the genetic map in this multigenic resistance background. In an attempt to identify missing resistance
factors in the BC1 07-344a b42-26 line, we also tested 25 genotypes from an alternate BC1 population derived
from a different highly-resistant F1 parent. As expected, we found a range of Xf titers from about 65,00 to
6.5 million cfu/ml. None were as resistant as b42-26. Greenhouse screen results and DNA samples were provided
to our companion mapping project for bulked segregant analysis. We also tested 19 genotypes which have PdR1b
and the Ren1 and Ren4 powdery mildew resistance loci. Eleven of 19 had titers lower than 500k cfu/ml with four
of those less than 100k. These results suggest that we can effectively combine Pierce’s disease resistance with
multi-loci powdery mildew resistance.

In Group 3E we tested 42 BC1 progeny in the ANU5 (V. arizonica from Littlefield, AZ) line for the presence of
minor resistance genes, since we now believe it to have its major source of Pierce’s disease resistance on
chromosome 14. Five genotypes exhibited intermediate resistance so could be of some interest. We also tested 35
genotypes at the BC2 or BC3 level in the b40-14 breeding line, the source of our PdR1c resistance source. Ten
genotypes were rated as either highly resistant or promising and will be used to advance this resistance source to
the 97% vinifera level. In the retest of 45 genotypes previously identified as promising, a total of 25 selections
from various sources including A14, A28, b40-29, b46-43, BD5-117 x Haines City, PdR1a, PdR1b, and SAZ7
were scored as highly resistant. The two genotypes in the BD5-117 x Haines City resistance line have good fruit
and yield characteristics and likely will be advanced to multi-vine trials. In addition, 22 genotypes at the 88-93%
vinifera levels were screened. Ten were rated Pierce’s disease resistant in this screen, two at the promising level,
of which one was used as a parent in our 2016 Pierce’s disease x powdery mildew crosses (Table 2e, 2g).

We refined our rapid greenhouse screen with an experiment in Group 3F. We have observed that expression of
Pierce’s disease symptoms increases when the test plants in a given trial become water stressed. In addition, in at
least one trial, symptoms were dramatically diminished when excess irrigation levels were maintained. Plant
water status also may impact bacterial titer. In this experiment we better defined the water status impact on
Pierce’s disease expression using our four PdR1 and two southeast United States species biocontrol genotypes
that range in symptom levels and Xf titers. From previous analysis of this trial and other experiments, we know
that the bench where a test plant is located is often highly significant, based on proximity to cooling pads in the
greenhouse. When genotype and bench were eliminated as variables, and when we only analyze together
irrigation reps (sub-blocks on a bench) that have statistically similar means, then irrigation volume applied, at
least at the +12.5% and +25% levels, had at most a weak effect relative to bench and genotype. In addition, this
statistically weak effect of irrigation volume may only apply to some genotypes of intermediate resistance, as it
did with U0505-35. In the other two intermediate PDR genotypes, Blanc du Bois and Roucaneuf, increased
irrigation volume did result in less bacteria but it was not statistically significant.

In our companion Pierce’s disease mapping project we identified a major Pierce’s disease resistance locus on
chromosome 14 in the b46-43 line. Our early results from the 14-399 cross tested in 3B above facilitated this
discovery. Group 3G tests approximately 100 additional genotypes to check for any minor resistance loci.



 

 

 

  

   

 

 

     

  

 

 

 

   

 

  

  

  

    

 
    

 

  

 

  

   

  

   

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) results are pending. Recombinants from 2014 crosses in the 

PdR1b line are being tested in Group 3H to further refine its genomic location. In the same screen we are testing 

127 genotypes in the 92% PdR1b x b42-26 stack group, 66 for the first time. Group 3I tests or retests F1 

genotypes in the T03-16, b41-13, and ANU67 resistance lines, our focus now for non-chromosome 14 Pierce’s 
disease resistance. We also retested genotypes used as parents in 2016 crosses to confirm Pierce’s disease 
resistance. Group 3J continues our screening of the 92% PdR1b x b42-26 stack group by testing 93 genotypes for 

the second or third time to assure resistance. We are making strong progress evaluating the important PdR1b x 

b42-26 stacking group. 

The next step in our stacking, completed this spring (Table 2, Cross 2b, above), was the intercrossing of 

numerous of the most resistant individuals descending from different parent combinations identified from this 

group to create breeding genotypes homozygous at PdR1b, enriched in b42-26 quantitative trait loci (QTLs), and 

showing minimal Xf titers by ELISA and no cane or leaf symptoms. These crosses will be followed by crossing 

the most promising and resistant of these elite selections to create populations that are 96% vinifera in which all 

progeny have PdR1b, and all should be highly Pierce’s disease resistant. The most promising selections would 

then be advanced to FPS for certification and eventual release as the next iteration of our Pierce’s disease resistant 
scion breeding efforts. In Table 2, Cross 2a above we also made crosses of the most resistant PdR1b x b42-26 

line progeny directly to elite vinifera as baseline populations to later quantify the value of double stacking the 

b42-26 resistance. 

As we have mentioned in previous reports, it is essential to greenhouse screen genotypes multiple times to ensure 

our assessment of their resistance. We usually consider three tests sufficient to designate a genotype as resistant. 

As detailed in Tables 2 and 3 and discussed above, our breeding and testing efforts are currently focused on the 

92% PdR1b x b42-26 stack group. Table 4 summarizes the testing status. Genotypes that have not been tested are 

either too weak to test or failed to propagate, while those being tested a fourth time indicate an inconclusive or 

anomalous previous test. 

Table 4. Percent of 92% vinifera PdR1b x b42-26 line genotypes at indicated level of screening. 

Cross ID 
# times tested or in testing # 

Genotypes 0 1 2 3 4 

14-309 2% 51% 28% 16% 3% 61 

14-310 6% 44% 31% 13% 6% 16 

14-318 0% 50% 31% 14% 5% 42 

14-382 11% 64% 18% 7% 0% 28 

14-383 5% 62% 22% 11% 0% 37 

14-386 17% 50% 23% 10% 0% 30 

14-387 7% 70% 11% 10% 1% 71 

14-388 4% 64% 16% 12% 4% 25 

14-389 5% 57% 33% 5% 0% 21 

Total 6% 58% 22% 11% 2% 331 

To determine the field resistance of our various Pierce’s disease varieties, over the last 15 years we have 

established field trials at various Pierce’s disease hotspots around California and in several southern states where 
Pierce’s disease is endemic (Table 5). At a site in Yountville we have inoculated with Xf for seven years and have 

also mechanically inoculated vines at a vineyard in Temecula in 2015. At the other locations we rely on natural 

infection. To date all of our resistant vines in these diverse settings continue to thrive. In 2013 we began noticing 

red blotch virus spreading rapidly through our existing trial at the Yountville site and within a year it had spread 

through the first 100-vine plantings of our advanced Pierce’s disease resistant vines planted earlier that year. We 
continue to monitor the Pierce’s disease status of the vines, but are no longer able to make wines from this site 
due to the virus infection. 
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Two of our advanced selections are planted along the Napa River (Figure 1). Rootstock and chip-budded 07355-

075 and 09331-047 were planted and there are now 375 and 1,125 vines. Another 1,000 more may be planted.

This trial will give us an excellent view of the commercial potential of these selections, as it is planted in a severe

riparian Pierce’s disease hot spot. Figure 1 presents the plot as it looked last summer.

I will be going to Driftwood, Texas in November to check on our research plots and present the Pierce’s disease

breeding program with a talk and tasting. We have been collaborating with Jim Kamas (Texas A&M,

Fredericksburg) who has planted seven of our 88% vinifera and four of our 94% selections in a range of sites

across a severe Pierce’s disease region (Fredericksburg, Leakey, Hye, and Industry, Texas). We also sent five of

the U050x series to Alabama, where they have been repropagated and are now at 100 to 500 vine level trials;

wines were made this year. Resistance is holding up well in all the selections, although some are more susceptible

to the high limestone soils and downy mildew. We also sent 88% and 94% selections to Gainesville, Florida for

testing with the University of Florida. Mercy Olmstead is directing this trial, although she is leaving soon. The

vines are establishing well and showing no signs of disease.

Table 5. Numbers of grafted UC Davis Pierce’s disease resistant vines, by selection, in various field trials. 05 selections

are 88% vinifera, 07 are 94%, and 09 are 97% vinifera. The green shaded vines are being considered for release.

Genotype
Temecula,

CA (2014)

Napa Valley,

CA (2001-13)

Napa River,

CA (2014-15)

Sonoma Co.,

CA (2012,

2015)

Napa, CA

(2014)

Texas

(2008)

Alabama

(2011)

Florida

(2016)

U0501-12 86 30

U0502-01 6 86 30

U0502-07 86

U0502-10 6 86 30

U0502-20 25 30 40

U0502-26 100

U0502-38 100 30

07329-37 9 25 100

07355-075 105 375 25 100 40

07713-51 9 30 100

07355-044 40

07338-37 100 40

07370-078 40

07370-084 100 40

09314-102 25 75 25

09330-07 25 25

09331-047 25 1125 25

09331-133 25 25

09333-178 25 25

09333-253 25 25

09333-331 25 25

09333-370 25 25

09338-016



         
  

   

  

         
      

  
  

  
  

  

  

  
  
  
  

 
  
  

  

  
  
  
  

Figure 1. The curving rows on the levee are a 2014 planting of our 94% vinifera PdR1b selection 07355-
075 along the Napa River. 

Tables 6a through 6c detail the vine, fruit, and juice characteristics for the two 94% (those starting with 07) and 
fourteen 97% (starting with 09 & 10) vinifera PdR1b selections used to make wine lots in 2015. In addition, we 
made a number of vinifera controls and Blanc du Bois and Lenoir as reference Pierce’s disease resistant cultivars. 
All were made from Davis-grown fruit. 

Table 6a. 94% (those starting with 07) and 97% (starting with 09 & 10) vinifera Pierce’s disease resistant selections 
used in small-scale winemaking in 2016: Background and fruit characteristics. 

Genotype Parentage 
2016 

Bloom 
Date 

2016 
Harvest 

Date 

Berry 
Color 

Berry 
Size (g) 

Ave 
Cluster 
Wt. (g) 

Prod 1 = v 
low, 9 = v 

high 
07355-075 U0505-01 x Petite Syrah 04/19/2016 08/11/2016 B 1 278 7 

07370-084 F2-35 x U0502-38 04/26/2016 080/2/2016 W 1 151 7 

09311-160 
07371-20 x Cabernet 
Sauvignon 

04/26/2016 08/18/2016 B 1 210 5 

09314-102 
07370-028 x Cabernet 
Sauvignon 

04/28/2016 08/09/2016 W 1 355 9 

09330-07 07370-039 x Zinfandel 04/28/2016 08/11/2016 B 1.1 336 8 

09331-047 07355-020 x Zinfandel 05/03/2016 08/16/2016 B 1.3 368 5 

09331-103 07355-020 x Zinfandel 05/05/2016 08/23/2016 B 1.3 370 8 

09331-133 07355-020 x Zinfandel 05/03/2016 08/18/2016 B 1.7 360 6 

09333-111 07355-020 x Chardonnay 04/28/2016 08/16/2016 B 1.4 280 7 

09333-358 07355-020 x Chardonnay 050/3/2016 08/11/2016 B 1.2 261 6 

09333-370 07355-020 x Chardonnay 050/3/2016 08/18/2016 B 1.3 317 6 

09338-016 
07371-20 x Cabernet 
Sauvignon 

050/3/2016 08/09/2016 W 1.2 247 6 

09356-235 07371-19 x Sylvaner 05/05/2016 08/11/2016 B 1.1 248 7 

10302-178 07370-028 x Riesling 04/28/2016 08/02/2016 W 0.9 140 4 

10302-293 07370-028 x Riesling 04/30/2016 08/16/2016 W 1.2 185 7 

10302-309 07370-028 x Riesling 04/28/2016 08/16/2016 W 1.7 265 8 
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Table 6b. Juice analysis of Pierce’s disease resistant selections used in small-scale winemaking in 2016.

Genotype °Brix TA
(g/L) pH L-malic

acid (g/L)
potassium
(mg/L )

YAN
(mg/L,
as N)

catechin
(mg/L)

tannin
(mg/L)

Total antho-
cyanins
(mg/L)

07355-075 24.0 8.3 3.41 1.4 2,020 206 6 450 1,416
07370-084 26.1 6.6 3.72 2.2 2,230 209
09311-160 25.0 7.6 3.63 1.8 2,090 230 19 419 1,332
09314-102 23.2 6.0 3.59 4.4 2,420 251
09330-07 23.1 7.0 3.6 2.3 2,230 258 15 397 1,508
09331-047 27.8 8.0 3.74 1.3 2,200 270 14 556 1,493
09331-103 23.9 7.3 3.30 1.6 1,450 210 11 634 1,253
09331-133 22.5 7.2 3.5 1.7 1,690 242 <1 601 965
09333-111 26.1 6.6 3.54 2.5 2,060 232 13 357 688
09333-358 24.1 7.5 3.53 1.8 2,230 270 65 347 709
09333-370 22.3 6.9 3.57 1.8 1,860 282 6 435 845
09338-016 21.9 7.5 3.54 1.5 1,840 274
09356-235 25.7 6.7 3.77 2.6 2,400 279 38 381 1,502
10302-178 24.1 8.5 3.49 1.5 2,140 270
10302-293 24.5 7.7 3.53 1.5 2,160 211
10302-309 21.8 6.6 3.36 2.2 1,830 128

We continue to present our Pierce’s disease resistant wines at the 94% and 97% V. vinifera levels to grower and
vintner groups. Some of these tastings are at UC Davis with industry and student tasters, and others are at various
industry gatherings. Tastings from the 2014 vintage began with a faculty student tasting in March 2015. In August
2014 we hosted about 30, including professional winemakers from Sonoma, Napa, and the Central Coast, and
students and faculty. This tasting focused on our efforts with 25/75% blended wines with the 94% V. vinifera
selections 07713-51 and 07355-75. They were well received. Pierce’s disease resistant wines were also presented
to about 200 attendees at a Constellation Winery annual meeting in April. This tasting was followed by tastings
for Western Sonoma winemakers in July, and the California Alliance of Family Farms and Ramona Valley
Winegrape Growers in August. In November 2015 our wines were tasted at a meeting of Central Coast growers in
Santa Maria and at the Napa Valley Grapegrowers meeting. On May 6, 2016 a tasting was held at UC Davis to
evaluate 2015 vintage wines from our new Pierce’s disease resistant varieties. A total of 17 tasters comprised of
winemakers, viticulturists, faculty, staff, and students rated the wines on a hedonic quality scale from 1 = poor to
5 = very good. All wines were produced from grapes grown in Davis. The tasters didn't assess the wines
uniformly, however, no taster rated every wine as poor and most wines were considered “very good” or nearly so
by at least one taster. Considered together, all eight of the UC Davis Pierce’s disease wines and the Chardonnay
and Cabernet Sauvignon control wines were perceived as being of average quality. This is significant praise from
a group of professionals familiar with evaluating some of the finest vinifera wines in the world, especially
considering that the wines were produced from grapes grown in Davis, were made at a three to five gallon scale,
were less than a year old, and had no oak treatment. Overall, wines from our new Pierce’s disease resistant
varieties have been very well received. The first selections have cleared certification from FPS and we are
currently working through the UC patent and release process.
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Table 6c. Pierce’s disease resistant selections used in small-scale winemaking in 2016: Berry sensory analysis.

Genotype Juice
Hue

Juice
Intensity Juice Flavor Skin

Flavor

Skin Tannin
Intensity

(1 = low, 4
= high)

Seed
Color

(1 = gr,
4 = br)

Seed Flavor
Seed Tannin
Intensity (1 =
high, 4 = low)

07355-075 pink-red med- fruity, berry,
cherry

plum, vs
cab sauv

veg
2 4 ashy, warm,

sl bitter 2

07370-084
clear,
green-
yellow

pale melon, yellow
apple

neutral,
sl grass 2 4

woody, nutty,
manzanita

berry
4

09311-160 pink
orange med fruity, spicy fruity,

berry 1 4
nutty, sl
metallic,

warm
3

09314-102 green-
gold pale apple, spice vs veg,

hay 1 4 buttery,
woody 1

09330-07 red med plum, red fruit,
cherry

fruity,
spicy 2 4 spicy, bitter 1

09331-047 pink red med strawberry,
plum jam

plum,
spice 3 3 woody, spicy,

hot 1

09331-103 red, vs
orange med+ plum, fruity,

spicy
chalky,
vs fruity 3 4 nutty, woody,

vs bitter 3

09331-133 orange,
sl red med- cherry, apple

neutral,
sl plum

jam
2 3 woody, nutty,

warm 3

09333-111 pink, vs
brown lt red apple, sl cs

veg
cs veg,
plum 4 3 nutty, ashy,

hot 1

09333-358 brown med spicy, hay hay,
berry 1 4 nutty, smoky 2

09333-370 orange med- plum jam fruity, sl
hay 2 4 woody, sl

ashy, hot 1

09338-016 green pale green apple neutral,
sl veg 1 3 warm, woody 3

09356-235 red med jammy, ripe
plum

black
plum,
chalky

3 4 woody, bitter,
metallic 1

10302-178 clear,
gold pale

green apple, sl
spice, vs
herbal

Neutral,
straw, vs

veg?
2 4 spicy, hot,

acrid 2

10302-293 green,
white lt-med pear, melon

neutral,
melon,

hay
1 4 woody, hot 2

10302-309 green,
yellow med spicy, floral, sl

muscat
spicy,
neutral 3 4 woody, med

hot 2

CONCLUSIONS
We continue to make rapid progress breeding Pierce’s disease resistant winegrapes through aggressive vine
training, marker-assisted selection, and our rapid greenhouse screen procedures. These practices have allowed us
to produce four backcross generations with elite V. vinifera winegrape cultivars in 10 years. We have screened
through thousands of seedlings that are 97% V. vinifera with the PdR1b resistance gene from V. arizonica b43-17.
Seedlings from these crosses continue to crop and others are advanced to greenhouse testing. We select for fruit
and vine quality and then move the best to greenhouse testing, where only those with the highest resistance to Xf,
after multiple greenhouse tests, are advanced to multi-vine wine testing at Davis and in Pierce’s disease hot spots
around California. The best of these are being planted in vineyards at 50 to 1,000 vine trials with enough fruit for
commercial scale winemaking. We have sent 19 advanced scion selections to FPS over the past four winters to
begin the certification and release process. Three Pierce’s disease resistant rootstocks were also sent to FPS for
certification. Pierce’s disease resistance from V. shuttleworthii and BD5-117 is also being pursued, but progress
and effort is limited because their resistance is controlled by multiple genes without effective resistance markers.
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Other forms of V. arizonica are being studied and the resistance of some will be genetically mapped for future
efforts to combine multiple resistance sources and ensure durable resistance. Very small-scale wines from 94%
and 97% V. vinifera PdR1b selections have been very good, and have been received well at tastings in the campus
winery and at public tastings throughout California.
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ABSTRACT
The goal of this project is to support molecular breeding of Pierce’s disease resistant grapes by identifying novel
resistant germplasm, determining the inheritance of resistance, and tagging genomic regions to develop markers
that facilitate and accelerate breeding. A total of 250 accessions were greenhouse screened and tested with
markers to determine their genetic diversity and distance from one another. Twenty resistant accessions were
identified and then used to develop breeding populations from 2012 to 2015. Breeding populations were marker
tested to assure correct identity. Resistance loci were identified on genetic maps, markers were developed for
breeding, and physical mapping was completed for b43-17, which led to the cloning and characterization of its
resistance genes (PdR1a and PdR1b; see earlier reports). The physical map of the PdR1c locus (from Vitis
arizonica b40-14) is complete. We are continuously developing and expanding breeding populations from new
promising resistant lines. Upstream and downstream sequences, as well as gene sequences of two candidate genes
ORF14 (open reading frame) and ORF18 from PdR1b, were verified. A large-scale multiple time point gene
expression project was completed in the greenhouse and RNA extractions were completed for over 400 samples.
The quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) experiments were used to test the expression of candidate
genes. Cultures to generate embryogenic callus of V. vinifera cvs. Chardonnay and Thompson Seedless and
V. rupestris St. George are being maintained for use in transgenic experiments. Experiments to utilize the PdR1
resistance gene with a native promoter are underway, as standard gene promoters did not work. These efforts will
help us to identify candidate resistance genes by complementation and allow us to better understand how they
function. Such efforts could also lead to Pierce’s disease resistance genes from grape that would be available to
genetically engineer Pierce’s disease resistance into V. vinifera cultivars. This project provides the genetic
markers critical to the successful classical breeding of Pierce’s disease resistant wine, table, and raisin grapes.
Identification of markers for PdR1 allowed us to reduce the seed-to-seed cycle to two years and produce
selections that are Pierce’s disease resistant and 97% vinifera.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
We continue to identify and genetically characterize novel resistance sources from southwestern United State and
Mexican Vitis species collections; use genome sequence information to identify resistance genes; clone and
characterize these resistance genes with native promoters; and develop resistance gene constructs prior to
transforming them into susceptible V. vinifera grapes to test their function. Creating genetic maps with DNA
markers allows us to identify and validate markers that could be used for marker-assisted selection and to
incorporate (stack) multiple resistance genes into a single background to create more durably resistant varieties.

INTRODUCTION
A successful resistance breeding program depends on the germplasm that provides a wider genetic base for
resistance. Identification, understanding, and manipulation of novel sources of resistance are prerequisites for
successful breeding. This project continues to provide molecular support to the Pierce’s disease resistance grape
breeding project “Breeding Pierce’s Disease Resistant Winegrapes” by acquiring and testing a wide range of
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resistance germplasm, tagging resistant regions with markers by genetic mapping, and functionally characterizing
the resistance genes from different backgrounds. In earlier versions of this project, genetic markers linked to
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) resistance from V. arizonica b43-17 were used to perform marker-assisted selection (MAS)
to accelerate our Pierce’s disease resistant winegrape program, and the table and raisin grape breeding program of
David Ramming in the past. Outcomes from the earlier two projects included genetic maps, and bacterial artificial
chromosome (BAC) libraries of the highly-resistant V. arizonica accessions b43-17 and b40-14. A physical map
of the PdR1 locus was completed and several candidate genes were identified. Five candidate genes were cloned
and constructs were developed with the 35S promoter to transform tobacco, Chardonnay, Thompson Seedless,
and St. George in order to test gene function.

This new project has the following key objectives: identify novel sources of Pierce’s disease resistance for use in
broadening the genetic base of Pierce’s disease resistance; accelerate marker discovery and the identification of
new and unique resistance genes; clone and characterize unique DNA sequences (promoters) that regulate the
expression of candidate Pierce’s disease resistant grape genes cloned from the PdR1b locus; and evaluate and
compare lines transformed with PdR1 constructs with native and 35S promoters. We have surveyed over 250
accessions of Vitis species growing in the southern United States and Mexico to identify new Pierce’s disease
resistant accessions. Analysis using population genetics tools allowed us to better understand gene flow among
resistant species and their taxonomic and evolutionary relationships. Pierce’s disease resistance in the
southeastern United States Vitis species seems to be different than the resistance in Vitis from the southwestern
United States and Mexico. We have identified new Pierce’s disease resistant accessions that are genetically and
phenotypically different, were collected from different geographic locations, and have different maternal
inheritance. Breeding populations from new promising resistant lines have been developed. These populations
will be tested to study the inheritance of resistance. Next generation sequencing will be used on the recently
identified resistant accessions to expedite marker discovery and confirm that the resistance genes are unique.
Next, genetic maps will be developed to identify genomic regions associated with resistance, and genetic markers
will be used to enable stacking of multiple resistance genes and breeding of winegrapes with durable Pierce’s
disease resistance.

The identification and characterization of resistance genes and their regulatory sequences will help determine the
basis of resistance/susceptibility in grape germplasm. In addition, these genes and their promoters could be
employed in production of ‘cisgenic’ plants. Cisgenesis is the transformation of a host plant with its own genes
and promoters (Holmes et al., 2013). Alternatively, other well characterized vinifera-based promoters, either
constitutive (Li et al., 2012) or activated by Xf (Gilchrist et al., 2007) could be utilized. Development of
V. vinifera plants transformed with our Pierce’s disease resistance genes and grape promoters might work more
effectively and allow us to better understand PdR1’s function.

OBJECTIVES
The specific objectives of this project are:
1. Provide genetic marker testing for mapping and breeding populations produced and maintained by the

Pierce’s disease resistance breeding program, including characterization of novel forms of resistance.
2. Complete a physical map of the PdR1c region from the b40-14 background and carry out comparative

sequence analysis with b43-17 (PdR1a and b).
3. Employ whole genome sequencing (50X) of recently identified Pierce’s disease resistant accessions and a

susceptible reference accession, and use bioinformatics tools to identify resistance genes, perform
comparative sequence analysis, and develop single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers to be used for
mapping.

4. Clone PdR1 genes with native promoters.
5. Compare the Pierce’s disease resistance of susceptible grapevines transformed with native versus

heterologous promoters.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Provide genetic marker testing for mapping and breeding populations produced and
maintained by the Pierce’s disease resistance breeding program, including characterization of novel forms
of resistance.
To make a new variety durably resistant to diseases it is often necessary to combine multiple sources of resistance
genes into one background to obtain broad long-lasting resistance. We completed greenhouse testing of over 250
southwestern and northern Mexico Vitis, which included accessions collected from multiple collection trips from
states bordering Mexico or that were previously collected from Mexico by Olmo. Both simple sequence repeat
(SSR) and chloroplast markers were used to establish relationships with known sources of resistance currently
being used in the breeding program (Riaz and Walker, 2013). We found 20 highly-resistant accessions and 15
accessions were selected to develop small breeding populations by crossing them with the highly susceptible
V. vinifera. In spring 2016 we extracted DNA from the 704 individuals obtained from these breeding populations
that were also greenhouse screened. We carried out a limited mapping strategy by utilizing markers from
chromosome 14 that are linked to the PdR1 locus (see previous reports for details of the PdR1 locus). This
strategy allowed us to identify resistance sources whose resistance is similar to PdR1 and sources that are
different among the newly identified accessions. We selected 12 SSR markers that flanked a 3.5 megabase (Mb)
region around the PdR1 locus (Figure 1A), which is located between markers Pd82-1b4 and open reading frame
(ORF) 18-19-03. The genotypic data of all resistance accessions with 22 markers from 19 chromosomes was used
to analyze how genetically distinct the resistant accessions were from each other (Figure 1B).

Based on the polymorphic markers for each breeding population a genetic map was created to determine the
relative marker order, and then QTL analysis for each population was carried out. We were able to identify two
accessions that were resistant to Pierce’s disease, but none of the markers from chromosome 14 showed any
association to the resistance, indicating that a distinctive resistance locus resides on a different chromosome and
most likely is different from the PdR1 locus.

(A) (B)

Figure 1. (A) 12 SSR markers that flank 3.5 Mb region on Chromosome 14. The PdR1 locus resides
between markers Pd82-1b4 and ORF18-19-03. (B) Dendrogram showing genetic relationship between
resistant accessions; asterisks show Pierce’s disease resistant accessions with different source of resistance.
Purple: accessions from Arizona; Green: accessions from California; Blue: accessions from Mexico;
Orange: accessions from Texas.

Accession T03-16 from the Big Bend region in Texas and b41-13 from Tamaulipas State in Mexico are strong
candidates that do not possess PdR1. Figure 2 shows the location of some of the more strongly resistant
accessions tested so far in this study. These accessions show great potential for use in the Pierce’s disease
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grapevine breeding program. In order to proceed and to identify the genomic regions in these two accessions,
crosses were made in spring 2016 to expand the size of populations. In four backgrounds we were not able to
determine if resistance is different than PdR1 due to the small population size (Table 1). We plan to expand the
number of individuals in those backgrounds, greenhouse test them for Pierce’s disease resistance, and carry out
analysis next year to determine if they possess PdR1. These results will get us one step closer to finding a new
mechanism of Pierce’s disease resistance that we can use for our breeding program. Table 1 presents the breeding
populations that were developed with new resistance sources (for details, see previous reports). We completed
propagation of four to five replicates for the subset of crosses mentioned in Table 1. The rooted green cuttings
were transferred to two-inch pots first and then four-inch pots to acclimatize to greenhouse conditions. These
plants were inoculated with Xf in September and the results of the assay will be available in winter.

Figure 2. Geographic location of the 15 different Pierce’s disease resistant accessions tested in our program.

In spring 2016 we provided molecular support to the companion Pierce’s disease resistance winegrape breeding
project by marker testing a total of 745 seedlings from six crosses to identify resistant and susceptible genotypes.
An additional group of 1,400 more genotypes were tested for the presence of combined resistance. The objective
was to stack resistance from b42-26 and PdR1b as well as to develop advanced breeding lines with PdR1c (from
the b40-14 background).

Objective 2. Complete a physical map of the PdR1c region from the b40-14 background and carry out
comparative sequence analysis with b43-17 (PdR1a and b).
The SSR-based framework genetic map of V. arizonica b40-14 was completed. Greenhouse ELISA screen data
was used to carry out QTL analysis and a major Pierce’s disease resistance locus, PdR1c, was identified on
chromosome 14 (see previous reports for details). Pierce’s disease resistance from b40-14 maps between flanking
markers VVCh14-77 and VVIN64 within a 1.5 cM interval. The genomic location of the PdR1c locus is similar to
the PdR1a and PdR1b loci. An additional 305 seedlings were marker tested to identify unique recombinants using
new SSR markers developed from the b43-17 sequence (Table 2) to narrow the genetic mapping distance. Four
recombinants were identified between Ch14-81 and VVIn64, and one recombinant between the Ch14-77 and
Ch14-27 markers. The new markers position the PdR1c locus to a 325 Kb (kilobase) region based on the sequence
of b43-17.
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Table 1. Resistant accessions used for the 23 breeding populations. Resistant accessions with different sources of
resistance are marked as Not 14 in last column. Accessions marked as LG14 possess the PdR1 locus. Resistance
affinity to Ch14 could not be determined for the accessions that are marked as ND due to small population size and
less informative markers.

Resistance
Source Species Description Populations Tested

Number of
Screened

Genotypes

Results of
Limited Mapping

Strategy
ANU5 V. girdiana 12-314 60 LG14

b40-29 V. arizonica, brushy 12-340, 12-341, 14-367,
14-368 29 LG14

b46-43 V. arizonica, glabrous with V. monticola 12-305, 14-308, 14-321,
14-322, 14-324, 14-336 159 LG14

b41-13 V. arizonica-mustangensis and champinii
hybrid, red stem with hairy leaves 13-355 47 Not 14

b47-32 V. arizonica glabrous with monticola,
small clusters, red stem 13-344 13 ND

SC36 V. girdiana 13-348 35 LG14
T03-16 V. arizonica glabrous 13-336 62 Not 14
A14 V. arizonica 14-313 25 ND
A28 V. arizonica 14-347, 14-364 42 LG14
ANU67 V. arizonica glabrous 14-362 28 ND
ANU71 V. arizonica-riparia hybrid 14-340 30 ND
C23-94 V. arizonica glabrous and brushy 14-303 44 LG14
DVIT
2236.2

V. cinerea like, long cordate leaves, short
wide teeth, small flower cluster 14-360 30 LG14

SAZ 7 V. arizonica 14-363 52 LG14

A BAC library from b40-14 genomic DNA (see details in previous reports) was screened and 30 BAC clones
were identified with two probes, Ch14-56 and Ch14-58. BAC clones that represent PdR1c were separated from
the other haplotype, and two BAC clones VA29E9 and VA57F4 were selected. The DNA of the selected BAC
clones was sequenced using PAC BIO RS II (see previous report).

A third BAC clone was sequenced to expand the region beyond the probe Ch14-58. The previous assembly
consisted of two contigs with no overlap. Common probes between the PdR1c and PdR1b region were used to
align the sequences in order to determine length of the gap in the assembly. A fourth BAC clone that overlaps
with the VA30F14 and VA57F4/VA29E9 assembly was selected based on use of the new probes. Sequencing of
this BAC clone was completed. New probes were designed using the sequence of PdR1c region to test for
overlapping BACs. The assembly of four BAC clones is presented in Figure 3. A manuscript titled “The Genetic
and Physical Map of Pierce’s Disease Resistance Locus PdR1c” is in preparation.

The assembly of H43-I23 from the b43-17 BAC library that represents the PdR1a haplotype (F8909-17) was also
completed. The length of assembled sequence was 206 Kb. The ORFs of the PdR1b region and the BAC clone
H69J14 were used to make comparisons. There was complete homology between the over lapping BAC clone
sequences that reflect two different haplotypes. The BAC clone H43I23 has ORF16 to ORF20 and all five ORFs
have identical sequences to the PdR1b haplotype. Based on these results we conclude that there is complete
sequence homology between haplotype a and b of the PdR1 locus; therefore, cloning and functional
characterization of genes from any one haplotype will be sufficient for future work. Complete sequence homology
also reflects that the parents of b43-17 must be closely related and may have a first-degree relationship and
acquired resistance from shared parents. This also explains why we observed complete homozygosity of SSR
markers for the PdR1 locus in the resistant accession b43-17.
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Figure 3. Sequence analysis of the PdR1b and PdR1c regions. In PdR1c, the assembled sequence is 426Kb.
Two of the resistance genes are outside the genetic window with marker Ch14-81. The red regions
represent the gap between the Ch1459 and Ch14-77 markers in the assembly.

Objective 3. Employ whole genome sequencing (50X) of recently-identified Pierce’s disease resistant
accessions and a susceptible reference accession, and use bioinformatics tools to identify resistance genes,
perform comparative sequence analysis, and develop SNP markers to be used for mapping.
In this project and as detailed in previous reports we have proposed to use whole genome sequencing to
genetically map two new resistant accessions, b46-43 and T03-16, which have very strong Xf resistance in
repeated greenhouse screens. Next generation sequencing using IIlumina HiSeq and MiSeq platforms to carry out
SNP discovery and identification of SNP markers linked to resistance would only be used with those resistant
lines for which we have strong greenhouse screen information, information on the heritability of their Pierce’s
disease resistance, and the potential to screen the population using a limited mapping strategy.

The V. arizonica accession b46-43 is homozygous resistant to Pierce’s disease. Multiple crosses to V. vinifera
were made to develop BC1 populations in 2014 and 2015. Breeding populations were tested with markers to
verify the integrity of the crosses. Greenhouse screening of the BC1 populations with b46-43 and other resistant
sources was completed (see companion project report) and results were used in conjunction with markers from
chromosome 14 to evaluate the correlations between markers and resistance. Preliminary results indicate that
there is a major Pierce’s disease resistance locus on chromosome 14. However, our breeding program has already
identified two other accessions that have a major Pierce’s disease resistance locus on this chromosome. In order to
optimize the development of broadly resistant Pierce’s disease winegrapes we need to use Pierce’s disease
resistance sources that map to different regions, so that we have the greatest chance of stacking resistance genes
from multiple and diverse sources. Test results suggest that b46-43 is not a unique source of Pierce’s disease
resistance since it maps to the same location as PdR1, although it does have very strong resistance to Xf. In the
light of these results, we will not pursue whole genome sequencing to map in the b46-43 background. We will
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finalize the map of only chromosome 14 for the BC1 mapping population and complete screening in the
greenhouse (take down of experiment is in the first week of August), with analysis in fall/winter 2016.

Objective 4. Cloning of PdR1 genes with native promoters.
The physical map of PdR1b using four BAC clones covers 604 Kb (see previous reports for details). Multiple
ORFs of the Leucine-Rich Repeat Receptor Kinase gene family were identified. These genes regulate a wide
range of functions in plants, including defense and wounding responses for both host as well as non-host specific
defense. The physical distance is limited to the 82 Kb, with five ORFs associated with disease resistance and
other plant functions described above. The main challenge is the high sequence similarity of the ORFs that are
present outside the genetic window to the candidate ORFs.

We have acquired optimized binary vectors pCLB1301NH and pCLB2301NK (Feechan et al., 2013) which are
capable of carrying large DNA sequences, thus allowing us to insert the candidate genes plus surrounding
sequences. Two ORFs V.ari-RGA14 and V.ari-RGA18, within the resistance region boundaries are the most
likely candidates for PdR1b. The other three sequences, V.ari-RGA15, 16, and 17 are shorter and contain a large
number of transposable elements (TE).

We have verified upstream and downstream sequences of V.ari-RGA14 and 18, two more likely PdR1b
candidates. Both RGA14 and 18 (resistance gene analogs) have a very similar sequence profile with the exception
that RGA18 is 2946 bp in size and lacks the first 252 bp of sequence that is part of RGA14. Functional analysis of
the protein sequence of both RGAs revealed that RGA14 lacks a signal peptide in the initial part of the sequence.
This result was verified using 3’ rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) to specifically amplify RNA from
grapevines transformed with V.ari-RGA14 under the 35S promoter. The results found that mature mRNA does
not contain a signal peptide, necessary for proper membrane localization, at the beginning of the sequence, thus
leaving RGA18 as the strongest candidate. Sequence verification for RGA14 and RGA18 and flanking sequences
was completed, and fragments that contain the entire coding region plus ∼3 kb upstream and ∼1 kb downstream
sequences were synthesized and cloned into pCLB2301NK at Genewiz, Inc. The new plasmids, called
pCLB2301NK-14 and pCLB2301NK-18, were verified by restriction analysis in our lab (Figure 4). Besides the
corresponding 7 kb fragment, containing RGA14 or RGA18, these plasmids contain a 35S:mGFP5-ER reporter
cassette and a kanamycin-selectable marker gene with the nopaline synthase (NOS) promoter.

(A) (B) (C)
1   2   3    4   5   6  7

Figure 4. (A) Restriction analysis of plasmids pCLB2301NK-14 (lanes 2 ,3, 4) and pCLB2301NK-18 (lanes 5,
6, 7) alter digestion with Nhe1 (lanes 2, 5), Sac1 (lanes 3, 6), and Sal1 (lanes 4, 7). Gel image includes a 1kb
ladder (lane 1) with the 3 kb fragment having increased intensity to serve as a reference band. The results on the
gel match the predicted sizes inferred from the plasmid information; (B) pCLB2301NK-14 restriction map;
(C) pCLB2301NK-18 restriction map.

We carried out sequence verification of genotypes U0505-22 and U0505-01, which are being used as biocontrols
in our greenhouse screenings. These genotypes were originally selected for the presence of PdR1b markers in our
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breeding program. However, U0505-22 displays Pierce’s disease susceptibility despite being positive for the
markers, which then offers the opportunity to explore the changes that could explain this behavior at the DNA
level. Presently we are focused on RGA18 and RGA14 sequence verification, including the promoter region. Our
first results have not been conclusive since direct sequencing of non-cloned PCR fragments, using primers
originally designed for sequence verification of RGA14 and RGA18, produced mixed signals. Consequently, we
have designed new primers to produce approx. 4.5 kb fragments that include sequences upstream and downstream
of RGA14 or RGA18, in order to increase the specificity of the amplification and facilitate cloning by reducing
the number of fragments to two.

A large experiment with resistant and susceptible plants using multiple replicates and time points for control
(uninoculated) and inoculated plants (see details in previous report) was completed. To date, we have completed
RNA extractions from 450 samples in the above-mentioned experiment. We have also designed primers and
determined primer efficiency for gene expression studies with both RGA14 and RGA18. Two different primer
pairs with efficiency of greater than 90% were selected to carry out preliminary analysis with uninoculated and
inoculated samples of Chardonnay and F8909-17 (source of PdR1). Preliminary results with samples from six
time points indicates that the expression level of both RGA14 and RGA18 in F8909-17 increases after day eight
in comparison to uninoculated, peaks at day 23, and then decreases. Uninoculated and inoculated susceptible
Chardonnay did not show any expression. Gene expression analysis is underway.

Objective 5. Comparing the Pierce’s disease resistance of plants transformed with native versus
heterologous promoters.
We have established an Agrobacterium-mediated transformation system followed by regeneration of plants from
embryogenic callus. We have streamlined the protocol and have established cultures of pre-embryogenic callus
derived from anthers of V. vinifera Thompson Seedless, Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, and the rootstock
V. rupestris St. George (Agüero et al., 2006). In an earlier phase of this project we transformed these varieties
with five candidate genes containing the 35S cauliflower mosaic virus promoter, the nopaline synthase terminator,
and an hptII-selectable marker gene (see previous reports for details). We completed testing and found that the
transgenic plants did not confer Pierce’s disease resistance or tolerance. These results are in accordance with the
latest assembly obtained using the PAC BIO SRII system and three additional overlapping BAC clones. They
show that only one of the sequences tested, V.ari-RGA14, lays within the more refined resistance region of 82 kb
defined by the two recombinants we recently obtained. The 3’RACE technique was used to amplify RNA from
V.ari-RGA14-transformed grapevines and results showed that mature mRNA does not contain the signal peptide
necessary for proper membrane localization at the beginning of the sequence.

In addition to the embryogenic calli of Thompson Seedless, Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon, and V. rupestris
St. George we have available for transformation, we developed meristematic bulks of these genotypes plus 101-14
Mgt for transformation via organogenesis (Figure 5). Slices of meristematic bulks can regenerate transformed
shoots in a much shorter period of time than somatic embryos. We have tested different media and selective
agents and established protocols for the initiation, maintenance, and genetic transformation of meristematic bulks
from these five genotypes (Xie et al., 2016). Meristematic bulks induction in non-vinifera genotypes is less
efficient but still high, with about 80% of the explants producing meristematic bulks after three subcultures in
medium containing increasing concentrations of cytokinins.

In order to include native promoters and terminators in constructs for future genetic transformations we have
verified sequences upstream and downstream of V.ari-RGA14 and 18, the two most likely PdR1b candidates.
Sequence verification has been completed up to 4-6 kb in the upstream region and 1 kb in the downstream region.
In silico analysis of the upstream regions with PlantCare, a database of plant cis-acting regulatory elements, has
shown that upstream sequences contain several motifs related to drought and defense responses.

Previous transformations with Agrobacterium tumefaciens carrying binary plasmids that contain hygromycin
(pCLB1301NH) or kanamycin (pCLB2301NK) selectable marker genes showed that both antibiotics are effective
selection agents for embryogenic calli. However, meristematic bulks regeneration has mainly occurred in
selection with kanamycin, confirming our previous observation that meristematic bulks are highly sensitive to
hygromycin. Thus, pCLB2301NK was chosen to carry RGA14 and RGA18 expanded sequences and named
pCLB2301NK-14 and pCLB2301NK-18 thereafter.



       
      

 

 
 

  

       
       

      
  

 
  

 

 

 

 
    

Figure 5. Embryogenic cultures (top) and meristematic bulks (bottom) of Chardonnay (CH), Thompson 
Seedless (TS), Cabernet Sauvignon (CS), V. rupestris St. George (SG), and 101-14. 

Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain EHA 105 pC32 was chemically transformed with pCLB2301NK-14 or 
pCLB2301NK-18 and subsequently used to transform embryogenic calli of V. vinifera cvs. Chardonnay, 
Thompson Seedless. and rootstock V. rupestris St. George. Transformation experiments with pCLB2301NK-18 
and pCLB2301NK-14 were initiated in March and July 2016, respectively, after synthesis and cloning was 
completed. In addition, Agrobacterium was used to transform meristematic bulks produced from the same 
genotypes. Table 2 shows the number of inoculated explants with Agrobacterium carrying pCLB2301NK-18, 
while Figure 6 shows the most advanced cultures growing in selection medium. 

Table 2. Number of embryogenic calli (EC) and meristematic bulks (MB) inoculated with Agrobacterium 
carrying pCLB2301NK-18 or pCLB2301NK-14. The numbers in brackets represent the number of 
independent lines regenerating in selection medium to date. 

Genotype Explant No. Explants 
pCLB2301NK-18 

No. Explants 
pCLB2301NK-14 

Chardonnay EC 800 (10) 280 

T. Seedless EC 603 (37) 290 

St. George EC 692 (18) 401 

Chardonnay MB 70 50 

T. Seedless MB 80 120 

St. George MB 70 110 

We have also started the production of meristematic bulks of Pierce’s disease susceptible genotypes selected from 
the 04-191 population, which are 50% V. vinifera, 25% b43-17, and 25% V. rupestris A. de Serres (as in the 
original population used for PdR1b mapping). These genotypes can provide an additional genetic background for 
analysis of expression of PdR1 candidate genes. Two of these genotypes, designated 29-42 and 47-50, exhibited 
great potential for the development of meristematic bulks (Figure 6) and will be ready for transformation with 
Agrobacterium next month. 
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(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 6. Embryo regeneration from embryogenic callus in (A) Thompson Seedless and (B) St. George. Shoot
regeneration from meristematic bulks in (C) St. George. Meristematic bulk development in (D) genotype 47-50 from
the 04191 population.

CONCLUSIONS
We completed greenhouse screening, marker testing, and QTL analysis of breeding populations from 15 new
resistance sources, including b46-43 and T03-16. We identified T03-16 and b41-13 as possessing resistance on a
different region than chromosome 14. Crosses were made to expand these breeding populations for framework
map development in order to identify other genomic regions. Our primary goal is to identify new sources of
resistance whose resistance region is not on chromosome 14 so we can facilitate stacking of these resistance
sources with PdR1 from b43-17, since the incorporation of multiple resistances should make resistance more
durable. We have completed the genetic and physical mapping of Pierce’s disease resistance from b40-14. This
resistance source maps within the PdR1b locus, but it may be an alternative gene within this complex replicated
locus. Finally, we verified the sequence of two candidate genes from the PdR1b locus, completed transformations
with ORF18, and are preparing ORF14 for complementation tests. This effort is also identifying the promoters of
these genes so that we can avoid the use of constitutive non-grape promoters like CaMV 35S.
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ABSTRACT
Horizontal gene transfer is an important component of evolution and adaptation of bacterial species. Xylella
fastidiosa (Xf) has the ability to incorporate exogenous DNA into its genome by homologous recombination at
relatively high rates. This genetic recombination is believed to play a role in adaptation of different Xf strains to
infect different host plant species. Although in many cases exogenous DNA is taken up by natural transformation,
there also is evidence that certain strains of Xf carry native plasmids equipped with transfer and mobilization
genes, suggesting conjugation as an alternate mechanism of horizontal gene transfer in some instances. Xf subsp.
fastidiosa strain M23 which causes disease in both grape and almond hosts carries a 38 kb plasmid pXFAS01.
This plasmid contains two operons, tra and trb, that share homology with conjugal transfer and mating pair
formation genes found in other bacterial species. A nearly identical plasmid, pXf-Riv5 was found in Xf subsp.
multiplex strain Riv5 isolated from ornamental plum, suggesting plasmid transfer between Xf strains of different
subspecies. Using M23 as the donor strain and Xf subsp. fastidiosa Temecula as the recipient strain, plasmid
transfer was characterized using the mobilizable broad host range vector pBBR5pemIK. Transfer of plasmid
pBBR5pemIK from M23 to Temecula was observed under in vitro conditions, although transfer of 38 kb
pXFAS01 was not observed. The possibility of plasmid transfer by conjugation in the natural environment would
have implications for horizontal gene transfer between different strains of Xf that may be present in the same
location and/or in the same vector or host.
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ABSTRACT
Many members in the bacterial genus of Xylella cause disease on economically important crops, generally in the
Americas, e.g. Pierce disease of grapevine in the United States and citrus variegated chlorosis disease in Brazil. In
the past decade, there has been an increase of reports on Xylella-caused diseases from outside the Americas, e.g.
pear leaf scorch disease in Taiwan and olive quick decline syndrome in Italy. Because all Xylella strains are
nutritionally fastidious, phenotypic characterizations such as physiological and biochemical tests are highly
challenging to perform and could be inaccurate, leading to the current situation of ambiguous taxonomy and
difficulty in strain detection and identification. We are taking advantage of recent development of next generation
sequencing technology to establish a whole genome sequence-based system to address Xylella taxonomy. One
significant achievement is the use of average nucleotide identity (ANI) values to replace the time-consuming and
technically demanding DNA-DNA hybridization relatedness, a commonly accepted gold standard for bacterial
species definition. Thus far, this research has established a new species, Xylella taiwanensis. The ANI values
between X. taiwanensis and X. fastidiosa strains were 83.4-83.9%, significantly lower than the bacterial species
threshold of 95%. Interestingly, ANI analyses also drew defined lines among X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa,
X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex, and X. fastidiosa subsp. pauca, suggesting that ANI values, along with sequence
similarity in other genes/sequences including the 16S rRNA gene and 16S-23S ITS, also could be useful for
subspecies analyses.
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ABSTRACT
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) has been thought to be restricted to the Americas for a long time. Listed as a quarantine
pest for Europe, this phytopathogenic bacterium is now present in Italy and France and its emergence has been
evidenced through a survey of coffee plants trading from Latin America and a survey of natural settings. Since the
first contaminated foci have been discovered on Polygala myrtifolia (myrtle-leaf milkwort) plants showing leaf
scorch symptoms in France during the summer of 2015, numerous plants were screened, ending in the
identification of almost 250 foci. Here we report on the diversity of Xf identified during the year 2015 in France in
natural settings and in imported coffee plants. A multilocus sequence typing (MLST) approach revealed that
several subspecies and sequence types are associated with the emergence of Xf in France. This includes
subspecies multiplex (ST6 and ST7), subspecies pauca (ST53), and subspecies sandyi (ST72 and ST76).
Moreover, new recombinant individuals issued from subsp. multiplex and sandyi parents, and populations living
in sympatry (same plant) have been found. The genome of the first three strains of Xf subsp. multiplex that were
isolated were sequenced and compared to their American relatives. Altogether, these analyses suggest that Xf has
been introduced several times in the past into France in various plant materials from different origins.
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ABSTRACT
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) coordinates its virulence in grapevines via quorum sensing signal molecules that are
regulated and synthesized by the rpf gene cluster (regulation of pathogenicity factors). rpfA encodes aconitate
hydratase and could play a regulator role involved in virulence. To elucidate the role of rpfA in the pathogenicity
of Xf, an rpfA-mutant (XfΔrpfA) and a complementary (XfΔrpfA-C) strain were characterized. In vitro studies
showed that mutant XfΔrpfA exhibited increase in biofilm formation and cell-cell aggregation compared with
wild-type. The complementary XfΔrpfA-C strain restored wild-type phenotypes. These data suggest that the
expression of rpfA may negatively modulate biofilm formation or other related virulence factors. Greenhouse
experiments will be conducted to further evaluate the role of rpfA involving Pierce’s disease.
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ABSTRACT
Deployment of Pierce’s disease resistant grapevines is a key solution to mitigating economic losses caused by
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf). While the Pierce’s disease resistant grapevines under development display mild symptoms
and have lower bacterial populations than susceptible varieties, all appear to remain hosts of Xf. Since resistant
grapevines are anticipated to maintain yield after infection, resistant grapevines are less likely to be removed after
infection than susceptible grapevines. Accordingly, there is a risk that vineyards planted with resistant grapevines
may become sources of Xf. To assess the risk of resistant varieties serving as a source for pathogen spread to
susceptible varieties, a coupled-differential equation model was developed. The model tracked spread of an
arthropod-transmitted pathogen in a plant population consisting of a mixture of resistant and susceptible plants.
To analyze the model, infection of susceptible plants was separated into two components: spread among
susceptible plants and spread from resistant to susceptible plants. Analytical manipulation of the model identified
a threshold acquisition rate from resistant plants that resulted in limited pathogen spread from resistant plants to
susceptible plants. Acquisition rates from resistant plants that resulted in limited spread to susceptible plants
depended on assumptions regarding vector abundance, vector turnover (mortality), removal of infected
susceptible plants, and proportion of plants that were resistant. Thus, acquisition rates from resistant plants that
result in limited spread to susceptible plants depend on management practices. Simulation of the model
determined that effects of deploying a resistant variety on disease incidence in the susceptible variety depended on
the extent to which pathogen spread among susceptible plants was controlled (by means other than resistance) and
acquisition rates from resistant plants. Deployment of resistant plants that were poor acquisition sources generally
resulted in lower disease incidence in the susceptible variety, whereas deployment of resistant plants that were
good acquisition sources generally increased disease incidence in the susceptible variety. Results support
quantifying acquisition from resistant varieties prior to deployment to determine if additional management is
needed to limit spread to nearby vineyards cultivating susceptible varieties. As the model framework was general,
additional refinement of the model to consider specific regions, grape cultivars, and vectors in California could
provide additional insight.

FUNDING AGENCIES
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010-00D. USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
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ABSTRACT
For approximately 15 years Temecula Valley has been part of an area-wide control program for an invasive
vector, the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS). The goal of this program is to limit
Pierce’s disease spread by suppressing vector populations in commercial citrus, an important reproductive host for
this insect, before they move out into vineyards. To achieve effective GWSS control, spring applications of the
systemic insecticide imidacloprid to citrus have been made in years past. As part of this treatment program there
is ongoing monitoring of GWSS populations to ensure that the treatments are effective. Notably, since 2013,
reimbursements to citrus growers have not been made. As a result, over the past several seasons, no Temecula
Valley citrus acreage was treated specifically for GWSS, although it is likely that some treatments are occurring
to target important citrus pests. Approximately 135 yellow sticky traps were inspected on a biweekly basis
throughout 2016 to monitor GWSS in citrus. The results show a typical phenology for this pest in the region, with
a total of approximately 650 GWSS caught during the summer peak (July through September). Overall, GWSS
catch this year has been the highest observed since 2009, but is still far below the densities seen at the outset of
the area-wide program.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
The glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) constitutes one of the primary threats to the
wine, table grape, and raisin industries in California owing to its ability to spread the pathogen that causes
Pierce’s disease. In the Temecula Valley an area-wide control program has been in place for more than 15 years
which, until recently, relied on insecticide applications in citrus groves to control GWSS before they move into
vineyards and still entails regular monitoring of GWSS populations throughout the region. This program is
important for guiding management decisions for vineyards in the area. This year, GWSS catch was the highest
seen in seven years. It is not yet clear whether the pattern this year indicate a resurgence in GWSS populations, as
has occurred in other parts of California, or simply reflects a single, anomalous season.

INTRODUCTION
The wine grape industry and its associated tourism in the Temecula Valley generate $100 million in revenue for
the economy of the area. Following the invasion of the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis;
GWSS) into southern California from the southeastern United State, a Pierce’s disease outbreak occurred. This
outbreak resulted in a 30% loss in overall vineyard production over a few years, with some vineyards losing 100%
of their vines during the initial years of the outbreak. An area-wide GWSS management program initiated in the
spring of 2000 saved the industry from even more dramatic losses. Since the initiation of the Temecula GWSS
area-wide management program several hundred new acres of grapes have been planted and multiple new
wineries have been built.

GWSS has the potential to develop high population densities in citrus. Fortunately, GWSS is also highly
susceptible to systemic insecticides such as imidacloprid. Insecticide treatments in citrus groves, preceded and
followed by trapping and visual inspections to determine the effectiveness of these treatments, have been used to
manage this devastating insect vector and disease. In addition, parasitoid wasps that attack GWSS egg masses are
also contributing to management in the region.

As part of the area-wide treatment program monitoring of GWSS populations in citrus has been conducted since
program inception. This monitoring data has been used to guide treatment decisions for citrus, to evaluate the
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efficacy of the treatments, and to guide vineyard owners, pest control advisors, and vineyard managers on the
need for supplementary vector control measures within vineyards.

In 2013 the decision was made by state and federal regulators not to reimburse citrus growers for insecticide
applications intended to target GWSS in the Temecula Valley. This change was motivated by the expectation that
citrus growers would likely be treating already for the Asian citrus psyllid, Diaphorina citri, an invasive vector of
the pathogen associated with huanglongbing or citrus greening disease. Sharpshooter and psyllid integrated pest
management rely on largely the same insecticides. However, the timing of applications differs slightly depending
on the focal pest. Therefore, monitoring of sharpshooter populations continues to be important, to determine
whether GWSS populations, which already show substantial interannual variability, appear to be rebounding. This
is particularly true given the notable resurgence of GWSS in other areas of the state.

OBJECTIVES
1. Monitor regularly GWSS populations in citrus groves throughout the Temecula Valley to evaluate the

effectiveness of prior insecticide applications and to provide a metric of Pierce’s disease risk for
grapegrowers.

2. Disseminate a newsletter for stakeholders on sharpshooter seasonal abundance in citrus throughout the region.

Double-sided yellow sticky cards (14 x 22 cm; Seabright Laboratories, Emeryville, CA) are being used to monitor
for adult sharpshooters in citrus. One hundred thirty-four such sticky traps have been placed in citrus groves
throughout the Temecula Valley. All traps are labeled, numbered, and bar coded to identify the site within the
management program. Each trap is then georeferenced with a handheld global positioning system (GPS) monitor.
Most traps are placed at the edge of the groves at the rate of approximately one per 10 acres. Traps are attached
with large binder clips to wooden stakes around the perimeter of the grove. For large groves traps are also placed
in the interior. The total number of traps depends on the size of the orchard block. Sharpshooters found on the
traps are counted and then removed from the trap.

The yellow cards are inspected and replaced every two weeks during the summer and fall (May through October)
and monthly the rest of the year. At each inspection the number of adult GWSS and smoketree sharpshooters
(Homalodisca liturata) are recorded, and the abundance of common generalist natural enemy taxa.

After collecting all data for a given sharpshooter census date, these data are collated into a newsletter that shows
the number of sharpshooters caught, where they were caught, and the seasonal phenology of sharpshooter
populations to date. This newsletter is disseminated to stakeholders via e-mail and on a blog hosted by UC
Riverside’s Center for Invasive Species Research (http://cisr.ucr.edu/temeculagwss/).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results for 2016 are shown in Figure 1. This includes monthly censuses of GWSS in citrus through April,
then biweekly censuses from May through October. Census results show seasonal patterns of GWSS abundance
and activity that are typical for this region. GWSS catch is low for much of the year; it increases dramatically at
the beginning of the summer and then drops off through August and September. As of early October, GWSS
populations appear to have declined substantially.

Figure 2 shows GWSS catch in 2016 relative to other years. The year 2016 has shown a qualitatively similar
seasonal phenology as in other years, but with a higher overall catch compared to recent years. Indeed, the 2016
GWSS catch was the highest since 2009, but is still several times lower than at the inception of the program.
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Figure 1. Seasonal total GWSS catch in 2016 for 134 traps throughout the Temecula Valley.

Figure 2. Seasonal total GWSS catch in Temecula Valley from 2009-2016.
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CONCLUSIONS
Despite the troubling patterns observed this year there is not yet compelling evidence of a GWSS resurgence in
the Temecula Valley region, as is occurring in portions of the southern Central Valley. Although the overall 2016
GWSS catch appeared earlier in the season and slightly higher (i.e., 100 to 300 GWSS) than most years, it is still
lower overall compared to the 500 to 1,000+ GWSS catches in 2008 and 2009. Some of the explanation may be
because of the potential for treatments made for the Asian citrus psyllid, which is controlled primarily via the
same classes of insecticides. Although the recommended treatment timings are slightly different for Asian citrus
psyllid versus GWSS, as long as insecticide resistance does not develop, applications made for its control may aid
somewhat with GWSS control. Nonetheless, in response to the relatively higher GWSS catch this year, Temecula
grape growers were cautioned to remain vigilant and consider alternative steps for managing Pierce’s disease
pressure in their vineyards.
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ABSTRACT
RNA interference (RNAi) is a natural biological activity for controlling gene expression and for anti-viral defense
in a majority of eukaryotic organisms, including insects. The application of RNAi directed toward different types
of insect plant pests is becoming more feasible and promising. RNAi is already used in commercial agriculture for
plant virus control, and the many new publications demonstrating experimental successes with various plant-
feeding insects suggest that RNAi could have a role in helping to manage Pierce’s disease of grapevines. In our
efforts, we evaluated several approaches in attempts to induce RNAi effects in the glassy-winged sharpshooter
(Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS), an important vector of Xylella fastidiosa, the causal agent of Pierce’s disease
of grapevines. In order to identify promising RNAi targets we performed transcriptome and small RNA next
generation sequencing of GWSS. We identified RNAi-based responses to GWSS-infecting viruses and assessed
in vitro feeding and transgenic plant assays as a means to initiate RNAi effects against GWSS. We were able to
demonstrate RNAi-induced decreased mRNA levels for specific RNA targets but we did not obtain consistent
phenotypic effects on GWSS.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
This work presents fundamental efforts towards understanding the feasibility of applying RNA interference
(RNAi) to help combat Pierce’s disease of grapevines. Pierce’s disease is a significant threat to grape production
in California and other parts of the U.S., and the causal agent, Xylella fastidiosa (Xf), a xylem-limited bacterium,
also causes several other extremely important plant diseases worldwide. Our effort here does not directly target
Xf, but instead targets one of its most significant insect vectors, the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca
vitripennis; GWSS), and other sharpshooter vectors of Xf.

We focused our efforts towards understanding and optimizing the means to induce RNAi effects in GWSS. In this
regard we evaluated specific interfering RNAs via in vitro assays and transgenic plant-based approaches. We also
generated large scale genomic data along with transcriptome and small RNA datasets, to help us design rational
and effective genetic/genomic efforts against GWSS. We achieved target mRNA reductions in some assays but
did not consistently induce desired phenotypic effects in recipient GWSS.

INTRODUCTION
Our primary objectives were to evaluate and demonstrate RNA interference (RNAi) activity against the glassy-
winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS). GWSS is an important vector of Xylella fastidiosa (Xf)
and unlike other native sharpshooters, GWSS readily feeds on grapes and has the potential to move through
vineyards, moving Xf as it feeds. New, environmentally sound approaches to target GWSS and other sharpshooter
vectors of Xf are needed in order to help manage Pierce’s disease. RNAi strategies have the potential to help in
long-term, environmentally sound strategies to manage insects.
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RNAi is a natural gene regulation and anti-viral defense mechanism found in insects and other organisms. RNAi
was discovered in the early 1990s when studies with plants demonstrated that transgene-encoded RNAs did not
accumulate in plants as expected, but were degraded in the cell cytoplasm in a sequence-specific manner
(Jorgensen et al., 1996; Lindbo and Dougherty, 1992; Lindbo et al., 1993; Napoli et al., 1990. Most important
from a practical sense is that these also correlated with desirable phenotypic effects in the plants. Since these
initial findings, RNAi has become one of the most intensely studied areas in all of biology and the 2006 Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine was awarded for seminal mechanistic studies on RNAi in the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans (Fire et al., 1998).

Double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs), or single-stranded RNAs (ssRNAs) with significant intramolecular base-paired
regions, are recognized as powerful inducers of RNAi. These RNAs are processed by dsRNA-specific
endonucleases (Dicers and/or Drosha, depending on the organism and cellular location) to yield small dsRNAs
ranging from 20 – 30 bp. The resulting small dsRNAs are unwound and one strand (the guide strand) is
incorporated into the Argonaute 1 (AGO1)-associated RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). When the guide
RNA searches and finds a complementary ssRNA, RNAi activity results, either mRNA degradation or
interference with mRNA translation, depending on the type of guide RNA and the amount of base-paring with the
RNA target. Although RNAi processes vary in different organisms, the overall mechanisms among various
eukaryotes are generally conserved (Siomi and Siomi, 2009). We use the term “siRNAs” to refer in general to the
21-25 nucleotide (nt) small RNAs generated by RNAi activity. The major value of RNAi approaches for
agriculture is that they can be used to very selectively reduce specific gene expression and induce desirable
phenotypes in plants, particularly to prevent pathogen or pest attack.

Transgenic RNAi-specific approaches have already been demonstrated to be very effective for many different
plant viruses, and commercial RNAi-based antiviral resistance is used in U.S. papayas, squash, and recently
plums (Fuchs and Gonsalves, 2007; Gonsalves, 2006; Scorza, 2013; Tricoli, 1995). Hundreds of thousands of
these plants have been planted in the U.S. and the specific, RNAi-based anti-viral resistance has proven to be
robust and to provide environmentally sound virus disease control with no identified negative effects. In recent
years RNAi has been evaluated as a control strategy for insects, even leading to the suggestion of “insect-proof
plants” (Gordon and Waterhouse, 2007). In fact, a recent issue of Science (16 August 2013) featured on the cover
the suggestion of “smarter pest control” and a special section within that issue (pages 728 – 765) was dedicated to
our “pesticide planet” (Kupferschmidt, 2013), and how new opportunities based on our understanding of RNAi
could help feed the world’s growing population and how this could be done in a way that improves sustainability
in agriculture by decreasing our dependence on pesticides for pest control. We took fundamental approaches to
assess the potential for inducing RNAi effects in GWSS and evaluated different strategies to induce RNAi
activity. We successfully demonstrated induction of RNAi effects by several approaches, but did not consistently
demonstrate the ability to induce negative phenotypic effects in GWSS. However, our results provide new
information that is important for assessing RNAi strategies against insect vectors of plant pathogens.

OBJECTIVES
1. Generate and evaluate transgenic potato plants for their ability to generate small RNAs capable of inducing

RNAi effects in GWSS.
2. Identify GWSS-interfering RNAs for practical application.

a. Utilize transgenic potato plants as efficient alternatives for identifying, delivering, and evaluating
efficacious interfering RNAs.

b. Enhance production of interfering RNAs in planta.
3. Generate and use microRNAs from different developmental stages of GWSS insects.
4. Assess the potential of using plant viruses for delivery of small RNA effectors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Generate and evaluate transgenic potato plants for their ability to generate small RNAs
capable of inducing RNAi effects in GWSS.
Initially, we used 14 GWSS Genbank cDNA sequences corresponding to known proteins in order to synthesize
RNAi inducer molecules, dsRNAs. We then tested whether RNAi was inducible in GWSS cells and insects, and
we showed that RNAi activity is inducible in GWSS (Rosa et al., 2010). Quantitative reverse transcription
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), semi-quantitative RT-PCR, and Northern blot of small and large RNA
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fractions showed that RNAi was achieved in cells and insects injected with dsRNA where target mRNAs were
partially degraded and specific siRNAs (short-interfering RNAs), hallmarks of RNAi, were detected (Rosa et al.,
2010).

In order to generate dsRNAs that can target GWSS, target sequences were cloned into a gateway-compatible
binary vector pCB2004B. The target sequences were cloned in head-to-tail direction in the gateway vector with a
non-homologous sequence between them. Upon transcription in transgenic plants, these constructs will yield
double-stranded, hairpin RNAs of the desired sequence. The expression vectors carrying the insect target
sequences of interest were first cloned into Escherichia coli and Agrobacterium tumefaciens and they have been
sequence verified. A. tumefaciens cultures carrying the sequences of interest were used to transform potato plants
(Kennebec and Desiree varieties) against GWSS target genes Actin, Cuticle, and Chitin Deacetylase (Table 1).
Transformation / regeneration were performed via recharge at the UC Davis Ralph M. Parsons Plant
Transformation Facility (http://ucdptf.ucdavis.edu/) and approximately ten independent transgenic lines were
obtained for each of the constructs. We performed screening of these transgenic potato plants for insert
composition and generation of small RNAs (Figure 1). We vegetatively propagated the T0 plants confirmed to
yield the desired RNAs for use in RNAi experiments with GWSS. In addition to the transgenic plants expressing
GWSS target genes under control of the 35S promoter we generated some potato plants with transgene expression
under a specific xylem promoter EgCAD2, which was cloned from Eucalyptus gunii.

Figure 1. Small RNA northern hybridization analysis of GWSS-Actin transgenic potato
plants. Arrows indicate positions of GWSS anti-actin siRNAs. Lower intensity siRNA
signals are present in many of the other lines.

Objective 2. Identify GWSS-interfering RNAs for practical application.
We compared transgenic potato plants engineered to express interfering RNAs to target GWSS in RNAi feeding
assays. We used plants with transgenes driven by two different promoters for these experiments, the 35S
constitutive promoter and the EgCAD promoter from Eucalyptus gunii. These assays showed that we were able to
induce RNAi effects in GWSS as determined by RT-qPCR analysis of target mRNAs (Figure 2), but we failed to
generate a detectable phenotype on the GWSS; all looked normal and we observed no mortality different from
GWSS fed on non-transgenic control plants. We now believe that this may be due at least in part to how we
performed our assays. We believe that plant-based RNAi-induced phenotypic effects are more dramatic on
nymphs that develop on the plants expressing RNAi inducers.
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We used potato cuttings with caged fourth and fifth instar GWSS nymphs. The cuttings were placed in dilute
nutrient solution and GWSS remained on cuttings for approximately seven days (Figure 3). The GWSS nymphs
were allowed to feed on the cuttings for five days at which point the insects were harvested and RNA was
extracted to test for target mRNA knockdown using RT-qPCR. Unfortunately, these feeding trials did not induce
a detectable phenotype or result in consistent, detectable reduced target gene expression when compared to the
wild-type and green fluorescent protein (GFP) negative control plants. Our ongoing efforts with phloem-feeding
hemipterans have shown similar results, but we have been able to see negative phenotypes only when we allow
target insects to develop on test plants (i.e., they must go through nymphal instar stages and molt). For GWSS this
is a little problematic as they like to move among plants and feed on different species. In fact, in order to have
sufficient reproduction, we rear them in cages containing basil, cotton, and cowpea plants. We also performed
experiments using second and third instar nymphs and kept insects until they became adults, but no obvious
effects were observable.

Figure 2. Relative normalized expression of the GWSS chitin deacetylase gene after GWSS feeding on wild-type and
transgenic plants expressing dsRNA showing no difference in target gene expression between wild-type and transgenic
plant lines. DES 1 is the wild-type potato control. ECAD 3 and ECAD 6 are separate transgenic lines expressing
dsRNA for GWSS chitin deacetylase under control of the EgCAD promoter. GFP 1 is a control transgenic line
expressing dsRNA for GFP. The GWSS ubiquitin gene was used as an internal control for the RT- qPCR. Error bars
represent the standard error of the data.

Objective 3. Generate and use microRNAs from different developmental stages of GWSS insects.
We evaluated three approaches for expressing artificial microRNAs
(amiRNAs) in plants. Our intent was two-fold: one, to use specific
amiRNAs to target GWSS mRNAs and reduce the possibilities for potential
RNAi off-target effects which are more possible with longer, dsRNA RNAi
inducers (Nunes, 2013); and second, we have identified several GWSS-
novel miRNAs by Illumina-based sequencing and bioinformatics analysis
(see Figure 4). We have so far only identified miRNAs in adult GWSS, but
our goals are to identify potential miRNAs that may be GWSS instar-stage
specific and evaluate their potential for use in RNAi towards GWSS.

We used agroinfiltration of Nicotiana benthamiana plants, followed by
small RNA hybridization and Illumina sequencing to assess production of
amiRNAs. These experiments showed that we can produce specific
amiRNAs in plants by two methods: one, by using a binary plasmid vector
to produce the specific amiRNA; and second, by using a modified
begomovirus A component to replicate and express higher levels of
amiRNAs in plants. The latter suggests that it is worth investigating using
grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) (Krenz et al., 2014) as a
means for generating specific amiRNAs in grapevines.

Figure 3. GWSS feeding on basil
stem which is submerged in a
solution of double-stranded RNA.
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Figure 4. The microRNA profile analysis of GWSS adult insects revealed the presence of microRNAs that
are conserved between different insects. GWSS adults also share some microRNA conservation with plants.

Objective 4. Assess the potential of using plant viruses for delivery of small RNA effectors.
Our efforts here were based on our previous successes using plant-infecting viruses to express interfering RNAs
in plants. There we used recombinant plant viruses expressing insect RNAi inducers and were able to achieve
negative phenotypes in specific phloem-feeding target insects. Here we attempted to engineer grapevine leafroll-
associated virus-7 (GLRaV-7), a phloem-restricted virus from the complex family Closteroviridae, and grapevine
red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) for our studies. This is based on successes by others using viruses from the
same family such as citrus tristeza virus in citrus ((Dawson and Folimonova, 2013; Folimonov et al., 2007), and
GLRaV-2 in grapevines (Dolja and Koonin, 2013). In both cases the plant virus-based vectors were capable of
regulating the expression of endogenous genes via virus-induced gene silencing in their respective host plant, and
were capable of expressing foreign genes/sequences for long periods of time showing a significant stability and
durability. Furthermore, our own results using a DNA virus-based system (unpublished) showed that we were
able to produce specific artificial micro RNAs in plants.

We have a GLRaV-7 isolate from California in culture (Genbank accession number: JN383343; Al Rawhnih et
al., 2012), and now have generated complete, full-length cloned cDNAs for this virus. The entire cDNA of
GLRaV-7 is now cloned into a binary vector, pCAMBIA1380. Experiments are still ongoing to assess infectivity by
using standard agroinfiltration, but we also will attempt using vacuum infiltration of grapevine plants as it was
successfully reported for GLRaV-2 in grapevines (Kurth et al, 2012).

Based on our success with expressing amiRNAs in plants we also have been attempting to generate infectious
cloned cDNA versions of GRBaV. We are making progress but this work also is ongoing.

CONCLUSIONS
RNAi is a natural biological activity for controlling gene expression and for anti-viral defense in a majority of
eukaryotic organisms, including insects. The application of RNAi directed toward different types of insect plant
pests is becoming more feasible and promising. In our efforts, we were able to induce RNAi effects in GWSS and
evaluated initial transgenic plants as a means to initiate RNAi effects in GWSS and other leafhopper vectors of
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf). Our lack of producing a desired negative phenotype in target GWSS was due at least in
part to the experimental system and biology available. As we have learned more about GWSS and RNAi
application potential, it seems unlikely that the plant-based approaches used by us have good potential for helping
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to manage GWSS and other sharpshooter vectors of Xf. This is important and thus our data are useful for long-
term decisions. However, because RNAi effects can be induced in GWSS, the use of insect-infecting viruses
modified to induce specific RNAi effects in sharpshooters is a potential strategy that could be considered for
future experimentation.
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ABSTRACT
The overall goal of this project is to develop an RNA interference (RNAi)-mediated system to inhibit maturation
and reproduction of the glassy-winged sharpshooter (GWSS; Homalodisca vitripennis). The initial target for
RNAi will be GWSS jheh (also known as hovi-meh1), the gene that encodes juvenile hormone epoxide hydrolase
(JHEH). GWSS jheh will be used as a model gene target to establish an efficient expression and screening system
for characterizing RNAi effectors. This system will then be used to evaluate other JH metabolic genes including
those that encode JH esterase, JH acid methyl transferase, and other identified genes as targets for RNAi. These
gene sequences will be mined from the recently determined transcriptome sequence of GWSS. Finally, plant
virus- or insect virus-based systems for expression and delivery of the RNAi effectors in insects will be
developed.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
A natural process called RNA interference (RNAi) is used by a wide range of organisms to regulate normal gene
function and defend against viruses. This process can be artificially manipulated and potentially used as a "gene-
based" insect control tactic. Two critical keys for developing an RNAi-based control tactic are (1) the
identification of a selective target gene, and (2) the development of a system to produce and deliver RNAi
effectors in whole insects. In this project, we are identifying genes that are found in endocrine system of the
glassy-winged sharpshooter (GWSS; Homalodisca vitripennis) as targets for RNAi. A field-applicable delivery
system for inducing RNAi against these targets will also be developed.

INTRODUCTION
In California, the control of the glassy-winged sharpshooter (GWSS; Homalodisca vitripennis) relies primarily on
the use of neonicotinoid insecticides such as imidacloprid and to a lesser extent on biological control using
parasitic wasps and on other classes of chemical insecticides. Both metabolic and target site resistance to
neonicotinoids are found in hemipterans and other insects [1]. The effectiveness of imidacloprid treatment against
GWSS also appears to be on the decline in California [2]. Furthermore, neonicotinoids have been linked to
negative off-target effects such as colony collapse disorder in honeybees resulting in restrictions in their use in the
European Union. The registration of several neonicotinoids is also under re-review by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. Because of the potential loss of imidacloprid both in terms of its efficacy and availability due
to regulatory restrictions, alternative technologies to control GWSS should be considered.

RNA interference (RNAi)-based technologies [3, 4] that selectively target the GWSS endocrine system are a
potential alternative tactic for controlling GWSS and the diseases that it transmits. RNAi is a natural process that
is found in a wide range of organisms that regulates gene function and protects against viruses. The natural RNAi
process can be artificially induced in insects by the introduction of an RNAi effector, i.e., double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA) or small interfering RNA (siRNA) that targets a specific messenger RNA. This technology has been
shown to work in insects that feed on artificial diet infused with dsRNA or siRNA as well as on transgenic plants
that express dsRNA. Two critical keys for developing an RNAi-based control tactic are (1) the identification of a
highly selective and effective gene target, and (2) the availability of a system to produce and deliver the RNAi
effector in whole insects. In this project, genes that are found in the GWSS endocrine system are being developed
as targets for RNAi. Genes in the insect endocrine are ideal targets for knockdown because they are part of an
essential and highly sensitive developmental pathway that is only found in arthropods.
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OBJECTIVES
1. Develop jheh as a model target for RNAi-based control of GWSS maturation.
2. Mine the GWSS transcriptome for other RNAi targets.
3. Develop virus-based dsRNA production and delivery systems for controlling GWSS.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Develop jheh as a model target for RNAi-based control of GWSS maturation.
Juvenile hormones (JHs) and molting hormones (ecdysones) are key components of the insect endocrine system
that help to regulate insect development. JHs also regulate other important biological actions such reproduction,
mating behavior, feeding induction, and diapause (reviewed in [5]). The level of JH within an insect is determined
by a combination of its biosynthesis and degradation. In many insects, JH acid methyl transferase (JHAMT) is the
enzyme that catalyzes the final step of JH biosynthesis. On the other hand, JH degradation occurs through the
action two hydrolytic enzymes called JH epoxide hydrolase (JHEH) and JH esterase (JHE). JHEH and JHE
metabolize the epoxide and ester moieties that are found on all JH molecules resulting in the formation of JH diol
and JH acid, respectively (Figure 1).

Minor changes in normal JH levels through alteration in the action (or lack of action) of JHEH, JHE, and/or
JHAMT have been shown to cause dramatic changes in insect development and/or death. The sensitivity of the
insect endocrine system to minor changes is a critical factor in the success of JH analog insecticides such as
pyriproxyfen and methoprene.

The coding sequence of the jheh gene of GWSS has been identified and confirmed to encode a biologically active
JHEH in a previous project [6]. This gene is now being developed as a target for RNAi in GWSS. Plasmid
constructs for the expression of full-length dsRNAs corresponding to jheh of GWSS have been designed and are
in the construction process. The baseline levels of JHEH and JHE activities in control fifth instar GWSS have
been quantified (Figure 2).

Detailed information about these enzyme activities is needed to quantify the efficacy and selectivity of the RNAi
against the jheh and jhe genes. During the first four days of the fifth instar of GWSS, JHE activity was relatively
low (1.5 to 4.4 pmol of JH acid formed min-1 ml-1 of hemolymph) and found at relatively constant levels. JHE
activity dramatically increased (by about seven-fold) on the fifth day of the fifth instar. JHE activity remained
high (9- to11-fold higher than that found on the fourth day of the fifth instar) on the sixth, seventh, and eighth
days of the fifth instar, then started to decline on the ninth day of the fifth instar. The dramatic increase in JHE
activity during the second half of the fifth instar is predicted to remove residual JH from the hemolymph so that
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(in conjunction with small spikes of ecdysteroids) the juvenile insect undergoes a nymph-to-adult molt instead of
a nymph-to-nymph molt. JHEH activity was lower than JHE activity during all of the time points tested. JHEH
activity increased by about four-fold on the sixth day of the fifth instar, a delay of about one day in comparison to
the spike in JHE activity. These findings suggested that JHE may play a more predominant role than JHEH in JH
metabolism in GWSS.

Objective 2. Mine the GWSS transcriptome for other RNAi targets.
A transcriptome is defined as a set of all of the RNA molecules that are found in a specific set of cells at particular
moment in time. Cooperator Professor Bryce Falk's laboratory has recently determined the sequence of the
transcriptome of fifth instar GWSS [7]. By computer software-based screening of the GWSS transcriptome,
multiple jhe-like coding sequences were identified. These potential JHE encoding sequences were manually
analyzed (24 deduced amino acid sequences during the initial screening) for the presence of conserved motifs (see
[8]) that are found in biologically active JHEs. A rank order of the potential of these sequences to encode a
biologically active JHE was determined and primer sequences were designed for the amplification of the full-
length sequences of the top three candidates. In order to mine the full-length JHE sequence from GWSS, double-
stranded cloned DNA (ds cDNA) libraries were generated from a developmentally mixed population of fifth
instar GWSS (30 individuals) as well as individual GWSS at day 7, 8, and 9 of the fifth instar. The ds cDNAs
were used as template sequences for 3'- and 5'-random amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) procedures to
generate full-length gene coding sequences.

The RACE procedures identified three full-length JHE coding sequence (gnsag1, gqsag1, and gqsag2, Figure 3)
from the ds cDNA library generated from a mixed population of fifth instar GWSS. Gnsag1, gqsag1, and gqsag2
encode open reading frames of 550, 547, and 580 amino acid residues, respectively. Seven amino acid sequence
motifs that are found in known biologically active JHEs were highly conserved in the deduced amino acid
sequences of gnsag1, gqsag1, and gqsag2, i.e., GNSAG1, GQSAG1, and GQSAG2 (Figure 3). A signal peptide
sequence that is found in all known biologically active JHEs was predicted in GNSAG1 but not GQSAG1 or
GQSAG2. However, two additional methionine codons are found within the N-terminal 12 amino acid residues of
GQSAG2. Should translation initiation start from either of these ATG codons, a signal peptide sequence is
predicted. Phylogenetic analysis placed GNSAG1 and GQSAG1 in the same clade (Figure 4). GQSAG2,
however, was found in a clade that was separate from that of GNSAG1 and GQSAG1, and that of known JHEs
from lepidopteran insects. Surprisingly, GNSAG1, GQSAG1, and GQSAG2 did not align with NlJHE, a JHE
from the hemipteran Nilaparvata lugens.
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gttagttgtg

acagttggtaggaatactgtttataaaattaaaaatttgttctaaggaatatgtgatatt

ttatcttattttcactacaaacttataacagagctgagagatttagattcaaatttcctg

atgaagaacattaatctccaatttatacttttaactgttctcaatgcatacattgcagct

M  K  N  I  N  L  Q  F  I  L  L  T  V  L  N  A  Y  I  A  A 20

gatgctcattcaagtttagttgttgacagttcttatggttcacttagaggaaaatggatg

D  A  H  S  S  L  V  V  D  S  S  Y  G  S  L  R  G  K  W  M   40

acatcccgaggtgggagacagtttgctacttttcttggaataccgtacgccttacctccc

T  S  R  G  G  R  Q  F  A  T  F  L  G  I  P  Y  A  L  P  P   60

actggacatcttcggtttctgccaccaagtcctccgctgaagtggaatggaacaagagat

T  G  H  L R F L  P  P  S  P  P  L  K  W  N  G  T  R  D   80

gcaacagttgaaggtaaagcatgtgtacaacgcgaggtgagaggggacgaggactgcctc

A  T  V  E  G  K  A  C  V  Q  R  E  V  R  G  D  E  D  C  L 100

tatctaaacgttttcacccatagtaccaacaatagtgggcaaacatcaccagttatggtt

Y  L  N  V  F  T  H  S  T  N  N  S  G  Q  T  S  P  V  M  V 120

tacattcatggtggggggttttatggtggttcttcttctctcggcatgtacggacccgag

Y  I  H  G G  G  F  Y  G  G  S  S  S  L  G  M  Y  G  P  E 140

tatcttctcgacagaaacattgtgctagtgactcttcagtaccgactgggtgtgtttggc

Y  L  L  D  R  N  I  V  L  V  T  L  Q  Y  R  L  G  V  F  G 160

tttctcagtaccgaggatagtattattcccggcaacatgggactgaaagatcaaaccatt

F  L  S  T  E  D  S  I  I  P  G  N  M  G  L K D Q T  I 180

gctttgcaatgggtgcaagaaaacattaaagtattcggtggggatgcttcaaaagtcaca

A  L Q W  V  Q E N  I  K  V  F  G  G  D  A  S  K  V  T 200

atattcggaaacagtgcagggtccgcttcagtacatttacacatgctctctcctgggagc

I  F G N S A G S  A  S  V  H  L  H  M  L  S  P  G  S 220

agaagactgtttagtaaagcgatatcacaaagtggtacagcattgagtgcctttgccatg

R  R  L  F  S  K  A  I  S  Q  S  G  T  A  L  S  A  F  A  M 240

attggccgagggacatccaggaacataacattccagttggctcggagcctgaactgttcc

I  G  R  G  T  S  R  N  I  T  F  Q  L  A  R  S  L  N  C  S 260

accgactcatcttaccagatattgaattgtctccagaacaaaacttctacagatgttcaa

T  D  S  S  Y  Q  I  L  N  C  L  Q  N  K  T  S  T  D  V  Q 280

aaaaaatatagtagtttacaagataccaagtatgaaataaagaaagttttattccgtcca

K  K  Y  S  S  L  Q  D  T  K  Y  E  I  K  K  V  L  F  R  P 300

atcgttgaagaagaaagtgaaaatgcatttttaacttcaaacccactgcacattcatact

I  V  E  E  E  S  E  N  A  F  L  T  S  N  P  L  H  I  H  T 320

gataaaccatggctggtaggaattaaccaaaatgaggggttatttaagatcagtttgaaa

D  K  P  W  L  V  G  I  N  Q  N E G  L  F  K  I  S  L  K 340

catctaaatgagaccattcacttgattaaaactgaatttgatcaatttggaccagcagta

H  L  N  E  T  I  H  L  I  K  T  E  F  D  Q  F  G  P  A  V 360

ttattttttgaagatacctgttcaaaacctgttgaaatggctggcttaatttataacttc

L  F  F  E D  T  C  S  K  P  V  E  M  A  G  L  I  Y  N  F 380

tacttcaaaaatgactccacaaaaaatgatatgatagtctcgattgaacgagtcatttcc

Y  F  K  N  D  S  T  K  N  D  M  I  V  S  I  E  R  V  I  S 400

gactcatggtttttgtggcctacaatgcaatctatcggcaaccataacggaacactgtat

D  S  W  F  L  W  P  T  M  Q  S  I  G  N  H  N  G  T  L  Y 420

tgttatttgtttaatcatacaggagaacactctgttacacaatttaatggtgggccccaa

C  Y  L  F  N  H  T  G  E  H  S  V  T  Q  F  N  G  G  P  Q 440

cattttggtgtaagtcacatggatgaacttcactatttattctctcgaaagcgaattatt

H  F G V  S H M D E L  H  Y  L  F  S  R  K  R  I  I 460

cctaatgggttgaacaaagttgatgaaaatgtgtcaaaaatgctgatagatttgtgggtc

P  N  G  L  N  K  V  D  E  N  V  S  K  M  L  I  D  L  W  V 480

aattttgctgaagaaaccaatcctactccagactccataagtagtaatcctcagcaaaga

N  F  A  E  E  T  N  P  T  P  D  S  I  S  S  N  P  Q  Q  R 500

ggtacaaacaatagtatcacttgggaatcctcaaatagtgcagatcctaagtctttgctc

G  T  N  N  S  I  T  W  E  S  S  N  S  A  D  P  K  S  L  L 520

atagaaactaacatgttgtcaatggtagagaatgtttttaaaacaagaatggaattttgg

I  E  T  N  M  L S  M  V  E  N  V  F  K  T  R  M  E  F  W 540

aaaaaattgtcagtaagagataaaatagtgtagagatatgaaggatttgttaagttcata

K  K  L  S  V  R  D  K  I  V  * 550

gaaccctagttagtcaatacatgctgatcagtataaattgactaaaaaagcttgtgcaaa

ccctttaaaacccagacatgcaagaattctatggcttgttatatcaatggtataaaagta

tttggaaaattcctaaatcttcagaaaattttccattttgacagtggaaattaaagaatg

ttgcaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

A. B.

C. D.

gattgtgcttgtgatctaacatcagtttgaa

atgctggacgagatagaaatatctacaaaacaaggtagactaagaggtctggtcaagaaa

M  L  D  E  I  E  I  S  T  K  Q  G  R  L  R  G  L  V  K  K  20

tcaattggcagatctaacaagttgtattattcttttcaaggaattccttatgcaaaacct

S  I  G  R  S  N  K  L  Y  Y  S  F  Q  G  I  P  Y  A  K  P  40

ccagtgggaaatttaaggttcaaggaacctgagccttatggccactgggaagatactcga

P  V  G  N  L R F K  E  P  E  P  Y  G  H  W  E  D  T  R  60

gatgccacaaaagaaggaggtgattctctgcaagaacacataatattcctaaatatacat

D  A T  K  E  G  G  D  S  L  Q  E  H  I  I  F  L  N  I  H  80

gggggtgaagattgcctctatctcaatgtgtatactacaaagactggagagcaaggagac

G  G  E  D  C  L  Y  L  N  V  Y  T  T  K  T  G  E  Q  G  D 100

cggaaggctgtgatggtgtggattcatggtggtggctttttcagaggctctgggtctact

R  K  A  V M  V  W  I  H  G  G  G  F  F  R  G  S  G  S  T 120

gaaatttatgggcctgacttcttgatagaagaagatatagtcctggtcacaatcaactat

E  I  Y  G  P  D  F  L  I  E  E  D  I  V  L  V  T  I  N  Y 140

cgcttgggagttttaggatttttatcattggaaaatgaaaagctgcctggaaacttggga

R  L  G  V  L  G F  L  S  L  E  N  E  K  L  P  G  N  L  G 160

cttaaggatcaggttttggcgctaaaatgggtacgagacaacattgacagttttggagga

L K D Q V  L  A  L K W  V  R D N  I  D  S  F  G  G 180

gatccaaacaatgtgacaatatttgggcaaagtgcaggaggggcttctgtacactaccat

D  P  N  N  V  T  I  F G Q S A G G  A  S  V  H  Y  H 200

ctgctgtctccactgtctaaaggattatttcacaaagccatattacagagcggaacacca

L  L  S  P  L  S  K  G  L  F  H  K  A  I  L  Q  S  G  T  P 220

atgtgccaatgggcgtttcaggacaagcccagagagaaaactttcctgctagctaaagaa

M  C  Q  W  A  F  Q  D  K  P  R  E  K  T  F  L  L  A  K  E 240

cttggatgtaactctcaggaccctgacactgttctggagtttctcatgaatgttccttgc

L  G  C  N  S  Q  D  P  D  T  V  L  E  F  L  M  N  V  P  C 260

ttggatatccttaaggctcaggaaagacaaacaatacgaacagaaaaggaaaagatacaa

L  D I  L  K  A  Q  E  R  Q  T  I  R  T  E  K  E  K  I  Q 280

aagtccacactcctctttttaccttgtgttgaagtatctggtgatgctcccttcttacca

K  S  T  L  L  F  L  P  C  V  E  V  S  G  D  A  P  F  L  P 300

gattatcctcgaaaaatgatggagaaaggagaattctccaaggtcccgatcataatgggc

D  Y  P  R K  M  M  E  K  G  E  F  S  K  V  P  I  I  M  G 320

ctcactgaccaagagggattgtcagctctagcacatggagaagtaaagtgtgaaaaaata

L  T  D  Q E G  L  S  A  L  A  H  G  E  V  K  C  E  K  I 340

aatgaaaacctgtcagtgttggttcctcatgacttggccattacacctgacagtgaagaa

N  E  N  L  S  V L  V  P  H  D  L  A  I  T  P  D  S  E  E 360

gaacttagattaggtaaggagattctgcagttttataccaacaccgactctctctcctgg

E  L  R  L  G  K  E  I  L  Q  F  Y  T  N  T  D  S  L  S  W 380

gatgttgtacctcagtatgtggattatatgtctgatatagcttttgccaatgcagaagaa

D  V  V  P  Q  Y  V  D Y  M  S  D  I  A  F  A  N  A  E  E 400

ttttctcgaaagtgctttttaaagcaccatacagctcctgtttacaactatttgtttaca

F  S  R  K  C  F  L  K  H  H  T  A  P  V  Y  N  Y  L  F  T 420

tacttcagcccacgagccttttcagccaagatgatacagatggcatatccagaccatgaa

Y  F  S  P  R  A  F  S  A  K M  I  Q  M  A  Y  P  D  H  E 440

gctgatcagttcatcggatgtggtgcaagtcatgctgatgagctaatacatctgttcaaa

A  D  Q  F  I  G  C G A  S H A  D E L  I  H  L  F  K 460

acaaacattgataaaatccccttcacttctccaactgatgatgaccaagcattaatgaac

T  N  I  D  K  I  P  F  T  S  P  T  D  D  D  Q  A  L  M  N 480

aagcttataaaagcatggacagcttttgctaaaactggaaacccaaactgtgtggaactc

K  L  I  K  A  W  T  A  F  A  K  T  G  N  P  N  C  V  E  L 500

aatgtaatatggaaagaagacactatccaaaatccttgtttcatggaaataggaaaggtt

N  V I  W  K  E  D  T  I  Q  N  P  C  F  M  E  I  G  K  V 520

tggaaatctactgacggtatcttatttcctgagagaattgagttttggaataaaatttat

W  K  S  T  D  G  I  L  F  P  E  R  I  E  F  W  N  K  I  Y 540

gaaaagtactcatatttgtactgaacgaagaaatctgtttgtactgtaatttataaaatg

E  K  Y  S Y  L  Y  *                                     547

ttcctagcactgtaatgattgtaatatggtttcattataatatatctcacaaaaaaaaaa

aaa

GQSAG2 -------MSWYLSVGLVSA---ILAAASSEFVDLPVLVTKKGPIIGLRVDPNPATNISYD

CqJHE MCELKKMLVLFILLCHVFAHETQRLGTEENTLQNPRVCIDDGCLRGKTM--EGYQAGPFN

GNSAG1 ---MKNINLQFILLTVLNAY------IAADAHSSLVVDSSYGSLRGKWM--TSRGGRQFA

GQSAG1 ------------------------------MLDEIEISTKQGRLRGLVKKSIGRSNKLYY

.   :  . * : *            :

GQSAG2      AYIGIPFGQIPG---RFQVALPRAPWTDP--RYTQKDGPACPQS-------SMAYDEDCL

CqJHE       AFVGIPYAKPPTEELRFSNPVRNEPWKRGIVYNATEDKPMCVQKNDLLPNAKVSGDEDCL

GNSAG1      TFLGIPYALPPTGHLRFLPPSPPLKWNGT--RDATVEGKACVQR-------EVRGDEDCL

GQSAG1      SFQGIPYAKPPVGNLRFKEPEPYGHWEDT--RDATKEGGDSLQEHIIF--LNIHGGEDCL

:: ***:.  *    **        *       :  :   . *        .:   ****

GQSAG2      YLNVFTPMNASATHGILPVMVFIHGSGFLSSSSNSHWIGPDFLIPE-HVILVAMNYRLGA

CqJHE       YLNVYQPMVHSSSKTPLPVMVYIHGGGFFAGGASPSIIGPEYFMDTRRVILVTFQYRLGV

GNSAG1      YLNVFTHSTNNS-GQTSPVMVYIHGGGFYGGSSSLGMYGPEYLLDR-NIVLVTLQYRLGV

GQSAG1      YLNVYTTKTGEQ-GDRKAVMVWIHGGGFFRGSGSTEIYGPDFLIEE-DIVLVTINYRLGV

****:     .       ***:***.**  ....    **::::    ::**:::****.

GQSAG2      PGFLTLGSKIAPGNLGLHDTRLALEWVRDEISVFGGDPTQVTLFGQSAGSAMTQFHYISS

CqJHE       FGFLSTGDEVAPGNFGLKDQVMALRWVKHNIAYFGGNPDLVTIFGQSAGGASVHMHMISP

GNSAG1      FGFLSTEDSIIPGNMGLKDQTIALQWVQENIKVFGGDASKVTIFGNSAGSASVHLHMLSP

GQSAG1      LGFLSLENEKLPGNLGLKDQVLALKWVRDNIDSFGGDPNNVTIFGQSAGGASVHYHLLSP

***:  ..  ***:**:*  :**.**:.:*  ***:   **:**:***.* .: * :*

GQSAG2      LSSDLFQRAIGHSGSALAGWSSYSLSEGVHRARLLAESLKCNM--TQNDTMLLDCMQKAD

CqJHE       MSDGLFSRAIVMSGNAIAPWNIPTEDPL-SLAQRQAEAVGITQVDTLSSKQLVDALRNVD

GNSAG1      GSRRLFSKAISQSGTALSAFAMIGRGTSRNITFQLARSLNC---STDSSYQILNCLQNKT

GQSAG1      LSKGLFHKAILQSGTPMCQWAFQDK--PREKTFLLAKELGC---NSQDPDTVLEFLMNVP

*  ** :**  **. :. : :   *. :      : .   ::: : :

GQSAG2      IKDVISNQYVQL--SYDDYTVGSSFPFLPVLDTFETSDTPFFNDTSIDNMMQQALLRAKP

CqJHE       ANVLSGSI-----DELKFWSIDPLTLYRPVVEPLCSSNESFLIEDPR-ISWRKGSYQKIP

GNSAG1      STDVQKKY----SSLQDTKYEIKKVLFRPIVEE--ESENAFLTSNPL-HIHT-----DKP

GQSAG1      CLDILKAQERQTIRTEKEKIQKSTLLFLPCVEV--SGDAPFLPDYPR-KMMEKGEFSKVP

:            .         : * ::    .:  *: .               *

GQSAG2      LITGFTTDEGILKFMDKG-----WQMAEGNLGAFIPPKIRDSVSKAERSSLADTIKSRYY

CqJHE       WMTGYLPNDGAVRAIAITSNEKLLNELNANISYILPMLLE-KPSSQELM---KVLKLRYF

GNSAG1      WLVGINQNEGLFKI-SLKHLNETIHLIKTEFDQFGPAVLFFEDTCSKPVEM-AGLIYNFY

GQSAG1      IIMGLTDQEGLSAL-AHGEVK--CEKINENLSVLVPHDLAITPDSEEELRL-GKEILQFY

: *   ::*              .  : ::  : *  :       :          .::

GQSAG2      PDSVDENKI-----ESAVRIYTDAMFS----YPSLQVTR-------YFANLTYGYLFAYN

CqJHE       NDSTDEKWITTENEQRLVDLYTEAAFL----YPIQSAVKQHVTSADTKLAPVSIYKFSFK

GNSAG1      FKNDSTKNDMIV---SIERVISDSWFL----WPTMQSIG-------NHNGTLYCYLFNHT

GQSAG1      TNTDSLSWDVVP---QYVDYMSDIAFANAEEFSRKCFLK-------HHTAPVYNYLFTYF

.. . .              ::  *     :                      * * .

GQSAG2      GAWAGPP---------SSFSVYK----MTGVGHGADLYYLLYVNGSSQYVDTCTPNLPNL

CqJHE       GPYSYSF-------------LYTFTHQDFGVVHCDELIYLFRSPA---LFPDFPHKSKEA

GNSAG1      GE--------------HSVTQFNGGPQHFGVSHMDELHYLFSRKR---IIP-NGLNKVDE

GQSAG1      SPRAFSAKMIQMAYPDHEADQFI----GCGASHADELIHLFKTNI--DKIPFTSPTDDDQ

.                    :       *. *  :* :*:        .     .  :

GQSAG2      QMKDQMVKWWTSFAKNGVPGLPWET--ISEGG------YLIIDGSDPSKMNTTEFE----

CqJHE       RMSHHFVEFFINFAINGVATPLKPY----RGCNNDNEVYQSMDCDVLEFINSSEPGKPFE

GNSAG1      NVSKMLIDLWVNFAEETNPTPDSISSNPQQRGTNNSITWESSNSADPKSL---LIETNML

GQSAG1      ALMNKLIKAWTAFAKTGNPNCVE-----------LNVIWKEDTIQNPCFM---EIGKVWK

: . ::. :  **                        :          :

GQSAG2 --------SQFYDFWANMKPQSGNSADPLGLRFFFIKVALLSLFHHIFKV

CqJHE       VRVSNGRNEDLFSFWRKFY-------------------------------

GNSAG1      S-MVENVFKTRMEFWKKLSVRDKIV-------------------------

GQSAG1      S-TDGILFPERIEFWNKIYEKYSYLY------------------------

.** ::

agaatagcagtt

atgaaatctcatcagtacctaaccatgtctgatatgtcgtggtacttaagtgtaggtctg

M  K  S  H  Q  Y  L  T  M  S  D  M  S  W  Y  L  S  V  G  L 20

gtgtcggcaatacttgctgctgcaagcagtgaatttgtggatctaccagtactggtcaca

V  S  A  I  L  A  A  A  S  S  E  F  V  D  L  P  V  L  V  T 40

aaaaaaggacccatcattggtttacgtgtagaccccaatcctgccacaaatatatcctat

K  K  G  P  I  I  G  L  R  V  D  P  N  P  A  T  N  I  S  Y 60

gacgcttacattgggattccatttggacaaataccaggacgatttcaggtggctttacca

D A  Y  I  G  I  P  F  G  Q  I  P  G R F Q  V  A  L  P 80

agggcaccttggacagaccctcgctacacacaaaaagatggaccagcctgtccacaatca

R  A  P  W  T  D  P  R  Y  T  Q  K  D  G  P  A  C  P  Q  S 100

agcatggcgtatgatgaagactgtttgtacttaaatgtgttcacaccaatgaatgcatct

S  M  A Y  D  E  D  C  L  Y  L  N  V  F  T  P  M  N  A  S 120

gctactcacggaattttacctgtaatggtgttcattcatggaagtggctttctcagtagc

A  T  H  G  I  L  P  V  M  V  F  I  H  G  S  G  F  L  S  S 140

tctagtaattcacattggattggaccagacttcttgatacctgaacatgtcattctagtt

S  S  N  S H  W  I  G  P  D  F  L  I  P  E  H  V  I  L  V 160

gctatgaactatcgtctaggagcaccaggtttcctcactttgggttctaagatagcacct

A  M  N  Y  R  L  G  A  P  G  F  L  T  L  G  S  K  I  A  P 180

ggcaacttgggtttgcatgatacaagattagctctggaatgggtcagagacgagatctca

G  N  L  G  L H D T R  L  A  L E W  V  R D E  I  S 200

gtatttggaggagatcctacacaagtgactctgtttggtcagagtgctggttcagctatg

V  F  G  G  D  P  T  Q  V  T  L  F G Q S A G S  A  M 220

actcaatttcactacatctcatctctatcctcagatctgttccaaagagctattggacat

T  Q  F  H  Y  I  S  S  L  S  S  D  L  F  Q  R  A  I  G  H 240

agtggatctgcgttggcaggctggagctcttactcactttctgagggcgtgcacagagcc

S  G  S  A  L  A  G  W  S  S  Y  S  L  S  E  G  V  H  R  A 260

aggcttcttgctgaaagtctaaaatgcaacatgacgcagaacgacacaatgcttctggat

R L  L  A  E  S  L  K  C  N  M  T  Q  N  D  T  M  L  L  D 280

tgtatgcagaaagctgacatcaaagatgtcatctctaatcaatatgtacaactgtcgtat

C  M  Q  K  A  D  I  K  D  V  I  S  N  Q  Y  V  Q  L  S  Y 300

gatgattatactgtagggagcagttttccatttctgcctgtgcttgatacatttgagaca

D  D  Y T  V  G  S  S  F  P  F  L  P  V  L  D  T  F  E  T 320

tcggacacaccattctttaatgatacatccatagacaacatgatgcagcaagctctcttg

S  D  T  P  F  F  N  D  T  S  I  D  N  M  M  Q  Q  A  L  L 340

cgggccaaaccactcatcacagggttcacaactgatgaggggattcttaagttcatggat

R  A  K  P L  I  T  G  F  T  T  D E G  I  L  K  F  M  D 360

aaggggtggcaaatggctgaaggcaacttaggagcttttatccctccaaagatcagagat

K  G  W  Q  M  A  E  G  N  L  G  A  F  I  P  P  K  I  R  D 380

agcgtcagtaaagctgagagatcgagtcttgccgatactatcaagagtcggtactaccct

S  V  S  K  A  E  R  S  S  L  A  D  T  I  K  S  R  Y  Y  P 400

gactctgttgatgagaacaaaattgagagtgctgtcaggatatacaccgatgccatgttc

D  S  V  D  E  N  K  I  E  S  A  V  R  I  Y  T  D  A  M  F 420

tcatatccttctctacaagtgactcggtactttgctaacctgacctacggttatctattt

S Y  P  S  L  Q  V  T  R  Y  F  A  N  L  T  Y  G  Y  L  F 440

gcatacaatggtgcatgggcaggaccgccttcttccttctctgtctacaaaatgactgga

A  Y  N  G  A  W  A  G  P  P  S  S  F  S  V  Y  K  M  T G 460

gtcggtcatggggcagacttgtactacttgctatatgtaaacggcagttcacagtatgtg

V  G H G  A D L  Y  Y  L  L  Y  V  N  G  S  S  Q  Y  V 480

gacacctgcacacccaacttgcccaatcttcaaatgaaggaccaaatggtcaaatggtgg

D  T  C  T  P  N  L  P  N  L  Q  M  K  D  Q  M  V  K  W  W 500

acatcgtttgcaaagaatggtgttcctggtctgccttgggagacaatatctgagggaggc

T  S  F  A K  N  G  V  P  G  L  P  W  E  T  I  S  E  G  G 520

taccttataatagatggctctgatccttctaagatgaacactacagaatttgagagtcaa

Y  L  I  I  D  G  S  D  P  S  K  M  N  T  T  E  F  E  S  Q 540

ttctatgacttctgggcaaatatgaagccacaaagtggtaattcggctgatcctctcggc

F  Y  D  F  W  A  N  M  K  P  Q  S  G  N  S  A  D  P  L  G 560

ctcagattttttttcatcaaagttgctctgttaagtttattccatcatatttttaaagtc

L  R  F  F  F  I  K  V  A  L  L  S  L  F  H  H  I  F  K  V 580

tgattttgtcaaattaaaagttttatttttagatgc

*
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Figure 3 legend. JHE-like nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences from nymphal GWSS. Three full-
length cDNA sequences (named gnsag1 (A), gqsag1 (B), and gqsag2 (C)) are shown. The open reading frames of
gnsag1, gqsag1, and gqsag2 encode putative proteins of 550, 547, and 580 amino acid residues, respectively. The
asterisk indicates a stop codon (TAG or TGA). Seven amino acid sequence motifs (RF, DQ, GQSAG, E,
GxxHxxD/E, R/Kx(6)R/KxxxR, and T) that are found in biologically active JHEs are highly conserved in the
deduced amino acid sequences of gnsag1, gqsag1, and gqsag2 (shown in bold-underlined or bold-italic text). A
comparison of these conserved motifs with those found in a known JHE (CqJHE) is shown in panel D (putative
catalytic site residues are shown within the boxes). Putative signal peptide sequences in the deduced amino acid
sequence of gnsag1 (N-terminal 22 amino acid residues) and gqsag2 (amino acid residues 12-30, assuming
translation begins at the third ATG) are shown in italic text. A putative signal sequence was not predicted in the
amino acid sequence of gqsag1. Amino acid residue positions are indicated to the right.

In order to determine if GNSAG1, GQSAG1, and GQSAG2 are able to hydrolyze JH at a rate that is consistent
with known JHEs, recombinant baculoviruses expressing these proteins were generated. Initially, four constructs
were generated that expressed GNSAG1, GQSAG2, and two forms of GQSAG2. Namely, constructs expressing
the full-length GQSAG2 (i.e., GQSAG2L) and a slightly (11 amino acid residues) shorter version of GQSAG2
(i.e., GQSAG2S) were produced. The GQSAG2S protein initiates from the third methionine codon (see
Figure 2C) resulting in a protein (unlike GQSAG2L) that encodes a predicted signal peptide for secretion.
Unfortunately, these constructs produced recombinant proteins that showed approximately 3,000-fold or lower
specific activity for JH III in comparison to a known JHE that was expressed and assayed under identical
conditions (Table 1). In order to confirm that the cDNA insert of these recombinant baculoviruses was correct,
new recombinant baculoviruses were isolated and the recombinant protein expressed by these new baculoviruses
was tested for JH hydrolytic activity. These newly expressed proteins showed the same pattern of specific activity
for JH III as the original constructs (Table 1).

CqJHE (JN251105)

DmJHE (AF304352)

TmJHE (AAL41023)

PhJHE (BAE94685)

GaJHE (ABQ23214)

GNSAG1

GQSAG1

GQSAG2

CfJHE (AAD34172)

HvJHE (AAC38822)

MsJHE (AAG42021)

BmJHE (AAL55240)

NlJHE (ACB14344)

Figure 4. Phylogenetic relatedness GNSAG1, GQSAG1, and GQSAG2 with known JHEs and their hydrolytic
activity for JH III. A. Phylogenetic analysis was performed using MEGA version 6. The tree was generated by the
Neighbor-Joining method using a ClustalW generated alignment of 10 known JHE sequences (GenBank accession
numbers are shown within the parentheses). The percentage of replicate trees in which the sequences clustered together
in the bootstrap analysis (1000 replicates) is shown at the branch nodes. The tree is drawn to scale, with branch lengths in
the same units as those of the evolutionary distances used to infer the phylogenetic tree. The five insect orders from
which the sequences are derived are: Coleoptera: TmJHE and PhJHE; Diptera: CqJHE and DmJHE; Hemiptera:
GNSAG1, GQSAG1, GQSAG2, and NlJHE; Lepidoptera: CfJHE, HvJHE, MsJHE, and BmJHE; and Orthoptera:
GaJHE.
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Objective 3. Develop virus-based dsRNA production and delivery systems for controlling GWSS.
Insect viruses are used as highly effective biological insecticides to protect against pest insects of forests and
agricultural plantings such as soybeans. Insect viruses have been genetically modified to further improve their
efficacy for crop protection. For example, leaf damage caused by the tobacco budworm in tomato plants can be
reduced by up to 45% when they are infected with a genetically modified virus that expresses a jhe gene [9]. Two
viruses from GWSS, Homalodisca coagulata virus-1 (HoCV-1) [10] and Ho. vitripennis reovirus (HoVRV) [11],
are well-characterized. HoCV-1 and HoVRV are naturally found in GWSS populations in the field but they are
not severely pathogenic against GWSS. Recently, an in vitro system (i.e., a continuous cell line) that appears to
support the replication of HoCV-1 has been identified [12]. The availability of an in vitro system (i.e., [12, 13]) is
a critical tool for the genetic modification of a virus that is highly pathogenic in GWSS. The primary goal of
Objective 3 is to identify new, highly pathogenic GWSS viruses that are supported by a robust in vitro system that
can be used in the genetic modification of these viruses. The experiments to accomplish these goals are ongoing.

CONCLUSIONS
The overall goal of this project is to study and exploit targets within the endocrine system of GWSS that can be
used to control GWSS or reduce its ability to spread Pierce’s disease. The approach involves the identification
and characterization of genes that are unique to the GWSS endocrine system that metabolize a key insect hormone
called juvenile hormone. Once characterized the genes will be targeted for gene knockdown using a process called
RNA interference. A potential outcome of this project is the development of an alternative control strategy for
GWSS. Thus far we have determined the baseline levels of JHE and JHEH activities in fifth instar GWSS
nymphs. We have cloned and sequenced the complete coding sequence of three esterase-encoding cDNAs from
fifth instar nymphs. We have expressed recombinant proteins from the major open reading frame of each of these
cDNAs. We have shown that two of the cDNAs do not encode a protein with JHE activity. We are in the process
of confirming the biological activity of the third cDNA. Experiments to develop a production and delivery system
for RNAi effectors that target the jheh or jhe gene are ongoing.

Table 1. Specific activity of recombinant GNSAG1, GQSAG1, GQSAG2L, and
GQSAG2S for JH III

Protein Source1 Specific Activity2

(nmol JH III acid/min/ml)
Total Activity

(nmol JH III acid/min)

GNSAG1-A supernatant <0.007 <0.7
GNSAG1-B supernatant <0.003 <0.3
GQSAG1-A supernatant 0.007 ± 0.001 0.7
GQSAG1-B supernatant 0.005 ± 0.002 0.5

GQSAG2L-A supernatant <0.007 <0.7
GQSAG2L-B supernatant <0.003 <0.3
GQSAG2S-A supernatant <0.007 <0.7
GQSAG2S-B supernatant 0.003 ± 0.001 0.3

CqJHE supernatant 22.1 ± 3.5 2,210
CqJHE cell lysate 1.3 ± 0.2 130

1The culture supernatant of recombinant baculovirus-infect High Five cells was diluted 1:10 for the
recombinant GWSS proteins or 1:1000 for CqJHE. The cell pellet of the CqJHE baculovirus-
infected High Five cells was resuspended in the same volume of buffer (100 mM sodium phosphate
buffer, pH 8) as was used for cell culture. The baculovirus-infected High Five cells and supernatant
was harvested at 65 h post inoculation. The "A" and "B" notations indicate supernatant from cells
that were inoculated with independently isolated recombinant baculovirus clones.
2Specific activity was determined in 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8, containing 1 mg/ml
BSA, and 5 µM JH III. The reactions were allowed to proceed at 30ºC for 15 or 150 minutes. The
hydrolytic activity of CqJHE, a known juvenile hormone estersase from the mosquito Culex
quinquefasciatus, was determined under the same conditions.
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ABSTRACT
Exploitation of vibrational signals for suppressing glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS)
populations in citrus orchards and vineyards could prove to be a useful tool. However, existing knowledge on
GWSS vibrational communication is insufficient to implement a management program for this pest in California.
Therefore, the objective of this study was to identify and describe substrate-borne signals associated with
intraspecific communication of GWSS. Recordings of GWSS placed together on plants revealed a complex series
of behaviors linked to vibrational signals that lead to mating. Analysis of the spectral and temporal features of
GWSS vibrational signals such as frequency span, dominant and/or fundamental frequency, intensity, and pulse
repetition rate identified candidate disruptive signals (natural and synthetic) that can be reproduced in any GWSS
host plant, but efficacy of such signals in interfering with GWSS communication remains to be determined.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Animal communication is vital to reproduction, particularly for securing a mate. Some insects, including the
glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS), communicate by exchanging vibrational signals
that are transmitted through host plants. Since GWSS mate selection behaviors rely on vibrational
communication, what if signals can be interfered with to prevent communication? If animals fail to communicate,
population densities are likely to reduce due to lack of fertilization. Exploitation of disruptive vibrational signals
for suppressing GWSS populations in citrus orchards and vineyards could prove to be a useful tool for reducing
incidence of Pierce’s disease, but existing knowledge on GWSS vibrational communication is insufficient to
implement a management program for this pest in California. Using a laser-Doppler vibrometer and associated
softwares, project scientists identified and described signals used by GWSS to communicate. Candidate disruptive
signals (natural and synthetic) that can travel in any GWSS host plant (including citrus and grapevines) were
identified, but efficacy of such signals remains to be determined.

INTRODUCTION
The glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) is a polyphagous pest that mates and lays
eggs on hundreds of plant species, including grapevines (Figures 1A and 1B). In laboratory conditions, highest
fecundity and longevity observed for a single GWSS female were 967 eggs and 296 days, respectively (Krugner,
2010). On grapevines, GWSS reproduce from spring to fall producing at least two generations per year. During
winter months, GWSS population densities decline sharply and are strictly associated with non-deciduous shrubs
and trees. Population size is a result of the combined actions of births, deaths, immigration, and emigration. While
products (e.g., insecticides) are available to increase mortality of insect vectors of plant pathogens, research is
needed to identify methods to reduce birth (Sisterson and Stenger, 2016). Current measures to reduce GWSS
population density in California include mass release of egg parasitoids and insecticide applications in urban and
agricultural areas. Despite such efforts, geographic distribution and population densities of GWSS continue to
expand. Chemical control of GWSS in urban areas, organic farms, and crops under integrated pest management
programs is problematic because insecticides are ineffective, not used, or incompatible with existing practices,
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respectively. The near-zero tolerance for GWSS in vineyards, particularly in areas where Pierce’s disease is
endemic, poses a constant challenge for grape growers. Thus, long-term suppression of GWSS populations will
rely heavily on novel methods.

Vibrational communication is a widespread form of communication in invertebrate and vertebrate animals
including fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals (Cocroft et al., 2014). Arthropods emit vibratory signals
in connection with aggression, distress, calling, courtship, rivalry, searching, and other behaviors associated with
finding conspecifics and avoiding predation (Čokl and Virant-Doberlet, 2003). In leafhoppers, mate recognition,
localization, and courtship occur via substrate-borne vibrational signals transmitted through the plant. Disruption
of communication has been the goal of research on many harmful organisms, including Xylella fastidiosa. Since
the early 2000s, methods have been developed to interfere with X. fastidiosa cell-cell communication (Lindow et
al., 2000, 2014), but only recently vector mating communication became a target for controlling Pierce’s disease
(Krugner et al., 2014). Exploitation of disruptive, attractive, and/or repellent signals for suppressing GWSS
populations in citrus orchards and vineyards could prove to be a useful tool. However, existing knowledge on
GWSS vibrational communication is insufficient to implement a management program for this pest in California.

OBJECTIVES
The objective of this research was to identify and describe substrate-borne signals associated with intraspecific
communication of GWSS in the context of mating behavior.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Insects and plants.
Late-instar (4th and 5th) GWSS nymphs obtained from colonies were separated by gender in cages to rear virgin
adult individuals. After molting to the adult stage, females were transferred individually to a mesh-screen tube
cage (10 cm diameter × 40 cm height) containing a cowpea plant. Reproductive maturity in about 150
individually caged females was determined by oviposition of non-fertilized eggs. Male insects used in the
experiments described below were of the same age as reproductively active females. After female reproductive
maturity and virginity was confirmed (oviposition of unfertilized eggs, without embryo development), test insects
were used in the recording experiments described below. Each insect was tested only once.

Experimental setup.
Experiments were conducted in a transparent arena (60 cm length × 60 cm width × 80 cm height) made of 1-cm
thick acrylic walls, centered inside a chamber formed by 86 cm × 86 cm × 98 cm high black fabric and sound
isolating walls. The arena and chamber were placed on an active vibration isolation table (Model 20-561,
Technical Manufacturing Corporation, Peabody, MA). Light-emitting diode (LED) lights were affixed to the top
of the chamber. Insect behaviors were monitored via video and recorded to a computer. Vibrational signals
produced by individuals were recorded using a laser Doppler vibrometer (PDV 100, Polytec, Inc., Irvine, CA) and
digitized with Adobe Audition® C26 (Adobe Systems, Inc., San Jose, CA) at a 44.1 kHz sample rate and 32 bits
resolution. Plants were about 30 cm in height, with two apical leaves (approximate surface of 49 cm2).

Experiment 1. Mating behavior and signal characterization.
Bioassays were conducted between 0800 and 1900 hours at 25 ± 0.5°C. Before testing, insects were allowed 15
minutes to acclimatize to ambient conditions in 130 ml plastic vials placed within the chamber housing the plant.
After the acclimatization period, insects were released into the acrylic arena. Three types of trials were performed:
1) single individuals, 2) mating pairs, and 3) male rivalry for a female. In trial 1, virgin males (n = 21) and
females (n = 26) were placed on plants individually to identify spontaneous signaling (i.e., calling songs) for each
gender. In trial 2, mating pairs (n = 33) were monitored for their signaling by placing a female and a male on the
plant. In trial 3, two males were placed on a plant and immediately after a female was added (n = 30). Trials
consisted of 90-minute observations, except for trials with individual female that consisted of 45 minutes. This
was because in preliminary trials we have found a higher signaling rate in females than males. When mating
occurred during the trials, the pair was immediately transferred to a tube cage containing a cowpea plant and kept
until copulation ended. After copulation, the female was kept individually on a plant until fertility was confirmed
by deposition of fertilized eggs.
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Figure 1. A) GWSS mating pair in Kern County and B) a male GWSS attempting to
mate with a non-receptive female in Fresno County. The GWSS pairs in the photos are
individuals from wild populations reproducing on grapevines.

Experiment 2. Validation of signal playback as a stimulus to initiate duets.
Playback trials were conducted to assess whether 1) substrate-borne vibrations alone were sufficient to elicit a
conspecific response and 2) vision had a role in eliciting male signaling activity. Signals selected from those
recorded in Experiment 1 were transmitted to the plant with an electrodynamic mini-shaker (Type 4810, Brüel &
Kjær, Inc., Norcross, GA). Signal playback was activated two minutes after the individuals were released on the
test plant. Amplitude of stimulatory playback signals were adjusted to the level of recorded natural GWSS signals
as registered at the point of recording with laser vibrometer. In the first trials, a female (n = 20) was stimulated
with a playback consisting of a repetition of two Male Signal 1 (MS1) and two Male Signal 2 (MS2) using a
randomized design and signal interval of 10 seconds. In the second trial, a male (n = 20) was stimulated with a
playback made of a repetition of two different female signals (FS1) (see results of Experiment 1 for male and
female signal definitions). To assess the potential role of visual stimuli in eliciting the male mating behavior, a
thawed GWSS female was affixed to the plant using an entomological pin. A male was placed on the downside of
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a leaf at approximately 15 cm from the thawed female, which was placed near the shaker position on the stem
plant. The male was stimulated (n = 20) or not (n = 21) with the playback.

Terminology and signal characterization.
Vibrational signals were named according to their behavioral context. Calling signals were defined as signals that
are emitted spontaneously to trigger a reply from the opposite sex. Pulse was defined as a physically unitary or
homogeneous sound, composed of a brief succession of sine waves. A pulse train was defined as a succession of
repetitive and temporally well-distinct group of pulses. A signal, or part of it, was defined as fragmented when its
emission was not continuous but characterized by regularly repeated interruptions. Spectral and temporal
parameters of the recorded signals were analyzed with Raven Pro 1.5 (The Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Ithaca,
NY) using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) type Hann with window length of 8192 samples and 80% overlap. The
following parameters, when applicable, were measured for each signal: duration, pulse (or fragment) repetition
time (measured as the distance between the onset of two consecutive elements), percentage of male signal length
made up of Section 2 (fragmented part, see below), fundamental frequency (ff), and relative amplitude measured
as root mean squared (RMS). To describe the frequency trend of harmonic signals, the ff was measured at the
beginning (b), at mid length (m), and at the end (e) of any signal. To determine ff rate of increase/decrease within
a signal, modulation rate (MR) was calculated as follows:

MRxy = (ffy – ffx)/txy

where x and y indicate the 0.1-sec part of the signal where the ff was sampled, and t was the time (seconds)
between the sampling points x and y.

Recordings of single males (n = 5) and females (n = 10), couples that mated (n = 12), and trios that resulted in
rivalry behavior (n = 17) were used to characterize the vibrational signals of GWSS. A total of 40 signals (per
type, at most five samples per individual) were analyzed using t-test or One-Way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s
post hoc test. To eliminate biases in signal amplitude due to different distances between the emitter and the
recording location (i.e., laser beam) on the plant, the Root Mean Square (RMS) was measured only from
stationary individuals. To compare the RMS of male and female signals, the Friedman test (non-parametric
repeated measures ANOVA) with five replications was performed followed by pairwise multiple comparisons.
Amplitude was not analyzed for signals in trio trials because males involved in rivalry contests tended to keep
moving along the plant. Therefore, it was not possible to assign with certainty a signal to a specific male or to
record enough samples of different signals from stationary males. To determine whether the spectral and temporal
features of male and female signals varied during the pair formation process, statistical analysis was conducted
across the two identified behavioral phases (see results). A stepwise discriminant analysis was used to determine
whether signals could be distinguished based on their temporal (duration) and spectral (ffb, MRbm and MRme)
profiles, and if so, which parameters were more important.

Analysis of behavioral parameters.
For insects tested individually on plants, the following parameters were measured: time from beginning of
recording to first emission of a vibrational signal (call latency), number of individuals who emitted at least one
signal during trials (signaling activity), and number of signals emitted in the given time. Since the number of
males that spontaneously emitted signals was low, call latency and number of signals emitted were not compared
between males and females. For insects tested in pairs, latency to first duet, as the first reply to a signal regardless
of gender, duration of identification duet (see results), and latency to mating as the time between latency to first
duet and copula were recorded. To estimate duration of copula, mating pairs were checked every 30 minutes until
the couple separated or 6:00 PM, depending on which came first. For the analysis of signaling behavior, a first-
order Markovian behavioral transition matrix for the pair formation process was created for each individual using
data from all pairs that established a duet (n = 21). Transition probabilities were calculated from the observed
frequency of a transition between two events (either a signal emission or a behavior) divided by the total number
of occurrences of the first of the two events. Male signals analyzed were MS1, MS2, and Qv; female signals were
FS1 and FS2 (see results). The selected behaviors were: identification duet, movement (i.e., walking), mating
attempt, and copula. The expected values were calculated using the iterative proportional fitting method, then the
G-test (Williams’ corrected) was performed to determine the significance of the overall table and of transitions by
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collapsing the table in a 2 × 2 matrix. Significance of each transition was calculated after sequential Bonferroni
method.

Because of the unreliability in distinguishing the signals emitted by each male on trios, behavioral analysis based
on Markovian transitional matrices were not performed for trios. A G-test (Williams’ corrected), followed by
Ryan’s multiple comparison test for proportions, was performed to determine which rivalry signal transitions were
most common. One tail unpaired t-test was used to compare latency to copula between pairs (no rivalry) and trios.
G-test (Williams’ corrected) was used to determine whether male rivalry behaviors affected the probability of
accomplishing mating. In experiment 2, G-test (Williams’ corrected) was used to compare the replying activity,
number of individuals who emitted at least one signal when stimulated with the playback, and to compare with
males in the presence of visual cue (dead female), either with playback on or off. In this case, the G-test was
followed by Ryan’s multiple comparison test for percentages.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiment 1. Mating behavior and signal characterization.
Two female signals (Female Signal (FS) 1 and FS2) and six male signals (Male Signal (MS) 1, MS2, Quivering
(Qv), Male Rivalry Signal (MRS) 1, MRS2, and MRS3) were identified. Emission of signals occurred
concomitantly with distinct abdominal tremulations. For one signal, MS2, part of the signal involved a broad
dorso-ventral movement of the abdomen and flicking of wings. Qv occurred simultaneously with a slow dorso-
ventral pulsing of the abdomen. Temporal and spectral parameters of signals are reported in Figure 2. The process
of pair formation was divided in two main phases: identification and courtship. Identification was characterized
by stationary individuals that communicated exclusively using FS1 and MS1. In Courtship, males alternated
signal emission with walking towards the female, which remained stationary on the plant and replied with either
FS1 or FS2.

Description of signals.
 FS1 (Figure 2A) was the most common female signal. FS1 had clear harmonic structure and increasing ff.

FS1 spectral and temporal parameters were rather variable according to the behavioral phase. During species
identification it was significantly longer and with higher amplitude than in Calling, which in turn was longer
than in Courtship. FS1 during species identification had constant positive slope increase of ff (MRbm = MRme

>0), whereas FS1 in Calling and Courtship had a significantly sharper increasing slope during the second half
of the call (MRme > MRbm > 0). Emission of FS1 was occasionally variably fragmented for part of the signal
(8% and 25% of the analyzed samples during Identification and Courtship, respectively).

 FS2 was significantly shorter and had lower amplitude and starting frequency than FS1. The ff decreased
constantly (MRbm = MRme < 0) and the signal was repeated in sequences (we counted up to 13 consecutive
elements) with rather variable pulse repetition time (mean ± SD: 0.67 ± 0.76 s). The emission of FS2 was
limited to the Courtship phase.

 MS1 was made of two distinct parts: the first part (section 1) was given by a continuous emission and
characterized by significant slope increase (MRme > MRbm > 0) before the onset of the second part (section 2),
which had constant frequency and was fragmented. MS1 did not significantly change across the two
behavioral phases.

 MS2 (Figures 2A and B) was composed of sections 1 and 2 with characteristics similar to MS1, but the main
feature of MS2 was a strong broadband pulse that anticipated section 1. In addition, MS2 temporal parameters
(signal duration, percentage of fragmented part) and amplitude were significantly higher than MS1. In
general, the spectral and temporal parameter variability of MS2 was lower than all other signals.

 Qv (Figure 2B) was a train of low amplitude pulses with variable duration (0.5 to 240 s) and regular pulse
repetition time (0.23 ± 0.03 s). Occasionally, sudden rhythm acceleration was observed with pulses that fused
in a continuous signal (max. 1.7 s), with clear harmonic structure and constant ff (approximately 75 Hz).

 MRS1 (Figure 2D) had clear harmonic structure with ff that significantly increased during the emission, but
unlike the other signals the first half increased more than the second half (MRbm > MRme >0). Often (80% of
analyzed samples), the last part (on average 25 ± 14% of signal duration) of MRS1 was fragmented, forming
a second section. However, section 2 of MRS1 was significantly shorter than in MS1 (55 ± 15% and 53 ±
17% in identification and courtship, respectively), which in turn was significantly shorter than MS2 (69 ± 7%)
(F3,156 = 84.0, P < 0.0001). In addition, the fragment repetition time of MRS1 (0.1 ± 0.01 s) was significantly
higher than MS1 (F3,156 = 7.0, P < 0.001).
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 MRS2 (Figure 2D) was significantly shorter than the other MRS and characterized by constant increase of ff
(MRbm = MRme > 0).

 MRS3 (Figure 2D) was variable in duration, not fragmented, and with peculiar ff trend that initially increased
and then, starting from approximately half of the signal length, decreased (MRbm > 0 > MRme).

Figure 2. Oscillogram (above) and spectrogram (below) of GWSS vibrational signals. In A, the
identification duet formed by two FS1 and two MS1 alternated. In B, MS2 preceded by Qv. In C,
two consecutive FS2. In D, three different MRS (from left to right: MRS1, MRS2, and MRS3).

Discriminant analysis (Figure 3) showed that temporal and spectral parameters of signals have a role in signal
specificity, although the accuracy of discrimination was not high (50.8% of the signals correctly classified). The
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first two discriminant functions explained 95.8% of the variance (function 1 = 54.6%, canonical correlation =
0.85, Wilks’ lambda = 0.083, Chi square = 869, P < 0.001; function 2 = 41.2%, canonical correlation = 0.81,
Wilks’ lambda = 0.294, Chi square = 427, P < 0.001). The plot of the first vs. the second roots of the discriminant
analysis showed that male signals used during Identification and Courtship (MS1 and MS2) can be easily
distinguished from female signals, while more uncertainty occurs between FS1 and male rivalry signals, in
particular between FS1 (Identification) and MRS1, and FS1 (Courtship and with minor degree Calling) and
MRS2. On the contrary, FS2 and MRS3 were well discriminated (accuracy > 60%).

Figure 3. Combined-groups plot showing functions 1 and 2 derived from the discriminant function analysis
of signal duration, starting frequency and modulation rates (MRbm and MRme). Function 1 and 2 explain 55%
and 40% respectively of variance, separating MS (1 and 2) from FS2 and from FS1 and MRS. Only centroids
(calculated as averages (± SD) of canonical variables) are showed. Discrimination between FS1 and MRS is
low, in particular between MRS1 and FS1_1/FS1_C (Call) and between MRS2 and FS1 and FS1_2.

Behavioral analysis
Trial 1. Single individual on plant.
When placed alone on plants, 20 of 26 females (77%) emitted FS1 and 5 of 21 males (24%) emitted MS1. Female
call latency (530  606 s) was quicker than males (1559  843 s); the number of female signal emissions per
individual (15.8  31.3) was higher than males (2.8  2.9).

Trial 2. Mating pairs.
A total of 21 of 33 (64%) pairs initiated the mate selection behavior during the trial. Among these, 12 of 21 (57%)
mated in the given time. In six trials, the male called first, whereas in 15 trials the female called first. Latency to
and length of the identification duet were variable, 1378.6  1315.7 s (n = 21) and 64.2  97.4 s (n = 20),
respectively, containing as few as two signals each to over 10 signals each. While during identification the ratio of
female:male response rate was close to 1 (1.08 ± 0.49), in Courtship the female reply rate was much lower (1:4)
(0.26 ± 0.21). Finally, when a male arrived at a short distance (two to three body lengths) from the female, FS2
was emitted. Latency to mating was variable (391 to 2690 s). Copulation was relatively long (333.7  156.9
minutes (n = 6)). Behavioral analysis based on the Markovian transition matrix (Figure 4) indicated that males
started the courtship phase with MS2, Qv, or Movement (i.e. searching). After courtship was initiated, males
alternated emission of MS1 and MS2, interspaced by Qv. In particular, MS1 appeared to be correlated with
emission of FS1, which in turn elicited either establishment of a duet or movement of the male. MS2 and
quivering significantly anticipated the emission of FS2, which was the signal that preceded male mating attempts.
However, in three cases (out of 12) the mating attempt was preceded by emission of FS1, MS2, or Qv. In one trial,
the male located the female and the pair mated without any female signal emission during the Courtship phase. A
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female could still reject the male that located her, even if she had previously replied to the male signal. A non-
receptive female behavior was displayed by lifting the posterior part of the abdomen and stretching the hind legs
outward in the ventral direction (Figure 1B).

Figure 4. Ethogram describing transitions probabilities between events (either signals or behaviors) that
constitute the process of pair formation, starting from the Identification Duet (ID). Male (MS1, MS2 and Qv)
and female (FS1 and FS2) signals are in gray and white circles, respectively. Selected behaviors (black circles)
where male movements (i.e. walking) (Move), mating attempt (Mate att) and copula (Mate). Dashed lines
indicate non-significant transitions (P > 0.05), whereas solid lines indicate significant transitions (P < 0.05 for
normal line and P < 0.01 for bold line). The percentages of observed transitions are indicated over each line.
Non-significant transitions with less than 15% of occurrence were not included in the ethogram.

Trial 3. Trios.
In 77% (21/30) of the trials, a male-female duet was established (latency and length of Identification duet was
1166.4  1313.2 s and 48.6  51.5, respectively) and in 90% (19/21) of the trials there were vibrational male-male
interactions (latency of first Rivalry signal 2182.8  1697.5 s). Interactions occurred when a male emitted rivalry
signals (MRS) during an ongoing duet by another couple. Rivalry signals were detected during Identification (n =
3), Courtship (n = 15), and during copula (n = 1). Analysis of the signal sequences before and after the emission
of any MRS revealed two significant interactions: one between male signals (i.e., MS1 × MS2 × Quivering and
MRS1 × MRS2), and a second interaction between male movements and MRS3. In the first stages of the rivalry
behavior, the rival male replaced the female in the duet by emitting MRS1 and/or MRS2. Emission of rivalry
signals by one individual elicited walking behavior on another male resulting in movement towards the rival male.
When the two males were relatively close (less than two body lengths), MRS3 was emitted, often in repeated
series. Such behavior elicited emissions of MRS from both males. Emission of MRS3 was associated with body
movement, often performed by individuals in tandem. During emission of MRS3, both males lowered the
posterior part of the abdomen forming an arc. At this stage, males often tried to mate with the closer individual
(either male or female). Females ceased signal emission during male rivalry contests and a new duet with the
female was established only after a male resumed emission of MS1 or MS2. During the trial, copula was achieved
in 8 of 18 trials where males competed for the female using MRS. Similarly to mating pair trials, mating attempts
occurred after emission FS2 (n = 6/8). However, in two cases mating was accomplished in the absence of female
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vibrational signaling. The number of pairs that mated in the presence and absence of a rival contest was not
significantly different (G-test, G = 1.2, P = 0.27). The time spent to achieve copula was not significantly different
(t = -1.2, P = 0.12) between trials where rivalry occurred (average (± SD) 3120 ± 1589 s, n = 8, range = 494 to
5123 s) or not (2191 ± 1004 s, n = 12, range = 625 to 3572 s).

Experiment 2. Playback tests.
When stimulated by pre-recorded signals from the opposite gender, both females and males replied with FS1 and
MS1, respectively, and in one case (out of 20), a male located the source of the signal (shaker) and walked over
the metal rod connected to the shaker. Female replying rate to playback was significantly higher than the male (G
= 11.39, P < 0.001). The presence of a dead female near the male, as an attempt to provide visual stimulus, did not
affect the male responsiveness.

CONCLUSIONS
This project encompasses three compounding phases built on research findings of previous phases: 1) Exploratory
Phase – identify and describe the substrate-borne signals associated with intraspecific communication of GWSS;
2) Developmental Phase - Identification of signals capable of influencing GWSS behavior for applicative
purposes (e.g., interference with communication); and 3) Application Phase - technology transfer for
implementation of a sustainable management strategy for GWSS. Phase 1 of the project was successfully
completed and provided sufficient information to initiate Phase 2. If and when funds become available to
complete Phase 2, an anticipated product of the research would be a method to reduce numbers of GWSS. A
reduction in numbers of insect vectors is expected to result in reduced spread of Xylella fastidiosa. Consequently,
a reduction in rates of spread of X. fastidiosa is expected to result in reduced incidence of Pierce’s disease.
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ABSTRACT
Monitoring for resistance to insecticides continued in 2016 with a series of insecticide bioassays conducted on the
glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) in Kern County. Collections were made from table
grapes adjacent to General Beale Road in July and August and from navel oranges in the same vicinity in
October. Much lower population densities in 2016 compared to the previous year precluded more frequent testing.
Susceptibility to six insecticides was evaluated in the initial test conducted in July, but dropped to only two or
four insecticides in subsequent tests due to a paucity of GWSS adults. Relative susceptibility to imidacloprid in
the first (LC50 = 3.99) and third (LC50 = 7.26) tests remained well within the range of LC50s observed in 2015, but
in the second test was much lower (LC50 = 0.04). Similarly, LC50s recorded for two other neonicotinoids,
acetamiprid and thiamethoxam, and for two pyrethroids, bifenthrin and fenpropathrin, fell within the range of
LC50s for each compound observed in 2015. Relatively little difference in susceptibility of these five insecticides
was seen in a comparison of annual mortality curves for each compound. Although data on the timing, frequency,
and location of insecticide applications against GWSS in 2016 are still being gathered, the overall drop in GWSS
numbers is suggestive that more aggressive control tactics effectively impacted GWSS populations. Moreover,
results of insecticide bioassays in 2016 indicate that relative susceptibility to five insecticides is essentially
unchanged compared to 2015, suggesting no loss of efficacy due to resistance.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Insecticides have been a key component of the management program for Pierce’s disease, effectively reducing
glassy-winged sharpshooter ((Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) numbers. However, from 2012 through 2014 high
population levels were present and densities in 2015 exceeded those in 2001, when the program began. In 2015
we documented lower susceptibilities to commonly used insecticides in Kern County populations of GWSS, with
declining susceptibility as the season progressed. This suggested that treatment practices in the vicinity of the
collection sites may have contributed to the lack of control. However, no further reduction in susceptibility was
observed in the 2016 season, although fewer tests were conducted due to a decline in population densities
compared to the previous year. Whether reduced GWSS numbers in 2016 were due to more aggressive insecticide
applications or to natural variation is key to understanding the role that regional control programs play in GWSS
management. In addition to continuing to monitor for resistance to insecticides, this project will explore the
relationship between historical insecticide treatment records and current levels of susceptibility, informing how
we effectively use insecticides in the future.

INTRODUCTION
The Pierce’s disease area-wide management programs in California rely on insect monitoring which triggers
chemical control in citrus orchards and vineyards. These programs, initiated in Riverside County in 2000 and
expanded to Kern County the following year, were successful at keeping glassy-winged sharpshooter
(Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) densities low from 2001-2008 (Figure 1). From 2009-2011 control was still
adequate but insect numbers increased. Despite continued insecticide usage high densities of GWSS in 2012 and
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2015 surpassed the 2001 density, while levels in 2013-14 nearly attained the 2001 level (Figure 1). It is important
to note that the GWSS densities in the last four years have occurred while under chemical management, whereas
the 2001 densities occurred prior to the widespread use of insecticides. Concomitant with large GWSS densities
has been a resurgence of Pierce’s disease infected vines. While levels of Pierce’s disease in the General Beale
region of Kern County were nearly undetectable from 2002-2009, they have increased in the last five years; the
number of infected vines has increased in nearly all vineyards surveyed (Haviland, 2015).

Figure 1. Total number of GWSS caught on CDFA traps in Kern County from 2001 to 2015. (From
Haviland, 2015)

Due to a number of factors the systemic neonicotinoid insecticide imidacloprid has been used preferentially for
GWSS suppression. Positive attributes of imidacloprid include systemic activity, persistence in treated plants, and
selectivity for xylem and phloem feeding insects. Although data on the frequency of imidacloprid use since 2000
has not been compiled for the area-wide programs, it is generally believed that it has been used to a greater extent
than other insecticides. In addition, citrus growers have used imidacloprid extensively for control of red scale and
other citrus pests (Grafton-Cardwell et al., 2008) and grape growers have relied upon imidacloprid for vine
mealybug control (Daane et al., 2006). With the selection pressure that has resulted from the combined use of
imidacloprid across citrus and grape acreages over the past 15 years there is reason to believe that the resurgence
of GWSS is related to imidacloprid resistance. Resistance to imidacloprid has been documented for numerous
insects, including other sap-feeding insects (Liu et al., 2005; Nauen and Denholm, 2005; Karunker et al., 2008).
Yet reports of resistance to insecticides by xylem-feeding insects are rare, and to imidacloprid are unknown. In
the arthropod pesticide resistance (APR) database (http://www.pesticideresistance.org/) only a single record exists
for a xylem feeder: a sugarcane-feeding froghopper (spittlebug) reported in a book chapter (Fewkes, 1968).
Although fundamental arguments by Rosenheim et al. (1996) and Gordon (1961) for why sap-feeding insects
might be less prone to resistance development compared to leaf-chewing insects are supported by the APR
database, the possibility of pesticide resistance development remains in any organism that is subjected to a
specific mortality factor over time. There are few examples, if any, where a xylem-feeding insect has been
subjected to the kind of intensive management program that has targeted GWSS over the past 15 years in Kern
County. Pesticides are an integral part of the high-yielding production agriculture in citrus and grapes, and
understanding the levels of resistance to insecticides is critical to the future selection of materials that are used to
manage GWSS and Pierce’s disease.
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With this in mind, and at the request of the Consolidated Central Valley Table Grape Pest and Disease Control
District, we initiated a pilot study to evaluate insecticide susceptibility of GWSS to a number of insecticides
(Table 1). In this study we collected GWSS on three dates in July and August 2015 in organic citrus groves in the
Edison area, then shifted to the General Beale Road area for three more dates in September and October. Insects
were subjected to a systemic uptake bioassay and a foliar insecticide bioassay adapted from Prabhaker et al.
(2006b). From these bioassays LC50 (lethal concentration that kills 50% of the population) values were calculated
and compared to LC50s determined in 2001 and 2002 (Prabhaker et al., 2006a).

Table 1. Insecticides tested in adult GWSS bioassays in 2015.
Insecticide Class Active Ingredient Product Application Manufacturer

Neonicotinoid
Imidacloprid Admire® Pro soil Bayer
Thiamethoxam Platinum® 75 SG soil Syngenta
Acetamiprid Assail® 70 WP foliar United Phosphorus

Butenolide Flupyradifurone Sivanto™ 200 SL foliar Bayer

Pyrethroid
Bifenthrin Capture® 2 EC foliar FMC
Fenpropathrin Danitol® 2.4 EC foliar Valent

Organophosphorus
Chlorpyrifos Lorsban® 4E foliar Dow
Dimethoate Dimethoate® 2.67 EC foliar Loveland

The data showed that GWSS tested in 2015 were less susceptible to the tested compounds than they were in 2001
and 2002. For the neonicotinoids, the LC50 values for thiamethoxam, imidacloprid, and acetamiprid were up to
1.78, 57.31, and 130 times, respectively, higher in 2015 (Table 2). Even larger differences existed for the
pyrethroids bifenthrin (5,066 times higher), and fenpropathrin (101 times higher) and the organophosphates
chlorpyrifos (22,190 times higher) and dimethoate (2,150 times higher). We believe that the extraordinary
differences in the pyrethroids and the organophosphates may be the result of different research protocols used in
the 2001/2002 studies and the 2015 studies. In the earlier work we used a petri dish assay which enclosed the
treated leaves and insects, probably contributing to fumigation action and extremely low LC50 values. In 2015 we
used a screened clip cage which eliminated or greatly reduced the fumigation action of the insecticides. Even so,
the data from all studies indicate that GWSS is less susceptible to most of the insecticides being used than it was
14 years ago. Similar results were obtained using topical bioassays for imidacloprid, bifenthrin, and fenpropathrin
(Redak et al., 2015).

Of particular interest in our study was the fact that there was variation in the relative toxicities at different times
and locations throughout the 2015 season (Perring et al., 2015). The LC50s for imidacloprid increased 79-fold
from the first bioassay of the season to the last (Figure 2). However, bioassays for thiamethoxam showed a more
modest range of responses that varied 26-fold between highest and lowest LC50s. A third neonicotinoid,
acetamiprid, was tested only one time from the Edison location and two times from the General Beale Road
location, but also showed the same pattern of increasing LC50s from General Beale Road as the season progressed.
The two pyrethroids, bifenthrin and fenpropathrin, were equivalent to one another, but higher LC50s occurred on
the later sampling (Figure 2). The two organophosphate compounds were inconsistent in their responses, with
low to high LC50s (data not shown). The recently registered butenolide insecticide flupyradifurone was tested only
on the first and last dates but also maintained the pattern of being less toxic against General Beale Road
sharpshooters later in the season (Perring et al., 2015).
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Table 2. LC50 values for seven insecticides evaluated on GWSS in 2001, 2002, and 2015.
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Figure 2. LC50s for five insecticides tested over six dates between July 9 and October 23 in 2015. The first three
columns of each series represent GWSS adults collected from an organic citrus field in the Edison area, whereas the
second three columns represent collections from the General Beale Road area. Only three collection dates were tested
against acetamiprid, and only five collection dates were tested against bifenthrin and fenpropathrin. All six collection
dates were tested against imidacloprid and thiamethoxam. (From Perring et al., 2015)

Taken in total, our work from last year showed that GWSS was less susceptible to commonly used insecticides
than it was in 2001-2002. Furthermore, the levels of susceptibility were geographically variable and dramatically
declined over the course of the 2015 growing season (July to October). It is reasonable to think that consistent
usage of materials over time would lead to resistance, and this is the most parsimonious explanation for the
reduced toxicities measured in 2015 compared to the 2001/2002 data. However, the variation in toxicity within
the 2015 season also was related to location (organic vs. conventional) and time (higher LC50s later in the season).
These data suggest that factors like insecticide usage in a local context may be important determinants for how
effective certain insecticides are in certain areas. Understanding these dynamics will lead to more informed
selection of materials in the future.

OBJECTIVES
1. Conduct laboratory bioassays on field-collected GWSS from Kern County to document the levels of

resistance at the beginning of the 2016 and 2017 field seasons, and to document changes in susceptibility as
each season progresses.

2. Document differences in insecticide susceptibility in GWSS collected from organic vs. non-organic vineyards
(grapes) and/or orchards (citrus) and from different locations in Kern County.

3. Obtain and organize historic GWSS density and treatment records (locations, chemicals used, and timing of
applications) into a geographic information system (GIS) for use in statistical analyses.

4. Determine the relationship between insecticide susceptibility of different GWSS populations and treatment
history in the same geographic location and use relationships to inform future insecticide management
strategies.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Insecticide bioassays were conducted on GWSS adults collected in table grapes on July 26 and August 16, and in
navel oranges on October 4. Over 900 adults were obtained on July 26, sufficient for testing six insecticides
(Table 3) at five concentrations per insecticide plus an untreated control. Five replications of each insecticide
concentration were used that required a total of 150 adults per insecticide. Upon returning to the same vineyard on
August 16 only 300 adults were collected; that provided only enough insects for the testing of imidacloprid and



 

 
 

   
 

   

    

 
  
 

 

  

 

 
  

 
 
 

  
  

  

          
   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

thiamethoxam. The 600+ adults collected on October 4 were highly dispersed in navel oranges and required 
sampling from numerous trees to collect enough insects for complete tests of four insecticides. 

Bioassay procedures included a systemic uptake bioassay and leaf dip bioassay (Prabhaker et al., 2006a) that were 
used according to whether an insecticide was soil or foliar applied, respectively (Table 3). Five adults per clip 
cage were confined to treated citrus leaves for 24 hours and then evaluated for mortality. The dose/mortality data 
were subjected to probit analysis to yield LC50s and accompanying statistics for evaluating relative toxicities of 
the six insecticides. 

Table 3. Insecticides tested in adult GWSS bioassays in 2016. 
Insecticide Class Active Ingredient Product Application Manufacturer 

Neonicotinoid 

Imidacloprid Admire® Pro soil Bayer 
Thiamethoxam Platinum® 75 SG soil Syngenta 

Acetamiprid Assail® 70 WP foliar United Phosphorus 

Pyrethroid 
Bifenthrin Capture® 2 EC foliar FMC 

Fenpropathrin Danitol® 2.4 EC foliar Valent 
Organophosphorus Chlorpyrifos Lorsban® 4E foliar Dow 

Among the three neonicotinoid insecticides, LC50s were highest for imidacloprid in Tests 1 and 3 in comparison 
to acetamiprid or thiamethoxam, but abnormally low in Test 2 relative to thiamethoxam (Table 4). The pyrethroid 
insecticides bifenthrin and fenpropathrin were similarly toxic to GWSS in Test 1 of 2016 as they had been in the 
2015 bioassays. A second bioassay conducted with bifenthrin showed only a 2.2-fold difference in LC50s between 
the July and October samples. The relative toxicity of chlorpyrifos (LC50 = 11.49) to GWSS in Test 1 was 
considerably lower than for the other five insecticides, but it may be that the leaf-dip bioassay does not conform 
well to the toxicity profile of chlorpyrifos. Probit analyses on data from two chlorpyrifos bioassays in 2015 failed 
to yield an LC50 value, an indication of the mortality data not fitting the probit model. Variation in mortality data 
from field-collected insects is not unusual and is an important reason why multiple tests are required for confident 
interpretation of the results. Prior exposures of insects collected in the field to various insecticides are usually 
unknown but could influence test results if residues are present on leaves or if contact by spray drift has occurred. 
Movement among crops and fields is facilitated by the strong flying capabilities of GWSS and by the demand for 
higher amino acid content of xylem fluid that varies among host plants (Bi et al., 2007). 

Table 4. Probit statistics for insecticides tested against GWSS adults on three dates from July to October 2016. 
Location and Date Compound LC50 (µg/ml) 95% C.I. Slope (± SE) χ2 df 

Gen. Beale Rd 
July 26-28 

Table Grapes 
(Test 1) 

Imidacloprid 3.99 2.11 – 7.83 1.18 (0.19) 17.2 23 

Acetamiprid 1.76 0.66 – 5.15 0.59 (0.10) 15.6 23 

Thiamethoxam 0.53 0.32 – 0.84 2.45 (0.51) 10.2 22 

Bifenthrin 0.70 0.38 – 1.28 1.30 (0.20) 16.0 23 

Fenpropathrin 0.59 0.29 – 1.19 1.00 (0.15) 14.6 23 

Chlorpyrifos 11.49 2.05 – 357.83 0.44 (0.09) 37.6 23 
Gen. Beale Rd 

Aug 16-17 
Table Grapes 

(Test 2) 

Imidacloprid 0.04 0 – 0.19 0.53 (0.16) 12.5 18 

Thiamethoxam 2.87 1.02 – 7.88 0.66 (0.13) 13.2 18 

Gen. Beale Rd 
October 4-5 

Navel Oranges 
(Test 3) 

Imidacloprid 7.26 2.81 – 24.83 0.62 (0.11) 18.9 23 

Acetamiprid 0.40 0.16 – 1.02 0.97 (0.14) 32.1 23 

Thiamethoxam 1.21 0.68 – 2.09 1.34 (0.21) 20.4 22 

Bifenthrin 1.54 0.68 – 3.65 0.97 (0.14) 27.0 23 
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The drop in susceptibility to imidacloprid observed at the end of the 2015 season (Perring and Prabhaker, 2015)
raised real concerns that resistance to imidacloprid was present in GWSS populations in the General Beale Road
vicinity of Kern County. Not only did LC50s for imidacloprid trend progressively upward through the 2015
season, a substantial decrease in susceptibility to acetamiprid also was observed on the last test date of 2015.
However, a comparison of composite mortality curves from the 2015 and 2016 seasons for all three neonicotinoid
insecticides indicates relatively little difference in mortalities at various concentrations of each insecticide
(Figure 3A). The only consistent difference (although not statistically) in mortality curves was for acetamiprid, to
which GWSS test insects in 2016 were actually slightly more susceptible than those tested in 2015. Relative
differences in susceptibility to either imidacloprid or thiamethoxam varied inconsistently by concentration
between years. Comparison of 2015 to 2016 mortality curves for the pyrethroids revealed a similar pattern for
each compound (Figure 3B). Higher mortalities were observed at lower concentrations in 2015, but then crossed
over at either 10 µg/ml for bifenthrin or 1 µg/ml for fenpropathrin.

(A)

(B)

Figure 3. Composite mortality curves for (A) three neonicotinoid insecticides and (B) two pyrethroids for 2015 and 2016.
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Comparison of mortality curves for all five insecticides (Figure 3) is rather tenuous due to the fewer number of
bioassays conducted in 2016 relative to 2015. Nevertheless, identification of patterns of change to insecticide
treatments in a particular population can only occur by gathering enough data points that reveal a trend up or
down or lack thereof. The related issue of what happened to GWSS numbers in 2016 compared to previous years
is one that should be addressed in the context of the pesticide use history in the General Beale Road area since
2001 and how it has affected annual variation in population densities. Has heavy insecticide use since 2001
caused resistance that has contributed to higher population densities over the last four to seven years, or has
pesticide use slackened in recent years to allow a resurgence of GWSS? This question will be addressed as we
begin to gather historical pesticide use records into a GIS platform that will enable us to relate spatial and
temporal variation in pesticide use with present pesticide susceptibility.

CONCLUSIONS
Further monitoring should be conducted over the next few years to provide a more thorough evaluation of
whether resistance to imidacloprid is occurring. Historical analyses of pesticide use patterns in relation to GWSS
yellow sticky trap catches will provide essential information for understanding the basis of GWSS resurgence in
Kern County.
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ABSTRACT
We can confirm that glassy-winged sharpshooters (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) in the General Beale Road
citrus-growing area are exhibiting high levels of imidacloprid resistance based on data generated from topical
application bioassays. In addition, we have also detected shifts in pyrethroid susceptibility. During the summer of
2016 we bioassayed adult insects collected from citrus groves in Kern (conventional and organic), Tulare
(organic), and Riverside (organic) counties and compared the responses with toxicology data that were generated
in 2003 for populations in Riverside County. In addition to the bioassay work we also used biochemical and
molecular techniques to investigate putative resistance mechanisms to these (neonicotinoid and pyrethroid) and
other (organophosphate; OP) insecticide classes. Thus far we have not identified any acetylcholinesterase
insensitivity, indicating that there is no target site resistance to OPs. Esterase levels in susceptible and resistant
populations are also very homogeneous, confirming that elevated esterase levels are unlikely to play a significant
role in conferring pyrethroid resistance. We are using genomics tools to elucidate possible roles of cytochrome
P450 enzymes in conferring imidacloprid and fenpropathrin resistance, as the biochemical assays have not been
optimized for measuring these enzyme systems in GWSS. We are currently comparing cDNA sequence data for
sodium channel (pyrethroid target site) and nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (neonicotinoid) genes in insects from
the different populations to determine whether mutations known to confer insecticide resistance in other arthropod
species occur in GWSS.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
The goal of this research is to investigate the potential for the development of insecticide resistance in glassy-
winged sharpshooters (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) to chemicals in the carbamate, pyrethroid, and neonico-
tinoid classes of insecticides, and to determine mechanisms where differences in susceptibility between popula-
tions are identified. Additionally, we wish to simultaneously evaluate the development of resistance in various
populations of these insects that have been undergoing different levels of chemical control in grapes, citrus, com-
mercial nursery, and urban environments. Using topical application bioassays we have now detected substantial
differences in response to imidacloprid (neonicotinoid) and, to a lesser extent, fenpropathrin (pyrethroid) between
populations collected from citrus groves in Kern, Tulare, and Riverside counties. At this time the differences
appear to be related to the GWSS management program, with the highest levels of resistance occurring in
populations receiving conventional insecticide treatments and no resistance in those under organic management.
Biochemical and molecular tests are being used to elucidate the specific mechanisms conferring the resistance.
These tests will be essential for investigating the resistance profiles of populations occurring in the nursery and
urban environments where available numbers of GWSS are insufficient for conducting full scale bioassays.
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INTRODUCTION
Systemic imidacloprid treatments have been the mainstay of glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca
vitripennis; GWSS) management in citrus, grapes, and commercial nursery operations. The treatments in citrus
groves are generally applied post-bloom to suppress the newly emerging spring populations. The use of winter or
early spring foliar treatments of pyrethroid or carbamate treatments were introduced to the management program
to suppress overwintering adults and reduce the first early season cohort of egg-laying adults. The combination of
early season foliar treatments combined with the more persistent systemic treatments has effectively managed
GWSS populations in Kern County for many years.

In Kern County, GWSS populations have been monitored since the area-wide treatment program was initiated
following an upsurge in GWSS numbers and an increase in the incidence of Pierce’s disease. The data shows an
interesting pattern of sustained suppression of GWSS populations throughout most of the 2000s, following the
implementation of the area-wide treatment program, until 2009 when numbers began to increase again,
culminating in a dramatic flare-up in numbers in 2012. In 2012, a single foliar treatment with either Lannate®
(methomyl; carbamate insecticide class), Assail® (acetamiprid; neonicotinoid insecticide class) or Baythroid®
(cyfluthrin; pyrethroid insecticide class) was applied in groves in late March, while systemic treatments with
imidacloprid (neonicotinoid insecticide class) were applied mid-March to early April. The application of systemic
imidacloprid during 2012 mirrored the strategy used in 2001 when the imidacloprid treatments were highly
effective in suppressing the GWSS populations. Despite the additional foliar treatments in 2012 the insecticide
treatments failed to suppress the insect population to a level that had occurred previously. There were concerns
that in the two years prior to 2012 there was a steady increase in total GWSS numbers, an early indication that the
predominant control strategy might be failing. The consequence of the increase in GWSS populations has been an
increase in the incidence of Pierce’s disease. In the Temecula area this worrisome increase in GWSS has not
occurred; however, the selection pressure in this area remains high as similar management approaches are in use
there as in Kern County.

There is also significant concern for the development of insecticide resistance arising from the management of
GWSS in commercial nursery production. The majority of commercial nurseries maintain an insect-sanitary
environment primarily through the use of regular applications of soil-applied imidacloprid or other related
systemic neonicotinoids. For nursery materials to be shipped outside of the southern California GWSS quarantine
area additional insecticidal applications are required. Applications of fenpropathrin (pyrethroid insecticide class)
or carbaryl (carbamate insecticide class) must be applied to all nursery stock shipped out of the quarantine area.
As with citrus and vineyard production, the potential for the development of insecticide resistance in nursery
populations of GWSS to these three classes of materials (neonicotinoids, pyrethroids, and carbamates) is high.

The focus of this study is to investigate the role of insecticide resistance as a contributing factor to the increased
numbers of GWSS that have been recorded since 2009 in commercial citrus and grapes in Kern County. Although
the primary focus of our research to date has been in Kern County, we will broaden the scope of our
investigations to include populations from agricultural, nursery, and urban settings. This broader approach will
result in a more comprehensive report on the overall resistance status of GWSS within southern California and
will contribute to more effective resistance management plans.

OBJECTIVES
1. For commonly used pyrethroid, carbamate, and neonicotinoid insecticides, determine LC50 data for current

GWSS populations and compare the response to baseline susceptibility levels generated in previous studies.
2. Define diagnostic concentrations of insecticides that can be used to identify increased tolerance to insecticides

in insects sampled from other locations (where numbers are relatively low).
3. Monitor populations for known molecular markers of resistance to pyrethroids
4. Monitor populations for target-site insecticide resistance by testing enzymatic activity against carbamates

using the AChE biochemical assay
5. Monitor populations for broad-spectrum metabolic resistance, by comparing esterase levels in current

populations of GWSS to baseline susceptibility levels we previously recorded.
6. Develop assays for additional resistance mechanisms not previously characterized in GWSS.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Imidacloprid Bioassays.
An extensive bioassay program was undertaken during 2016 to evaluate the responses of different Central Valley
GWSS populations to imidacloprid. The data generated from topical application bioassays were compared with
similar bioassays from studies conducted in 2003 with Riverside County populations. In bioassays, insecticide is
topically applied to the abdomen of adult GWSS and mortality is assessed at 24 and 48 hours post-treatment
(Byrne and Toscano, 2005). Although imidacloprid is used systemically under field conditions to target GWSS
feeding on citrus and other host plants, topical application of insecticide to individual insects ensures that the
insect receives a uniform dose and eliminates any behavioral factors that might occur when the insect encounters
the insecticide (either through direct contact or during feeding). Imidacloprid is one of the most important
insecticides used for the control of GWSS, and this insecticide has been shown to elicit anti-feedant effects in
several pest species (Nauen et al., 1998).

In 2003, bioassays were conducted using populations from Riverside (Agricultural Operations; UC Riverside) and
Redlands (commercial citrus grove). At the time the bioassays were conducted the neonicotinoid insecticide
imidacloprid was not being used at Agricultural Operations to control populations, so the data from those
bioassays were considered to represent baseline susceptible levels for GWSS. The response of insects from the
Redlands grove, where imidacloprid was incorporated as part of the area-wide management of the GWSS, was
similar to Agricultural Operations, indicating that no tolerance to imidacloprid had arisen despite its use as part of
the control program. In our view, those early data serve as a useful reference against which current populations
can be compared.

During the 2015 season, bioassays were conducted with insects collected from the General Beale Road (GBR)
citrus region. The insects were considerably more tolerant to imidacloprid than the reference populations (Redak
et al. 2015). In bioassays conducted over the dosage range 0.25 – 150 ng imidacloprid per insect (n = 280), there
was a dose-response, although complete mortality at the higher dose was never achieved. Based on the reference
data set from 2003, a 10 ng dose should result in ca. 80% mortality of a susceptible insect, so the bioassays
showing minimal mortality at the 15 ng dose provided the first evidence that the insects were tolerant to
imidacloprid.

The situation appears to have worsened in 2016, with doses as high as 500 ng imidacloprid per insect having no
effect on survivorship of the GBR population (Figure 1). We are continuing to test higher doses against this strain
to see if we can define a dose that will kill more than 50% of these insects, but there can be little doubt that the
levels of resistance are extremely high. We were able to generate a full dose-response line for the Tulare
population; these insects originated from a grove under organic management and would not have been directly
exposed to imidacloprid as part of the management program. Despite their origin, there was still a shift in their
susceptibility compared with the 2003 Riverside County populations. The response of the HWY65 population was
intermediate between the Tulare and GBR populations, and closely matched the data for the 2015 GBR
population. This result highlights the dynamic nature of imidacloprid resistance in the Bakersfield area, and the
likelihood that resistance was a contributing factor in the upsurge in GWSS numbers in the region and the
associated increase in Pierce’s disease incidence. We will have additional data to present at the Symposium in
December.
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Figure 1. Dose response of GWSS adults to imidacloprid applied topically to the abdomen.
Mortality was assessed at 48 hours post-treatment. Data for Ag-Ops (black symbols) were
generated in 2003 and are included for comparison. HWY65 (red symbols) and GBR (blue
symbols) are populations collected from organic and conventional groves, respectively, in
Kern County. TEM (orange symbols) was collected from an organic grove in Temecula
Valley. Tulare (green symbols) was collected from an organic grove in Tulare County.

Pyrethroid Bioassays.
We are currently completing bioassays (topical application) with fenpropathrin using the GBR, HWY65, and
Tulare populations (Figure 2). Bioassay data that were originally generated in 2004 and 2005 for populations
sampled from citrus at Agricultural Operations (Ag-Ops) are being used to represent a reference susceptible. Data
for bioassays at two concentrations (0.5 and 5 ng pyrethroid per insect) are shown in Figure 2.

The levels of mortality observed in the GBR, HWY65, and Tulare populations were lower than those of the Ag-
Ops population in 2005. At the 5 ng dose, 77% mortality was recorded in the Ag-Ops population, compared with
5% or less in the GBR and HWY65 populations at the same dose. Clearly, the Kern County insects are expressing
resistance to the pyrethroid. The response of the Tulare population (35% at 5 ng dose) was intermediate between
the Ag-Ops population and the GBR and HWY65 populations. The significance of these differences in response
will be clearer when we generate full dose-response lines, but the data confirm the presence of pyrethroid
resistance in Central Valley GWSS populations. We will present full dose-response data at the Symposium in
December.
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Figure 2. Toxicological response of GWSS adults to the pyrethroid fenpropathrin applied topically to the
abdomen. Mortality was assessed at 48 hours post-treatment. The blue bar shows data for GBR, a Kern
County population collected from the General Beale Road area, that were generated in October 2015, using
a diagnostic concentration of 5 ng/insect. Data for Ag-Ops (red symbols) were generated in 2003 and are
included for comparison. HWY65 (green symbols) and GBR (orange symbols) are populations collected
from organic and conventional groves, respectively, in Kern County. Tulare (blue symbols) was collected
from an organic grove in Tulare County.

Esterase Activity.
Pyrethroid insecticides are ester-based insecticides and are substrates for pyrethroid-hydrolyzing esterases. Total
esterase activity was measured in individual GWSS using a colorimetric assay that utilizes naphthyl ester
substrates. Although the substrates are non-insecticidal, naphthyl esters can be hydrolyzed by resistance-causing
esterases, and they have been used for several decades to identify pyrethroid resistance in agricultural, medical,
and veterinary pests. We determined the esterase activity in GWSS collected from the Kern, Riverside, and Tulare
County populations, and compared the new data with data from our studies in 2003 (Riverside County) and 2015
(Kern County) (Figure 3).

We found no significant differences in esterase levels between the five populations, including the 2003 Ag-Ops
population, and conclude that elevated levels of esterase activity cannot be used as a marker for resistance
(Figure 3).

Figure 3. Total esterase activity measured in individual GWSS adults. Activity is repre-
sented as absorbance units (320 nm) measured after 30 min incubation with 0.3 mM 1-
naphthyl acetate. Homogenates of individual heads were prepared in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer, pH 7.5, and then an aliquot (equivalent to 0.01 head) used directly for assay.
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Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) Sensitivity to Paraoxon.
Organophosphate (OP) and carbamate insecticides target the neurotransmitter acetylcholinesterase (AChE).
Target-site resistance arises as a consequence of mutations in the enzyme that affect the binding efficiency of the
insecticide. An assay was developed for GWSS that enabled the measurement of both the total esterase activity
and the sensitivity of the AChE to paraoxon in an individual insect.

We compared insects from the GBR (n = 8), HWY65 (n = 14), TEM (n = 22), and Tulare (n = 27) populations,
and all the insects were sensitive to the diagnostic concentration of 30 µM paraoxon. Insects were also tested from
locations in Orange County and Tulare County, and these insects were also sensitive to the OP.

Genetic Analyses.
A large number of studies have shown that decreased sensitivity of the target site gene and increased metabolic
detoxification of insecticides are two major mechanisms involved in insecticide resistance. To elucidate the
molecular mechanisms of resistance to imidacloprid (neonicotinoid) and fenpropathrin (pyrethroid) in GWSS, we
are checking for the presence of target site mutations in sodium channel (the target site of pyrethroids) and
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR; the target site of the neonicotinoids) genes that are known to confer
resistance in other pest species. We are using RNA-seq to identify potential roles for detoxification enzymes, such
as cytochrome P450, Glutathione S-transferase, and ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters.

In our initial investigations, we have not found the classic leucine to phenylalanine (L to F) mutation in the
domain II region of the sodium channel gene that confers kdr resistance in houseflies and other species.
Furthermore, the L to F mutation was not detected in several Tulare and Kern County populations showing
differential responses to fenpropathrin in bioassays (Figure 2). We are currently evaluating several synonymous
and non-synonymous mutations that have been found in individuals from these populations to determine whether
they play a significant role in conferring resistance.

Based on the study of the green peach aphid (Myzus persicae), the mutation (R81T) in the loop D region of the
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor beta subunit is associated with resistance to neonicotinoid insecticides. We have
identified one nicotinic acetylcholine receptor beta-like gene from the GWSS, with a single open reading frame of
1587 bp that encodes a protein of 529 amino acids, a 5’ untranslated region (UTR) located 337 bp upstream of the
putative start codon (ATG), and a 3’ UTR of 314 nucleotides that ended in a poly (A) tail. DNA has been
extracted from Tulare, HWY65, and GBR GWSS. Sequence analysis revealed four synonymous mutations and
one non-synonymous mutation in individuals expressing different imidacloprid resistance levels. Although the R
to T mutation has not been detected in GWSS, further studies will determine whether other mutations are
involved in conferring imidacloprid resistance.

We identified several cytochrome P450, glutathione S-transferase, and ABC transporter genes based on the
genome database of GWSS. In order to facilitate a more comprehensive analysis of their potential involvement in
conferring resistance to imidacloprid and fenpropathrin, we are conducting RNA-seq analysis to compare
individuals sampled from the Riverside, Tulare, and Kern County locations where differences in response to the
insecticides were measured. In addition, we are including in our RNA-seq analyses survivors from the topical
application bioassays, as these individuals are more likely to express resistance-causing genes.

CONCLUSIONS
We identified resistance to imidacloprid in GWSS collected from citrus in the GBR area of Kern County. The
dramatic shift in susceptibility is based on a comparison with bioassay data generated in 2003 for a population in
Riverside County that we regard as a reliable reference susceptible, and a comparison with 2016 bioassay data for
a population collected from an organic grove in Tulare County. In addition to imidacloprid resistance, we have
also identified resistance to the pyrethroid fenpropathrin.

The esterase data for all populations included in our investigations showed no major differences that could
implicate esterases in pyrethroid resistance. In addition, populations were homogeneous for a sensitive AChE.
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The genomic work is becoming increasingly important as a tool for identifying resistance mechanisms. In
particular, we are confident that the RNA-seq analysis of populations expressing different levels of resistance to
imidacloprid and fenpropathrin, will identify specific enzymes that are involved in conferring resistance.
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ABSTRACT
Despite several decades of study, the mechanism of inoculation of Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) to grapevines by its
sharpshooter vectors still is not fully understood. Recent research showed that Xf is inoculated into or onto
artificial diets by a combination of egestion and salivation. However, the salivation-egestion mechanism has not
been: (1) demonstrated in plants; (2) associated with the sharpshooter X wave (the proposed electropenetrography
[EPG] waveform thought to represent salivation and egestion); nor (3) associated with systemic Pierce’s disease
symptoms. Herein is reported results of a preliminary experiment consistent with all three associations for the
salivation-egestion hypothesis. Non-inoculative blue green sharpshooters were wired for EPG recordings, then
were individually allowed one to three hours of access to diets containing Xf ‘Temecula.’ One at a time, a wired
insect was removed from a diet and immediately placed on a petiole of a small (eight to ten cm tall) ‘Chardonnay’
grapevine leaf for EPG. Each sharpshooter was allowed to make a single, marked probe until the stylets had
reached a xylem cell and produced three, consecutive X waves in that cell, whereupon the insect was immediately
removed from the plant. Two control insects were not permitted to reach xylem before their probes were
terminated. Probed grapevines were transferred to a greenhouse and held for five months for symptom
development. Of the 26 insect-probed grapevines, 16 developed apparent Pierce’s disease symptoms, and 12 of
those plants were found to be polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-positive for Xf. Therefore, about half of the
insects that fed on Xf-laden diets and then produced X waves on grape successfully inoculated Xf into xylem.
Each of those single, xylem-inoculation probes later led to a systemic, symptomatic Pierce’s disease infection that
was confirmed by PCR. Neither of the two plants from control insects became infected. The experiment will be
replicated two more times, including many more controls where insects are not permitted to reach xylem. If future
tests continue to be successful, there will be conclusive evidence that the sharpshooter X wave represents Xf
inoculation. Ultimately, this research aims to improve host plant resistance to Xf by using EPG of X waves to
select grapevines resistant to Xf inoculation by the vector.
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ABSTRACT
Grapevines (Vitis vinifera) have been observed to respond to oviposition by glassy-winged sharpshooters
(Homalodisca vitripennis) by producing volatile compounds that attract egg parasitoids such as Gonatocerus
ashmeadi Girault (Krugner et al., 2008). Recent work also has shown that two particular volatiles, the terpenoids
β-ocimene and α-farnesene, were present in greater amounts in air space around egg mass-infested grapevines
versus non-infested grapevines, and these compounds were attractive to G. ashmeadi in olfactometry studies
(Krugner et al., 2014).  However, methodologies to trap and sample volatiles from air around plants are less
sensitive than determining accumulation within plant foliage. This study quantified terpenoids, which are defense-
associated volatile compounds, within leaves of non-infested plants and those exposed to egg-laying female
sharpshooters. Infested grapevines had leaves with and without egg masses taken to examine both localized and
systemic, plant-wide changes in terpenoid levels. Total terpenoid levels were increased in leaves collected from
infested plants, regardless if the leaves had egg masses present. A total of 13 monoterpenoids, including ocimene
isomers, and nine sesquiterpenoids, including farnesene isomers, were present in greater amounts in leaves with
egg masses than leaves without eggs. Leaves from infested plants without egg masses did not have significantly
greater monoterpenoid levels than controls, but there was greater levels of three individual sesquiterpenoids in
such leaves than controls. Of all the terpenoids, only β-ocimene appeared to also be present in greater amounts in
leaves with egg masses than leaves without egg masses taken from infested plants. These results support previous
findings that ocimene and farnesene produced by grapevines attract egg parasitoids (Krugner et al., 2014).
However, additional volatile compounds also were upregulated and could be involved in attraction of natural
predators or possess other roles in host defense against sharpshooters. Therefore, future studies should focus on
observing terpenoid roles in providing grapevine resistance to sharpshooters and similar insects.
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ABSTRACT
Vine mealybug (Planococcus ficus) is a destructive phloem-feeding pest in California vineyards. Vine mealybug
can reach very large population densities. Feeding activity can debilitate vines while excrement and the associated
sooty mold can contaminate clusters, making them unsuitable for harvest. Vine mealybug’s cryptic habits -
populations are typically found under the bark - complicate management, particularly with contact insecticides.
An integrated pest management program that relies on several tactics (insecticides, mating disruption, and
biological control) can provide sustainable control of vine mealybug populations. Argentine ants (Linepithema
humile) may disrupt integrated pest management programs by interfering with the activity of biological control
agents. Baits are an effective means to control ant populations and minimize their disruptions. We evaluated
broadcast applications of a commercial ant bait and an experimental ant bait in northern California vineyards and
measured the effects on Argentine ant populations. Pre- and post-application, Argentine ant populations were
measured indirectly via feeding activity, assessed as the number of ants present on cotton balls (Fisher Scientific)
soaked in 25% sucrose solution. Ant activity was measured once every two weeks. Both baits reduced feeding
activity, although the effect was more sustained in the experimental bait treatment, suggesting the potential of this
bait to provide long-term control of Argentine ants in coastal California vineyards.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Vine mealybug (Planococcus ficus) is a destructive pest in California vineyards. It contaminates fruit and reduces
vine health and productivity. Grape growers may use multiple tactics (integrated pest management) including
insecticides, mating disruption, and biological control to achieve control of vine mealybug populations. Argentine
ants (Linepithema humile) are invasive insects common in coastal California vineyards. Ants disrupt integrated
pest management programs for vine mealybug because they interfere with the activity of a small parasitic wasp
that attacks vine mealybug. Ant baits are an effective approach to manage ant populations while minimizing
impacts on non-target organisms. We are investigating the potential of commercial and experimental baits to
control Argentine ants in vineyards. Baits were either broadcast using a fertilizer spreader or applied under the
vine with a modified broadcast spreader in March, April, and May 2016. Both baits reduced ant activity in the
treated areas, although the effect was more sustained with the experimental bait, suggesting its potential as a
component of sustainable vine mealybug management in coastal California vineyards.

INTRODUCTION
The vine mealybug (Planococcus ficus) is a destructive vineyard pest that contaminates fruit, debilitates vines,
and vectors plant pathogens such as grapevine leafroll-associated virus-3 (Daane et al., 2012). First reported from
vines in the Coachella Valley (Gill, 1994), vine mealybug soon spread throughout California, likely on infested
nursery stock (Haviland et al., 2005). It is currently found in most California grape-growing regions (Godfrey et
al., 2002; Daane et al., 2004a, 2004b) and has the potential to spread throughout the western United States.

Management of vine mealybug populations can prove challenging and often requires the use of multiple tactics,
including biological control, mating disruption, and insecticides (Daane et al., 2008). Management can be
particularly complicated in coastal wine grape-growing regions where vine mealybug populations are tended by
Argentine ants (Linepithema humile). In the presence of tending ants biological control of mealybugs can be
significantly interrupted, resulting in large vine mealybug populations that may be more easily spread to new
areas. These populations also contaminate the fruit, causing yield losses and decreased fruit quality. In vineyards
where Argentine ant is prevalent, management of ant populations is a critical part of an integrated pest
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management program for vine mealybug and necessary for containment of insect populations (Nyamukondiwa
and Addison, 2011; Mgochecki and Addison, 2009).

Liquid ant baits adapted from the urban environment (Klotz et al., 2002) for use in vineyards (Cooper et al., 2008)
significantly reduce mealybug populations in vineyards by contributing to increases in biological control (Daane
et al., 2007). The costs associated with the manufacture, deployment, and maintenance of bait stations have been
prohibitive to widespread adoption of Argentine ant management in vineyards, despite the benefits that could
result from such programs (Nelson and Daane, 2007). There is continued interest among coastal grape growers in
the development of a simpler and more economical bait program that could be widely implemented. Baits
formulated as granular products or polyacrylamide gels that can be broadcast with a fertilizer spreader could be
distributed more quickly and frequently over a large area, and would not require the manufacture and maintenance
of bait stations. The sustained use of the granular or polyacrylamide baits could lead to longer-term containment
and control of Argentine ant populations (Boser et al., 2014; Krushelnycky et al., 2004). We are evaluating
granular and polyacrylamide ant baits that can be broadcast to reduce populations of Argentine ant. Ant control
would in turn contribute to the sustainable control of vine mealybug populations. In the absence of an economical
bait program, ant suppression must be achieved with the broad-spectrum insecticide chlorpyrifos that can affect
water quality, disrupt populations of beneficial insects, and pose vertebrate health risks.

OBJECTIVES
The broad goal of this research is to increase the efficacy and adoption of integrated pest management programs
for vine mealybug, a destructive pest of grapevines in California. Our specific objective is to evaluate the efficacy
of two bait formulations to reduce Argentine ant populations as part of an integrated pest management program
for vine mealybug.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Granular bait trial.
We established this experiment in five unique vineyard blocks in the Oakville and Rutherford appellations of the
Napa Valley American Viticultural Area and established split-plot designs (bait and untreated) in all blocks. In
two of those blocks (designated I1 and I2), Seduce ant bait (0.07% spinosad) was applied at a rate of 20 pounds
per acre on April 15 and 16. In the remaining three blocks (designated T1, T2, F1), Seduce ant bait was applied at
a rate of 28 pounds per acre (slightly higher than the target rate due to challenges with calibration and the spreader
equipment) on May 19 and 20; a second application at the rate of 20 pounds per acre was applied in blocks T1,
T2, and F1 on June 25 and 27, 2016. Bait was applied in a strip under the vine row using a modified broadcast
spreader (Figure 1). The cooperating vineyard managers made all the bait applications.

We monitored ant activity pre- and post-application using cotton balls (Fisher Scientific) soaked in 25% sucrose
solution (Figure 1). Ant activity was measured once every two weeks. Forty-five or fifty vines per treatment per
block were selected as monitoring vines. One saturated cotton ball was deployed on each monitoring vine, either
on the ground (early season) or on the vine (after fruit set), depending on where the ants were predicted to be most
active. After 2.5 to 3 hours cotton balls were retrieved from each monitoring vine, and ant activity on the cotton
ball was assessed using a 0 to 3 scale where ‘0’ equals no ants, ‘1’ equals the presence of 1 to 10 ants, a value of
‘2’ is assigned to cotton balls with 11 to 50 ants, and a rating of ‘3’ assigned for the presence of greater than 50
ants.

Due to some challenges with site selection, the first bait applications in blocks T1, T2, and F1 occurred later (May
19 and May 20) than would be desired to optimize results. In blocks I1 and I2, bait applications were initiated
early in the growing season (April 15 and 16), and within 14 days of the time when ants were reliably detected
and temperatures were adequate for foraging to occur. On May 6, foraging activity was reduced in blocks I1 and
I2 in the bait treatment (Figure 2). However, by June 3 (seven weeks after application) and continuing through
the rest of the season there was no difference in ant activity between treatments in these blocks. In block T1, ant
activity was reduced immediately after bait application; however, ants were detected in the baited treatment on
June 10 (22 days post-application), although populations remained lower than in the untreated control. In T2, ants
were detected in the treated plot on May 27 (seven days post-treatment) and had rebounded to levels no different
from the control plot by June 10 (22 days post-treatment). These results suggest that multiple applications of
Seduce may be necessary to obtain adequate control of Argentine ant populations. Alternately, it is possible that a
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higher product rate may be more efficacious over a longer period. Both options should be explored in future
studies.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Figure 1. (A) modified broadcast spreader mounted on ATV; (B) Seduce bait (reddish pellets) under the
vine row; (C) Argentine ants feeding on polyacrylamide bait; (D) Argentine ants feeding on cotton ball
used for monitoring ant activity. Photo credits: (A) K. Taylor, Constellation Brands; (B) M. Cooper, UC
Cooperative Extension (UCCE); (C) & (D): M. Hobbs, UCCE.

Polyacrylamide gel bait trial.
Based on a pilot study that eliminated >99% of ants from treated plots in the California Channel Islands (Boser et
al., 2014) and a preliminary vineyard study conducted by the Principal Investigators in 2015, we are evaluating
the efficacy of a polyacrylamide gel bait formulation in vineyards. We established three experimental blocks
(split-plot design: treated and untreated treatments). Two of these blocks (designated C1 and C2) are located in
the Carneros appellation (Napa Valley American Viticultural Area) and one (designated M1) is located in the
St. Helena appellation. Blocks C1 and C2 are populated with the invasive vine mealybug; block M1 is populated
with the native grape mealybug (Pseudococcus maritimus). In addition to the economic damage sustained by vine
mealybug populations, the spread of grapevine leafroll-associated virus 3 (GLRaV-3) is a major concern in all of
these blocks.

The bait solution consists of 0.0006% thiamethoxam (Platinum insecticide, Syngenta U.S.) in 25% sucrose
solution, deployed at a rate of 10 pounds per acre in polyacrylamide Water Storing Crystals (MiracleGro®)
(Figure 1). These crystals absorb water and water-soluble chemicals, and when hydrated present a thin layer of
liquid bait solution on the surface for 24 to 72 hours following application. To allow sufficient time for the
crystals to absorb the bait solution, they were added to the mixture 24 hours prior to the application. The hydrated
crystals were deployed using an 85-pound tow spreader (Agri-Fab, model #45-0315) pulled with an all-terrain
vehicle (ATV). Bait applications were initiated once foraging ants were detected at sugar-soaked cotton balls. The
cooperating vineyard manager made the bait applications on March 16 and April 14 in blocks C1 and C2, and on
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April 15 and May 26 in block M1. Because block M1 is in a more northerly location within Napa County, ants did
not become active until later in the season (ant foraging is reduced below 60 ºF (15 ºC)). Ant monitoring pre- and
post-application followed the method described previously, using cotton balls soaked with a 25% sucrose
solution.

Figure 2. Ant activity (rated on a 0 to 3 scale) at 90 monitoring vines per treatment for blocks I1 and I2. Data are
presented as the average of the ratings for all vines, by treatment. Seduce (0.07% spinosad) was applied on April 15
and 16, 2016 at a rate of 20 pounds per acre.

In blocks C1 and C2, ants were present in pre-treatment monitoring conducted on February 26 and March 8, so
the first bait applications were made on March 16. By March 23, ant activity in the baited blocks was lower than
the untreated blocks (Figure 3). Ant activity remained low in the baited blocks. On three monitoring dates (April
15, April 28, and May 11) we detected no ants in the baited areas. By May 30, ants had begun to reinvade the
treated blocks, although populations remain much smaller than in the untreated areas. Given the invasion biology
of the Argentine ant, and that each untreated area is a large, proximal source of ants, it is not surprising that they
have begun re-colonizing the baited areas. Large-scale, area-wide treatments (such as those conducted in the
California Channel Islands (Boser et al., 2014)) could be expected to be more successful as they would leave
fewer population pockets from which ants could re-invade. Future studies should concentrate in this area.

CONCLUSIONS
We evaluated two baits (one commercial and one experimental product) to reduce Argentine ant populations in a
coastal California vineyard. Because Argentine ants disrupt biological control of vine mealybug by interfering
with the activity of predators and parasitoids, control of Argentine ants can be an essential component of
integrated pest management programs for vine mealybug. Handling and distribution of baits that can be broadcast
is simpler and more efficient than liquid baits that must be contained within bait stations. Additionally, Argentine
ant nests are typically multiple and widely dispersed throughout agricultural ecosystems in the spring, summer,
and fall (Markin, 1970) so multiple point sources make bait more accessible to all nests within an infested area
(Boser et al., 2014). Our results suggest both the granular product (Seduce, 0.07% spinosad) and an experimental
bait (0.0006% thiamethoxam in polyacrylamide crystals) have the potential to reduce populations of Argentine
ant, although the effect of the polyacrylamide bait on foraging ants was more sustained than the granular bait. Our
results also suggest that multiple applications of Seduce may be necessary to obtain adequate control of Argentine
ant populations. Alternately, it is possible that a higher product rate may be more efficacious over a longer period.
Both options should be explored in future studies. Additionally, large-scale, area-wide treatments (such as those
conducted in the California Channel Islands (Boser et al., 2014)) could be expected to be more successful as they
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would leave fewer population pockets from which ants could re-invade. Future studies should concentrate on this
area.

Figure 3. Ant activity (on a 0 to 3 scale) at 90 monitoring vines per treatment for blocks C1 and C2. Data
are presented as the average rating for all vines, by treatment. Thiamethoxam (0.0006%) in polyacrylamide
crystals was applied on March 16 and April 14, at a rate of 10 pounds per acre.
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ABSTRACT
The vine mealybug (Planococcus ficus) has become one of the most important insect pests of California
vineyards. Researchers, pest control advisors, and farmers have developed relatively good controls that target
exposed vine mealybugs (i.e., those on the leaves or canes). However, controlling the more protected mealybug
population found under the bark of the trunk or on the roots has been more difficult. Our objectives are to improve
pre- or post-harvest controls that target the winter-spring vine mealybug population and better determine the
spring emergence of vine mealybug crawlers to better time foliar applications. In 2016, research focused on the
field application bioassays and movement of Movento®, or more correctly its metabolites, in the vine, using high
pressure liquid chromatograph (HPLC) methodology. We have confirmed that spirotetramat is rapidly converted
in the leaves to a metabolite called enol-spirotetramat, and this metabolite can remain in the leaves for most of the
season. The enol can change to other metabolites such as enol-glycoside and ketohydroxy as some of the primary
metabolites found, but it is the enol metabolite that is most important for killing the mealybugs. There is a gradual
decline in the amount of enol-spirotetramat, but we found spirotetramat in leaves 184 days after application,
suggesting that this material might still yet be converted to enol-spirotetramat.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
The vine mealybug (Planococcus ficus) has become one of the most important insect pests of California
vineyards. Researchers, pest control advisors, and farmers have developed relatively good controls that target
exposed vine mealybugs (i.e., those on the leaves or canes). However, controlling the more protected mealybug
population found under the bark of the trunk or on the roots has been more difficult. Our objectives are to improve
pre- or post-harvest controls that target the winter-spring vine mealybug population and better determine the
spring emergence of vine mealybug crawlers to better time foliar applications. In 2016, research focused on the
field application bioassays and movement of Movento®, or more correctly its metabolites, in the vine, using high
pressure liquid chromatograph (HPLC) methodology. Preparing samples and running the HPLC can be time
consuming and we have processed less than 10% of the 6,000 samples collected. We have confirmed that
spirotetramat is rapidly converted in the leaves to a metabolite called enol-spirotetramat, and this metabolite can
remain in the leaves for most of the season. The enol-spirotetramat can change to other metabolites such as enol-
glycoside and ketohydroxy, but it is the enol-spirotetramat that is most important for killing the mealybugs. There
is a gradual decline in the amount of enol-spirotetramat, but we found spirotetramat in leaves 184 days after
application, suggesting that this material might still yet be converted to enol-spirotetramat. As we process more of
the samples we will be better able to determine the metabolic pathways of spirotetramat and what influence
vineyard conditions and application methodology has on the effectiveness of Movento®.

INTRODUCTION
The vine mealybug (Planococcus ficus) has become one of the most important insect pests of California
vineyards, threatening economic production and sustainable practices in this multi-billion-dollar commodity.
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Insecticides are the primary control tool for vine mealybug (Daane et al., 2006; Prabhaker et al., 2012; Daane et
al., 2013; Bentley et al., 2014), especially when grapevine leafroll diseases (GLDs) are a concern (Daane et al.,
2013). Researchers, pest control advisors, and farmers have developed relatively good controls that target exposed
vine mealybugs (i.e., those on the leaves or canes). However, controlling the more protected mealybug population
found under the bark of the trunk or on the roots has been more difficult. The vine mealybug population is
primarily on the trunk and upper root zone near the soil line during the winter and early spring (Daane et al.,
2013). This population has a refuge from natural enemies (Gutierrez et al., 2008) and can be the most difficult to
control even with systemic insecticide applications (Daane, personal observation). Moreover, mealybugs can
remain on even the remnant pieces of vine roots after vineyard removal, hosting pathogens and infesting new
vines after replanting the vineyard (Bell et al., 2009).

Insecticides with systemic action are the best materials to control this protected population, but their proper use
can vary among vineyards and regions. Moreover, vineyards with mealybug damage typically have large
overwintering populations that are never fully regulated, and annually are the source for new generations
throughout the summer that infest leaves and fruit of that vineyard and can disperse to other vineyards. Therefore,
it is critical to develop better control programs for this overwintering population.

A delayed dormant (typically in February) application of chlorpyrifos (Lorsban®) was the standard post-harvest
or pre-season control that targeted mealybugs on the trunk and cordon (Daane et al., 2006). The best in-season
insecticide for vine mealybug that moves from the trunk and cordon to the leaves, canes, and fruit has been an
application of Movento® (Bayer Crop Science), with the active ingredient spirotetramat, which may also help
control root-feeding nematodes (Mike McKenry, personal communication). Still, the effectiveness of any
systemic material will depend on application timing, soil moisture, vine condition and age, and commodity (for
example, post-harvest application timing). Our objectives are to improve controls that target the winter-spring
vine mealybug population and to better determine the spring emergence of vine mealybug crawlers to better time
foliar applications. Specifically, we are conducting field bioassays to determine the effect of application timing,
soil moisture, vine condition and age, and commodity (for example, post-harvest application timing, wine vs.
raisin management practices) on systemic insecticide effectiveness. We plan to work with all vineyard-registered
insecticide materials, but this past year’s work has focused on field application bioassays and movement of
Movento® in the vine. To follow the movement of Movento® we are collecting vine samples and using high
pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) to determine the amounts of different metabolites associated with
Movento® in different parts of the vine. For example, two of the questions we plan to address is whether
spirotetramat converts to the metabolite enol-spirotetramat (which is the primary toxicant) similarly under
different conditions, such as vine nutrient status or cultivar, and where on the vine the metabolites move to and in
what concentration are the metabolites found on different vine sections, such as the leaves versus the roots. We
will also use our protocols to help confirm the presence of spirotetramat metabolites in the root system, in support
of A. Westphal’s proposal.

OBJECTIVES
The project seeks to develop better controls for the overwintering vine mealybug population found primarily
under the bark of the trunk or on the roots at the soil line.

1. Bioassay
a. Investigate the population dynamics and controls for overwintering vine mealybugs.
b. Determine the temperature relationship of vine mealybug and grape mealybug to better predict spring

emergence and spray timing.
2. Using HPLC to follow the movement of Movento® in the vine:

a. Improve the protocols to determine levels of spirotetramat and its first metabolite, the enol form, in vine
tissue samples.

b Investigate the dissipation and transformation mechanisms of the active ingredient of the pesticide
Movento® after application.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Bioassay: Insecticide controls for vine mealybug.
During 2015 and 2016, we used bioassays (visual counts of mealybugs) to look at control effectiveness across
vineyards in different regions and with different management practices or vine structures. Commercial vineyards
were selected in the central San Joaquin Valley (Fresno County) with four vineyard blocks near Fresno (one
Thompson Seedless raisin grapes, one Crimson Seedless table grapes, and two Thompson Seedless table grapes);
the Lodi-Woodbridge wine grape region (San Joaquin County) with three vineyards near Lodi (one Cabernet
Sauvignon, one Pinot Noir, and one Chardonnay); and the North Coast wine grape region (Napa County) with two
vineyards at a site in the Carneros region of Napa (one Pinot Noir and one Chardonnay). We are also sampling
numerous ‘experimental’ vineyard blocks at the Kearney Agricultural Research and Extension Center that
represent wine and table grape blocks undergoing studies for nitrogen, irrigation, and wine grape cultivars. At
each site, we have counted mealybug densities on the vine, measured cluster damage, and taken vine fresh tissue
samples before and after Movento® applications (sections from the leaf, cane, and trunk) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Sampling trunk live tissue, leaves and petioles, canes, cordons, trunk (above and below girdle,
when present), and roots.

Pre-treatment mealybug counts were taken using a timed count. In brief, on each sampled vine an experienced
sampler searched for mealybugs for a one-minute period. The areas of the vine searched changed with the
seasonal movement of the mealybug population (i.e., during the winter the roots and lower trunk sections are the
most likely regions to find vine mealybug). The pre-treatment mealybug density was then used to block
treatments against density because vine mealybug populations can be clumped. In 2016, the visual count of
mealybugs took place from April to October. This allowed us to monitor mealybug populations at different
phenological stages of the crop. We monitored when the grape clusters were not ready to be harvested, when they
were ready to be harvested, and after they were harvested.

We applied the insecticide Movento® at different application timings, as measured by calendar date as well as by
weeks before or after harvest (Movento® has a seven-day pre-harvest interval). We applied Movento® at the
label rate and determined the percentage kill of mealybugs on different sections of the vine during the summer,
fall (completed), and will continue this in the coming spring (Figure 2). A standardized application method was
used across all vineyards so that surfactant and application rate would not be an influence. At each site there are
15 replicates (individual vines) per treatment per vineyard, with treatments placed in a complete randomized
design.

We also have completed a measurement of economic damage on five clusters on each vine using a 0 to 3 scale:
0 means no mealybug damage, 1 means honeydew present but the bunch is salvageable, 2 means honeydew and
mealybugs present but at least part of the bunch is salvageable, and 3 means a total loss. The economic damage of
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clusters took place from June 2016 through harvest. We evaluated the clusters when the grape clusters were not
ready to be harvested and when they were ready to be harvested.

Figure 2. Applying Movento®.

Taking into consideration all the sample areas, approximately 600 vines were sampled for mealybug counts and
for cluster evaluation. Together, the treated vineyards include several factors that could be affecting the pesticide
efficiency, such as the age of the vineyards, irrigation type, commodity (table, raisin, and wine grapes), the
presence of a girdle, and geographical area.

Much of the data remains to be analyzed, especially the late season (just before harvest) and post-harvest sprays
that will need additional sampling in spring and summer 2017 to determine treatment impact. Moreover, in our
commercial fields the overall density of the mealybug was very low, making treatment comparisons difficult. One
clear result was that vines sprayed with Movento® in May (the recommended standard treatment would be eight
ounces in April or May) had less fruit damage compared to the untreated and the mid-July spray treatments
(Figure 3; Chi Square P < 0.001). Even though mealybugs were found in low numbers throughout all the
sampling areas, combining these same treatments across the different vineyards sampled in the Central Valley
indicated that the spray treatment had a statistically significant effect on the numbers of individuals found in each
developmental stage (F2,2 = 5.3586, P = 0.004).

We have yet to analyze the post-harvest treatments, but by the end of the season vines treated from mid- to late-
May had fewer vine mealybugs compared to untreated vines; however, there was no significant difference
between May and mid-July treatments (Figure 4). These results indicate that the metabolites of Movento® are
moving through the vine and killing mealybugs even in the pre-harvest application treatment, but the earlier
treatments are killing the mealybugs before they get into the fruit.

In our bioassay studies the low number of mealybugs found in all the monitoring sites and the low constant
damage recorded suggest that visual counts and cluster damage evaluation alone were not sufficient tools to
evaluate details of the vine mealybug population’s response to pesticide applications. One problem is their
clumped distribution in the host plant, which requires a great number of samples to get an accurate estimate of
population response. There was also a repeated issue of grower overspray on the control plots, reducing our
number of control replicates.

Data from the Napa Valley and Lodi Woodbridge vineyards has not yet been analyzed.
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Figure 3. In the sampled San Joaquin Valley vineyards, results show that the May treatment (farmer standard
treatment) had significantly less fruit damage than the control or pre-harvest (mid-July) treatment, as would be
expected (the smaller graph includes “0 - no damage” fruit and is included to show that more than 90% of all fruit
was clean across all treatments).

In the San Joaquin Valley vine treatments, what is interesting is that while there was more fruit damage in the pre-
harvest treatment, there was some reduction in the number of adult vine mealybugs as compared to the control.
Figure 4 shows the average number of nymphs, adults, and ovisacs on vines treated in mid- late-May (farmer
standard treatment), pre-harvest, and a no-spray control. There was significant difference between the mid-May
and pre-harvest (mid-July) treatments in total numbers of mealybugs during the sample periods.

Figure 4. Average number of nymphs, adults, and ovisacs on vines treated in mid- late-May (farmer
standard treatment), pre-harvest, and a no-spray control.
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Objective 2. HPLC to follow the movement of systemic insecticides.
To study how the pesticide Movento® moves through the vines the pesticide uptake and movement of key
metabolites in the plant was followed by means of high pressure liquid chromatograph (HPLC) methodology. To
better understand our purpose a description of how Movento® works to kill mealybugs is needed. Spirotetramat is
sprayed onto the leaves, where it has translaminar activity and gets absorbed. It is not the spirotetramat that
primarily kills the mealybug, but the first breakdown product or metabolite called “enol” (Figure 5, from Bayer
CropScience). The enol can change to other metabolites such as enol-glycoside and ketohydroxy as some of the
primary metabolites found, but it is the enol metabolite that is most important for killing the mealybugs. The
change from spirotetramat to enol appeared to be most effective in the leaf tissue, as described in Bayer-sponsored
studies in apple, cotton, and other crops. Whereas some translaminar pesticides remain in the leaves, spirotetramat
and its metabolites can be transported by the phloem (and to some extent the xylem) to other plant parts, and this
is key in moving the product to where the mealybugs are.

Figure 5. Breakdown products and metabolites of spirotetramat (from Bayer CropScience).

We used the HPLC to obtain the concentration of the active ingredient of Movento® (spirotetramat) and its three
primary metabolites (spirotetramat-enol) and enol-glycoside and ketohydroxy (the latter two metabolites are not
active against mealybugs as far as we know). To analyze the quantity of spirotetramat, enol, and other metabolites
in leaves, the extraction method “QuEChERS” (Quick Easy Cheap Effective Rugged Safe) was followed. This
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methodology allows the preparation and analyses of several samples at one time and provides extracts of several
structurally different substances with good efficiencies.

We are currently adapting this QuEChERS extraction methodology to our samples to achieve the most trustful
results. Adapting this method includes trying different solvents and mobile phases to clean and extract the desired
compounds and testing various elution times. Afterwards the obtained results are compared to a standard curve for
the desired compound (Figures 6 and 7). In this process, the most appropriate and reproducible cleaning and
extraction process was determined for leaves, canes, and roots. We are still perfecting a process for smaller bark
samples (<10 g) that can be completed without the addition of a “mass spectrophotometer” (MS).

Figure 6. Example of known “standards” of spirotetramat-enol
(SPTA-enol) and spirotetramat (SPTA) elution time. These
compounds were eluted at 6.14 minutes and 27 minutes,
respectively, and are compared with vine tissue samples.

Figure 7. Example of a leaf sample processed by
HPLC showing a peak that eluted at 6.14 minutes,
matching the standard for SPTA-enol (see Figure 5)
and indicating its presence in the sampled leaf.

Our analyzed samples are collected in association with our field bioassays. After counting mealybugs (see
bioassay above), the following five portions of the vine were sampled for living tissue: leaves and petiole, trunk
above and below the girdle, cane, and arm. If girdle is not applicable, samples from the bottom and middle part of
the trunk were taken. If arm is not applicable, an upper part of the trunk was sampled. This fresh tissue sampling
effort in 2016 resulted in approximately 6,000 samples being collected, which are being analyzed using the HPLC
technology.

Results from leaf tissue analyses show that spirotetramat is quickly converted into enol (remember that enol is the
metabolite responsible for killing the mealybugs), and a portion of the enol is also rapidly converted to enol-
glucoside (we found this within five hours after spraying) (Figure 8). Note that the Y-axis is using a log scale so
there are great differences in the amounts of metabolites. Most important was that some spirotetramat and enol
was found in the leaf tissue up to 184 days after treatment. It is still unclear from our studies if the spirotetramat
found long after the application will eventually convert to enol or if this conversion process slows, as it is
surprising that the initial conversion to enol and enol-glycoside is so rapid but we still find spirotetramat
unconverted five months after spray treatments. These tested vines will continue to be sampled until leaf drop,
and other vine tissue (e.g., bark) will be sampled up to a year after the spray application. What surprised us in
these leaf tissue analyses was that enol-glycoside was the most abundant and consistent (over time) of the four
metabolites tested (Figure 8). It has been reported that under the right circumstances the enol-glycoside can revert
to enol, although how common this occurs in vines is not known. At his point we assume that enol found after
three to five months is from either relatively stable enol remaining in the leaves or spirotetramat that in the leaves
is much later (in time) converted to enol. Note also that we found the ketohydroxy metabolite only on the last
sample date, and at a very low amount (Figure 8).

When looking closer at the amount of spirotetramat and enol in leaf tissue over the sampling period it’s clear that
the amount of spirotetramat is reduced quickly, from about 100 parts per billion (ppb) five hours after spray to
about 40 ppb after one to three days, and less than five ppb after one month (Figure 9A). There is not a
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corresponding increase in enol, which is lower than spirotetramat initially but shows a more stable presence
during the five-month sampling period (around 20 ppb; Figure 9B). Note that on two sample dates (1 and 110
days) we did not detect any enol; this analysis will be repeated with stored samples to determine if this unusual
finding (especially at one day) was a data entry error. What is needed now is a field bioassay on the amount of
enol in the plant that is toxic to mealybugs, and for how long the mealybug must feed to acquire this lethal dose.

Figure 8. Mean concentration (parts per billion) of spirotetramat and three of its metabolite in leaf
samples from five hours after spray to five months after spray.

Figure 9. Spirotetramat (A) and Enol (B) content in samples leaves (in parts per billion) at different time after being
treated with a label rate (8 oz per acre) of Movento® in May.
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Our initial results from the trunk tissue analyses show that spirotetramat is found soon after spray application in
the bark tissue. Here we looked at samples from six to seven days after spraying, and it was found 37 days later as
well (Figure 10). In these samples the enol (the primary mealybug killing metabolite) was not found, whereas
enol-glucoside and ketohydroxy were found after six days of spraying. These are preliminary results because only
a relatively few bark samples (n = 70) have been processed, and these came from a single site. Still, it shows that
the metabolites are moving with the phloem from the leaves to other vine sections. One question this does raise is
whether the spirotetramat found in the trunk is easily converted to enol. We assume that the metabolites flow
passively in the phloem and so it is possible that, depending on vine needs, the metabolites could be carried back
to the leaves.

Figure 10. Mean concentration (ppb) of spirotetramat and three of its metabolite in leaf samples from six to
seven and 37 days after Movento® was applied to the leaves at label rate (eight ounces per acre).

Temperature development of vine mealybug.
These data have not yet been analyzed.
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ABSTRACT
Brown marmorated stink bug (Halyomorpha halys; BMSB) was found in increasing numbers in vineyards in
Oregon from 2013 to 2016. In California, BMSB was found in areas closely bordering vineyards, but not in any
vineyards to date. Temperatures above and below feeding thresholds (Low = 6°C, High = 26°C) result in
cessation of feeding. Older life stages such as adults were found to result in a significant increase in feeding
damage on winegrape berries. The feeding activity in relation to berry quality parameters is given for 2015.
Increased feeding activity resulted in a significant increase in stylet sheaths per berry. There was a numerical
reduction in berry weight and diameter with increasing feeding levels. The number of stylet sheaths in relation to
degree days (DD) per day was used to create a feeding factor for BMSB. This feeding factor was significantly
correlated with the number of stylet sheaths per berry. Feeding data collected during 2015 and 2016 in Oregon,
combined with weather data collected from California will be used to create a BMSB risk index for each of the
grape growing regions. These findings are preliminary pending additional analysis and data collection.

INTRODUCTION
Brown marmorated stink bug (Halyomorpha halys; BMSB) is becoming increasingly prevalent in Oregon and is
rapidly becoming an economic concern for western vineyards (Oregon Department of Agriculture, 2011; Wiman
et al., 2014a). This pest can feed on vegetative tissues, grapes, and can potentially cause contamination of the
crop, leading to wine quality losses. Studies funded by a USDA Specialty Crop Research Initiative (SCRI)
Coordinated Agricultural Project (CAP) grant confirmed spread and increased population levels of BMSB in
important viticulture regions of Oregon (Walton et al., unpub.). BMSB was first found on the west coast in 2004
in Portland (Oregon Department of Agriculture, 2011), and the pest is now common in urban and natural areas.
Found on high-value specialty crops and non-economic alternate host plants alike, BMSB is increasingly causing
agricultural issues for growers (Figure 1). Since 2012, BMSB has increasingly been encountered by growers and
can be found in wine grape vineyards of the Willamette Valley during the harvest period (Wiman et al., 2014a).
Winemakers have recently reported finding dead BMSB in fermenting wines and infestation of winery buildings
by BMSB.

Immature and adult BMSB feed on reproductive plant structures such as fruits, and they may also feed on
vegetative tissues such as leaves and stems, sometimes piercing through bark (Martinson et al., 2013). Fruit
feeding by adult BMSB may cause direct crop loss due to berry necrosis. Berry feeding may also result in
secondary pathogen infection and provide entry points for spoilage bacteria. Vectoring and facilitation of
pathogen proliferation by BMSB is not unrealistic because true bugs (Heteroptera) such as BMSB share feeding
behaviors with homopterans implicated as disease vectors in vineyards (Cilia et al., 2012; Daugherty, 1967;
Mitchell, 2004; Wiman et al., 2014a). BMSB itself is a demonstrated vector of at least one phytoplasma disease
(Hiruki, 1999; Weintraub and Beanland, 2006), while leaf-footed bugs (Heteroptera: Coreidae) and other
pentatomids have also been implicated in transmission of pistachio stigmatomycosis (Michailides et al., 1998). It
is clear that BMSB feeding intensity and associated pathogen infection is directly related to temperature (Wiman
et al., 2014b), potentially making this pest more damaging in western production regions than on the east coast.
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BMSB can develop on a wide range of host crops, meaning that it can find refuge or reproduce on non-crop hosts
and then spread to cultivated crops such as wine grapes (Nielsen et al., 2008; Nielsen and Hamilton, 2009; Leskey
et al., 2012a; 2012b; Pfeiffer et al.; 2012). However, unlike other pentatomids, BMSB are also capable of
completing development on crop plants. As a result, crop damage from nymphs is more common than it is for
other stink bugs. In the Willamette Valley, wine grapes are among the last crops to be harvested and this may
increase the potential for late-season infestation and damage by BMSB.

Contamination of grape clusters by BMSB at harvest is a major concern. Adult BMSB have been observed to
lodge themselves between the grapes during harvest. Other researchers are evaluating physical removal of BMSB
from clusters, as well as removal by chemical cleanup sprays, blowers, and electronic sorters. However, some
BMSB may remain in grape clusters and release defensive compounds during processing, causing taint in finished
wine (E. Tomasino, pers. comm.). These taints are persistent, and may result in major market losses. Work
conducted on Pinot noir has shown that trans-2-decenal, a defense compound produced by BMSB, is a
contaminant present in wine that is processed with BMSB.

As in Oregon, many important wine grape growing regions of California are in close proximity to major urban
centers where BMSB populations tend to increase and become sources for further spread. Little is known about
BMSB seasonal phenology, voltinism, and distribution in these environments. Oregon research has documented
rapid colonization and significant increases in populations between seasons, in part because two full generations
of BMSB are occurring (Wiman, unpublished). In Oregon, BMSB has dispersed from Portland to northern
Willamette Valley vineyards within a short period. It is important to survey the wine grape growing regions of
Napa, Sonoma, and Lodi because these regions are geographically close to San Francisco and Sacramento, both
areas with known BMSB infestation.

Feeding intensity of different life stages of BMSB in vineyards has not been fully determined. To date, most
studies have focused on adults, even though nymphs are potentially more damaging. When BMSB egg masses are
laid in vineyards the nymphs are more confined to feeding on the vines than the adults, which may fly back and
forth between vineyards and borders. Thus, the feeding damage from nymphs may be more concentrated as the
nymphs disperse from egg masses to feed on the host plant. No information is available, however, on the impact
and severity of feeding by nymphs on grape berries and vines. Spatial distribution of BMSB in vineyards and
feeding intensity may reflect environmental suitability. An observation from orchard crops is that the worst
BMSB damage tends to occur on the borders (Joseph et al., 2014). Similarly, vineyard borders appear to be more
susceptible to BMSB infiltration from surrounding vegetation. Grapevines located close to vineyard borders may
provide a better environment for the bugs due to microclimate effects of shading by surrounding vegetation.

This study will help determine the potential for BMSB to cause direct damage to wine grape crops, as well as
indirect damage through facilitation and vectoring of spoilage bacteria or vine diseases. Controlled damage
studies to assess direct feeding damage by BMSB have been conducted in Oregon (Oregon State University), and
New Jersey (Rutgers). These studies showed an increasing number of stylet sheaths in grape berries as the
numbers of BMSB test populations increased. Increased numbers of stylet sheaths were associated with decreases
of berry counts, premature raisining, and increased berry necrosis, but this work focused on adult feeding and was
conducted for one-week periods only. Direct crop impact may be more pronounced under more optimal
temperature regimes with different varietals, and with longer feeding periods by nymphs to more realistically
simulate crop infestation by reproductive BMSB, as is found in vineyards in Oregon and presumably California.

OBJECTIVES
1. Survey key Oregon and California viticulture areas for BMSB presence.
2. Determine BMSB temperature-related field feeding intensity, impact, and regional risk index.
3. Provide Extension for identification, distribution, and importance of BMSB in western vineyards.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Survey key Oregon and California viticulture areas for BMSB presence.
Methods. Surveys focused on high-risk regions containing vineyards and wineries in close proximity to high
traffic areas such as highways, urban centers, throughways, and railroad lines. Initial beat sheet sampling in the
aforementioned areas and in California included Sonoma, Napa, and Lodi. Pheromone-baited pyramid traps
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(Khrimian et al., 2014) were used in conjunction with monitoring using beat sheets. The BMSB pheromone traps
were placed in the center of each row selected for beat sheet sampling. BMSB were additionally sampled from
study vineyards using beat sheet sampling every two weeks, starting in August, from two rows, once on the
vineyard edge and once in the center of the same block. Our goal was to start surveys of California vineyard
regions before the reported movement of BMSB into commercial vineyards. The vineyard regions sampled were
California’s north coast wine grape region (Mendocino, Napa, and Sonoma counties), Lodi-Woodbridge wine
grape region, and San Joaquin Valley (Fresno County). All vineyard surveys were conducted in concert with other
ongoing studies, with outreach to participating farmers on BMSB description and potential presence. At each site,
about 100 vines were visually sampled every two to four weeks. Specifically, in Mendocino County, six vineyard
sites around Ukiah and Hopland (four Chardonnay, one Merlot, and one Grenache) were sampled as part of a
leafhopper project. In Napa County, seven vineyard sites (two Cabernet Sauvignon near St. Helena, one Cabernet
Sauvignon near Oakville, one Chardonnay near Yountville, one Merlot near Carneros, and one Pinot noir and one
Chardonnay near Carneros) were sampled as part of a red blotch or vine mealybug study. In Stanislaus and San
Joaquin counties (Lodi Woodbridge wine grape region) three vineyards were sampled (one Cabernet Sauvignon,
one Pinot noir, and one Chardonnay), and in Fresno County five table grape blocks (two Thompson Seedless and
three flame seedless) were sampled. An additional sampling protocol was followed in three vineyard blocks in
Sacramento, Yolo, and Amador counties for all Hemipteran insects, but have yet to find any BMSB at any of
these sites. Sampling at these sites has been conducted by visual observations and sweeping of grape foliage and
other vegetation present in and adjacent to the vineyards. To date, no BMSB were found during these field visits
in California.

Sampling in Oregon included seven vineyards in the northern Willamette Valley. There were no clear differences
between sampling sites, and data from all vineyards were pooled for the respective seasons. Work in Oregon is
currently being completed for the 2016 season. This was the fourth year of sampling in these vineyards and data is
presented as BMSB per pyramid trap over a two-week period (Figure 1; 2016 data not shown).

Figure 1. Number of BMSB per trap (seven traps) per two-week period in the northern Willamette Valley, Oregon,
during 2013-2015.

Results. In all of the seven locations, BMSB was found in low numbers during the early part of summer in
Oregon. The number of BMSB increased to ca. 30 BMSB per trap per two-week period during September through
October of 2014 and 2015. The total cumulative number of BMSB trapped per trap during the whole period
increased from 34 (2013) to 101 (2015) BMSB per trap collected during the respective seasons. Data collection
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for 2016 is not yet complete for the Oregon trial sites. Preliminary information from 2016 data indicates similar
population trends to that of 2015.

In California, at the UC Berkeley lab (Daane Laboratory) starting in October 2015 we began monitoring the farms
and gardens by utilizing traps containing aggregation pheromones as well as sweep net collections of the
landscape. In Fresno County we have sampled five farming operations, each about three to seven acres in size.
Sampling consisted of utilizing a d-vac to collect insects from three different crops (eggplant, long beans, peppers,
tomatoes, peas, bitter melon, or squash) at each site every other week. From these samples no BMSB were found,
but Say’s stink bug (Chlorochroa sayi) and bagrada bug (Bagrada hilaris) were collected. There was one report
of a possible BMSB find from a home garden in Napa County during 2016, but the identification of the specimen
needs to be confirmed.

UC Davis (Zalom Laboratory) BMSB sampling was initiated in fall 2015 by making visual observations and
collections of stink bugs from community gardens and vineyards in Sacramento, Yolo, San Joaquin, and Amador
counties. BMSB have previously been captured in the cities of Sacramento, Davis (Yolo County), and Stockton
(San Joaquin County), but none have been captured in agricultural situations to date. We continued more
intensive sampling of community gardens in Sacramento and Davis, and have also sampled community gardens in
Galt (Sacramento County) and Lodi (San Joaquin County). Six species of stink bugs were collected from these
gardens including Eushistus conspersus, Thyanta pallidovirens, Chlorochroa uhleri, Chlorochroa ligata,
Murgantia histronica, and Nezara viridula, but BMSB was only found in community gardens in Sacramento
where it was also observed feeding on grapes that were growing there. We have yet to sample gardens elsewhere
in these counties, but we have met with UCCE Farm Advisor Jhalendra Rijal to discuss plans for collaboratively
sampling community gardens and landscape plantings in the vicinity of previous finds in Stockton (San Joaquin
County) and Modesto (Stanislaus County) in the coming year. We intend to use findings of BMSB breeding
populations at such sites as an indicator of where we might target sampling in nearby vineyards. The Zalom lab
has obtained a permit to maintain a BMSB colony that we initiated during 2015 with bugs collected from
community gardens in Sacramento, and is presently using the colony in various behavior and control studies.

Objective 2. Determine BMSB temperature-related field feeding intensity, impact, and regional risk index.
Methods - Feeding intensity. In Oregon, we deployed portable electronic feeding monitors (Wiman et al.,
2014b) during 2016 in order to determine in-vineyard feeding intensity. Portable feeding monitors consisting of
an open circuit enclosed onto a section of the grapevine will be located within 20 meters of the pheromone traps.
Four electronic feeding monitors were placed in each of the two rows in a partially-shaded vineyard border, and a
fully sun-exposed location within the center of each vineyard. Each feeding monitor was used to determine
feeding frequency, duration, and time. Each portable feeding monitor logged feeding for five individual BMSB.
The insects were replaced once per week. The relative risk and intensity of BMSB feeding damage were
determined by creating a feeding index of insect-days (Ruppel, 1983) for each of the vineyard regions using
standard methods as described by Wiman et al. (2014b). Additionally, these feeding patterns were verified by
counting the number of stylet sheaths and plant damage within the monitored feeding area.

Results. Data from this work showed clear feeding activity patterns on a daily basis (Figures 2a and 2b) with a
decrease in feeding at temperatures below and above 6°C and 26°C, respectively. These data support the
estimated lower (3°C - 6°C) and upper (26°C - 29°C) threshold ranges of temperature-related feeding activity of
BMSB (Wiman et al 2014).

Feeding impact. Feeding exclusion sleeves (48.0 cm x 39.5 cm, Premier Paint Roller, Richmond Hill, NY, item
60597) were placed over wine grape clusters in a commercial vineyard with known BMSB infestation in the
northern Willamette Valley. The trial was maintained for a four and three-week period, respectively, from
August 21 to September 21, 2015, and August 22 to September 21, 2016. There were four treatments: 1) no
BMSB; 2) a partial egg mass with 10 hatching eggs; 3) three BMSB nymphs; 4) three adult BMSB. All treatments
were enclosed in a single sleeve. Ten replicates of each treatment were established in a randomized block design.
Forty sleeves (ten of each treatment) were placed in a partially-shaded vineyard border row, and forty sleeves
were placed in a fully sun-exposed vineyard row in each vineyard (80 sleeves total). BMSB insects were exposed
to clusters during the period when BMSB are typically found in vineyards in the Willamette Valley. Dead insects
were replaced every week with BMSB of the same life stage during the exposure period. At the end of the
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experimental period, all clusters were removed and taken to the laboratory for further inspection. Feeding activity
of BMSB was determined by counting the number of stylet sheaths per berry at the end of the exposure period.
Additional key quality parameters were determined, including berry weight, pH, sugar, raisining, cracking and
presence or absence of spoilage bacteria or fungi such as Botrytis using the slip-skin method (Crisosto et al.,
2002). These data, together with weather data (five data-loggers per vineyard location), feeding intensity, and
direct impact on crop can be used to develop a relative risk model for BMSB damage in different vineyard regions
(Ruppel, 1983; Froissart et al., 2010; Wiman et al., 2014a; 2014b).

Figure 2. Adult BMSB feeding activity on Pinot noir winegrapes during cool (a) and warm (b) days in Corvallis,
Oregon during 2016 using electric feeding monitors (adapted from Wiman et al., 2014b).

Results. During 2015 there were significantly higher temperatures recorded in locations that received higher
temperature exposure levels compared to 2016 (Figures 3a and 3b). Mean temperatures ranged from 12.3°C -
23.8°C during the experimental periods. Temperatures ranged from 23.5°C - 28.2°C on days when there was full
sun exposure to virtually indistinguishable on cloudy days. These trends were, however, not found during 2016
where the mean sunny (18.0°C) and shady (18.4°C) regimes were statistically similar (F2, 53 = 0.01, p = 0.99).

Figure 3a. Mean daily-recorded temperatures from each of shady and sun-exposed locations on Pinot noir preceding
the harvest period on vines in Corvallis, Oregon during 2015 and 2016.
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Figure 3b. Mean temperatures recorded in each of two sun-exposed locations on Pinot noir vines
in Corvallis, Oregon during 2015 for a one-month period. Different letters indicate significantly
different temperatures.

During 2015 there were significantly higher levels of stylet sheaths between sunny and shady locations in vines
(F1, 4074 = 45.079, p<0.01; Figure 4), and there were higher levels of stylet sheaths in treatments with adults
compared to immature BMSB life stages. Feeding activity of BMSB still needs to be determined for 2016, but the
trends found during 2015 appeared consistent with those found during 2016.

Figure 4. Number of stylet sheaths per berry on Pinot noir in Corvallis, Oregon during 2015. Bars
with no, one, and two asterisks (*) are significantly different from other bars.



 
  

 
 
 

 
  

           
        

          
        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

  
  

 
   

   
  

 
 

In order to determine if there were differences in BMSB feeding days (insect-days, Ruppel, 1983) between sunny 
and shaded locations during 2015 we determined the mortality rates over the four-week period of the feeding trial. 
There were, however, no clear differences in cumulative mortality rates between locations where BMSB were 
placed on vines. For 2015, the winegrape quality parameters (Tables 1 and 2) showed statistically lower berry and 
cluster weights, lower berry diameter, less berries per cluster, and more stylet sheaths per berry (Table 1) between 
climate regimes. There was a numerical decrease in berry and cluster weights and lower berry diameter with 
increasing age of BMSB life stage, as well as warmer temperatures (Table 2). 

Table 1. Mean berry characteristics of Pinot noir grapes and BMSB feeding activity (±SE) for temperature regimes 
(N = 40) and life stage treatments (N = 20) during 2015 in Corvallis, Oregon. 

Group 
Berry 

Weight 
(Grams) 

Cluster 
Weight 
(Grams) 

Berry 
Diameter 

(mm) 

Berries/ 
Cluster 

Stylet 
Sheaths/ 

Berry 
°Brix 

Shady 1.3±0.03a 90.0±4.9a 12.1±0.1a 72.4±3.9a 6.8±3.0b 21.6±0.04a 

Sunny 1.1±0.03b 56.7±4.9b 11.6±0.1b 50.2±3.9b 12.8±3.0a 
22.0±0.04a 

Control 1.2±0.005a 75.9±5.8a - - 0.009±0.006b 21.5±0.3a 

Eggs 1.1±0.002a 69.7±6.5a - - 0.047±0.012b 22.0±0.3a 

Nymphs 1.2±0.003a 80.8±9.2a - - 0.060±0.018b 21.6±0.2a 

Adults 1.2±0.013a 67.1±9.4a - - 0.781±0.177a 22.1±0.5a 

Table 2. Mean grape berry characteristics of Pinot noir and BMSB feeding activity (±SE) for 
temperature regimes and life stage treatments (N = 10) during 2015 in Corvallis, Oregon. 

Treatment 
Cluster 
Weight 
(Grams) 

Stylet 
Sheaths/ 

Berry 
°Brix 

Shady Control 87.1±5.2a 0.013±0.013c 21.3±0.4a 

Shady Egg 89.0±6.3a 0.028±0.012c 22.2±0.5a 

Shady Nymph 94.0±14.4a 0.072±0.031c 21.9±0.2a 

Shady Adult 89.9±14.6a 0.335±0.092b 21.1±0.6a 

Sunny Control 64.8±9.4a 0.006±0.004c 21.7±0.5a 

Sunny Egg 50.3±7.4a 0.066±0.200c 21.9±0.5a 

Sunny Nymph 67.6±10.5a 0.047±0.018c 21.3±0.4a 

Sunny Adult 44.3±6.8a 1.226±0.282a 23.0±0.5a 

BMSB feeding was correlated based on BMSB life stage and temperature (Ruppel, 1983). For life stages, a factor 
of 1 was attributed to control treatments, 5.22 for eggs, 6.67 for nymphs, and 86.78 for adults. These factors were 
obtained by dividing the number of stylet sheaths found for each life stage by the number of stylet sheaths found 
in the control treatments (0.009) over the two seasons. We assume, based on the electronic feeding monitors, that 
no stylet sheaths are found in situations where temperatures are below 6°C and above 26°C respectively. These 
zero values of feeding were used in the fitting of a non-parametric curve in order to describe the lower and upper 
thresholds of BMSB feeding. The effect of temperature was determined by estimating the number of degree-days 
(DD) per day for each temperature regime. The DD/day were estimated using the lower and upper thresholds of 
14°C and 34ºC (Nielsen et al., 2008), respectively. Based on the relative number of DD/day in each regime, the 
corresponding factor was attributed to each of the regimes. The life stage factor was multiplied by DD/day to 
create a feeding factor (Table 3). 
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Table 3. BMSB feeding factor based on life stage, and number of Degree-Days/day (DD/day). BMSB
feeding activity was acquired using an electronic feeding monitor as well as over two seasons on Pinot noir
during 2015 and 2016 in Corvallis, Oregon.

BMSB life
stage Year Temperature

regime

Numerical
BMSB life
stage factor

DD/day Feeding
factor

None 2015 Shady 1 7.07 7.07
None 2015 Sunny 1 10.03 10.03
None 2016 Shady 1 7.115 7.115
None 2016 Sunny 1 8.59 8.59
Eggs 2015 Shady 5.22 7.07 36.9054
Eggs 2015 Sunny 5.22 10.03 52.3566
Eggs 2016 Shady 5.22 7.115 37.1403
Eggs 2016 Sunny 5.22 8.59 44.8398

Nymphs 2015 Shady 6.67 7.07 47.1569
Nymphs 2015 Sunny 6.67 10.03 66.9001
Nymphs 2016 Shady 6.67 7.115 47.45705
Nymphs 2016 Sunny 6.67 8.59 57.2953

Adults Feeding
monitor Cold 86.78 0 0

Adults 2015 Shady 86.78 7.07 613.5346
Adults 2015 Sunny 86.78 10.03 870.4034
Adults 2016 Shady 86.78 7.115 617.4397
Adults 2016 Sunny 86.78 8.59 745.4402

Adults Feeding
Monitor Hot 1 86.78 10.88 944.1664

Adults Feeding
Monitor Hot 2 86.78 12.33 1069.9974

For the BMSB feeding correlation, the regression of stylet sheaths/berry on the feeding factor resulted in a
significant fit using the function y = (0.0000089)*x*(x-(143.717))*((1028.8)-x)*exp(1/(-0.12867) (R2 = 0.71;
F = 6.33; df = 1, 4; p < 0.003, Figure 5).

Figure 5. BMSB stylet sheaths per berry over feeding factor. The feeding factor was estimated
based on life stage and number of Degree-Days/day (DD/day). BMSB feeding activity was acquired
using an electronic feeding monitor during 2016 and also on Pinot noir wine grapes during 2015 and
2016 in Corvallis, Oregon.
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Objective 3. Provide Extension for identification, distribution, and importance of BMSB in western
vineyards.
Methods. Because BMSB may first be seen in small organic gardens and ornamental trees we also began
outreach to or surveys of small organic farms (Napa and Sonoma counties) and Southeast Asian vegetable farms
(Fresno County). In the north coast region we have partnered with Master Gardener groups in Napa and Sonoma
counties to gain access to home gardens in which we may find desirable host source plants. Additionally, contacts
have been made, in partnership with the Napa Agricultural Commissioner, allowing us access to survey and
sample small diversified farms. No BMSB have been found at these sites.

Results. In Oregon we presented results of earlier and work for this grant to growers in five locations:
McMinnville, Oregon (63 attendees); Milton Freewater, Oregon (30 attendees); Roseburg, Oregon (50 attendees);
Medford, Oregon; (48 attendees); and Rickreal, Oregon (211 attendees). Several extension meetings were held in
the San Joaquin Valley and coastal winegrape regions as represented by the sampled regions mentioned above.

CONCLUSIONS
In California’s north coast wine grape region, Lodi-Woodbridge wine grape region, and San Joaquin Valley
(Fresno County) vineyards and small vegetable farms, no BMSB were found. While this is only the initial study,
BMSB have been found in the Lodi-Woodbridge region in ornamental trees, but have yet to be found near the
vineyards sampled. During 2016 there was a report of BMSB found in Napa in a home garden. In Oregon, BMSB
were found in increasing numbers from 2013 to 2016 (2016 data not shown) in each of the seven vineyards
sampled.
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ABSTRACT
Grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) is a newly identified vineyard pathogen causing vine damage
similar to other grape leafroll diseases (GLDs). There has been some initial laboratory evidence that leafhoppers
are potential vectors of GRBaV; however, there have been mixed reports of possible vector-borne movement in
vineyards. Our goal is to identify and test potential vectors to provide concrete evidence that organisms can or
cannot move GRBaV among vines. This work must be completed to develop a control program for “red blotch”
and develop accurate information on the epidemiology of this newly reported pathogen. To date, we have tested
leafhoppers (Erythroneura elegantula, E. variabilis, E. ziczac), grape whitefly (Trialeurodes vittatas), mealybugs
(Planococcus ficus and Pseudococcus maritimus), blue-green sharpshooter (Graphocephala atropunctata), and
foliar-form grape phylloxera (Daktulosphaira vitifoliae). So far none of these insects have moved the pathogen
from an infected plant or plant material to a clean plant in laboratory studies. More recently there has been
evidence that a membracid may transmit GRBaV (Bahder et al., 2016) and transmission experiments evaluating
the three-cornered alfalfa hopper (Spissistilus festinus) are still in progress. Our field studies have surveyed
insects and potential non-crop reservoirs in vineyards with suspected movement of red blotch. None of the
herbivores in this survey have tested positive for the virus responsible for red blotch, although many samples are
still being tested in the laboratory. We have also conducted detailed mapping of red blotch in vineyards where
movement of the virus is suspected in order to evaluate spatial trends related to virus spread. Similarly, we are
also mapping GRBaV titers levels within the vine itself to help with the identification of novel vectors which may
preferentially feed on regions of the vine where the virus is localized.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) is a newly identified vineyard pathogen causing vine damage
similar to other grape leafroll diseases (GLDs). There has been some initial laboratory evidence that leafhoppers
are potential vectors of GRBaV; however, there have been mixed reports of possible vector-borne movement in
vineyards and recent work at UC Davis identified an insect called a treehopper as a likely vector. Our goal is to
identify and test potential vectors to provide concrete evidence that organisms can or cannot move GRBaV among
vines. This work must be completed to develop a control program for red blotch and develop accurate information
on the epidemiology of this newly reported pathogen. To date, we have tested many leafhoppers (which are
common in vineyards), grape whitefly, mealybugs (which are also commonly found in vineyards), blue-green
sharpshooter, and foliar-form grape phylloxera. None of these insects have moved the pathogen from an infected
plant or plant material to a clean plant in laboratory studies. We have begun transmission experiments evaluating
a treehopper (three-cornered alfalfa hopper) to determine its efficiency. Our field studies have surveyed insects
and potential non-crop reservoirs in vineyards with suspected movement of red blotch. None of the herbivores in
this survey have tested positive for the virus responsible for red blotch, although many samples are still being
tested in the laboratory. We have also conducted detailed mapping of red blotch in vineyards where movement of
the virus is suspected in order to evaluate spatial trends related to virus spread. Similarly, we are also mapping
GRBaV titer levels within the vine itself to help with the identification of novel vectors which may preferentially
feed on regions of the vine where the virus is localized.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2006 an increase in grapevine leafroll disease (GLD) and vines with “red leaf” symptoms was observed by
growers in vineyards located within the Napa Valley, California. Symptoms were also observed at the Oakville
Experimental Vineyard (OEV) by Jim Wolpert (UC Davis Viticulture Extension Specialist), Ed Weber (former
UC Cooperative Extension Viticulture Farm Advisor), and Mike Anderson (UC Davis Staff Research Associate).
Tissue samples were collected from symptomatic vines and tested by commercial laboratories and UC Davis
Foundation Plant Services. Test results were most often negative for known grapevine leafroll-associated viruses
(GLRaVs).

The increasing awareness of blocks containing vines with grapevine leafroll disease symptoms, primarily in Napa
and Sonoma counties, but testing negative for grapevine leafroll-associated viruses resulted in a renewed focus on
virus species and strains causing GLD. New GLRaV-3 strains have been discovered (e.g., Sharma et al., 2011);
however, this did not fully explain all of the observed symptomatic vines. In 2010, next generation sequencing
analyses identified a new pathogen (Al Rwahnih et al., 2013). Soon after a circular DNA virus, similar to
members of the family Geminiviridae, was isolated (Krenz et al., 2012) and, concurrently, polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) primers were developed (Al Rwahnih et al., 2013) for this pathogen now known as grapevine red
blotch-associated virus (GRBaV). GRBaV has since been isolated from vines throughout North America and in
Switzerland (Krenz et al., 2014), highlighting either a rapid dissemination or, more likely, its long hidden
presence (e.g., misidentified as GLD).

This project focuses on possible vectors of GRBaV. Multiple viruses in the Geminiviridae are insect transmissible
(Ghanim et al., 2007; Chen and Gilbertson, 2009; Cilia et al., 2012), and there has been some initial evidence that
leafhoppers may transmit GRBaV (Poojari et al., 2013) and better evidence that a membracid may transmit the
pathogen (Bahder et al., 2016). However, there has been mixed evidence of GRBaV field spread in association
with leafhoppers. Concern for the spread of GRBaV led to an off-cycle project in summer 2013, funded by the
Napa County Winegrape Pest and Disease Control District to initiate appropriate scientific studies of possible
insect vectors of GRBaV. The work was continued in 2014 with American Vineyard Foundation (AVF) and Napa
County funds.

Our goal is to test potential vectors to provide concrete evidence that organisms can or cannot move GRBaV
among vines. Determining field epidemiology of GRBaV is critical in the development of a control program,
whether the pathogen is moved via infected nursery material, mechanically, or, as with the focus of this study, by
a vector. There are ample California vineyard sites where the pathogen is present but does not appear to have
moved from infected vines over a period of many years, but in a few vineyards vine-to-vine movement has been
recorded. This difference ‒ whether there is no vector movement and disease presence is exclusively from
infected nursery material, or there is a vector ‒ completely changes the needed control programs.

Our proposed work will screen all common vineyard arthropods as well as the “long shots” that are potential
GRBaV vectors, thereby providing the proper target for control. Table 1 provides a partial list of the common
vineyard insect species that should be screened as potential vectors of GRBaV, based on their incidence and
distribution in California vineyards.

Once tested organisms are either identified as vectors or our work shows that they are either not vectors or that
they are so inefficient that spray programs are not needed, this information will be disseminated to farmers, Pest
Control Advisors, and extension personnel, thereby having a practical, direct, and immediate impact on control
decisions to “spray or not to spray.”

OBJECTIVES
The overall objective is to screen potential vectors for their ability to acquire and transmit grapevine red blotch-
associated virus (GRBaV) and, if a vector is discovered, to determine vector efficiency. Objectives for this
research program are as follows:
1. Screen common vineyard insects and mites as potential vectors of GRBaV.
2. Screen uncommon organisms that feed on vines as potential vectors of GRBaV.
3. Follow disease progression in established vineyard plots to collect preliminary data on field epidemiology.
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Table 1. Arthropods targeted for GRBaV tests
Common name Scientific Name Common Distribution
western grape leafhopper Erythroneura elegantula North Coast (north of Tehachapi Mtns.)
variegated leafhopper Erythroneura variabilis Central Valley (San Joaquin Co. to So. Cal.)
Virginia creeper leafhopper Erythroneura ziczac Northern CA
potato leafhopper Empoasca sp. Sporadic vineyard populations
vine mealybug Planococcus ficus California vineyards
grape mealybug Pseudococcus maritimus North Coast and San Joaquin Valley
obscure mealybug Pseudococcus viburni Central and North Coast
blue-green sharpshooter Graphocephala atropunctata Northern CA
European fruit lecanium scale Parthenolecanium corni North Coast
grape phylloxera Daktulosphaira vitifoliae North Coast, Sacramento Delta, Foothills
grape whitefly Trialeurodes vittatas California
mites Tetranychus spp. California

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective 1. Screen common vineyard insects and mites as potential vectors of GRBaV.
2013-2014: Initial transmission trials with potted vines.
In 2013 and 2014 we prioritized the screening of leafhoppers (western grape leafhopper and Virginia creeper
leafhopper), grape whitefly, mealybugs (vine mealybug and grape mealybug), and blue-green sharpshooter
because of the published work by Poojari et al. (2013), their prevalence in California vineyards, and/or their
phloem feeding (this category of viruses [Geminiviridae] are phloem-limited, although the biology and ecology of
GRBaV is not fully understood).

In both years, canes were collected from Cabernet Sauvignon (clone 6) and Cabernet Franc (clone 04) vines in
vineyard blocks where vines are known to have tested positive for GRBaV and negative for all known GLRaVs
and other known grapevine viruses. PCR test results for these vines were made and canes negative for all viruses
except GRBaV and rupestris stem pitting (RSP) (UC Berkeley and Foundation Plant Services test results) were
transferred to UC Berkeley Oxford Tract Greenhouse and established in pots on a mist bench. Vines were
maintained in the greenhouse, strictly treated to be insect and mite-free, and isolated from other vines that may
have harbored viral pathogens. As indicators for these studies, we used Cabernet Sauvignon vines propagated
from material provided by Foundation Plant Services and maintained under similar conditions.

Initial tests were conducted using the most mobile stages of key species, including adults of the Erythroneura
(leafhopper) species and the grape whitefly, and crawlers of vine mealybug and grape phylloxera. We employed
standard transmission protocols to evaluate the potential of these insects to transmit GRBaV, as has recently been
done for GLRaVs (Tsai et al., 2008; Tsai et al., 2011) and Pierce’s disease (Almeida and Purcell, 2003 a, b). We
used a standard Acquisition Access Period (AAP) and Inoculation Access Period (IAP) of 120 hours (five days)
each for all tested insect species except the more delicate grape whitefly, which was allowed to feed on plants for
an AAP and IAP of 48 hours (two days) each. In the “controlled trials,” known infected source plants or
uninfected control plants in pots (one-liter size) were inoculated with 30-50 insects for the AAP, and surviving
insects were then transferred to uninfected plants for the IAP. Field-collected leafhopper adults and blue-green
sharpshooter adults were taken from an insectary colony and released on plants that were placed singly in 61 x 61
x 61 cm BugDorm cages. Grape whitefly adults reared from pupae were collected in Napa County vineyards and
then released into nylon bags enclosing five leaves on potted grape plants. Mealybug crawlers were moved onto
individual grape leaves (three leaves per plant) using a brush, and grape leaves were then enclosed with white
paper bags. Following the IAP all vines were treated with a contact insecticide to kill any remaining insect
species. All insects were collected and tested for GRBaV within 48 hours after the AAP period. Every four
months thereafter, three petioles were collected from each host plant and assayed for GRBaV infection. A total of
20 test vines were inoculated for each of the above insect species in the 2014 trials.

Results from the 2013/2014 trials have not indicated that any of these insects (i.e., leafhoppers [western grape
leafhopper and Virginia creeper leafhopper], grape whitefly, mealybugs [vine mealybug and grape mealybug],
and blue-green sharpshooter are capable of transmitting GRBaV to uninfected grapevines. Inoculated vines from
these trials are being held for a two-year period, during which petioles are tested for GRBaV every four months
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and vines are visually evaluated for symptoms every fall. All insects that fed on infected plant material in these
trials have tested negative as well. That said, we have recently begun to redesign our insect testing procedures in
order to improve the sensitivity and accuracy of these laboratory tests. Insects from the 2013/2014 trials are being
re-tested using new protocols that have been developed and verified.

2015 – Improved “bouquet” transmission trials.
In 2015 and 2016 protocols for these transmission experiments were modified due to concerns about
(a) potentially low virus titer levels in the potted vines grown from cuttings of GRBaV-positive vines at vineyard
field sites, and (b) the small number of insects per trial. Our concern is that candidate vector ability to transmit
GRBaV is confounded by low titer levels in the GRBaV-positive vines used in previous trials and/or inadequate
insect sample size.

The new approach involves using “bouquets” of mature grape leaves collected from GRBaV-positive vines at
vineyard field sites that were not sprayed with insecticides. Each bouquet consists of ten mature grape leaves held
in a 16-ounce plastic container that contains moist perlite. Ten leaves were collected from each of ten GRBaV-
positive vines (nodes one to five) in an established vineyard in Napa County (100 leaves total). Each bouquet
consisted of one leaf from each of the ten vines, totaling ten leaves per bouquet and ten total bouquets (i.e., one
bouquet per replicate). Bouquet degradation was initially evaluated by testing petioles for GRBaV six to 48 hours
after collection. Results indicated no degradation of the petioles. Finally, each trial now contains at least 100
insects/replicate (when possible) and 10 replicates per treatment.

Since July 2015 we have completed trials using the bouquets with Virginia creeper leafhopper adults, vine
mealybug crawlers, and foliar-form grape phylloxera crawlers. Due to concerns about bouquet degradation, these
experiments used an AAP of 48 hours (two days) and an IAP of 72 hours (three days). Clip-cages (7 cm diameter
x 2 cm height) were used to confine 10 insects/leaf to each bouquet (100 insects/bouquet). Bouquets with insects
were placed in a 61 x 61 x 61 cm BugDorm cage and there were a total of 10 replicates per treatment. After the 48
hour AAP, clean potted vines were introduced into the cages. The clip cages were then removed, thus allowing
the insects to move onto the clean vine. Bouquets were also removed at this time, after ensuring that they were
free of the candidate vectors. Petioles from the bouquets were then collected for GRBaV testing as well as a sub-
sample of the candidate vectors (10-50 insects per replicate). After the 72 hour IAP, another subsample of the
candidate vectors was collected for testing (10-50 insects per replicate) and the potted vines were then treated
with a contact insecticide to kill any remaining insects. Three petioles were sampled from each vine (nodes 1-5)
for immediate testing. Vines are now being maintained for a two-year period and petioles tested for GRBaV every
four months.

Bouquet experiments with grape phylloxera were initially unsuccessful due to their rejection of the bouquet
material. Following the 48 hour AAP it was observed that none of the phylloxera crawlers had settled on the
leaves and instead were mostly desiccated inside the cages. As such, we reverted to the previous experimental
approach utilizing potted vines that were confirmed to be GRBaV positive. This time, two-year-old GRBaV-
positive vines were used in these trials to possibly provide vines having elevated virus titer levels. Negative
control source vines were one years old. Vines were placed in 61 x 61 x 61 cm BugDorm cages and inoculated by
pinning ten leaf discs containing a large number of galls (>15) on each vine. The galls on these discs had been cut
open with a razor in order to encourage movement of the crawlers onto the vine. After 25 days all of the potted
vines exhibited >50 galls (i.e., 25 day AAP). At this point, clean vines were introduced into the cages and sub-
samples of grape phylloxera adults, eggs, and crawlers were collected for testing. Acquisition and inoculation
vines remained together in the cages until the inoculation vines had >50 galls/vine, which resulted in a 38-day
IAP. At this point vines were treated with both a contact and systemic insecticide. As before, vines will be held
for a two-year period and tested every four months. So far, our 2015 and 2016 “bouquet” trials have shown no
transmission of GRBaV by either the Virginia creeper leafhopper or the vine mealybug. Similarly, the trial with
foliar-form grape phylloxera on two-year-old GRBaV-positive vines did not show any transmission.

Testing plant material for GRBaV.
For all plant material, a standard DNA extraction protocol was used in order to extract DNA from grapevine
petioles potentially infected with red blotch disease (Sharma et al., 2011). Three petioles were randomly selected
from nodes one to five, and 0.1 g of tissue was macerated in 1.8 ml Grape ELISA grinding buffer in Mo-Bio
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2.0 ml tough tube containing a Boca chrome steel ball bearing (Sharma et al., 2011). Using a Precellys 24 Tissue
Homogenizer at 6,500 Hz for two 10-second cycles with a 30-second intermission between cycles, the samples
were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13,200 rpm at 20C. One ml of the supernatant was pipetted into 1.5 ml
Eppendorf tubes and stored at -20C. After briefly vortexing, the DNA extracts were denatured prior to
performing qPCR; 8 uL of extract was denatured in 99 uL of GES Denaturing Buffer plus 1 ul 1% beta-
mercaptoethanol, by incubating at 95C for 10 minutes and 4 C for five minutes (Sharma et al., 2011).

The qPCR was performed using Promega GoTaq qPCR Master Mix (Al Rwahnih et al., 2013). Two ul of each
denatured sample were added to 12.5 ul Promega GoTaq master mix, 2.5 ul of 10 uM primers GVGF1, and
GVGR1 (Al Rwahnih et al., 2013), or with 10 uM primers RB-F and RB-R  (developed by the lab for this study),
0.25 ul CXR reference dye, and eight ul water (Al Rwahnih et al., 2013). An Applied Biosystems qPCR machine
with 7500 Fast System SDS Software was used for qPCR and to analyze the results. Thermocycling conditions
include one cycle of 95C for two minutes; forty cycles of 95C for 15 seconds, 58C for one minute; and one
cycle of 72C for 10 minutes, followed by a final dissociation cycle. The PCR product was analyzed by the 7500
Fast System SDS Software, accounting for the Ct values, melting temperatures, and component curves.

Testing insects for GRBaV.
All insects used in these studies were frozen (-80ºC) and later tested for GRBaV. The Qiagen DNeasy Blood and
Tissue Kit was used for extractions and the bench protocol was followed to prepare the insect samples for the
QIAcube; 25 mg of insect were used for each extraction. The New England Biolabs Phusion High Fidelity kit was
used for PCR. For each sample, 10 µL 5x Phusion buffer, 1 µL of 10 mM dNTP, 2.5 µL of 10 uM forward
primer, 2.5 µL of 10 uM reverse primer, 100 ng of DNA, and 0.5 µL of Phusion DNA polymerase were used and
diluted to 50 ul total reaction volume with water. After the samples were prepared, they were briefly centrifuged
before being placed in a thermal cycler (DNA Engine Peltier, Biorad) with a heated lid. The thermal cycler
conditions were as follows: 1) Initial Denaturation at 98oC for 30 seconds, 2) Cycle of denaturing step at 98oC for
10 seconds, annealing step at 62oC for 30 seconds, and extension step at 72oC for 30 seconds, repeated 30 times,
and 3) Final Extension at 72oC for 10 minutes. To visualize PCR product, a 2% agarose gel was used in 1x TAE
buffer. A Qiagen GelPilot100bp Plus ladder was used. The gel was stained with ethidium bromide, and visualized
on a GelDoc XR using the Quantity One program under UV light.

Conclusion ‒ No transmission observed to date.
We have evaluated a total of seven vector candidates: grape leafhopper, Virginia creeper leafhopper, grape
whitefly, vine mealybug, grape mealybug, blue-green sharpshooter, and foliar-form grape phylloxera. In 2015 and
2016 we modified experimental protocols that were designed to overcome perceived limitations in previous
transmission experiments from 2013-2014. This led to the re-evaluation of two candidates, Virginia creeper
leafhopper and vine mealybug, as well as evaluation of a new candidate, foliar-form grape phylloxera.

To date, none of the candidate vectors have tested positive for GRBaV and no transmission has been observed,
although testing of insect and plant material from these experiments is ongoing. In summer and fall 2016 we plan
to continue testing other candidate vectors listed in Table 1 as well as novel vectors identified from field
collections in objective 2 (see below).

Objective 2. Screen uncommon organisms that feed on vines as potential vectors for GRBaV.
Vineyard insect survey.
We used the same methodologies described for objective 1 to screen lesser known vineyard organisms or unlikely
vectors. Insects were collected 1x/month from five established vineyards where movement of GRBaV has been
observed or reported (assumed to have happened). Samples were collected from grapevines, groundcovers, and
non-crop vegetation in the surrounding landscape using a combination of sweep-nets (on groundcovers, five
samples per site, 30 sweeps per sample) and a D-Vac type suction sampling machine (on grapevines and non-crop
vegetation), which consisted of a 25 cc gas blower/vacuum (Craftsman) fitted with a 5-gallon (18.9 liter) bucket
on the vacuum tube to create a 1 ft2 (0.093 m2) sampling cone. Each D-Vac sample consisted of five thrusts with
the D-Vac running at full speed (five samples of grapevine per site, 5-10 samples of non-crop vegetation). All
samples were held in a cooler and brought to the laboratory for immediate processing. Specimens were
incapacitated using CO2 gas, sorted and identified to species or genus, and then stored in 95% EtOH and stored at
-80o C until testing. So far we have collected leafhoppers in the genera Aceratagallia sp., Acinopterus sp.,
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Alconeura sp., Colladonus sp., Empoasca spp., Macrosteles sp., Osbornellus sp., Scaphytopius spp., as well as the
species Deltocephalus fuscinervosus, Dikrella californica, and Euscelidius schenki. Other organisms include
members of the families Acanaloniidae, Cixidae, Membracidae, Miridae, Lygaeidae, Psyllidae, and Tingidae.

Many novel insects have been collected from vineyard sites where movement of GRBaV is suspected, but to date
none have tested positive for GRBaV, although many specimens are still in the process of being tested, and as
mentioned above, we are still in the process of refining our laboratory techniques to improve sensitivity of
detection for insect material.

Non-crop plant survey.
As a complement to the insect collection and testing, plant material was also collected from non-crop vegetation
and tested for GRBaV in order to identify plant species that serve as reservoirs of GRBaV outside of the vineyard.
Plant material was sampled from maple (Acer sp.), California buckeye (Aesculus californica), alder (Alnus
rhombifolia), madrone (Arbutus menziesii), manzanita (Arctostaphylos sp.), coyotebrush (Baccharis pilularis),
Oregon ash (Fraxinus latifolia), English ivy (Hedera helix), toyon (Heteromeles arbutifolia), California walnut
(Juglans californica), wild cucumber (Marah macrocarpa), olive (Olea europaea), plum (Prunus sp.), coast oak
(Quercus agrifolia), blue oak (Q. douglasii), valley oak (Q. lobata), wild rose (Rosa californica), blackberry
(Rubus spp.), willow (Salix sp.), elderberry (Sambucus sp.), California bay (Umbellularia californica), periwinkle
(Vinca major), wild grape (Vitis californica) and various vineyard groundcovers and weedy vegetation (Artemisia
douglasiana, Avena fatua, A. sativa, Brassica spp., Calendula officinalis, Conium maculatum, Convolvulus
arvensis, Foeniculum vulgare, Malva parviflora, Raphanus sativa, Taraxacum officinale, Vicia fava, and Vigna
sp.). To date, most of this plant material has tested negative for GRBaV, with the exception of wild grape which
has tested positive fairly consistently across multiple sites. It should be noted that “wild grape” at these sites may
actually be a hybrid form Vitis californica x V. vinifera due to its proximity to commercial vineyards.

Vineyard insect and plant survey ‒ Preliminary findings.
The insect and non-crop plant survey concluded in May 2016, marking one full year of monthly insect and plant
sampling in five vineyards with suspected spread of GRBaV. As mentioned, testing of plant and insect material is
ongoing, but here we present some preliminary summaries of the data based on findings to date. In our surveys,
the only non-crop plant species to test positive for GRBaV has been wild grape (V. californica x V. vinifera),
indicating a potential role of this plant in the spread of GRBaV into commercial vineyards. Here we present a
summary of the insect community found on wild grapes in our survey (Table 2). Diptera (flies) and western grape
leafhopper make up >50% of the insects found on wild grape and >90% of organisms are represented when we
include the parasitic Aprocita (parasitoid wasps), spiders, Formicidae (ants), Empoasca spp., Coleoptera (beetles),
Chrysoperla sp. (green lacewings), variegated leafhopper, Osbornellus sp., Psocoptera (book lice), Trichoptera
(caddisflies), aphids and Miridae. From this group, only western grape leafhopper, Empoasca spp., variegated
leafhopper, Osbornellus sp., aphids, and the Miridae are likely to feed directly on wild grape tissue and only
western grape leafhopper and variegated leafhopper are known to successfully reproduce on it.

Evaluating insect community overlap between wild and wine grape could help identify novel insect vectors of
GRBaV. Organisms that were found on both wild and wine grape include aphids, Berytidae, Chrysoperla sp.,
Coleoptera, Deltocephalus fuscinervosus, Diptera, Empoasca spp., western grape leafhopper, variegated
leafhopper, Formicidae, Galerucinae, parasitic Aprocrita, Lepidoptera, Lygaeidae, three-cornered alfalfa hopper
(Spissistilus festinus), Miridae, Orius sp., Psocoptera, Psyllidae, Scaphytopius spp., spiders, Thysanoptera,
Trichoptera, and a small number of unknown Ciccadellids. Of these organisms that co-occur on both wild and
wine grape, Deltocephalus fuscinervosus, Empoasca spp., western grape leafhopper, variegated leafhopper,
Lygaeidae, Miridae, Psyllidae, Scaphytopius spp., three-cornered alfalfa hopper, Thysanoptera, and the unknown
Ciccadellids will likely feed directly on grape plant tissue and only western grape leafhopper and variegated
leafhopper are known to reproduce on these species. The most commonly encountered organism on cultivated
wine grape was wester grape leafhopper (35%), followed by variegated leafhopper (11%), Thysanoptera (5%),
aphids (2%), and Lygaeidae (1%). All other organisms represented <1% of the community found on wine grapes.
From this group of likely feeders that occur on both wild and wine grape, we have conducted GRBaV
transmission experiments with western grape leafhopper and variegated leafhopper, which represent some of the
commonly encountered organisms on both wild and wine grape. Results from these trials have not indicated any
ability of these insects to transmit the virus.
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Table 2. Arthropod community on wild grapes and cultivated wine grapes. Data shows mean annual abundance per
sample ± SEM and percentage of total arthropods found on the plant.

Order Family Genus/Species Wild Grape Wine Grape
Abundance % Abundance %

Araneae 0.39 ±0.12 6% 0.02 ±0.02 2%

Coleoptera
Galerucinae 0.02 ±0.02 <1% 0.01 ±0.01 <1%
Cantharidae - - <0.01 <1%
Other 0.18 ±0.09 3% 0.08 ±0.02 2%

Dermaptera 0.04 ±0.03 1% - -

Diptera Syrphidae - - <0.01 <1%
Other 2.80 ±0.68 41% 1.24 ±0.14 28%

Hemiptera

Acanaloniidae 0.02 ±0.02 <1% - -
Alydidae - - <0.01 <1%
Anthocoridae Orius sp. 0.04 ±0.04 1% 0.03 ±0.01 <1%
Aphididae 0.08 ±0.05 1% 0.09 ±0.02 2%
Berytidae 0.04 ±0.03 1% <0.01 <1%

Cicadellidae

Acinopterus angulatus - - 0.01 ±0.01 <1%
Deltocephalus fuscinervosus 0.02 ±0.02 <1% 0.02 ±0.01 <1%
Dikraneura rufula - - <0.01 <1%
Dikrella sp. 0.02 ±0.02 <1% - -
Empoasca spp. 0.22 ±0.13 3% <0.01 <1%
Erythroneura elegantula 0.80 ±0.43 12% 1.51 ±0.44 35%
Erythroneura variabilis 0.14 ±0.07 2% 0.47 ±0.19 11%
Graphocephala atropunctata - - <0.01 <1%
Macrosteles quadrilineatus - - <0.01 <1%
Osbornellus sp. 0.12 ±0.10 2% - -
Scaphytopius spp. 0.02 ±0.02 <1% 0.02 ±0.01 <1%
Sophonia sp. - - <0.01 <1%
Unknown 0.04 ±0.03 1% 0.01 ±0.01 <1%

Geocoridae Geocoris sp. - - <0.01 <1%
Lygaeidae 0.06 ±0.05 1% 0.06 ±0.04 1%
Membracidae Spissistilus festinus 0.02 ±0.02 <1% 0.02 ±0.01 <1%
Miridae 0.08 ±0.05 1% <0.01 <1%
Psyllidae 0.02 ±0.02 <1% 0.02 ±0.01 <1%
Rhopalidae 0.02 ±0.02 <1% - -
Tingidae - - 0.01 ±0.01 <1%

Hymenoptera

Apoidea (non-Apis) - - 0.02 ±0.01 <1%
Aprocrita (parasitic) 0.57 ±0.17 9% 0.17 ±0.03 4%
Formicidae 0.37 ±0.12 6% 0.01 ±0.01 <1%
Vespidae 0.02 ±0.02 <1% - -

Ixodida Ixodidae 0.04 ±0.04 1% - -
Lepidoptera 0.04 ±0.04 1% <0.01 <1%
Neuroptera Chrysopidae Chrysoperla sp. 0.14 ±0.12 2% 0.01 ±0.01 <1%
Orthoptera 0.02 ±0.02 <1% - -
Psocoptera 0.08 ±0.05 1% 0.07 ±0.02 2%
Thysanoptera 0.04 ±0.03 1% 0.22 ±0.08 5%
Trichoptera 0.08 ±0.05 1% <0.01 <1%

While it is notable that three-cornered alfalfa hopper, a known vector of GRBaV (Bahder et al., 2016), was found
on both wild and wine grapes, on both plant species they represented <1% of total organisms. Regardless of the
overall low populations encountered in vineyards, data on host plant associations of three-cornered alfalfa hopper
(Figure 1) provides new information on population dynamics in vineyards. This species was primarily found in
the late spring on groundcovers in and around the vineyard, which included various weedy grasses as well as
overwintering grass/legume cover crops. As groundcovers died down, three-cornered alfalfa hopper was
intermittently found in low abundance on wild grape, wine grape, toyon (Heteromeles arbutifolia) and coast oak
(Quercus agrifolia) throughout the growing season. These are not necessarily reproductive hosts for this species
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and further work is needed to better understand the life cycle of three-cornered alfalfa hopper on the non-crop
habitats in and around vineyards.

Figure 1. Seasonal host plant associations of S. festinus in North Coast vineyards. High densities of S. festinus were
found on groundcovers in the late spring and then intermittently on wild grape, wine grape, coast oak and toyon. Plant
species shown are not necessarily reproductive hosts. Right Y-axis denotes abundance on groundcovers, left Y-axis
denotes abundance on all other plants.

Establishing colonies of novel vectors.
Due to the low abundance of novel candidate vectors (e.g. Empoasca spp., three-cornered alfalfa hopper,
D. fuscinervosus), we have been working to establish colonies of these insects at the UC Berkeley greenhouse
facilities in order to rear a large enough population suitable for GRBaV transmission experiments, which typically
require >200 individuals per trial. Data is scant for many of these species and information on reproductive hosts is
limited. As such, this spring we collected candidate species from vineyards and introduced them into cages
containing various potential host plants. So far we have seen successful reproduction of Aceratagallia sp. and
Euscelidius schenki on select host plants. We also collected large populations of three-cornered alfalfa hopper
from alfalfa fields and are now seeing reproduction in our colonies.

Transmission experiment with three-cornered alfalfa hopper.
A GRBaV transmission experiment was conducted with field collected three-cornered alfalfa hoppers in July
2016. Individuals were collected from an organic alfalfa field and introduced into cages with GRBaV positive or
negative vines. Each cage contained a single potted vine (11 cages each with a single GRBaV-positive vine and
nine cages each with a single GRBaV-negative vine) and received 20 three-cornered alfalfa hopper adults. Adults
were allowed to feed for 48 hours (AAP), after which the GRBaV-positive/negative vine was removed and a
GRBaV-negative vine was introduced into each cage. The adults were allowed to feed on the negative vine for 48
hours (IAP) and were then removed from the vine. As with previous transmission experiments, the vines are now
being held for a two-year period and will be tested for GRBaV every four months. While it has been demonstrated
that three-cornered alfalfa hopper can vector GRBaV (Bahder et al., 2016), our goal is to first confirm these
findings and then begin evaluating transmission efficiency of this species under laboratory and field conditions.

Objective 3. Follow disease progression in established vineyard plots to collect preliminary data on field
epidemiology.
Large block mapping (one site, 2009-present).
We have been studying grapevine leafroll disease (GLD) movement at one particular site in Napa Valley,
beginning in 2009. The block is a 20 hectare newly planted (in 2008) block of Cabernet Sauvignon. Each year in
September, incidence of GLD and more general “red leaf” symptoms were mapped at this site and location
recorded with GPS. As early as 2009 many of the vines displayed “red leaf” symptoms but tested negative for
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grapevine leafroll-associated virus (GLRaV). In our subsequent surveys these symptoms appeared to spread
through the vineyard, although a majority of these “red leaf” symptom vines continued to test negative for
GLRaV over this period. We began testing vines for both GLRaV and grapevine red blotch-associated virus
(GRBaV) in 2014 and found that 136 vines tested positive for red blotch, nine tested positive for leafroll, and 11
tested positive for both red blotch and leafroll. Plant material from the 2015 survey is still in the process of being
tested, but we recorded about 250 “red leaf” symptomatic vines, all of which had tested negative for GLRaV in
2014. With the development of new and more complete primers for both leafroll and red blotch, we are now in the
process of re-testing plant material from the 2009-2013 survey to verify whether or not GRBaV is present in the
“red leaf” symptom vines that previously tested negative for GLRaV.

Small block mapping (five sites, 2015-present).
Additionally, in September 2015 we began to map and test for GRBaV (using the protocols described previously)
at the same five established vineyards mentioned in objective 2. At each site, an area consisting of six rows by 20
vines per row (120 vines/site total) was visually evaluated for GRBaV and petiole samples collected from each
vine for diagnostic testing. The idea is to return to these same blocks in September 2016 and 2017 to repeat this
detailed mapping in order to evaluate if the virus appears to be spreading from vine to vine. In October 2015 we
learned that one of these established vineyard sites was going to be removed due to intolerable levels of GRBaV
incidence. In November 2015 we located an alternate site to replace the lost site and conducted the same detailed
mapping protocol. Results from this new mapping effort will not be available until follow-up mapping in fall
2016.

Red blotch titers survey.
Concerns about the possibility of low GRBaV titer levels in potted vines used in the transmission trials (see
objective 1) led us to initiate a broader survey to quantify GRBaV titer levels throughout grapevines over the
course of the year. Starting in April 2015 plant material is collected each month from various parts (roots, trunk,
canes, etc.) of at least 10 GRBaV positive vines at each of three vineyard sites in Napa Valley. The goal is to
understand whether or not the virus localizes in certain regions of the grapevine during the year. If this is the case
it could improve the focus of our search for novel vectors (i.e., vectors that preferentially feed on parts of the vine
with high GRBaV titer levels).

CONCLUSIONS
Findings from this research help improve our understanding of GRBaV transmission and field epidemiology in
order to develop better recommendations and control programs for commercial growers. Greenhouse trials to
evaluate GRBaV transmission by both suspected and novel insects aim to clarify which, if any, insects can
transmit this virus and, if so, how efficiently they do so. Similarly, screening insects from field sites with
suspected spread of GRBaV allows us to identify additional novel vectors for subsequent evaluation in
greenhouse trials. Testing plant material from non-crop species in the natural habitats surrounding vineyards
provides new information on potential reservoirs of GRBaV outside of the vineyard. Closer evaluation of the
insects associated with non-crop reservoirs of GRBaV will further reinforce efforts to identify novel vectors.
Detailed mapping of GRBaV at multiple sites where spread of this virus has been suspected will allow us to
confirm if this is actually the case as well as evaluate spatial trends of infected vines relative to pertinent
landscape features, such as riparian habitats or adjacent vineyard blocks with high levels of GRBaV infection.
Finally, quantifying GRBaV titer levels throughout the vine will aid in the search for novel vectors that may feed
on specific areas of the vine where the virus is concentrated.
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ABSTRACT
Grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) is present in diseased grapevines affected by red blotch disease, a
newly recognized threat to the grape and wine industry (Cieniewicz et al., 2016b; Sudarshana et al., 2015). By
producing and using a full-length infectious clone of a representative isolate of each of the two phylogenetic
clades previously identified (Krenz et al., 2014; Al Rwahnih et al., 2015), we showed systemic GRBaV infection
in healthy grapevines following agroinoculation and the manifestation of typical disease symptoms, i.e.,
interveinal reddening on red-berried cultivars Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet franc, Syrah, and Pinot noir, and
chlorotic and necrotic leaf areas on the white-berried cultivar Chardonnay. Infection was latent in rootstocks 110R
and 3309C, except in SO4, which exhibited foliar chlorosis and cupping. This work demonstrated that GRBaV is
the etiological agent of red blotch disease. Analysis of the spatiotemporal incidence of GRBaV in a selected
vineyard of Cabernet franc in California over two consecutive years was consistent with the occurrence of virus
spread. Clustering of diseased vines was confirmed by ordinary runs analysis. In contrast, no evidence of virus
spread was obtained by monitoring a diseased Merlot vineyard in New York. GRBaV isolates spreading in
California corresponded to phylogenetic clade II. A survey of riparian areas in proximity to the diseased Cabernet
franc vineyard showed that free-living grapevines are infected with GRBaV (Perry et al., 2016). The GRBaV
isolates from free-living grapevines, including hybrids of Vitis californica x Vitis vinifera cv. Sauvignon blanc,
belonged to phylogenetic clade II, as did most of the GRBaV-infected vines in adjacent Cabernet franc and Merlot
vineyards (Perry et al., 2016). The presence of GRBaV in free-living grapevines close to diseased commercial
vineyards suggested the existence of a hemipteran vector. Insect sticky traps placed in the section of the Cabernet
franc vineyard with extensive clustering of diseased vines from April to November showed a diversity of insect
species that visited the vineyard, among which, the majority of specimens of four species consistently tested
positive for GRBaV in PCR. These four species are vector candidates and their potential at transmitting GRBaV
in controlled conditions in the greenhouse is investigated. Among the four vector candidates, the three-cornered
alfalfa hopper (Spissistilus festinus) was shown to transmit GRBaV from infected to healthy vines in the
greenhouse (Cieniewicz et al., 2016a). This finding revealed the potential of this treehopper as a vector of
epidemiological significance in vineyards.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Red blotch is a newly recognized viral disease of grapevines that is widely distributed in U.S. vineyards. We
showed that grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) causes red blotch disease, regardless of its genetic
makeup and variability. Limited information is available on the spread of this virus. Similarly, limited information
is available on the association between virus variability and pathogenicity. Studying changes in virus prevalence
over time in selected vineyards in California and New York revealed increased virus incidence in the California
vineyard but not in the New York vineyard. Free-living grapevines proximal to diseased vines in the California
vineyard were found infected with GRBaV, suggesting their potential role as virus reservoirs. Among insects
visiting the California vineyard four species were found to carry the virus, suggesting a potential role as vectors.
Subsequent work in the greenhouse showed that one of these vector candidates, the three-cornered alfalfa hopper
(Spissistilus festinus), transmits GRBaV from infected to healthy vines, revealing that this treehopper is a vector
of epidemiological importance in vineyards.

INTRODUCTION
Red blotch is a recently recognized disease of grapevines (Calvi 2011; Cieniewicz et al., 2016b; Sudarshana et al.,
2015). It was described for the first time on Cabernet Sauvignon at the University of California Oakville Research
Field Station in 2007 (Calvi, 2011). Leaves of GRBaV-infected vines of red wine grapes show red specks and
blotches first on old leaves at the bottom of the canopy in late June or July. Symptoms progressively appear
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upward in the shoots over time. Veins underneath the leaf blade often turn partly or fully red. For white wine
grapes foliar symptoms are less conspicuous; they correspond to localized and generalized foliar discoloration or
chlorosis, sometimes combined with necrotic areas at the edge of leaf blades (Sudarshana et al., 2015). Diagnosis
based on specific symptoms can be challenging because of several confounding factors, including striking
similarities between foliar symptoms elicited by red blotch and leafroll. There are also similarities between foliar
symptoms of red blotch and abiotic factors such as poor root health, or physical injuries due to trunk or shoot
girdling, mite damage, mineral deficiencies, or even the presence of Xylella fastidiosa or Agrobacterium
tumefaciens in young vines. Because symptom variation makes visual diagnosis of GRBaV-infected vines
difficult, only DNA-based assays such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) are reliable for accurate diagnosis
(Sudarshana et al., 2015).

GRBaV is isolated from grapevines affected by red blotch disease (Cieniewicz et al., 2016b; Sudarshana et al.,
2015). This virus is a putative member of a new genus tentatively named Grablovirus (Zerbini, personal
communication) in the family Geminiviridae (Cieniewicz et al., 2016b; Sudarshana et al., 2015; Varsani et al.,
2014). GRBaV has a single-stranded DNA genome that codes for seven open reading frames (Al Rwahnih et al.,
2013; Krenz et al., 2012; Perry et al., unpublished; Poojary et al., 2013; Seguin et al., 2014).

GRBaV was documented in major grape-growing U.S. States (Krenz et al., 2014). The virus was also reported in
British Columbia and Ontario (Poojari et al., 2016) in Canada, and in a Vitis germplasm collection (Al Rwahnih et
al., 2015a), indicating its widespread presence in North America. GRBaV was found in table grapes, wine grapes,
French-American interspecific hybrids, and rootstocks (Al Rwahnih et al., 2015a; Sudarshana et al., 2015). The
widespread occurrence of GRBaV and its wide geographic distribution in North America suggest that propagation
material has played a significant role in its dissemination. The virus was also found in an archival sample
collected in Sonoma County in the 1940s (Al Rwahnih et al., 2015b). Analysis of the genetic diversity among
isolates of GRBaV indicated the existence of two groups (clades) of genetic variants (Krenz et al., 2014). The
majority of isolates belong to the predominant clade II and recombination is underlying some of the variation seen
among GRBaV genomes within clade I.

Most vineyard managers and vintners report ripening issues with GRBaV-infected wine grapes. Reductions of 1-
6°Brix have been consistently documented in fruits of infected vines, as well as lower berry anthocyanin and skin
tannins, particularly in red wine grapes such as Cabernet franc and Cabernet Sauvignon (Calvi 2011; Cieniewicz
et al., 2016b; Sudarshana et al., 2015). Based on the effect of GRBaV on fruit quality and ripening, several
growers are culling infected vines and replacing them with clean, virus-tested ones.

Free-living grapevines proximal to vineyards were found infected with GRBaV (Bahder et al, 2016a; Perry et al.,
2016). The GRBaV isolates in free-living grapevines were genetically related to clade II isolates in proximal
Cabernet franc and Merlot vineyards (Perry et al., 2016). The presence of the virus in an alternate host that is at
least 150 feet away from the natural host suggested the existence of a hemipteran vector. The Virginia creeper or
ziczac leafhopper (Erythroneura ziczac) was claimed to transmit GRBaV from vine to vine in the greenhouse
(Poojari et al., 2013); so was the three-cornered alfalfa hopper (Spissistilus festinus) (Bahder et al., 2016), but a
vector of GRaBV of epidemiological significance in vineyards remains to be identified.

OBJECTIVES
The overarching goal of this project is to advance our understanding of red blotch disease and its causal agent,
GRBaV, with a major emphasis on horizontal spread in vineyards and optimized detection methodologies. Our
specific objectives are to:
1. Investigate spread of GRBaV in selected vineyards in California and New York.
2. Improve diagnostics for GRBaV.
3. Determine if either of the two groups of GRBaV isolates show greater virulence and pose an increased threat

to vineyard production.
4. Disseminate research results to farm advisors and the industry.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To address objective 1 and study the spread of GRBaV two vineyards of Cabernet franc were selected, one in
California and one in New York. The California and New York vineyards were planted in 2008. In 2013 and 2014
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virus prevalence was determined in the two selected vineyards. This information served as a baseline to determine
the spatio-temporal incidence of GRBaV. A comparative analysis of the infection rate of GRBaV as measured by
the number of symptomatic vines in the selected vineyard in California between 2014 and 2015 indicated a 1.5%
increase, suggesting the possibility of virus spread (Figure 1). In addition, an investigation of the spatial
distribution of symptomatic vines through an ordinary runs analysis, a statistical test for randomness of infected
plants, revealed disease clustering in the majority of rows within the selected vineyard (–Z > 1.64 in 32/44 rows).
These data confirmed the occurrence of GRBaV spread in the California vineyard as a result of either vine-to-vine
transmission within the selected vineyard or of an influx from adjacent vineyards (Cieniewicz et al., 2016a).
Characterizing 10 randomly selected GRBaV isolates in the selected Cabernet franc vineyard in California by
PCR followed by sequencing indicated that they all correspond to the phylogenetic clade II that was previously
reported (Krenz et al., 2014).

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of vines showing red blotch symptoms (in red) in a Cabernet franc vineyard
in California in 2014 (left) and 2015 (right).

Spread of GRBaV was further studied in the vineyard area with extensive clustering of symptomatic vines (top
middle area of the maps in Figure 1). This area consists of 10 consecutive rows of 25 vines each (Figure 2).

Symptomatic and asymptomatic vines were mapped in this area in 2013, 2014, and 2015. In addition, the presence
or absence of GRBaV was confirmed in individual vines by PCR in spring and winter by using leaf and cane
material, respectively (Figure 2). Data showed an increase of symptomatic vines from 47% (118 of 250 vines) in
2014 to 67% (168 of 250) in 2015. The presence of GRBaV was confirmed in all symptomatic vines. Similarly,
the absence of GRBaV was confirmed in most of the asymptomatic vines with a few exceptions (7 of 250 vines).
Based on our monitoring of vines in 2014 and 2015, it is anticipated that the seven asymptomatic vines that tested
positive for GRBaV will become symptomatic in 2016. Altogether, these results further support the occurrence of
short distance spread of GRBaV in the California vineyard (Cieniewicz et al., 2016a).
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A spatio-temporal analysis of a Cabernet franc vineyard in New York in 2013-2015 did not provide any evidence
of an increased prevalence of GRBaV over time. These findings suggested that a GRBaV vector does not exist in
the New York vineyard ecosystem or it eventually exists at a very low population density or it exists but does not
visit the vineyard. Alternatively, the plant protection program used by the vineyard manager in New York is
effective at reducing the vector population.
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Figure 2. Distribution of GRBaV in a select area of a Cabernet franc vineyard in California. Each cell indicates
a single vine. (+) indicates that a vine tested positive for GRBaV by PCR, (-) indicates a PCR-negative result.
Salmon colored cells were symptomatic in 2014 and 2015, red cells were newly symptomatic in 2015, and
white cells are asymptomatic.

Close to 100 sentinel vine (i.e., healthy vines for which the mother stocks from which scion budwood and
rootstock canes were collected tested negative for GRBaV) were planted in the Cabernet franc vineyard in
California in spring 2015. These vines will be used to gain direct evidence of insect-mediated GRBaV spread if
they become infected. Sentinel vines replaced existing vines that were weak, regardless of their GRBaV infection
status. The presence of GRBaV will be tested in sentinel vines in fall 2016. The fact that extensive clustering of
diseased vines occurred in one area of the selected vineyard in California (see top middle area of the maps in
Figure 1) provided an incentive to investigate the existence of potential vectors.

Insect sticky traps were placed in the area of the selected vineyard in California where extensive clustering of
diseased vines is occurring. Traps were placed on diseased and healthy grapevines from early April to late
November in 2014 and 2015 with the goal of catching insects visiting the vineyard (Cieniewicz et al., 2016a).
Traps were rotated on a weekly basis. Each trap was analyzed for the presence of insects to establish a census
population and identify them at the species level, if possible, by using morphological parameters. Then, a subset
of each insect family, genus, or species that was caught was removed from the traps and tested for the presence of
GRBaV by PCR. Results indicated that specimens of four species, among more than 50 species of Diptera,
Apocrita, Coleoptera, Cicadellidae, Thysanoptera, Aphidae, Fulgoroideae, Phylloxera, Aleyrodidae,
Membracidae, Blissidae/Lygaeidae, Psyloidea, Psocoptera, and Miridae that were caught on sticky traps,
consistently carried genetic elements of GRBaV (Table 1).

These four species are members of the Membracidae (three-cornered alfalfa hopper), Cicadellidae (Colladonus
reductus and Osbornellus sp.), and Cixiidae (unidentified species) (Table 1). These findings suggest that these
four species can acquire GRBaV in the vineyard (Cieniewicz et al., 2016a). Populations of the four insect vector
candidates were very low compared to populations of some typical grape pests, such as phylloxera, western grape
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leafhopper, variegated leafhopper, and thrips. The vector candidate populations peaked in July (three-cornered
alfalfa hopper and Cixiidae species) and September (Colladonus reductus and Osbornellus sp.) (Figure 3). The
four vector candidates are phloem-feeders, as would be expected for a GRBaV transmitter. Of the four species
that are able to acquire GRBaV in the vineyard, none is considered a pest of grapevines. Testing the capacity of
these hemipteran insects at transmitting the virus to healthy grapevines in the greenhouse is critical to ascertaining
their role as vectors.

Table 1. Detection of GRBaV by PCR in insects from 2015 sticky card survey in Napa Valley, California.

Figure 3. Specimen counts of GRBaV insect vector candidates from sticky cards during the 2015
growing season in a California vineyard.
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The vectoring capacity of the four vector candidates in the greenhouse was initiated with the three-cornered
alfalfa hopper (Cieniewicz et al., 2016). First, specimens of three-cornered alfalfa hopper from alfalfa fields in
Yolo County and Fresno County in California were collected and established on alfalfa seedlings at Cornell.
Then, groups of five to ten individuals were deposited on GRBaV-infected potted vines that were obtained by
agroinoculation. After one to eight days of acquisition, groups of two to four individuals were transferred to
healthy potted vines and allowed to feed for five to six days. Transmission assays were replicated three times with
groups of 10-25 recipient plants. Subsets of three-cornered alfalfa hoppers were tested for the presence of GRBaV
after the acquisition and transmission steps.

Data showed that all three-cornered alfalfa hopper specimens tested positive for GRBaV in multiplex PCR after
the acquisition step (100%, 19 of 19) whereas those from alfalfa tested negative for GRBaV (0%, 0 of 17). Also,
some specimens tested positive for GRBaV two to three weeks after the transmission step (80%, 12 of 15),
indicating that the three-cornered alfalfa hopper can acquire the virus from infected vines in the greenhouse and
keep it for extended time after acquiring it. This is consistent with a persistent transmission of GRBaV, as
expected. In addition, three to six months post-transmission, recipient plants (6 of 42) became infected with
GRBaV, supporting the capacity of the three-cornered alfalfa hopper at acquiring and transmitting GRBaV
(Cieniewicz et al., 2016). These results, based on the use of a colony of three-cornered alfalfa hoppers established
in the laboratory, confirmed the recent findings of Bahder et al. (2016b) who used vineyard specimens. The
recipient vines are being monitored for disease symptom development. Together with our insect trap studies, the
control transmission experiments revealed the three-cornered alfalfa hopper as a vector of epidemiological
importance for GRBaV.

To address objective 2 and improve diagnostics for GRBaV, a robust real-time PCR methodology was developed
using infected and healthy vines grown in the greenhouse and in vineyards. This assay is useful for characterizing
the titer of the virus in infected plants and determining the optimal plant tissue and time of the year to collect
samples for a reliable diagnosis. In parallel, strategies to produce an antiserum are refined through RNAseq
approaches. This work is critical in providing insights into the expression strategies of the GRBaV genome during
the infection process. It is anticipated that this knowledge will help us understand how viral genes are expressed
in infected plants because efforts to develop an antiserum useful for diagnosis by using synthetic peptides directed
against the coat protein or by overexpressing the coat protein coding region in bacteria cells failed so far (Perry
and Fuchs, unpublished). In parallel, we contributed to the development of an AmplifyRP® Acceler8® assay for
GRBaV. This is a rapid amplification and detection platform designed for testing of grapevine samples for
GRBaV using a crude sample extract (Li et al., 2016). Amplified products are tested in a detection chamber where
test outputs are read visually on a lateral flow strip. The entire testing process is specific and sensitive, and can be
completed in as little as 30-60 minutes (Li et al., 2016).

To address objective 3 and determine if either of the two groups of GRBaV isolates are pathogenic in grapevines,
we engineered infectious clones of a representative GRBaV isolate of each of the two phylogenetic clades. Partial
dimer constructs of the genome of GRBaV isolates NY358 and NY175 were engineered and cloned into a binary
plasmid for mobilization into Agrobacterium tumefaciens. Isolate NY175 from V. vinifera cv. Merlot and isolate
NY358 from V. vinifera cv. Cabernet franc belong to GRBaV phylogenetic clades I and II, respectively (Krenz et
al., 2014). These clones were used in agroinoculation experiments using healthy, tissue culture-grown vines of
V. vinifera cvs. Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet franc, Syrah, Chardonnay, Pinot noir, and Pinot gris, as well as
vines of rootstock genotypes SO4, 110R, and 3309C that tested negative for GRBaV by PCR. Tissue culture-
micropropagated grapevines (30-40 per genotype) showing four to six leaves (Alzubi et al., 2012) were selected
for agroinoculation experiments using vacuum-assisted infiltration. Alternatively, grapevine tissue was gently
pricked with needles dipped in a solid Agrobacterium culture grown on a Petri plate. Aglucuronidase gene
construct containing an intron was used as control to optimize conditions for agroinfiltration-mediated delivery of
DNA in grapevine tissue. Constructs of both genomic RNAs of Grapevine fanleaf virus (GFLV) were used as
negative control in agroinfiltration experiments. Following agroinfiltration and/or pricking, plants were
maintained at 25±2°C and 33-45 mEm-2sec-1 (16-hr photoperiod) in a tissue culture growth room for two to three
months prior to establishment in a greenhouse for symptom observations and testing. The presence of GRBaV
was tested by PCR in newly developed leaves of agroinoculated grapevines by using a multiplex PCR (Krenz et
al., 2014). Plants were tested three to ten months post-agroinfiltration and some of them were also tested after one
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or two dormancy periods. The full-length genomic sequence of some of the GRBaV progeny was determined in a
few selected agroinfected plants by rolling circle amplification, cloning, and sequencing.

Several Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet franc, Syrah, Pinot noir, Pinot gris, and Chardonnay vines showed red
blotch-like symptoms at one to three months post-treatment. Foliar symptoms consisted of interveinal reddening
in red-berried cultivars and chlorotic spots in the white-berried cultivar Chardonnay. Agroinoculated SO4 became
symptomatic (chlorosis and cupping) only after one dormancy period, whereas agroinoculated 3309C and 110R
remained asymptomatic (Fuchs et al., unpublished). Some of the vines agroinfiltrated with the NY358 construct
(28-76%) tested positive for GRBaV by PCR. All the PCR-positive plants were symptomatic, while the negative
plants were asymptomatic. None of the plants treated with GFLV-derived constructs (0 of 476) or untreated plants
(0 of 56) exhibited red blotch-like symptoms, nor did they test positive for GRBaV in PCR. Sequencing the
progeny in some infected vines indicated a 99.6% to 99.9% nucleotide sequence identify with the partial dimer
construct used as inoculum in agroinfection assays, indicating that the recovered GRBaV variant is nearly-
identical to the engineered inoculum. Similar results were obtained from agroinfiltration experiments with the
NY175 construct (Fuchs et al., unpublished). These findings were consistent with our hypotheses that GRBaV is
the causal agent of red blotch disease and that GRBaV isolates from the two phylogenetic clades are equally
infectious. In agroinfiltrated plants, the detection of GRBaV correlated with symptoms and virus progeny nearly
identical in sequence to the inoculated partial dimer genomic construct was obtained from agroinfiltrated plants.

To address objective 4 and disseminate information to farm advisors and the industry, research results were
communicated to farm advisors, extension educators, crop consultants, researchers, vineyard managers, and
regulators at winter school meetings in California, New York, Oregon, New Jersey, and Virginia. The targeted
venues were (i) the Virginia Vineyards Association on February 6, 2015 in Charlottesville, VA (250 participants);
(ii) the Grape Expectations on February 28, 2015 in Cranberry, NJ (150 participants); (iii) the Eastern Winery
Exposition on March 19, 2015 in Syracuse, NY(120 participants); (iv) the Rogue Valley Grape Growers
Association on August 25, 2015 in Central Point, OR (50 participants); (v) the North American Grape Breeders
Meeting on August 29, 2015 in Geneva, NY (60 participants); (vi) the Cornell Recent Advances in Viticulture and
Enology conference on November 4, 2015 at the IRL Conference Center in Ithaca, NY (60 participants); (vii) the
Napa Continuing Education Class Series 3 on November 10, 2015 in Yountville, CA (250 participants); (viii) a
webinar on Grapevine Red Blotch Disease: What You Need to Know organized by Regional IPM Centers on
February 26, 2016 (participants = 310); (ix) the Business, Enology and Viticulture New York conference on
March 5, 2016 in Rochester, NY (160 participants); (x) a webinar on Viral Diseases Transmitted through Nursery
Stock in the East: Grapevine Leafroll Disease, Tomato Ringspot, and Grapevine Red Blotch; Clean Plants for the
Future of the Eastern Wine and Grape Industry, organized by Cornell University on March 17 in Geneva, NY
(250 participants); and (xi) Long Island Grape Growers Association on March 4, 2016 in Riverhead, NY (15
participants).

CONCLUSIONS
Isolates of each of the two phylogenetic clades of GRBaV cause red blotch disease symptoms in Vitis vinifera
following agroinoculation, confirming their etiological role, while infection is latent in rootstocks with the
exception of SO4. Analysis of the spatiotemporal distribution of symptomatic, infected vines documents spread of
GRBaV in a vineyard of Cabernet franc in California but not in New York. Some free-living grapevines proximal
to the diseased vineyard in California are infected with GRaBV. The analysis of a subset of insect species caught
on sticky traps for the presence of GRBaV enabled us to identify four vector candidates, among which the three-
cornered alfalfa hopper was shown to acquire the virus from infected vines and transmit it to healthy vines. This
finding suggests the three-cornered alfalfa hopper is a GRBaV vector of epidemiological importance.
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ABSTRACT
The goal of this project is to determine when grapevine red blotch associated virus (GRBaV) is spreading in the
vineyard. Knowing when the virus is spreading will provide important information on effective management of
GRBaV and help focus the efforts to identify additional vectors. This information will also help target control
measures to times of the season when the virus is being transmitted in the field. Three vineyards where GRBaV
has been spreading are being used in this study. One vineyard has a riparian zone adjacent to it, with most virus
spread occurring near the edge of the vineyard nearest the riparian zone. In this case the trap plants are placed in a
grassy area between the riparian zone and the vineyard. The second vineyard has an alfalfa field adjacent to it and
since the one vector reported to transmit the virus is the three-cornered alfalfa hopper (Spissistilus festinus), the
plants were placed perpendicular to the alfalfa field and within vineyard rows. The third vineyard has most
disease spread adjacent to a recently disturbed wooded area. In each vineyard, every plant has a unique number
and the location of each plant is being mapped so that where virus spread occurs in each vineyard can be
determined. Fifteen plants are placed in each vineyard each month starting April 15 and going through
September 15. After one month in the field the plants are returned to Corvallis, treated with a systemic insecticide,
and maintained in a screenhouse. All 300 plants will be tested for GRBaV in late October and then the plants will
be overwintered and retested in the spring of 2017 and 2018.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
The goal of this project is to determine when grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) is spreading in the
vineyard. Knowing when the virus is spreading will provide important information on effective management of
GRBaV and help focus the efforts to identify additional vectors. This information will also help target control
measures to times of the season when the virus is being transmitted in the field. Three vineyards where GRBaV
has been spreading are being used in this study. One vineyard has a riparian zone adjacent to it, with most virus
spread occurring near the edge of the vineyard nearest the riparian zone. In this case the trap plants are placed in a
grassy area between the riparian zone and the vineyard. The second vineyard has an alfalfa field adjacent to it, and
since the one vector reported to transmit the virus is the three-cornered alfalfa hopper (Spissistilus festinus), the
plants were placed perpendicular to the alfalfa field and within vineyard rows. The third vineyard has most
disease spread adjacent to a recently disturbed wooded area. In each vineyard, every plant has a unique number
and the location of each plant is being mapped so that where virus spread occurs in each vineyard can be
determined. Fifteen plants are placed in each vineyard each month starting April 15 and going through
September 15. After one month in the field the plants are returned to Corvallis, treated with a systemic insecticide,
and maintained in a screenhouse. All 300 plants will be tested for GRBaV in late October and then the plants will
be overwintered and retested in the spring of 2017 and 2018.

INTRODUCTION
In 2012, a new virus was identified in Cabernet Franc grapevines in New York’s Finger Lakes region and also in
Cabernet Sauvignon grapevines in the Napa Valley. These plants exhibited leafroll-like symptoms but tested
negative for leafroll viruses. At a meeting of the International Committee on the Study of Viruses and Virus-like
Diseases of Grapevine in October 2012, the name grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) was agreed
upon for this new virus.

This research aims to determine when GRBaV is spreading in the field. So far, the three-cornered alfalfa hopper
(Spissistilus festinus) has been shown to transmit GRBaV, but this vector is very minor in many vineyards where
the virus is spreading. Movement of GRBaV in vineyards after planting has been documented and can be quite
rapid, which clearly indicates the presence of an efficient vector, or a vector that is present in very high numbers.
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An increase in the incidence of GRBaV over time in young, healthy vineyards that are adjacent to infected
vineyards also suggests the existence of a vector. There has been much work done on trying to identify the
vector(s) of GRBaV. Efforts looking at suspected vectors in California have resulted in the identification of the
three-cornered alfalfa hopper as a vector early in 2016. Regardless, if this is the only vector or one of multiple
vectors, the timing of transmission will be important information in developing a vector management plan.

If we know when the virus moves, efforts at vector control can be targeted to a specific timeframe rather than
throughout the growing season. Also, knowing when the virus is moving in the vineyards will help focus on
transient insects, which may be present in vineyards for only a short period of time, or insects that feed on
grapevines but have other preferred hosts. In either case these vectors could escape detection and identification in
standard insect surveys. If transmission is more efficient in riparian areas adjacent to vineyards it will provide
clues as where one should look to identify potential vectors.

This project was started in March using in-house (USDA ARS) funds to ensure we could get the first year of field
work done in 2016. Funding from the CDFA Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter Board became
available July 1, 2016 and is being used for the remainder of the project. Three hundred grapevines (Merlot on
3309 rootstock) were obtained (donated) from Duarte nursery, repotted into three-gallon pots, and held in a
screenhouse until being used in the field, or held in a canyard near Corvallis that is isolated from vineyards. Plants
were tested for GRBaV prior to use in the field experiment. All plants tested negative for GRBaV in PCR assays
using two sets of primers. Beginning April 15 plants were placed in each of three vineyards for a one-month
period (45 plants each month total). Then in mid-May these plants were returned to Corvallis, treated with a
systemic insecticide, and stored in a screenhouse. The second set of plants was taken to the vineyards in mid-May,
and the process was repeated each month through September. The last set of plants will be collected from the
vineyards in mid-October. There was a total of six sets of plants in each vineyard for a total of 270 trap plants,
with an additional 30 plants that have not been taken to a vineyard and remained in the screenhouse or canyard
during the summer. After the last set of plants is collected all 300 plants will be tested for GRBaV in mid-
October. The plants will be retested in the spring of 2017.

OBJECTIVES
The objective of this project is to determine the timing of field transmission of GRBaV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three hundred plants were provided by Duarte Nursery for this work. All plants were tested for GRBaV prior to
the start of the experiment. Plants were potted in three-gallon pots and maintained in a canyard prior to taking
them to the field. When plants were brought back to Corvallis from the fields they were treated with a systemic
insecticide and maintained in a screenhouse.

The three vineyards were selected because of documented spread of GRBaV in these vineyards in previous years.
Vineyard #1 was near Jacksonville in southern Oregon and has a small riparian area adjacent to the east edge of
the vineyard. The trap plants were placed in a grassy area between the riparian zone and the vineyard. Vineyard
#2 was near Medford in southern Oregon with the trap plants placed within the vineyard between every third plant
in three rows near the west edge of the vineyard. There was an alfalfa field along the west edge of the vineyard.
The third vineyard is in the Willamette Valley near Yamhill, Oregon. In this vineyard the spread is occurring
throughout the vineyard, with high rates of spread along the east edge of the vineyard where there has been recent
removal of adjacent woodlands. In this case the trap plants were place between plants in a single row of the
vineyard near the edge of where symptoms were observed.

Each plant was numbered, 1-300 and the location of each plant and the month it was in the vineyard has been
recorded. Thus, if GRBaV spread is happening from the alfalfa field, we will know which plants were nearest the
source as well as which month the plants were in the field and exposed to potential GRBaV transmission.

All plants will be tested for GRBaV in late October of 2016 and held in a screenhouse over winter for retesting in
the spring of 2017 and again in the fall of 2017. The experiment will be repeated in 2017, with new trap plants.
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The experimental setup went according to plan and plant rotation went smoothly. We had feeding damage similar
to that observed with three-cornered alfalfa hopper in one vine during the course of exposure in the vineyards. We
placed sticky cards in the vineyard in the Willamette Valley and did not catch any three-cornered alfalfa hoppers.
The last set of plants will be collected from the field the week of October 11. All 300 plants will be tested for
GRBaV during the second half of October.
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ABSTRACT
Virus diseases of plants are deleterious to California agriculture and can be introduced and propagated in a
production system via planting material. The California Grapevine Registration and Certification Program was
established in the 1950s in order to offer the voluntary option to growers of virus-screened planting material
(nursery stock) (Alley and Golino, 2000). Because vectored viruses such as grapevine leafroll-associated virus 3
can also be spread within and between grape blocks by their vectors, in addition to being transmitted by
propagation, there is uncertainty in some cases as to the source of viruses detected in production blocks. In
addition, nursery increase blocks may become contaminated by vectors arriving from outside the nursery over
time. These factors combine to increase the level of uncertainty in the industry as to the meaning and value of
certification. The aim of this project is to provide a focused outreach effort and grower education on the topic of
virus disease management, the use of clean plant material, and the function of the Registration and Certification
Program. The core of the outreach will be evidence-based professional development materials built on the last
five years of research and outreach by our team with both nurseries and grape production commodity groups in
California. Our aim is to raise the overall level of knowledge among the grower population as to the value of
clean plant material and help growers understand the functioning of the Registration and Certification Program,
manage their expectations accordingly, and help to restore and build confidence in the program.

LAYPERSON SUMMARY
Upon initiation, when detrimental viruses in grapevines were thought to only be distributed via propagative
material, the California Grapevine Registration and Certification Program intended to provide “virus free”
material to growers. Since that time some regulated viruses have been shown to be transmitted by vectors, and
additional viruses have been discovered. Although the California Grapevine Registration and Certification
Program no longer uses the terminology “virus-free,” the industry still does, which can lead to mistrust in the
supply chain between growers and plant nurseries. An example of this occurred recently due to the discovery of
grapevine red blotch-associated virus and its presence in some certified material. Extension and outreach
programs are needed to provide the appropriate explanation of the certification program, as well as demonstrate
its value to the consumer. Additionally, further study is needed in terms of demonstrating the background
infection as well as the reinfection rate in registered increase blocks where certified material is sourced from in
order to provide protocols appropriate to disease spread.

INTRODUCTION
Certified grapevine nursery stock consumers (i.e., grape producers) are concerned that the quality of the product
they are purchasing from the clean plant program does not meet the standard they believe it should. Much of this
concern stems from the expectation that certification offers something greater, in terms of freedom from virus
contamination, than it scientifically can. With the discovery that grapevine leafroll-associated virus 3 is spreading
in California, in addition to the discovery of grapevine red blotch-associated virus (Al Rwahnih et al., 2013;
Golino et al., 2008), grape producers question the quality of certified vines. There is good evidence that clean
plant programs work and that they have large economic benefits that can be shared by all actors in the supply
chain (Fuller et al., 2015), but, as with all supply chains, in order for clean plant programs to work well they
require mutual trust among the actors in the chain. By defining the term “certified” according to the scientific
sampling procedure and educating growers of the meaning of this term, we can bridge the current gap in
perceptions that exists between the clean plant system and the purchasers of its products. However, because some
viruses can be spread, unless a complete census of all certified vines is carried out every year, it is impossible for
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any certification program to reduce virus incidence to zero. The meaning of the term “certified” must be defined
in relation to the statistical performance of the actual sampling plan used. In order for grower trust in the system
to build, that meaning must be clearly articulated and appropriate expectations established for disease incidence in
planting material emerging from a program using the definition. Additionally, it is unclear at this time what level
of background infection per year occurs in nursery increase blocks, and there is a lack of understanding of the
potential reinfection of increase blocks between sampling rotations. The intentions of this project are to provide
quantifiable outreach and extension involving the certification program while addressing the background infection
in nursery increase blocks and the potential reinfection in increase blocks between sampling bouts.

OBJECTIVES
1. Develop a grower information packet and slide presentation to summarize the California Grapevine

Registration and Certification Program.
2. Hold grower meetings in key grape-growing regions of California to explain the functioning, efficacy, and

limitations of the certification program.
3. Quantify the impact of education and outreach by issuing pre-test and post-test surveys at grower meetings.
4. Assess the level of potential contamination or reinfection in newly-established vineyard blocks when material

is sourced from increase blocks.
5. Assess the level of reinfection of leafroll 3 and red blotch viruses in increase blocks between certification

sampling bouts.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since the project’s initiation in October of 2016 efforts have been made to collaborate with farm advisors and
industry-related personnel across California. Because the project began only two months ago there are no results
to discuss at this time.

CONCLUSIONS
Because this project began in October of this year, no conclusions can be made at this time.
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	ABSTRACT
	The Pierce’s disease research community has developed grapevines that exhibit novel and promising defensesagainstXylella fastidiosa(Xf) and have the potential to reduce crop damage from Pierce’s disease. Yet it remainsunknown if these novel defensive traits will increase or decrease the large-scale spread of Pierce’s disease withinand among vineyards, which is a critical dimension of sustainable disease management. We are conductingtransmission experiments with important insect vectors ofXfand using the dat
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	The Pierce’s disease research community has developed grapevines that exhibit novel and promising defensesagainstXylella fastidiosa(Xf) and have the potential to reduce crop damage from Pierce’s disease. Yet it remainsunknown if these novel defensive traits will increase or decrease large-scale spread of Pierce’s disease within andamong vineyards, which is a critical dimension of sustainable disease management. We are conductingtransmission experiments with important insect vectors ofXfand using the data fr
	INTRODUCTION
	This proposal expands on previous work funded by this program to develop Pierce’s disease resistant grape lines.Previous projects have successfully developed grapevine lines with promising traits conferring resistance againstXylella fastidiosa(Xf), including plants expressing therpfFgene, the PdR1 major locus, and the HxfB protein(Meredith et al., 2000; Walker and Tenscher, 2014; Lindow et al., 2014). All these grape lines exhibit lowsymptom severity when mechanically inoculated withXf.We propose to expand 
	OBJECTIVES
	The overall goal of this project is to assess the potential for novel defensive traits in grapevine lines to reduce thetransmission ofXfby insect vectors and the prevalence of Pierce’s disease within and among heterogeneousvineyards. We will assess Pierce’s disease epidemiology in two defended lines: transgenic grapevine linesexpressing therpfFgene (Lindow et al., 2014) and conventionally bred grapevine lines with thePdR1dominantlocus (Walker and Tenscher, 2014). The research consists of three specific obje
	1.Estimate transmission ofXfand vector feeding behavior on novel Pierce’s disease defended grapevine lines.
	1.Estimate transmission ofXfand vector feeding behavior on novel Pierce’s disease defended grapevine lines.
	2.Assess large-scale and long-term Pierce’s disease prevalence in defended grapevine vineyards.
	3.Inform vineyard managers on the efficacy of novel Pierce’s disease defenses.


	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Estimate transmission ofXfand vector feeding behavior on novel Pierce’s disease-defendedgrapevine lines.
	As reported in our July 2016 Interim Progress Report, we are investigating the influence of the PdR1 major locuson vector feeding behavior and transmission. Sharpshooter vectors, when given a choice, avoid feeding onPierce’s disease symptomatic plants. We are using measures of preference and transmission rates of the blue-green sharpshooter (Graphocephala atropunctata; BGSS)to understand the progression of infectiousness, diseasesymptoms, and ultimately transmission rates between PdR1 resistant plants and n
	We inoculated “resistant” plants that expressed the PdR1 allele and “susceptible” plants that were near-isogenicbut did not have the PdR1 resistance allele. We then placed eightXf-free BGSS in a cage with two plants tochoose from: anXf-free susceptible test plant and anXf-infected source plant either of the resistant or susceptiblegenotype. We included eight replicates of each of the two treatments and repeated the experiment three weeks,eight weeks, and 12 weeks after inoculating the source plants. We reco
	Xfpopulations in the source plants increased over time and increased much more dramatically in the susceptibleplants than in the resistant plants (Figure 1A). MeanXfpopulation did not differ significantly between grapegenotypes over all sampling periods (t=-0.64,P= 0.523) and nor were populations among sampling periodssignificantly different (t= 0.47,P= 0.638). However, the interaction between genotype and sampling period wassignificant (t= 2.52,P= 0.015); populations increased over time significantly more 
	Similarly, there was no statistically significant difference in the proportion of vectors feeding on the infectedresistant plants compared to the infected susceptible plants (t =0.96,P =0.344), and the difference betweensampling periods was only marginally significant (t =1.71,P =0.094). However, the interaction betweensampling period and genotype was once again significant (t =-2.15,P =0.0367). Early after inoculation, vectorsshowed similar feeding preference for the inoculated resistant and susceptible so
	We are also investigating the transmission biology of diffusible signal factor (DSF)-producingrpfFtransgenicgrapevines with the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS). We caged four GWSSadultsindividually onXf-inoculatedrpfFand conventional wild-type plants for a four-day acquisition access period(AAP); we then allowed them to feed on a wild-type plant for a four-day inoculation access period (IAP). Thefour vectors were caged on different plant tissues (stem, petiole) and at differing di
	MeanXfpopulations were similar across grape genotypes, plant tissues, and distance from point of inoculation(Figure 2). There were no statistically significant differences in the population sizes across experimental factorsor interactions (results not shown). We will be analyzing whether the similarity in source plant populationsresulted in similar acquisition and transmission rates from our different experimental factors.
	Objective 2. Assess large-scale and long-term Pierce’s disease prevalence in defended grape vineyards.
	As described in our previous report, our work to develop spatially-explicit epidemic models is ongoing. Based onprevious results, we are focusing our modeling efforts on the interactive effects of spatial distribution ofXfand
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	vector feeding preference based on plant infection status. We are leveraging the modeling approaches of Webb etal. (2007) and Chiyaka et al. (2012) to model within- and among-plant pathogen distribution, and the approach ofZeilinger and Daugherty (2014) to model vector feeding preference. Model development is still in progress.
	vector feeding preference based on plant infection status. We are leveraging the modeling approaches of Webb etal. (2007) and Chiyaka et al. (2012) to model within- and among-plant pathogen distribution, and the approach ofZeilinger and Daugherty (2014) to model vector feeding preference. Model development is still in progress.
	Objective 3. Inform vineyard managers on the efficacy of novel Pierce’s disease defenses.
	We will begin work on objective 3 when we have more results from objectives 1 and 2.
	Figure 1.Preliminary results from PdR1 vector transmission and preference trials. (A) MeanXfpopulations
	in petioles of source plants of either the resistant (R, solid line) or susceptible (S, dashed line) genotype. (B)Percent of vectors found on source plants of either the resistant (R, solid line) or susceptible (S, dashed line).

	Figure 2.Mean populations ofXfin source plants of either DSF-producing transgenic (FT) or conventionalwild-type (FW) genotypes. Cages with vectors were placed on either stems or petioles and either near (< 45cm) or far (> 45 cm) from the point of inoculation. Error bars represent SEM.
	Figure 2.Mean populations ofXfin source plants of either DSF-producing transgenic (FT) or conventionalwild-type (FW) genotypes. Cages with vectors were placed on either stems or petioles and either near (< 45cm) or far (> 45 cm) from the point of inoculation. Error bars represent SEM.
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	ABSTRACT
	Pierce’s disease of grapevine has reemerged in Napa and Sonoma counties, where disease incidence has beenmuch higher than usual and the distribution of sick vines within vineyards often does not fall within expectations.These field observations taken together with the very high number of vineyards affected in the region indicate thata Pierce’s disease epidemic is emerging. The goal of this project is to determine what factors are driving thisepidemic, so that ecology-based disease management strategies can 
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	A Pierce’s disease epidemic is emerging in Napa and Sonoma counties. Very high Pierce’s disease prevalence isbeing reported throughout the region, with a large number of stakeholders reaching out to University of CaliforniaCooperative Extension Farm Advisors. In summer 2015, the project team held a series of joint meetings / fieldvisits with the Farm Advisors. Two observations have been made that raised our concern about the problem. First,the prevalence of Pierce’s disease in the North Coast is usually bel
	OBJECTIVES
	We objectives of this project are necessarily intertwined, but are described here independently so that aims andexpectations are more clearly described in the methods section.
	1.Conduct vector, pathogen, and host community surveys to inform the development of a quantitative model toassess future Pierce’s disease risk and develop integrated management strategies.
	1.Conduct vector, pathogen, and host community surveys to inform the development of a quantitative model toassess future Pierce’s disease risk and develop integrated management strategies.
	2.InvestigateXylella fastidiosa(Xf)colonization of grapevines and the role of overwinter recovery in Pierce’sdisease epidemiology.
	3.Determine the role of spittlebug insects as vectors ofXf.
	4.Data mine and disseminate existing information on vector ecology, vegetation management, and efficacy ofpruning.


	5.Develop a larger extension and outreach footprint with additional seminars, extended interviews madeavailable on the web, and an update to theXfwebsite, the main online resource for Pierce’s diseaseinformation.
	5.Develop a larger extension and outreach footprint with additional seminars, extended interviews madeavailable on the web, and an update to theXfwebsite, the main online resource for Pierce’s diseaseinformation.
	5.Develop a larger extension and outreach footprint with additional seminars, extended interviews madeavailable on the web, and an update to theXfwebsite, the main online resource for Pierce’s diseaseinformation.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	A previous report provided a summary of activities for each objective. Here we focus on the activities part ofobjective 1, the main component of this project.
	Sixteen vineyard blocks in Napa County and 16 vineyard blocks in Sonoma County were selected as study sites(Table 1; total of 138 acres). Beginning in late February 2016, yellow sticky traps were deployed in either atransect or grid pattern in each study block such that between four and 12 traps were deployed at each location. Inaddition, between one and three vegetation traps were deployed at each location adjacent to the putative source ofblue-green sharpshooters (Graphocephala atropunctata; BGSS; mostly 
	Beginning in late August and continuing through mid-September 2016, the incidence of Pierce’s disease wasrecorded for each vine in all study blocks. Disease incidence was based on the occurrence of a combination of thecommon visual symptoms of Pierce’s disease, including leaf scorching, uneven lignification of shoots, matchstickpetioles, and stunted growth (Figure 1). Two hundred samples were collected from Napa and Sonoma valleys,respectively (n = 400), to correlate visual assignment of vines as Pierce’s d
	Figure 1.Common visual symptoms of Pierce’s disease include stunting, uneven lignification of shoots,leaf scorching, and “matchstick” petioles. Photos courtesy D. Fletcher

	Table 1.Description of study sites.
	Table 1.Description of study sites.
	County
	County
	County
	County
	Vineyard
	Variety
	Rootstock
	Planting date
	Size(acres)


	Napa
	Napa
	Napa
	CL
	Merlot
	101-14
	1997
	3.03

	CV
	CV
	Cabernet Franc
	3309C
	1999
	6.37

	C
	C
	Cabernet Sauvignon
	3309C, St. George
	2004, 2005
	7.44

	DC
	DC
	Cabernet Sauvignon
	110R
	2000
	1.92

	E2
	E2
	Petit Verdot
	110R
	2004
	0.89

	E3
	E3
	Cabernet Sauvignon
	101-14
	2004
	2.84

	F
	F
	Cabernet Sauvignon
	O39-16
	2014
	9.07

	I
	I
	Cabernet Franc
	O39-16
	2002
	2.5

	JP
	JP
	Cabernet Sauvignon
	101-14
	2004
	4.88

	RJ
	RJ
	Chardonnay
	101-14
	2000
	4.6

	R
	R
	Malbec
	420A
	2004
	1.69

	SF
	SF
	Cabernet Sauvignon
	Riparia Gloire, 420A,101-14, 3309C
	2000, 1994,1993, 1990
	2000, 1994,1993, 1990
	2000, 1994,1993, 1990


	7.33

	S
	S
	Cabernet Sauvignon
	3309C, 1103P, 110R
	1991, 1993
	4.42

	T
	T
	Chardonnay
	1103P
	2008
	2.6

	V
	V
	Cabernet Sauvignon
	101-14
	2013
	5

	WH
	WH
	Chardonnay
	101-14
	2010
	5

	Sonoma
	Sonoma
	1
	Chardonnay
	5C
	1998
	5.1

	2
	2
	Chardonnay
	039-16
	2011
	5.45

	3
	3
	Zinfandel
	110R
	2001
	1.1

	4
	4
	Zinfandel
	039-16,110R
	NA
	4.3

	5
	5
	Chardonnay
	1103P
	2001
	3.8

	6
	6
	Gruner Veltliner
	101-14
	NA
	4.93

	7
	7
	Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon
	NA
	NA
	5.8

	8
	8
	PinotNoir
	101-14
	3.97

	9
	9
	Merlot
	5C
	1996
	3.8

	10
	10
	Chardonnay
	5C
	2001
	7.5

	11
	11
	Malbec
	039-16
	2008
	4.25

	12
	12
	Chardonnay
	3309C
	2008
	2.25

	13
	13
	Chardonnay
	AXR, 5C
	1986, 1992,1993, 1994
	1986, 1992,1993, 1994
	1986, 1992,1993, 1994


	5.0

	14
	14
	Chardonnay
	101-14
	2003
	4.2

	15
	15
	Chardonnay
	101-14
	2003, 2005
	4.1

	16
	16
	Chardonnay
	S04
	2007
	2.8



	Plant communities adjacent to surveyed vineyard blocks
	To test the hypothesis that vegetation composition of the areas surrounding vineyards may be influencing theabundance ofXfvectors (sharpshooters and spittlebugs) and the prevalence of Pierce’s disease in the vineyards,we designed the following protocol. We surveyed the species richness and relative abundance of all vascularplants found at each vineyard site (N = 32 sites) in Napa and Sonoma counties. Each site included one to threelines of insect traps extending from the center of the vineyard towards the e

	species composition and relative abundance data to correlate with the insect trap vector relative abundance andXfprevalence data when it is available.
	species composition and relative abundance data to correlate with the insect trap vector relative abundance andXfprevalence data when it is available.
	Figure 2.Sample map for Napa-block I showing georeferenced vineyard and vegetation trap locations andPierce’s disease incidence (2015).
	Blue-green sharpshooter monitoring.
	So far this season, the BGSS monitoring program indicates vector populations in vineyards are low. For example,although the grower-generated monitoring data showed up to an average of two BGSS per trap in late April,approximately 70% of vineyard block censuses found no BGSS on that date (Figure 3A). The researcher-generated monitoring data showed similarly low BGSS densities, with the highest densities primarily in someSonoma County vineyard blocks between the end of March and mid-May, but with most vineyar
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	Part
	Figure
	(A)
	(B)
	Figure 3.Number of BGSS caught over spring 2016 in parallel trapping programs (A) conductedby grape growers in two regions of Napa County, and (B) by researchers (our team) at sitesthroughout Napa and Sonoma counties.
	Climatic effects on disease incidence
	As a first step towards understanding whether climatic conditions in recent years have contributed to the ongoingPierce’s disease resurgence in the North Coast, we have started to compare recent versus historic climate data.Thus far we have collated climate data from more than a dozen weather stations in the region, with some havingtemperature data going back more than 70 years.
	All else being equal, a lack of cold conditions over the winter and early spring should contribute to Pierce’sdisease incidence by reducing the fraction of vines recovering from infection. To address this prediction, we’vestarted to compare two metrics of dormant season climate – the mean daily minimum temperature, and thenumber of days where minimum temperatures were below 40 ºF – for recent seasons compared to historic values.Thus far, for two sites in Napa and Sonoma counties (i.e., Oakville and Healdsbu
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	the previous five seasons have somewhat higher numbers of cold days (i.e., <40 ºF) and lower mean minimumtemperatures compared to historic averages.
	the previous five seasons have somewhat higher numbers of cold days (i.e., <40 ºF) and lower mean minimumtemperatures compared to historic averages.
	Figure
	(A)
	(B)
	Figure 4.Comparison of (A) daily minimum temperature and (B) number days with minimum temperatures below40ºF over the dormant season (October to April) for the last 30 years at two sites in Napa and Sonoma counties.
	CONCLUSIONS
	There are no conclusions at this stage.
	FUNDING AGENCIES
	Funding for this project was provided by the CDFA Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter Board.
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	ABSTRACT
	Previous research showed thatXylella fastidiosa(Xf) has a chitinase (ChiA) which is required for sharpshootervector colonization, transmission to plants, and plant colonization. The goals of this project are to understand thefunction(s) of ChiA so that it can be exploited as a tool for control of Pierce’s disease by disruptingXfinteractionswith both plant and insect hosts. This report summarizes recent efforts aimed at experimentally determiningcarbon sources that can be used byXfin this context; previous r
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	The previously identifiedXylella fastidiosa(Xf) chitinase (ChiA) represents a unique opportunity to try to disruptXfinteractions with both insect and plant hosts as well as sharpshooter transmission, because all of theseprocesses are affected in the mutant strain that does not have this enzyme. The goal of this project is to betterunderstand how ChiA impacts plant and insect colonization so that it can be exploited to limit Pierce’s diseasespread.
	OBJECTIVES
	This project has three objectives:
	1.IdentifyXfproteins or protein complexes that bind to ChiA and are required for its activity.
	1.IdentifyXfproteins or protein complexes that bind to ChiA and are required for its activity.
	2.Screen potential substrates cleaved by ChiA.
	3.Functionally demonstrate the role of ChiA partners during insect and plant colonization.Efforts during the report period focused on experimentally determining ChiA substrates in plants.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONChitinase substrates.
	Three different media containing 1.5 g/L K2HPO4, 1g/L KH2PO4, 1g/L MgSO4-7H2O, 10 mL/L of a 0.2%phenol red solution, 10 mL/L of a Hemin chloride (0.1% in 0.05% NaOH) solution, 10g/L of gelrite, 3g/L ofBSA, and 0.2% of methylcellulose or xylan from oat spelts or 0.1% of pectin from apple were prepared. Eight10 μL droplets of the wild-type, chitinase mutant, or the chitinase complemented strain (OD600 = 1.4 - 1.5) werespotted on each medium. After six days of incubation at 28 °C the cellulose and xylan plates
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 1.From left to right, test of the ability of the wild-type strain, the ChiA mutant strain, and the ChiAcomplemented strain to degrade cellulose (above) and xylan (below). The pictures were taken after Congo redstaining.
	CONCLUSIONS
	Earlier research has identified a series of new carbon sources that may be utilized byXf.Efforts are now focusingon experimentally confirming these results. Some appear to not be used as carbon sources by thechiAmutantstrain. The results presented here are examples of ongoing research addressing this question.
	REFERENCES CITED
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	ABSTRACT
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf)is a serious pathogen that infects a number of important crops including citrus, almonds,and coffee. TheXfTemecula strain infects grapevines and induces Pierce’s disease (PD). In efforts to understandinfection better, we deleted theXfPD1311 gene encoding a putative acyl CoA synthetase, which is a class ofenzymes involved in many different processes including secondary metabolite production. We discovered thatXfdeleted of this gene is avirulent. Given the critical role of PD1311 in Pier
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	We discovered that deleting theXylella fastidiosa(Xf)Temecula 1 gene, PD1311, results in a strain that does notinduce Pierce’s disease. We are conducting research to determine how PD1311 plays such a central role insymptom development. Given the agricultural importance of Pierce’s disease, it is critical to understand howPD1311 exerts its effects. Additionally, we have evidence that the strain deleted for PD1311 may suppress diseaseand function as a biocontrol. When inoculated prior to wild-typeXf,disease i
	INTRODUCTION
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf) is a Gram-negative, xylem-limited bacterium that causes Pierce’s disease of grapevines(Chatterjee et al., 2008).Xfis transmitted to plants by insect vectors and once in the xylem,Xfis postulated tomigrate, aggregate, and form biofilm that clogs the vessels leading to Pierce’s disease. Recently, secreted toxinsand effectors have been identified as also playing roles in Pierce’s disease development (Matsumoto et al., 2012;Nasci et al., 2014; Nascimento et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2015).
	We deleted theXfPD1311 gene (ΔPD1311), a putative acyl-CoA synthetase (ACS), as we were interested ingenes potentially involved in secondary metabolite production. ACSs catalyze long-chain fatty acyl-CoAs (Blacket al., 1992) and are involved in numerous processes including pathogenicity (Barber et al., 1997). We recentlypublished this work, which includes showing it as having potential function as a biocontrol (Hao et al., 2016).
	We found that PD1311 is a functional enzyme that has the conserved domains found in acyl-coA synthetase (datanot shown), and that ΔPD1311 grows in PD2 andVitis viniferasap (Figure 1) (Hao et al., 2016). Additionally,
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	motility, aggregation, and biofilm production are key behaviors ofXfthat are associated with Pierce’s disease(Chatterjee et al., 2008). The ΔPD1311 strain is reduced in type IV pili-mediated motility on periwinkle wilt (PW)plates minus bovine serum albumin (BSA) and is non-motile on sap agar (Figure 2) (Hao et al., 2016). Incomparison to TM1, ΔPD1311 is reduced in aggregation and biofilm production. Therefore, we hypothesized thatΔPD1311 is less virulent in plants, as mutants with similar phenotypes have be
	motility, aggregation, and biofilm production are key behaviors ofXfthat are associated with Pierce’s disease(Chatterjee et al., 2008). The ΔPD1311 strain is reduced in type IV pili-mediated motility on periwinkle wilt (PW)plates minus bovine serum albumin (BSA) and is non-motile on sap agar (Figure 2) (Hao et al., 2016). Incomparison to TM1, ΔPD1311 is reduced in aggregation and biofilm production. Therefore, we hypothesized thatΔPD1311 is less virulent in plants, as mutants with similar phenotypes have be
	Figure 1.∆PD1311 growth and survival in grape sap. Shownare growth curves of TM1 (solid line, square), ∆PD1311(dotted line, triangle), and C-∆PD1311 (dashed line, circle) inPD2 broth (A) and 100% Chardonnay sap (B). Six replicateswere included for each experiment and the assays wererepeated three times. Error bars represent standard deviations.Three replicates were included for each experiment and theassay was repeated twice. TM1 = wild-typeXfTemecula 1,∆PD1311 =XfTemecula 1 deleted of the PD1311 gene, C-∆P
	Figure 2.∆PD1311 was defective in motility,aggregation, and biofilm. A) Representative images ofcolony fringes of TM1, ∆PD1311,and C-∆PD1311onPW-BSA plates at day 1 (top) and 8 (bottom) post-inoculation (p.i.). B) Mean percentage of aggregationand (C) biofilm quantification of wild-type, ∆PD1311,and C-∆PD1311 strain in PD2 broth 5 d.p.i. Error barsrepresent standard error. Twenty-four replicates wereincluded for each experiment and the assay wasrepeated three times. * represents a significantdifference of p
	The weakly virulentXfelderberry strain EB92-1 has been studied as a potential Pierce’s disease biological control(Hopkins, 2005; Hopkins, 2012). Other approaches towards controlling Pierce’s disease include resistant andscion varieties (Cousins and Goolsby, 2011;Walker, 2015) and transgenic vines (Dandekar, 2014; Gilchrist et al.,

	2014; Gilchrist and Lincoln, 2014; Kirkpatrick, 2014; Lindow, 2014; Powell and Labavitch, 2014). However,continued research of Pierce’s disease controls is warranted. We had results that ΔPD1311 lowers the incidence ofwild-type-induced Pierce’s disease. Given the avirulent phenotype of ΔPD1311 and its ability to limit wild-typeinduced Pierce’s disease, this strain provides new potential for a commercialized biological control.
	2014; Gilchrist and Lincoln, 2014; Kirkpatrick, 2014; Lindow, 2014; Powell and Labavitch, 2014). However,continued research of Pierce’s disease controls is warranted. We had results that ΔPD1311 lowers the incidence ofwild-type-induced Pierce’s disease. Given the avirulent phenotype of ΔPD1311 and its ability to limit wild-typeinduced Pierce’s disease, this strain provides new potential for a commercialized biological control.
	Figure 3.∆PD1311 is avirulent on grapevines. Shown are weekly mean disease ratings of vines inoculated withTM1 (solid line with squares), ∆PD1311 (triangles), C-∆PD1311 (open circles), and buffer (dotted line on x-axis)respectively. Error bars represent standard errors. Ten plants were included for each experiment and the assay wasrepeated twice. * represents a significant difference of p<0.01. TM1 = wild-typeXfTemecula 1, ∆PD1311 =XfTemecula 1 deleted of the PD1311 gene, C-∆PD1311 = ∆PD1311 complement stra
	OBJECTIVES
	The overall goal is to optimizePD1311 as a biological control for Pierce’s disease and to understand themechanisms of disease inhibition that will facilitate future application.
	1.Examine aspects of thePD1311 Temecula strain as a biological control of Pierce’s disease.
	1.Examine aspects of thePD1311 Temecula strain as a biological control of Pierce’s disease.
	1.Examine aspects of thePD1311 Temecula strain as a biological control of Pierce’s disease.
	a.Optimize application timing and conditions for thePD1311 strain.
	a.Optimize application timing and conditions for thePD1311 strain.
	b.Determine if overwinteredPD1311-inoculated plants maintain Pierce’s disease resistance.
	c.Explore leafhopper transmission of thePD1311 strain.
	d.Developaclean deletion strain ofPD1311 that would be suitable for commercialization.


	2.Determine the function of the PD1311 protein and the mechanism by whichPD1311 acts as a biologicalcontrol.
	2.Determine the function of the PD1311 protein and the mechanism by whichPD1311 acts as a biologicalcontrol.
	a.Elucidate the role of the PD1311 protein.
	a.Elucidate the role of the PD1311 protein.
	b.Examine the impact of thePD1311 strain on wild-typeXf in vitroandin planta.



	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Examine aspects of thePD1311 Temecula strain as a biological control of Pierce’s disease.Objective 1a. Optimize application timing and conditions for thePD1311 strain.
	To examine if theXfΔPD1311 Temecula 1 strain could act as a potential biocontrol, we inoculatedV. viniferacv.Cabernet Sauvignon vines per standard procedures (Cursino et al., 2011) and recorded development of Pierce’sdisease using the five-scale assessment (Guilhabert and Kirkpatrick, 2005). We created three different inoculationconditions: i) TM1 after a two-week pre-treatment with ΔPD1311 [following procedures used inXfelderberryEB92.1 strain biocontrol studies (Hopkins, 2005)], ii) TM1 and ΔPD1311 co-ino
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	ΔPD1311, or buffer (Hopkins, 1984). Our results for 2015 indicated that pre-treatment with ΔPD1311 could inhibit Pierce’s disease in a significant proportion of TM1-inoculated vines, while co-inoculation does not alter disease development (Figure 4) (Hao et al., 2016). 
	Figure
	Figure 4. ∆PD1311 inoculation to grape prior to TM1 suppressed Pierce’s disease development. A) Weekly mean disease ratings of vines inoculated with TM1-only (triangles), TM1 and ∆PD1311 simultaneously (circles), ∆PD1311 two weeks prior to TM1 (diamonds), ∆PD1311-only (squares), and buffer (x marks), respectively. Error bars represent standard errors. Ten plants were included for each experiment and the assay was repeated twice. 
	B) Disease rating for each vine at 24 w.p.i. 1 = TM1-only, 2 = ∆PD1311-only, 3 = co-inoculation with TM1 and ∆PD1311 simultaneously, 4 = ∆PD1311 two weeks before TM1, and 5 = buffer. TM1 = wild-type Xf Temecula 1, ∆PD1311 = Xf Temecula 1 deleted of the PD1311 gene. 
	Objective 1b. Determine if overwintered PD1311-inoculated plants maintain Pierce’s disease resistance. 
	In 2014 we had V. vinifera plants infected with TM1 or PD1311 two weeks prior to TM1. These vines were cut back and placed in nursery storage for the 2015 winter. The plants were then grown in the greenhouse in Spring 2015 to follow potential Pierce’s disease symptoms. Our preliminary findings showed that TM1 could overwinter and cause Pierce’s disease in the following year. Plants treated with PD1311 followed by TM1 did not show symptoms either year and ELISA did not detect Xf (TM1 or PD1311) in year 2 
	Table 1. Xf ELISA results overwintered plants.
	a 

	Treatment Year 1b 
	Treatment Year 1b 
	Treatment Year 1b 
	Symptoms Year 1c 
	Symptoms Year 2 
	0 cmd 
	30 cmd 
	150 cmd 

	TM1f 
	TM1f 
	+ 
	+ 
	+/1e 
	+/1 
	+/1 

	-
	-
	-/3 
	-/3 
	-/3 

	ΔPD1311 then TM1 
	ΔPD1311 then TM1 
	-
	-
	-/2 
	-/2 
	-/2 


	Plants overwintered in cold storage between year 1 and 2. Plants were given no further inoculations in year 2. “+” = Pierce’s disease symptoms; “-“ = no Pierce’s disease symptoms. Sample distance up from inoculation point in year 2. “+”or “–“ indicated positive or negative for Xf, respectively / “number” is the number of plants tested by ELISA in year 2. TM1 = wild-type Xf Temecula 1, ∆PD1311 = Xf Temecula 1 deleted of the PD1311 gene. 
	a 
	b 
	c 
	d 
	e 
	f 

	Objective 1c. Explore leafhopper transmission of thePD1311 strain.
	Objective 1c. Explore leafhopper transmission of thePD1311 strain.
	Xylem-sap feeding leafhopper vectors transmitXffrom plant to plant (Chatterjee et al., 2008). The bacteriumutilizes adhesins, such as FimA, HxfA, and HxfB, to attach and form biofilms on insect foreguts, which thenbecome a source of inoculum for further disease spread (Killiny and Almeida, 2009; Killiny et al., 2010). Thus,interaction with insects is a known key step forXfto accomplish its life cycle. For development of ∆PD1311 as acommercially viable biological control agent and for future field studies, i
	Objective 1d. Develop a clean deletion strain ofPD1311 that would be suitable for commercialization.
	PD1311 was created via site-specific recombination of a kanamycin cassette into theXfchromosome(Matsumoto et al., 2009; Shi et al., 2009). For commercial viability, the antibiotic marker needs to be removedfrom the strain. UnlabeledAgrobacterium tumefaciensmutants have been created (Merritt et al., 2007), whichwill be the first approach we attempt. We anticipate beginning this work after we complete data collection fromobjective 1a to confirm the biological control function ofPD1311 with optimized applica
	Figure 5.The ΔPD1311 strain attached to leafhopper hindwings similar to the wild-type strain. The attachmentassay was performed as described previously (Baccari et al., 2014). The experiment was performed once with eightreplicates included for each strain.
	Objective 2. Determine the function of the PD1311 protein and the mechanism by whichPD1311 acts as abiological control.
	Objective 2a. Elucidate the role of the PD1311 protein.
	TheXfPD1311 gene has motifs suggesting it encodes an ACS protein (acyl- and aryl-CoA synthetase) (Chang etal., 1997; Gulick, 2009). ACS metabolite intermediates are involved in-oxidation and phospholipidbiosynthesis, and ACS proteins have also been implicated in cell signaling (Korchak et al., 1994), proteintransportation (Glick and Rothman, 1987), protein acylation (Gordon et al., 1991), and enzyme activation (Lai etal., 1993). Importantly, ACSs are involved in pathogenicity (Banchio and Gramajo, 2002; Ba
	ACS proteins metabolize fatty acids through a two-step process to form a fatty acyl-CoA precursor utilized in anydownstream metabolic pathways (Roche et al., 2013; Watkins, 1997; Weimar et al., 2002). To confirm enzymatic
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	activity, we expressed and purified a PD1311-His tag protein, and we tested it for ligase activity using acetate asthe substrate. Acetate is the simplest substrate for fatty acid synthetase reaction, as a two-carbon (C2) chain lengthmolecule. We used a standard colorimetric assay that measures acyl-CoA production (Kuang et al., 2007). ThePD1311 protein exhibited a functional ATP/AMP binding domain that performed the following reaction: ATP +acetate + CoA is converted to AMP + pyrophosphate + acetyl-CoA (dat
	activity, we expressed and purified a PD1311-His tag protein, and we tested it for ligase activity using acetate asthe substrate. Acetate is the simplest substrate for fatty acid synthetase reaction, as a two-carbon (C2) chain lengthmolecule. We used a standard colorimetric assay that measures acyl-CoA production (Kuang et al., 2007). ThePD1311 protein exhibited a functional ATP/AMP binding domain that performed the following reaction: ATP +acetate + CoA is converted to AMP + pyrophosphate + acetyl-CoA (dat
	The deletion of the PD1311 gene is non-lethal, suggesting that it has a role in non-essential fatty acid metabolism.One possibility is that PD1311 plays a role indiffusible signal factor (DSF)production, however, our preliminaryresults do not support that role (data not shown).An alternative potential role for the PD1311 protein is inprecursor production of lipopolysaccharide (LPS).LPS is found on the outer membrane of gram-negative bacteriaand is composed of a lipid A innermost component, a core saccharide
	Figure 6.Relative sensitivity of ∆PD1311 to H2O2 and polymixin B (PB). A) Mean diameters of inhibition zonesof TM1 (empty bars), ∆PD1311 (dotted bars), and C-∆PD1311 (dashed bars) exposed to 100 or 500 mM of H2O2on PD2 agar plates. Error bars represent standard deviations. Three replicates were included for each experiment andthe assay was repeated twice. * represents a significant difference of p<0.01. B) Growth of TM1 and C-∆PD1311 onPD2 plates amended with 16 µg/mL PB and growth of ∆PD1311 on PD2 plates 
	Considering the avirulent phenotype of ∆PD1311 on grapevines, PD1311 may be involved in lipid A biosynthesisor membrane production. Therefore, the ∆PD1311 cells may be more sensitive to environmental stresses such asoxidative stress and cationic antimicrobial peptide polymyxin B (PB). When TM1 and ∆PD1311 cells wereexposed to hydrogen peroxide on agar plates in a Kirby-Bauer type assay, the zone of inhibition was greater forthe mutant strain than wild-type cells (Figure 6A) (Hao et al., 2016). In addition, 
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	Table 2.Wild-typeXfdetection by ELISA in petioles 24 w.p.i.a.a
	Table 2.Wild-typeXfdetection by ELISA in petioles 24 w.p.i.a.a
	Treatment
	Treatment
	Treatment
	PD
	PD
	Symptom

	Trial
	Distance above inoculation point(cm)

	0
	0
	30
	150

	∆PD1311 then TM1b
	∆PD1311 then TM1b
	-
	1
	-c/3d
	-c/3d
	-c/3d


	-/3
	-/3

	2
	2
	-/5
	-/5
	-/5

	+
	+
	1
	n.d.e
	n.d.
	+/6

	2
	2
	n.d.
	n.d.
	+/4

	TM1 + ∆PD1311
	TM1 + ∆PD1311
	+
	1
	n.d.
	n.d.
	+/5

	2
	2
	n.d.
	n.d.
	+/4

	TM1 only
	TM1 only
	+
	1
	n.d.
	n.d.
	+/5

	2
	2
	n.d.
	n.d.
	+/4


	Shown are results of TM1 detection in petioles by ELISA 24 weeks post-inoculation. Eachtrial contained 10 plants total of which a subset was tested.
	aw.p.i. = weeks post-inoculation.
	bTM1 = wild-type; TM1 was inoculated two weeks after ΔPD1311.
	c“+”or “–” indicates positive or negative forXf,respectively.
	dNumber is the number of plants tested by ELISA.
	en.d. = not assessed as no petioles left due to disease.
	Objective 2b. Examine the impact of thePD1311 strain on wild-typeXfin vitroandin planta.
	To have better grounding on the potential of PD1311 for suppressing Pierce’s disease and how it may function asa biocontrol we need to explore the mechanism by which the mutant strain impacts wild-type cells. We haveresults showing that the TM1-induced disease can be limited only whenPD1311 was inoculated two weeksbefore the pathogen (Figure 4).Therefore, we would like to know how the two strains spread through the plantwhen both are inoculated.PD1311 does not secrete a toxin that affects wild-type popula
	CONCLUSIONS
	Concerning objective 1, we confirmed thatPD1311 is avirulent, and we found that it can significantly reducePierce’s disease development by TM1. Preliminary data suggests thatPD1311 attaches to insect hindwingsequal to TM1 cells and therefore could possibly be distributed by the vector. We are completing the overwinteringstudies in objective 1b, which we hope will provide insights into the lasting impact of thePD1311 biocontrol.For objective 2, our preliminary results show that the mutant has greater sens
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	ABSTRACT
	The goal of this research was to understand the relationship between the expression of secreted virulence proteinsbyXylella fastidiosa(Xf) and the leaf scorching symptoms observed during the development of Pierce’s disease,and to exploit this information to develop new strategies to control Pierce’s disease in grapevines. The analysis ofXfTemecula 1 secreted proteins has enabled us to focus on two previously uncharacterized proteins, LesA andPrtA, that appear to be causal to the leaf scorching phenotype obs
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Pierce’s disease of grapevines is caused by the bacteriumXylella fastidiosa(Xf), a xylem-limited bacterium that isresponsible for several economically important diseases in many plants. A characteristic symptom of Pierce’sdisease is leaf scorching, with marginal regions of leaves developing chlorosis progressing to necrosis. Blockageof xylem elements by growth ofXfbiofilm leading to an interference within plantawater transport have beenposited to be the main cause of Pierce’s disease symptom development. Th
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	alternative hypothesis for disease symptom development. Our analysis ofXfsecreted proteins has enabled us tofocus on two previously uncharacterized proteins, LesA and PrtA, that play a role in the development of Pierce’sdisease symptoms. We generated mutantXfthat are defective in the secretion of either of these two proteins thatshow alterations in bacterial physiology and plant disease phenotype. Mutant bacteria defective in secreting LesAwere less virulent and displayed a biofilm behavior in culture, whil
	alternative hypothesis for disease symptom development. Our analysis ofXfsecreted proteins has enabled us tofocus on two previously uncharacterized proteins, LesA and PrtA, that play a role in the development of Pierce’sdisease symptoms. We generated mutantXfthat are defective in the secretion of either of these two proteins thatshow alterations in bacterial physiology and plant disease phenotype. Mutant bacteria defective in secreting LesAwere less virulent and displayed a biofilm behavior in culture, whil
	INTRODUCTION
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf) is a fastidious, xylem-limited gamma-proteobacterium that causes several economicallyimportant diseases in many crops including grapevine, citrus, periwinkle, almond, oleander, and coffee (Davis etal., 1978; Chatterjee et al., 2008). In the field,Xfis vector-transmitted by various xylem sap-feeding sharpshooterinsects (Purcell and Hopkins, 1996; Redak et al., 2004). TheXfsubspeciesfastidiosa(Xff), as exemplified by theCalifornia strain Temecula 1, causes Pierce’s disease in grapevine.
	OBJECTIVES
	The goal of this project is to define the role thatXylellasecreted proteins LesA and PrtA play in the Pierce’sdisease phenotype of grapevine.
	1.Define the mechanism of action of LesA and PrtA gene products.
	1.Define the mechanism of action of LesA and PrtA gene products.

	Activity 1. Express LesA, B, C and PrtA individually and examine their role in the virulence response ofXylellacultures.
	Activity 2. Metagenome analysis of xylem tissues infected by strains mutated for Les A, B, and C, and PrtA.
	Activity 3. Develop transgenic SR1 tobacco expressing PrtA and evaluate protection againstXylellavirulence.
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Define the mechanism of action of LesA and PrtA gene products.
	Our previous analysis revealed 24 secreted proteins in cultures ofXfTemecula 1. Of these, we have characterizedtwo proteins, LesA and PrtA. A proteomic analysis of infected leaf tissues revealed five of the 24 secretedXf
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	proteins, the most abundant of which is LesA. To further characterize the role of these proteins, we usedinsertional mutagenesis ofXfcultures and expressed the respective proteins inEscherichia colito identify theirfunction in Pierce’s disease.
	proteins, the most abundant of which is LesA. To further characterize the role of these proteins, we usedinsertional mutagenesis ofXfcultures and expressed the respective proteins inEscherichia colito identify theirfunction in Pierce’s disease.
	Activity 1. Express LesA, B, C, and PrtA individually and examine their role in the virulence response ofXylellacultures.
	The most abundantXfprotein in infected grapevine leaves displaying Pierce’s disease symptoms was anuncharacterizedXfprotein that we have designated LesA. It has a 35 amino acid secretion peptide consistent withit being secreted. Immunogold localization of LesA in fixed cells using antibodies against LesA revealed thatmost of the protein was embedded within the secreted matrix surroundingXfcells, confirming that LesA is asecreted protein (Figure 1). We compared the structure of lesA to proteins in the Protei
	Figure
	Based on this structural prediction we aligned the active site residues S200, D360, and H402 of LesA with LipAfromXoo. We then threaded LesA with the known structure of the Xoo LipA and there was an excellentalignment of active site residues (Figure 2). Additionally, LesA was found to be highly conserved among bothXylellaandXanthomonasstrains (Figure 2). To determine whether LesA had both lipase and esterase activities,we expressed LesA inE. coliand made a mutant version, LesA2, in which the S200 serine in 
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	kanamycin. This mutant strain was called lesA1. Among the 24 proteins secreted byXfcultures, LesA was themost abundant, but we also identified LesB and LesC, proteins with strong homology to LesA. An alignment ofthe protein sequences revealed a conservation of the active site residues of Les A in LesB and C. Les B is locatedadjacent to the lesA on theXfgenome, but LesC is located at some distance away. Since lesA and B were locatedtogether, we created a double knock-out using kanamycin. This particular stra
	kanamycin. This mutant strain was called lesA1. Among the 24 proteins secreted byXfcultures, LesA was themost abundant, but we also identified LesB and LesC, proteins with strong homology to LesA. An alignment ofthe protein sequences revealed a conservation of the active site residues of Les A in LesB and C. Les B is locatedadjacent to the lesA on theXfgenome, but LesC is located at some distance away. Since lesA and B were locatedtogether, we created a double knock-out using kanamycin. This particular stra
	(Figure 3). To investigate the role of lesA in the virulence response and Pierce’s disease development, weinfected grapevine plants as described earlier (Dandekar et al., 2012) inserting ~10 million bacteria at the bottomof grapevines about 10 cm above the soil. Plants were scored at 10 weeks. Pierce’s disease symptoms were clearlyvisible starting at 10 weeks for the wild-type Tem1 strains, but neither the lesA1 nor the lesA3B1 strains showedany symptoms at this time point (Figure 4). Infiltrating the LesA 
	Figure
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	Part
	Figure
	The secreted protein PrtA was previously annotated also as an uncharacterized protein. We analyzed the structureof PrtA, comparing it with proteins in the Protein Data Bank, and found a close structural match to anextracellular alkaline serine protease. Based on this structural prediction, we were able to align the amino acidresidues in the active site showing a perfect alignment of these active site residues (Figure 5). Also, prtA is highlyconserved among variousXylellastrains, but interestingly not amongX
	The protease activity of prtA was confirmed by expressing the encoded protein, PrtA inE. coliand we were ableto demonstrate a lack/lesser activity in a mutant (prtA2) where one of the active site residues (S280 mutated toA280) was mutated as compared to the wild-type PrtA enzyme using fluorescent-labelled casein as the substrate(Figure 5). To investigate the function of this protein we created a functional knockout strain via homologousrecombination where the genomic region encoding PrtA was disrupted via t
	Activity 2. Metagenome analysis of xylem tissues infected by strains mutated for Les A, B, and C, and PrtA.
	Because the secreted proteins may influence the grapevine microbiota and indirectly that interaction couldinfluence the disease outcome, we investigated the microbial communities in the xylem of grapevine. Since thereis not much information available on the microbial communities in grapevine we investigated a comparison ofThompson Seedless (TS) samples infected with differentXfstrains; one unable to make PrtA (prtA1), wild-typeXf(Tem1), and uninfected tissue. Grapevine stem and root tissues were investigate
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	Figure
	Initial extractions of DNA from grapevine tissues revealed a high proportion of host chloroplast DNA that was
	Initial extractions of DNA from grapevine tissues revealed a high proportion of host chloroplast DNA that was
	abundantly extracted and that greatly diminished the sequence depth needed to analyze the composition of
	resident microbial communities. We employed the use of specific PCR blockers to selectively inhibit the
	amplification of grapevine chloroplast sequences (
	Orum, 2000). This was successful and rarefaction plots of the
	samples extracted in our infection study showed that novel operational taxonomic units (OTUs) are indeed
	extracted and that they plateau upon increasing sequence depth, indicating that we sampled a majority of the
	resident microbial community (Figures 8 and 9). An analysis of the alpha diversity in the different tissue samples
	revealed that the top and bottom stem tissues clearly separate from root tissues (Figure 10). This observed
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	difference in alpha diversity, shown inFigure 10, allowed us to compare the divesity of the resident microbialcommunities after challenge with wild-typeXfand also lesA1 and prtA1 mutant bacteria. We chose to comparejust the stem segments and the results showed not only a clear separation based on infected and non-infected stemsegments but also a clustering based on the degree of virulence (Figure 11). The mutant lesA1 that we show inactivity 1 to be less virulent clusters more closely to uninfected, whereas
	difference in alpha diversity, shown inFigure 10, allowed us to compare the divesity of the resident microbialcommunities after challenge with wild-typeXfand also lesA1 and prtA1 mutant bacteria. We chose to comparejust the stem segments and the results showed not only a clear separation based on infected and non-infected stemsegments but also a clustering based on the degree of virulence (Figure 11). The mutant lesA1 that we show inactivity 1 to be less virulent clusters more closely to uninfected, whereas
	Figure
	Figure
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	Figure
	From pre-infection to six weeks post-infection we also see the composition of the microbiome changedramatically.Figure 13shows the taxonomic composition of the microbiome broken down by family for vinesinfected withXfTem1 (wild-type) over time. AfterXfinfection, the composition of the microbiome quicklybecomes completely dominated by the familyXanthomadaceae. This corresponds to the decrease in alphadiversity observed inFigure 12.
	Figure
	Activity 3. Develop transgenic SR1 tobacco expressing PrtA and evaluate protection againstXylellavirulence.
	To test the anti-virulence phenotype of PrtA, we cloned the prtA coding region into a binary vector under theCaMV35S promoter after codon optimization for expression in tobacco (Figure 14). The binary vector constructwas introduced into a disarmed strain ofAgrobacterium(EHA105) via electroporation to create a functionalsystem for plant transformation. Thirteen transgenic SR1 tobacco lines have been generated at the UC Davis PlantTransformation Facility. We have screened eight of these plants and they are al
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	Figure
	CONCLUSIONS
	The goal of this project is to understand the virulence mechanisms ofXylella fastidiosa(Xf) that lead to leafscorching symptoms observed in Pierce’s disease, and to exploit this information to develop new strategies tocontrol Pierce’s disease in grapevines. The blockage of xylem elements and the interference with water transportbyXfis regarded to be the main cause of Pierce’s disease symptom development. The analysis ofXfTemecula 1secreted proteins has enabled us to focus on two previously uncharacterized p
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	ABSTRACT
	This research is a continuation of the field evaluation of chimeric antimicrobial protein (CAP) andpolygalacturonase-inhibiting protein (PGIP) expressing rootstocks that enable trans-graft protection of scionvarieties of grapevine from developing Pierce’s disease after infection withXylella fastidiosa(Xf). The researchhas two activities. The first is to conclude the field testing of Thompson Seedless expressing CAP or PGIP as arootstock. The second is to conduct greenhouse and field evaluations of commercia
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	This project is a continuation to evaluate the field efficacy of transgenic grapevine rootstocks expressing achimeric antimicrobial protein (CAP) or a polygalacturonase-inhibiting protein (PGIP) to provide protection tothe grafted scion variety from developing Pierce’s disease. We are concluding the current field evaluation wherefour CAP and four PGIP expressing Thompson Seedless were tested as rootstocks to protect grafted wild-typeThompson Seedless scions. These plants were infected withXylella fastidiosa
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	INTRODUCTION
	INTRODUCTION
	The focus of this study is to evaluate the rootstock-based expression of chimeric antimicrobial protein (CAP;Dandekar et al., 2012a) and polygalacturonase-inhibiting protein (PGIP; Agüero et al., 2005, 2006) to providetransgraft protection of the scion grapevine variety against Pierce’s disease. Rootstocks (Thompson Seedless)expressing these proteins individually are currently being evaluated in the field. This part of the study will beconcluded this year. Thompson Seedless rootstock lines expressing either
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Complete the efficacy of the current round ofin plantaexpressed chimeric NE-CB and PGIP proteins to inhibitand clearXfinfectioninxylem tissue and through the graft union in grapevines grownunder field conditions.Activity 1. Complete and conclude testing of the current round of plants in the field.
	1.Complete the efficacy of the current round ofin plantaexpressed chimeric NE-CB and PGIP proteins to inhibitand clearXfinfectioninxylem tissue and through the graft union in grapevines grownunder field conditions.Activity 1. Complete and conclude testing of the current round of plants in the field.

	Activity 2. Conduct greenhouse and field evaluation of CAP-expressing 110-14 and 1103 rootstocks.
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Activity 1.Complete and conclude testing of the current round of plants in the field.
	At the Solano County field trial site (Figure 1) half of the non-grafted transgenic lines were manually inoculatedas described (Almeida et al., 2003) on July 13, 2011, and the rest on May 29, 2012. Half of the grafted transgeniclines were also manually inoculated on the latter date. Non-grafted and grafted grapevines at the Solano Countysite that were not previously inoculated were manually inoculated on June 17, 2013, completing the inoculationsof all grapevines at this location. On May 27, 2014 and May 27
	On July 22, 2014 and September 15, 2015, one 2014-inoculated cane from each grafted transgenic plant washarvested for quantification ofXfby quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) using an Applied BiosystemsSYBR green fluorescence detection system.XfDNA was extracted using a modified CTAB (hexadecyltrimethyl-ammonium-bromide)method that allowed us to obtain DNA of a quantity and quality suitable for qPCR. TheXf16s primer pair (forward 5’-AATAAATCATAAAAAAATCGCCAACATAAACCCA-3’ and (reverse 5’-AATAAATCAT
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 1.Solano County field trial grafted transgenic grapevines inoculated in spring 2014 and spring 2015. Phototaken in fall 2016
	Figure 1.Solano County field trial grafted transgenic grapevines inoculated in spring 2014 and spring 2015. Phototaken in fall 2016

	Table 1.Solano County grape field trial map, color-coded byXfinoculation date, from 2012 to 2015.
	Severity or absence of Pierce’s disease symptoms was assessed for all Solano County field trial grafted transgenicgrapevines inoculated from 2012 to 2015 in fall 2015 using the Pierce’s disease symptom severity rating system 0to 5, where 0 = healthy vine, all leaves green with no scorching; 1 = first symptoms of disease, light leafscorching on one or two leaves; 2 = about half the leaves on the cane show scorching; 3 = the majority of the caneshows scorching; 4 = the whole cane is sick and is declining; and
	Grapevine survival of grafted transgenic grapevines that were inoculated in 2014/2015 was assessed onOctober 6, 2016 using a 1 to 5 score, where 1 = very healthy and vigorous grapevine; 2 = healthy grapevine andslightly reduced vigor; 3 = slightly reduced spring growth; 4 = much reduced spring growth; and 5 = deadgrapevine (Figure 4). The grapevine survival rate was greater in most grafted inoculated transgenic lines usingeither strategy than in grafted untransformed controls, with the greater efficacy seen
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	Figure 2.Xfquantification by qPCR of Solano County field trial grafted individual transgenic
	Figure 2.Xfquantification by qPCR of Solano County field trial grafted individual transgenic
	canes inoculated in spring 2014 and harvested in summer 2014 and fall 2015.
	Figure
	Figure 3.Severity or absence of Pierce’s disease symptoms for all Solano County field trialgrafted inoculated grapevines in fall 2015.
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	Figure
	Figure 4.Grapevine survival of Solano County field trial grafted transgenic grapevines inoculated in 2013-2015 (upper right) and all inoculated grafted transgenic grapevines (lower right), scored in fall 2016 using ascale of 1 to 5 (left).
	Activity 2. Conduct greenhouse and field evaluation of CAP-expressing 101-14 and 1103 rootstocks.
	This activity focused on greenhouse and field testing of five vector constructs that are in the plant transfromationpipeline on two commercially relevant rootstocks, 101-14 and 1103 (Christensen, 2003). The components presentin these constructs are shown inFigure 5below. The construction of CAP-1 was described earlier (Dandekar etal., 2012a) and the components, mostly from grapevine, and construction ofCAP-2, CAP-3, CAP-4 and CAP-5shown inFigure 5, have been previously described (Chakraborty et al., 2014b; 
	Transformation of the first construct (CAP-1) yielded thirty 101-14 and three 1103 derived transgenic lines. Themost progress was made in the analysis (described below) of these CAP-1 lines this summer, as can be seen inTable 2. Since the yield for 1103 lines transformed with CAP-1 was low, a new transformation was initiated backin August 2015. Also, this summer we began receiving 110-14 and 1103 lines transformed with the otherconstructs (CAP-2 to 5) and the numbers and distribution of these lines is indic
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	Figure 5.CAP vectors testing the original and grapevine components, used to create transgenic 101-14 and1103 rootstocks that will be verified in greenhouse and field.
	Table 2.Progress on the analysis of transgenic lines obtained from different CAP constructs in the tworootstock species.
	CAP
	CAP
	CAP
	CAP
	CAP
	Designation

	Binary Vector
	Greenhouse propagation
	Greenhouse Testing
	Field Testing


	101-14
	101-14
	101-14
	1103
	101-14
	1103
	101-14
	1103

	CAP-1
	CAP-1
	pDU04.6105
	30
	4
	30
	4
	6
	0

	CAP-2
	CAP-2
	pDP13.35107
	3
	2

	CAP-3
	CAP-3
	pDP13.36122
	3
	1

	CAP-4
	CAP-4
	pDP14.0708.
	8
	5

	CAP-5
	CAP-5
	pDP14.0436.03
	8
	5



	A propagation/testing pipeline has been successfully developed to test the efficacy of both 101-14 and 1103grapevines, and the transgenic lines will be tested for Pierce’s disease resistance in the greenhouse as they emergefrom the transformation and after propagation. The testing of the 101-14 and 1103 transformed rootstockstransformed with CAP-1 has already been completed in the greenhouse and field testing of the promising lineswill be initiated in the fall of 2016. The field introduction of these rootst
	The 101-14 and 1103 transgenic rootstocks lines are first screened for the presence of CAP transgene using PCR.Those 101-14 and 1103 plants that are PCR-positive are clonally propagated for greenhouse testing. The clonesare trained into a two-cane system and inoculated on one of the canes withXf.Plants are inoculated with 20 uL ofXfat a site roughly three nodes above the fork in the canes and eight leaves below the top of the cane, then it isturned over and inoculated with another 20 uL ofXfdirectly behind 
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	The transgenic rootstocks successfully inoculated as described above are evaluated for Pierce’s disease symptoms12 weeks post-inoculation when the first disease symptoms appear, and subsequently every two weeks thereafteruntil 18 weeks post-inoculation. A scoring system of 1 to 5 was used with values of 1 = no visible diseasesymptoms (good); 2 = disease symptoms on less than four leaves (good/ok), 3 = disease symptoms exhibited on50 percent of the cane (four leaves, ok); 4 = disease symptoms exhibited on 75
	The transgenic rootstocks successfully inoculated as described above are evaluated for Pierce’s disease symptoms12 weeks post-inoculation when the first disease symptoms appear, and subsequently every two weeks thereafteruntil 18 weeks post-inoculation. A scoring system of 1 to 5 was used with values of 1 = no visible diseasesymptoms (good); 2 = disease symptoms on less than four leaves (good/ok), 3 = disease symptoms exhibited on50 percent of the cane (four leaves, ok); 4 = disease symptoms exhibited on 75
	All 33 CAP transgenic lines have been analyzed. Of these, six have been identified for field testing. All six were110-14 transgenics. Of the six 110-14 transgenics selected, one was an elite line and presented no Pierce’s diseasesymptoms and got a score of 1. The remaining five 101-14 plant lines got a score of 2; they look very promisingand were considerably less sick than the untransformed 101-14 control, which was scored a 5 (Figure 6). All linesfrom 1103 scored bad and received a score of 5. The six 101
	Figure
	Figure 6.Two-cane vines with the left uninfected and the right infected. (A) Wild-type 101-14 grapevines withdisease symptoms running the entire length of the infected cane. (B) The elite CAP-1 transgenic line of 110-14 thatshowed no symptoms 18 weeks post-inoculation.
	CONCLUSIONS
	We have successfully concluded field-testing of Thompson Seedless as a rootstock expressing CAP or PGIP.Grapevine survival of grafted transgenic grapevines inoculated in 2013 to 2015 was assessed. The survival rate ofmost grafted inoculated transgenic Thompson Seedless lines using both strategies was greater than inuntransformed controls, with the CAP lines most efficient in protecting against Pierce’s disease. The phenotypicdisease data corresponded to the bacterial titer estimations using qPCR, which reve
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	HIGH THROUGHPUT LIVE CELL SCREEN FOR SMALL MOLECULES TARGETING
	HIGH THROUGHPUT LIVE CELL SCREEN FOR SMALL MOLECULES TARGETING
	THE TOLC EFFLUX PUMP OFXYLELLA FASTIDIOSA
	Principal Investigator:
	Dean W. GabrielDepartment of Plant PathologyUniversity of FloridaGainesville, FL 32611dgabr@ufl.edu
	Reporting Period:The results reported here are from work conducted November 1, 2015 to September 30, 2016.
	ABSTRACT
	Type I secretion (T1S) byXylella fastidiosa(Xf)is required for multidrug efflux, a pump critical for survival ofXfin grapevines. InXf,T1S depends on a very limited number of genes, possibly making this system morevulnerable to inhibition by small molecule treatments than T1S found in most bacterial pathogens, which typicallycarry redundant T1S systems.Xfsingle gene mutations in the T1S system are much more sensitive to thesurfactant Silwet L-77 than wild-typeXf.High throughput screening assays ofXfcell viab
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Xylella fastidiosa’s(Xf’s) survival in grapevine and in many culture conditions depends on a Type I multidrugresistance efflux pump system which plays a critical function in pumping out environmental toxins and hostantimicrobial compounds and antibiotics that leak into the bacterial cell and would otherwise killXf.Any methodthat could block or disrupt specific components of this system would likely result in both control of Pierce’sdisease and elimination ofXffrom infected plants. Portions of the outermost 
	INTRODUCTION
	This is a new project that is based on two discoveries made during the course of two earlier CDFA-fundedprojects. The first discovery is our demonstration that the Type I multidrug resistance (MDR) efflux system ofXylella fastidiosa(Xf)is absolutely required for both pathogenicity and even brief survival of the Pierce’s diseasepathogen in grape (Reddy et al., 2007). Knockout mutations of eithertolCoracrF(manuscript in preparation)renderXfnonpathogenic, and in addition thetolCmutants were so highly sensitive
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	grape results in rapid, 100% killing of inoculated bacteria. These results demonstrated a critical role for Type Iefflux in general, and TolC and AcrF in particular, for defensive efflux byXfof plant antimicrobial compounds,such as phytoalexins.
	grape results in rapid, 100% killing of inoculated bacteria. These results demonstrated a critical role for Type Iefflux in general, and TolC and AcrF in particular, for defensive efflux byXfof plant antimicrobial compounds,such as phytoalexins.
	In the process of investigating the increased sensitivity of the MDR efflux mutants to plant-derived antimicrobialchemicals we also discovered that even wild-typeXf,with its lone MDR efflux system, is much more sensitive toplant-derived antimicrobial chemicals than most other plant pathogens, which carry multiple efflux systems. BothtolC(encoding the outer membrane and periplasmic tunnel component of Type I secretion) andacrF(encodingthe inner membrane pump component of Type I secretion) are essential for M
	MDR efflux mutants in other systems have provided proven, highly sensitive, and quantitative screening methodsfor antimicrobial chemicals (Tegos et al., 2002). The goal of this project is to exploit the increased vulnerability ofXfand our knowledge of particular chemicals that require efflux in a high throughput assay that screens smallmolecule combinatorial libraries andXf-resistant grapevines for chemicals that may disable Type I secretiondirectly or indirectly. A highly sensitive live cell assay that is 
	OBJECTIVES
	The specific objectives of this one-year project are:
	1.Screen two Prestwick combinatorial libraries for chemicals affecting Type I efflux fromXf.
	1.Screen two Prestwick combinatorial libraries for chemicals affecting Type I efflux fromXf.
	2.Screen sap and crude extracts fromV. viniferagrape plants subjected to freezing treatments sufficient to curePierce’s disease for potential effects on Type I efflux fromXf.
	3.Determine if sap and crude extracts from Pierce’s disease resistantMuscadinia rotundifoliacontain moreand/or more effective chemicals affecting Type I efflux fromXfthan susceptibleV. viniferaplants.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Screen two Prestwick combinatorial libraries for chemicals affecting Type I efflux fromXf.
	Initial experiments focused onXfculturing conditions (starting optical density and cell volumes) that would beadequate to obtain reproducible results in a chemical screen forXfgrowth using a 96-well microtiter plate format.Two day-old cultures of green fluorescent protein (GFP)-marked Temecula-1 cells (optical density at 600 nm(OD600) = 0.25) were diluted to starting OD = 0.05 and used for seeding 96-well microtiter plates for highthroughput screening of the chemical libraries. Cell volumes of 100, 150, and
	As can be observed fromFigure 1, maximum growth and fluorescence emission was observed at 48 hours afterseeding the plates using 150 µl volumes. Therefore, chemical treatments were added at the time of plate seedingand effects of the treatments were evaluated 48 hours later. Silwet L77 at 200 ppm had no effect on growth of thewild-type strain Temecula-1.
	For the primary chemical screens plates were preloaded with Temecula-1 cells with or without 200 ppm Silwet L-77 and with each tested chemical loaded at a concentration of 50 μM. Each chemical in the PrestwickPhytochemical and Chemical libraries was screened in two separate experiments per library. The statisticalparameter (Z′) was used to evaluate the quality of the assays exactly as described (Zhang et al., 1999). The overallZ′ value for the Prestwick Phytochemical library was 0.76 and the overall Z′ for 
	Significant growth inhibition (>50%) of Temecula-1 was observed with 22 phytochemicals (Figure 2), eightofwhich exhibited strongly significant growth inhibition (>90%). Greater than 100% inhibition occurred when theoptical density (data not shown) and the fluorescence emitted (Figure 3) was reduced to below that of the startingcell values, and indicated lysis. None of the 320 phytochemical library compounds was found to enhance growth.None of the 320 phytochemical library compounds exhibited enhanced inhibi
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	Silwet L-77, indicating that none of these compounds directly affected T1S. Eleven phytochemicals, including some natural antibiotics, were identified as strongly inhibitory (> 80%) at 50 µM, including the phytoalexin gossypol and the alkaloids remerine and olivicine. 
	Figure
	Figure 1. Growth of Xf cells at a cell volume of 150 µl/well in a 96-well format. PDT, wild-type Pierce’s disease strain Temecula-1. TolC, a tolC mutant of PDT. Silwet L77 (Silwet) was added at 200 ppm to both PDT and TolC for evaluation purposes. 
	Figure
	Figure 2. Screening of the Prestwick Phytochemical Library of 320 compounds for growth inhibition of Xf, both with and without Silwet L-77. Growth of PDT in the presence of 320 chemicals (numbered along the horizontal axis) both with (orange dots) and without (blue dots) 200 ppm Silwet L-77. Both OD and GFP fluorescence were measured. Plates were incubated at 28° C for two days, and both OD and GFP fluorescence again measured. Growth inhibition was calculated as the difference between the change in OD (not 
	Part
	Figure
	Figure 3.Screening of the Prestwick Chemical Library of 1,280 compounds for growth inhibition ofXf,both with andwithout Silwet L-77. Legend as inFigure 2.
	Significant growth inhibition (>50%) of Temecula-1 was observed with 193 chemicals from the PrestwickChemical library (Figure 3), 121of which exhibited strongly significant growth inhibition (>90%). Greater than100% inhibition occurred when the optical density (data not shown) and the fluorescence emitted (shown inFigure 3) was reduced to below that of the starting cell values, and indicated lysis. Notably, six chemicalsexhibited not only direct growth inhibition (ranging from 53% to 90%) but this inhibitio
	Following the primary screen at 50 µM, the effect of different dose levels (25 µM, 50 µM, and 100 µM) wereevaluated using three replications of each level, in each case with and without Silwet L-77. This evaluation wasperformed both for confirmation purposes and to determine if a threshold level effect was present for somechemicals. No threshold effects were observed; initial results were confirmed at all dose levels. Silwet L-77 hadno effect on any of the phytochemicals. However, Silwet enhanced the inhibi
	Over 120 chemicals have been identified that inhibited growth ofXfby >90% at 50 µM, including 46 chemicalsthat appeared to lyseXfcells. Seven chemicals proved to lyseXfcells at 25 µM, including four phytochemicals.Four of these chemicals were eliminated from further consideration because they have pharmaceutical uses andwould likely face severe regulatory hurdles, and one was eliminated due to cost considerations. Two chemicalsare being further evaluated as potential treatments for Pierce’s disease as both 

	Figure 4.Effect of two selected Prestwick chemical treatments at the indicated concentrations onchlorophyll degradation in grape leaf discs (photo taken after 18 hours).
	Clearly, treatment 1 was strongly phytotoxic to grape leaves at 25 mM levels and somewhat to tobacco leaves atthe same level, whereas treatment 2 was phytotoxic to tobacco leaves at 25 mM but not to grape leaves until ca.
	50 mM levels were used.
	50 mM levels were used.

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 5.Three leaf discs (10 mm diameter) were floated in water for 18 hours (for grape leaves) and 48 hours (fortobacco leaves) containing two treatments (black bars for Treatment 1 and gray bars for Treatment 2, as indicated).Chlorophyll was extracted overnight in 80% acetone and quantified.
	Both chemical treatments are currently being evaluated in Pierce’s disease inoculatedVitis viniferagrapevines bysoil drench and spray inoculations. These inoculations require multiple plants, uniformly inoculated and of similarage and size.
	Objective 2.Screen sap and crude extracts fromV. viniferagrape plants subjected to freezing treatmentssufficient to cure Pierce’s disease for potential effect on Type I efflux fromXf.
	V. viniferagrape plants are being cold treated. An earlier experiment failed due to over-treatment.
	V. viniferagrape plants are being cold treated. An earlier experiment failed due to over-treatment.

	Objective 3. Determine if sap and crude extracts from Pierce’s disease resistantMuscadinia rotundifoliacontain more and/or more effective chemicals affecting Type I efflux fromXfthan susceptibleV. viniferaplants.
	Muscadinia rotundifoliagrapevines are being cold treated.
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	EVALUATION OF PIERCE’S DISEASE RESISTANCE IN TRANSGENICVITIS VINIFERAGRAPEVINES EXPRESSINGXYLELLA FASTIDIOSAHEMAGGLUTININ PROTEIN
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	ABSTRACT
	Previous research in B. Kirkpatrick’s lab identified two hypervirulent mutants ofXylella fastidiosa(Xf). Thesemutations were in large hemagglutinin genes calledHxfAandHxfB. TheseHxfmutants also showed a markeddecrease in cell-cell clumping when grown in liquid culture. B. Kirkpatrick hypothesized that if the Hxf protein,or a portion of the Hxf protein, is expressed in the xylem fluid of transgenic grapevines theXfcells would clumptogether, remain at the inoculation site and be unable to colonize the plant. 
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	B. Kirkpatrick invested more than 10 years investigating the role ofXylellahemagglutinins (Hxfs), large proteinsthat mediate the attachment of bacteria to themselves and to various substrates, and how these proteins may beinvolved in Pierce’s disease pathogenicity and insect transmission. Early work showed that Hxf mutants werehypervirulent; i.e., they caused more severe symptoms and killed vines faster than did wild-typeXylella fastidiosa(Xf) cells (Guilhabert and Kirkpatrick, 2005). Hxf mutants no longer 
	B. Kirkpatrick invested more than 10 years investigating the role ofXylellahemagglutinins (Hxfs), large proteinsthat mediate the attachment of bacteria to themselves and to various substrates, and how these proteins may beinvolved in Pierce’s disease pathogenicity and insect transmission. Early work showed that Hxf mutants werehypervirulent; i.e., they caused more severe symptoms and killed vines faster than did wild-typeXylella fastidiosa(Xf) cells (Guilhabert and Kirkpatrick, 2005). Hxf mutants no longer 
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	the shoots were rated for Pierce’s disease symptoms in August 2015. The results continued to be encouraging inthree out of the five independently transformed lines expressing the Hxf adhesion domain, wherein the majority ofthe vines showed no Pierce’s disease symptoms. In the three full-length Hxf gene construct lines the majority ofthe vines were healthy, with no Pierce’s disease symptoms. These initially encouraging results, however, were notborne out by the evaluations conducted in 2016. The final conclu
	the shoots were rated for Pierce’s disease symptoms in August 2015. The results continued to be encouraging inthree out of the five independently transformed lines expressing the Hxf adhesion domain, wherein the majority ofthe vines showed no Pierce’s disease symptoms. In the three full-length Hxf gene construct lines the majority ofthe vines were healthy, with no Pierce’s disease symptoms. These initially encouraging results, however, were notborne out by the evaluations conducted in 2016. The final conclu
	INTRODUCTION1
	The bacteriumXylella fastidiosa(Xf) is the causal agent of Pierce’s disease of grapes, is confined to the xylem,and is spread from plant to plant by xylem-feeding insects.Xfcell-cell attachment is an important virulencedeterminant in Pierce’s disease as shown by previous research. Two secreted hemagglutinin (HA) genes namedHxfAandHxfBare required for adhesion, and if either is mutated,Xfcells no longer clump in liquid medium andthe mutants form dispersed “lawns” when plated on solid PD3 medium (Guilhabert a
	The field evaluation experiments described herein follow a series of greenhouse pathogenicity evaluations of twoversions of Hxf-transgenic lines. In the preceding greenhouse studies, the results indicated that eight independentlines had disease severity ratings that were considerably less in the transgenic lines compared to the non-transgenic controls. Three are full length Hxf transgenes (PGIP220-) and five are just adhesion domains 1 through3 transgenes (SPAD1-).  The field planting of the Hxf transgenic 
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Plant transgenic vines in the APHIS permitted field in Solano County and train them into traditional bilateralcordon arrangement.
	1.Plant transgenic vines in the APHIS permitted field in Solano County and train them into traditional bilateralcordon arrangement.
	2.Inoculate four canes on each Hxf-transgenic field vine with wild-type infectiousXfin spring 2014. RatePierce’s disease symptoms in September 2014 on inoculated canes. Take samples for quantitative polymerasechain reaction (qPCR) to confirm bacterial presence.
	3.Cut back all canes to two buds and rate the cane growth in the spring of 2015, and rate for Pierce’s diseasesymptoms in September 2015 and the spring of 2016 to determine if the expression of Hxf  in the transgenicvines affected the movement of the inoculatedXfinto the cordons, resulting in systemic protection againstPierce’s disease.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Forty Hxf-transgenic vines representing all the transgenic lines previously evaluated in the greenhouse wereplanted in the field in April 2013 and trained as bilateral cordons as shown inFigure 1. The vines were inoculatedwithXfin the summer of 2014. Pierce’s disease symptoms were observed on the non-transgenic,Xf-inoculatedcontrol plants and Hxf-transgenic plants in September 2014. The vines were then pruned to two buds and Pierce’sdisease symptoms on the vines were evaluated in the spring of 2015 (Table 1
	1Note: Bruce Kirkpatrick was the original Principal Investigator on this project. This final report was prepared by DavidGilchrist, who accepted the responsibility of completing the data collection on this project following the death of
	1Note: Bruce Kirkpatrick was the original Principal Investigator on this project. This final report was prepared by DavidGilchrist, who accepted the responsibility of completing the data collection on this project following the death of
	B.Kirkpatrick and submitting the final report.
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	Figure 1.Hxf-transgenic and non-transgenic control vines planted in the field. (Photo August 2014.)
	Figure 1.Hxf-transgenic and non-transgenic control vines planted in the field. (Photo August 2014.)
	A combination ofXfTemecula and Stags’ Leap strains were grown on solid PD3 medium and harvested cellswere then suspended in phosphate buffered saline to a concentration of 108 cells/ml. Four canes on replicates ofeach transgenic line were labelled and then mechanically inoculated by the standard needle prick method with a20 ul drop ofXfcell suspension containing 2 x 106bacterial cells. Inoculations were done in mid-May 2014 andinoculum droplets were quickly taken up by the transpiring canes under negative p
	Canes were cut back to two buds once vines were completely dormant in January/February 2015. The vines wererated for Pierce’s disease symptoms in late August 2015 (Table 1). Ninety-five percent of the inoculated caneshad some level of leaf scorching, which indicated that the inoculation procedure was successful, as shown inFigure 2.
	Table 1.Pierce’s disease symptom ratings of Hxf-transgenic grapevines in August 2015.
	Transgenic Lines
	Transgenic Lines
	Transgenic Lines
	Transgenic Lines
	# InoculatedVines
	# of PDRated Canes
	Mean Plant Disease Rating(cane ratings)


	HA Adhesion Domain only
	HA Adhesion Domain only
	HA Adhesion Domain only

	SPAD 1-6
	SPAD 1-6
	3
	10
	0.7(5 as 0; 4 as 1; 2 as 2)

	SPAD 1-7
	SPAD 1-7
	4
	15
	0.9(7 as 0; 2 as 1; 6 as 2)

	SPAD 1-8
	SPAD 1-8
	5
	20
	1.6(2 as 0; 5 as 1; 12 as 2; 1 as 3)

	SPAD 1-10
	SPAD 1-10
	3
	10
	1.7(1 as 0; 2 as 1; 6 as 2; 3 as 1)

	SPAD 1-12
	SPAD 1-12
	5
	19
	1.2(5 as 0; 5 as 1;9 as 2)

	HA Gene Full Coding Sequence
	HA Gene Full Coding Sequence

	PGIP 220-1
	PGIP 220-1
	4
	10
	1.6(4 as 0; 1 as 1; 6 as 2; 1 as 3)

	PGIP 220-3
	PGIP 220-3
	3
	12
	1.3(4 as 0; 1 as 1; 6 as 2; 1 as 3)

	PGIP 220-11
	PGIP 220-11
	3
	10
	0.3(8 as 0; 1 as 1; 1 as 2)

	Control
	Control
	3
	12
	6.9 (13 as 5; 3 as 4; 2 as 3)



	Note: Pierce’s disease symptoms of inoculated transgenic canes were rated August 2015. Symptom ratings ofindividual canes were as follows:
	0 is no symptoms of Pierce’s disease, i.e., no scorched leaves on cane;
	0 is no symptoms of Pierce’s disease, i.e., no scorched leaves on cane;
	1 is 2 to <10% scorched leaves on cane;
	2 is >10% to <75% scorched leaves on cane;
	3 is all leaves showing Pierce’s disease scorch symptoms, no cane dieback observed;
	4 is cane dieback, cane still alive; and
	5 is dead cane.

	Cane ratings are of the form [# of canes] as [rating].
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	Figure 2.Hxf adhesion domain transgenic Thompson Seedless vine 11 months following inoculation withXfin 2014 showing the state of the vine, which was defoliated and dead from Pierce’s disease in June 2015.
	Figure 2.Hxf adhesion domain transgenic Thompson Seedless vine 11 months following inoculation withXfin 2014 showing the state of the vine, which was defoliated and dead from Pierce’s disease in June 2015.
	In 2015, three out of the five lines expressing the Hxf adhesion domains only showed no Pierce’s diseasesymptoms. In the two other adhesion domain lines the majority of the inoculated canes were dead or had severePierce’s disease symptoms. In the three full-length Hxf gene construct lines the majority of all the canes werehealthy, with no Pierce’s disease symptoms. These initial results were encouraging and were consistent with thegreenhouse results in terms of occurrence of Pierce’s disease symptoms in rel
	These results were similar to what was observed in the greenhouse inoculations. However, it is also clear from thefield inoculations that none of the transgenic lines completely prevented the onset of Pierce’s disease symptoms ininoculated canes.
	The results obtained in the spring of 2016, are summarized inFigure 3. None of the transgenic plants were free ofPierce’s disease symptoms, although all were slightly less than the non-transgenic control plants. Furthermore,there was no indication that the bacteria were suppressed in movement from the site of inoculation.
	Figure 3.Solano County field trial ratings of transgenic Thompson Seedless vines expressing two versionsof the hemagglutinin gene fromXf.Graph shows the mean disease ratings from 1 to 5 (1 is healthy and 5 isdead) of Pierce’s disease symptoms in June 2016. Plants were inoculated withXfin June 2014. PGIP220(full Hxf) and SPAD (HA subdomain) transgenics are compared to TSO2A (untransformed controls). Dataare the average and standard deviation from four plants for each genotype.
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	CONCLUSIONS
	CONCLUSIONS
	Eight Hxf-transgenic lines were shown by qRT-PCR to express Hxf mRNA. Greenhouse inoculations of the eightHxf-transgenic Thompson Seedless grapes with culturedXfcells showed all lines expressed less severe symptomsof Pierce’s disease than inoculated, non-transgenic controls. All transgenic lines as well as non-transgenicThompson Seedless vines that were used as controls were planted in the field in the spring of 2013, The vinesgrew well and were trained as bilateral cordons. Four shoots on each vine were me
	Evaluation of the inoculated vines in June 2016 (Figure 2)indicated the bacteria had now gone systemic andnearly all the transgenic plants were dead or clearly dying. There were no significant differences in diseaseseverity between the transgenic plants and the non-transgenic controls two years after inoculation.
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	ABSTRACT
	This field project began in 2010 to evaluate grapevines expressing potential Pierce’s disease suppressivetransgenes under field conditions. All plants are located in a secured, USDA Animal and Plant Health InspectionServices (APHIS)-approved, area in Solano County. The disease was successfully introduced into the cordon-trained plants by mechanical injection ofXylella fastidiosainto stems over the past four years. The plants weremonitored regularly for quantity and movement of the bacteria, along with sympt
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	This field project began in 2010 to evaluate grapevines expressing potential Pierce’s disease suppressivetransgenes under field conditions. This field experiment will continue evaluation of resistance to Pierce’s diseasein transgenic grape and grape rootstocks by expressing dual combinations of five unique transgenes under fieldconditions. The evaluation continues in a USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) regulatedSolano County site where the plants are mechanically injected withXylella f
	INTRODUCTION
	This field project began in 2010 to evaluate grapevines expressing potential Pierce’s disease suppressivetransgenes under field conditions. All plants are located in a secured, USDA Animal and Plant Health InspectionService (APHIS) approved area in Solano County. The disease was successfully introduced into the cordon-trained plants by mechanical injection ofXylella fastidiosainto stems over the past five years. The plants weremonitored regularly for quantity and movement of the bacteria along with symptoms
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	plants included transgenic plants expressing genes from the Dandekar, Powell, Lindow, Gilchrist, and Kirkpatrickprojects compared with non-transgenic Pierce’s disease susceptible Thompson Seedless and Freedom
	plants included transgenic plants expressing genes from the Dandekar, Powell, Lindow, Gilchrist, and Kirkpatrickprojects compared with non-transgenic Pierce’s disease susceptible Thompson Seedless and Freedom
	rootstock plants as controls. In addition, transgenic rootstocks expressing some of the test genes grafted tountransformed Pierce’s disease susceptible scions were introduced in 2011 and 2012. The results to date indicatethat the mechanical inoculations introduced the bacteria into the plants with subsequent appearance of classicfoliar symptoms and cane death within 24 months in susceptible controls. There is no evidence of spread of thebacteria to uninoculated and uninfected susceptible grape plants adjace
	OBJECTIVES
	There are three principal objectives:
	1.Complete the current field evaluation of transgenic grape and grape rootstocks expressing Pierce’s diseasesuppressive DNA constructs in the APHIS-regulated field site in Solano County through the spring of 2016.
	1.Complete the current field evaluation of transgenic grape and grape rootstocks expressing Pierce’s diseasesuppressive DNA constructs in the APHIS-regulated field site in Solano County through the spring of 2016.
	2.Remove the current planting per the APHIS agreement by dismantling trellising, uprooting the plants, andburning all grape plant material on site in the fall of 2016, followed by cultivation and fumigation to ensureno living grape vegetative material remains.
	3.Establish a new planting area within the current APHIS-approved site (Figure 3) to contain a new set of linesbearing paired (i.e., Pierce’s disease suppressive DNA constructs, referred to as stacked genes). The stackedgenes will be transferred to two adapted rootstocks (1103 and 101-14). These rootstocks will be grafted to aPierce’s disease susceptible Chardonnay scion prior to field planting. The goal is to assess the potential forachieving cross-graft protection of a non-transgenic scion against Pierce’
	3.Establish a new planting area within the current APHIS-approved site (Figure 3) to contain a new set of linesbearing paired (i.e., Pierce’s disease suppressive DNA constructs, referred to as stacked genes). The stackedgenes will be transferred to two adapted rootstocks (1103 and 101-14). These rootstocks will be grafted to aPierce’s disease susceptible Chardonnay scion prior to field planting. The goal is to assess the potential forachieving cross-graft protection of a non-transgenic scion against Pierce’
	2016 and be completed by 2018.
	2016 and be completed by 2018.



	In conjunction with the investigators, the Product Development Committee of the Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter (PD/GWSS) Board in October 2015 approved the decision to terminate the field evaluationof current transgenics as originally planned and move to the second phase of transgenic Pierce’s disease resistanceevaluation. Field data over the course of this experiment has been collectedby all investigators and can be foundin their individual project reports, which are available in the annua
	The field experiment will be terminated under objectives 1 and 2 of this proposal according to the regulationsspecified in the APHIS permit. This will be followed by establishment of the second phase approved by theProduct Development Committee to develop transgenic rootstocks incorporating stacked genes (dual constructs)to be grafted to non-transformed Pierce’s disease susceptible Chardonnay scions to test for potential cross-graftprotection against Pierce’s disease (objective 3). The development of the st
	Methodology to accomplish objectives.
	1.Destruction of existing planting and fumigation of the area to permit future use will first involve removal ofall stakes and trellises, followed by cutting and stacking the above-ground portions of the plants. Mechanicalundercutting of the base of the plants and roots will complete the plant removal. The stacked plants will beburned on the site inside the APHIS-permitted area. Following burning the ashes will be scattered and theentire area rototilled prior to fumigation to complete the APHIS requirements
	1.Destruction of existing planting and fumigation of the area to permit future use will first involve removal ofall stakes and trellises, followed by cutting and stacking the above-ground portions of the plants. Mechanicalundercutting of the base of the plants and roots will complete the plant removal. The stacked plants will beburned on the site inside the APHIS-permitted area. Following burning the ashes will be scattered and theentire area rototilled prior to fumigation to complete the APHIS requirements
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	2.Establishment and management of new planting: Mark Greenspan (PD/GWSS Board viticulture consultant)will work with principal investigator Gilchrist to develop the following approach for trellising and plantmanagement to reflect commercial standards and to enable the experimental inoculations and pathogen anddisease assessments, as well as grape yield. Land preparation and planting of the experimental area will besufficient to accommodate and manage 900 new plants. Row spacing will be nine feet between rows
	2.Establishment and management of new planting: Mark Greenspan (PD/GWSS Board viticulture consultant)will work with principal investigator Gilchrist to develop the following approach for trellising and plantmanagement to reflect commercial standards and to enable the experimental inoculations and pathogen anddisease assessments, as well as grape yield. Land preparation and planting of the experimental area will besufficient to accommodate and manage 900 new plants. Row spacing will be nine feet between rows
	2.Establishment and management of new planting: Mark Greenspan (PD/GWSS Board viticulture consultant)will work with principal investigator Gilchrist to develop the following approach for trellising and plantmanagement to reflect commercial standards and to enable the experimental inoculations and pathogen anddisease assessments, as well as grape yield. Land preparation and planting of the experimental area will besufficient to accommodate and manage 900 new plants. Row spacing will be nine feet between rows
	2.Establishment and management of new planting: Mark Greenspan (PD/GWSS Board viticulture consultant)will work with principal investigator Gilchrist to develop the following approach for trellising and plantmanagement to reflect commercial standards and to enable the experimental inoculations and pathogen anddisease assessments, as well as grape yield. Land preparation and planting of the experimental area will besufficient to accommodate and manage 900 new plants. Row spacing will be nine feet between rows
	a.Experimental design will be a complete randomized block with eight plants per each of five entries(replications), including all controls. Each plant will be trained as a single trunk up the wood stake as withthe existing planting. When the shoot tip reaches about 12 inches past the cordon wire it will be topped tojust above a node that is about two to three inches below the wire. Then, the laterals that push will be usedto establish the bilateral cordons. Following Mark’s advice, the best practice is to l
	a.Experimental design will be a complete randomized block with eight plants per each of five entries(replications), including all controls. Each plant will be trained as a single trunk up the wood stake as withthe existing planting. When the shoot tip reaches about 12 inches past the cordon wire it will be topped tojust above a node that is about two to three inches below the wire. Then, the laterals that push will be usedto establish the bilateral cordons. Following Mark’s advice, the best practice is to l
	b.After the first year, the canes will be tied down during the dormant season and trimmed to the appropriatelength or shorter if the cane girth is not over 3/8-inch in diameter. The shoots that push will be suckeredto remove double shoots and to achieve a shoot (and hence spur position) spacing of about four to fiveinches between them.
	c.Grape fruit yield will be measured after the second or third year, depending on the fruit set.
	d.Evaluation of the experimental plants for plant morphology, symptoms of Pierce's disease infection, andthe presence of the bacteria will follow past protocol. Each parameter will be determined over time byvisual monitoring of symptom development and detection of the amount and movement of the bacteria inplant tissues (mainly leaves and stems) by quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) assays. Theanalysis will be done in the Gilchrist lab by the same methods and laboratory personnel as has been donew
	e.Both symptom expression and behavior of the inoculated bacteria will provide an indication of the levelof resistance to Pierce's disease infection and the effect of the transgenes on the amount and movement ofthe bacteria in the non-transgenic scion area.
	f.The area is adjacent to experimental grape plantings that have been infected with Pierce’s disease for thepast two decades with no evidence of spread of the bacteria to uninfected susceptible grape plantingswithin the same experiment. Hence, there is a documented historical precedent for the lack of spread ofthe bacteria from inoculated to non-inoculated plants, an important consideration for the experimentscarried out for this project and for the granting of the APHIS permit. The field area chosen has ne
	g.Irrigation and pest management, primarily for powdery mildew, weeds and insects, will be coordinated byprincipal investigator Gilchrist and conducted by Bryan Pellissier, the field superintendent employed bythe Department of Plant Pathology. The field crew works closely with principal investigator Gilchrist todetermine the timing and need for each of the management practices, including pruning and thinning ofvegetative overgrowth as necessary.
	h.Regular tilling and hand weeding will maintain a weed-free planting area. Plants were pruned carefully inMarch, leaving all inoculated/tagged branches and numerous additional branches for inoculation andsampling purposes in the coming year. All pruned material was left between the rows to dry, then flailchopped and later rototilled to incorporate the residue per requirements of the APHIS permit.
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	i.Application of the fungicides Luna Experience and Inspire will be alternated at periodic intervals tomaintain the plants free of powdery mildew. Leafhoppers and mites will be treated with insecticides whenneeded. Neither powdery mildew nor insect pressure have been observed with these ongoing practicesthroughout the past five growing seasons.
	i.Application of the fungicides Luna Experience and Inspire will be alternated at periodic intervals tomaintain the plants free of powdery mildew. Leafhoppers and mites will be treated with insecticides whenneeded. Neither powdery mildew nor insect pressure have been observed with these ongoing practicesthroughout the past five growing seasons.
	i.Application of the fungicides Luna Experience and Inspire will be alternated at periodic intervals tomaintain the plants free of powdery mildew. Leafhoppers and mites will be treated with insecticides whenneeded. Neither powdery mildew nor insect pressure have been observed with these ongoing practicesthroughout the past five growing seasons.

	Figure
	Figure
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	The initial plantings will be in the spring of 2016, followed by additional plantings as experimental plants becomeavailable in the second and third years. Inoculation and evaluation will begin when the plants have been in theground for one year and will continue annually until the field planting is terminated. Funding for completion ofthe fourth and any following years will be proposed in the 2018-2019 funding cycle and will depend on the resultsof the field evaluation up to that point. The field area has 
	CONCLUSIONS
	The current planting of transgenic grapes will be terminated and the plants removed in the fall of 2016. Removalof the current planting will be done per the APHIS agreement by dismantling trellising, uprooting the plants, andburning all grape plant material onsite in the fall of 2016, followed by cultivation and fumigation to ensure noliving grape vegetative material remains.
	The field research using Pierce’s disease suppressive transgenes is moving forward with the generation of newtransgenic rootstocks expressing pairs of the disease-suppressive genes in a gene stacking approach with the genespaired together by differential molecular function. The new rootstocks with two transgenes each will be evaluatedfirst in the laboratory and then the greenhouse before moving to the field. The highest expressing rootstocks willbe grafted to susceptible non-transgenic scions to assess pote
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure 3.Solano County planting area. Future area (green) available to plant the next generation oftransgenic plants expressing the dual constructs or new single genes: This area is 300 x 470 feet for planting,which equals 1.8 acres accommodating up to 38 new rows (excluding the 50-foot buffer areas surroundingthe plots. The new area will accommodate approximately 900 new plants in 2016-18. Current area (rows)now planted to grapes: 300 x 370 feet equaling 1.6 acres, including the 50-foot buffer areas surrou
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	TRANSGENIC ROOTSTOCK-MEDIATED PROTECTION OF GRAPEVINE SCIONS BYINTRODUCED SINGLE AND DUAL STACKED DNA CONSTRUCTS
	TRANSGENIC ROOTSTOCK-MEDIATED PROTECTION OF GRAPEVINE SCIONS BYINTRODUCED SINGLE AND DUAL STACKED DNA CONSTRUCTS
	PrincipalInvestigator:
	DavidG.GilchristDepartment of Plant PathologyUniversity of CaliforniaDavis, CA 95616dggilchrist@ucdavis.edu
	Co-Principal Investigator:
	Steven Lindow
	Dept. of Plant & Microbial BiologyUniversity ofCaliforniaBerkeley, CAicelab@berkeley.edu
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	ABSTRACT
	Collectively, a team of researchers (Lindow, Dandekar, Labavitch/Powell, and Gilchrist) identified, constructed,and advanced to field evaluation five novel DNA constructs (Table 1) that, when engineered into grapevines,suppress symptoms of Pierce’s disease by (a) reducing the titer ofXylella fastidiosa(Xf)in the plant, (b) reducingsystemic spread of the bacteria, or (c) blockingXf’sability to trigger Pierce’s disease symptoms. The continuationof the basic research and the field trial results indicate that s
	Figure
	Figure 1. Example scenario whereby a transgenic rootstock is being tested for its abilityto protect an untransformed scion from Pierce’s disease.
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	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf)is the causative agent of Pierce’s disease. Collectively, a team of researchers (Lindow,Dandekar, Labavitch/Powell, and Gilchrist) has identified or constructed and advanced the evaluation of five(Table 1) novel genes (DNA constructs) that, when engineered into grapevines, suppress symptoms of Pierce’sdisease by reducing the titer ofXylella fastidiosa(Xf)in the plant, reducing its systemic spread in the plant, orblockingXf’s ability to trigger Pierce’s disease symptoms. These projects 
	INTRODUCTION
	Briefly, we describe information on the history and impact of the genes deployed as single transgenes currently inUSDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) approved field trials where test plants aremechanically inoculated withXylella fastidiosa(Xf). The subjects of this project are five specific DNA constructs(Table 1) that have shown to be effective in Pierce’s disease suppression under field conditions as single geneconstructs and also appear to have potential in cross-graft-union protectio
	Gene
	Function
	CAP
	Xfclearing; antimicrobial
	PR1
	grape cell anti-cell-death
	rpfF
	changes quorum sensing ofXf(DSF)
	UT456
	non-coding microRNA; activates PR1 translation
	PGIP
	inhibits polygalacturonase; suppressesXfmovement
	Polygalacturonase-inhibiting protein and chimeric antimicrobial protein (Abhaya Dandekar).
	The Dandekar lab has genetic strategies to control the movement and to improve clearance ofXf,the xylem-limited, Gram-negative bacterium that is the causative agent of Pierce’s disease in grapevine (Dandekar, 2013). Akey virulence feature ofXfresides in its ability to digest pectin-rich pit membrane pores that connect adjoiningxylem elements, enhancing long-distance movement and vector transmission. The first strategy tests the ability ofa xylem-targeted polygalacturonase-inhibiting protein (PGIP) from pear
	rpfF and diffusible signal factor (Steven Lindow).
	The Lindow lab has shown thatXfuses diffusible signal factor (DSF) perception as a key trigger to change itsbehavior within plants (Lindow, 2013). Under most conditions DSF levels in plants are low since cells are foundin relatively small clusters, and hence they do not express adhesins that would hinder their movement through the
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	plant but which are required for vector acquisition. Instead, they actively express extracellular enzymes andretractile pili needed for movement through the plant (Chatterjee et al., 2008). Accumulation of DSF inXfcells,which presumably normally occurs as cells become numerous within xylem vessels, causes a change in manygenes in the pathogen, but the overall effect is to suppress its virulence in plants by increasing its adhesiveness toplant surfaces and also suppressing the production of enzymes and genes
	plant but which are required for vector acquisition. Instead, they actively express extracellular enzymes andretractile pili needed for movement through the plant (Chatterjee et al., 2008). Accumulation of DSF inXfcells,which presumably normally occurs as cells become numerous within xylem vessels, causes a change in manygenes in the pathogen, but the overall effect is to suppress its virulence in plants by increasing its adhesiveness toplant surfaces and also suppressing the production of enzymes and genes
	PR1 and microRNA UT456 (David Gilchrist).
	The Gilchrist lab is focused on the host response toXfthrough identifying plant genes that block a critical aspectof grape susceptibility toXf,namely the inappropriate activation of a genetically conserved process ofprogrammed cell death (PCD) that is common to many, if not all, plant diseases. Blocking PCD, either geneticallyor chemically, suppresses disease symptoms and bacterial pathogen growth in several plant-bacterial diseases(Richael et al., 2001; Lincoln et al., 2002; Harvey et al., 2007). In the cu
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Introduce pairs of protective constructs into adapted grapevine rootstocks 1103 and 101-14.
	1.Introduce pairs of protective constructs into adapted grapevine rootstocks 1103 and 101-14.
	2.Analyze each transgenic line to confirm correct insertion of the gene pairs and their expression in therespective rootstock.
	3.Test the resulting lines for efficacy by inoculating withXfin a preliminary greenhouse experiment to identify,based on symptom expression, the most protective lines from each combination of genes, followed byquantitative measurement of the presence and movement of the bacteria.

	The primary motive for expressing genes in combination is to create durable resistance, i.e., resistance toXfthatwill last the life of the vine. Since at least several of the five DNA constructs (Table 1) have biochemicallydistinct mechanisms of action, having two or more such distinctly acting DNA constructs “stacked” in therootstock should drastically reduce the probability ofXfovercoming the resistance. With multiple, distincttransgenes,Xfwould be required to evolve simultaneously multiple genetic change
	Additionally, there could be favorable synergistic protection when two or more resistance-mediating DNAconstructs are employed. There are data indicating synergism between multiple transgenes in other crops. Forexample, the paper, “Field Evaluation of Transgenic Squash Containing Single or Multiple Virus Coat ProteinGene Constructs for Resistance to Cucumber Mosaic Virus, Watermelon Mosaic Virus 2, and Zucchini YellowMosaic Virus” (Tricoli et al., 1995), describes the stacking of several genes for virus res
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONConstruction of dual gene expression binaries.
	The strategy is to prepare dual plasmid constructs bearing a combination of two of the protective genes on a singleplasmid with a single selectable marker. The binary backbone is based on pCAMBIA1300 (Hajdukiewicz et al.,1994). Binaries were constructed to express two genes from two 35S promoters (Figure 2). The DNA fragmentscontaining transcription units for expression of the transgenes are flanked by rare cutting restriction sites for
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	ligation into the backbone. The nt-PGIP used in these constructs is a modified version of the Labavitch PGIP thatwas constructed in the Dandekar laboratory to include a signal peptide obtained from a grapevine xylem secretedprotein (Aguero et al., 2006).
	ligation into the backbone. The nt-PGIP used in these constructs is a modified version of the Labavitch PGIP thatwas constructed in the Dandekar laboratory to include a signal peptide obtained from a grapevine xylem secretedprotein (Aguero et al., 2006).
	Figure
	Figure 2.Dual expression binary expresses two genes within the same TDNA insert. This allows a singletransformation event to generate plants that express two gene products.
	Binary plasmids capable of expressing two genes from the same TDNA (dual expressers) were constructed byJ.Lincoln and are of the general form shown inFigure 2. All plasmids were transformed intoAgrobacteriumstrain EHA105, the transformation strain for grape plant transgenics. As a check on stability of the dual expresserbinary plasmid, the plasmid was isolated from twoAgrobacteriumcolonies for each construct and the plasmidwas used to transformEscherichia coli. SixE. colicolonies from eachAgrobacteriumisola
	Table 2.
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	Table 2.Progress in generation of the dual construct transformed transgenic rootstocks. The current status of grapetransformations into the rootstocks 1103 and 101-14.
	Table 2.Progress in generation of the dual construct transformed transgenic rootstocks. The current status of grapetransformations into the rootstocks 1103 and 101-14.
	The following images (Figure 3) illustrate the development of transgenic embryos, the initiation of roots andshoots from the transgenic embryo, and finally, the fully-developed transgenic rootstock containing two of thetransgenes. The quantitative analysis of the transgenic rootstocks has begun, as illustrated inFigure 4.
	Figure 3.
	Rootstock 1103 embryos and developing plantlets with CAP and PR1 transgenes inserted, and thedeveloped transgenic plant ready for RNA analysis and pathogenicity testing for response toXf.
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	Figure
	Figure 4. Leaf RNA analysis of four independent transgenic grape lines. Lanes 1 and 2 are putative CAP and PGIP dual expression lines. Lanes 3 and 4 are putative PR1 and rpfF dual expression lines. Sizes of the expected products are shown. 
	Analysis of the transgenic rootstocks to confirm dual insertions. 
	RNA from transgenic grape leaves is purified by a modification of a cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) protocol and includes LiCl precipitation. The RNA is converted to cDNA by oligo dT priming and reverse transcriptase. PCR reactions are set up using the synthesized cDNA as template and specific pairs of primers designed against each of the five putative transgenes. The resulting products are separated by agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 4). In this figure the bands shown correspond to two amplifica
	Table 3. Progress in RNA analysis of the dual construct transformed transgenic rootstocks. The current status of verification of transgenic RNA from transgenic rootstocks 1103 and 101-14. 
	Grapevine Genotype 
	Grapevine Genotype 
	Grapevine Genotype 
	Grapevine Genotype 
	Construct 
	Verified RNA 
	Ramets Started 


	1103 
	1103 
	1103 
	CAP-PR1 
	10 
	X 

	PGIP-456 
	PGIP-456 

	CAP-456 
	CAP-456 
	10 
	X 

	PGIP-PR1 
	PGIP-PR1 
	10 
	X 

	PGIP-CAP 
	PGIP-CAP 
	5 

	PR1-456 
	PR1-456 
	10 
	X 

	rpfF-PR1 
	rpfF-PR1 

	CAP-rpfF 
	CAP-rpfF 
	4 

	PGIP-rpfF 
	PGIP-rpfF 
	10 
	X 

	rpfF-456 
	rpfF-456 
	1 

	101-14 
	101-14 
	CAP-PR1 
	2 

	PGIP-456 
	PGIP-456 

	CAP-456 
	CAP-456 

	PGIP-PR1 
	PGIP-PR1 
	2 

	PGIP-CAP 
	PGIP-CAP 
	3 

	PR1-456 
	PR1-456 

	rpfF-PR1 
	rpfF-PR1 

	CAP-rpfF 
	CAP-rpfF 

	PGIP-rpfF 
	PGIP-rpfF 
	5 

	rpfF-456 
	rpfF-456 



	The timeline for completing the delivery of the transgenic rootstock plants, the greenhouse and laboratoryanalyses, and the field planting of the selected rootstocks grafted to the non-transgenic Chardonnay scions ispresented inFigure 5.
	The timeline for completing the delivery of the transgenic rootstock plants, the greenhouse and laboratoryanalyses, and the field planting of the selected rootstocks grafted to the non-transgenic Chardonnay scions ispresented inFigure 5.
	Figure
	CONCLUSIONS
	Our capacity to achieve all the objectives is essentially assured based on prior accomplishments and the fact thatwe are exactly where we are projected to be within the timeline indicated inFigure 5. All techniques andresources are available in the lab and have proven reliable, informative, and reproducible. This project hasconsolidated a full-time research commitment for this team of experienced scientists to Pierce’s disease. Each ofthe senior personnel, including J. Lincoln, have been with this project s
	The scope of research includes both greenhouse and field evaluation of the transgenic rootstocks for relativesuppression of Pierce’s disease in the non-transgenic scions. Commercialization of the currently effective anti-Pierce’s disease containing vines and/or rootstocks could involve partnerships between the UC Foundation PlantServices, nurseries, and, potentially, with a private biotechnology company. As indicated above, the dualconstructs have been assembled and forwarded to D. Tricoli at the UC Davis P
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	CONDUCTING PIERCE’S DISEASE SYMPTOM EVALUATIONSAT THE SOLANO COUNTY FIELD TRIAL RESEARCH BLOCK
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	DeborahA.GolinoFoundation Plant ServicesUniversity of CaliforniaDavis, CA 95616dagolino@ucdavis.edu
	Reporting Period:The results reported here are from work conducted September 1, 2014 through June 30, 2016.
	ABSTRACT
	In September 2014, September 2015, and May 2016 the principal investigator and a team of grapevinepathologists scored Pierce’s disease symptom severity inaSolano County research block planted with transgenicgrapevines that had been mechanically injected with a Pierce’s disease strain ofXylella fastidiosa.Analysis of thevariation in the data overall and among individuals indicated that, regardless of when vines were scored, all scoresagreed for greater than 50% of the vines and the majority of scores agreed 
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	In September 2014, September 2015, and May 2016 the principal investigator and a team of grapevinepathologists scored Pierce’s disease symptom severity in a Solano County research block planted with transgenicgrapevines that had been mechanically injected with a Pierce’s disease strain ofXylella fastidiosa.Analysis of thevariation in the data overall and among individuals indicated that, regardless of when vines were scored, all scoresagreed for greater than 50% of the vines and the majority of scores agree
	INTRODUCTION
	The Product Development Committee of the CDFA Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter Boardrequested research into uniform evaluation of Pierce’s disease symptoms exhibited by grapevines developed byfour principal investigators as part of the Board’s research portfolio. These vines are planted in a single researchblock in Solano County.
	Principal investigator Golino and Foundation Plant Services plant pathologists with multiple years of grapedisease experience made up the core evaluation team. Several plant pathology PhD graduate students with grapepathology thesis research were also invited to participate. Each individual participated in training in evaluatingPierce’s disease symptoms according to the scoring system below. That training included ‘calibration’ byexamining a subset of vines including healthy and Pierce’s disease-inoculated 
	Scoring technique.
	A visual rating system on a scale of 1-5 was used by each member of the team to rate every vine individually. Allvines were labeled by row and vine number. Data was collected by row and vine number without any informationaboutthe particular treatment that the vine received. This is a slightly modified version of the rating system usedby the Kirkpatrick lab.
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	Golino/Gilchrist simplified rating system.
	Golino/Gilchrist simplified rating system.
	0: Healthy vine. All leaves green with no scorching, good cane growth, no cordon dieback or failure to push
	canes at bud positions. Dry or yellowing leaves may be present but do not show characteristicXylellasymptoms.
	1: Leaves on one or two canes showing characteristicXylellascorched leaf symptoms. No evidence of physical
	damage to leaf petiole(s) or cane(s). On cane in question, at least TWO leaves are symptomatic; one singleleaf is NOT enough to warrant a rating of 1.
	2: More than two canes possess multiple scorched leaves. HOWEVER, canes with symptomatic leaves are still
	confined to just one area of the vine.
	3: Canes with clearly scorched leaves are found on several canes, including canes which have not been
	inoculated.
	4: Ends of cane(s) begin dying back; some canes failed to push in the spring. Vine is clearly symptomatic on all
	or nearly all surviving canes. Main point is that the vine is NOT yet dead but is clearly facing a terminal fate.
	5: Dead vine or a vine that had a few canes weakly push in the spring but those canes later died with onset of hot
	temperatures in July or August. There are NO visible signs of other potential problems such as gophers,crown gall,Phytophthora, orEutypa/Botrytisdieback of cordons.
	If a vine appearedto have died for reasons other than Pierce’s disease, that was entered in the comments field forthat vine and no score was entered in the rating field.
	OBJECTIVES
	The objectives of this project were to:
	1.Train individuals to evaluate Pierce’s disease symptoms according to the above scoring system.
	1.Train individuals to evaluate Pierce’s disease symptoms according to the above scoring system.
	2.Score the grapevines during the fall and spring.
	3.Evaluate the extent to which the scores for any given vine agreed.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	In September 2014, nine members of the evaluation team scored 616 vines and the data was analyzed with thepurpose of determining the extent to which the scores for any given vine agreed. Scores for a vine were countedas“in agreement” if they equaled one of the integers above or below the mean. Although mode and frequency aretypically used for analyzing ordinal data, the scores in the rating system are quantitative in the sense that theyfollow a logical sense of order and the difference between the scores is
	The percent agreement of scores for individual vines is shown inFigure 1. Cells of varying shades of greenrepresent vines where at least five out of nine scores agreed.
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure1.Cell plot of the 616 vines that were rated in September 2014. The colors indicate the
	percent agreement among scores of individual raters. Scores are counted as “in agreement” if theyequal the integer above or below the mean for any given vine. Gray areas indicate missing vines.
	The number and percent of vines in each agreement category for the first scoring in September 2014 is shown inTable 1. Adding columns “56%” through “100%” indicates that for 97.4% of the vines, at least five of the ninescores agreed. For 51.0% of the vines all nine scores agreed, i.e., they were within one integer above or below themean.
	Table 1.The number and percent of vines in each of the ten agreement categories in September 2014.
	PercentAgreementSept. 2014
	PercentAgreementSept. 2014
	PercentAgreementSept. 2014
	PercentAgreementSept. 2014
	PercentAgreementSept. 2014


	0%(0/9)
	11%(1/9)
	22%(2/9)
	33%(3/9)
	44%(4/9)
	56%(5/9)
	67%(6/9)
	78%(7/9)
	89%(8/9)
	100%(9/9)

	Number ofVines
	Number ofVines
	4
	0
	1
	3
	8
	19
	41
	62
	164
	314

	Percent ofVines
	Percent ofVines
	0.60
	0.00
	0.16
	0.49
	1.30
	3.08
	6.66
	10.1
	26.6
	51.0


	The vines were scored again in September 2015 by ten people. The percent agreement of scores for individualvines is shown inFigure 2.
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure 2.Cell plot of the 650 vines that were rated in September 2015. The colors indicate thepercent agreement among scores of individual raters. Scores are counted as “in agreement” if theyequal the integer above or below the mean for any given vine. Gray areas indicate missing vines.
	The number and percent of vines in each agreement category is shown inTable 2. Adding columns “50%”through “100%” indicates that for 96.5% of the vines, at least five of the ten scores agreed. For 66.5% of the vinesall ten scores agreed, i.e., they were within one integer above or below the mean.
	Table 2.The number and percent of vines in each of the eleven agreement categories in September 2015.
	PercentAgreementSept. 2015
	PercentAgreementSept. 2015
	PercentAgreementSept. 2015
	PercentAgreementSept. 2015
	PercentAgreementSept. 2015


	0%(0/10)
	10%(1/10)
	20%(2/10)
	30%(3/10)
	40%(4/10)
	50%(5/10)
	60%(6/10)
	70%(7/10)
	80%(8/10)
	90%(9/10)
	100%(10/10)

	Number ofVines
	Number ofVines
	2
	2
	4
	12
	3
	3
	6
	13
	49
	124
	432

	Percent ofVines
	Percent ofVines
	0.31
	0.31
	0.62
	1.85
	0.46
	0.46
	0.92
	2.00
	7.54
	19.08
	66.46


	The per vine change in percent agreement between 2014 and 2015 is illustrated inFigure 3. For 290 and 251vines, respectively, the percent agreement increased or stayed the same. For 109 vines the percent agreementdecreased in 2015. In some cases these latter vines appear to be clustered, indicating that some treatments werepossibly more difficult to rate. However, percent agreement for most of these vines was still greater than 50%(data not shown). Vines with less than 50% agreement were scattered throughou
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure 3.Cell plot representing individual vines and the change in percent agreement betweenSeptember 2014 and 2015. Colors indicate the level of change, with black = increase in percentagreement,gray = no change, and white = decrease.
	In May 2016 eleven members of the evaluation team scored 622 vines and the data was analyzed. The percentagreement of scores for individual vines is shown inFigure 4. Cells of varying shades of green represent vineswhere at least six out of eleven scores agreed.
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure 4.Cell plot of the 622vines that were rated in May 2016. The colors indicate the percentagreement among scores of individual raters. Scores are counted as “in agreement” if they equalthe integer above or below the mean for any given vine. Gray areas indicate the 28 vines that hadfewer than eleven scores and were not included in the analyses. Usually this was because a vinewas missing and so was not scored.
	The number and percent of vines in each agreement category is shown inTable 3. Adding columns “55%”through “100%” indicates that for 98.2% of the vines, at least six of the eleven scores agreed. For 50.6% of thevines all eleven scores agreed, i.e., they were within one integer above or below the mean.
	Table 3.The number and percent of 622 vines in each of the twelve agreement categories from May 2016.
	PercentAgreementMay 2016
	PercentAgreementMay 2016
	PercentAgreementMay 2016
	PercentAgreementMay 2016
	PercentAgreementMay 2016


	0%(0/11)
	9%(1/11)
	18%(2/11)
	27%(3/11)
	36%(4/11)
	45%(5/11)
	55%(6/11)
	64%(7/11)
	73%(8/11)
	82%(9/11)
	91%(10/11)
	100%(11/11)

	Number ofVines
	Number ofVines
	0
	1
	0
	1
	2
	7
	18
	35
	48
	73
	122
	315

	Percent ofVines
	Percent ofVines
	0.00
	0.16
	0.00
	0.16
	0.32
	1.13
	2.89
	5.63
	7.72
	11.74
	19.61
	50.64


	The May 2016 scores were compared with those from September 2015 to determine if there was a significantdifference in score agreement when vines were rated atadifferent time of the year. The September 2015 scoresare shown again below.
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	Table 2.The number and percent of vines in each of the eleven agreement categories from September 2015.
	Table 2.The number and percent of vines in each of the eleven agreement categories from September 2015.
	PercentAgreementSept., 2015
	PercentAgreementSept., 2015
	PercentAgreementSept., 2015
	PercentAgreementSept., 2015
	PercentAgreementSept., 2015


	0%(0/10)
	10%(1/10)
	20%(2/10)
	30%(3/10)
	40%(4/10)
	50%(5/10)
	60%(6/10)
	70%(7/10)
	80%(8/10)
	90%(9/10)
	100%(10/10)

	NumberofVines
	NumberofVines
	2
	2
	4
	12
	3
	3
	6
	13
	49
	124
	432

	Percent ofVines
	Percent ofVines
	0.31
	0.31
	0.62
	1.85
	0.46
	0.46
	0.92
	2.00
	7.54
	19.08
	66.46


	There are two notable differences in the level of score agreement between September 2015 and May 2016. First,the percentage of vines where the majority of scores (i.e., at least 50% of the scores) agree increases from 96.5%in September 2015 to 98.2% in May 2016. Second, the percentage of vines where 100% of the scores agreedecreases from 66.5% in September 2015 to 50.6% in May 2016. Therefore, while the percentage of vines wherethe majority of scores agree increases slightly in May 2016, the “strength” of t
	The per vine change in percent agreement between September 2015 and May 2016isillustrated inFigure 5.InMay 2016 the percent agreement increased or stayed the same for 383 and 97 vines, respectively. The percentagreement decreased for 142 vines in May 2016. In some cases these latter vines are clustered, indicating thatsome treatments were possibly more difficult to rate. However, percent agreement for most of these vines was stillgreater than 50% (data not shown).
	Figure
	Figure 5.
	Cell plot representing individual vines and the change in percent agreement between September
	2015and May 2016. Colors indicate the level of change, with black = increase in percent agreement,
	2015and May 2016. Colors indicate the level of change, with black = increase in percent agreement,
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	gray =
	no change, and white = decrease. Yellow = vines eliminated from analyses due to fewer than eleven scores.

	To determine if the percent agreement for the May 2016 data varied by score we mapped mean score againstpercent agreement for individual vines (Figure 6). The “V” shaped scatterplot indicates that there is an agreementbias for low and high scores, i.e., vines that are not very symptomatic or are showing severe symptoms havescores that are in higher agreement. This is especially true for severely symptomatic vines. Of the 315 vines thathad scores 100% in agreement (Table 3), 193 or 61.3% had a mean score of 
	To determine if the percent agreement for the May 2016 data varied by score we mapped mean score againstpercent agreement for individual vines (Figure 6). The “V” shaped scatterplot indicates that there is an agreementbias for low and high scores, i.e., vines that are not very symptomatic or are showing severe symptoms havescores that are in higher agreement. This is especially true for severely symptomatic vines. Of the 315 vines thathad scores 100% in agreement (Table 3), 193 or 61.3% had a mean score of 
	Figure
	Figure 6.Scatterplot showing mean score plotted against percent agreement. Each circle representsone vine.
	CONCLUSIONS
	In conclusion, review of the data from the September 2014 and 2015 ratings indicates that for approximately 97%of the vines the majority of team members scored the vines within one integer above or below the mean. In 2015the percentage of vines where all scores agreed increased from 51.0% to 66.5%. Overall, this demonstrates thatthe rating system was well understood by team members and provides a relatively uniform measure of Pierce’sdisease symptoms that can be used to describe the vines in this experiment
	The percentage of vines where the majority of scores agreed increased by 1.7% in May 2016 compared toSeptember 2015. However, there was a change in the extent to which scores agreed, with a 16% decrease in thepercentage of vines where all scores agreed. This suggests that Pierce’s disease symptoms may be more variablein the spring and that rating vines at this timeresults in a less uniform measure of disease. In addition, the percentagreement of scores for vines with less severe symptoms is lower, suggestin
	FUNDING AGENCIES
	Funding for this project was provided bytheCDFA Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter Board.
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	MONITORING GLASSY-WINGED SHARPSHOOTER AND PIERCE’S DISEASE
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	Principal Investigator:
	David HavilandCooperative ExtensionUniversity of CaliforniaBakersfield, CA93307dhaviland@ucdavis.edu
	IN KERN COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
	Principal Investigator:
	Beth Stone-Smith
	USDA APHIS PPQSacramento, CA 95814beth.stone-smith.aphis.usda.gov
	Reporting Period:The results reported here are from work conducted through the end of 2015.
	ABSTRACT
	For more than a decade area-wide treatment programs have been in place to reduce populations of the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) within the General Beale region of Kern County. Theseprograms, which involve treating citrus (where GWSS overwinter), coupled with efforts by grape growers tocontrol GWSS and remove vines that have Pierce’s disease, have been the foundation of management efforts. Inthe early 2000s area-wide treatment programs in the General Beale area provided signifi
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Successful management of Pierce’s disease requires diligent efforts to control both the disease and its vector, theglassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS). The theory is that if there are no GWSS, thedisease cannot spread. Likewise, if there is no disease, a few GWSS are not of concern. Management programsbased on this philosophy have historically been very successful, because this two-tiered checks and balancessituation still provided protection when populations of either the disease or 
	INTRODUCTION
	Since the late 1990s Kern County table grape growers have been entrenched in a battle against the glassy-wingedsharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) and Pierce’s disease. Prior to the introduction of GWSS, Pierce’sdisease was irrelevant to grape growers in the region. The disease was rarely seen due to a very low amount ofbacteria in the environment and the scarcity of native sharpshooters that could transmit the disease. However, thisall changed when GWSS became established. High vector populations 
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	The first coordinated responses against GWSS and Pierce’s disease in Kern County occurred in 2001 when theUnited States Department of Agriculture (USDA) initiated an area-wide monitoring and treatment program inconjunction with growers and other government organizations. The goal was to reduce populations of GWSS anddisease. The decision was to use federal funds to treat GWSS in the citrus orchards where they spend the winter inan effort to prevent them from moving to grape vineyards. Grape growers would al
	The first coordinated responses against GWSS and Pierce’s disease in Kern County occurred in 2001 when theUnited States Department of Agriculture (USDA) initiated an area-wide monitoring and treatment program inconjunction with growers and other government organizations. The goal was to reduce populations of GWSS anddisease. The decision was to use federal funds to treat GWSS in the citrus orchards where they spend the winter inan effort to prevent them from moving to grape vineyards. Grape growers would al
	The success of the plan also required an aggressive approach to managing the amount of Pierce’s disease in thearea. At the initiation of the area-wide treatment program there was a one-time government buyout program thatsubsidized the cost to growers of removing heavily infected vineyards. Since the expiration of that program it hasbeen the responsibility of individual growers to identify and remove individual vines each year that were positivefor the disease. The goal was that the combined effects of contr
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Monitor Kern County vineyards for the glassy-winged sharpshooter.
	1.Monitor Kern County vineyards for the glassy-winged sharpshooter.
	2.Monitor Kern County table grape vineyards for Pierce’s disease.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONObjective 1. Monitoring for GWSS.
	For more than a decade the success of area-wide treatment programs in Kern County has been evaluated bymonitoring populations of the vector and the disease. Monitoring for GWSS has been done through the jointefforts of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), California Department of Food and Agriculture(CDFA), and County Departments of Agriculture. This program is very visible due to the yellow sticky cards thatgrowers are accustomed to seeing in the corners of all of their vineyards. These trap
	The cumulative captures from these traps in Kern County for the past 15 years are shown inFigure 1. During thefirst year of the area-wide treatment program there were more than 140,000 sharpshooters caught in traps in KernCounty. This included GWSS from citrus and vineyards before and after the first treatments were made. Thefigures for the next two years (2002 and 2003) represent the total number of GWSS captured as area-widetreatment programs that started in the General Beale area were expanded to other p
	The success of the area-wide treatment programs within the General Beale area began to slide in 2009, whileGWSS population levels in most other regions of Kern County remain very low,. During that year GWSScaptures in Kern County increased to nearly 40,000. As a result, the aggressiveness of area-wide treatmentprograms was increased, particularly within the General Beale area where most of the captures were made.Treatment programs continued to result in significant reductions in GWSS compared to prior to th
	During the early 2010s the hope was that increased GWSS populations during 2009 until 2011 were just ananomaly, and that the aggressiveness of treatment programs would bring populations down to historic lows.Unfortunately, beginning in 2012 the opposite has been true, and over 100,000 GWSS have been captured each ofthose years. It is important to note that this does not mean there are more GWSS now than prior to the program
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	(comparing 2012 or 2015 to 2011), because there are more traps in the county now than there were back then.However, the fact that we have returned to more than 100,000 captures per year is alarming.
	(comparing 2012 or 2015 to 2011), because there are more traps in the county now than there were back then.However, the fact that we have returned to more than 100,000 captures per year is alarming.
	Figure 1.Number of GWSS trapped each year in Kern County in area-wide traps during 2001-2015.
	There are several theories about why GWSS populations have increased over the past few years. The two mostprevalent theories are climate change and pesticide resistance. With regards to climate change, overwinteringGWSS can tolerate very cold temperatures but require a minimum temperature in order to feed. Historically it wascommonplace to have thick fog for long periods of time such that GWSS were unable to feed. This would causethem to desiccate and die. However, for at least six or seven years we have no
	The second theory is that GWSS are becoming resistant to the insecticides that are being used against them,particularly neonicotinoids. For fifteen years most citrus and nearly all grapes have been treated for GWSS, vinemealybug, scale, or other pests with one or more of the following neonicotinoids: imidacloprid (Admire andothers), acetamiprid (Assail), clothianidin (Belay), dinotefuran (Venom), or thiamethoxam (Actara).Investigations by two teams of researchers are underway to determine the status of susc
	In response to increased GWSS captures during the past four years, managers of the area-wide treatmentprograms are taking additional steps to reduce GWSS populations. The current approach is a multi-spray programthat includes area-wide treatments to citrus that were initiated in December 2015, coupled with a second treatmentaround February, with the possibility of a third systemic treatment after petal fall. These treatments are being put
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	on for GWSS control, but are also being coordinated in a way that makes sense to citrus growers as they beginefforts to control their own new invasive pest, the Asian citrus psyllid. The hope is that this aggressive approachto controlling GWSS in overwintering citrus, coupled with aggressive efforts on the part of local grape growers totreat their own vineyards, will successfully reduce GWSS populations.
	on for GWSS control, but are also being coordinated in a way that makes sense to citrus growers as they beginefforts to control their own new invasive pest, the Asian citrus psyllid. The hope is that this aggressive approachto controlling GWSS in overwintering citrus, coupled with aggressive efforts on the part of local grape growers totreat their own vineyards, will successfully reduce GWSS populations.
	Objective 2. Monitoring for Pierce’s disease.
	For nearly a decade monitoring for GWSS has been accompanied by monitoring for Pierce’s disease. Surveyshave been done by researchers at the University of California Cooperative Extension (UCCE) office in KernCounty with funding provided by table grape growers through the Consolidated Central Valley Table Grape Pestand Disease Control District. The monitoring program was initially proposed and coordinated by UCCEviticulture farm advisor Jennifer Hashim-Buckey. Later it was temporarily managed by emeritus vi
	Each year surveys were done using a four-wheeler based on visual symptoms. Surveyors looked for vines thatexpressed Pierce’s disease symptoms such as stunted shoot growth, leaf scorch, persistent petioles, irregular canematurity, and shriveled fruit. In vineyards with low incidence of Pierce’s disease samples were collected from allsymptomatic vines and each vine was recorded by a unique block ID row number and vine number in astandardized mapping system. Samples were sent to the CDFA Plant Pest Diagnostics
	During 2015 personnel with the UCCE office in Kern County monitored approximately 122,000 grapevines from39 vineyards from late July through November. Vineyards were chosen based on our past history of survey sites,knowledge of Pierce’s disease distribution, and trap catches of GWSS. Samples were collected at 31 of the 39sites; the other sites were mostly vineyards sampled in previous years that were recently removed and/orreplanted.
	Pierce’s disease incidence at the 31 sites ranged from 0.0% to 33.2% (Table 1). This included nine sites (29%)with no Pierce’s disease, 12 sites (39%) with Pierce’s disease present in less than 1% of the vines, five sites (16%)with 1-5% infected vines, one site (3%) with 5-15% infected vines, and four sites (13%) with more than 15%positive vines.
	Considering that we only sampled a portion of many vineyards we attempted to estimate the total number of vinesinfected with Pierce’s disease within vineyards that we sampled. This was done by multiplying the percentageinfected vines from our sample area at each site by the total acres of the vineyard at that site and converting theresult to number of vines by multiplying by 518 (the number of vines per acre on a standard 7 foot by 12 footspacing). In cases where we have not yet determined the total vineyar
	Over the past seven years there has been a consistent increase in the amount of Pierce’s disease present in theGeneral Beale and Edison regions of Kern County. At present we are aware of 25 vineyards that currently havePierce’s disease or that were removed within the past year because of Pierce’s disease. Included within this list arefour to five vineyards that should be removed following the 2015 season.
	Distribution of Pierce’s disease has also continued to increase. During surveys from 2009 until about 2013 almostall Pierce’s disease was found within two epicenters of what we call the ‘core’ region of the General Beale area.During the past two years we have seen significant spread outward to the periphery of the General Beale area andin 2015 for the first time we found significant amounts of Pierce’s disease in isolated vineyards north of Highway58 in the Edison region.
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	Table 1. Results of Pierce's disease surveys from 39 vineyards in the General Beale and Edison regions of Kern County, CA from 2009 to 2015. 
	Site 
	Site 
	Site 
	Site 
	Variety 
	Year Planted 
	Acres 
	Acres surveyed 
	-

	Percentage vines infected with Pierce’s disease 


	2009 
	2009 
	2009 
	2010 
	2011 
	2012 
	2013 
	2014 
	2015 

	1 
	1 
	RG, Sugra 
	1994/14 
	31 
	0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.2 
	8.3 
	R 
	P 

	2 
	2 
	RG, Flames 
	1997 
	20 
	0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.1 
	P 

	3 
	3 
	Flame 
	1982 
	19 
	19 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.01 

	4 
	4 
	Flame, SumRoy 
	unk./14 
	19 
	5 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	P 
	1.0 

	5 
	5 
	Flame 
	1994 
	19 
	5 
	0.0 
	0.1 
	0.3 
	0.1 
	0.2 
	-
	3.0 

	6 
	6 
	AR, Flame 
	1994/11 
	13 
	13 
	G 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.2 
	0.03 

	7 
	7 
	Flame 
	2001 
	17 
	17 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 

	8 
	8 
	Thom 
	1994 
	9 
	9 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 

	9 
	9 
	Crim, ScarRoy 
	2002/12 
	38 
	5 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	G 
	0.7 
	1.8 
	1.7 

	10 
	10 
	Thom 
	1992 
	17 
	6 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.2 
	33.2 

	11 
	11 
	Thom 
	1992 
	6 
	6 
	0.0 
	-
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 

	12 
	12 
	E.Sweet 
	2005 
	-
	0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.1 
	0.0 
	R 

	13 
	13 
	Flame 
	2001 
	-
	0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	R 
	-

	14 
	14 
	Flame 
	1994 
	28 
	5 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.1 
	0.0 
	-
	-
	1.2 

	15 
	15 
	RG, Flame 
	1982/13 
	19 
	19 
	0.8 
	100 
	R, P 
	0.5 
	0.03 

	19 
	19 
	S. Celeb. 
	2012 
	-
	6.3 
	P 
	1.5 
	0.0 
	0.0 

	22 
	22 
	Flame 
	1993 
	8.8 
	0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	R 

	23 
	23 
	Flame 
	2009 
	4.7 
	4.7 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.0 
	0.16 

	24 
	24 
	RG 
	1994 
	31 
	0 
	0.2 
	61.1 
	9.2 
	R 

	24a 
	24a 
	Sugra 
	2013 
	8.5 
	8.5 
	P 
	0.0 
	0.0 

	24b 
	24b 
	AR 
	Unk 
	5.2 
	0 
	25.6 
	-, R 

	25 
	25 
	RG 
	1994 
	15 
	15 
	47.3 
	9.8 
	1.1 

	26 
	26 
	Flame 
	2012 
	7.6 
	7.6 
	P 
	15.5 
	6.1 
	0.2 

	27 
	27 
	ScarRoy 
	2011 
	12 
	12 
	P 
	-
	46.0 
	18.6 
	15.7 

	28 
	28 
	Flame 
	1994 
	8.8 
	0 
	2.0 
	R 

	29 
	29 
	AutRoy 
	1998 
	-
	12 
	0.0 
	-
	-
	0.7 
	6.9 

	30 
	30 
	ScarRoy 
	2013 
	12 
	1.2 
	P 
	0.2 
	26.8 

	31 
	31 
	ScarRoy 
	2008 
	6.3 
	6.3 
	1.4 
	0.8 

	34 
	34 
	ScarRoy 
	2011 
	-
	5 
	0.0 
	0.04 

	35 
	35 
	Timco 
	2011 
	-
	5 
	0.4 
	0.0 

	36 
	36 
	RG 
	1994 
	7 
	7 
	0.0 
	0.0 

	37 
	37 
	Flame 
	-
	-
	5 
	0.1 

	38 
	38 
	Magenta 
	2014 
	19 
	5 
	P 
	0.04 

	39 
	39 
	Magenta 
	-
	-
	5 
	0.7 

	40 
	40 
	Sugra 
	-
	-
	5 
	0.0 

	41 
	41 
	Sugra 
	-
	-
	5 
	0.0 

	42 
	42 
	Thom 
	1994 
	10 
	1.1 
	17.4 

	43 
	43 
	Flame 
	-
	5 
	0.2 

	44 
	44 
	Thom 
	-
	5 
	0.1 



	R = removed; P = planted; G = grafted onto existing rootstock; -indicates that data are not available or were not collected; RG = Redglobe; Sugra = Sugraone; Flame = Flame Seedless; SumRoy = Summer Royal; AR = Autumn Royal; Thom = Thompson Seedless; Crim = Crimson Seedless; ScarRoy = Scarlet Royal; E Sweet = Early Sweet; S. Celeb = Sweet Celebration. 
	There is currently no way to cure a vine infected with Pierce’s disease. For that reason, all vines that are infectedshould be completely removed from the vineyard. If complete removal is not possible, at minimum the vineshould be cut off at the base and treated (chemically or otherwise) to ensure that the root system is dead and doesnot regrow. In cases where vineyards have elevated levels of Pierce’s disease it is recommended that the entirevineyard be removed. This is because vine death or removal due to
	There is currently no way to cure a vine infected with Pierce’s disease. For that reason, all vines that are infectedshould be completely removed from the vineyard. If complete removal is not possible, at minimum the vineshould be cut off at the base and treated (chemically or otherwise) to ensure that the root system is dead and doesnot regrow. In cases where vineyards have elevated levels of Pierce’s disease it is recommended that the entirevineyard be removed. This is because vine death or removal due to
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	COMPARISON AND OPTIMIZATION OF DIFFERENT METHODS TO ALTER
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	ABSTRACT
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf) coordinates its behavior in plants in a cell density-dependent fashion using a diffusiblesignal factor (DSF) molecule which acts to suppress its virulence in plants. Artificially increasing DSF levels intransgenic grape greatly reduced disease severity in both greenhouse and field trials. We are investigating DSFproduction in additional transgenic grape varieties to determine the robustness of this strategy of disease control.Xfis relatively promiscuous in its production and perceptio
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf)produces a mixture of unsaturated fatty acid signal molecules called diffusible signal factor(DSF). Accumulation of DSF inXfcells, which presumably normally occurs as cells become numerous withinxylem vessels, causes a change in many genes in the pathogen, but the overall effect is to suppress its virulence inplants by increasing its adhesiveness to plant surfaces and also suppressing the production of enzymes and genesneeded for active movement through the plant. We have investigated 
	INTRODUCTION
	Our work has shown thatXylella fastidiosa(Xf) uses diffusible signal factor (DSF) perception as a key trigger tochange its behavior within plants. Under most conditions DSF levels in plants are low since cells are found inrelatively small clusters, and hence they do not express adhesins that would hinder their movement through theplant but which are required for vector acquisition. Instead, they actively express extracellular enzymes andretractile pili needed for movement through the plant. Disease control 
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	only in highly colonized vessels, thereby causing “pathogen confusion.” Transgenic Freedom grape expressingthe DSF synthase RpfF fromXfare much more resistant to disease than the wild-type plants in both greenhouseand field trials. It is possible that grape varieties might differ in their ability to produce DSF molecules perceivedbyXf.It will be important therefore to determine whether commercial grape cultivars can all produce DSF speciescapable of altering pathogen behavior in high amounts if transformed 
	only in highly colonized vessels, thereby causing “pathogen confusion.” Transgenic Freedom grape expressingthe DSF synthase RpfF fromXfare much more resistant to disease than the wild-type plants in both greenhouseand field trials. It is possible that grape varieties might differ in their ability to produce DSF molecules perceivedbyXf.It will be important therefore to determine whether commercial grape cultivars can all produce DSF speciescapable of altering pathogen behavior in high amounts if transformed 
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Compare DSF production and level of disease control conferred by transformation ofXfRpfF into severaldifferent grape cultivars.
	1.Compare DSF production and level of disease control conferred by transformation ofXfRpfF into severaldifferent grape cultivars.
	2.Evaluate efficacy of direct applications of palmitoleic acid, C16-cis, and related DSF homologs to grape invarious ways to achieve disease control.
	3.Evaluate the potential forBurkholderia phytofirmansto multiply, move, and produce DSF in grape plants toachieve Pierce's disease control.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Production of DSF in a variety of grape cultivars.
	While Freedom grape transformed with theXfrpfFgene encoding the DSF synthase produced DSF species towhichXfwas responsive, considerable evidence has been accumulated that RpfF is a rather promiscuous enzymecapable of producing a variety of DSF-like molecules. For example, we detected the production of C14-cis(XfDSF1), C16-cis (XfDSF2) and surprisingly, even DSF normally produced only byXanthomonasspecies intransgenic RpfF-expressing Freedom grape. The various enoic acids that can be produced by RpfF differe
	Transformation of the various grape varieties is being conducted at the UC Davis Plant Transformation Facility.The lines being produced and tested are shown inTable 1. Transformation of the various varieties is underwaywith many transformed plants already delivered, but we expect that it will take at least an additional six months toproduce the remaining plants. There has been little experience in transformation of Richter 110 and Chardonnay,and so their successful transformation is taking longer than the o
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	those transformants with high levels of expression ofrpfFand production of DSF the expression ofrpfFis beingassessed by quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) of RNA isolated fromindividual leaves of the transformed plants after they are grown to a height of approximately 40 cm.
	those transformants with high levels of expression ofrpfFand production of DSF the expression ofrpfFis beingassessed by quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) of RNA isolated fromindividual leaves of the transformed plants after they are grown to a height of approximately 40 cm.
	Table 1.Grape lines being produced and tested.
	Variety
	Variety
	Variety
	Untargeted RpfF
	Gene Introduced
	Gene Introduced
	Chloroplast-targeted RpfF


	Thompson Seedless
	Thompson Seedless
	+
	+

	Chardonnay
	Chardonnay
	+
	+

	1103
	1103
	+
	+

	101-14
	101-14
	+
	+

	Richter 110
	Richter 110
	+
	+

	Freedom
	Freedom
	done
	+


	The composition of DSF species present in xylem sap and their aggregate signaling activity will also be assessedby extracting xylem sap from mature plants of each of the two best transformed lines of a given variety/constructforwarded for further analysis. Mass spectrometry analysis of the plant xylem sap extracts will be performedusing an LTQ Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization (ESI) source. DSF specieswill be identified by their m/Z ratio, withXfDSF,XfDSF2, and DSF (havi
	The initial transformed plants received have been grown to a sufficiently large size in a greenhouse to make greencuttings that have now been rooted and inoculated withXfto assess their disease susceptibility compared totransformed lines. Initial disease assessments are now being performed on the first of these propagated,transformed plants. We expect that it will take at least another six months to both produce and test rooted cuttingsof other transformed plants.
	Objective 2. Direct application of DSF to plants.
	Several recent findings in our laboratory suggest that Pierce’s disease control by direct application of DSF to plantsurfaces is both feasible and practical. Studies of the context-dependent production of DSF reveals that DSFspecies such asXfDSF2 are far more active thanXfDSF1 which was originally described (Figure 1). Whiletopical applications ofXfDSF1 to grape provided modest reductions in disease severity, applications ofXfDSF2should be far more efficacious. Studies of applications ofXfDSF2 were hindered
	While about eight-fold more palmitoleic acid is required to induce gene expression inXfthanXfDSF2, it is muchmore active thanXfDSF1 itself. We therefore have conducted a variety of studies to address how such moleculescould be introduced into plants in different ways to achieve pathogen confusion. In addition to the use of purifiedfatty acids we also are evaluating mixtures of fatty acids for their ability to alter the behavior ofXf.Macadamianut oil contains a very high concentration of palmitoleic acid (23
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 1. Responsiveness of a PhoA-basedXfDSF biosensor to different concentrations ofXfDSF1 (topmolecule),XfDSF2 (middle molecule), and palmitoleic acid (bottom molecule).
	Figure
	Figure 2. Alkaline phosphatase activity exhibited by theXfXf:phoAbiosensor exposed to increasingconcentrations of saponified macadamia nut oil as well as 1 uMXfDSF2, 3 uM palmitoleic acid, or anegative control with no added DSF.
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	We are investigating several strategies by which direct application of DSF molecules can reduce Pierce’s disease.While we will determine the effects of application of DSF homologs on disease severity of plants inoculated withXfin some studies, direct monitoring of DSF levels in treated plants is a MUCH more rapid and interpretablestrategy of assessing this strategy of disease control. As DSF must enter the xylem fluid in order to interact withthe xylem-limitedXfin plants we have been assessing DSF levels in
	We are investigating several strategies by which direct application of DSF molecules can reduce Pierce’s disease.While we will determine the effects of application of DSF homologs on disease severity of plants inoculated withXfin some studies, direct monitoring of DSF levels in treated plants is a MUCH more rapid and interpretablestrategy of assessing this strategy of disease control. As DSF must enter the xylem fluid in order to interact withthe xylem-limitedXfin plants we have been assessing DSF levels in
	Figure
	Figure 3. Alkaline phosphatase activity exhibited by 10 µl aliquots of xylem sap extracted under pressure from
	individual leaves of grape plants treated with 10 mM palmitoleic acid (PA) or 2% macadamia nut oil soap (MS) with0.2% Break-thru (BT) or without a surfactant as a foliar spray (spray) or a stem injection (inject).
	These most promising treatments were also applied to grape plants to evaluate their efficacy in reducing thesymptoms of Pierce’s disease. Palmitoleic acid or macadamia oil soap was applied with various adjuvants twoweeks before inoculation withXfand at monthly intervals after inoculation with the pathogen. The severity ofPierce’s disease was reduced on plants sprayed with a solution of 10 mM palmitoleic acid as well as on plants inwhich this fatty acid was injected into the stem. The disease control conferr
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	achieve disease control. Given that the efficacy of saponified plant oils applied without an adjuvant seem to be asgreat as when applied with a surfactant, the cost and convenience of using such treatment seems particularly good.
	achieve disease control. Given that the efficacy of saponified plant oils applied without an adjuvant seem to be asgreat as when applied with a surfactant, the cost and convenience of using such treatment seems particularly good.
	Figure
	Figure 4. Symptoms of Pierce’s disease exhibited by Cabernet Sauvignon seedlings treated with 10mM palmitoleic acid (PA) or 2% macadamia nut oil soap (MS) with 0.2% Break-thru (BT) or withouta surfactant as a foliar spray (spray) or a stem injection (inject).
	Objective 3. Biological control withBurkholderia phytofirmansPsJN.
	While the biological control of Pierce’s disease with endophytic bacteria that would grow within grapevines andproduce DSF has been an attractive strategy, until recently we have been unable to find bacteria capable ofexploiting the interior of grapevines. All of hundreds of strains isolated from within grapevines by our group aswell as that of B. Kirkpatrick exhibited no ability to grow and move beyond the point of inoculation whenre-inoculated. We have recently, however, found thatBurkholderia phytofirman
	While the droplet puncture method used inFigure 5to introduceB. phytofirmansis an effective way to introducebacteria into the xylem, we have investigated the potential to introduceB. phytofirmansinto the vascular tissue bytopical application to leaves using 0.2% Break-thru, an organo-silicon surfactant with sufficiently low surfacetension that spontaneous invasion of plant tissues can be achieved. The population size ofB. phytofirmansin thepetioles of leaves distal from the leaf on which cell suspensions in
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 5. Left: Population size ofB. phytofirmansin Cabernet Sauvignon grape at various distances from the point ofinoculation after six weeks incubation. Right: Severity of Pierce’s disease of Cabernet Sauvignon at various times afterinoculation withXfalone (blue) or when co-inoculated withB. phytofirmans(grey) or when inoculated with
	B.phytofirmansalone (red).
	Figure
	Figure 6.Population size ofBurkholderia phytofirmansin petioles of Cabernet Sauvignon of
	plants sprayed with this strain alone (blue line) or this strain applied with 0.2% Break-thru (redline).
	Given the promising results of the reduction of severity of Pierce’s disease in grape treated withB. phytofirmans,we performed additional experiments in whichXfwas co-inoculated withB. phytofirmansas well as when
	B.phytofirmansboth preceded or followed inoculation of plants withXfby 30 days. As observed before, theseverity of Pierce’s disease of plants co-inoculated withB. phytofirmansandXfwas greatly reduced at all timesafter inoculation compared to that on plants inoculated with the pathogen alone (Figure 7). Importantly, theseverity of Pierce’s disease was also substantially less on plants in which inoculation withB. phytofirmansfollowed inoculation with the pathogen by 30 days than on control plants inoculated o
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	plants already infected withXf.It might have been anticipated that pre-inoculation of plants withB. phytofirmanswould haveyielded the largest degree of disease resistance. However, this and other studies have shown thatdisease incidence and severity is reduced wheneverB. phytofirmansandXfare present together in the plant.Inoculation of plants withB. phytofirmansafter that of the pathogen would, by definition, place them both in theplant together, while pre-inoculation could result in a situation where the b
	plants already infected withXf.It might have been anticipated that pre-inoculation of plants withB. phytofirmanswould haveyielded the largest degree of disease resistance. However, this and other studies have shown thatdisease incidence and severity is reduced wheneverB. phytofirmansandXfare present together in the plant.Inoculation of plants withB. phytofirmansafter that of the pathogen would, by definition, place them both in theplant together, while pre-inoculation could result in a situation where the b
	Figure
	Figure 7. Severity of Pierce’s disease symptoms (number of symptomatic leaves/vine) on CabernetSauvignon plants needle-inoculated only withB. phytofirmans(dark blue line), only withXf(medium blueline), or co-inoculated withXfandB. phytofirmans(yellow line).Also shown is disease severity on plantsneedle-inoculated withB. phytofirmans30 days before inoculation withXf(light blue line) or sprayed withB. phytofirmansin a solution of 0.2% Break-thru 30 days before inoculation withXf(orange line ), as wellas on pl
	B. phytofirmanswas able to inhibit Pierce’s disease development in all grape varieties in which it was evaluated.When inoculated simultaneously into different grape varieties (although not at the same location, but within about10 cm of the site of inoculation with the pathogen) the progression of Pierce’s disease was greatly suppressedcompared to that of plants inoculated withXfalone (Figure 8). While the greatest reduction in disease severitywas conferred in Cabernet Sauvignon, a variety somewhat more resi

	Part
	Figure
	Figure 8.Severity of Pierce’s disease observed in different grape varieties needle-inoculated at thesame time but at different locations withXfandB. phytofirmans(blue line), compared to thatinoculated only withXf(orange line) or withB. phytofirmansalone (gray line). The vertical barsrepresent the standard error of the determination mean disease severity.
	While the mechanism by whichB. phytofirmansreduces the severity of Pierce’s disease remains somewhatunclear, the biological control activity conferred by this bacterium is associated with its ability to reduce thepopulation size ofXfin inoculated plants. Relatively high population sizes ofXfwere recovered from stemsegments collected from 30 to 300 cm away from the point of inoculation in plants inoculated only with thepathogen (Figure 9). As expected, the highest population sizes were seen within the first 
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 9. Top: Population size ofXfin the stems of grapes at various distances from the point ofinoculation of the pathogen alone when measured 12 weeks after inoculation. Bottom: Populationsize ofXfin the stems of grapes at various distances from the point of inoculation of the pathogenwhen co-inoculated withB. phytofirmans(blue) or populations ofB.phytofirmans(orange). Thevertical bars represent the standard error of the mean population size/g.
	Surprisingly, we have frequently observed that whileB. phytofirmansrapidly achieves high population sizes andspreads extensively in plants after inoculation, when assessed several weeks after inoculation its population sizesin inoculated plants, irrespective of whetherXfwas also inoculated into the grape plants, is often quite low. Theseresults suggest that the interactions ofB. phytofirmanswith either the plant orXfoccur early in the infectionprocess. The fact that the effect of the inoculation of plants w
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	Figure
	Figure 10. Population size ofXfthree weeks after inoculation of plants with the pathogen alone(yellow line), plants sprayed withB. phytofirmanson the same day that it was needle-inoculatedwith the pathogen (gray line), plants needle-inoculated withB. phytofirmanson the same day that itwas needle-inoculated with the pathogen at a nearby site (orange line), and plants needle-inoculatedwithB. phytofirmansthree weeks prior to being needle-inoculated with the pathogen at a nearbysite (blue line). The vertical ba
	Considerable effort has been made during this reporting period to better understand the mechanisms by whichB.phytofirmansalters the behavior ofXfin plants. DSF production has been described in otherBurkholderiaspecies includingBurkholderia ceonocepacia. Furthermore, the genome sequence ofB. phytofirmansPSJN hasbeen determined, allowing us to putatively identify a gene with some homology toXfandXanthomonascampestrisrpfFthat thus might be expected to lead to the production of fatty acids capable of conferring
	B.phytofirmansculture supernatants orrpfFmutants ofB. phytofirmanscould alter the expression of genes ineitherXanthomonas campestrisorXfthat were known to be regulated by the presence of various DSF species.Interestingly, relatively strong induction of theeng:gfpreporter gene fusion inXanthomonas campestriswasobserved when the biosensor was exposed to extracts of both the wild-type andrpfFmutant ofB. phytofirmans(Figure 11). These results suggest that indeedB. phytofirmanswas capable of producing a DSF-like

	Part
	Figure
	Figure 11. Normalized green fluorescent protein (GFP) fluorescence exhibited by theXanthomonas
	campestrispv.campestrisDSF biosensor strain harboring aneng:gfpreporter gene when exposedto different concentrations of ethyl acetate extracts (100 ml of supernatant extracted into 1 ml ofsolvent) from a wild-typeB.phytofirmans(blue bars) or anrpfFmutant (red bars).Shown on theabscissa are different ul aliquots of the extract added to a 1 mL culture of the biosensor as well as aculture of the biosensor exposed to 1 uM DSF, 1 uM BDSF, or to no added material (ctrl).
	While we did not detect a change in apparent expression of thehxfApromoter linked to thephoAreporter gene intheXfXf:phoAbiosensor when it was exposed to either ethyl acetate extracts of culture supernatants of
	B.phytofirmansor small amounts of culture supernatant themselves, we observed that the biofilm formation(apparent adhesiveness) ofXfwas dramatically higher when either ethyl acetate extracts of culture supernatant orculture supernatant itself fromB. phytofirmanswas added to cultures of either wild-type or rpfF* mutants ofXf(Figure 12). Not only was the amount of bacterial biomass that accumulated in the “ring” which formed at themedia/air interface and shake cultures greater, but more importantly, substanti
	Figure 12
	Figure
	. Biofilm formation of wild-type
	Xf
	grown in PD3 media alone (left), or in media containing 20% v/v ofculture supernatant of wild-typeB. phytofirmans(center), or a putativerpfFmutant ofB. phytofirmans(right).
	Interestingly, a large increase in biofilm formation could be conferred by relatively small amounts of extracts ofeither wild-type or therpfFmutant ofB. phytofirmans, while higher concentrations appeared to lead to someinhibition ofXfgrowth, and hence biofilm formation. These results are quite interesting in that it suggests strongly
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	thatB. phytofirmansproduces a signal molecule to whichXfresponds, leading to its increased adhesiveness. It isunclear whether the signal molecule is a fatty acid related to DSF. It is quite possible thatXfcan perceive theputative signal molecule ofB. phytofirmansusing receptors different from those used to detect DSF itself, andthat detection of the putative signal molecule ofB. phytofirmansmight lead to expression of somewhat differentgenes than of DSF itself. Work to determine the identity of the signal m
	thatB. phytofirmansproduces a signal molecule to whichXfresponds, leading to its increased adhesiveness. It isunclear whether the signal molecule is a fatty acid related to DSF. It is quite possible thatXfcan perceive theputative signal molecule ofB. phytofirmansusing receptors different from those used to detect DSF itself, andthat detection of the putative signal molecule ofB. phytofirmansmight lead to expression of somewhat differentgenes than of DSF itself. Work to determine the identity of the signal m
	CONCLUSIONS
	Experimentation is well underway to produce a variety of additional DSF-producing grape varieties. While manyof the plants have already been produced the remainder should be delivered within the next few months.Considerable additional work will be needed to assess their production of DSF and disease resistance, but we areoptimistic that they also will show at least as high a level of disease resistance as seen in earlier studies inFreedom. Preliminary results using penetrating surfactants to introduce comme
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	ABSTRACT
	A cell density-dependent gene expression system inXylella fastidiosa(Xf) mediated by a small signal moleculecalled diffusible signal factor (DSF) which we have now characterized as 2-Z-tetradecenoic acid (hereafter calledC14-cis) and 2-Z-hexadecenoic acid (C16-cis) controls the behavior ofXf.The accumulation of DSF attenuatesthe virulence ofXfby stimulating the expression of cell surface adhesins such as HxfA, HxfB, XadA, and FimAwhich make cells sticky and hence suppress its movement in the plant, while do
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	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf)coordinates its behavior in plants in a cell density-dependent fashion using a diffusiblesignal factor molecule (DSF) which acts to suppress its virulence in plants. Artificially increasing DSF levels ingrapevines by introducing therpfFgene which encodes a DSF synthase reduces disease severity in greenhousetrials. We are testing two different lineages of DSF-producing plants, both as own-rooted plants and as rootstocksfor susceptible grape varieties. Plots in both Solano and Riverside 
	INTRODUCTION
	Our work has shown thatXylella fastidiosa(Xf) uses diffusible signal factor (DSF) perception as a key trigger tochange its behavior within plants. Under most conditions DSF levels in plants are low since cells are found inrelatively small clusters, and hence cells do not express adhesins that would hinder their movement through theplant but which are required for vector acquisition. Instead, they actively express extracellular enzymes andretractile pili needed for movement through the plant. Disease control
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Determine the susceptibility of DSF-producing grapevines as own-rooted plants as well as rootstocks forsusceptible grape varieties for Pierce’s disease.
	1.Determine the susceptibility of DSF-producing grapevines as own-rooted plants as well as rootstocks forsusceptible grape varieties for Pierce’s disease.
	2.Determine the population size of the pathogen in DSF-producing plants under field conditions.
	3.Determine the levels of DSF in transgenicrpfF-expressing grapevines under field conditions as a means ofdetermining their susceptibility to Pierce’s disease.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Disease susceptibility of transgenic DSF-producing grapevines in field trials.
	Field tests are being performed with two different genetic constructs of therpfFgene in grape and assessed in twodifferent plant contexts. TherpfFhas been introduced into Freedom (a rootstock variety) in a way that does notcause it to be directed to any subcellular location (non-targeted). TherpfFgene has also been modified to harbor a5’ sequence encoding the leader peptide introduced into grape (Thompson Seedless) as a translational fusionprotein with a small peptide sequence from RUBISCO that presumably c
	Table 1.Treatments examined in field trials.
	Number
	Number
	Number
	Code
	Scion and Rootstock

	1
	1
	FT
	Non-targeted RpfF Freedom

	2
	2
	TT
	Chloroplast-targeted RpfF Thompson

	3
	3
	FW
	Non-targeted RpfF Freedom as rootstock with normalThompson scion

	4
	4
	TTG
	Chloroplast-targeted RpfF Thompson as rootstock with normal Thompson scion

	5
	5
	FWG
	Normal Freedom rootstock with normal Thompson scion

	6
	6
	TWG
	Normal Thompson rootstock with normal Thompson scion

	7
	7
	FW
	Normal Freedom

	8
	8
	TW
	NormalThompson
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	Treatments 5 to 8 serve as appropriate controls to allow direct assessment of the effect of DSF expression ondisease in own-rooted plants, as well as account for the effects of grafting per se on disease susceptibility of thescions grafted onto DSF-producing rootstocks. One field trial was established in Solano County on August 2,2010. Twelve plants of each treatment were established in a randomized complete block design. Self-rooted plantswere produced by rooting of cuttings (about three cm long) from matu
	Treatments 5 to 8 serve as appropriate controls to allow direct assessment of the effect of DSF expression ondisease in own-rooted plants, as well as account for the effects of grafting per se on disease susceptibility of thescions grafted onto DSF-producing rootstocks. One field trial was established in Solano County on August 2,2010. Twelve plants of each treatment were established in a randomized complete block design. Self-rooted plantswere produced by rooting of cuttings (about three cm long) from matu
	Figure
	Figure 1.Incidence of vines of wild-type Freedom grape (blue) or DSF-producing transgenicFreedom grape (red) having any symptoms of Pierce’s disease when rated in August or September2012. A total of three vines per plant were assessed. The vertical bars represent the standard error ofthe mean.
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure 2. Severity of Pierce’s disease on transgenic Freedom grape (FT) and on wild-type
	Freedom grape (FW) assessed in August 2012 in the Solano County trial.
	Figure
	Solano County Field Trial–Sep. 7, 2012
	Figure 3
	. Severity of Pierce’s disease on grape assessed in September 2012 in the Solano County
	trial. See treatment codes above for treatment comparisons.
	The incidence of infection of transgenic DSF-producing Freedom was about three-fold less than that of wild-typeFreedom grape (Figure 4), while the number of infected leaves per vine was about five-fold less (Figure 5),suggesting that the pathogen had spread less in the DSF-producing plants after insect inoculation. Only a modestreduction in incidence or severity of Pierce’s disease was seen in Thompson Seedless grafted onto DSF-producingFreedom rootstocks compared to those grafted on wild-type Freedom (Figu
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	Figure
	Figure 4.Incidence of Pierce’s disease of transgenic DSF-producing Freedom grape (blue bars) or wild-type Freedom(red bars) as measured as the fraction of vines with any disease symptoms (left box), or the severity of disease asmeasured as the fraction of leaves per shoot that exhibited symptoms (right box). The vertical bars represent thestandard error of the mean.
	Figure
	Figure 5.Incidence of Pierce’s disease of normal Thompson Seedless grape grafted onto transgenic DSF-producingFreedom grape rootstocks (blue bars) or wild-type Freedom rootstocks (red bars) as measured as the fraction of vineswith any disease symptoms (left box), or the severity of disease as measured as the fraction of leaves per shoot thatexhibited symptoms (right box). The vertical bars represent the standard error of the mean.
	Figure
	Figure 6.Incidence of Pierce’s disease of transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless grape (blue bars) or wild-type Thompson Seedless (red bars) as measured as the fraction of vines with any disease symptoms (left box), or theseverity of disease as measured as the fraction of leaves per shoot that exhibited symptoms (right box). The verticalbars represent the standard error of the mean.
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	Figure
	Figure 7.Incidence of Pierce’s disease of normal Thompson Seedless grape grafted onto transgenic DSF-producingThompson Seedless grape rootstocks (blue bars) or wild-type Thompson Seedless rootstocks (red bars) as measured asthe fraction of vines with any disease symptoms (left box) or the severity of disease as measured as the fraction ofleaves per shoot that exhibited symptoms (right box). The vertical bars represent the standard error of the mean.
	On May 15, 2013 plants at the Solano County field trial were evaluated for survival over the winter and anysymptoms of Pierce’s disease that were apparent at this early date. Vines that had been inoculated in 2012 hadbeen marked with a plastic tie. The vines were pruned during the winter of 2012-2013 in a way that retained theinoculation site and the plastic marker for each of the inoculated vines. Thus, in May 2013 the return growth onthose inoculated but pruned vines was assessed. One or more new shoots h
	Vines of transgenic and wild-type Freedom, as well as wild-type and transgenic Thompson Seedless, andThompson Seedless scions grafted onto the various transgenic or wild-type rootstocks that were apparentlyhealthy and derived from cordons not showing disease in 2013 were again inoculated withXfat the SolanoCounty trial on May 28, 2014. The goal of these continuing experiments is to verify the enhanced diseaseresistance exhibited by transgenic Freedom, and to further quantify the differential susceptibility 
	symptomatic. Furthermore, on vines that had been infected for more than one year, this new 0 to 5 rating scaleaccounts for return growth and vigor of growth of vines in years subsequent to that year in which it was originallyinoculated.
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	Figure
	Solano County Field Trial-2013
	Figure 8. The fraction of vines in the Solano County field trial inoculated in 2012 withXfthat gaverise to at least one new shoot by May 2013. Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing Freedomas an own-rooted plant (FT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producingFreedom rootstocks (FTG), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), Thompson Seedlessscions grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG), transgenic DSF-producing ThompsonSeedless as own-rooted plants (TT), Thompson Seedle
	Solano County Field Trial-2013
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	Figure 9. The fraction of vines in the Solano County field trial inoculated in 2012 withXfthat gaverise to at least one new shoot by May 2013 that exhibited some abnormalities possibly indicative ofearly stages of Pierce’s disease infection (orange bars). Treatments include transgenic DSF-producingFreedom as an own-rooted plant (FT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), ThompsonSeedless scions grafted onto nor
	Disease incidence and severity on plants was rated on both August 8 and September 15, 2014. No symptoms wereapparent on inoculated vines of either wild-type or transgenic Freedom plants. However, symptoms were apparenton Thompson Seedless vines that had been inoculated earlier in the season. A lower incidence of symptomaticleaves were found on Thompson Seedless vine grafted onto transgenic Freedom rootstocks compared to those on
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	wild-type Freedom rootstocks (Figure 10). The incidence of symptomatic leaves on Thompson Seedless vinesgrafted onto wild-type Thompson Seedless rootstocks did not differ from Thompson Seedless vines on transgenicThompson Seedless rootstocks. Similarly, the incidence of symptomatic leaves was similar on own-rootedThompson Seedless plants compared to that on transgenic Thompson Seedless plants (Figure 10). The overallvigor of Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic Freedom rootstocks was similar to 
	wild-type Freedom rootstocks (Figure 10). The incidence of symptomatic leaves on Thompson Seedless vinesgrafted onto wild-type Thompson Seedless rootstocks did not differ from Thompson Seedless vines on transgenicThompson Seedless rootstocks. Similarly, the incidence of symptomatic leaves was similar on own-rootedThompson Seedless plants compared to that on transgenic Thompson Seedless plants (Figure 10). The overallvigor of Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic Freedom rootstocks was similar to 
	Figure
	Figure 10. The percentage of leaves of vines in the Solano County field trial inoculated in 2014 withXfthat
	exhibited symptoms of Pierce’s disease on August 8, 2014. Treatments include Thompson Seedless scionsgrafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), Thompson Seedless scions grafted ontonormal Freedom rootstocks (FWG), transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless as own-rooted plants(TT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless rootstocks(TTG), normal Thompson Seedless as own-rooted plants (TW), and Thompson Seedless scions grafted ontonormal Thompson S
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure 11. The overall disease rating of vines in the Solano County field trial when assessed on August 8,2014. Treatments include Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedomrootstocks (FTG), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG), transgenicDSF-producing Thompson Seedless as own-rooted plants (TT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted ontotransgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless rootstocks (TTG), normal Thompson Seedless as own-rootedplants (TW), and 
	The incidence of symptomatic leaves had increased by September 15, 2014 from the low levels seen in August2014. A dramatic difference in the incidence of symptomatic leaves was observed between wild-type and RpfF-expressing Freedom grape. While no symptomatic leaves were observed on the transgenic Freedom plants, over15% of the leaves on the vines of wild-type Freedom plants that had been inoculated in May 2014 were showingsymptoms of Pierce’s disease (Figure 12). As observed in the August 2014 evaluation, 
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure 12. The percentage of leaves of vines in the Solano County field trial inoculated in 2014 withXfthat exhibited symptoms of Pierce’s disease on September 15, 2014. Treatments include transgenicDSF-producing Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FT), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant(FW), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG),and Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG). The vertical barsrepresent the standard error of the 
	Figure
	Figure 13. The overall disease rating of vines in the Solano County field trial that exhibited symptomsof Pierce’s disease on September 15, 2014. Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing Freedom asan own-rooted plant (FT), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), Thompson Seedless scionsgrafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), and Thompson Seedless scionsgrafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG). The vertical bars represent the standard error of themean.
	Disease was assessed in early October 2014 at the Riverside County field trial. In general the plants had notgrown well, with very little new growth even on plants that were not infected. Overall, the plants did not look
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	thrifty and appeared to be suffering from other growth limitations such as nematode damage. In many cases vinesdid not emerge from a given cordon. The overall disease severity of these plants was high and similar between alltreatments (Figure 15). Because Freedom plants tend to have many shoots arising from a given cordon, weassessed the disease state of each shoot arising from a given cordon to yield an overall disease severity estimatefor these plants (i.e., if a given cordon had 10 shoots, two of which h
	thrifty and appeared to be suffering from other growth limitations such as nematode damage. In many cases vinesdid not emerge from a given cordon. The overall disease severity of these plants was high and similar between alltreatments (Figure 15). Because Freedom plants tend to have many shoots arising from a given cordon, weassessed the disease state of each shoot arising from a given cordon to yield an overall disease severity estimatefor these plants (i.e., if a given cordon had 10 shoots, two of which h
	Figure
	Figure14. The percentage of vines in the Riverside County field trial that exhibited symptoms of Pierce’sdisease on October 6, 2014. Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing Freedom as an own-rooted plant(FT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), wild-typeFreedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), and Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks(FWG). The vertical bars represent the standard error of the mean.
	Figure
	Figure 15. The overall disease rating of vines in the Riverside County field trial that exhibitedsymptoms of Pierce’s disease on October 6, 2014. Treatments include transgenic DSF-producingFreedom as an own-rooted plant (FT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), andThompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG). The vertical barsrepresent the standard error of the mean.
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	All plants in the Solano County trial were evaluated for the incidence and severity of Pierce the disease onMay27, 2015. By this time all plants that remained alive had generated new shoots. It was apparent that thetransgenic Freedom plants had both a much lower incidence and severity of symptoms compared to wild-typeFreedom own-rooted plants. While virtually no symptoms were observed on the transgenic Freedom plants(Figure 16), all wild-type Freedom plants exhibited substantial incidence of the leaf scorch
	All plants in the Solano County trial were evaluated for the incidence and severity of Pierce the disease onMay27, 2015. By this time all plants that remained alive had generated new shoots. It was apparent that thetransgenic Freedom plants had both a much lower incidence and severity of symptoms compared to wild-typeFreedom own-rooted plants. While virtually no symptoms were observed on the transgenic Freedom plants(Figure 16), all wild-type Freedom plants exhibited substantial incidence of the leaf scorch
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 16.
	Images of two separate transgenic Freedom grape plants at the Solano County trial
	rpfFgene encoding DSF synthesis fromXf.These plants are typical of all
	transformed with the
	plants in this treatment in that they show little or no symptoms of Pierce’s disease despite the factthat they had been inoculated repeatedly previous years.
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 17.Images of two wild-type Freedom grape plants at the Solano County trial. These plants
	are typical of all plants in this treatment in that they all showed considerable symptoms of Pierce’sdisease, ranging from several dead cordons and some stunted growth (left) or severe symptoms ordeath of most or all cordons on these plants that had been inoculated repeatedly previous years.
	Disease severity of these plants, which had been previously inoculated for each of the previous four years, wasquantified by two different scales. In one scale, both the incidence of any disease and the severity of diseasebetween cordons is integrated to yield a range from 0 (no symptoms) to 5 (all cordons and shoots dead). Thisrating scale was developed for use by all of the participants in the Solano County grapevine field trial and has
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	been deemed the “PIPRA” (Public Intellectual Property Resource for Agriculture) scale. However, because thevigor of wild-type and transgenic plants obviously differed even though they did not show any disease symptoms,we also rated the plants separately using a different rating scale from 0 to 5, where 0 indicated plants that werequite vigorous, showing no symptoms and having new growth that was as large as the largest plants in the trial asof May 2015, and 5 indicated that all the plants were dead. We deem
	been deemed the “PIPRA” (Public Intellectual Property Resource for Agriculture) scale. However, because thevigor of wild-type and transgenic plants obviously differed even though they did not show any disease symptoms,we also rated the plants separately using a different rating scale from 0 to 5, where 0 indicated plants that werequite vigorous, showing no symptoms and having new growth that was as large as the largest plants in the trial asof May 2015, and 5 indicated that all the plants were dead. We deem
	Solano County-2015
	Rating scale 0-5
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
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	Figure 18. Severity of Pierce’s disease symptoms (blue bars) rated on a scale that accounts for both the incidenceand severity of disease between cordons that is integrated to yield a range from 0 (no symptoms) to 5 (all cordonsand shoots dead) when rated in May 2015. Also shown is the overall vigor of the plant (red bars) rated from 0(extremely vigorous) to 5 (dead). Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing Freedom as an own-rooted plant(FT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producin
	As we had observed in previous years, the incidence of Pierce’s disease on Thompson Seedless scions grafted totransgenic Freedom rootstocks was significantly less than that grafted to Freedom wild-type rootstocks
	(Figure 18). Likewise, Thompson Seedless scions exhibited much more growth when grafted onto the transgenicFreedom rootstocks compared to that of the wild-type Freedom rootstocks (Figure 18). Also, as observed inprevious years, the incidence of disease and vigor of Thompson Seedless plants grown as own-rooted plants or asscions onto either wild-type Thompson rootstocks or a Thompson rootstock transformed with the chloroplasttargetedrpfFgene did not differ (Figure 18). Thus, the introduction of therpfFgene i
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	compare the production of DSF continued to increase the resistance of these plants to symptoms of Pierce’sdisease despite the fact that they had been inoculated several times before May 2015. These transgenic plants arequite attractive both as an own-rooted plant and also as a rootstock for more susceptible scions.
	compare the production of DSF continued to increase the resistance of these plants to symptoms of Pierce’sdisease despite the fact that they had been inoculated several times before May 2015. These transgenic plants arequite attractive both as an own-rooted plant and also as a rootstock for more susceptible scions.
	When rated in early October 2015, transgenic Freedom as a scion continued to exhibit much higher resistance to
	Pierce’s disease than untransformed Freedom. The incidence and severity of Pierce’s disease as assessed using the
	0 to 5scale discussed above was much lower on the transgenic Freedom compared to wild-type Freedom
	0 to 5scale discussed above was much lower on the transgenic Freedom compared to wild-type Freedom

	(Figure19), while the incidence of symptomatic leaves on plants inoculated in May were reduced over five-fold
	compared to untransformed plants (Figure 20).
	Figure
	Figure 19.Severity of Pierce’s disease symptoms rated on a scale that accounts for both the incidence andseverity of disease between cordons that is integrated to yield a range from 0 (no symptoms) to 5 (allcordons and shoots dead). Treatments include transgenic DSF-producing Freedom as an own-rooted plant(FT), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenicDSF-producing Freedom rootstocks (FTG), and Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto normal Freedomrootstoc
	Figure
	Figure 20.Percentage of symptomatic leaves on inoculated shoots in transgenic DSF-producing
	Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FT) and wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW).
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	A final rating of the vigor of the plants at the Solano County trial was conducted in late May 2016. Plant vigorwas rated on a 0 to 5 scale, with 0 representing a dead plant and 5 representing a thriving, asymptomatic plant. Asin previous ratings, transgenic Freedom plants were far more vigorous than those of the non-transformed Freedomplants (Figure 21). The vigor of Thompson Seedless grafted onto transgenic Freedom rootstocks did not differfrom that grafted onto non-transformed Freedom rootstocks. Thus th
	A final rating of the vigor of the plants at the Solano County trial was conducted in late May 2016. Plant vigorwas rated on a 0 to 5 scale, with 0 representing a dead plant and 5 representing a thriving, asymptomatic plant. Asin previous ratings, transgenic Freedom plants were far more vigorous than those of the non-transformed Freedomplants (Figure 21). The vigor of Thompson Seedless grafted onto transgenic Freedom rootstocks did not differfrom that grafted onto non-transformed Freedom rootstocks. Thus th
	Figure
	Solano County Field Trial Rating-2016
	Figure 21.Vigor of plants at the Solano County field trial. Treatments include transgenic DSF-producingFreedom as an own-rooted plant (FT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producingFreedom rootstocks (FTG), wild-type Freedom as an own-rooted plant (FW), Thompson Seedless scionsgrafted onto normal Freedom rootstocks (FWG), transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedless as own-rooted plants (TT), Thompson Seedless scions grafted onto transgenic DSF-producing Thompson Seedlessrootstocks (TTG),
	CONCLUSIONS
	Since we have shown that DSF accumulation within plants is a major signal used byXfto change its geneexpression patterns, and since DSF-mediated changes all lead to a reduction in virulence in this pathogen, wehave shown proof of principle that disease control can be achieved by a process of “pathogen confusion.” Thesefield trials are direct demonstration projects to test the field efficacy of plants producing DSF to alter pathogenbehavior in a way that minimizes symptom development. Results from both the S
	FUNDING AGENCIES
	Finding for this project was provided by the CDFA Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter Board.
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	FIELD EVALUATIONS OF GRAFTED GRAPE LINES EXPRESSINGPOLYGALACTURONASE-INHIBITING PROTEINS
	FIELD EVALUATIONS OF GRAFTED GRAPE LINES EXPRESSINGPOLYGALACTURONASE-INHIBITING PROTEINS
	Principal Investigator:
	Ann L.T. PowellDepartment of Plant SciencesUniversity of CaliforniaDavis, CA 95616alpowell@ucdavis.edu
	Field Cooperator:Philippe Rolshausen
	Dept. of Botany & Plant SciencesUniversity of CaliforniaRiverside, CA 92521Philippe.rolshausen@ucr.edu
	Co-Principal Investigator:
	John M.LabavitchDepartment of Plant SciencesUniversity of CaliforniaDavis, CA 95616jmlabavitch@ucdavis.edu
	Field Cooperator:
	David G. GilchristDepartment of Plant PathologyUniversity of CaliforniaDavis,CA 95616dggilchrist@ucdavis.edu
	Reporting Period:The results reported here are from work conducted February 1, 2013 to June 30, 2016.
	ABSTRACT
	The aim of the project was to determine whether introduction of a plant protein that is naturally produced inedible fruit can restrict the spread ofXylella fastidiosa(Xf) and symptoms of Pierce’s disease in grapevineswithout altering the agricultural attributes of the plants. The Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged SharpshooterResearch Scientific Advisory Panel had identified, based on previous work, the plant protein polygalacturonase-inhibiting protein (PGIP) naturally expressed in pear fruit (pPGIP) as a 
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	In order to determine whether polygalacturonase-inhibiting proteins (PGIPs) have potential for the commercialdevelopment and deployment to reduce Pierce’ disease (PD), two test vineyards were established in California.The model PGIP evaluated in this project is produced naturally in pear fruit (pPGIP) and inhibits the PG thatXylella fastidiosa(Xf) produces as it spreads and causes damage in infected grapevines. Each vineyard containedChardonnay and Thompson Seedless grapevines that were growing on their own
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	introductions ofXf), varietal background (Thompson Seedless vs. Chardonnay), and origin of the pPGIP(delivered from transgrafted rootstock to grafted non-PGIP producing scions vs. plants expressing pPGIP in allparts). Mechanical inoculations withXfbacteria were done yearly from 2011-2015 in Solano County and,beginning with the establishment of the vineyard in Riverside County in June 2013, natural infections werepermitted. Data describing the total vine and disease characteristics of the own-rooted or trans
	introductions ofXf), varietal background (Thompson Seedless vs. Chardonnay), and origin of the pPGIP(delivered from transgrafted rootstock to grafted non-PGIP producing scions vs. plants expressing pPGIP in allparts). Mechanical inoculations withXfbacteria were done yearly from 2011-2015 in Solano County and,beginning with the establishment of the vineyard in Riverside County in June 2013, natural infections werepermitted. Data describing the total vine and disease characteristics of the own-rooted or trans
	INTRODUCTION
	The project was designed to establish two typical vineyard sites to assess whether polygalacturonase-inhibitingproteins (PGIPs) restrictXylella fastidiosa(Xf) spread and Pierce’s disease symptoms, and whether expressionand/or delivery of the PGIP from pear fruit (pPGIP) impacted the performance and attributes of table and winegrapevines.
	This group and others had shown that the expansion ofXffrom the infection site throughout the vine createssystemic infections that cause Pierce’s disease and vine death (Krivanek and Walker, 2005; Labavitch, 2006,2007; Lin, 2005; Lindow, 2006, 2007a, b; Rost and Matthews, 2007).The grapevine water-conducting xylemelements are separated by pit membranes, pectin-rich cell wall "filters" whose meshwork is too small to permitmovement ofXf(Labavitch et al., 2004, 2006, 2009a,).Xfproduces cell wall-degrading enzy
	TheXfpolygalacturonase (XfPG) and several-1,4-endo-glucanases (EGases) could participate in the digestion ofpectin and xyloglucan polymers in pit membranes and, thereby, facilitate Pierce’s disease development asXfmoves within the vine xylem elements. Labavitch et al. (2006, 2007, 2009a; Perez-Donoso et al., 2010) reportedthat introduction of PG and EGase into uninfected grapevines caused pit membrane breakage. Roper et al. (2006,
	2007) developed anXfPG-deficientXfstrain and showed it was unable to cause Pierce’s disease symptoms,demonstrating thatXfPGis a Pierce’s disease virulence factor, presumably because it permitsXfmovement.The aim of this project is to use plant PGIPs to limitXfspread in grapevines. PGIPs are produced in flowers andedible fruit, are induced by contact with pathogens, and are selective inhibitors of pathogen and pest PGs (Powellet al., 2000; Shackel et al., 2005; Stotz et al., 1993, 1994). Grapevines transforme
	2007) developed anXfPG-deficientXfstrain and showed it was unable to cause Pierce’s disease symptoms,demonstrating thatXfPGis a Pierce’s disease virulence factor, presumably because it permitsXfmovement.The aim of this project is to use plant PGIPs to limitXfspread in grapevines. PGIPs are produced in flowers andedible fruit, are induced by contact with pathogens, and are selective inhibitors of pathogen and pest PGs (Powellet al., 2000; Shackel et al., 2005; Stotz et al., 1993, 1994). Grapevines transforme

	OBJECTIVES
	1.Scale up the number of grafted and own-rooted pPGIP expressing lines.
	1.Scale up the number of grafted and own-rooted pPGIP expressing lines.
	2.Plant and maintain grafted and own-rooted lines in two locations with different Pierce’s disease pressure.
	3.Evaluate relevant agronomic traits of vines in two locations.
	4.Determine Pierce’s disease incidence in pPGIP expressing grafted and own-rooted lines. Test forXfpresenceand, if present, determine the extent of infection.
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	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Generate enough grafted and own-rooted grapevines for the field trials.
	Activities.This objective was completed in June 2013. DNA was prepared from the vines used as source tissuefor grafting and the genotypes were confirmed by PCR (Figure 1). Results (see Objectives 3 and 4 below) werethat some of the vines over the past three years died due to Pierce’s disease and a few died because of othercauses. After the first year, none of the dead vines were replaced.Table 1shows the number of grafted and non-grafted vines of each genotype that were planted at the sites by June 2013.
	Results.Sufficient plants of both the Chardonnay and Thompson Seedless varieties were self-grafted,transgrafted, or propagated by own rooting to complete the Solano and Riverside plots. The genotypes of theplants were verified. All of the vines were transplanted to the sites.
	Table 1.Plant Inventory. Total numbers of grapevines planted by 2013 in Solano and Riverside counties. The upperportion of the graphic is scion genotype, the lower part of the graphic is rootstock phenotype; nongrafted plants haveno break between the upper and lower parts of the graphics. Hatched fill represents pPGIP-expressing rootstocksand/or scions; black fill is null-transformants (no pPGIP) controls; white fill is non-transformed controls. In SolanoCounty, own-rooted vines were mechanically inoculated
	inoculated in 2013, 2014, and 2015. Vines planted in Riverside County had “natural” infections.
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	Own-
	Own-
	Own-
	Own-
	Rooted

	Inoculated(2011-2013)
	17
	8
	9

	Non-
	Non-
	Non-
	Inoculated

	8
	4
	5

	Grafted
	Grafted
	Inoculated(2013, 2014,2015)
	9
	11
	9
	0
	9
	9
	9

	Non-
	Non-
	Non-
	Inoculated

	4
	4
	4
	2
	4
	4
	4

	RIVERSIDE COUNTY
	RIVERSIDE COUNTY

	Own-
	Own-
	Own-
	Rooted

	Natural
	Natural
	Infections

	13
	11
	6
	9
	12
	6

	Grafted
	Grafted
	Natural
	Natural
	Infections

	16
	6
	8
	6
	3
	7
	14
	7
	3
	3



	Figure
	Figure 1.A gel used to genotype by PCR with genomic DNA from grape leaf tissue from ThompsonSeedless vines expressing pPGIP and null-transformed (no pPGIP) controls used to generate transgraftedvines. A 1 kb band (arrow) indicating the pPGIP DNA sequence is expected only in samples used asrootstocks for transgrafts and pPGIP self-grafted controls. Each sample’s quality was verified byamplifying a control fragment (not shown).
	Objective 2. Establish field trial sites.
	Activities.Field trial sites in Solano and Riverside counties were established to assess the Pierce’s diseaseresistance and general agronomic characteristics of own-rooted and grafted pPGIP-expressing grapevines. The
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	Figure 2.Field plot plans for Solano (A) and Riverside (B) county sites. The color codes of thegenotypes are given in the accompanying table; O.R. = own-rooted, Gr. = grafted.
	WEST
	NORTH
	field plans of the Powell trial plots in Solano and Riverside counties are shown inFigure 2. The vines satisfyingour initial PCR analysis were hand-planted in a randomized block design with blocks consisting of two or threeindividuals in the same treatment. The young plants were placed in protective grow tubes and hand-watered everytwo weeks in Solano County or as needed; natural rainfall accounted for most of the watering. In RiversideCounty, the plants were watered by drip irrigation. In Riverside, the pl

	In Solano County, the vines were pruned by the PI and the field crews two to three times per year to maximizepotential cane number for inoculations and to establish vigorous positions for future growth. The pruningschedule and method was non-conventional but was done in a manner to try to standardize vine growth in ourplots with the practices by the other PIs with plots in the same field, and to be able to preserve the inoculatedvines for observations and sampling. With the permit amendment granted by USDA 
	In Solano County, the vines were pruned by the PI and the field crews two to three times per year to maximizepotential cane number for inoculations and to establish vigorous positions for future growth. The pruningschedule and method was non-conventional but was done in a manner to try to standardize vine growth in ourplots with the practices by the other PIs with plots in the same field, and to be able to preserve the inoculatedvines for observations and sampling. With the permit amendment granted by USDA 
	Table 2.
	Activities at the Solano and Riverside county field sites for this project, through July 30, 2016.
	Date
	Date
	Date
	Location
	Activity

	14 March 2014
	14 March 2014
	Solano
	Visual scoring of symptoms from 2011-2013 infections at each year’s inoculationsite on each grafted plant

	19 March 2014
	19 March 2014
	Solano
	Visual re-scoring of symptoms from 2011-2013 infections (see above)

	20 March 2014
	20 March 2014
	Solano
	Photos, light pruning since vines have buds that have broken; first pruning since2013

	4 April 2014
	4 April 2014
	Riverside
	Disease scoring of symptoms oneach plant; photos taken (CJ UCD)

	28 May 2014
	28 May 2014
	Solano
	Inoculate ca. 4 fresh canes/grafted vine for 2014; no pruning

	9 July 2014
	9 July 2014
	Solano
	Visit field to assess disease on each plant

	27 July 2014
	27 July 2014
	Solano
	Take cane samples of ca. 1 cane/ genotype/plot for qPCRof canes infected in 2014;prune vines again

	29 July 2014
	29 July 2014
	Solano
	Count scorched leaves on infected canes; photos taken

	3 September 2014
	3 September 2014
	Solano
	Disease assessment by D. Golino (UCD)

	ca. 1 October 2014
	ca. 1 October 2014
	Solano
	Vines pruned again

	6 October 2014
	6 October 2014
	Riverside
	Disease scoring of all plants by P. Rolshausen (PR UCR)

	9 October 2014
	9 October 2014
	Solano
	Count infected leaves

	24 October 2014
	24 October 2014
	Riverside
	Disease re-scoring of all plants, photos taken by A. Powell (AP UCD)

	15 February 2015
	15 February 2015
	Solano
	Prune vines assisted by M.Greenspan while other groups were also pruning (APUCD)

	25 March 2015
	25 March 2015
	Solano
	Score plants for scorching, late growth, death, take photos (AP UCD)

	19 May 2015
	19 May 2015
	UCD
	Meet with other PIs to consider future of the project

	26 May 2015
	26 May 2015
	Solano
	Prune vines toconform with other groups (AP UCD)

	27 May 2015
	27 May 2015
	Solano
	Inoculate at least 4 canes per grafted plant with inoculum provided by D. Gilchrist.Tag with yellow/orange pull tags (AP, BN, TL, KP UCD)

	2 June 2015
	2 June 2015
	Riverside
	Vine assessments and photos taken withP. Rolshausen (AP UCD, PR UCR

	17 June 2015
	17 June 2015
	Riverside
	UCR staff (Peggy Mauk) evaluated vines (PM UCR)

	Late June 2015
	Late June 2015
	Riverside
	Plantings removed

	7 August 2015
	7 August 2015
	Solano
	Scored for visual signs of scorching, death, photos and samples for PCR (AP UCD)

	7October 2015
	7October 2015
	Solano
	Scored for visual signs of scorching, death, photos and samples for PCR (AP, JMc,JA UCD)

	14 March 2016
	14 March 2016
	Solano
	Observation of field to project when pruning and assessments can be done (APUCD)

	21 April 2016
	21 April 2016
	Solano
	Observation ofplants in the field, record dead plants (AP UCD)

	27 April 2016
	27 April 2016
	Solano
	Confirm observations of plants in the field and record dead plants (AP UCD), fieldcrew prunes plants.
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	Results.The Riverside and Solano county sites were planted by June 3, 2013 with all the vine combinationsplanned for this project. A consistent pruning regime was a goal for this plot so comparisons could be made withother evaluators, but pruning was variable. In 2014, thirteen evaluations were made of the plots (10 in Solano andthree in Riverside); nine were made by the PI. In 2015, nine evaluations were made of the plots (six in Solano andthree in Riverside); eight evaluations were made by the PI. Two eva
	Results.The Riverside and Solano county sites were planted by June 3, 2013 with all the vine combinationsplanned for this project. A consistent pruning regime was a goal for this plot so comparisons could be made withother evaluators, but pruning was variable. In 2014, thirteen evaluations were made of the plots (10 in Solano andthree in Riverside); nine were made by the PI. In 2015, nine evaluations were made of the plots (six in Solano andthree in Riverside); eight evaluations were made by the PI. Two eva
	Objective 3. Evaluate relevant agronomic traits of vines in two locations.
	Activities.Other than differences due to the variety (Chardonnay or Thompson Seedless), no difference in overallgrowth, time to flower, fruit set, or yield was noticed between the vines expressing pPGIP and the controls. Allproduced buds in mid-March and flower buds broke by the end of March in 2014 and 2015. In 2016 little sign ofgrowth was evident on the vines on March 14, probably due to heavy rain and cool weather. The fields weresaturated due to heavy rains and no weeding had been done between rows so 
	Non-grafted vines were inoculated for three years by March 2014. Numbers of bud-producing, no-bud-producing,and scorched leaves along canes inoculated in 2011, 2012, and 2013 were recorded in 2014 and 2015. The datahas not yet been analyzed for statistical significance or for effects due to grafting. Photos of each vine were takenthroughout the 2015 growing season. Vine death was noted at the Solano site and was monitored for each infectedvine during the 2015 growing season and was repeated in April 2016 (T
	Agronomic traits such as grape cluster size, berry size, and berry and seed phenotypes were measured at theSolano site in the summer of 2013 but were not repeated. No consistent changes were observed; observationswere made only for one year and are therefore not significant. On August 29, 2013, 25 berries total were collectedfrom three plants of each own-rooted genotype and inoculation state at the Solano site; grafted plants were toojuvenile to bear fruit in 2013 and were not sampled. Sample collection was
	The Riverside site was visited in late summer 2014. Plant phenotypes were recorded and photographs taken. ThePI visited the Riverside site on June 2, 2015 and rescored the vines for phenotypes, Pierce’s disease damage, andherbicide damage. Herbicide damage was independently assessed by Peggy Mauk and Philippe Rolshausen at theRiverside site on June 17, 2015 (Table 4).
	Results.By the end of the 2015 season, it is clear that some vines had died in the Solano County plot.Table 3shows the number of dead vines of each genotypes as determined in 2014, four times in 2015, and once in 2016. Itis clear that the number of dead vines increased from the 2015 season through the late spring of 2016, possiblydue to stress caused by the severe drought conditions, but it is also clear that the plants that did not express pPGIPeither in the rootstock or in the scion were far more suscepti
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	Table 4shows the damage assessments made on June 2, 2015 at the Riverside County site. Since up to 25% ofthe plantings in the Riverside plot were compromised by the herbicide drift, it was decided in late June 2015 toterminate the site with no further observations, because it was not going to be possible to distinguish betweendamage caused by Pierce’s disease versus the herbicide exposure.
	Table 4shows the damage assessments made on June 2, 2015 at the Riverside County site. Since up to 25% ofthe plantings in the Riverside plot were compromised by the herbicide drift, it was decided in late June 2015 toterminate the site with no further observations, because it was not going to be possible to distinguish betweendamage caused by Pierce’s disease versus the herbicide exposure.
	Table 3.Observations of vine death at the Solano County plot from late 2014 through the 2016 growing season.wtch = Chardonnay wild type, CC = Chardonnay control, wtTS = Thompson Seedless wild type, and TSC =Thompson Seedless control. / denotes grafted plants with the genotypes expressed as scion/rootstock. 329 and 79genotypes express pPGIP in Chardonnay or Thompson Seedless backgrounds, respectively.
	late 2014
	late 2014
	late 2014
	late 2014
	25-Mar-15
	27-May-15
	7-Aug-15
	7-Oct-15
	21 April 16

	Genotype
	Genotype
	Totalinfectedplants
	Totaluninfect-ed plants
	Infect-ed
	Notinfect-ed
	Infect-ed
	Notinfect-ed
	Infect-ed
	Notinfect-ed
	Infect-ed
	Notinfect-ed
	Infect-ed
	Notinfect-ed
	Infect-ed
	Notinfect-ed


	CC
	CC
	CC
	17
	8
	6
	0
	6
	0
	7
	0
	10
	0
	10
	1
	11
	0

	CC/CC
	CC/CC
	9
	4
	2
	0
	2
	0
	2
	0
	3
	0
	7
	0
	7
	0

	329
	329
	0
	2
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0

	329/329
	329/329
	9
	4
	3
	0
	3
	0
	3
	0
	3
	0
	3
	0
	3
	0

	CC/329
	CC/329
	11
	4
	1
	1
	2
	1
	2
	1
	3
	1
	3
	1
	3
	2

	TSC
	TSC
	8
	4
	2
	0
	4
	0
	4
	0
	7
	0
	8
	0
	8
	0

	TSC/TSC
	TSC/TSC
	9
	4
	0
	0
	2
	0
	2
	0
	5
	0
	8
	0
	8
	0

	79
	79
	9
	5
	3
	0
	3
	0
	3
	0
	3
	0
	4
	0
	4
	0

	79/79
	79/79
	7
	4
	2
	0
	2
	0
	2
	0
	3
	0
	6
	0
	6
	0

	TSC/79
	TSC/79
	10
	3
	1
	0
	2
	0
	2
	0
	5
	0
	8
	0
	8
	0



	Table 4.Observations of herbicide damage and vine death at the Riverside County plot on June 2, 2015.wtch = Chardonnay wild type, CC = Chardonnay control, wtTS = Thompson Seedless wild type, and TSC= Thompson Seedless Control. / denotes grafted plants with the genotypes expressed as scion/rootstock.
	329 and 79 genotypes express pPGIP in Chardonnay or Thompson Seedless backgrounds, respectively.
	329 and 79 genotypes express pPGIP in Chardonnay or Thompson Seedless backgrounds, respectively.

	Genotype
	Genotype
	Genotype
	Totalnumber ofvines
	Severelycompromisedgrowth due toRound-up
	Moderategrowth dueto Round-up
	Minimal orslightimpact on
	Minimal orslightimpact on
	growth due toRound-up

	Probably
	Probably
	Dead

	Dead

	CC
	CC
	13
	0
	1
	0
	0
	0

	CC/CC
	CC/CC
	16
	4
	3
	3
	1
	0

	wtch
	wtch
	6
	0
	1
	0
	1
	0

	wtch/wtch
	wtch/wtch
	6
	3
	1
	0
	0
	0

	329
	329
	11
	0
	2
	0
	0
	1

	329/329
	329/329
	7
	0
	1
	3
	1
	0

	cc/329
	cc/329
	6
	0
	1
	1
	0
	0

	wtch/329
	wtch/329
	3
	1
	0
	0
	0
	0

	Total Chard.
	Total Chard.
	68
	8
	10
	7
	3
	1

	TSC
	TSC
	9
	1
	1
	0
	0
	4

	TSC/TSC
	TSC/TSC
	7
	2
	1
	0
	1
	2

	wtTS
	wtTS
	6
	0
	1
	0
	0
	2

	wtTS/wtTS
	wtTS/wtTS
	3
	1
	0
	1
	0
	1

	79
	79
	11
	3
	1
	3
	0
	1

	79/79
	79/79
	7
	0
	2
	2
	0
	2

	TSC/79
	TSC/79
	14
	5
	2
	3
	2
	0

	wtTS/79
	wtTS/79
	3
	0
	0
	1
	0
	0

	Total TS
	Total TS
	60
	12
	8
	10
	3
	12

	Total
	Total
	128
	20
	18
	17
	6
	13
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	Images of the vines at the Solano and Riverside county sites are provided inFigure 3.
	Images of the vines at the Solano and Riverside county sites are provided inFigure 3.
	Figure
	TSC/TS
	TSC/7
	Figure
	CC/CC
	CC/32
	9
	C
	Figure
	9
	Figure
	Figure 3.Examples of vines in the Riverside (top row, June 2, 2015) and Solano (bottom row, October 7,2015) plots of Chardonnay and Thompson Seedless. The genotypes of the grafted or transgrafted vines areindicated.
	Objective 4. Determine Pierce’s disease incidence in pPGIP-expressing grafted and own-rooted lines. TestforXfpresence and determine the extent of infection.
	Activities.At the Solano County plot, after a few test inoculations in 2011, 34 own-rooted vines were givenmechanical inoculations on May 29, 2012 with a mixture ofXfTemecula and Stags’ Leap strains (3:2, v:v).Young, green tissue was chosen for inoculation with three to four canes selected per plant. In 2013-2015,mechanical inoculations were performed as in 2011 except that approximately 1.5 x 107cells were used perinoculation. The inoculations in 2013, 2104, and 2015 were done only on grafted and transgraf
	The leaves/petioles with evidence of Pierce’s disease symptoms were counted twice during the 2013 season andassessments were made again in the 2015 (data not shown) season, including on canes which had been infected in2011, 2012, and 2013 (Table 5). The grafted and transgrafted vines at the Solano County site were reinoculatedalong with the vines in the plots of the other PIs on May 28, 2014 and May 27, 2015. Up to four canes per vinewere inoculated as before, with inoculum provided by D. Gilchrist. Previou
	Infected cane material was twice collected during the summer of 2015, approximately when other groupscollected their samples. Tissue collected in the summer of 2014 was hand-ground and frozen at -80oC. The Powellgroup received separate funds to purchase a GenoGrinder, similar to equipment used by the Golino group. ThePowell group worked on protocols to effectively grind the frozen infected stem tissue until the machine sustaineddamage. Approximately six weeks were needed for repairs to be made. The group tr
	The data analyzing the relationship between the genotypes and the appearance of dead vines were preliminarilyanalyzed by plotting (Figure 4). Examples of the photo evidence of vine phenotypes are shown inFigure 3. Thedata demonstrate that vine death increased in late 2015 and continued in spring 2016, and fewer Chardonnay linesexpressing pPGIP either throughout the plant or in grafted rootstocks were dead.
	At the Riverside site, vine vigor was analyzed for evidence of Pierce’s disease in early June 2015. Since it wasdifficult to unequivocally distinguish between damage caused by natural Pierce’s disease infections or by
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	herbicide drift, the observations have not been further analyzed. To obtain the data for the visual assessments ofdisease throughout the vines, in October 2014 evaluators PR and AP used the same general assessment scalegoing from 0 (no disease) to 5 (dead) to assess the vines. Additionally, AP counted the total number of canes pervine and the number of canes with scorched leaves or no growth (diseased canes). The analyses of the results aregiven inFigure 5. In general, expression of pPGIP throughout the vin
	herbicide drift, the observations have not been further analyzed. To obtain the data for the visual assessments ofdisease throughout the vines, in October 2014 evaluators PR and AP used the same general assessment scalegoing from 0 (no disease) to 5 (dead) to assess the vines. Additionally, AP counted the total number of canes pervine and the number of canes with scorched leaves or no growth (diseased canes). The analyses of the results aregiven inFigure 5. In general, expression of pPGIP throughout the vin
	Results.In general, the expression of pPGIP in the scion, the rootstock, or both did not impact the overallphenotype of the plant, but infected plants without pPGIP were more likely to die, especially Chardonnay varietyvines in the Solano County site, by the 2015 season than those plants with pPGIP.
	In Solano County, initial analyses by PCR showedXfDNA only in inoculated plants and lessXfDNA wasdetected in plants expressing pPGIP (Figure 6). In order to monitor earlier stages of disease development, thenumber of leaves or petioles along canes infected in 2013 and earlier was measured and found to be greater whenassessed in the spring than in the summer of 2013 (Table 5). The observations of disease development alongleaves and petioles was repeated in 2014. These results indicated that disease was devel
	The disease scoring analyses done by PR and AP at the Riverside County site in 2014 produced approximatelyequivalent scores. Analysis of the counted number of infected canes generally supported the overall disease scoreanalyses. The results, even with natural infections, suggested that some beneficial effects of pPGIP expression inrootstocks as well as in the scion portions of the vines could be seen, although the Thompson Seedless varietywith pPGIP grown at the Riverside County site and infected naturally 
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	Table 5. Observations of Pierce’s disease damage and vine responses at the Solano site in late April (spring) and late August (summer) 2013. 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Plants (#) 
	% Plants with Excessive Base Growth 
	% Plants with Marginal Leaf Necrosis on Inoculated Canes 
	% Plants with Marginal Leaf Necrosis on Uninoculated Canes 
	-

	% Plants with Atypical Berry Clusters (partial, aborted, or absent) 

	Spring 
	Spring 
	Summer 
	Spring 
	Summer 
	Spring 
	Summer 
	Spring 
	Summer 

	Inoculated Thompson+pPGIP 
	Inoculated Thompson+pPGIP 
	79-I 
	9 
	77.8 (7/9) 
	66.7 (6/9) 
	0 (0/9) 
	33.3 (3/9) 
	0 (0/9) 
	11.1 (1/9) 
	-
	44.4 (4/9) 

	Thompson+pPGIP 
	Thompson+pPGIP 
	79 
	5 
	0 (0/5) 
	0 (0/5) 
	-
	-
	0 (0/5) 
	0 (0/5) 
	-
	20 (1/5) 

	Inoculated Thompson 
	Inoculated Thompson 
	TSCI 
	-

	8 
	25 (2/8) 
	100 (8/8) 
	0 (0/8) 
	12.5 (1/8) 
	0 (0/8) 
	0 (0/8) 
	-
	75 (6/8) 

	Thompson Control 
	Thompson Control 
	TSC 
	4 
	0 (0/4) 
	50 (2/4) 
	-
	-
	0 (0/4) 
	0 (0/4) 
	-
	0 (0/4) 

	Inoculated Chardonnay 
	Inoculated Chardonnay 
	CC-I 
	17 
	17.7 (3/17) 
	82.4 (14/17) 
	0 (0/17) 
	11.8 (2/17) 
	0 (0/17) 
	0 (0/17) 
	-
	58.8 (10/17) 

	Chardonnay Control 
	Chardonnay Control 
	CC 
	8 
	0 (0/8) 
	37.5 (3/8) 
	-
	-
	0 
	0 
	-
	25 (2/8) 


	Figure
	Figure 4. Vine death incidence in Solano County plot of Chardonnay and Thompson Seedless vines measured in 2014, throughout the 2015 season, and initially in spring 2016. A. Chardonnay lines. B. Thompson Seedless lines. / denotes grafted plants with the genotypes expressed as scion/rootstock. 329 and 79 genotypes express pPGIP in Chardonnay (CC) or Thompson Seedless (TSC) backgrounds, respectively. 
	Figure
	Figure 5. Evidence of disease in Riverside plot of Chardonnay and Thompson Seedless vines measured in October 2014. A. Disease score based on 0-5 scale. B. Percent of vine canes with symptoms or evidence of Pierce’s disease. PR = data collected by P. Rolshausen, AP = data collected by A. Powell. 
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	Figure 6.Results of PCR detection ofXfDNA sequences in inoculated vines from the Solano County site.
	Figure 6.Results of PCR detection ofXfDNA sequences in inoculated vines from the Solano County site.
	CONCLUSIONS
	All of the grafted plants necessary for the studies at both locations were generated, planted, and inoculated withprotocols similar to the other groups’ procedures at the sites. The genotypes of the grafted plants were confirmed.Initial infections in 2011 of the vines in Solano County produced no visible symptoms for over a year. The secondset of inoculations in Year 2 resulted in detectableXfDNA in infected vines in November 2012, and visualsymptoms of Pierce’s disease in April 2013. Mechanical inoculation
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	ABSTRACT
	The bacteriumXylella fastidiosa(Xf) is the cause of Pierce’s disease in grapes and is a major threat to fruit, nut,olive, and coffee groves. Obvious symptoms are anthocyanin (red pigment) accumulation in leaves and shrivelingof undeveloped berries. Studies have determined that anthocyanin compounds can reduce insect feeding. Work byL. De La Fuente showed thatXfinfection causes significant imbalances in leaf and xylem elemental phosphoruscontent, but the bioavailable form of phosphorus underlying this phenom
	INTRODUCTION
	Our working model of Pierce’s disease etiology postulates miR828 and evolutionarily-relatedTrans-ActingSmall-interfering locus4(TAS4) activities silence targetVvMYBA6/A7and other homologousMYBexpression inresponse toXylella fastidiosa(Xf) infection, mediated through inorganic phosphate (Pi) and plant stress hormoneabscisic acid (ABA) signaling crosstalk. We are currently testing theXfinfection/spread hypothesis directly by“knocking out” the key hypothesized genes using a new genome editing technology (Clust
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	We are also taking a complimentary "overexpression" approach to the long-term grapevine MYB target geneknockout/editing approach to test the anthocyanins-as-Xf-effectors hypothesis. The surrogate tobaccoXfinfectionsystem developed by L. De La Fuente [3] can quickly assess susceptibility toXfinfection of a transgenic tobaccoline [4] (Myb237) that over-expresses theArabidopsisorthologue of VvMYBA6/A7:PRODUCTION OFANTHOCYANIN PIGMENT2/MYB90.
	We are also taking a complimentary "overexpression" approach to the long-term grapevine MYB target geneknockout/editing approach to test the anthocyanins-as-Xf-effectors hypothesis. The surrogate tobaccoXfinfectionsystem developed by L. De La Fuente [3] can quickly assess susceptibility toXfinfection of a transgenic tobaccoline [4] (Myb237) that over-expresses theArabidopsisorthologue of VvMYBA6/A7:PRODUCTION OFANTHOCYANIN PIGMENT2/MYB90.
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Demonstrate the efficacy of CRISPR/Cas9 transgenic technology for creating deletion mutants inMIR828,TAS4, and targetMYBA6/7.When validated, future experiments will critically test these genes' functions inPierce’s disease etiology andXfinfection and spreading.
	1.Demonstrate the efficacy of CRISPR/Cas9 transgenic technology for creating deletion mutants inMIR828,TAS4, and targetMYBA6/7.When validated, future experiments will critically test these genes' functions inPierce’s disease etiology andXfinfection and spreading.
	2.Characterize tissue-specific expression patterns ofTAS4andMIR828primary transcripts, sRNAs, andMYBtargets in response toXfinfections in the field, and in the greenhouse for tobacco transgenic plantsoverexpressingTAS4target geneAtMYB90/PRODUCTION OF ANTHOCYANIN PIGMENT2.
	3.Characterize the changes in (a) xylem sap and leaf Pi, and (b) polyphenolic levels ofXf-infected canes andleaves. (c) Test on tobacco in the greenhouse andXfgrowth in vitro the Pi analogue phosphite as a durable,affordable and environmentally sound protectant/safener for Pierce’s disease.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Test the miR828,TAS4, and target MYBA6/7 functions in Pierce’s disease etiology andXfinfection and spreading by genome editing using CRISPR/Cas9 transgenic technology.
	Engineered binary T-DNAAgrobacteriumvectors designed to genome edit the grapevineVvMIR828, VvTAS4ab,and targetVvMYBA6/VvMYBA7,andPhytoene Desaturase(PDS) loci (the latter as an independent test of editingefficiency) were electroporated by C. Rock into EHA105 obtained from Stan Gelvin, Purdue University, and sentto D. Tricoli's lab under USDA APHIS Biotechnology Regulatory Services (BRS) permit # 15-231-102m inNovember 2015. Three independent transformation cycles for each construct were initiated in Novembe
	D.Tricoli’s pipeline at the Plant Transformation Facility at UC Davis have been responding as expected,discounting any issues with media or selection.
	D.Tricoli’s pipeline at the Plant Transformation Facility at UC Davis have been responding as expected,discounting any issues with media or selection.

	Therefore, as an independent and facile assay of the efficacy of the strain/vectors, D. Tricoli endeavored totroubleshoot the problem by using their lab stock of EHA105 containing an in-house vector to transform tobaccoleaf disks in parallel with the CRISPR/Cas9MIR828/TAS4/MYBA6/7vectors in the Gelvin lab-sourced EHA105host.Figure 1shows the results that suggest either the strain of EHA105 used by C. Rock, or some general aspectof the vectors relating to the starting material vector Addgene #59175, p201N_Ca
	We hypothesize a problem with theAgrobacteriumstrain and therefore are re-electroporating vectors into the D.Tricoli lab strain of EHA105, which will be sent to UC Davis for tobacco transformation as a quick test beforeinitiating another grapevine transformation cycle. We will also perform a Southern blot of T-DNA vectorsextracted from the old and new EHA105 strains as a test, and ofAgrobacteriumstrain GV2260 containing p201-N-Cas9, which we showed in the last progress report by immunoblot for Cas9 function
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure 1.Tobacco transformation test of p201-N-Cas9 vector (Addgene#59175; top middle) inGelvin-sourced EHA105Agrobacteriumstrain and derivative constructs, showing some issue withstrain and/or p201-N-Cas9 vector. Positive control (top left) used the EHA105Agrobacteriumstrainroutinely in use in the D. Tricoli lab.
	Figure 2.
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	Restriction digestion diagnostic test of vector integrity, showing synthetic guide RNA
	loci are correct and overall vector size is as predicted when propagated in
	E. colihost.
	E. colihost.


	Validation of editing events going forward will be by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) cloning and sequencing oftarget genes, and PAGE-based genotyping [5].Figure 3shows the result of a mock editing assay using a known15 nt deletion of the phytochromePHYD-1gene ofArabidopsisecotype Wassilewskija (Ws-2) [6] which is usedto 'dope' tracer amounts of genomic DNA to the bulk wild-typePHYDallele from control Co-0 extracts. Thisallows us to create a ‘needle-in-a-haystack’ mock experiment for optimizing the genotypi
	Validation of editing events going forward will be by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) cloning and sequencing oftarget genes, and PAGE-based genotyping [5].Figure 3shows the result of a mock editing assay using a known15 nt deletion of the phytochromePHYD-1gene ofArabidopsisecotype Wassilewskija (Ws-2) [6] which is usedto 'dope' tracer amounts of genomic DNA to the bulk wild-typePHYDallele from control Co-0 extracts. Thisallows us to create a ‘needle-in-a-haystack’ mock experiment for optimizing the genotypi
	Figure 3.Mock PAGE heteroduplex genotyping assay for quantifying genome editing events.
	Objective 2. Characterize tissue-specific expression patterns ofTAS4andMIR828primary transcripts,sRNAs, andMYBtargets in response toXfinfections in the field.
	In the previous progress reports we characterized and correlated molecular phenotypes ofXftitres, TAS4-3'D4(-)small RNA abundances by RNA blot estimation, and anthocyanin quantities extracted from the transgenic tobaccoline Myb237 overexpressing AtMYB90 challenged withXfin the greenhouse, and from Pierce’s disease-infectedand symptomless Merlot leaves and petioles collected from the Calle Contento vineyard in Temecula, California,and the Black Stock vineyard in Dahlonega, Georgia. Those compelling results a
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	We previously reported strong evidence based on sRNA blots and normalized deep sequencing read counts thatXfinfection triggers up-regulation ofTAS4sRNAs, including in non-transgenic control tobacco plants at 1,000 xlower levels than in AtMY90-overexpressing tobacco. Those data strongly support our working model and furtherprovide new evidence for deep conservation of the autoregulatory loop which we showed functions inArabidopsis[7], whereby target MYBs are positive regulators ofTAS4. The feedback loop is p
	We previously reported strong evidence based on sRNA blots and normalized deep sequencing read counts thatXfinfection triggers up-regulation ofTAS4sRNAs, including in non-transgenic control tobacco plants at 1,000 xlower levels than in AtMY90-overexpressing tobacco. Those data strongly support our working model and furtherprovide new evidence for deep conservation of the autoregulatory loop which we showed functions inArabidopsis[7], whereby target MYBs are positive regulators ofTAS4. The feedback loop is p
	Figure
	22 nt-
	22 nt-

	Figure 4. (left). Small RNA blot result for miR828 showing up-regulation byXfinfectionin field samples from California used for construction of deep sequencing libraries.
	We used the statistical software DESeq2 [11] for computational identification of differentially expressed clustersof small RNA-producing loci mined with ShortStack [12] from theXf-infected and control sRNA Temecula,California libraries.Table 1shows the list of top leads that are significantly differentially expressed inXf-infectedleaves. Several points, both technical and biological, can be made at this juncture: (i) When biological replicatelibraries are added in the near future, the statistical power to i
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	key new piece of evidence in support of our model. We will make replicate libraries and new libraries frommaterials harvested from the field in July 2017 to further substantiate and extend these leads, and characterize thelead clusters of phased sRNAs to discover their trigger miRNAs and sRNAs represented in our sRNA librariesusing CleaveLand software [15] in conjunction with degradome libraries [16, 17], in preparation (see below).
	key new piece of evidence in support of our model. We will make replicate libraries and new libraries frommaterials harvested from the field in July 2017 to further substantiate and extend these leads, and characterize thelead clusters of phased sRNAs to discover their trigger miRNAs and sRNAs represented in our sRNA librariesusing CleaveLand software [15] in conjunction with degradome libraries [16, 17], in preparation (see below).
	Table 1.Summary ofXylellainfection-induced differentially expressed clusters of small RNA loci from
	Temecula, California samples reported by DESeq2.
	Annotation
	Meanreads
	Control*
	Xf
	infected*
	log2FCXf/Con
	p-valueadj¶
	GSVIVG01019430001; harpin-induced protein1-homology; OsRPS2/AtRPS5-like
	157
	472
	13
	-5.58
	0.001
	GSVIVG01004877001; TIR-NBS-LRR class homologyto rice RPM1, RGA3
	1690
	N.D.
	1033
	7.37
	0.009
	MIRNAcandidate; ShortStack class 11 (bulge inmiR/miR* duplex)
	42
	159
	0.2
	-7.66
	0.017
	MIRNAcandidate; ShortStack class 11
	32
	105
	3
	-5.40
	0.017
	GSVIVT01020358001. Homology to CC-NBS-LRRclass; rice RPP13-L/RGA4/AtNB-ARC
	68
	153
	N.D.
	-7.25
	0.050
	GSVIVT01019695001. Homology to Flavanone 3-dioxygenase/naringenin 2-dioxygenase
	146
	N.D.
	2384
	7.53
	0.060
	Vv-TAS4a^
	17071
	11367
	24891
	0.27
	1.000
	Vv-TAS4c^
	7668
	8
	357
	1.58
	1.000
	vv-TAS4b^
	214
	750
	2034
	0.44
	1.000
	MYB-828 target GSVIVT01032467001
	87
	N.D.
	11
	2.00
	1.000
	MYB-828 target GSVIVT01006275001
	30
	8
	36
	1.00
	NA
	MYBA7 target of TAS4-3'D4(-) GSVIVT01030819001
	12
	N.D.
	N.D.
	0.00
	NA
	MYBA6 target of TAS4-3'D4(-) GSVIVT01030822001
	3
	N.D.
	N.D.
	0.00
	NA
	Vv-MIR828(genome coordinates frommirBase.org)
	2
	N.D.
	N.D.
	0.00
	NA
	*raw reads normalized, per 10M. N.D.: not detected. NA: not analyzed
	¶ False Discovery Rate < 0.1; Benjamini & Hochberg multiple comparisons adjustment^phytozome.jgi.doe.govgenome coordinates from Rock (2013) [14]
	We have made Illumina TruSeq stranded mRNASeq libraries for mRNA-Seq (objective 2, method 2) andsubmitted them to the UC Riverside Institute for Integrative Genome Biology for sequencing, which will permitdigital measurement of primary transcripts includingMIR828, TAS4ncRNAs, andMYBtargets as well as all otherdifferentially expressed genes deranged byXfin grapevine. We will next use the TruSeq kit to make degradomelibraries for discovery of the sRNA triggers of transitivity discovered by Shortstack. This wi
	Objective 3. Characterize the changes in (a) xylem sap and leaf Pi, and (b) polyphenolic levels ofXf-infected canes and leaves. (c) Test on tobacco in the greenhouse andXfgrowthin vitrothe Pianaloguephosphite as a durable, affordable, and environmentally sound protectant/safener for Pierce’s disease.(a) Leaf [Pi].
	In early August 2016, C. Rock collected Merlot variety leaf and cane samples from the Calle Contento vineyard(Stage Ranch, Temecula, California), the same source as for the sRNA libraries made from the July 2015 samples.Figure 5Ashows typical leaf symptoms of samples collected in August 2016 and stored for future analyses. It isnoted that grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) symptoms appeared to be present in a majority ofleaves, which confounds the absolute scoring of Pierce’s disease symptoms (wh
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	specific effects on the hypothesized sRNA pathways, and/or antagonistic interactions with GRBaV replicationinplanta.
	specific effects on the hypothesized sRNA pathways, and/or antagonistic interactions with GRBaV replicationinplanta.
	(A)(B)
	Figure
	Figure 5.(A) Image of sampled leaf collected from Temecula, California vineyard in August 2016 showingboth Pierce’s disease (arrows) and GRBaV symptoms around the leaf margin and interveins. (B) Image ofleaf showing 5 mm disks removed for packing an NMR tube for Pi quantitation.
	In vivonuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy permits analysis of subcellular [Pi] that can provideinsight intoXfperturbation of host physiology. The 2016 fresh leaf samples were used for pilot experiments onNMR quantitation [18] of Pi in whole leaf disks, in collaboration with Dan Borschardt, Department of Chemistry,UC Riverside (Figure 5B). Preliminary results suggested there is elevated [Pi] in the GRBaV symptom samples(data not shown), but this interpretation is speculative because there are more
	Xylem sap [Pi].
	Prior results of L. De La Fuente [3] show strong associations of elemental P decreases withXfinfection in manyhost species. However, the biological complexities of P (e.g., phosphoproteins, lipids, nucleic acids, subcellularcompartmentation, etc.) precludes conclusive interpretation of existing data. In late May 2016, C. Rock collectedCabernet Sauvignon samples from the Phelps vineyard in St. Helena, California under the supervision of UCCooperative Extension agent Monica Cooper. Pierce’s disease symptoms i
	There is a significantly different (higher) concentration of Pi inXf-infected canes, internally controlled for sulfateand nitrate concentrations. This unexpected and intriguing result warrants further study. Because we have petiolesamples from each independent cane tested, we will endeavor to correlateXftiters in subtending leaf petioles withphosphate concentrations in cane xylem saps. Samples will be collected in May 2017 to repeat the analysis. If theresult stands, then our working hypothesis will need to
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	Table 2. Quantitation of xylem sap inorganic ion concentrations from healthy and Pierce’s disease symptom canes of Cabernet Sauvignon in St. Helena, California collected in May 2016. 
	Sample 
	Sample 
	Sample 
	Ion Abundance, parts per billion (+/-s.e.m.) 

	Phosphate 
	Phosphate 
	Sulfate 
	Nitrate 

	Healthy vines (n = 10) 
	Healthy vines (n = 10) 
	394 (22) 
	114 (14) 
	8 (1) 

	Xf-infected vines (n = 7) 
	Xf-infected vines (n = 7) 
	468 (21) 
	129 (20) 
	8 (1) 

	p-value^ 
	p-value^ 
	0.03 
	0.52 
	0.73 


	^ two-sided Student's t-test, equal variance assumed 
	(b) Polyphenolics in Xf-infected canes and leaves. 
	Analyses of xylem sap anthocyanin and Xf titers from petiole extracts are ongoing. Preliminary results for identification in leaf extracts of malvin and cyanin by Select Reaction Monitoring (SRM) High Performance Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (HPLC-MS) are shown in Figure 6. The method entails specifying the parent mass of the compound for tandem MS|MS fragmentation and then specifically monitoring for fragment ion(s) representing the aglycone species. 
	GA leaf extract CA leaf extract Cyanin-Cl (left) Malvin-Cl (right) standards 
	Figure 6. Preliminary analysis of anthocyanins in leaf extracts of Xf-infected samples by HPLC-SRM-MS. Parent ions: cyanin (m/z = 610.99); malvin (m/z = 655.18). Daughter ions: cyanin (m/z = 449, 287); malvin (m/z = 493, 331). 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	Pi analogue phosphite as effector of Xf growth and safener of disease symptoms. 

	L. 
	L. 
	De La Fuente shipped Xf Temecula-1 and WM1-1 strains to C. Rock on May 4, 2016 and the C. Rock lab is currently being set up for baseline studies on greenhouse infections of grapevine and tobacco, and microbiology studies on Xf growth parameters. Future work will focus first on assessing phosphite effects on Xf growth rates in liquid culture. If results are positive, safener treatments of tobacco and grapevine under greenhouse Xf challenge will follow. 


	CONCLUSIONS
	CONCLUSIONS
	We are on track to achieve our objectives within the timeframe of one year of funding, contingent upon a finalcycle of grapevine transformation being initiated within the next few months. We have identified new lead targetgenes and preliminary evidence for inorganic phosphate (Pi) involvement in Pierce’s disease that furthersubstantiate the working hypothesis and which will generate new knowledge about Pierce’s disease etiology.
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	ABSTRACT
	The goal of this research is to identify biological control agents and natural products antagonistic toXylellafastidiosa(Xf) that could be implemented as prophylactic and/or curative treatments for Pierce’s disease. Weshowed inin vitrobioassays that several fungal endophytes isolated from grapevine wood possess anti-Xfproperties, due to the production of natural products. We purified radicinin produced byCochliobolussp. anddemonstrated that this natural product was an effective inhibitor ofXf.In collaborati
	Ulocladium) also possess activity againstXfin thein vitrobioassay. Active fractions from the crude extracts ofthese three fungal cultures are being examined using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and massspectrometry (MS) to identify their chemical structures and properties. We also showed that one grapevineendophytic fungus (Cryptococcussp.) was able to mitigate Pierce’s disease symptoms development andXfbacterial titer inin plantabioassays and could be used as a biological control agent. Fina
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	The goal of this project is to identify biological control agents and their natural products that are antagonistic toXylella fastidiosa(Xf) that could be implemented as prophylactic and curative treatments for Pierce’s disease.Wehad previously isolated several fungi naturally inhabiting grapevines that were antagonistic toXfinin vitrobioassays. We have been extracting, purifying, and characterizing the compounds that they produced and haveidentified one promising molecule (radicinin) that is strongly inhibi
	INTRODUCTION
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf) is a Gram negative, xylem-limited, insect-vectored bacterium and is the causal agent ofPierce's disease of grapevine (Hopkins and Purcell, 2002).Pierce’s disease is endemic to California but the recentintroduction of a more effective vector, the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) toSouthern California shifted the epidemiology of Pierce’s disease from a monocylic to a polycyclic disease. Thisled to a Pierce’s disease epidemic with severe economic consequences fo
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	In this project we explore the use of grape endophytic microorganisms as a practical management tool for Pierce’sdisease. Our research adds to the ongoing integrated pest management efforts for discovery of biocontrol agents toXf(Das et al.,2015; Hopkins, 2005). Our strategyisto couple culture-dependent and culture-independentapproaches to identify novel biocontrol agents and active natural molecules. Control of bacterial plant diseaseswith commercial biological control agents has been an active area of res
	In this project we explore the use of grape endophytic microorganisms as a practical management tool for Pierce’sdisease. Our research adds to the ongoing integrated pest management efforts for discovery of biocontrol agents toXf(Das et al.,2015; Hopkins, 2005). Our strategyisto couple culture-dependent and culture-independentapproaches to identify novel biocontrol agents and active natural molecules. Control of bacterial plant diseaseswith commercial biological control agents has been an active area of res
	OBJECTIVES
	The objectives of this project are:
	1.Evaluate a single organism-based approach for Pierce’s disease management.
	1.Evaluate a single organism-based approach for Pierce’s disease management.
	2.Evaluate natural products and derivatives for their potential as curative treatments for vines already infectedwith Pierce’s disease.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Evaluate a single organism-based approach for Pierce’s disease management.
	The goal of this objective is to evaluate individual fungal and bacterial grapevine endophytic strains formanagement of Pierce’s disease. Pierce’s disease escaped and symptomatic grapevine tissues (cane, sap, spurs)were previously sampled from several commercial vineyards in Riverside and Napa (Figure 1)counties and wereanalyzed by culture-dependent and culture-independent approaches.APierce’s disease escaped vine is defined asa grapevine located in a Pierce’s disease hot spot (i.e., with high disease press
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 1.Pierce’s disease symptomatic (red arrow) and Pierce’s disease escaped (blue arrow) grapevines ina vineyard located close to a riparian area in the Napa Valley, California.
	Using an Illumina-based culture-independent approach, we were able to identifyAchromobactersp. andPseudomonassp. as the two most abundant bacteria inhabiting grapevine xylem that correlated negatively withXftiter (Table 1).Inother words, those two bacteria were present in higher abundance in Pierce’s disease escapedthan in Pierce’s disease symptomatic grapevines, suggesting that those may be good biological control agentcandidates. In addition, using a culture-dependent approach, we isolated eight fungi and
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	it mitigated Pierce’s disease symptom development andXftiter in grapevines and also provided some increasedimmunity against Pierce’s disease (Figure 3andFigure 4;Rolshausen et al., 2013).Achromobactersp. alsoreduced Pierce’s disease rating andXftiter, but not significantly.
	it mitigated Pierce’s disease symptom development andXftiter in grapevines and also provided some increasedimmunity against Pierce’s disease (Figure 3andFigure 4;Rolshausen et al., 2013).Achromobactersp. alsoreduced Pierce’s disease rating andXftiter, but not significantly.
	Table 1.Correlations (r) betweenXf(as expressed by the number of Illumina reads) and theabundance (%) of individual phylotype (Operational Taxonomic Units: OTU). Statistical P andFDR corrected values are presented.
	FDR
	Abundance
	OTU
	P
	Corrected
	r
	%
	Pseudomonassp.
	2.3E-18
	4.4E-16
	-0.83
	64.3
	Achromobactersp.
	8.4E-03
	1.3E-01
	-0.32
	6.3
	Figure
	Figure 2.In vitroinhibition assay used to evaluate fungal activity towardsXf.Xfcells were plated in top agar,and agar plugs containing fungi were placed on top. Inhibition was evaluated after eight days of incubation at28˚C. A)Xf-only control; B) NoXfinhibition; C) MildXfinhibition; D) TotalXfinhibition.
	Figure
	Figure 3.Greenhouse bioassay used to evaluate efficacy of biocontrol fungi and fungal natural products for controlof Pierce’s disease. The progression of Pierce’s disease in vines infected withXfis scored on a disease severityrating scale ranging from 0 (= healthy) to 5 (= dead or dying).
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	(A)XF titer(bacteria per2ng of total DNA)*
	(A)XF titer(bacteria per2ng of total DNA)*
	(B)012345ACHCOCCONCRYEURGEOPD Severity
	Figure 4.Xftiter and Pierce’s disease severity in grapevines (n = 10) inoculated with five grapevineendophytes or 1X PBS alone (control) and challenged withXf(ACH=Achromobacter; COC=Cochliobolus; CON = Control; CRY=Cryptococcus; EUR=Eurotium; GEO=Geomyces). (A) Box plotsillustrate the distribution ofXftiter in all six treatments. Asterisks (*) indicate significance at P<0.05.Xftiterwas measured by qPCR.Xftiter was significantly decreased in vines that were pre-treated withCryptococcusas compared to vines th
	Cryptococcusis yeast commonly associated with plants and is also a known biological control agent of other plantpathogens (Schisler et al., 2014; Ulises Bautista-Rosales et al., 2014). Our Illumina sequencing results confirmedits presence in grapevine xylem although its abundance was low (below 1%) compared to bothAchromobactersp.andPseudomonassp.(Table 1).Achromobactersp. is a known plant endophyte and plant growth promotingbacteria (Soares et al., 2016; Abitha et al., 2014).Pseudomonassp. is both a plant 
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	Objective 2. Evaluate natural products and derivatives for their potential as curative treatments for vinesalready infected with Pierce’s disease.
	Objective 2. Evaluate natural products and derivatives for their potential as curative treatments for vinesalready infected with Pierce’s disease.
	The goal of this objective is to identify fungal natural products produced by endophytes that can be used ascurative treatments for control of Pierce’s disease. We previously identified eight fungal specimens inhabitinggrapevine tissues (xylem sap, shoot, petioles, and spur) that were able to inhibitXfin a bioassay. Thus far, wehave purified and characterized the chemical structure of two molecules (radicinin and cytochalasin) that areactive againstXfgrowthin vitro.Radicinin is produced byCochliobolussp. an
	Cochliobolusnatural product.
	Radicinin showed great potentialin vitro(Aldrich et al., 2015). Hence, in anin vitrodose response assay, whereXfcells are submitted to an increasing concentration of a fungal molecule, radicinin was able to inhibitXfgrowth(Figure 5).We have now developed a more efficient procedure for isolating radicinin fromCochliobolussp. Thisis a critical step as it will allow us to produce substantial amounts of derivatives and further test themin planta.Radicinin is not commercially available and we had been employing 
	Figure
	Figure 5.Dose response assay to evaluatein vitroXfinhibition at increasing concentration of radicinin, a naturalcompound produced byCochliobolussp. (A) 0 µg molecule radicinin (control), (B) 50 µg molecule radicinin,(C)100 µg molecule radicinin, and (D) 250 µg molecule radicinin (Aldrich et al.,2015).
	Now that we have figured out how to scale up radicinin production and purification the next step was to preparewater-soluble semisynthetic derivatives of radicinin to facilitate testingin planta.We determined the solubility ofradicinin in water to be 0.15 mg/mL, which is considered very slightly soluble. We have shown thatacetylradicinin, which was modified at the hydroxyl group of radicinin, retains its anti-Xfactivity (Aldrich et al.,2015). This result suggests that modification of this position may provi
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	Geomycesnatural product.
	Geomycesnatural product.
	Previous active fractions fromGeomycessp. strain GEO1 revealed weak activity and no major small molecules.However, the active fraction of a more recently isolatedGeomycessp. strain (GEO3) showed strong activity in thein vitro Xf-inhibition assay. We fractionated this extract by silica gel chromatography and submitted the sixfractions for bioassay. We are currently waiting for the results.
	CONCLUSIONS
	We aim to investigate prophylactic and curative measures for management of Pierce’s disease as part of asustainable Pierce’s disease management program. Our strategy is to utilize both the microbes associated withgrapevines and their anti-Xfnatural molecules. The commercialization of biological control agents and/or novelchemistries will provide a solution for the grape industry to manage Pierce’s disease and if successful could alsobe expandedbeyond grapevine. To date, we have discovered three potential bi
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	ABSTRACT
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf) is a gram-negative, fastidious, xylem-limited bacterium that causes scorching diseases inmany economically important plant species, like Pierce’s disease of grapevine, the most valued fruit crop in theU.S. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) covers the majority of the cell surface of Gram-negative bacteria and is a well-described pathogen-associated molecular pattern that elicits host basal defense responses in plants. In order tounderstand how LPS mediates host-pathogen interaction in Pierce’s 
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Successful plant pathogens must overcome plant immune responses to establish and cause disease. Unlike manyprominent bacterial phytopathogens,Xylella fastidiosa(Xf) does not possess quintessential Type III-secretedeffectors that perform this function. Although there has been extensive research identifyingXfvirulence factors,the mechanisms utilized by this pathogen to combat plant immune responses have remained largely obscure. Wedemonstrate thatXfutilizes the prominent O antigen surface carbohydrate to shie
	INTRODUCTION
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf), a Gram-negative, fastidious bacterium, is the causal agent of Pierce’s disease of grapevine(Vitis vinifera) and several other economically important diseases (Chatterjee et al., 2008; Varela, 2001).Xfislimited to the xylem tissue of the plant host and is transmitted by xylem-feeding insects, mainly sharpshooters.Extensive xylem vessel blockage occurs in infected vines (Sun et al., 2013), and symptoms include leaf scorch,raisining of berries, stunting, and vine death. Pierce’s disease
	Our ongoing study confirms that lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is a major virulence factor forXf.LPS comprisesapproximately 75% of the Gram-negative bacterial cell surface, making it the most dominant macromoleculedisplayed on the cell surface (Caroff & Karibian, 2003; Foppen et al., 2010; Madigan, 2012 ). LPS is a tripartiteglycolipid that is generally comprised of a highly conserved lipid A, an oligosaccharide core, and a variable Oantigen polysaccharide (Whitfield, 1995) (Figure 1). We demonstrated that compos
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	(Rapicavoli et al., 2015). We coupled these studies with quantification of the electrostatic properties of thesharpshooter foregut to better understand the interface between theXfcell and the insect. Our recently fundedproject tested our additional hypothesis that theXfLPS molecule acts as a pathogen-associated molecular pattern,and the long chain O antigen serves to shieldXffrom host recognition, thereby modulating the host’s perceptionofXfinfection (Rapicavoli et al., in preparation).
	(Rapicavoli et al., 2015). We coupled these studies with quantification of the electrostatic properties of thesharpshooter foregut to better understand the interface between theXfcell and the insect. Our recently fundedproject tested our additional hypothesis that theXfLPS molecule acts as a pathogen-associated molecular pattern,and the long chain O antigen serves to shieldXffrom host recognition, thereby modulating the host’s perceptionofXfinfection (Rapicavoli et al., in preparation).
	Contrary to the role of LPS in promoting bacterial survivalin planta, the immune systems of plants have alsoevolved to recognize the LPS structure and mount a basal defense response to counteract bacterial invasion (Dowet al., 2000; Newman et al., 2000). LPS is considered a pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP). PAMPs,also known as microbe-associated molecular patterns (MAMPs), are conserved molecular signatures that are oftenstructural components of the pathogen (i.e., LPS, flagellin, fungal chitin,
	To explore the role of LPS as a shield against basal defense responses in grapevine we investigated elicitation ofan oxidative burst, an early marker of basal defense responses,ex vivoinV. viniferaCabernet Sauvignon leafdisks exposed to either wild-typeXforwzymutant cells. When we examined reactive oxygen species (ROS)production in response to whole cells,wzymutant cells (in which lipid A-core is exposed) induced a stronger andmore prolonged oxidative burst in grapevine leaf disks than did wild-typeXf.Speci

	in situ, we performed DAB (3,3′-diaminobenzidine)-mediated tissue printing of grapevine petioles that wereinoculated with wild-typeXf,wzymutant, or 1x PBS buffer as a control. DAB reacts with H2O2, which is themajor ROS associated with the oxidative burst in plants, to produce a reddish-brown color. Grapevines inoculatedwith thewzymutant exhibited more intense H2O2production prominently localized in the xylem vessels(Figure 2A), indicating that thewzymutant elicits a more robust oxidative burst than wild-ty
	in situ, we performed DAB (3,3′-diaminobenzidine)-mediated tissue printing of grapevine petioles that wereinoculated with wild-typeXf,wzymutant, or 1x PBS buffer as a control. DAB reacts with H2O2, which is themajor ROS associated with the oxidative burst in plants, to produce a reddish-brown color. Grapevines inoculatedwith thewzymutant exhibited more intense H2O2production prominently localized in the xylem vessels(Figure 2A), indicating that thewzymutant elicits a more robust oxidative burst than wild-ty
	Figure 2.In situlocalization of O antigen-modulated ROS production in the xylem. (A) DAB-mediated tissueprinting at 15 minutes post-inoculation revealed a strong production of H2O2specifically in the xylem vessels ofgrapevines inoculated withwzymutant cells. (B) Mean gray value of DAB-stained images, representing differencesin staining intensity. Grayscale intensities vary from 0 to 255; 0 = black, 255 = white, and the values in betweenmake up the shades of gray. The mean gray value of DAB-stained images fr
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	Now that we have established that we can directly elicit an LPS-mediated defense response we propose to assesshow long the temporal window of the heightened defense response lasts by increasing the amount of time betweenthe inoculation with the LPS and the challenge with liveXfcells. In our currently funded project we are testingour working hypothesis that the grapevine is recognizing the conserved core/lipid A portions of theXfLPSmolecule and that the long chain O antigen serves to camouflage the rest of t
	Now that we have established that we can directly elicit an LPS-mediated defense response we propose to assesshow long the temporal window of the heightened defense response lasts by increasing the amount of time betweenthe inoculation with the LPS and the challenge with liveXfcells. In our currently funded project we are testingour working hypothesis that the grapevine is recognizing the conserved core/lipid A portions of theXfLPSmolecule and that the long chain O antigen serves to camouflage the rest of t
	Plants also modulate small RNA (sRNA) pathways based on recognition of PAMPs or pathogen effectors(Weiberg et al., 2014). sRNAs and RNA interference pathways are another important layer to the plant immuneresponse and play a major role in the regulation of host immune responses. These sRNAs induce silencing of theirtarget genes both at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels (Weiberg et al., 2014). High throughputsRNA profiling has been used to show that expression of endogenous host sRNAs are d
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	Figure 3.Grapevine responses to early infections bywzymutant and wild-typeXf.(A) Up-regulated grape genes(P< 0.05) in response towzymutant (wzy) or wild-type (wt) bacteria at 8 and 24 hours post-inoculation (hpi) whencompared to the wounded control (c). Genes are classified into nine groups (I -IX) based on their expression pattern.The colors in the heat map represent the Z score of the normal counts per gene, and black boxes represent genegroups in each treatment that exhibited the most pronounced differen
	Figure 3.Grapevine responses to early infections bywzymutant and wild-typeXf.(A) Up-regulated grape genes(P< 0.05) in response towzymutant (wzy) or wild-type (wt) bacteria at 8 and 24 hours post-inoculation (hpi) whencompared to the wounded control (c). Genes are classified into nine groups (I -IX) based on their expression pattern.The colors in the heat map represent the Z score of the normal counts per gene, and black boxes represent genegroups in each treatment that exhibited the most pronounced differen
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Examination of the temporal response toXflipopolysaccharide.
	1.Examination of the temporal response toXflipopolysaccharide.
	2.Examination ofXflipopolysaccharide-mediated defense priming in grapevine.
	3.LinkingXflipopolysaccharide structure to function.
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	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Examination of the temporal response toXflipopolysaccharide.
	In addition to initiating PTI, PAMPs are known to induce systemic resistance (i.e., resistance in distal plantorgans) (Erbs & Newman, 2003; Mishina & Zeier, 2007). Moreover, when used as a pre-treatment, LPS cansystemically elevate resistance to bacterial pathogens inArabidopsis thaliana(Mishina & Zeier, 2007), aphenomenon known as defense priming. It has been documented that a pathogen does not necessarily have tocause a hypersensitive response to elicit systemic resistance in the form of systemic acquired
	Objective 1a. Transcriptome profiling.
	The application of transcriptome profiling approaches using next generation RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) allowsus to profile the expression of nearly all genes in a tissue simultaneously and monitor the activation orsuppression of specific defense pathways at the genome scale. In this objective we shifted our focus tocharacterize the grapevine transcriptional response at systemic locations distal to the point of inoculation (POI)and at longer time points than our previous study, where we looked at early time po
	In the summer of 2015 individual vines were inoculated with either wild-typeXf,thewzymutant, or with 1x PBSbuffer (Clifford et al., 2013). We inoculated three vines for each treatment. The cells were delivered mechanicallyby inoculating a 40 µl drop of a 108 colony-forming unit (CFU)/ml bacterial cell suspension into the main stemnear the base of the plant. Petioles were harvested at two different locations on the plant: at the POI (local) andfive nodes above the POI (systemic). We harvested at four differe
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	is preventing the development of infections bywzycells via an SA-dependent pathway. In wild-type vinesconsistent enrichment of jasmonic acid (JA)-associated genes was further supported by the presence of nine genesfunctioning in the metabolism of alpha-linolenic acid, which serves as an important precursor in the biosynthesisof JA (Figure 4A).
	is preventing the development of infections bywzycells via an SA-dependent pathway. In wild-type vinesconsistent enrichment of jasmonic acid (JA)-associated genes was further supported by the presence of nine genesfunctioning in the metabolism of alpha-linolenic acid, which serves as an important precursor in the biosynthesisof JA (Figure 4A).
	Figure 4.Transcriptomic analysis of late grapevine responses toXfwild-type andwzymutant strains in localand systemic tissue. Enriched grape functional pathways (P < 0.05) in differentially expressed (DE) geneclusters representing local (A) or systemic (B) responses toXfinoculation. Only enriched pathways related tograpevine immune responses and unique to wild-type (wt) orwzymutant inoculations are depicted. Coloredstacked bars represent individual pathways. (C) Patterns of expression of gene clusters enrich
	Enrichment analyses ofwzy-responsive genes in systemic tissue included drought stress response pathways,namely genes enriched in abscisic acid (ABA) signaling (seen at 48 hours post-inoculation) (Figure 4B).Subsequently at one week post-inoculation the enrichment of lignin metabolism genes is likely part of the vine’sstepwise response to this abiotic stress. This is in contrast with wild-type-inoculated vines in which thesepathways were enriched at eight hours post-inoculation. Enrichment analysis of wild-t
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	and G protein signaling (Figure 4B). Furthermore, genes enriched in ethylene transcription factors (ERFs) wereup-regulated at four weeks post-inoculation, demonstrating that activation of ethylene-mediating signaling isperpetuated during the infection process. Notably, beginning at one week genes enriched in JA-mediatedsignaling pathways were up-regulated in systemic tissue and expression continued to increase at four weeks post-inoculation. This consistent enrichment and up-regulation provides further supp
	and G protein signaling (Figure 4B). Furthermore, genes enriched in ethylene transcription factors (ERFs) wereup-regulated at four weeks post-inoculation, demonstrating that activation of ethylene-mediating signaling isperpetuated during the infection process. Notably, beginning at one week genes enriched in JA-mediatedsignaling pathways were up-regulated in systemic tissue and expression continued to increase at four weeks post-inoculation. This consistent enrichment and up-regulation provides further supp
	Objective 1b. Histological examination of grapevines inoculated withXfwild-type or the O antigen mutant.
	To corroborate the enrichment of plant cell wall metabolic pathways seen in the transcriptomic data we performedhistological examination of stem tissue in grapevines inoculated withXfwild-type orwzymutant or 1x PBScontrol. Vascular occlusions are commonly produced by plants in response to infection with vascular pathogens.Tyloses are outgrowths of the xylem parenchyma cell into the vessel lumen and are abundant in Pierce’s disease-susceptible grapevines. In fact, in susceptible grape genotypes tyloses can o
	Objective 1c. Global sRNA profiling.
	This portion of the study is being conducted in close collaboration with Hailing Jin (UC Riverside), an expert inthe field of plant sRNAs and their role in plant defense against pathogen attack. We propose to characterize theendogenous grapevine sRNAs that are elicited byXfinvasion in an LPS-mediated fashion. Our goal is to identifysRNAs in grapevines that are up-regulated duringXfinvasion. More specifically, we are focusing our study onsRNAs that are a part of propagating the defense response elicited by t
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure 5.Tylose development in Pierce’s disease-infected grapevines. Images representgrapevines at 18 weeks post-inoculation, treated with wild-type
	Xfcells,wzymutant cells, or 1x
	PBS buffer. (A) Representative images of Pierce’s disease progress prior to histologicalexamination. (B) Micrograph showing tylose production in cross sections of grapevine xylem(brightfield Toluidine Blue O). (C) Close-up of xylem vessels showing complete occlusion withmultiple tyloses (*) in wild-type-inoculated vines. A few small tyloses also occurred in these vines(closed arrowheads). Tyloses were largely absent in the xylem vessels of
	wzymutant-inoculated
	vines. No tyloses were present in the stems of 1x PBS-inoculated vines.
	Construction and sequencing of sRNA libraries
	We have isolated sRNAs from the petioles harvested from the same plants that were inoculated in objective 1ausing an optimized Trizole extraction protocol that allows for isolation of mRNA as well as of sRNAs, for RNA-seq and small RNA-seq analyses, respectively (Cantu et al., 2010). sRNA libraries were produced using theTruSeq Small RNA Sample Preparation Kit and subjected to multiplex sequencing using an Illumina HiSeq2500platform. Adapters were trimmed using CLC Genomics Workbench. Approximately 116 mill
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure 6.Callose and suberin deposition in Pierce’s disease-infected grapevines. Images representgrapevines at 18 weeks post-inoculation, treated with wild-typeXfcells,wzymutant cells, or 1x PBSbuffer. Wild-type-inoculated plants exhibited widespread callose deposition in the phloem tissue (appearsas blue color, indicated by arrow). In addition, there was pronounced deposition of suberin in xylem vessels(indicated by gold color), especially in vessels with multiple tyloses (*). No callose or suberin was pre
	Objective 2. Examination ofXflipopolysaccharide-mediated defense priming in grapevine.
	Pre-treatment of plants with LPS can prime the defense system resulting in an enhanced response to subsequentpathogen attack. This phenomenon is referred to as priming and stimulates the plant to initiate a more rapid androbust response against future invading pathogens (Conrath, 2011). In this objective we hypothesize that pre-treatment with LPS isolated fromXfO antigen mutants results in a difference in the grapevine's tolerance toXfbystimulating the host basal defense response.
	Objective 2a. Temporal persistence of LPS-mediated defense priming.
	In the summer of 2015 we inoculated 20 grapevines/treatment/time point with 50 µg/ml of either wild-type orwzymutant LPS re-suspended in diH20. Vines inoculated with diH20 alone served as the negative controls for theexperiment. Based on our previous greenhouse trials we have found that 50 µg/ml is a suitable concentration toelicit an oxidative burst and to potentiate defense priming in grapevines. This is also in agreement with studiesperformed inA. thaliana(Zeidler et al., 2004). Thus, we used the same LP
	5= dead or dying (Guilhabert & Kirkpatrick, 2005). Data was consistent with the previous year for the 4 and 24hour time points, but we did not see significant attenuation of Pierce’s disease symptoms in the remaining later
	5= dead or dying (Guilhabert & Kirkpatrick, 2005). Data was consistent with the previous year for the 4 and 24hour time points, but we did not see significant attenuation of Pierce’s disease symptoms in the remaining later
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	points. This indicates that the primed state may be transient, and it is possible that these plants may need repeatedapplications of LPS throughout the trial to help maintain the primed state. We plan to conduct a future experimentexamining the efficacy of repeated applications of LPS on the development of Pierce’s disease. Furthermore,enumeration of bacterial populations in both local (POI) and systemic (five nodes above POI) tissue at four weekspost-challenge withXfcells was consistent with the previous y
	points. This indicates that the primed state may be transient, and it is possible that these plants may need repeatedapplications of LPS throughout the trial to help maintain the primed state. We plan to conduct a future experimentexamining the efficacy of repeated applications of LPS on the development of Pierce’s disease. Furthermore,enumeration of bacterial populations in both local (POI) and systemic (five nodes above POI) tissue at four weekspost-challenge withXfcells was consistent with the previous y
	Objective 2b. Examination of persistence of defense priming through dormancy.
	In the fall of 2015 we pruned back all the grapevines inoculated in this objective and allowed them to go dormant.We examined the temporal phenology of these grapevines throughout the winter months and into the spring of2016. The premise of this part of the objective relates to the normal phenology of a grapevine which is impactedby infection with pathogens. Typically, grapevines severely infected with Pierce’s disease will have abnormal leafemergence the following spring and will remain stunted throughout 
	Objective 3. LinkingXflipopolysaccharide structure to function.
	In our currently funded proposal we endeavored to obtain structural data for both wild-type and the truncatedwzymutant LPS, particularly the structure of O-chain by using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) andnuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. These experiments were conducted in close collaboration withthe Complex Carbohydrate Research Center (CCRC) at the University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia. Throughglycosyl composition analysis (trimethylsilyl methyl glycosides-TMS, alditol acetate
	In order to describe structural properties of O antigen in wild-type andwzymutant LPS the polysaccharide moiety(O antigen + core) was liberated from LPS (lipid A) and resolved based on molecular size. Comparative analysisof size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) profiles indicated different distributions of polysaccharides in bothstrains. In the wild-type strain, a majority of polysaccharide (40.8% total column load) was eluted in Fraction III(average molecular mass of approximately 10-20 kD) and a remainder (
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	antigen polysaccharides from the wild-type strain (SEC fraction III), confirmed the presence of L-rhamnose andD-xylose in an 8:1 molar ratio.
	antigen polysaccharides from the wild-type strain (SEC fraction III), confirmed the presence of L-rhamnose andD-xylose in an 8:1 molar ratio.
	Figure 7.LPS composition and structure analysis. (A) DOC-PAGE analysis of LPS isolated fromXfwild-type andwzymutant. Lane S =Salmonella entericas.Typhimurium, S-type LPS; Lane 1 =wild-type; Lane 2 =wzymutant. Red arrow indicates the presence of high molecular weight Oantigen that is not observed in thewzymutant LPS. (B) SEC chromatograms of polysaccharidesliberated from LPS ofXfwild-type (black) andwzymutant (red). Standard dextrans of 40,000,10,000, and 1,000 Da were used for calibration of the Superose 12
	CONCLUSIONS
	RNA-seq and histological analysis show the grapevine defense system is able to recognize a truncated LPSmolecule, resulting in a strong oxidative burst and a small production of tyloses. Grapevines produce manytyloses, phytoalexins and other antimicrobial compounds when inoculated withXfwild-type. In addition, Pierce’sdisease symptoms are attenuated when grapevines are challenged withXf4 hours and 24 hours after LPStreatment, showing that the LPS molecule is able to prime defenses againstXf.Finally, we pres
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	ABSTRACT
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf) is a xylem-limited, fastidious bacterium that causes Pierce’s disease in grapevine. Thexylem is arranged as a series of separate vessels that are connected via paired pits. Each pit contains a pitmembrane comprised of a meshwork of cellulose, hemicellulose, and pectin.Xfcannot passively traverse these pitmembranes and must rely on its consortia of cell wall-degrading enzymes (CWDEs) to digest the membrane inorder to move to the next xylem vessel. In response, the grapevine host enacts
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf) relies on degradation of the plant cell wall to move within the grapevine, which occursthrough cooperation between at least two classes of enzymes that target different carbohydrate components of thecomplex scaffold of the plant cell wall. A major goal of this project is to elucidate the mechanisms that lead todisassembly of the plant cell wall that eventually leads to systemic colonization ofXfin grapevines. Here wepropose experiments designed to better understand what facilitates mo
	INTRODUCTION
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf) is the causal agent of Pierce’s disease of grapevine, a serious and often lethal disease(Hopkins and Purcell, 2002; Chatterjee et al., 2008; Purcell and Hopkins, 1996). This xylem-limited bacterialpathogen colonizes the xylem and in doing so must be able to move efficiently from one xylem vessel element toadjacent vessels (Roper et al., 2007). Xylem conduits are separated by pit membranes (PMs) that are composed ofprimary cell wall and serve to prevent movement of air embolisms and pa
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	hemicellulose (Buchanan, 2000). The pore sizes within that meshwork range from 5 to 20 nM, which will notallow passive passage ofXfcells whose size is 250 to 500 x 1,000 to 4,000 nM (Perez-Donoso et al., 2010;Mollenhauer & Hopkins, 1974). Based on functional genomics andin plantaexperimental evidence,Xfutilizescell wall-degrading enzymes (CWDEs), including three putative endoglucanases (EGases) and onepolygalacturonase (PG), to actively digest the polymers within the PMs, thereby facilitating its movementth
	hemicellulose (Buchanan, 2000). The pore sizes within that meshwork range from 5 to 20 nM, which will notallow passive passage ofXfcells whose size is 250 to 500 x 1,000 to 4,000 nM (Perez-Donoso et al., 2010;Mollenhauer & Hopkins, 1974). Based on functional genomics andin plantaexperimental evidence,Xfutilizescell wall-degrading enzymes (CWDEs), including three putative endoglucanases (EGases) and onepolygalacturonase (PG), to actively digest the polymers within the PMs, thereby facilitating its movementth
	Figure
	Pierce’s disease symptom development is tightly correlated with the ability ofXfto degrade specificpolysaccharides, namely fucosylated xyloglucans (part of the hemicellulosic component) and weakly esterifiedhomogalacturonans (part of the pectin portion), that make up the intervessel PMs (Sun et al., 2011). In general,pectin is one of the first targets of cell wall digestion for invading pathogens, and the resultingoligogalacturonides (OGs), which are smaller pieces of the pectin polymer, that are released a
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	Tyloses are outgrowths of parenchyma cells that emerge through vessel-parenchyma pits into vessel lumen, andare common in a wide range of species (Bonsen and Kučera, 1990; Esau 1977; Tyree and Zimmermann, 2002).Tyloses impede fluid penetration (Parameswaran et al., 1985) and induce a permanent state of reduced hydraulicconductivity, and are triggered by abiotic and biotic stresses, such as pathogen infection (Aleemullah and Walsh1996; Collins et al. 2009; Dimond 1955; Parke et al. 2007). Tylose formation is
	Tyloses are outgrowths of parenchyma cells that emerge through vessel-parenchyma pits into vessel lumen, andare common in a wide range of species (Bonsen and Kučera, 1990; Esau 1977; Tyree and Zimmermann, 2002).Tyloses impede fluid penetration (Parameswaran et al., 1985) and induce a permanent state of reduced hydraulicconductivity, and are triggered by abiotic and biotic stresses, such as pathogen infection (Aleemullah and Walsh1996; Collins et al. 2009; Dimond 1955; Parke et al. 2007). Tylose formation is
	V.vinifera, which may reflect differing innate immune responses to the presence ofXfin the xylem. To ourknowledge no one has looked at the molecular mechanisms underlying the differences in response toXfamongdifferentV. viniferacultivars. Thus, we propose to better understand this difference in cultivar response toXfinthe context of host cell wall degradation and the elicitation of specific defense responses that lead to tyloseformation in grapevines. Interestingly, a preliminary analysis of tylose formatio
	Figure
	Figure
	Given thatXfCWDEs are important for the degradation of pit membranes (thus allowing systemic colonization),and their potential role in inducing tylose formation, it is imperative that these virulence factors are targeted forinhibition. However, inhibiting each CWDE individually as a commercial strategy for controllingXfis bothimpractical and costly. Interestingly, these CWDEs are predicted (using SignalP software) to be secreted via theType II secretion system (T2SS). The T2SS is amolecular nanomachine that
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	studied in this proposal are predicted (using SignalP software) to be secreted through the T2SS. Proteins destinedfor secretion by the T2SS are first delivered to the periplasm via the Sec or Tat-dependent secretion pathwaywhere they are folded (Slonczewski, 2014).Xfappears to only possess the Sec-dependent secretion pathway.Because of our interest in host CWDEs and their mechanism of secretion we created a mutation in thexpsEgene,which encodes the putative ATPase that powers the T2SS.Grapevines inoculated 
	studied in this proposal are predicted (using SignalP software) to be secreted through the T2SS. Proteins destinedfor secretion by the T2SS are first delivered to the periplasm via the Sec or Tat-dependent secretion pathwaywhere they are folded (Slonczewski, 2014).Xfappears to only possess the Sec-dependent secretion pathway.Because of our interest in host CWDEs and their mechanism of secretion we created a mutation in thexpsEgene,which encodes the putative ATPase that powers the T2SS.Grapevines inoculated 
	Figure
	Thus, we have compellingin plantaandin vitropreliminary data indicating thatXfhas a functional T2SS systemand the proteins secreted by T2SS are critical for the infection process. From this we reason that the T2SSrepresents an excellent target for disease control because disrupting this system would provide comprehensiveinhibition of secretion of PG (the major pathogenicity factor forXf) and the other auxiliary CWDEs (Roper et al.,2007, and recent results discussed above). Therefore, identifying molecules t
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Qualitative analysis of the effect of cell wall degradation on the grapevine response toXf.
	1.Qualitative analysis of the effect of cell wall degradation on the grapevine response toXf.
	2.Quantitative analysis of plant defense pathways induced byXfcell wall degrading enzyme activity:biochemical and transcriptional studies.
	3.Inhibition of the Type II secretion system using natural products produced by grapevine microbialendophytes.
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	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	In the context of plant cell wall degradation, we will examine the effects that differentXfmutants (ΔengXCA1,ΔengXCA2,egl(all EGases and EGase/expansin hybrid) andpglA(a PG)) have on integrity and carbohydratecomposition of grapevine pit membranes using both microscopic and immunological techniques coupled withfluorescence (Sun et al., 2011) and/or electron (Sun et al., unpublished) microscopy. Finally, we will couple thesemicroscopic observations with macroscopic studies of the spatial distribution of tylo
	Wild-typeXf,ΔengXCA1, ΔengXCA2, and ΔpglAmutants have been used to inoculate Cabernet Sauvignon andChardonnay grapevines in the greenhouse. Vines inoculated with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) will serve asnegative controls. EachXfstrain was inoculated into 27 plants and Pierce’s disease symptoms were rated eachweek using a 0 to 5 Pierce’s disease rating index (Guilhabert and Kirkpatrick, 2005). Vine tissue samples arecurrently being collected for each of the three experiments: stem and petiole tissue for 
	CONCLUSIONS
	This project was initiated in July 2016. Therefore, we do not have any conclusions at this time.
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	ABSTRACT
	The UCDavis Plant Transformation Facility has previously developed a method for genetically modifying 101-14and 1103, two important grape rootstocks for the California grape industry. This technology will allow us tointroduce genes useful in combating Pierce’s disease into the rootstocks of grape and allow researchers to testwhether a modified rootstock is capable of conferring resistance to the grafted scion. If rootstock-mediatedresistancestrategies are to be successfullydeployed throughout California add
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	The UC Davis Plant Transformation Facility has previously developed a method for genetically modifying 101-14and 1103, two important grape rootstocks for the California grape industry. This technology will allow us tointroduce genes useful in combating Pierce’s disease into the rootstocks of grape and allow researchers to testwhether a modified rootstock is capable of conferring resistance to the grafted scion. This strategy is commonlyreferred to as rootstock-mediated resistance. If rootstock-mediated resi
	INTRODUCTION
	This project is aimed at applying the progress that has been made in grape cell biology and transformationtechnology of rootstock genotypes 101-14 and 1103 to additional grape rootstock genotypes in order to expandthe range of genotypes amenable to transformation. The research will apply the pre-existing expertise andtechnical know-how developed for rootstocks 101-14 and 1103 at the UC Davis Plant Transformation Facility to
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	additional rootstock germplasm important for the California wine industry. For this project we are testing eightadditional rootstocks for their amenability to transformation, including 110R, 140Ru, 3309C, Freedom, GRN1,Harmony, MGT 420A, and Salt Creek. This work will expand the range of rootstocks that can be effectivelytransformed, which will allow rootstock-mediated disease resistance technology to be employed across the majorwine-growing regions in California. Although a rootstock-mediated resistance st
	additional rootstock germplasm important for the California wine industry. For this project we are testing eightadditional rootstocks for their amenability to transformation, including 110R, 140Ru, 3309C, Freedom, GRN1,Harmony, MGT 420A, and Salt Creek. This work will expand the range of rootstocks that can be effectivelytransformed, which will allow rootstock-mediated disease resistance technology to be employed across the majorwine-growing regions in California. Although a rootstock-mediated resistance st
	OBJECTIVES
	1. Develop embryogenic cultures from anthers of eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes for use inestablishing embryogenic suspension cultures.
	1. Develop embryogenic cultures from anthers of eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes for use inestablishing embryogenic suspension cultures.
	2. Develop embryogenic suspension cultures for eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes, which willprovide a continuous supply of somatic embryos for use in transformation experiments.
	3. Establish a germplasm bank of somatic embryos for eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes byplating aliquots of the cell suspension culture on high osmotic medium.
	4. Test transformation efficiencies ofeight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes using our establishedsomatic embryo transformation protocols.
	5. Test direct cell suspension transformation technology on eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes.
	6. Securein vitroshoot cultures for eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes using indexed materialfrom Foundation Plant Services (FPS) or field material from FPS and establish bulk meristem cultures for all
	6. Securein vitroshoot cultures for eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes using indexed materialfrom Foundation Plant Services (FPS) or field material from FPS and establish bulk meristem cultures for all
	13 genotypes for use in transformation.
	13 genotypes for use in transformation.


	7. Test theMezzetti et al., 2002 bulk meristem transformation system for eight rootstock genotypes and sixscion genotypes as an alternate to somatic embryo transformation.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Develop embryogenic cultures from anthers of eight rootstock genotypes and six sciongenotypes for use in establishing embryogenic suspension cultures.
	During the spring of 2015 we collected anthers of rootstock genotypes including 101-14, 110R (01), 140Ru (01),1103, 3309C (05), Freedom (01), MGT 420A (04), and Salt Creek (08), and scion genotypes Cabernet Sauvignon(clone 07), Chardonnay (clone 04), French Colombard (clone 04), Pinot Noir (clone 2A), and Zinfandel (clone01A) and plated them on four different embryogenic callus-inducing media. The media include Nitsch and Nitschminimal organics medium (1969) supplemented with 60 g/liter sucrose, 1.0 mg/lite
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	Table 1.
	Table 1.
	Grape Anther Culture
	Grape Anther Culture
	Grape Anther Culture
	Grape Anther Culture
	PIV
	MSI
	MSE
	NB

	2015
	2015
	2016
	2015
	2016
	2015
	2016
	2015
	2016


	Rootstocks
	Rootstocks
	Rootstocks

	140Ru 01
	140Ru 01
	0/245
	7/196
	0/98
	1/196

	110R
	110R
	4/438
	0/49
	nt
	2/49

	101-14
	101-14
	2/539
	0/49
	nt
	0/49

	1103
	1103
	0/49
	9/49
	8/49
	0/49

	3309C 05
	3309C 05
	1/196
	0/150
	0/196
	0/100
	0/196
	0/196
	0/150

	MGT 420A
	MGT 420A
	0/147
	5/196
	1/98
	0/196

	Freedom 01
	Freedom 01
	1/294
	0/147
	0/49
	0/245

	Harmony
	Harmony
	0/150
	1/150
	0/100
	0/150

	GRN-1
	GRN-1
	0/150
	2/100
	0/100
	0/100

	Scions
	Scions

	Cabernet sauvignon
	Cabernet sauvignon
	5/539
	0/50
	1/147
	0/150
	4/147
	0/150
	1/196
	1/200

	Chardonnay
	Chardonnay
	11/539*
	nt
	nt
	nt

	FrenchColombard 04
	FrenchColombard 04
	7/172
	16/123
	0/49
	2/123

	Merlot
	Merlot
	4/200
	9/250
	0/150
	5/250

	Pinot Noir 02A
	Pinot Noir 02A
	4/196
	0/96
	0/49
	6/147

	Salt Creek 08
	Salt Creek 08
	5/196
	0/100
	4/147
	0/100
	0
	0/100
	1/147
	0/150

	Zinfandel 01A
	Zinfandel 01A
	147
	0/150
	196
	2/150
	49
	0/50
	196
	0/150



	*2014 data.
	Figure
	Figure 1.Somatic embryo cultures from grape genotypes for (from left to right,top row) GRN-1,Harmony, Freedom, 140Ru,and MGT 420A,and for (left to right, bottom row) Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinotnoir, and Merlot, added to our collection in 2016.
	Objective 2. Develop embryogenic suspension cultures for eight rootstock genotypes and six sciongenotypes, which will provide a continuous supply of somatic embryos for use in transformationexperiments.
	By transferring somatic embryos into liquid culture medium composed of woody plant media (WPM)supplemented with 20 g/liter sucrose, 1 g/liter casein hydrolysate, 500 mg/liter activated charcoal, 10 mg/literPicloram, and 2.0 mg/liter meta-topolin we have established suspensions for rootstock genotypes 101-14, 110R,140Ru, 1103, Freedom, and MGT 420A, and scion genotypes Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, FrenchColombard, and Merlot. Occasionally the suspensions are sieved through a 520-micron screen to eliminate
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	Objective 3. Establish a germplasm bank of somatic embryos for eight rootstock genotypes and six sciongenotypes by plating aliquots of the cell suspension culture on high osmotic medium.
	Objective 3. Establish a germplasm bank of somatic embryos for eight rootstock genotypes and six sciongenotypes by plating aliquots of the cell suspension culture on high osmotic medium.
	We have established a germplasm bank of somatic embryos by plating aliquots of the suspension cultures ontoagar-solidified WPMsupplemented with 20 g/liter sucrose, 1g/liter casein hydrolysate, 500 mg/liter activatedcharcoal, 0.5 mg/liter BAP, 0.1 mg/liter naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA), 5% sorbitol, and 14 g/liter phytoagar(BN-sorb). Stored embryo germplasm banks have been established for rootstock genotypes 1103, 101-14, 110R,140Ru, Freedom, and MGT 420A, as well as scion genotypes Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardo
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	Figure
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	140RuMGT 420A
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	Figure

	Freedom
	Thompson Seedless
	ChardonnayCabernet Sauvignon
	French Colombard
	Figure 2.Germplasm bank of embryos established from grape suspension cultures plated on sorbitol containingmedium.
	Objective 4. Test transformation efficiencies of eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes using ourestablished somatic embryo transformation protocols.
	Transformation experiments continue using known amounts for somatic embryos as determined by fresh weightfor 101-14, 110R, 140Ru, 1103, Chardonnay, French Colombard, and MGT 420A using a construct containingthe DsRed fluorescent scorable marker gene which will allow us to monitor the progress of transformation in realtime without sacrificing any tissue. Thompson Seedless is being included as a positive control. DsRed expressionwas scored three months post-inoculation (Table 2, 5) and has shown that signific
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 2.Transgenic plantlets of French Colombard expressing DsRed.
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	Table 2. Transformation experiments to access the amenability of transformation of stored grape embryos for a range of rootstock and scion genotypes using the scorable fluorescent marker gene DsRed. 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Date 
	Experiment # 
	Tissue Weight 
	Percentage of tissue expressing DsRed 


	TS-14 
	TS-14 
	TS-14 
	05/29/2015 
	159030 
	NA 
	15% 

	06/26/2015 
	06/26/2015 
	159050 
	0.53 
	40% 

	07/24/2015 
	07/24/2015 
	159070 
	0.52 
	50% 

	08/26/2015 
	08/26/2015 
	159096 
	0.92 
	40% 

	Chardonnay 
	Chardonnay 
	06/26/2015 
	159048 
	2.72 
	0% 

	07/10/2015 
	07/10/2015 
	159064 
	1.12 
	0% 

	07/17/2015 
	07/17/2015 
	159068 
	1.12 
	<1% 

	07/24/2015 
	07/24/2015 
	159071 
	0.57 
	0% 

	110R 
	110R 
	06/26/2016 
	159049 
	0.49 
	60% 

	07/10/2015 
	07/10/2015 
	159065 
	1.65 
	60% 

	07/17/2015 
	07/17/2015 
	159069 
	1.83 
	75% 

	07/24/2015 
	07/24/2015 
	159072 
	0.42 
	80% 

	08/26/2015 
	08/26/2015 
	159095 
	0.89 
	20% 

	1103 
	1103 
	07/24/2015 
	159073 
	1.11 
	10% 

	08/26/2015 
	08/26/2015 
	159093 
	1.09 
	5% 

	Colombard 
	Colombard 
	12/16/2015 
	159150 
	1.96 
	30% 

	01/15/2016 
	01/15/2016 
	169007 
	0.55 
	20% 

	02/5/2016 
	02/5/2016 
	169029 
	0.76 
	10% 

	03/2/2016 
	03/2/2016 
	169042 
	0.53 
	25% 

	05/6/2016 
	05/6/2016 
	169049 
	25% 

	140Ru 
	140Ru 
	12/16/2015 
	159151 
	1.49 
	20% 

	01/15/2016 
	01/15/2016 
	169008 
	0.92 
	25% 

	02/05/2016 
	02/05/2016 
	169030 
	1.91 
	25% 

	03/04/2016 
	03/04/2016 
	169043 
	1.44 
	15% 

	05/06/2016 
	05/06/2016 
	169050 
	nd 
	20% 

	MGT 40A 
	MGT 40A 
	12/16/2015 
	159152 
	0.53 
	20% 

	01/15/2016 
	01/15/2016 
	169009 
	0.21 

	02/05/2016 
	02/05/2016 
	169031 
	nd 
	25% 

	03/04/2016 
	03/04/2016 
	169044 
	nd 
	15% 

	05/06/2016 
	05/06/2016 
	169051 
	nd 
	15% 

	101-14 
	101-14 
	07/24/2015 
	159074 
	0.86 
	30 

	08/26/2015 
	08/26/2015 
	159094 
	0.97 
	20 



	Objective 5. Test direct cell suspension transformation technology on eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes. 
	Objective 5. Test direct cell suspension transformation technology on eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes. 
	We are trying to leverage the progress we have made in developing high quality cell suspensions that have the ability to rapidly regenerate whole plants when plated onto agar-solidified medium by directly transforming our grape cell suspension cultures with the scorable marker gene DsRed. Ten ml of a grape cell suspension grown in liquid Pic/MT medium and containing pre-embryogenic masses or small globular embryos are collected in a 15ml conical centrifuge tube and pelleted by centrifugation at 1,000 x G fo
	-


	develop. Developing embryos are transferred to WPM supplemented with 20 g/liter sucrose, 1 g/liter casein, 1MMES, 500 mg/liter activated charcoal, 0.1 mg/liter BAP, 400 mg/liter carbenicillin, 150 mg/liter timentin, 200mg/liter kanamycin, 0 g/liter sorbitol, and 8 g/liter agar for germination. We are currently testing this protocol on101-14, 110R, 140Ru, 1103, Chardonnay, French Colombard, and MGT 420A using a construct containing theDsRed transgene. We have been able to recover transgenic plants using this
	develop. Developing embryos are transferred to WPM supplemented with 20 g/liter sucrose, 1 g/liter casein, 1MMES, 500 mg/liter activated charcoal, 0.1 mg/liter BAP, 400 mg/liter carbenicillin, 150 mg/liter timentin, 200mg/liter kanamycin, 0 g/liter sorbitol, and 8 g/liter agar for germination. We are currently testing this protocol on101-14, 110R, 140Ru, 1103, Chardonnay, French Colombard, and MGT 420A using a construct containing theDsRed transgene. We have been able to recover transgenic plants using this
	Figure
	Figure 4. Germinating embryos from transformation of cell suspension cultures of 101-14 (left) on WPMsupplemented with 20 g/liter sucrose, 1 g/liter casein, 1M MES, 500 mg/liter activated charcoal, 0.5 mg/literBAP, 0.1 mg/liter NAA, 50 g/liter sorbitol, and 14 g/liter agar and transfer to WPM supplemented with
	20g/liter sucrose, 1 g/liter casein,1MMES,500mg/liter activated charcoal, 0.1 mg/liter BAP, and 8 g/literagar for plant regeneration. Only two of the twenty-one putatively transformed embryos on this plate germi-nated after transfer to medium lacking sorbitol. DsRed expressing embryos of MGT 420A (middle and right).
	Table 3.Number of embryogenic colonies forming after inoculating approximately one to two mlof cell suspension withAgrobacteriumand plating onto selection medium.
	Genotype
	Genotype
	Genotype
	Number ofExperiments
	# Of putativetransgenic embryos/mlof plated suspension
	# of putativetransgenic plantsproduced

	101-14
	101-14
	17
	54
	2

	1103
	1103
	20
	30
	2

	110R
	110R
	5
	1
	0

	140Ru
	140Ru
	2
	0
	0

	MGT 420a
	MGT 420a
	2
	7
	4

	FrenchColombard
	FrenchColombard
	2
	0
	0

	Chardonnay
	Chardonnay
	2
	0
	0


	Objective 6. Establishin vitroshoot cultures for eight rootstock genotypes and six scion genotypes usingindexed material from Foundation Plant Services (FPS) or field material from FPS and establish bulkmeristem cultures for all 13 genotypes for use in transformation.
	We are maintaining disease-freein vitrostock plants of 101-14, Chardonnay, and Cabernet Sauvignon that wereceived asin vitrocultures from FPS. For material that was not available through FPS we have collected shoottips from field material grown at FPS. This includes rootstock genotypes 110R, 140Ru, 1103, 3309C, Freedom,MGT 420A, and Salt Creek, and scion genotypes Cabernet Sauvignon, French Colombard, Pinot Noir, andZinfandel. We have collected shoot tips for three additional genotypes, Harmony, Merlot, and
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	C2dVitismedium containing 5 mg/liter chlorophenol red or agar-solidified MS minimal organics mediumsupplemented with 1.0 mg/liter BAP, 0.1 mg/liter IBA, 0.1 mg/literGA3,and 5 mg/liter chlorophenol red.Aseptic shoot cultures have been established and have been plated onto Mezzetti medium with increasing levelsof BAP in order to establish bulk meristem cultures (Figure 5). We are finding differences in our ability toproduce bulk meristem cultures between rootstocks and scion genotypes. We have produced qualit
	C2dVitismedium containing 5 mg/liter chlorophenol red or agar-solidified MS minimal organics mediumsupplemented with 1.0 mg/liter BAP, 0.1 mg/liter IBA, 0.1 mg/literGA3,and 5 mg/liter chlorophenol red.Aseptic shoot cultures have been established and have been plated onto Mezzetti medium with increasing levelsof BAP in order to establish bulk meristem cultures (Figure 5). We are finding differences in our ability toproduce bulk meristem cultures between rootstocks and scion genotypes. We have produced qualit
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	Figure 5.Shoot cultures established for rootstock and scion genotypes.
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	Zinfandel
	Figure 6.Initiation of bulk meristem cultures for rootstock and scion germplasm.
	Objective 7. Test the Mezzetti et al., 2002 bulk meristem transformation methodology for eight rootstockgenotypes and six scion genotypes as an alternate to somatic embryo transformation.
	We have focused our efforts on studying bulk meristem transformation in scion genotypes since we have notobserved good bulk meristem development on rootstock genotypes. Bulk meristems of Cabernet Sauvignon,Chardonnay, and Thompson Seedless were sliced into thin, 2 mm slices and inoculated withAgrobacteriumstrainEHA105 containing the DsRed gene and the plant selectable marker gene nptii and co-cultures on Mezzettimedium supplemented with 3 mg/liter BAP in the dark at 23º centigrade. After three days the thin
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	transferred to Mezzetti medium supplemented with 3 mg/liter BAP, 400 mg/liter carbenicillin, 150 mg/liter timentin, and 25 mg/liter kanamycin sulfate. After three weeks tissue was transferred to the same medium formulation, but the kanamycin level was increased to 50 mg/liter. After an additional three weeks the tissue was transferred to medium of the same formulation but the kanamycin level was increased to 75 mg/liter. Subsequently, tissue was subcultured every three weeks on medium containing 75 mg/liter
	Table 4. Results of bulk meristem transformation using the scorable marker gene DsRed. 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Number of experiments 
	Number (%) explants generated DsRed callus 
	Number (%) explants generated DsRed shoots 

	Cabernet Sauvignon 
	Cabernet Sauvignon 
	2 
	1/36 (3) 
	0/36 (0) 

	Chardonnay 
	Chardonnay 
	2 
	2/38 (5) 
	0/38 (0) 

	Thompson Seedless 
	Thompson Seedless 
	2 
	24/75 (32) 
	3/75 (4) 


	Table 5. Summary of the progress in adapting our existing somatic embryo-based transformation protocol for each grape rootstock and scion genotype 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Somatic embryos established from anthers 
	Suspensions established from somatic embryos 
	Establishment of stored somatic embryo cultures 
	Production of transgenic somatic embryos 
	Production of transgenic plants 
	Relative Transformation efficiency* 


	Rootstocks 
	Rootstocks 
	Rootstocks 

	1103 
	1103 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	3 

	101-14 
	101-14 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	5 

	110R 
	110R 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	5 

	140Ru 
	140Ru 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	-
	ND** 

	3309C 
	3309C 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	ND 

	GRN-1 
	GRN-1 
	+ 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	ND 

	MGT 420A 
	MGT 420A 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	ND 

	Freedom 
	Freedom 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	5 

	Harmony 
	Harmony 
	+ 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	ND 

	Salt Creek 
	Salt Creek 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	ND 

	Scions 
	Scions 

	Cabernet Sauvignon 
	Cabernet Sauvignon 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	-
	-
	0 

	Chardonnay 
	Chardonnay 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	<1 

	French Colombard 
	French Colombard 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	4 

	Merlot 
	Merlot 
	+ 
	+ 
	-
	-
	-
	ND 

	Pinot Noir 
	Pinot Noir 
	+ 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	ND 

	Thompson Seedless 
	Thompson Seedless 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	+ 
	10 

	Zinfandel 
	Zinfandel 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	ND 



	* Relative transformation efficiency on a scale of 0 worst, 10 best with 10 reflecting the transformation efficiency for 
	Thompson Seedless ** ND -not determine 
	CONCLUSIONS
	CONCLUSIONS
	Weestablished embryogenic cultures of 101-14, 110R, 140Ru, 420A, 1103, Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay,Freedom, French Colombard, Merlot, and Pinot Noir from anther explants and initiatedembryogenic suspensioncultures. We have also established a germplasm bank of somatic embryos for 101-14, 110R, 140Ru, 420A, 1103,Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Freedom, French Colombard, and Merlot by plating suspensions onto highosmotic agar-solidified medium on a weekly basis. Suspension cultures of Merlot and Pinot Noir 
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	BREEDING PIERCE’S DISEASE RESISTANT WINEGRAPES
	BREEDING PIERCE’S DISEASE RESISTANT WINEGRAPES
	Principal Investigator:
	Andrew Walker
	Dept. of Viticulture & EnologyUniversity of CaliforniaDavis, CA 95616awalker@ucdavis.edu
	Cooperating Staff:
	Alan Tenscher
	Dept. of Viticulture & EnologyUniversity ofCaliforniaDavis, CA 95616actenscher@ucdavis.edu
	Reporting Period:The results reported here are from work conducted October 2015 to October 2016.
	ABSTRACT
	We continue to make rapid progress breeding Pierce’s disease resistant winegrapes. Aggressive vine training andselection for precocious flowering have allowed us to reduce the seed-to-seed cycle to two years. To furtherexpedite breeding progress we are using marker-assisted selection for the Pierce’s disease resistance gene,PdR1(see companion report) to select resistant progeny as soon as seeds germinate. These two practices have greatlyaccelerated the breeding program and allowed us to produce four backcro
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	One of the most reliable and sustainable solutions to plant pathogen problems is to create resistant plants. We usea traditional plant breeding technique called backcrossing to bring Pierce’s disease resistance from wild grapespecies into a diverse selection of elite winegrape backgrounds. We identified the genomic region that carries avery strong source of Pierce’s disease resistance from a grape species native to Mexico and the southwesternUnited States (Vitis arizonica). Because we were able to locate th
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	INTRODUCTION
	INTRODUCTION
	The Walker lab is uniquely poised to undertake this important breeding effort, having developed rapid screeningtechniques forXylella fastidiosa(Xf) resistance (Buzkan et al., 2003; Buzkan et al., 2005; Krivanek et al., 2005a2005b; Krivanek and Walker, 2005; Baumgartel, 2009), and having unique and highly resistantVitis rupestris xV. arizonicaselections, as well as an extensive collection of southwestern grape species, which allows theintroduction of extremely high levels ofXfresistance into commercial grape
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Identify unique sources of Pierce’s disease resistance with a focus on accessions collected from thesouthwestern United States and northern Mexico. Develop F1 and BC1 populations from the most promisingnew sources of resistance. Evaluate the inheritance of resistance and utilize populations from the mostresistant sources to create mapping populations.
	1.Identify unique sources of Pierce’s disease resistance with a focus on accessions collected from thesouthwestern United States and northern Mexico. Develop F1 and BC1 populations from the most promisingnew sources of resistance. Evaluate the inheritance of resistance and utilize populations from the mostresistant sources to create mapping populations.
	2.Provide support to the companion mapping/genetics program by establishing and maintaining mappingpopulations, and using the greenhouse screen to evaluate populations and selections for Pierce’s diseaseresistance.
	3.Develop advanced lines of Pierce’s disease resistant winegrapes from unique resistance sources through fourbackcross generations to eliteV. viniferacultivars. Evaluate and select on fruit quality traits such as color,tannin content, flavor, and productivity. Complete wine and fruit sensory analysis of advanced selections.
	4.Utilize marker-assisted selection to stack (combine) different resistance loci from the BC4 generation withadvanced selections containingPdR1. Screen for genotypes with combined resistances, to produce newPierce’s disease resistant grapes with multiple sources of Pierce’s disease resistance and high quality fruit andwine.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	To date over 293 wild accessions have been tested for Pierce’s disease resistance with the greenhouse screen,most of which were collected from the southwestern United States and Mexico. Our goal is to identify accessionswith the most unique Pierce’s disease resistance mechanisms. To do so we evaluate the genetic diversity of theseaccessions and test them for genetic markers from chromosome 14 (wherePdR1resides) to ensure that we arechoosing genetically diverse resistance sources for population development a
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	Xf.We have reported previously the surprising result from our companion Pierce’s disease mapping project thatmost of the resistance lines we have explored from the southwestern United States have Pierce’s diseaseresistance associated with chromosome 14, the same region as our primary resistance linePdR1b. InTable 1wedetail crosses made in 2016 to advance lines that preliminary screening indicates are not located on chromosome14. Crosses in Group 1a created progeny to expand existing F1 mapping populations f
	Xf.We have reported previously the surprising result from our companion Pierce’s disease mapping project thatmost of the resistance lines we have explored from the southwestern United States have Pierce’s diseaseresistance associated with chromosome 14, the same region as our primary resistance linePdR1b. InTable 1wedetail crosses made in 2016 to advance lines that preliminary screening indicates are not located on chromosome14. Crosses in Group 1a created progeny to expand existing F1 mapping populations f
	Table 1.2016 Crosses made to expand new Pierce’s disease mapping populations and advancebreeding lines to the next backcross level.
	Group
	Cross PDR
	Source
	%vinifera
	viniferaParents/Grandparents
	# Crosses
	Act. #Seeds
	Figure
	ANU67
	50%
	F2-35
	1
	890
	1a
	Figure
	b41-13
	50%
	F2-35
	1
	1147
	Figure
	T03-16
	50%
	Palomino
	1
	47
	Figure
	1b
	T03-16
	50%
	Palomino
	3
	160
	Figure
	1c
	b41-13
	75%
	Rosa Minna,Primitivo/F2-35
	2
	550
	Figure
	T03-16
	75%
	F2-35/Palomino
	3
	338
	Figure
	Our 2016 breeding crosses (Table 2) expand on our 2015 efforts with increased numbers and focus on parentswith superior horticultural and fruit quality traits. Cross 2a inTable 2represents backcrosses to eliteviniferawinevarieties to various parents from crossings ofPdR1bx b42-26 lines at the 92%viniferalevel. Resistant parentswere selected based on the greenhouse results summarized inTable 3, Group 3C. Cross 2b inTable 2presentsintercrosses among the most resistant progeny to further evaluate compatibility
	Table 3provides a list of the Pierce’s disease greenhouse screens analyzed, initiated, and/or completed over thereporting period. In Group 3A we tested six BC1 and 14 BC2 progeny in the b40-14 line. Only one at the BC1level was considered exceptionally resistant and four at the BC2 were of some interest. Six BD5-117 x HainesCity intercross genotypes were tested and only two were identified as of some interest. Both BD5-117 and HainesCity are Pierce’s disease resistant but from the southeastern United States
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	genotypes tested to confirm previous greenhouse screen results, five were classified as of interest and eight wereexceptionally resistant. Following further horticultural and wine quality evaluations, decisions will be made onadvancing these individuals to wine making and release.
	genotypes tested to confirm previous greenhouse screen results, five were classified as of interest and eight wereexceptionally resistant. Following further horticultural and wine quality evaluations, decisions will be made onadvancing these individuals to wine making and release.
	Table 2.Pierce’s disease crosses made in 2016 with percentvinifera, most recent eliteviniferaparent, and number ofseeds produced. The Pierce’s disease resistance inPdR1boriginated from b43-17, a Monterrey, MexicoV.arizonica/candicans;b42-26 (V. arizonica/girdiana)has a multigenic form of Pierce’s disease resistance from Loreto,Baja California.Ren1,Ren4, andRun1are powdery mildew (PM) resistance loci fromV. vinifera,V. romanetti, andM. rotundifolia,respectively.
	Cross PDR Type
	Cross PDR Type
	Cross PDR Type
	Cross PM Type
	%
	%
	vinifera

	viniferaParents/Grandparents or …/mostrecentviniferaparents
	No.Crosses
	No.Seeds

	2a.PdR1bx b42-26
	2a.PdR1bx b42-26
	none
	96%
	Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon, F2-35,Primitivo/Chardonnay, Zinfandel
	9
	2,540

	2b.PdR1bx b42-26
	2b.PdR1bx b42-26
	none
	92%
	Zinfandel, Chardonnay
	17
	7,369

	2c.PdR1b
	2c.PdR1b
	Ren1,Ren4,Run1
	96%
	Zinfandel/F2-35
	2
	136

	2d.PdR1bx b42-26
	2d.PdR1bx b42-26
	Ren1,Ren4,Run1
	92%
	.../Grenache, Zinfandel
	5
	353

	2e.PdR1b^2x b42-26
	2e.PdR1b^2x b42-26
	Ren1,Ren4
	94%
	.../F2-35, Grenache, Zinfandel
	3
	534

	2f.PdR1b^2x b42-26
	2f.PdR1b^2x b42-26
	(Ren1,Ren4)^2
	90%
	.../F2-35, Karadzhandal, Zinfandel
	1
	797

	2g.(PdR1bx b42-26)^2
	2g.(PdR1bx b42-26)^2
	(Ren1,Ren4)^2
	90%
	.../F2-35, Grenache, Zinfandel
	4
	2,506


	Table 3.Greenhouse Pierce’s disease screens analyzed, completed, and/or initiated during the reporting period.Projected dates are in italics.
	Group
	Group
	Group
	Test Groups
	No. ofGenotypes
	Inoculation
	Inoculation
	Date

	ELISA
	ELISA
	Sample Date

	PD Resistance Source(s)

	3A
	3A
	b40-14,PdR1a, BD5-117x Haines City
	119
	08/25/2015
	11/24/2015
	b40-14,PdR1a, BD5-117 x Haines City

	3B
	3B
	b42-26^2 Intercross,PdR1bx b42-26 xV. romanetiistack, b46-43 BC1 map
	168
	09/17/2015
	12/17/2015
	PdR1b, b42-26

	3C
	3C
	92%PdR1bx b42-26 stack
	274
	10/27/2015
	01/26/2016
	PdR1b,b42-26

	3D
	3D
	Additional b42-26 F1, Alternate b42-26BC1
	171
	03/01/2016
	05/31/2016
	PdR1b,b42-26

	3E
	3E
	ANU5, b40-14, Promising selectionsfrom 2015 GH Screens, PD x PM
	152
	04/14/2016
	07/14/2016
	ANU5, b40-14,PdR1b,b42-26

	3F
	3F
	BC-UBC Irrigation Level Trial
	7
	04/14/2016
	07/14/2016
	PdR1b& southeast USbiocontrols

	3G
	3G
	Mapping 14-399 b46-43 BC1
	117
	05/04/2016
	08/09/2016
	b46-43

	3H
	3H
	Mapping 2014 recombinants,PdR1bxb42-26 stack 2nd tests
	170
	08/11/2016
	11/10/2016
	PdR1b,b42-26

	3I
	3I
	T03-16, 2016 parents, b41-13,ANU67
	259
	09/13/2016
	12/13/2016
	ANU67, b41-13, b42-26,PdR1b, T03-16

	3J
	3J
	PdR1bx b42-26 stack & recentpromising parents
	115
	10/07/2016
	01/06/2017
	PdR1b, b40-14, b42-26


	Another 22 progeny of the 13-309 intercross of the two most highly resistant 07-344a BC1 genotypes in the b42-26 line were tested in Group 3B, making a total of 48 genotypes tested. In total, 45 had intermediate resistance,two were susceptible, and one was as resistant as the parent, b42-26. This confirms our assessment in a previousreport that some important resistance factors were left behind, likely at the F1 level. Group 3B also included thefirst 23 genotypes in the 14-399 (b46-43 BC1) mapping populatio
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	genotypes at the 94%viniferalevel in thePdR1aline were evaluated, but none were sufficiently resistant toadvance. This group also included 24 genotypes at the 89%viniferalevel that are homozygeous atPdR1b, havesome b42-26 resistance, and also carry powdery mildew resistance fromV. romanetii. All were resistant, 12significantly so and two exceptionally so. This cross is the first instance where such a high frequency of elevatedPierce’s disease resistance has been observed at this advancedviniferalevel and it
	genotypes at the 94%viniferalevel in thePdR1aline were evaluated, but none were sufficiently resistant toadvance. This group also included 24 genotypes at the 89%viniferalevel that are homozygeous atPdR1b, havesome b42-26 resistance, and also carry powdery mildew resistance fromV. romanetii. All were resistant, 12significantly so and two exceptionally so. This cross is the first instance where such a high frequency of elevatedPierce’s disease resistance has been observed at this advancedviniferalevel and it
	Group 3C was an extensive test of 245 progeny from a cross at the 92%viniferalevel involvingPdR1bx b42-26,with results reported inTable 4below. This group also included testing of nine Pierce’s disease resistantrootstocks. Three previously identified selections from 2011 crosses were confirmed as highly resistant and arenow in multi-vine trials in Davis. This group also included fiveV. tiliifoliaaccessions from the Caribbean that hadpotential to be Pierce’s disease resistant, but all proved moderately to hi
	One hundred and twenty more progeny from the b42-26 background were tested in Group 3D in an effort toimprove the genetic map in this multigenic resistance background. In an attempt to identify missing resistancefactors in the BC1 07-344a b42-26 line, we also tested 25 genotypes from an alternate BC1 population derivedfrom a different highly-resistant F1 parent. As expected, we found a range ofXftiters from about 65,00 to
	6.5 million cfu/ml. None were as resistant as b42-26. Greenhouse screen results and DNA samples were providedto our companion mapping project for bulked segregant analysis. We also tested 19 genotypes which havePdR1band theRen1andRen4powdery mildew resistance loci. Eleven of 19 had titers lower than 500k cfu/ml with fourof those less than 100k. These results suggest that we can effectively combine Pierce’s disease resistance withmulti-loci powdery mildew resistance.
	In Group 3E we tested 42 BC1 progeny in the ANU5 (V. arizonicafrom Littlefield, AZ) line for the presence ofminor resistance genes, since we now believe it to have its major source of Pierce’s disease resistance onchromosome 14. Five genotypes exhibited intermediate resistance so could be of some interest. We also tested 35genotypes at the BC2 or BC3 level in the b40-14 breeding line, the source of ourPdR1cresistance source. Tengenotypes were rated as either highly resistant or promising and will be used to
	We refined our rapid greenhouse screen with an experiment in Group 3F. We have observed that expression ofPierce’s disease symptoms increases when the test plants in a given trial become water stressed. In addition, in atleast one trial, symptoms were dramatically diminished when excess irrigation levels were maintained. Plantwater status also may impact bacterial titer. In this experiment we better defined the water status impact onPierce’s disease expression using our fourPdR1and two southeast United Stat
	In our companion Pierce’s disease mapping project we identified a major Pierce’s disease resistance locus onchromosome 14 in the b46-43 line. Our early results from the 14-399 cross tested in 3B above facilitated thisdiscovery. Group 3G tests approximately 100 additional genotypes to check for any minor resistance loci.
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	Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) results are pending. Recombinants from 2014 crosses in the PdR1b line are being tested in Group 3H to further refine its genomic location. In the same screen we are testing 127 genotypes in the 92% PdR1b x b42-26 stack group, 66 for the first time. Group 3I tests or retests F1 genotypes in the T03-16, b41-13, and ANU67 resistance lines, our focus now for non-chromosome 14 Pierce’s disease resistance. We also retested genotypes used as parents in 2016 crosses to conf
	resistance. Group 3J continues our screening of the 92% PdR1b x b42-26 stack group by testing 93 genotypes for the second or third time to assure resistance. We are making strong progress evaluating the important PdR1b x b42-26 stacking group. 
	The next step in our stacking, completed this spring (Table 2, Cross 2b, above), was the intercrossing of numerous of the most resistant individuals descending from different parent combinations identified from this group to create breeding genotypes homozygous at PdR1b, enriched in b42-26 quantitative trait loci (QTLs), and showing minimal Xf titers by ELISA and no cane or leaf symptoms. These crosses will be followed by crossing the most promising and resistant of these elite selections to create populati
	scion breeding efforts. In Table 2, Cross 2a above we also made crosses of the most resistant PdR1b x b42-26 line progeny directly to elite vinifera as baseline populations to later quantify the value of double stacking the b42-26 resistance. 
	As we have mentioned in previous reports, it is essential to greenhouse screen genotypes multiple times to ensure our assessment of their resistance. We usually consider three tests sufficient to designate a genotype as resistant. As detailed in Tables 2 and 3 and discussed above, our breeding and testing efforts are currently focused on the 92% PdR1b x b42-26 stack group. Table 4 summarizes the testing status. Genotypes that have not been tested are either too weak to test or failed to propagate, while tho
	Table 4. Percent of 92% vinifera PdR1b x b42-26 line genotypes at indicated level of screening. 
	Cross ID 
	Cross ID 
	Cross ID 
	Cross ID 
	# times tested or in testing 
	# Genotypes 

	0 
	0 
	1 
	2 
	3 
	4 


	14-309 
	14-309 
	14-309 
	2% 
	51% 
	28% 
	16% 
	3% 
	61 

	14-310 
	14-310 
	6% 
	44% 
	31% 
	13% 
	6% 
	16 

	14-318 
	14-318 
	0% 
	50% 
	31% 
	14% 
	5% 
	42 

	14-382 
	14-382 
	11% 
	64% 
	18% 
	7% 
	0% 
	28 

	14-383 
	14-383 
	5% 
	62% 
	22% 
	11% 
	0% 
	37 

	14-386 
	14-386 
	17% 
	50% 
	23% 
	10% 
	0% 
	30 

	14-387 
	14-387 
	7% 
	70% 
	11% 
	10% 
	1% 
	71 

	14-388 
	14-388 
	4% 
	64% 
	16% 
	12% 
	4% 
	25 

	14-389 
	14-389 
	5% 
	57% 
	33% 
	5% 
	0% 
	21 

	Total 
	Total 
	6% 
	58% 
	22% 
	11% 
	2% 
	331 



	To determine the field resistance of our various Pierce’s disease varieties, over the last 15 years we have established field trials at various Pierce’s disease hotspots around California and in several southern states where Pierce’s disease is endemic (Table 5). At a site in Yountville we have inoculated with Xf for seven years and have also mechanically inoculated vines at a vineyard in Temecula in 2015. At the other locations we rely on natural infection. To date all of our resistant vines in these diver
	Two of ouradvanced selectionsare plantedalong the Napa River (Figure 1).Rootstock and chip-budded 07355-075 and 09331-047were plantedandthere arenow 375 and 1,125 vines.Another1,000 moremay be planted.This trial will give us an excellent view of the commercial potential of these selections, as it is planted in a severeriparian Pierce’s disease hot spot.Figure 1presents the plot as it looked last summer.
	Two of ouradvanced selectionsare plantedalong the Napa River (Figure 1).Rootstock and chip-budded 07355-075 and 09331-047were plantedandthere arenow 375 and 1,125 vines.Another1,000 moremay be planted.This trial will give us an excellent view of the commercial potential of these selections, as it is planted in a severeriparian Pierce’s disease hot spot.Figure 1presents the plot as it looked last summer.
	I will be going to Driftwood, Texas in November to check on our research plots and present the Pierce’s diseasebreeding program with a talk and tasting. We have been collaborating with Jim Kamas (Texas A&M,Fredericksburg) who has planted seven of our 88%viniferaand four of our 94% selections in a range of sitesacross a severe Pierce’s disease region (Fredericksburg, Leakey, Hye, and Industry, Texas). We also sent five ofthe U050x series to Alabama, where they have been repropagated and are now at 100 to 500
	Table 5.Numbers ofgraftedUC Davis Pierce’s disease resistant vines, by selection, in various field trials. 05 selectionsare 88%vinifera, 07 are 94%, and 09 are 97%vinifera. The green shaded vines are being considered for release.
	Genotype
	Genotype
	Genotype
	Genotype
	Temecula,CA (2014)
	Napa Valley,CA (2001-13)
	Napa River,CA(2014-15)
	Sonoma Co.,CA (2012,2015)
	Napa, CA(2014)
	Texas(2008)
	Alabama(2011)
	Florida(2016)


	U0501-12
	U0501-12
	U0501-12
	86
	30

	U0502-01
	U0502-01
	6
	86
	30

	U0502-07
	U0502-07
	86

	U0502-10
	U0502-10
	6
	86
	30

	U0502-20
	U0502-20
	25
	30
	40

	U0502-26
	U0502-26
	100

	U0502-38
	U0502-38
	100
	30

	07329-37
	07329-37
	9
	25
	100

	07355-075
	07355-075
	105
	375
	25
	100
	40

	07713-51
	07713-51
	9
	30
	100

	07355-044
	07355-044
	40

	07338-37
	07338-37
	100
	40

	07370-078
	07370-078
	40

	07370-084
	07370-084
	100
	40

	09314-102
	09314-102
	25
	75
	25

	09330-07
	09330-07
	25
	25

	09331-047
	09331-047
	25
	1125
	25

	09331-133
	09331-133
	25
	25

	09333-178
	09333-178
	25
	25

	09333-253
	09333-253
	25
	25

	09333-331
	09333-331
	25
	25

	09333-370
	09333-370
	25
	25

	09338-016
	09338-016
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	Figure
	Figure 1. The curving rows on the levee are a 2014 planting of our 94% vinifera PdR1b selection 07355075 along the Napa River. 
	-

	Tables 6a through 6c detail the vine, fruit, and juice characteristics for the two 94% (those starting with 07) and fourteen 97% (starting with 09 & 10) vinifera PdR1b selections used to make wine lots in 2015. In addition, we made a number of vinifera controls and Blanc du Bois and Lenoir as reference Pierce’s disease resistant cultivars. All were made from Davis-grown fruit. 
	Table 6a. 94% (those starting with 07) and 97% (starting with 09 & 10) vinifera Pierce’s disease resistant selections used in small-scale winemaking in 2016: Background and fruit characteristics. 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Parentage 
	2016 Bloom Date 
	2016 Harvest Date 
	Berry Color 
	Berry Size (g) 
	Ave Cluster Wt. (g) 
	Prod 1 = v low, 9 = v high 

	07355-075 
	07355-075 
	U0505-01 x Petite Syrah 
	04/19/2016 
	08/11/2016 
	B 
	1 
	278 
	7 

	07370-084 
	07370-084 
	F2-35 x U0502-38 
	04/26/2016 
	080/2/2016 
	W 
	1 
	151 
	7 

	09311-160 
	09311-160 
	07371-20 x Cabernet Sauvignon 
	04/26/2016 
	08/18/2016 
	B 
	1 
	210 
	5 

	09314-102 
	09314-102 
	07370-028 x Cabernet Sauvignon 
	04/28/2016 
	08/09/2016 
	W 
	1 
	355 
	9 

	09330-07 
	09330-07 
	07370-039 x Zinfandel 
	04/28/2016 
	08/11/2016 
	B 
	1.1 
	336 
	8 

	09331-047 
	09331-047 
	07355-020 x Zinfandel 
	05/03/2016 
	08/16/2016 
	B 
	1.3 
	368 
	5 

	09331-103 
	09331-103 
	07355-020 x Zinfandel 
	05/05/2016 
	08/23/2016 
	B 
	1.3 
	370 
	8 

	09331-133 
	09331-133 
	07355-020 x Zinfandel 
	05/03/2016 
	08/18/2016 
	B 
	1.7 
	360 
	6 

	09333-111 
	09333-111 
	07355-020 x Chardonnay 
	04/28/2016 
	08/16/2016 
	B 
	1.4 
	280 
	7 

	09333-358 
	09333-358 
	07355-020 x Chardonnay 
	050/3/2016 
	08/11/2016 
	B 
	1.2 
	261 
	6 

	09333-370 
	09333-370 
	07355-020 x Chardonnay 
	050/3/2016 
	08/18/2016 
	B 
	1.3 
	317 
	6 

	09338-016 
	09338-016 
	07371-20 x Cabernet Sauvignon 
	050/3/2016 
	08/09/2016 
	W 
	1.2 
	247 
	6 

	09356-235 
	09356-235 
	07371-19 x Sylvaner 
	05/05/2016 
	08/11/2016 
	B 
	1.1 
	248 
	7 

	10302-178 
	10302-178 
	07370-028 x Riesling 
	04/28/2016 
	08/02/2016 
	W 
	0.9 
	140 
	4 

	10302-293 
	10302-293 
	07370-028 x Riesling 
	04/30/2016 
	08/16/2016 
	W 
	1.2 
	185 
	7 

	10302-309 
	10302-309 
	07370-028 x Riesling 
	04/28/2016 
	08/16/2016 
	W 
	1.7 
	265 
	8 


	Table 6b.Juice analysis of Pierce’s disease resistant selections used in small-scale winemaking in 2016.
	Table 6b.Juice analysis of Pierce’s disease resistant selections used in small-scale winemaking in 2016.
	Genotype
	Genotype
	Genotype
	Genotype
	°Brix
	TA(g/L)
	pH
	L-malicacid (g/L)
	potassium(mg/L )
	YAN(mg/L,as N)
	catechin(mg/L)
	tannin(mg/L)
	Total antho-cyanins(mg/L)


	07355-075
	07355-075
	07355-075
	24.0
	8.3
	3.41
	1.4
	2,020
	206
	6
	450
	1,416

	07370-084
	07370-084
	26.1
	6.6
	3.72
	2.2
	2,230
	209

	09311-160
	09311-160
	25.0
	7.6
	3.63
	1.8
	2,090
	230
	19
	419
	1,332

	09314-102
	09314-102
	23.2
	6.0
	3.59
	4.4
	2,420
	251

	09330-07
	09330-07
	23.1
	7.0
	3.6
	2.3
	2,230
	258
	15
	397
	1,508

	09331-047
	09331-047
	27.8
	8.0
	3.74
	1.3
	2,200
	270
	14
	556
	1,493

	09331-103
	09331-103
	23.9
	7.3
	3.30
	1.6
	1,450
	210
	11
	634
	1,253

	09331-133
	09331-133
	22.5
	7.2
	3.5
	1.7
	1,690
	242
	<1
	601
	965

	09333-111
	09333-111
	26.1
	6.6
	3.54
	2.5
	2,060
	232
	13
	357
	688

	09333-358
	09333-358
	24.1
	7.5
	3.53
	1.8
	2,230
	270
	65
	347
	709

	09333-370
	09333-370
	22.3
	6.9
	3.57
	1.8
	1,860
	282
	6
	435
	845

	09338-016
	09338-016
	21.9
	7.5
	3.54
	1.5
	1,840
	274

	09356-235
	09356-235
	25.7
	6.7
	3.77
	2.6
	2,400
	279
	38
	381
	1,502

	10302-178
	10302-178
	24.1
	8.5
	3.49
	1.5
	2,140
	270

	10302-293
	10302-293
	24.5
	7.7
	3.53
	1.5
	2,160
	211

	10302-309
	10302-309
	21.8
	6.6
	3.36
	2.2
	1,830
	128



	We continue to present our Pierce’s disease resistant wines at the 94% and 97%V. viniferalevels to grower andvintner groups. Some of these tastings are at UC Davis with industry and student tasters, and others are at variousindustry gatherings. Tastings from the 2014 vintage began with a faculty student tasting in March 2015. In August2014 we hosted about 30, including professional winemakers from Sonoma, Napa, and the Central Coast, andstudents and faculty. This tasting focused on our efforts with 25/75% b
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	Table 6c.Pierce’s disease resistant selections used in small-scale winemaking in 2016: Berry sensory analysis.
	Table 6c.Pierce’s disease resistant selections used in small-scale winemaking in 2016: Berry sensory analysis.
	Genotype
	Genotype
	Genotype
	Juice
	Juice
	Hue

	Juice
	Juice
	Intensity

	Juice Flavor
	Skin
	Skin
	Flavor

	Skin TanninIntensity
	Skin TanninIntensity
	(1 = low, 4= high)

	SeedColor(1 = gr,4 = br)
	Seed Flavor
	Seed TanninIntensity (1 =high, 4 = low)

	07355-075
	07355-075
	pink-red
	med-
	fruity, berry,cherry
	plum, vscab sauvveg
	2
	4
	ashy,warm,sl bitter
	2

	07370-084
	07370-084
	clear,green-yellow
	pale
	melon, yellowapple
	neutral,sl grass
	2
	4
	woody, nutty,manzanitaberry
	4

	09311-160
	09311-160
	pinkorange
	med
	fruity, spicy
	fruity,berry
	1
	4
	nutty, slmetallic,warm
	3

	09314-102
	09314-102
	green-gold
	pale
	apple, spice
	vsveg,hay
	1
	4
	buttery,woody
	1

	09330-07
	09330-07
	red
	med
	plum, red fruit,cherry
	fruity,spicy
	2
	4
	spicy, bitter
	1

	09331-047
	09331-047
	pink red
	med
	strawberry,plum jam
	plum,spice
	3
	3
	woody, spicy,hot
	1

	09331-103
	09331-103
	red, vsorange
	med+
	plum, fruity,spicy
	chalky,vs fruity
	3
	4
	nutty, woody,vs bitter
	3

	09331-133
	09331-133
	orange,sl red
	med-
	cherry, apple
	neutral,sl plumjam
	2
	3
	woody, nutty,warm
	3

	09333-111
	09333-111
	pink, vsbrown
	lt
	red apple, sl csveg
	cs veg,plum
	4
	3
	nutty, ashy,hot
	1

	09333-358
	09333-358
	brown
	med
	spicy, hay
	hay,berry
	1
	4
	nutty, smoky
	2

	09333-370
	09333-370
	orange
	med-
	plum jam
	fruity, slhay
	2
	4
	woody, slashy, hot
	1

	09338-016
	09338-016
	green
	pale
	green apple
	neutral,sl veg
	1
	3
	warm, woody
	3

	09356-235
	09356-235
	red
	med
	jammy, ripeplum
	blackplum,chalky
	3
	4
	woody, bitter,metallic
	1

	10302-178
	10302-178
	clear,gold
	pale
	green apple, slspice, vsherbal
	Neutral,straw, vsveg?
	2
	4
	spicy, hot,acrid
	2

	10302-293
	10302-293
	green,white
	lt-med
	pear, melon
	neutral,melon,hay
	1
	4
	woody, hot
	2

	10302-309
	10302-309
	green,yellow
	med
	spicy, floral, slmuscat
	spicy,neutral
	3
	4
	woody, medhot
	2


	CONCLUSIONS
	We continue to make rapid progress breeding Pierce’s disease resistant winegrapes through aggressive vinetraining, marker-assisted selection, and our rapid greenhouse screen procedures. These practices have allowed usto produce four backcross generations with eliteV. viniferawinegrape cultivars in 10 years. We have screenedthrough thousands of seedlings that are 97%V. viniferawith thePdR1bresistance gene fromV. arizonicab43-17.Seedlings from these crosses continue to crop and others are advanced to greenhou
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	Other forms ofV. arizonicaare being studied and the resistance of some will be genetically mapped for futureefforts to combine multiple resistance sources and ensure durable resistance. Very small-scale wines from 94%and 97%V. viniferaPdR1bselections have been very good, and have been received well at tastings in the campuswinery and at public tastings throughout California.
	Other forms ofV. arizonicaare being studied and the resistance of some will be genetically mapped for futureefforts to combine multiple resistance sources and ensure durable resistance. Very small-scale wines from 94%and 97%V. viniferaPdR1bselections have been very good, and have been received well at tastings in the campuswinery and at public tastings throughout California.
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	ABSTRACT
	The goal of this project is to support molecular breeding of Pierce’s disease resistant grapes by identifying novelresistant germplasm, determining the inheritance of resistance, and tagging genomic regions to develop markersthat facilitate and accelerate breeding. A total of 250 accessions were greenhouse screened and tested withmarkers to determine their genetic diversity and distance from one another. Twenty resistant accessions wereidentified and then used to develop breeding populations from 2012 to 20
	V.rupestrisSt. George are being maintained for use in transgenic experiments. Experiments to utilize thePdR1resistance gene with a native promoter are underway, as standard gene promoters did not work. These efforts willhelp us to identify candidate resistance genes by complementation and allow us to better understand how theyfunction. Such efforts could also lead to Pierce’s disease resistance genes from grape that would be available togenetically engineer Pierce’s disease resistance intoV. viniferacultiva
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	We continue to identify and genetically characterize novel resistance sources from southwestern United State andMexicanVitisspecies collections; use genome sequence information to identify resistance genes; clone andcharacterize these resistance genes with native promoters; and develop resistance gene constructs prior totransforming them into susceptibleV. viniferagrapes to test their function. Creating genetic maps with DNAmarkers allows us to identify and validate markers that could be used for marker-ass
	INTRODUCTION
	A successful resistance breeding program depends on the germplasm that provides a wider genetic base forresistance. Identification, understanding, and manipulation of novel sources of resistance are prerequisites forsuccessful breeding. This project continues to provide molecular support to the Pierce’s disease resistance grapebreeding project “Breeding Pierce’s Disease Resistant Winegrapes” by acquiring and testing a wide range of
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	resistance germplasm, tagging resistant regions with markers by genetic mapping, and functionally characterizingthe resistance genes from different backgrounds. In earlier versions of this project, genetic markers linked toXylella fastidiosa(Xf) resistance fromV. arizonicab43-17 were used to perform marker-assisted selection (MAS)to accelerate our Pierce’s disease resistant winegrape program, and the table and raisin grape breeding program ofDavid Ramming in the past. Outcomes from the earlier two projects 
	resistance germplasm, tagging resistant regions with markers by genetic mapping, and functionally characterizingthe resistance genes from different backgrounds. In earlier versions of this project, genetic markers linked toXylella fastidiosa(Xf) resistance fromV. arizonicab43-17 were used to perform marker-assisted selection (MAS)to accelerate our Pierce’s disease resistant winegrape program, and the table and raisin grape breeding program ofDavid Ramming in the past. Outcomes from the earlier two projects 
	This new project has the following key objectives: identify novel sources of Pierce’s disease resistance for use inbroadening the genetic base of Pierce’s disease resistance; accelerate marker discovery and the identification ofnew and unique resistance genes; clone and characterize unique DNA sequences (promoters) that regulate theexpression of candidate Pierce’s disease resistant grape genes cloned from thePdR1blocus; and evaluate andcompare lines transformed withPdR1constructs with native and 35S promote
	The identification and characterization of resistance genes and their regulatory sequences will help determine thebasis of resistance/susceptibility in grape germplasm. In addition, these genes and their promoters could beemployed in production of ‘cisgenic’ plants. Cisgenesis is the transformation of a host plant with its own genesand promoters (Holmes et al., 2013). Alternatively, other well characterizedvinifera-based promoters, eitherconstitutive (Li et al., 2012) or activated byXf(Gilchrist et al., 200
	V.viniferaplants transformed with our Pierce’s disease resistance genes and grape promoters might work moreeffectively and allow us to better understandPdR1’s function.
	V.viniferaplants transformed with our Pierce’s disease resistance genes and grape promoters might work moreeffectively and allow us to better understandPdR1’s function.

	OBJECTIVES
	The specific objectives of this project are:
	1.Provide genetic marker testing for mapping and breeding populations produced and maintained by thePierce’s disease resistance breeding program, including characterization of novel forms of resistance.
	1.Provide genetic marker testing for mapping and breeding populations produced and maintained by thePierce’s disease resistance breeding program, including characterization of novel forms of resistance.
	2.Complete a physical map of thePdR1cregion from the b40-14 background and carry out comparativesequence analysis with b43-17 (PdR1aandb).
	3.Employ whole genome sequencing (50X) of recently identified Pierce’s disease resistant accessions and asusceptible reference accession, and use bioinformatics tools to identify resistance genes, performcomparative sequence analysis, and develop single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers to be used formapping.
	4.ClonePdR1genes with native promoters.
	5.Compare the Pierce’s disease resistance of susceptible grapevines transformed with native versusheterologous promoters.
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	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Provide genetic marker testing for mapping and breeding populations produced andmaintained by the Pierce’s disease resistance breeding program, including characterization of novel formsof resistance.
	To make a new variety durably resistant to diseases it is often necessary to combine multiple sources of resistancegenes into one background to obtain broad long-lasting resistance. We completed greenhouse testing of over 250southwestern and northern MexicoVitis, which included accessions collected from multiple collection trips fromstates bordering Mexico or that were previously collected from Mexico by Olmo. Both simple sequence repeat(SSR) and chloroplast markers were used to establish relationships with
	V.vinifera. In spring 2016 we extracted DNA from the 704 individuals obtained from these breeding populationsthat were also greenhouse screened. We carried out a limited mapping strategy by utilizing markers fromchromosome 14 that are linked to thePdR1locus (see previous reports for details of thePdR1locus). Thisstrategy allowed us to identify resistance sources whose resistance is similar toPdR1and sources that aredifferent among the newly identified accessions. We selected 12 SSR markers that flanked a 3.
	Based on the polymorphic markers for each breeding population a genetic map was created to determine therelative marker order, and then QTL analysis for each population was carried out. We were able to identify twoaccessions that were resistant to Pierce’s disease, but none of the markers from chromosome 14 showed anyassociation to the resistance, indicating that a distinctive resistance locus resides on a different chromosome andmost likely is different from thePdR1locus.
	(A)(B)
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 1.
	(A) 12 SSR markers that flank 3.5 Mb region on Chromosome 14. The
	PdR1
	locus residesbetween markers Pd82-1b4 and ORF18-19-03. (B) Dendrogram showing genetic relationship betweenresistant accessions; asterisks show Pierce’s disease resistant accessions with different source of resistance.Purple: accessions from Arizona; Green: accessions from California; Blue: accessions from Mexico;Orange: accessions from Texas.
	Accession T03-16 from the Big Bend region in Texas and b41-13 from Tamaulipas State in Mexico are strongcandidates that do not possessPdR1.Figure 2shows the location of some of the more strongly resistantaccessions tested so far in this study. These accessions show great potential for use in the Pierce’s disease
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	grapevine breeding program. In order to proceed and to identify the genomic regions in these two accessions,crosses were made in spring 2016 to expand the size of populations. In four backgrounds we were not able todetermine if resistance is different thanPdR1due to the small population size (Table 1). We plan to expand thenumber of individuals in those backgrounds, greenhouse test them for Pierce’s disease resistance, and carry outanalysis next year to determine if they possessPdR1. These results will get 
	grapevine breeding program. In order to proceed and to identify the genomic regions in these two accessions,crosses were made in spring 2016 to expand the size of populations. In four backgrounds we were not able todetermine if resistance is different thanPdR1due to the small population size (Table 1). We plan to expand thenumber of individuals in those backgrounds, greenhouse test them for Pierce’s disease resistance, and carry outanalysis next year to determine if they possessPdR1. These results will get 
	Figure
	Figure 2.Geographic location of the 15 different Pierce’s disease resistant accessions tested in our program.
	In spring 2016 we provided molecular support to the companion Pierce’s disease resistance winegrape breedingproject by marker testing a total of 745 seedlings from six crosses to identify resistant and susceptible genotypes.An additional group of 1,400 more genotypes were tested for the presence of combined resistance. The objectivewas to stack resistance from b42-26 andPdR1bas well as to develop advanced breeding lines withPdR1c(fromthe b40-14 background).
	Objective 2. Complete a physical map of thePdR1cregion from the b40-14 background and carry outcomparative sequence analysis with b43-17 (PdR1aandb).
	The SSR-based framework genetic map ofV. arizonicab40-14 was completed. Greenhouse ELISA screen datawas used to carry out QTL analysis and a major Pierce’s disease resistance locus,PdR1c, was identified onchromosome 14 (see previous reports for details). Pierce’s disease resistance from b40-14 maps between flankingmarkers VVCh14-77 and VVIN64 within a 1.5 cM interval. The genomic location of thePdR1clocus is similar tothePdR1aandPdR1bloci.An additional 305 seedlings were marker tested to identify unique rec
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	Table 1.Resistant accessions used for the 23 breeding populations. Resistant accessions with different sources ofresistance are marked as Not 14 in last column. Accessions marked as LG14 possess thePdR1locus. Resistanceaffinity to Ch14 could not be determined for the accessions that are marked as ND due to small population size andless informative markers.
	Table 1.Resistant accessions used for the 23 breeding populations. Resistant accessions with different sources ofresistance are marked as Not 14 in last column. Accessions marked as LG14 possess thePdR1locus. Resistanceaffinity to Ch14 could not be determined for the accessions that are marked as ND due to small population size andless informative markers.
	Resistance
	Resistance
	Resistance
	Resistance
	Source

	Species Description
	Populations Tested
	Number ofScreenedGenotypes
	Results ofLimited MappingStrategy

	ANU5
	ANU5
	V. girdiana
	V. girdiana
	V. girdiana


	12-314
	60
	LG14

	b40-29
	b40-29
	V. arizonica, brushy
	V. arizonica, brushy
	V. arizonica, brushy


	12-340,12-341, 14-367,
	12-340,12-341, 14-367,
	14-368

	29
	LG14

	b46-43
	b46-43
	V. arizonica, glabrous withV. monticola
	V. arizonica, glabrous withV. monticola
	V. arizonica, glabrous withV. monticola


	12-305, 14-308, 14-321,
	12-305, 14-308, 14-321,
	14-322, 14-324, 14-336

	159
	LG14

	b41-13
	b41-13
	V. arizonica-mustangensisandchampiniihybrid, red stem with hairy leaves
	V. arizonica-mustangensisandchampiniihybrid, red stem with hairy leaves
	V. arizonica-mustangensisandchampiniihybrid, red stem with hairy leaves


	13-355
	47
	Not 14

	b47-32
	b47-32
	V.arizonicaglabrous withmonticola,small clusters, red stem
	V.arizonicaglabrous withmonticola,small clusters, red stem
	V.arizonicaglabrous withmonticola,small clusters, red stem


	13-344
	13
	ND

	SC36
	SC36
	V.girdiana
	V.girdiana
	V.girdiana


	13-348
	35
	LG14

	T03-16
	T03-16
	V. arizonicaglabrous
	V. arizonicaglabrous
	V. arizonicaglabrous


	13-336
	62
	Not 14

	A14
	A14
	V. arizonica
	V. arizonica
	V. arizonica


	14-313
	25
	ND

	A28
	A28
	V. arizonica
	V. arizonica
	V. arizonica


	14-347, 14-364
	42
	LG14

	ANU67
	ANU67
	V. arizonicaglabrous
	V. arizonicaglabrous
	V. arizonicaglabrous


	14-362
	28
	ND

	ANU71
	ANU71
	V. arizonica-ripariahybrid
	V. arizonica-ripariahybrid
	V. arizonica-ripariahybrid


	14-340
	30
	ND

	C23-94
	C23-94
	V. arizonicaglabrous and brushy
	V. arizonicaglabrous and brushy
	V. arizonicaglabrous and brushy


	14-303
	44
	LG14

	DVIT
	DVIT
	DVIT
	2236.2

	V. cinerealike, long cordate leaves, shortwide teeth, small flower cluster
	V. cinerealike, long cordate leaves, shortwide teeth, small flower cluster
	V. cinerealike, long cordate leaves, shortwide teeth, small flower cluster


	14-360
	30
	LG14

	SAZ 7
	SAZ 7
	V. arizonica
	V. arizonica
	V. arizonica


	14-363
	52
	LG14


	A BAC library from b40-14 genomic DNA (see details in previous reports) was screened and 30 BAC cloneswere identified with two probes, Ch14-56 and Ch14-58. BAC clones that representPdR1cwere separated fromthe other haplotype, and two BAC clones VA29E9 and VA57F4 were selected. The DNA of the selected BACclones was sequenced using PAC BIO RS II (see previous report).
	A third BAC clone was sequenced to expand the region beyond the probe Ch14-58. The previous assemblyconsisted of two contigs with no overlap. Common probes between thePdR1candPdR1bregion were used toalign the sequences in order to determine length of the gap in the assembly. A fourth BAC clone that overlapswith the VA30F14 and VA57F4/VA29E9 assembly was selected based on use of the new probes. Sequencing ofthis BAC clone was completed. New probes were designed using the sequence ofPdR1cregion to test forove
	The assembly of H43-I23 from the b43-17 BAC library that represents thePdR1ahaplotype (F8909-17) was alsocompleted. The length of assembled sequence was 206 Kb. The ORFs of thePdR1bregion and the BAC cloneH69J14 were used to make comparisons. There was complete homology between the over lapping BAC clonesequences that reflect two different haplotypes. The BAC clone H43I23 has ORF16 to ORF20 and all five ORFshave identical sequences to thePdR1bhaplotype. Based on these results we conclude that there is compl
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure 3.Sequence analysis of thePdR1bandPdR1cregions. InPdR1c, the assembled sequence is 426Kb.
	Two of the resistance genes are outside the genetic window with marker Ch14-81. The red regionsrepresent the gap between the Ch1459 and Ch14-77markers in the assembly.
	Objective 3. Employ whole genome sequencing (50X) of recently-identified Pierce’s disease resistantaccessions and a susceptible reference accession, and use bioinformatics tools to identify resistance genes,perform comparative sequence analysis, and develop SNP markers to be used for mapping.
	In this project and as detailed in previous reports we have proposed to use whole genome sequencing togenetically map two new resistant accessions, b46-43 and T03-16, which have very strongXfresistance inrepeated greenhouse screens. Next generation sequencing using IIlumina HiSeq and MiSeq platforms to carry outSNP discovery and identification of SNP markers linked to resistance would only be used with those resistantlines for which we have strong greenhouse screen information, information on the heritabili
	TheV. arizonicaaccession b46-43 is homozygous resistant to Pierce’s disease. Multiple crosses toV. viniferawere made to develop BC1 populations in 2014 and 2015. Breeding populations were tested with markers toverify the integrity of the crosses. Greenhouse screening of the BC1 populations with b46-43 and other resistantsources was completed (see companion project report) and results were used in conjunction with markers fromchromosome 14 to evaluate the correlations between markers and resistance. Prelimin
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	finalize the map of only chromosome 14 for the BC1 mapping population and complete screening in thegreenhouse (take down of experiment is in the first week of August), with analysis in fall/winter 2016.
	finalize the map of only chromosome 14 for the BC1 mapping population and complete screening in thegreenhouse (take down of experiment is in the first week of August), with analysis in fall/winter 2016.
	Objective 4. Cloning ofPdR1genes with native promoters.
	The physical map ofPdR1busing four BAC clones covers 604 Kb (see previous reports for details). MultipleORFs of the Leucine-Rich Repeat Receptor Kinase gene family were identified. These genes regulate a widerange of functions in plants, including defense and wounding responses for both host as well as non-host specificdefense. The physical distance is limited to the 82 Kb, with five ORFs associated with disease resistance andother plant functions described above. The main challenge is the high sequence sim
	We have acquired optimized binary vectors pCLB1301NH and pCLB2301NK (Feechan et al., 2013) which arecapable of carrying large DNA sequences, thus allowing us to insert the candidate genes plus surroundingsequences. Two ORFs V.ari-RGA14 and V.ari-RGA18, within the resistance region boundaries are the mostlikely candidates forPdR1b.The other three sequences, V.ari-RGA15, 16, and 17 are shorter and contain a largenumber of transposable elements (TE).
	We have verified upstream and downstream sequences of V.ari-RGA14 and 18, two more likelyPdR1bcandidates. Both RGA14 and 18 (resistance gene analogs) have a very similar sequence profile with the exceptionthat RGA18 is 2946 bp in size and lacks the first 252 bp of sequence that is part of RGA14. Functional analysis ofthe protein sequence of both RGAs revealed that RGA14 lacks a signal peptide in the initial part of the sequence.This result was verified using 3’ rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) to spe
	(A)(B)
	1   2   3    4   5   6  7
	(C)
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 4.(A) Restriction analysis of plasmids pCLB2301NK-14 (lanes 2 ,3, 4) and pCLB2301NK-18 (lanes 5,6, 7) alter digestion with Nhe1 (lanes 2, 5), Sac1 (lanes 3, 6), and Sal1 (lanes 4, 7). Gel image includes a 1kbladder (lane 1) with the 3 kb fragment having increased intensity to serve as a reference band. The results on thegel match the predicted sizes inferred from the plasmid information; (B) pCLB2301NK-14 restriction map;(C) pCLB2301NK-18 restriction map.
	We carried out sequence verification of genotypes U0505-22 and U0505-01, which are being used as biocontrolsin our greenhouse screenings. These genotypes were originally selected for the presence ofPdR1bmarkers in our
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	breeding program. However, U0505-22 displays Pierce’s disease susceptibility despite being positive for themarkers, which then offers the opportunity to explore the changes that could explain this behavior at the DNAlevel. Presently we are focused on RGA18 and RGA14 sequence verification, including the promoter region. Ourfirst results have not been conclusive since direct sequencing of non-cloned PCR fragments, using primersoriginally designed for sequence verification of RGA14 and RGA18, produced mixed si
	breeding program. However, U0505-22 displays Pierce’s disease susceptibility despite being positive for themarkers, which then offers the opportunity to explore the changes that could explain this behavior at the DNAlevel. Presently we are focused on RGA18 and RGA14 sequence verification, including the promoter region. Ourfirst results have not been conclusive since direct sequencing of non-cloned PCR fragments, using primersoriginally designed for sequence verification of RGA14 and RGA18, produced mixed si
	A large experiment with resistant and susceptible plants using multiple replicates and time points for control(uninoculated) and inoculated plants (see details in previous report) was completed. To date, we have completedRNA extractions from 450 samples in the above-mentioned experiment. We have also designed primers anddetermined primer efficiency for gene expression studies with both RGA14 and RGA18. Two different primerpairs with efficiency of greater than 90% were selected to carry out preliminary analy
	Objective 5. Comparing the Pierce’s disease resistance of plants transformed with native versusheterologous promoters.
	We have established anAgrobacterium-mediated transformation system followed by regeneration of plants fromembryogenic callus. We have streamlined the protocol and have established cultures of pre-embryogenic callusderived from anthers ofV. viniferaThompson Seedless, Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, and the rootstock
	V.rupestrisSt. George (Agüero et al., 2006). In an earlier phase of this project we transformed these varietieswith five candidate genes containing the 35S cauliflower mosaic virus promoter, the nopaline synthase terminator,and anhptII-selectable marker gene (see previous reports for details). We completed testing and found that thetransgenic plants did not confer Pierce’s disease resistance or tolerance. These results are in accordance with thelatest assembly obtained using the PAC BIO SRII system and thre
	In addition to the embryogenic calli of Thompson Seedless, Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon, andV. rupestrisSt. George we have available for transformation, we developed meristematic bulks of these genotypes plus 101-14Mgt for transformation via organogenesis (Figure 5). Slices of meristematic bulks can regenerate transformedshoots in a much shorter period of time than somatic embryos. We have tested different media and selectiveagents and established protocols for the initiation, maintenance, and genetic tra
	In order to include native promoters and terminators in constructs for future genetic transformations we haveverified sequences upstream and downstream of V.ari-RGA14 and 18, the two most likelyPdR1bcandidates.Sequence verification has been completed up to 4-6 kb in the upstream region and 1 kb in the downstream region.In silicoanalysis of the upstream regions with PlantCare, a database of plant cis-acting regulatory elements, hasshown that upstream sequences contain several motifs related to drought and de
	Previous transformations withAgrobacterium tumefacienscarrying binary plasmids that contain hygromycin(pCLB1301NH) or kanamycin (pCLB2301NK) selectable marker genes showed that both antibiotics are effectiveselection agents for embryogenic calli. However, meristematic bulks regeneration has mainly occurred inselection with kanamycin, confirming our previous observation that meristematic bulks are highly sensitive tohygromycin. Thus, pCLB2301NK was chosen to carry RGA14 and RGA18 expanded sequences and named
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	Figure
	Figure 5. Embryogenic cultures (top) and meristematic bulks (bottom) of Chardonnay (CH), Thompson Seedless (TS), Cabernet Sauvignon (CS), V. rupestris St. George (SG), and 101-14. 
	Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain EHA 105 pC32 was chemically transformed with pCLB2301NK-14 or pCLB2301NK-18 and subsequently used to transform embryogenic calli of V. vinifera cvs. Chardonnay, Thompson Seedless. and rootstock V. rupestris St. George. Transformation experiments with pCLB2301NK-18 and pCLB2301NK-14 were initiated in March and July 2016, respectively, after synthesis and cloning was completed. In addition, Agrobacterium was used to transform meristematic bulks produced from the same genotypes
	Table 2. Number of embryogenic calli (EC) and meristematic bulks (MB) inoculated with Agrobacterium carrying pCLB2301NK-18 or pCLB2301NK-14. The numbers in brackets represent the number of independent lines regenerating in selection medium to date. 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Genotype 
	Explant 
	No. Explants pCLB2301NK-18 
	No. Explants pCLB2301NK-14 

	Chardonnay 
	Chardonnay 
	EC 
	800 (10) 
	280 

	T. Seedless 
	T. Seedless 
	EC 
	603 (37) 
	290 

	St. George 
	St. George 
	EC 
	692 (18) 
	401 

	Chardonnay 
	Chardonnay 
	MB 
	70 
	50 

	T. Seedless 
	T. Seedless 
	MB 
	80 
	120 

	St. George 
	St. George 
	MB 
	70 
	110 


	We have also started the production of meristematic bulks of Pierce’s disease susceptible genotypes selected from the 04-191 population, which are 50% V. vinifera, 25% b43-17, and 25% V. rupestris A. de Serres (as in the original population used for PdR1b mapping). These genotypes can provide an additional genetic background for analysis of expression of PdR1 candidate genes. Two of these genotypes, designated 29-42 and 47-50, exhibited great potential for the development of meristematic bulks (Figure 6) an
	(A)
	(A)
	Figure
	(B)
	Figure
	(C)
	Figure
	(D)
	Figure
	Figure 6.Embryo regeneration from embryogenic callus in (A) Thompson Seedless and (B) St. George. Shootregeneration from meristematic bulks in (C) St. George. Meristematic bulk development in (D) genotype 47-50 fromthe 04191 population.
	CONCLUSIONS
	We completed greenhouse screening, marker testing, and QTL analysis of breeding populations from 15 newresistance sources, including b46-43 and T03-16. We identified T03-16 and b41-13 as possessing resistance on adifferent region than chromosome 14. Crosses were made to expand these breeding populations for frameworkmap development in order to identify other genomic regions. Our primary goal is to identify new sources ofresistance whose resistance region is not on chromosome 14 so we can facilitate stacking
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	ABSTRACT
	Horizontal gene transfer is an important component of evolution and adaptation of bacterial species.Xylellafastidiosa(Xf) has the ability to incorporate exogenous DNA into its genome by homologous recombination atrelatively high rates. This genetic recombination is believed to play a role in adaptation of differentXfstrains toinfect different host plant species. Although in many cases exogenous DNA is taken up by natural transformation,there also is evidence that certain strains ofXfcarry native plasmids eq
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	ABSTRACT
	Many members in the bacterial genus ofXylellacause disease on economically important crops, generally in theAmericas, e.g. Pierce disease of grapevine in the United States and citrus variegated chlorosis disease in Brazil. Inthe past decade, there has been an increase of reports onXylella-caused diseases from outside the Americas, e.g.pear leaf scorch disease in Taiwan and olive quick decline syndrome in Italy. Because allXylellastrains arenutritionally fastidious, phenotypic characterizations such as physi
	X.fastidiosasubsp.multiplex, andX. fastidiosasubsp.pauca, suggesting that ANI values, along with sequencesimilarity in other genes/sequences including the 16S rRNA gene and 16S-23S ITS, also could be useful forsubspecies analyses.
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	ABSTRACT
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf) has been thought to be restricted to the Americas for a long time. Listed as a quarantinepest for Europe, this phytopathogenic bacterium is now present in Italy and France and its emergence has beenevidenced through a survey of coffee plants trading from Latin America and a survey of natural settings. Since thefirst contaminated foci have been discovered onPolygala myrtifolia(myrtle-leaf milkwort) plants showing leafscorch symptoms in France during the summer of 2015, numerous plants 
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	ABSTRACT
	Xylella fastidiosa(Xf)coordinates its virulence in grapevines via quorum sensing signal molecules that areregulated and synthesized by therpfgene cluster (regulation of pathogenicity factors).rpfAencodes aconitatehydratase and could play a regulator role involved in virulence. To elucidate the role ofrpfAin the pathogenicityofXf,anrpfA-mutant (XfΔrpfA) and a complementary (XfΔrpfA-C) strain were characterized.In vitrostudiesshowed that mutantXfΔrpfAexhibited increase in biofilm formation and cell-cell aggre
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	ABSTRACT
	Deployment of Pierce’s disease resistant grapevines is a key solution to mitigating economic losses caused byXylella fastidiosa(Xf). While the Pierce’s disease resistant grapevines under development display mild symptomsand have lower bacterial populations than susceptible varieties, all appear to remain hosts ofXf.Since resistantgrapevines are anticipated to maintain yield after infection, resistant grapevines are less likely to be removed afterinfection than susceptible grapevines. Accordingly, there is a
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	THE RIVERSIDE COUNTY GLASSY-WINGED SHARPSHOOTER PROGRAM
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	ABSTRACT
	For approximately 15 years Temecula Valley has been part of an area-wide control program for an invasivevector, the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS). The goal of this program is to limitPierce’s disease spread by suppressing vector populations in commercial citrus, an important reproductive host forthis insect, before they move out into vineyards. To achieve effective GWSS control, spring applications of thesystemic insecticide imidacloprid to citrus have been made in years past. A
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	The glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) constitutes one of the primary threats to thewine, table grape, and raisin industries in California owing to its ability to spread the pathogen that causesPierce’s disease. In the Temecula Valley an area-wide control program has been in place for more than 15 yearswhich, until recently, relied on insecticide applications in citrus groves to control GWSS before they move intovineyards and still entails regular monitoring of GWSS populations throu
	INTRODUCTION
	The wine grape industry and its associated tourism in the Temecula Valley generate $100 million in revenue forthe economy of the area. Following the invasion of the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis;GWSS) into southern California from the southeastern United State, a Pierce’s disease outbreak occurred. Thisoutbreak resulted in a 30% loss in overall vineyard production over a few years, with some vineyards losing 100%of their vines during the initial years of the outbreak. An area-wide GWSS
	GWSS has the potential to develop high population densities in citrus. Fortunately, GWSS is also highlysusceptible to systemic insecticides such as imidacloprid. Insecticide treatments in citrus groves, preceded andfollowed by trapping and visual inspections to determine the effectiveness of these treatments, have been used tomanage this devastating insect vector and disease. In addition, parasitoid wasps that attack GWSS egg masses arealso contributing to management in the region.
	As part of the area-wide treatment program monitoring of GWSS populations in citrus has been conducted sinceprogram inception. This monitoring data has been used to guide treatment decisions for citrus, to evaluate the

	efficacy of the treatments, and to guide vineyard owners, pest control advisors, and vineyard managers on theneed for supplementary vector control measures within vineyards.
	efficacy of the treatments, and to guide vineyard owners, pest control advisors, and vineyard managers on theneed for supplementary vector control measures within vineyards.
	In 2013 the decision was made by state and federal regulators not to reimburse citrus growers for insecticideapplications intended to target GWSS in the Temecula Valley. This change was motivated by the expectation thatcitrus growers would likely be treating already for the Asian citrus psyllid,Diaphorina citri, an invasive vector ofthe pathogen associated with huanglongbing or citrus greening disease. Sharpshooter and psyllid integrated pestmanagement rely on largely the same insecticides. However, the tim
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Monitor regularly GWSS populations in citrus groves throughout the Temecula Valley to evaluate theeffectiveness of prior insecticide applications and to provide a metric of Pierce’s disease risk forgrapegrowers.
	1.Monitor regularly GWSS populations in citrus groves throughout the Temecula Valley to evaluate theeffectiveness of prior insecticide applications and to provide a metric of Pierce’s disease risk forgrapegrowers.
	2.Disseminate a newsletter for stakeholders on sharpshooter seasonal abundance in citrus throughout the region.Double-sided yellow sticky cards (14 x 22 cm; Seabright Laboratories, Emeryville, CA) are being used to monitorfor adult sharpshooters in citrus. One hundred thirty-four such sticky traps have been placed in citrus grovesthroughout the Temecula Valley. All traps are labeled, numbered, and bar coded to identify the site within themanagement program. Each trap is then georeferenced with a handheld gl

	The yellow cards are inspected and replaced every two weeks during the summer and fall (May through October)and monthly the rest of the year. At each inspection the number of adult GWSS and smoketree sharpshooters(Homalodisca liturata) are recorded, and the abundance of common generalist natural enemy taxa.
	After collecting all data for a given sharpshooter census date, these data are collated into a newsletter that showsthe number of sharpshooters caught, where they were caught, and the seasonal phenology of sharpshooterpopulations to date. This newsletter is disseminated to stakeholders via e-mail and on a blog hosted by UCRiverside’s Center for Invasive Species Research(http://cisr.ucr.edu/temeculagwss/).
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	The results for 2016 are shown inFigure 1.This includes monthly censuses of GWSS in citrus through April,then biweekly censuses from May through October. Census results show seasonal patterns of GWSS abundanceand activity that are typical for this region. GWSS catch is low for much of the year; it increases dramatically atthe beginning of the summer and then drops off through August and September. As of early October, GWSSpopulations appear to have declined substantially.
	Figure 2shows GWSS catch in 2016 relative to other years. The year 2016 has shown a qualitatively similarseasonal phenology as in other years, but with a higher overall catch compared to recent years. Indeed, the 2016GWSS catch was the highest since 2009, but is still several times lower than at the inception of the program.

	Part
	Figure
	Figure 1. Seasonal total GWSS catch in 2016 for 134 traps throughout the Temecula Valley.
	Figure
	Figure 2. Seasonal total GWSS catch in Temecula Valley from 2009-2016.
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	CONCLUSIONS
	CONCLUSIONS
	Despite the troubling patterns observed this year there is not yet compelling evidence of a GWSS resurgence inthe Temecula Valley region, as is occurring in portions of the southern Central Valley. Although the overall 2016GWSS catch appeared earlier in the season and slightly higher (i.e., 100 to 300 GWSS) than most years, it is stilllower overall compared to the 500to1,000+ GWSS catches in 2008 and 2009. Some of the explanation may bebecause of the potential for treatments made for the Asian citrus psylli
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	Funding for this project was provided by the CDFA Pierce’s Disease Control Program.
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	ABSTRACT
	RNA interference (RNAi) is a natural biological activity for controlling gene expression and for anti-viral defensein a majority of eukaryotic organisms, including insects. The application of RNAi directed toward different typesof insect plant pests is becoming more feasible and promising. RNAi is already used in commercial agriculture forplant virus control, and the many new publications demonstrating experimental successes with various plant-feeding insects suggest that RNAi could have a role in helping t
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	This work presents fundamental efforts towards understanding the feasibility of applying RNA interference(RNAi) to help combat Pierce’s disease of grapevines. Pierce’s disease is a significant threat to grape productionin California and other parts of the U.S., and the causal agent,Xylella fastidiosa(Xf), a xylem-limited bacterium,also causes several other extremely important plant diseases worldwide. Our effort here does not directly targetXf,but instead targets one of its most significant insect vectors, 
	We focused our efforts towards understanding and optimizing the means to induce RNAi effects in GWSS. In thisregard we evaluated specific interfering RNAs viain vitroassays and transgenic plant-based approaches. We alsogenerated large scale genomic data along with transcriptome and small RNA datasets, to help us design rationaland effective genetic/genomic efforts against GWSS. We achieved target mRNA reductions in some assays butdid not consistently induce desired phenotypic effects in recipient GWSS.
	INTRODUCTION
	Our primary objectives were to evaluate and demonstrate RNA interference (RNAi) activity against the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS). GWSS is an important vector ofXylella fastidiosa(Xf)and unlike other native sharpshooters, GWSS readily feeds on grapes and has the potential to move throughvineyards, movingXfas it feeds. New, environmentally sound approaches to target GWSS and other sharpshootervectors ofXfare needed in order to help manage Pierce’s disease. RNAi strategies have t

	RNAi is a natural gene regulation and anti-viral defense mechanism found in insects and other organisms. RNAiwas discovered in the early 1990s when studies with plants demonstrated that transgene-encoded RNAs did notaccumulate in plants as expected, but were degraded in the cell cytoplasm in a sequence-specific manner(Jorgensen et al., 1996; Lindbo and Dougherty, 1992; Lindbo et al., 1993; Napoli et al., 1990. Most importantfrom a practical sense is that these also correlated with desirable phenotypic effec
	RNAi is a natural gene regulation and anti-viral defense mechanism found in insects and other organisms. RNAiwas discovered in the early 1990s when studies with plants demonstrated that transgene-encoded RNAs did notaccumulate in plants as expected, but were degraded in the cell cytoplasm in a sequence-specific manner(Jorgensen et al., 1996; Lindbo and Dougherty, 1992; Lindbo et al., 1993; Napoli et al., 1990. Most importantfrom a practical sense is that these also correlated with desirable phenotypic effec
	Double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs), or single-stranded RNAs (ssRNAs) with significant intramolecular base-pairedregions, are recognized as powerful inducers of RNAi. These RNAs are processed by dsRNA-specificendonucleases (Dicers and/or Drosha, depending on the organism and cellular location) to yield small dsRNAsranging from 20 – 30 bp. The resulting small dsRNAs are unwound and one strand (the guide strand) isincorporated into the Argonaute 1 (AGO1)-associated RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). When the gui
	Transgenic RNAi-specific approaches have already been demonstrated to be very effective for many differentplant viruses, and commercial RNAi-based antiviral resistance is used in U.S. papayas, squash, and recentlyplums (Fuchs and Gonsalves, 2007; Gonsalves, 2006; Scorza, 2013; Tricoli, 1995). Hundreds of thousands ofthese plants have been planted in the U.S. and the specific, RNAi-based anti-viral resistance has proven to berobust and to provide environmentally sound virus disease control with no identified
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Generate and evaluate transgenic potato plants for their ability to generate small RNAs capable of inducingRNAi effects inGWSS.
	1.Generate and evaluate transgenic potato plants for their ability to generate small RNAs capable of inducingRNAi effects inGWSS.
	2.Identify GWSS-interfering RNAs for practical application.
	2.Identify GWSS-interfering RNAs for practical application.
	a.Utilize transgenic potato plants as efficient alternatives for identifying, delivering, and evaluatingefficacious interfering RNAs.
	a.Utilize transgenic potato plants as efficient alternatives for identifying, delivering, and evaluatingefficacious interfering RNAs.
	b.Enhance production of interfering RNAsin planta.


	3.Generate and use microRNAs from different developmental stages of GWSS insects.
	4.Assess the potential of using plant viruses for delivery of small RNA effectors.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Generate and evaluate transgenic potato plants for their ability to generate small RNAscapable of inducing RNAi effects inGWSS.
	Initially, we used 14 GWSS Genbank cDNA sequences corresponding to known proteins in order to synthesizeRNAi inducer molecules, dsRNAs. We then tested whether RNAi was inducible in GWSS cells and insects, andwe showed that RNAi activity is inducible in GWSS (Rosa et al., 2010). Quantitative reverse transcriptionpolymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), semi-quantitative RT-PCR, and Northern blot of small and large RNA
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	fractions showed that RNAi was achieved in cells and insects injected with dsRNA where target mRNAs werepartially degraded and specific siRNAs (short-interfering RNAs), hallmarks of RNAi, were detected (Rosa et al.,2010).
	fractions showed that RNAi was achieved in cells and insects injected with dsRNA where target mRNAs werepartially degraded and specific siRNAs (short-interfering RNAs), hallmarks of RNAi, were detected (Rosa et al.,2010).
	In order to generate dsRNAs that can target GWSS, target sequences were cloned into a gateway-compatiblebinary vector pCB2004B. The target sequences were cloned in head-to-tail direction in the gateway vector with anon-homologous sequence between them. Upon transcription in transgenic plants, these constructs will yielddouble-stranded, hairpin RNAs of the desired sequence. The expression vectors carrying the insect targetsequences of interest were first cloned intoEscherichia coliandAgrobacterium tumefacien
	Figure 1.Small RNA northern hybridization analysis of GWSS-Actin transgenic potatoplants. Arrows indicate positions of GWSS anti-actin siRNAs. Lower intensity siRNAsignals are present in many of the other lines.
	Objective 2. Identify GWSS-interfering RNAs for practical application.
	We compared transgenic potato plants engineered to express interfering RNAs to target GWSS in RNAi feedingassays. We used plants with transgenes driven by two different promoters for these experiments, the 35Sconstitutive promoter and the EgCAD promoter fromEucalyptus gunii. These assays showed that we were able toinduce RNAi effects in GWSS as determined by RT-qPCR analysis of target mRNAs (Figure 2), but we failed togenerate a detectable phenotype on the GWSS; all looked normal and we observed no mortalit
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	We used potato cuttings with caged fourth and fifth instar GWSS nymphs. The cuttings were placed in dilutenutrient solution and GWSS remained on cuttings for approximately seven days (Figure 3). The GWSS nymphswere allowed to feed on the cuttings for five days at which point the insects were harvested and RNA wasextracted to test for target mRNA knockdown using RT-qPCR. Unfortunately, these feeding trials did not inducea detectable phenotype or result in consistent, detectable reduced target gene expression
	We used potato cuttings with caged fourth and fifth instar GWSS nymphs. The cuttings were placed in dilutenutrient solution and GWSS remained on cuttings for approximately seven days (Figure 3). The GWSS nymphswere allowed to feed on the cuttings for five days at which point the insects were harvested and RNA wasextracted to test for target mRNA knockdown using RT-qPCR. Unfortunately, these feeding trials did not inducea detectable phenotype or result in consistent, detectable reduced target gene expression
	Figure
	Figure 2.Relative normalized expression of the GWSS chitin deacetylase gene after GWSS feeding on wild-type andtransgenic plants expressing dsRNA showing no difference in target gene expression between wild-type and transgenicplant lines. DES 1 is the wild-type potato control. ECAD 3 and ECAD 6 are separate transgenic lines expressingdsRNA for GWSS chitin deacetylase under control of the EgCAD promoter. GFP 1 is a control transgenic lineexpressing dsRNA for GFP. The GWSS ubiquitin gene was used as an intern
	Objective 3.Generate and use microRNAs from different developmental stages of GWSS insects.We evaluated three approaches for expressing artificial microRNAs
	(amiRNAs) in plants. Our intent was two-fold: one, to use specificamiRNAs to target GWSS mRNAs and reduce the possibilities for potentialRNAi off-target effects which are more possible with longer, dsRNA RNAiinducers (Nunes, 2013); and second, we have identified several GWSS-novel miRNAs by Illumina-based sequencing and bioinformatics analysis(seeFigure 4). We have so far only identified miRNAs in adult GWSS, butour goals are to identify potential miRNAs that may be GWSS instar-stagespecific and evaluate th
	We used agroinfiltration ofNicotiana benthamianaplants, followed bysmall RNA hybridization and Illumina sequencing to assess production ofamiRNAs. These experiments showed that we can produce specificamiRNAs in plants by two methods: one, by using a binary plasmid vectorto produce the specific amiRNA; and second, by using a modifiedbegomovirus A component to replicate and express higher levels ofamiRNAs in plants. The latter suggests that it is worth investigating usinggrapevine red blotch-associated virus 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 3.GWSS feeding on basil
	stem which is submerged in asolution of double-stranded RNA.

	Part
	Figure
	Figure 4.The microRNA profile analysis of GWSS adult insects revealed the presence of microRNAs thatare conserved between different insects. GWSS adults also share some microRNA conservation with plants.
	Objective 4. Assess the potential of using plant viruses for delivery of small RNA effectors.
	Our efforts here were based on our previous successes using plant-infecting viruses to express interfering RNAsin plants. There we used recombinant plant viruses expressing insect RNAi inducers and were able to achievenegative phenotypes in specific phloem-feeding target insects. Here we attempted to engineer grapevine leafroll-associated virus-7 (GLRaV-7), a phloem-restricted virus from the complex familyClosteroviridae, and grapevinered blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) for our studies. This is based on suc
	We have a GLRaV-7 isolate from California in culture (Genbank accession number: JN383343; Al Rawhnih etal., 2012), and now have generated complete, full-length cloned cDNAs for this virus. The entire cDNA ofGLRaV-7 is now cloned into a binary vector, pCAMBIA1380.Experiments are still ongoing to assess infectivity byusing standard agroinfiltration, but we also will attempt using vacuum infiltration of grapevine plants as it wassuccessfully reported for GLRaV-2 in grapevines (Kurth et al, 2012).
	Based on our success with expressing amiRNAs in plants we also have been attempting to generate infectiouscloned cDNA versions of GRBaV. We are making progress but this work also is ongoing.
	CONCLUSIONS
	RNAi is a natural biological activity for controlling gene expression and for anti-viral defense in a majority ofeukaryotic organisms, including insects. The application of RNAi directed toward different types of insect plantpests is becoming more feasible and promising. In our efforts, we were able to induce RNAi effects in GWSSandevaluated initial transgenic plants as a means to initiate RNAi effects in GWSS and other leafhopper vectors ofXylella fastidiosa(Xf). Our lack of producing a desired negative ph

	to manage GWSS and other sharpshooter vectors ofXf.This is important and thus our data are useful for long-term decisions. However, because RNAi effects can be induced in GWSS, the use of insect-infecting virusesmodified to induce specific RNAi effects in sharpshooters is a potential strategy that could be considered forfuture experimentation.
	to manage GWSS and other sharpshooter vectors ofXf.This is important and thus our data are useful for long-term decisions. However, because RNAi effects can be induced in GWSS, the use of insect-infecting virusesmodified to induce specific RNAi effects in sharpshooters is a potential strategy that could be considered forfuture experimentation.
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	ABSTRACT
	The overall goal of this project is to develop an RNA interference (RNAi)-mediated system to inhibit maturationand reproduction of the glassy-winged sharpshooter (GWSS;Homalodisca vitripennis). The initial target forRNAi will be GWSSjheh(also known ashovi-meh1), the gene that encodes juvenile hormone epoxide hydrolase(JHEH). GWSSjhehwill be used as a model gene target to establish an efficient expression and screening systemfor characterizing RNAi effectors. This system will then be used to evaluate other J
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	A natural process called RNA interference (RNAi) is used by a wide range of organisms to regulate normal genefunction and defend against viruses. This process can be artificially manipulated and potentially used as a "gene-based" insect control tactic. Two critical keys for developing an RNAi-based control tactic are (1) theidentification of a selective target gene, and (2) the development of a system to produce and deliver RNAieffectors in whole insects. In this project, we are identifying genes that are f
	INTRODUCTION
	In California, the control of the glassy-winged sharpshooter (GWSS;Homalodisca vitripennis) relies primarily onthe use of neonicotinoid insecticides such as imidacloprid and to a lesser extent on biological control usingparasitic wasps and on other classes of chemical insecticides. Both metabolic and target site resistance toneonicotinoids are found in hemipterans and other insects [1]. The effectiveness of imidacloprid treatment againstGWSS also appears to be on the decline in California [2]. Furthermore, 
	RNA interference (RNAi)-based technologies [3, 4] that selectively target the GWSS endocrine system are apotential alternative tactic for controlling GWSS and the diseases that it transmits. RNAi is a natural process thatis found in a wide range of organisms that regulates gene function and protects against viruses. The natural RNAiprocess can be artificially induced in insects by the introduction of an RNAi effector, i.e., double-stranded RNA(dsRNA) or small interfering RNA (siRNA) that targets a specific 

	OBJECTIVES
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Developjhehas a model target for RNAi-based control of GWSS maturation.
	1.Developjhehas a model target for RNAi-based control of GWSS maturation.
	2.Mine the GWSS transcriptome for other RNAi targets.
	3.Develop virus-based dsRNA production and delivery systems for controlling GWSS.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Developjhehas a model target for RNAi-based control of GWSS maturation.
	Juvenile hormones (JHs) and molting hormones (ecdysones) are key components of the insect endocrine systemthat help to regulate insect development. JHs also regulate other important biological actions such reproduction,mating behavior, feeding induction, and diapause (reviewed in [5]). The level of JH within an insect is determinedby a combination of its biosynthesis and degradation. In many insects, JH acid methyl transferase (JHAMT) is theenzyme that catalyzes the final step of JH biosynthesis. On the oth
	Figure
	Minor changes in normal JH levels through alteration in the action (or lack of action) of JHEH, JHE, and/orJHAMT have been shown to cause dramatic changes in insect development and/or death. The sensitivity of theinsect endocrine system to minor changes is a critical factor in the success of JH analog insecticides such aspyriproxyfen and methoprene.
	The coding sequence of thejhehgene of GWSS has been identified and confirmed to encode a biologically activeJHEH in a previous project [6]. This gene is now being developed as a target for RNAi in GWSS. Plasmidconstructs for the expression of full-length dsRNAs corresponding tojhehof GWSS have been designed and arein the construction process. The baseline levels of JHEH and JHE activities in control fifth instar GWSS havebeen quantified (Figure 2).
	Detailed information about these enzyme activities is needed to quantify the efficacy and selectivity of the RNAiagainst thejhehandjhegenes. During the first four days of the fifth instar of GWSS, JHE activity was relativelylow (1.5 to 4.4 pmol of JH acid formed min-1ml-1of hemolymph) and found at relatively constant levels. JHEactivity dramatically increased (by about seven-fold) on the fifth day of the fifth instar. JHE activity remainedhigh (9- to11-fold higher than that found on the fourth day of the fi
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	(in conjunction with small spikes of ecdysteroids) the juvenile insect undergoes a nymph-to-adult molt instead ofa nymph-to-nymph molt. JHEH activity was lower than JHE activity during all of the time points tested. JHEHactivity increased by about four-fold on the sixth day of the fifth instar, a delay of about one day in comparison tothe spike in JHE activity. These findings suggested that JHE may play a more predominant role than JHEH in JHmetabolism in GWSS.
	(in conjunction with small spikes of ecdysteroids) the juvenile insect undergoes a nymph-to-adult molt instead ofa nymph-to-nymph molt. JHEH activity was lower than JHE activity during all of the time points tested. JHEHactivity increased by about four-fold on the sixth day of the fifth instar, a delay of about one day in comparison tothe spike in JHE activity. These findings suggested that JHE may play a more predominant role than JHEH in JHmetabolism in GWSS.
	Figure
	Objective 2. Mine the GWSS transcriptome for other RNAi targets.
	A transcriptome is defined as a set of all of the RNA molecules that are found in a specific set of cells at particularmoment in time. Cooperator Professor Bryce Falk's laboratory has recently determined the sequence of thetranscriptome of fifth instar GWSS [7]. By computer software-based screening of the GWSS transcriptome,multiplejhe-like coding sequences were identified. These potential JHE encoding sequences were manuallyanalyzed (24 deduced amino acid sequences during the initial screening) for the pre
	The RACE procedures identified three full-length JHE coding sequence (gnsag1,gqsag1, andgqsag2,Figure 3)from the ds cDNA library generated from a mixed population of fifth instar GWSS.Gnsag1,gqsag1, andgqsag2encode open reading frames of 550, 547, and 580 amino acid residues, respectively. Seven amino acid sequencemotifs that are found in known biologically active JHEs were highly conserved in the deduced amino acidsequences ofgnsag1,gqsag1, andgqsag2, i.e., GNSAG1, GQSAG1, and GQSAG2 (Figure 3). A signal p

	Figure 3 legend. JHE-like nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences from nymphal GWSS.Three full-length cDNA sequences (namedgnsag1(A),gqsag1(B), andgqsag2(C)) are shown. The open reading frames ofgnsag1,gqsag1, andgqsag2encode putative proteins of 550, 547, and 580 amino acid residues, respectively. Theasterisk indicates a stop codon (TAG or TGA). Seven amino acid sequence motifs (RF, DQ, GQSAG, E,GxxHxxD/E, R/Kx(6)R/KxxxR, and T) that are found in biologically active JHEs are highly conserved in thededu
	Figure 3 legend. JHE-like nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences from nymphal GWSS.Three full-length cDNA sequences (namedgnsag1(A),gqsag1(B), andgqsag2(C)) are shown. The open reading frames ofgnsag1,gqsag1, andgqsag2encode putative proteins of 550, 547, and 580 amino acid residues, respectively. Theasterisk indicates a stop codon (TAG or TGA). Seven amino acid sequence motifs (RF, DQ, GQSAG, E,GxxHxxD/E, R/Kx(6)R/KxxxR, and T) that are found in biologically active JHEs are highly conserved in thededu
	In order to determine if GNSAG1, GQSAG1, and GQSAG2 are able to hydrolyze JH at a rate that is consistentwith known JHEs, recombinant baculoviruses expressing these proteins were generated. Initially, four constructswere generated that expressed GNSAG1, GQSAG2, and two forms of GQSAG2. Namely, constructs expressingthe full-length GQSAG2 (i.e., GQSAG2L) and a slightly (11 amino acid residues) shorter version of GQSAG2(i.e., GQSAG2S) were produced. The GQSAG2S protein initiates from the third methionine codon
	Figure 2C) resulting in a protein (unlike GQSAG2L) that encodes a predicted signal peptide for secretion.Unfortunately, these constructs produced recombinant proteins that showed approximately 3,000-fold or lowerspecific activity for JH III in comparison to a known JHE that was expressed and assayed under identicalconditions (Table 1). In order to confirm that the cDNA insert of these recombinant baculoviruses was correct,new recombinant baculoviruses were isolated and the recombinant protein expressed by t
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	Objective 3. Develop virus-based dsRNA production and delivery systems for controlling GWSS.
	Objective 3. Develop virus-based dsRNA production and delivery systems for controlling GWSS.
	Insect viruses are used as highly effective biological insecticides to protect against pest insects of forests andagricultural plantings such as soybeans. Insect viruses have been genetically modified to further improve theirefficacy for crop protection. For example, leaf damage caused by the tobacco budworm in tomato plants can bereduced by up to 45% when they are infected with a genetically modified virus that expresses ajhegene [9]. Twoviruses from GWSS,Homalodisca coagulatavirus-1 (HoCV-1) [10] andHo. v
	CONCLUSIONS
	The overall goal of this project is to study and exploit targets within the endocrine system of GWSS that can beused to control GWSS or reduce its ability to spread Pierce’s disease. The approach involves the identificationand characterization of genes that are unique to the GWSS endocrine system that metabolize a key insect hormonecalled juvenile hormone. Once characterized the genes will be targeted for gene knockdown using a process calledRNA interference. A potential outcome of this project is the devel
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	ABSTRACT
	Exploitation of vibrational signals for suppressing glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis;GWSS)populations in citrus orchards and vineyards could prove to be a useful tool. However, existing knowledge onGWSS vibrational communication is insufficient to implement a management program for this pest in California.Therefore, the objective of this study was to identify and describe substrate-borne signals associated withintraspecific communication of GWSS. Recordings of GWSS placed together on plan
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Animal communication is vital to reproduction, particularly for securing a mate. Some insects, including theglassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis;GWSS), communicate by exchanging vibrational signalsthat are transmitted through host plants. Since GWSS mate selection behaviors rely on vibrationalcommunication, what if signals can be interfered with to prevent communication? If animals fail to communicate,population densities are likely to reduce due to lack of fertilization. Exploitation of disr
	INTRODUCTION
	The glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) is a polyphagous pest that mates and layseggs on hundreds of plant species, including grapevines (Figures 1Aand1B). In laboratory conditions, highestfecundity and longevity observed for a single GWSS female were 967 eggs and 296 days, respectively (Krugner,2010). On grapevines, GWSS reproduce from spring to fall producing at least two generations per year. Duringwinter months, GWSS population densities decline sharply and are strictly associated

	respectively. The near-zero tolerance for GWSS in vineyards, particularly in areas where Pierce’s disease isendemic, poses a constant challenge for grape growers. Thus, long-term suppression of GWSS populations willrely heavily on novel methods.
	respectively. The near-zero tolerance for GWSS in vineyards, particularly in areas where Pierce’s disease isendemic, poses a constant challenge for grape growers. Thus, long-term suppression of GWSS populations willrely heavily on novel methods.
	Vibrational communication is a widespread form of communication in invertebrate and vertebrate animalsincluding fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals (Cocroft et al., 2014). Arthropods emit vibratory signalsin connection with aggression, distress, calling, courtship, rivalry, searching, and other behaviors associated withfinding conspecifics and avoiding predation (Čokl and Virant-Doberlet, 2003). In leafhoppers, mate recognition,localization, and courtship occur via substrate-borne vibrational sig
	OBJECTIVES
	The objective of this research was to identify and describe substrate-borne signals associated with intraspecificcommunication of GWSS in the context of mating behavior.
	MATERIALS AND METHODSInsects and plants.
	Late-instar (4thand 5th) GWSS nymphs obtained from colonies were separated by gender in cages to rear virginadult individuals. After molting to the adult stage, females were transferred individually to a mesh-screen tubecage (10 cm diameter × 40 cm height) containing a cowpea plant. Reproductive maturity in about 150individually caged females was determined by oviposition of non-fertilized eggs. Male insects used in theexperiments described below were of the same age as reproductively active females. After 
	Experimental setup.
	Experiments were conducted in a transparent arena (60 cm length × 60 cm width × 80 cm height) made of 1-cmthick acrylic walls, centered inside a chamber formed by 86 cm × 86 cm × 98 cm high black fabric and soundisolating walls. The arena and chamber were placed on an active vibration isolation table (Model 20-561,Technical Manufacturing Corporation, Peabody, MA). Light-emitting diode (LED) lights were affixed to the topof the chamber. Insect behaviors were monitored via video and recorded to a computer. Vi
	Experiment 1. Mating behavior and signal characterization.
	Bioassays were conducted between 0800 and 1900 hours at 25 ± 0.5°C. Before testing, insects were allowed 15minutes to acclimatize to ambient conditions in 130 ml plastic vials placed within the chamber housing the plant.After the acclimatization period, insects were released into the acrylic arena. Three types of trials were performed:1) single individuals, 2) mating pairs, and 3) male rivalry for a female. In trial 1, virgin males (n = 21) andfemales (n = 26) were placed on plants individually to identify 

	Part
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 1.A) GWSS mating pair in Kern County and B) a male GWSS attempting tomate with a non-receptive female in Fresno County. The GWSS pairs in the photos areindividuals from wild populations reproducing on grapevines.
	Experiment 2. Validation of signal playback as a stimulus to initiate duets.
	Playback trials were conducted to assess whether 1) substrate-borne vibrations alone were sufficient to elicit aconspecific response and 2) vision had a role in eliciting male signaling activity. Signals selected from thoserecorded in Experiment 1 were transmitted to the plant with an electrodynamic mini-shaker (Type 4810, Brüel &Kjær, Inc., Norcross, GA). Signal playback was activated two minutes after the individuals were released on thetest plant. Amplitude of stimulatory playback signals were adjusted t

	a leaf at approximately 15 cm from the thawed female, which was placed near the shaker position on the stemplant. The male was stimulated (n = 20) or not (n = 21) with the playback.
	a leaf at approximately 15 cm from the thawed female, which was placed near the shaker position on the stemplant. The male was stimulated (n = 20) or not (n = 21) with the playback.
	Terminology and signal characterization.
	Vibrational signals were named according to their behavioral context. Calling signals were defined as signals thatare emitted spontaneously to trigger a reply from the opposite sex. Pulse was defined as a physically unitary orhomogeneous sound, composed of a brief succession of sine waves. A pulse train was defined as a succession ofrepetitive and temporally well-distinct group of pulses. A signal, or part of it, was defined as fragmented when itsemission was not continuous but characterized by regularly re
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	where x and y indicate the 0.1-sec part of the signal where the ff was sampled, and t was the time (seconds)between the sampling points x and y.
	Recordings of single males (n = 5) and females (n = 10), couples that mated (n = 12), and trios that resulted inrivalry behavior (n = 17) were used to characterize the vibrational signals of GWSS. A total of 40 signals (pertype, at most five samples per individual) were analyzed using t-test or One-Way ANOVA followed by Tukey’spost hoc test. To eliminate biases in signal amplitude due to different distances between the emitter and therecording location (i.e., laser beam) on the plant, the Root Mean Square (
	Analysis of behavioral parameters.
	For insects tested individually on plants, the following parameters were measured: time from beginning ofrecording to first emission of a vibrational signal (call latency), number of individuals who emitted at least onesignal during trials (signaling activity), and number of signals emitted in the given time. Since the number ofmales that spontaneously emitted signals was low, call latency and number of signals emitted were not comparedbetween males and females. For insects tested in pairs, latency to first

	collapsing the table in a 2 × 2 matrix. Significance of each transition was calculated after sequential Bonferronimethod.
	collapsing the table in a 2 × 2 matrix. Significance of each transition was calculated after sequential Bonferronimethod.
	Because of the unreliability in distinguishing the signals emitted by each male on trios, behavioral analysis basedon Markovian transitional matrices were not performed for trios. A G-test (Williams’ corrected), followed byRyan’s multiple comparison test for proportions, was performed to determine which rivalry signal transitions weremost common. One tail unpaired t-test was used to compare latency to copula between pairs (no rivalry) and trios.G-test (Williams’ corrected) was used to determine whether male
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Experiment 1. Mating behavior and signal characterization.
	Two female signals (Female Signal (FS) 1 and FS2) and six male signals (Male Signal (MS) 1, MS2, Quivering(Qv), Male Rivalry Signal (MRS) 1, MRS2, and MRS3) were identified. Emission of signals occurredconcomitantly with distinct abdominal tremulations. For one signal, MS2, part of the signal involved a broaddorso-ventral movement of the abdomen and flicking of wings. Qv occurred simultaneously with a slow dorso-ventral pulsing of the abdomen. Temporal and spectral parameters of signals are reported inFigur
	Description of signals.
	FS1(Figure 2A) was the most common female signal. FS1 had clear harmonic structure and increasing ff.FS1 spectral and temporal parameters were rather variable according to the behavioral phase. During speciesidentification it was significantly longer and with higher amplitude than in Calling, which in turn was longerthan in Courtship. FS1 during species identification had constant positive slope increase of ff (MRbm= MRme>0), whereas FS1 in Calling and Courtship had a significantly sharper increasing slope
	FS1(Figure 2A) was the most common female signal. FS1 had clear harmonic structure and increasing ff.FS1 spectral and temporal parameters were rather variable according to the behavioral phase. During speciesidentification it was significantly longer and with higher amplitude than in Calling, which in turn was longerthan in Courtship. FS1 during species identification had constant positive slope increase of ff (MRbm= MRme>0), whereas FS1 in Calling and Courtship had a significantly sharper increasing slope
	FS2was significantly shorter and had lower amplitude and starting frequency than FS1. The ff decreasedconstantly (MRbm= MRme< 0) and the signal was repeated in sequences (we counted up to 13 consecutiveelements) with rather variable pulse repetition time (mean ± SD: 0.67 ± 0.76 s). The emission of FS2 waslimited to the Courtship phase.
	MS1was made of two distinct parts: the first part (section 1) was given by a continuous emission andcharacterized by significant slope increase (MRme> MRbm> 0) before the onset of the second part (section 2),which had constant frequency and was fragmented. MS1 did not significantly change across the twobehavioral phases.
	MS2(Figures 2A and B) was composed of sections 1 and 2 with characteristics similar to MS1, but the main

	feature of MS2 was a strong broadband pulse that anticipated section 1. In addition, MS2 temporal parameters(signal duration, percentage of fragmented part) and amplitude were significantly higher than MS1. Ingeneral, the spectral and temporal parameter variability of MS2 was lower than all other signals.
	Qv(Figure 2B) was a train of low amplitude pulses with variable duration (0.5 to 240 s) and regular pulserepetition time (0.23 ± 0.03 s). Occasionally, sudden rhythm acceleration was observed with pulses that fusedin a continuous signal (max. 1.7 s), with clear harmonic structure and constant ff (approximately 75 Hz).
	Qv(Figure 2B) was a train of low amplitude pulses with variable duration (0.5 to 240 s) and regular pulserepetition time (0.23 ± 0.03 s). Occasionally, sudden rhythm acceleration was observed with pulses that fusedin a continuous signal (max. 1.7 s), with clear harmonic structure and constant ff (approximately 75 Hz).
	MRS1(Figure 2D) had clear harmonic structure with ff that significantly increased during the emission, butunlike the other signals the first half increased more than the second half (MRbm> MRme>0). Often (80% ofanalyzed samples), the last part (on average 25 ± 14% of signal duration) of MRS1 was fragmented, forminga second section. However, section 2 of MRS1 was significantly shorter than in MS1 (55 ± 15% and 53 ±

	17% in identification and courtship, respectively), which in turn was significantly shorter than MS2 (69 ± 7%)(F3,156= 84.0, P < 0.0001). In addition, the fragment repetition time of MRS1 (0.1 ± 0.01 s) was significantlyhigher than MS1 (F3,156= 7.0, P < 0.001).
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	MRS2(Figure 2D) was significantly shorter than the other MRS and characterized by constant increase of ff(MRbm= MRme> 0).
	MRS2(Figure 2D) was significantly shorter than the other MRS and characterized by constant increase of ff(MRbm= MRme> 0).
	MRS2(Figure 2D) was significantly shorter than the other MRS and characterized by constant increase of ff(MRbm= MRme> 0).
	MRS3(Figure 2D)was variable in duration, not fragmented, and with peculiar ff trend that initially increasedand then, starting from approximately half of the signal length, decreased (MRbm> 0 > MRme).

	Figure
	Figure 2.Oscillogram (above) and spectrogram (below) of GWSS vibrational signals. In A, theidentification duet formed by two FS1 and two MS1 alternated. In B, MS2 preceded by Qv. In C,two consecutive FS2. In D, three different MRS (from left to right: MRS1, MRS2, and MRS3).
	Discriminant analysis (Figure 3) showed that temporal and spectral parameters of signals have a role in signalspecificity, although the accuracy of discrimination was not high (50.8% of the signals correctly classified). The

	first two discriminant functions explained 95.8% of the variance (function 1 = 54.6%, canonical correlation =0.85, Wilks’ lambda = 0.083, Chi square = 869, P < 0.001; function 2 = 41.2%, canonical correlation = 0.81,Wilks’ lambda = 0.294, Chi square = 427, P < 0.001). The plot of the first vs. the second roots of the discriminantanalysis showed that male signals used during Identification and Courtship (MS1 and MS2) can be easilydistinguished from female signals, while more uncertainty occurs between FS1 an
	first two discriminant functions explained 95.8% of the variance (function 1 = 54.6%, canonical correlation =0.85, Wilks’ lambda = 0.083, Chi square = 869, P < 0.001; function 2 = 41.2%, canonical correlation = 0.81,Wilks’ lambda = 0.294, Chi square = 427, P < 0.001). The plot of the first vs. the second roots of the discriminantanalysis showed that male signals used during Identification and Courtship (MS1 and MS2) can be easilydistinguished from female signals, while more uncertainty occurs between FS1 an
	Figure
	Figure 3.Combined-groups plot showing functions 1 and 2 derived from the discriminant function analysisof signal duration, starting frequency and modulation rates (MRbmand MRme). Function 1 and 2 explain 55%and 40% respectively of variance, separating MS (1 and 2) from FS2 and from FS1 and MRS. Only centroids(calculated as averages (± SD) of canonical variables) are showed. Discrimination between FS1 and MRS islow, in particular between MRS1 and FS1_1/FS1_C (Call) and between MRS2 and FS1 and FS1_2.
	Behavioral analysis
	Trial 1. Single individual on plant.
	When placed alone on plants, 20 of 26 females (77%) emitted FS1 and 5 of 21 males (24%) emitted MS1. Femalecall latency (530606 s) was quicker than males (1559843 s); the number of female signal emissions perindividual (15.831.3) was higher than males (2.82.9).
	Trial 2. Mating pairs.
	A total of 21 of 33 (64%) pairs initiated the mate selection behavior during the trial. Among these, 12 of 21 (57%)mated in the given time. In six trials, the male called first, whereas in 15 trials the female called first. Latency toand length of the identification duet were variable, 1378.61315.7 s (n = 21) and 64.297.4 s (n = 20),respectively, containing as few as two signals each to over 10 signals each. While during identification the ratio offemale:male response rate was close to 1 (1.08 ± 0.49), in

	female could still reject the male that located her, even if she had previously replied to the male signal. A non-receptive female behavior was displayed by lifting the posterior part of the abdomen and stretching the hind legsoutward in the ventral direction (Figure 1B).
	female could still reject the male that located her, even if she had previously replied to the male signal. A non-receptive female behavior was displayed by lifting the posterior part of the abdomen and stretching the hind legsoutward in the ventral direction (Figure 1B).
	Figure
	Figure 4.Ethogram describing transitions probabilities between events (either signals or behaviors) thatconstitute the process of pair formation, starting from the Identification Duet (ID). Male (MS1, MS2 and Qv)and female (FS1 and FS2) signals are in gray and white circles, respectively. Selected behaviors (black circles)where male movements (i.e. walking) (Move), mating attempt (Mate att) and copula (Mate). Dashed linesindicate non-significant transitions (P > 0.05), whereas solid lines indicate significa
	Trial 3. Trios.
	In 77% (21/30) of the trials, a male-female duet was established (latency and length of Identification duet was1166.41313.2 s and 48.651.5, respectively) and in 90% (19/21) of the trials there were vibrational male-maleinteractions (latency of first Rivalry signal 2182.81697.5 s). Interactions occurred when a male emitted rivalrysignals (MRS) during an ongoing duet by another couple. Rivalry signals were detected during Identification (n =3), Courtship (n = 15), and during copula (n = 1). Analysis of the

	vibrational signaling. The number of pairs that mated in the presence and absence of a rival contest was notsignificantly different (G-test, G = 1.2, P = 0.27). The time spent to achieve copula was not significantly different(t = -1.2, P = 0.12) between trials where rivalry occurred (average (± SD) 3120 ± 1589 s, n = 8, range = 494 to5123 s) or not (2191 ± 1004 s, n = 12, range = 625 to 3572 s).
	vibrational signaling. The number of pairs that mated in the presence and absence of a rival contest was notsignificantly different (G-test, G = 1.2, P = 0.27). The time spent to achieve copula was not significantly different(t = -1.2, P = 0.12) between trials where rivalry occurred (average (± SD) 3120 ± 1589 s, n = 8, range = 494 to5123 s) or not (2191 ± 1004 s, n = 12, range = 625 to 3572 s).
	Experiment 2. Playback tests.
	When stimulated by pre-recorded signals from the opposite gender, both females and males replied with FS1 andMS1, respectively, and in one case (out of 20), a male located the source of the signal (shaker) and walked overthe metal rod connected to the shaker. Female replying rate to playback was significantly higher than the male (G= 11.39, P < 0.001). The presence of a dead female near the male, as an attempt to provide visual stimulus, did notaffect the male responsiveness.
	CONCLUSIONS
	This project encompasses three compounding phases built on research findings of previous phases: 1) ExploratoryPhase – identify and describe the substrate-borne signals associated with intraspecific communication of GWSS;2)Developmental Phase - Identification of signals capable of influencing GWSS behavior for applicativepurposes (e.g., interference with communication); and 3) Application Phase - technology transfer forimplementation of a sustainable management strategy for GWSS. Phase 1 of the project was 
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	ABSTRACT
	Monitoring for resistance to insecticides continued in 2016 with a series of insecticide bioassays conducted on theglassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) in Kern County. Collections were made from tablegrapes adjacent to General Beale Road in July and August and from navel oranges in the same vicinity inOctober. Much lower population densities in 2016 compared to the previous year precluded more frequent testing.Susceptibility to six insecticides was evaluated in the initial test conduct
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Insecticides have been a key component of the management program for Pierce’s disease, effectively reducingglassy-winged sharpshooter ((Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) numbers. However, from 2012 through 2014 highpopulation levels were present and densities in 2015 exceeded those in 2001, when the program began. In 2015we documented lower susceptibilities to commonly used insecticides in Kern County populations of GWSS, withdeclining susceptibility as the season progressed. This suggested that treatment prac
	INTRODUCTION
	The Pierce’s disease area-wide management programs in California rely on insect monitoring which triggerschemical control in citrus orchards and vineyards. These programs, initiated in Riverside County in 2000 andexpanded to Kern County the following year, were successful at keeping glassy-winged sharpshooter(Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) densities low from 2001-2008 (Figure 1). From 2009-2011 control was stilladequate but insect numbers increased. Despite continued insecticide usage high densities of GWSS

	2015 surpassed the 2001 density, while levels in 2013-14 nearly attained the 2001 level (Figure 1). It is importantto note that the GWSS densities in the last four years have occurred while under chemical management, whereasthe 2001 densities occurred prior to the widespread use of insecticides. Concomitant with large GWSS densitieshas been a resurgence of Pierce’s disease infected vines. While levels of Pierce’s disease in the General Bealeregion of Kern County were nearly undetectable from 2002-2009, they
	2015 surpassed the 2001 density, while levels in 2013-14 nearly attained the 2001 level (Figure 1). It is importantto note that the GWSS densities in the last four years have occurred while under chemical management, whereasthe 2001 densities occurred prior to the widespread use of insecticides. Concomitant with large GWSS densitieshas been a resurgence of Pierce’s disease infected vines. While levels of Pierce’s disease in the General Bealeregion of Kern County were nearly undetectable from 2002-2009, they
	Figure
	Figure 1.Total number of GWSS caught on CDFA traps in Kern County from 2001 to 2015. (FromHaviland, 2015)
	Due to a number of factors the systemic neonicotinoid insecticide imidacloprid has been used preferentially forGWSS suppression. Positive attributes of imidacloprid include systemic activity, persistence in treated plants, andselectivity for xylem and phloem feeding insects. Although data on the frequency of imidacloprid use since 2000has not been compiled for the area-wide programs, it is generally believed that it has been used to a greater extentthan other insecticides. In addition, citrus growers have u

	With this in mind, and at the request of the Consolidated Central Valley Table Grape Pest and Disease ControlDistrict, we initiated a pilot study to evaluate insecticide susceptibility of GWSS to a number of insecticides(Table 1). In this study we collected GWSS on three dates in July and August 2015 in organic citrus groves in theEdison area, then shifted to the General Beale Road area for three more dates in September and October. Insectswere subjected to a systemic uptake bioassay and a foliar insecticid
	With this in mind, and at the request of the Consolidated Central Valley Table Grape Pest and Disease ControlDistrict, we initiated a pilot study to evaluate insecticide susceptibility of GWSS to a number of insecticides(Table 1). In this study we collected GWSS on three dates in July and August 2015 in organic citrus groves in theEdison area, then shifted to the General Beale Road area for three more dates in September and October. Insectswere subjected to a systemic uptake bioassay and a foliar insecticid
	Table 1.Insecticides tested in adult GWSSbioassays in 2015.
	Insecticide Class
	Insecticide Class
	Insecticide Class
	Active Ingredient
	Product
	Application
	Manufacturer

	Neonicotinoid
	Neonicotinoid
	Imidacloprid
	Admire®Pro
	soil
	Bayer

	Thiamethoxam
	Thiamethoxam
	Platinum®75 SG
	soil
	Syngenta

	Acetamiprid
	Acetamiprid
	Assail®70 WP
	foliar
	United Phosphorus

	Butenolide
	Butenolide
	Flupyradifurone
	Sivanto™200 SL
	foliar
	Bayer

	Pyrethroid
	Pyrethroid
	Bifenthrin
	Capture®2 EC
	foliar
	FMC

	Fenpropathrin
	Fenpropathrin
	Danitol®2.4 EC
	foliar
	Valent

	Organophosphorus
	Organophosphorus
	Chlorpyrifos
	Lorsban®4E
	foliar
	Dow

	Dimethoate
	Dimethoate
	Dimethoate®2.67 EC
	foliar
	Loveland


	The data showed that GWSS tested in 2015 were less susceptible to the tested compounds than they were in 2001and 2002. For the neonicotinoids, the LC50values for thiamethoxam, imidacloprid, and acetamiprid were up to1.78, 57.31, and 130 times, respectively, higher in 2015 (Table 2). Even larger differences existed for thepyrethroids bifenthrin (5,066 times higher), and fenpropathrin (101 times higher) and the organophosphateschlorpyrifos (22,190 times higher) and dimethoate (2,150 times higher). We believe 
	Of particular interest in our study was the fact that there was variation in the relative toxicities at different timesand locations throughout the 2015 season (Perring et al., 2015). The LC50s for imidacloprid increased 79-foldfrom the first bioassay of the season to the last (Figure 2). However, bioassays for thiamethoxam showed a moremodest range of responses that varied 26-fold between highest and lowest LC50s. A third neonicotinoid,acetamiprid, was tested only one time from the Edison location and two 

	Table 2.LC50values for seven insecticides evaluated on GWSS in 2001, 2002, and 2015.
	Table 2.LC50values for seven insecticides evaluated on GWSS in 2001, 2002, and 2015.
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Part
	Figure
	Figure 2.LC50s for five insecticides tested over six dates between July 9 and October 23 in 2015. The first threecolumns of each series represent GWSS adults collected from an organic citrus field in the Edison area, whereas thesecond three columns represent collections from the General Beale Road area. Only three collection dates were testedagainst acetamiprid, and only five collection dates were tested against bifenthrin and fenpropathrin. All six collectiondates were tested against imidacloprid and thiam
	Taken in total, our work from last year showed that GWSS was less susceptible to commonly used insecticidesthan it was in 2001-2002. Furthermore, the levels of susceptibility were geographically variable and dramaticallydeclined over the course of the 2015 growing season (July to October). It is reasonable to think that consistentusage of materials over time would lead to resistance, and this is the most parsimonious explanation for thereduced toxicities measured in 2015 compared to the 2001/2002 data. Howe
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Conduct laboratory bioassays on field-collected GWSS from Kern County to document the levels ofresistance at the beginning of the 2016 and 2017 field seasons, and to document changes in susceptibility aseach season progresses.
	1.Conduct laboratory bioassays on field-collected GWSS from Kern County to document the levels ofresistance at the beginning of the 2016 and 2017 field seasons, and to document changes in susceptibility aseach season progresses.
	2.Document differences in insecticide susceptibility in GWSS collected from organic vs. non-organic vineyards(grapes) and/or orchards (citrus) and from different locations in Kern County.
	3.Obtain and organize historic GWSS density and treatment records (locations, chemicals used, and timing ofapplications) into a geographic information system (GIS) for use in statistical analyses.
	4.Determine the relationship between insecticide susceptibility of different GWSS populations and treatmenthistory in the same geographic location and use relationships to inform future insecticide managementstrategies.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Insecticide bioassays were conducted on GWSS adults collected in table grapes on July 26 and August 16, and innavel oranges on October 4. Over 900 adults were obtained on July 26, sufficient for testing six insecticides(Table 3) at five concentrations per insecticide plus an untreated control. Five replications of each insecticideconcentration were used that required a total of 150 adults per insecticide. Upon returning to the same vineyard onAugust 16 only 300 adults were collected; that provided only enou

	thiamethoxam. The 600+ adults collected on October 4 were highly dispersed in navel oranges and required sampling from numerous trees to collect enough insects for complete tests of four insecticides. 
	Bioassay procedures included a systemic uptake bioassay and leaf dip bioassay (Prabhaker et al., 2006a) that were used according to whether an insecticide was soil or foliar applied, respectively (Table 3). Five adults per clip cage were confined to treated citrus leaves for 24 hours and then evaluated for mortality. The dose/mortality data s and accompanying statistics for evaluating relative toxicities of the six insecticides. 
	were subjected to probit analysis to yield LC
	50

	Table 3. Insecticides tested in adult GWSS bioassays in 2016. 
	Insecticide Class 
	Insecticide Class 
	Insecticide Class 
	Active Ingredient 
	Product 
	Application 
	Manufacturer 

	Neonicotinoid 
	Neonicotinoid 
	Imidacloprid 
	Admire® Pro 
	soil 
	Bayer 

	Thiamethoxam 
	Thiamethoxam 
	Platinum® 75 SG 
	soil 
	Syngenta 

	Acetamiprid 
	Acetamiprid 
	Assail® 70 WP 
	foliar 
	United Phosphorus 

	Pyrethroid 
	Pyrethroid 
	Bifenthrin 
	Capture® 2 EC 
	foliar 
	FMC 

	Fenpropathrin 
	Fenpropathrin 
	Danitol® 2.4 EC 
	foliar 
	Valent 

	Organophosphorus 
	Organophosphorus 
	Chlorpyrifos 
	Lorsban® 4E 
	foliar 
	Dow 


	s were highest for imidacloprid in Tests 1 and 3 in comparison to acetamiprid or thiamethoxam, but abnormally low in Test 2 relative to thiamethoxam (Table 4). The pyrethroid insecticides bifenthrin and fenpropathrin were similarly toxic to GWSS in Test 1 of 2016 as they had been in the s between = 11.49) to GWSS in Test 1 was considerably lower than for the other five insecticides, but it may be that the leaf-dip bioassay does not conform well to the toxicity profile of chlorpyrifos. Probit analyses on dat
	Among the three neonicotinoid insecticides, LC
	50
	2015 bioassays. A second bioassay conducted with bifenthrin showed only a 2.2-fold difference in LC
	50
	the July and October samples. The relative toxicity of chlorpyrifos (LC
	50 
	to yield an LC
	50 

	Table 4. Probit statistics for insecticides tested against GWSS adults on three dates from July to October 2016. 
	Location and Date 
	Location and Date 
	Location and Date 
	Compound 
	LC50 (µg/ml) 
	95% C.I. 
	Slope (± SE) 
	χ2 
	df 

	Gen. Beale Rd July 26-28 Table Grapes (Test 1) 
	Gen. Beale Rd July 26-28 Table Grapes (Test 1) 
	Imidacloprid 
	3.99 
	2.11 – 7.83 
	1.18 (0.19) 
	17.2 
	23 

	Acetamiprid 
	Acetamiprid 
	1.76 
	0.66 – 5.15 
	0.59 (0.10) 
	15.6 
	23 

	Thiamethoxam 
	Thiamethoxam 
	0.53 
	0.32 – 0.84 
	2.45 (0.51) 
	10.2 
	22 

	Bifenthrin 
	Bifenthrin 
	0.70 
	0.38 – 1.28 
	1.30 (0.20) 
	16.0 
	23 

	Fenpropathrin 
	Fenpropathrin 
	0.59 
	0.29 – 1.19 
	1.00 (0.15) 
	14.6 
	23 

	Chlorpyrifos 
	Chlorpyrifos 
	11.49 
	2.05 – 357.83 
	0.44 (0.09) 
	37.6 
	23 

	Gen. Beale Rd Aug 16-17 Table Grapes (Test 2) 
	Gen. Beale Rd Aug 16-17 Table Grapes (Test 2) 
	Imidacloprid 
	0.04 
	0 – 0.19 
	0.53 (0.16) 
	12.5 
	18 

	Thiamethoxam 
	Thiamethoxam 
	2.87 
	1.02 – 7.88 
	0.66 (0.13) 
	13.2 
	18 

	Gen. Beale Rd October 4-5 Navel Oranges (Test 3) 
	Gen. Beale Rd October 4-5 Navel Oranges (Test 3) 
	Imidacloprid 
	7.26 
	2.81 – 24.83 
	0.62 (0.11) 
	18.9 
	23 

	Acetamiprid 
	Acetamiprid 
	0.40 
	0.16 – 1.02 
	0.97 (0.14) 
	32.1 
	23 

	Thiamethoxam 
	Thiamethoxam 
	1.21 
	0.68 – 2.09 
	1.34 (0.21) 
	20.4 
	22 

	Bifenthrin 
	Bifenthrin 
	1.54 
	0.68 – 3.65 
	0.97 (0.14) 
	27.0 
	23 


	The drop in susceptibility to imidacloprid observed at the end of the 2015 season (Perring and Prabhaker, 2015)raised real concerns that resistance to imidacloprid was present in GWSSpopulations in the General Beale Roadvicinity of Kern County. Not only did LC50s for imidacloprid trend progressively upward through the 2015season, a substantial decrease in susceptibility to acetamiprid also was observed on the last test date of 2015.However, a comparison of composite mortality curves from the 2015 and 2016 s
	The drop in susceptibility to imidacloprid observed at the end of the 2015 season (Perring and Prabhaker, 2015)raised real concerns that resistance to imidacloprid was present in GWSSpopulations in the General Beale Roadvicinity of Kern County. Not only did LC50s for imidacloprid trend progressively upward through the 2015season, a substantial decrease in susceptibility to acetamiprid also was observed on the last test date of 2015.However, a comparison of composite mortality curves from the 2015 and 2016 s
	(A)
	Figure
	(B)
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 3.Composite mortality curves for (A) three neonicotinoid insecticides and (B) two pyrethroids for 2015 and 2016.

	Comparison of mortality curves for all five insecticides (Figure 3) is rather tenuous due to the fewer number ofbioassays conducted in 2016 relative to 2015. Nevertheless, identification of patterns of change to insecticidetreatments in a particular population can only occur by gathering enough data points that reveal a trend up ordown or lack thereof. The related issue of what happened to GWSS numbers in 2016 compared to previous yearsis one that should be addressed in the context of the pesticide use hist
	Comparison of mortality curves for all five insecticides (Figure 3) is rather tenuous due to the fewer number ofbioassays conducted in 2016 relative to 2015. Nevertheless, identification of patterns of change to insecticidetreatments in a particular population can only occur by gathering enough data points that reveal a trend up ordown or lack thereof. The related issue of what happened to GWSS numbers in 2016 compared to previous yearsis one that should be addressed in the context of the pesticide use hist
	CONCLUSIONS
	Further monitoring should be conducted over the next few years to provide a more thorough evaluation ofwhether resistance to imidacloprid is occurring. Historical analyses of pesticide use patterns in relation to GWSSyellow sticky trap catches will provide essential information for understanding the basis of GWSS resurgence inKern County.
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	ABSTRACT
	We can confirm that glassy-winged sharpshooters (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) in the General Beale Roadcitrus-growing area are exhibiting high levels of imidacloprid resistance based on data generated from topicalapplication bioassays. In addition, we have also detected shifts in pyrethroid susceptibility. During the summer of2016 we bioassayed adult insects collected from citrus groves in Kern (conventional and organic), Tulare(organic), and Riverside (organic) counties and compared the responses with to
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	The goal of this research is to investigate the potential for the development of insecticide resistance in glassy-winged sharpshooters (Homalodisca vitripennis; GWSS) to chemicals in the carbamate, pyrethroid, and neonico-tinoid classes of insecticides, and to determine mechanisms where differences in susceptibility between popula-tions are identified. Additionally, we wish to simultaneously evaluate the development of resistance in variouspopulations of these insects that have been undergoing different lev

	INTRODUCTION
	INTRODUCTION
	Systemic imidacloprid treatments have been the mainstay of glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodiscavitripennis; GWSS) management in citrus, grapes, and commercial nursery operations. The treatments in citrusgroves are generally applied post-bloom to suppress the newly emerging spring populations. The use of winter orearly spring foliar treatments of pyrethroid or carbamate treatments were introduced to the management programto suppress overwintering adults and reduce the first early season cohort of egg-layi
	In Kern County, GWSS populations have been monitored since the area-wide treatment program was initiatedfollowing an upsurge in GWSS numbers and an increase in the incidence of Pierce’s disease. The data shows aninteresting pattern of sustained suppression of GWSS populations throughout most of the 2000s, following theimplementation of the area-wide treatment program, until 2009 when numbers began to increase again,culminating in a dramatic flare-up in numbers in 2012. In 2012, a single foliar treatment wit
	There is also significant concern for the development of insecticide resistance arising from the management ofGWSS in commercial nursery production. The majority of commercial nurseries maintain an insect-sanitaryenvironment primarily through the use of regular applications of soil-applied imidacloprid or other relatedsystemic neonicotinoids. For nursery materials to be shipped outside of the southern California GWSS quarantinearea additional insecticidal applications are required. Applications of fenpropat
	The focus of this study is to investigate the role of insecticide resistance as a contributing factor to the increasednumbers of GWSS that have been recorded since 2009 in commercial citrus and grapes in Kern County. Althoughthe primary focus of our research to date has been in Kern County, we will broaden the scope of ourinvestigations to include populations from agricultural, nursery, and urban settings. This broader approach willresult in a more comprehensive report on the overall resistance status of GW
	OBJECTIVES
	1.For commonly used pyrethroid, carbamate, and neonicotinoid insecticides, determine LC50data for currentGWSS populations and compare the response to baseline susceptibility levels generated in previous studies.
	1.For commonly used pyrethroid, carbamate, and neonicotinoid insecticides, determine LC50data for currentGWSS populations and compare the response to baseline susceptibility levels generated in previous studies.
	2.Define diagnostic concentrations of insecticides that can be used to identify increased tolerance to insecticidesin insects sampled from other locations (where numbers are relatively low).
	3.Monitor populations for known molecular markers of resistance to pyrethroids
	4.Monitor populations for target-site insecticide resistance by testing enzymatic activity against carbamatesusing the AChE biochemical assay
	5.Monitor populations for broad-spectrum metabolic resistance, by comparing esterase levels in currentpopulations of GWSS to baseline susceptibility levels we previously recorded.
	6.Develop assays for additional resistance mechanisms not previously characterized in GWSS.


	RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONImidacloprid Bioassays.
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONImidacloprid Bioassays.
	An extensive bioassay program was undertaken during 2016 to evaluate the responses of different Central ValleyGWSS populations to imidacloprid. The data generated from topical application bioassays were compared withsimilar bioassays from studies conducted in 2003 with Riverside County populations. In bioassays, insecticide istopically applied to the abdomen of adult GWSS and mortality is assessed at 24 and 48 hours post-treatment(Byrne and Toscano, 2005). Although imidacloprid is used systemically under fi
	In 2003, bioassays were conducted using populations from Riverside (Agricultural Operations; UC Riverside) andRedlands (commercial citrus grove). At the time the bioassays were conducted the neonicotinoid insecticideimidacloprid was not being used at Agricultural Operations to control populations, so the data from thosebioassays were considered to represent baseline susceptible levels for GWSS. The response of insects from theRedlands grove, where imidacloprid was incorporated as part of the area-wide manag
	During the 2015 season, bioassays were conducted with insects collected from the General Beale Road (GBR)citrus region. The insects were considerably more tolerant to imidacloprid than the reference populations (Redaket al. 2015). In bioassays conducted over the dosage range 0.25 – 150 ng imidacloprid per insect (n = 280), therewas a dose-response, although complete mortality at the higher dose was never achieved. Based on the referencedata set from 2003, a 10 ng dose should result inca. 80% mortality of a 
	The situation appears to have worsened in 2016, with doses as high as 500 ng imidacloprid per insect having noeffect on survivorship of the GBR population(Figure 1). We are continuing to test higher doses against this strainto see if we can define a dose that will kill more than 50% of these insects, but there can be little doubt that thelevels of resistance are extremely high. We were able to generate a full dose-response line for the Tularepopulation; these insects originated from a grove under organic ma

	Figure 1.Dose response of GWSS adults to imidacloprid applied topically to the abdomen.Mortality was assessed at 48 hours post-treatment. Data for Ag-Ops (black symbols) weregenerated in 2003 and are included for comparison. HWY65 (red symbols) and GBR (bluesymbols) are populations collected from organic and conventional groves, respectively, inKern County. TEM (orange symbols) was collected from an organic grove in TemeculaValley. Tulare (green symbols) was collected from an organic grove in Tulare County.
	Figure 1.Dose response of GWSS adults to imidacloprid applied topically to the abdomen.Mortality was assessed at 48 hours post-treatment. Data for Ag-Ops (black symbols) weregenerated in 2003 and are included for comparison. HWY65 (red symbols) and GBR (bluesymbols) are populations collected from organic and conventional groves, respectively, inKern County. TEM (orange symbols) was collected from an organic grove in TemeculaValley. Tulare (green symbols) was collected from an organic grove in Tulare County.
	Pyrethroid Bioassays.
	We are currently completing bioassays (topical application) with fenpropathrin using the GBR, HWY65, andTulare populations(Figure 2). Bioassay data that were originally generated in 2004 and 2005 for populationssampled from citrus at Agricultural Operations (Ag-Ops) are being used to represent a reference susceptible. Datafor bioassays at two concentrations (0.5 and 5 ng pyrethroid per insect) are shown inFigure 2.
	The levels of mortality observed in the GBR, HWY65, and Tulare populations were lower than those of the Ag-Ops population in 2005. At the 5 ng dose, 77% mortality was recorded in the Ag-Ops population, compared with5% or less in the GBR and HWY65 populations at the same dose. Clearly, the Kern County insects are expressingresistance to the pyrethroid. The response of the Tulare population (35% at 5 ng dose) was intermediate betweenthe Ag-Ops population and the GBR and HWY65 populations. The significance of 
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	Figure
	Figure 2.Toxicological response of GWSS adults to the pyrethroid fenpropathrin applied topically to theabdomen. Mortality was assessed at 48 hours post-treatment. The blue bar shows data for GBR, a KernCounty population collected from the General Beale Road area, that were generated in October 2015, usinga diagnostic concentration of 5 ng/insect. Data for Ag-Ops (red symbols) were generated in 2003 and areincluded for comparison. HWY65 (green symbols) and GBR (orange symbols) are populations collectedfrom o
	Esterase Activity.
	Pyrethroid insecticides are ester-based insecticides and are substrates for pyrethroid-hydrolyzing esterases. Totalesterase activity was measured in individual GWSS using a colorimetric assay that utilizes naphthyl estersubstrates. Although the substrates are non-insecticidal, naphthyl esters can be hydrolyzed by resistance-causingesterases, and they have been used for several decades to identify pyrethroid resistance in agricultural, medical,and veterinary pests. We determined the esterase activity in GWSS
	We found no significant differences in esterase levels between the five populations, including the 2003 Ag-Opspopulation, and conclude that elevated levels of esterase activity cannot be used as a marker for resistance(Figure3).
	Figure
	Figure 3.Total esterase activity measured in individual GWSS adults. Activity is repre-sented as absorbance units (320 nm) measured after 30 min incubation with 0.3 mM 1-naphthyl acetate. Homogenates of individual heads were prepared in 0.1 M phosphatebuffer, pH 7.5, and then an aliquot (equivalent to 0.01 head) used directly for assay.

	Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) Sensitivity to Paraoxon.
	Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) Sensitivity to Paraoxon.
	Organophosphate (OP) and carbamate insecticides target the neurotransmitter acetylcholinesterase (AChE).Target-site resistance arises as a consequence of mutations in the enzyme that affect the binding efficiency of theinsecticide. An assay was developed for GWSS that enabled the measurement of both the total esterase activityand the sensitivity of the AChE to paraoxon in an individual insect.
	We compared insects from the GBR (n = 8), HWY65 (n = 14), TEM (n = 22), and Tulare (n = 27) populations,and all the insects were sensitive to the diagnostic concentration of 30 µM paraoxon. Insects were also tested fromlocations in Orange County and Tulare County, and these insects were also sensitive to the OP.
	Genetic Analyses.
	A large number of studies have shown that decreased sensitivity of the target site gene and increased metabolicdetoxification of insecticides are two major mechanisms involved in insecticide resistance. To elucidate themolecular mechanisms of resistance to imidacloprid (neonicotinoid) and fenpropathrin (pyrethroid) in GWSS, weare checking for the presence of target site mutations in sodium channel (the target site of pyrethroids) andnicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR; the target site of the neonicotino
	In our initial investigations, we have not found the classic leucine to phenylalanine (L to F) mutation in thedomain II region of the sodium channel gene that confers kdr resistance in houseflies and other species.Furthermore, the L to F mutation was not detected in several Tulare and Kern County populations showingdifferential responses to fenpropathrin in bioassays(Figure 2). We are currently evaluating several synonymousand non-synonymous mutations that have been found in individuals from these populatio
	Based on the study of the green peach aphid (Myzus persicae), the mutation (R81T) in the loop D region of thenicotinic acetylcholine receptor beta subunit is associated with resistance to neonicotinoid insecticides. We haveidentified one nicotinic acetylcholine receptor beta-like gene from the GWSS, with a single open reading frame of1587 bp that encodes a protein of 529 amino acids, a 5’ untranslated region (UTR) located 337 bp upstream of theputative start codon (ATG), and a 3’ UTR of 314 nucleotides that
	We identified several cytochrome P450, glutathione S-transferase, and ABC transporter genes based on thegenome database of GWSS. In order to facilitate a more comprehensive analysis of their potential involvement inconferring resistance to imidacloprid and fenpropathrin, we are conducting RNA-seq analysis to compareindividuals sampled from the Riverside, Tulare, and Kern County locations where differences in response to theinsecticides were measured. In addition, we are including in our RNA-seq analyses sur
	CONCLUSIONS
	We identified resistance to imidacloprid in GWSS collected from citrus in the GBR area of Kern County. Thedramatic shift in susceptibility is based on a comparison with bioassay data generated in 2003 for a population inRiverside County that we regard as a reliable reference susceptible, and a comparison with 2016 bioassay data fora population collected from an organic grove in Tulare County. In addition to imidacloprid resistance, we havealso identified resistance to the pyrethroid fenpropathrin.
	The esterase data for all populations included in our investigations showed no major differences that couldimplicate esterases in pyrethroid resistance. In addition, populations were homogeneous for a sensitive AChE.

	The genomic work is becoming increasingly important as a tool for identifying resistance mechanisms. Inparticular, we are confident that the RNA-seq analysis of populations expressing different levels of resistance toimidacloprid and fenpropathrin, will identify specific enzymes that are involved in conferring resistance.
	The genomic work is becoming increasingly important as a tool for identifying resistance mechanisms. Inparticular, we are confident that the RNA-seq analysis of populations expressing different levels of resistance toimidacloprid and fenpropathrin, will identify specific enzymes that are involved in conferring resistance.
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	ABSTRACT
	Despite several decades of study, the mechanism of inoculation ofXylella fastidiosa(Xf) to grapevines by itssharpshooter vectors still is not fully understood. Recent research showed thatXfis inoculated into or ontoartificial diets by a combination of egestion and salivation. However, the salivation-egestion mechanism has notbeen: (1) demonstrated in plants; (2) associated with the sharpshooter X wave (the proposed electropenetrography[EPG] waveform thought to represent salivation and egestion); nor (3) ass
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	ABSTRACT
	Grapevines (Vitis vinifera) have been observed to respond to oviposition by glassy-winged sharpshooters(Homalodisca vitripennis) by producing volatile compounds that attract egg parasitoids such asGonatocerusashmeadiGirault (Krugner et al., 2008). Recent work also has shown that two particular volatiles, the terpenoidsβ-ocimene and α-farnesene, were present in greater amounts in air space around egg mass-infested grapevinesversus non-infested grapevines, and these compounds were attractive toG. ashmeadiin o
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	ABSTRACT
	Vine mealybug (Planococcus ficus) is a destructive phloem-feeding pest in California vineyards. Vine mealybugcan reach very large population densities. Feeding activity can debilitate vines while excrement and the associatedsooty mold can contaminate clusters, making them unsuitable for harvest. Vine mealybug’s cryptic habits -populations are typically found under the bark - complicate management, particularly with contact insecticides.An integrated pest management program that relies on several tactics (in
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Vine mealybug (Planococcus ficus) is a destructive pest in California vineyards. It contaminates fruit and reducesvine health and productivity. Grape growers may use multiple tactics (integrated pest management) includinginsecticides, mating disruption, and biological control to achieve control of vine mealybug populations. Argentineants (Linepithema humile) are invasive insects common in coastal California vineyards. Ants disrupt integratedpest management programs for vine mealybug because they interfere w
	INTRODUCTION
	The vine mealybug (Planococcus ficus) is a destructive vineyard pest that contaminates fruit, debilitates vines,and vectors plant pathogens such as grapevine leafroll-associated virus-3 (Daane et al., 2012). First reported fromvines in the Coachella Valley (Gill, 1994), vine mealybug soon spread throughout California, likely on infestednursery stock (Haviland et al., 2005). It is currently found in most California grape-growing regions (Godfrey etal., 2002; Daane et al., 2004a, 2004b) and has the potential 
	Management of vine mealybug populations can prove challenging and often requires the use of multiple tactics,including biological control, mating disruption, and insecticides (Daane et al., 2008). Management can beparticularly complicated in coastal wine grape-growing regions where vine mealybug populations are tended byArgentine ants (Linepithema humile). In the presence of tending ants biological control of mealybugs can besignificantly interrupted, resulting in large vine mealybug populations that may be
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	management program for vine mealybug and necessary for containment of insect populations (Nyamukondiwaand Addison, 2011; Mgochecki and Addison, 2009).
	management program for vine mealybug and necessary for containment of insect populations (Nyamukondiwaand Addison, 2011; Mgochecki and Addison, 2009).
	Liquid ant baits adapted from the urban environment (Klotz et al., 2002) for use in vineyards (Cooper et al., 2008)significantly reduce mealybug populations in vineyards by contributing to increases in biological control (Daaneet al., 2007). The costs associated with the manufacture, deployment, and maintenance of bait stations have beenprohibitive to widespread adoption of Argentine ant management in vineyards, despite the benefits that couldresult from such programs (Nelson and Daane, 2007). There is cont
	OBJECTIVES
	The broad goal of this research is to increase the efficacy and adoption of integrated pest management programsfor vine mealybug, a destructive pest of grapevines in California. Our specific objective is to evaluate the efficacyof two bait formulations to reduce Argentine ant populations as part of an integrated pest management programfor vine mealybug.
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONGranular bait trial.
	We established this experiment in five unique vineyard blocks in the Oakville and Rutherford appellations of theNapa Valley American Viticultural Area and established split-plot designs (bait and untreated) in all blocks. Intwo of those blocks (designated I1 and I2), Seduce ant bait (0.07% spinosad) was applied at a rate of 20 poundsper acre on April 15 and 16. In the remaining three blocks (designated T1, T2, F1), Seduce ant bait was applied ata rate of 28 pounds per acre (slightly higher than the target r
	We monitored ant activity pre- and post-application using cotton balls (Fisher Scientific) soaked in 25% sucrosesolution (Figure 1). Ant activity was measured once every two weeks. Forty-five or fifty vines per treatment perblock were selected as monitoring vines. One saturated cotton ball was deployed on each monitoring vine, eitheron the ground (early season) or on the vine (after fruit set), depending on where the ants were predicted to be mostactive. After 2.5 to 3 hours cotton balls were retrieved from
	Due to some challenges with site selection, the first bait applications in blocks T1, T2, and F1 occurred later (May19 and May 20) than would be desired to optimize results. In blocks I1 and I2, bait applications were initiatedearly in the growing season (April 15 and 16), and within 14 days of the time when ants were reliably detectedand temperatures were adequate for foraging to occur. On May 6, foraging activity was reduced in blocks I1 andI2 in the bait treatment (Figure 2). However, by June 3 (seven we
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	higher product rate may be more efficacious over a longer period. Both options should be explored in futurestudies.
	higher product rate may be more efficacious over a longer period. Both options should be explored in futurestudies.
	(A)
	Figure
	(B)
	(C)
	Figure
	(D)
	Figure
	Figure 1.(A) modified broadcast spreader mounted on ATV; (B) Seduce bait (reddish pellets) under thevine row; (C) Argentine ants feeding on polyacrylamide bait; (D) Argentine ants feeding on cotton ballused for monitoring ant activity. Photo credits: (A) K. Taylor, Constellation Brands; (B) M. Cooper, UCCooperative Extension (UCCE); (C) & (D): M. Hobbs, UCCE.
	Polyacrylamide gel bait trial.
	Based on a pilot study that eliminated >99% of ants from treated plots in the California Channel Islands (Boser etal., 2014) and a preliminary vineyard study conducted by the Principal Investigators in 2015, we are evaluatingthe efficacy of a polyacrylamide gel bait formulation in vineyards. We established three experimental blocks(split-plot design: treated and untreated treatments). Two of these blocks (designated C1 and C2) are located inthe Carneros appellation (Napa Valley American Viticultural Area) a
	The bait solution consists of 0.0006% thiamethoxam (Platinum insecticide, Syngenta U.S.) in 25% sucrosesolution, deployed at a rate of 10 pounds per acre in polyacrylamide Water Storing Crystals (MiracleGro®)(Figure 1). These crystals absorb water and water-soluble chemicals, and when hydrated present a thin layer ofliquid bait solution on the surface for 24 to 72 hours following application. To allow sufficient time for thecrystals to absorb the bait solution, they were added to the mixture 24 hours prior 
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	April 15 and May 26 in block M1. Because block M1 is in a more northerly location within Napa County, ants didnot become active until later in the season (ant foraging is reduced below 60 ºF (15 ºC)). Ant monitoring pre- andpost-application followed the method described previously, using cotton balls soaked with a 25% sucrosesolution.
	April 15 and May 26 in block M1. Because block M1 is in a more northerly location within Napa County, ants didnot become active until later in the season (ant foraging is reduced below 60 ºF (15 ºC)). Ant monitoring pre- andpost-application followed the method described previously, using cotton balls soaked with a 25% sucrosesolution.
	Figure 2.Ant activity (rated on a 0 to 3 scale) at 90 monitoring vines per treatment for blocks I1 and I2. Data arepresented as the average of the ratings for all vines, by treatment. Seduce (0.07% spinosad) was applied on April 15and 16, 2016 at a rate of 20 pounds per acre.
	In blocks C1 and C2, ants were present in pre-treatment monitoring conducted on February 26 and March 8, sothe first bait applications were made on March 16. By March 23, ant activity in the baited blocks was lower thanthe untreated blocks (Figure 3). Ant activity remained low in the baited blocks. On three monitoring dates (April15, April 28, and May 11) we detected no ants in the baited areas. By May 30, ants had begun to reinvade thetreated blocks, although populations remain much smaller than in the unt
	CONCLUSIONS
	We evaluated two baits (one commercial and one experimental product) to reduce Argentine ant populations in acoastal California vineyard. Because Argentine ants disrupt biological control of vine mealybug by interferingwith the activity of predators and parasitoids, control of Argentine ants can be an essential component ofintegrated pest management programs for vine mealybug. Handling and distribution of baits that can be broadcastis simpler and more efficient than liquid baits that must be contained withi
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	would leave fewer population pockets from which ants could re-invade. Future studies should concentrate on thisarea.
	would leave fewer population pockets from which ants could re-invade. Future studies should concentrate on thisarea.
	Figure 3.Ant activity (on a 0 to 3 scale) at 90 monitoring vines per treatment for blocks C1 and C2. Dataare presented as the average rating for all vines, by treatment. Thiamethoxam (0.0006%) in polyacrylamidecrystals was applied on March 16 and April 14, at a rate of 10 pounds per acre.
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	ABSTRACT
	The vine mealybug (Planococcus ficus) has become one of the most important insect pests of Californiavineyards. Researchers, pest control advisors, and farmers have developed relatively good controls that targetexposed vine mealybugs (i.e., those on the leaves or canes). However, controlling the more protected mealybugpopulation found under the bark of the trunk or on the roots has been more difficult. Our objectives are to improvepre- or post-harvest controls that target the winter-spring vine mealybug pop
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	The vine mealybug (Planococcus ficus) has become one of the most important insect pests of Californiavineyards. Researchers, pest control advisors, and farmers have developed relatively good controls that targetexposed vine mealybugs (i.e., those on the leaves or canes). However, controlling the more protected mealybugpopulation found under the bark of the trunk or on the roots has been more difficult. Our objectives are to improvepre- or post-harvest controls that target the winter-spring vine mealybug pop
	INTRODUCTION
	The vine mealybug (Planococcus ficus) has become one of the most important insect pests of Californiavineyards, threatening economic production and sustainable practices in this multi-billion-dollar commodity.
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	Insecticides are the primary control tool for vine mealybug (Daane et al., 2006; Prabhaker et al., 2012; Daane etal., 2013; Bentley et al., 2014), especially when grapevine leafroll diseases (GLDs) are a concern (Daane et al.,2013). Researchers, pest control advisors, and farmers have developed relatively good controls that target exposedvine mealybugs (i.e., those on the leaves or canes). However, controlling the more protected mealybug populationfound under the bark of the trunk or on the roots has been m
	Insecticides are the primary control tool for vine mealybug (Daane et al., 2006; Prabhaker et al., 2012; Daane etal., 2013; Bentley et al., 2014), especially when grapevine leafroll diseases (GLDs) are a concern (Daane et al.,2013). Researchers, pest control advisors, and farmers have developed relatively good controls that target exposedvine mealybugs (i.e., those on the leaves or canes). However, controlling the more protected mealybug populationfound under the bark of the trunk or on the roots has been m
	Insecticides with systemic action are the best materials to control this protected population, but their proper usecan vary among vineyards and regions. Moreover, vineyards with mealybug damage typically have largeoverwintering populations that are never fully regulated, and annually are the source for new generationsthroughout the summer that infest leaves and fruit of that vineyard and can disperse to other vineyards. Therefore,it is critical to develop better control programs for this overwintering popul
	A delayed dormant (typically in February) application of chlorpyrifos (Lorsban®) was the standard post-harvestor pre-season control that targeted mealybugs on the trunk and cordon (Daane et al., 2006). The best in-seasoninsecticide for vine mealybug that moves from the trunk and cordon to the leaves, canes, and fruit has been anapplication of Movento® (Bayer Crop Science), with the active ingredient spirotetramat, which may also helpcontrol root-feeding nematodes (Mike McKenry, personal communication). Stil
	OBJECTIVES
	The project seeks to develop better controls for the overwintering vine mealybug population found primarilyunder the bark of the trunk or on the roots at the soil line.
	1. Bioassay
	a.Investigate the population dynamics and controls for overwintering vine mealybugs.
	a.Investigate the population dynamics and controls for overwintering vine mealybugs.
	b. Determine the temperature relationship of vine mealybug and grape mealybug to better predict springemergence and spray timing.

	2. Using HPLC to follow the movement of Movento® in the vine:
	2. Using HPLC to follow the movement of Movento® in the vine:
	2. Using HPLC to follow the movement of Movento® in the vine:
	a.Improve the protocols to determine levels of spirotetramat and its first metabolite, the enol form, in vinetissue samples.
	a.Improve the protocols to determine levels of spirotetramat and its first metabolite, the enol form, in vinetissue samples.



	bInvestigate the dissipation and transformation mechanisms of the active ingredient of the pesticide
	Movento® after application.
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	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Bioassay: Insecticide controls for vine mealybug.
	During 2015 and 2016, we used bioassays (visual counts of mealybugs) to look at control effectiveness acrossvineyards in different regions and with different management practices or vine structures. Commercial vineyardswere selected in the central San Joaquin Valley (Fresno County) with four vineyard blocks near Fresno (oneThompson Seedless raisin grapes, one Crimson Seedless table grapes, and two Thompson Seedless table grapes);the Lodi-Woodbridge wine grape region (San Joaquin County) with three vineyards
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 1.Sampling trunk live tissue, leaves and petioles, canes, cordons, trunk (above and below girdle,when present), and roots.
	Pre-treatment mealybug counts were taken using a timed count. In brief, on each sampled vine an experiencedsampler searched for mealybugs for a one-minute period. The areas of the vine searched changed with theseasonal movement of the mealybug population (i.e., during the winter the roots and lower trunk sections are themost likely regions to find vine mealybug). The pre-treatment mealybug density was then used to blocktreatments against density because vine mealybug populations can be clumped. In 2016, the
	We applied the insecticide Movento® at different application timings, as measured by calendar date as well as byweeks before or after harvest (Movento® has a seven-day pre-harvest interval). We applied Movento® at thelabel rate and determined the percentage kill of mealybugs on different sections of the vine during the summer,fall (completed), and will continue this in the coming spring (Figure 2). A standardized application method wasused across all vineyards so that surfactant and application rate would n
	We also have completed a measurement of economic damage on five clusters on each vine using a 0 to 3 scale:0means no mealybug damage, 1 means honeydew present but the bunch is salvageable, 2 means honeydew andmealybugs present but at least part of the bunch is salvageable, and 3 means a total loss. The economic damage of
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	clusters took place from June 2016 through harvest. We evaluated the clusters when the grape clusters were notready to be harvested and when they were ready to be harvested.
	clusters took place from June 2016 through harvest. We evaluated the clusters when the grape clusters were notready to be harvested and when they were ready to be harvested.
	Figure
	Figure 2.Applying Movento®.
	Taking into consideration all the sample areas, approximately 600 vines were sampled for mealybug counts andfor cluster evaluation. Together, the treated vineyards include several factors that could be affecting the pesticideefficiency, such as the age of the vineyards, irrigation type, commodity (table, raisin, and wine grapes), thepresence of a girdle, and geographical area.
	Much of the data remains to be analyzed, especially the late season (just before harvest) and post-harvest spraysthat will need additional sampling in spring and summer 2017 to determine treatment impact. Moreover, in ourcommercial fields the overall density of the mealybug was very low, making treatment comparisons difficult. Oneclear result was that vines sprayed with Movento® in May (the recommended standard treatment would be eightounces in April or May) had less fruit damage compared to the untreated a
	We have yet to analyze the post-harvest treatments, but by the end of the season vines treated from mid- to late-May had fewer vine mealybugs compared to untreated vines; however, there was no significant differencebetween May and mid-July treatments (Figure 4). These results indicate that the metabolites of Movento® aremoving through the vine and killing mealybugs even in the pre-harvest application treatment, but the earliertreatments are killing the mealybugs before they get into the fruit.
	In our bioassay studies the low number of mealybugs found in all the monitoring sites and the low constantdamage recorded suggest that visual counts and cluster damage evaluation alone were not sufficient tools toevaluate details of the vine mealybug population’s response to pesticide applications. One problem is theirclumped distribution in the host plant, which requires a great number of samples to get an accurate estimate ofpopulation response. There was also a repeated issue of grower overspray on the c
	Data from the Napa Valley and Lodi Woodbridge vineyards has not yet been analyzed.
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	Figure 3.In the sampled San Joaquin Valley vineyards, results show that the May treatment (farmer standardtreatment) had significantly less fruit damage than the control or pre-harvest (mid-July) treatment, as would beexpected (the smaller graph includes “0 - no damage” fruit and is included to show that more than 90% of all fruitwas clean across all treatments).
	Figure 3.In the sampled San Joaquin Valley vineyards, results show that the May treatment (farmer standardtreatment) had significantly less fruit damage than the control or pre-harvest (mid-July) treatment, as would beexpected (the smaller graph includes “0 - no damage” fruit and is included to show that more than 90% of all fruitwas clean across all treatments).
	In the San Joaquin Valley vine treatments, what is interesting is that while there was more fruit damage in the pre-harvest treatment, there was some reduction in the number of adult vine mealybugs as compared to the control.Figure 4shows the average number of nymphs, adults, and ovisacs on vines treated in mid- late-May (farmerstandard treatment), pre-harvest, and a no-spray control. There was significant difference between the mid-Mayand pre-harvest (mid-July) treatments in total numbers of mealybugs duri
	60
	Figure 4.Average number of nymphs, adults, and ovisacs on vines treated in mid- late-May (farmerstandard treatment), pre-harvest, and a no-spray control.
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	Objective 2. HPLC to follow the movement of systemic insecticides.
	Objective 2. HPLC to follow the movement of systemic insecticides.
	To study how the pesticide Movento® moves through the vines the pesticide uptake and movement of keymetabolites in the plant was followed by means of high pressure liquid chromatograph (HPLC) methodology. Tobetter understand our purpose a description of how Movento® works to kill mealybugs is needed. Spirotetramat issprayed onto the leaves, where it has translaminar activity and gets absorbed. It is not the spirotetramat thatprimarily kills the mealybug, but the first breakdown product or metabolite called 
	Figure
	Figure 5.Breakdown products and metabolites of spirotetramat (from Bayer CropScience).
	We used the HPLC to obtain the concentration of the active ingredient of Movento® (spirotetramat) and its threeprimary metabolites (spirotetramat-enol) and enol-glycoside and ketohydroxy (the latter two metabolites are notactive against mealybugs as far as we know). To analyze the quantity of spirotetramat, enol, and other metabolitesin leaves, the extraction method “QuEChERS” (Quick Easy Cheap Effective Rugged Safe) was followed. This
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	methodology allows the preparation and analyses of several samples at one time and provides extracts of severalstructurally different substances with good efficiencies.
	methodology allows the preparation and analyses of several samples at one time and provides extracts of severalstructurally different substances with good efficiencies.
	We are currently adapting this QuEChERS extraction methodology to our samples to achieve the most trustfulresults. Adapting this method includes trying different solvents and mobile phases to clean and extract the desiredcompounds and testing various elution times. Afterwards the obtained results are compared to a standard curve forthe desired compound (Figures 6and7). In this process, the most appropriate and reproducible cleaning andextraction process was determined for leaves, canes, and roots. We are st
	Figure
	0
	Figure 6.Example of known“standards” of spirotetramat-enol(SPTA-enol) and spirotetramat (SPTA) elution time. Thesecompounds were eluted at 6.14 minutes and 27 minutes,respectively, and are compared with vine tissue samples.
	Figure 7.Example of a leaf sample processed byHPLCshowing a peak that eluted at 6.14 minutes,matching the standard for SPTA-enol (seeFigure 5)and indicating its presence in the sampled leaf.
	Our analyzed samples are collected in association with our field bioassays. After counting mealybugs (seebioassay above), the following five portions of the vine were sampled for living tissue: leaves and petiole, trunkabove and below the girdle, cane, and arm. If girdle is not applicable, samples from the bottom and middle part ofthe trunk were taken. If arm is not applicable, an upper part of the trunk was sampled. This fresh tissue samplingeffort in 2016 resulted in approximately 6,000 samples being coll
	Results from leaf tissue analyses show that spirotetramat is quickly converted into enol (remember that enol is themetabolite responsible for killing the mealybugs), and a portion of the enol is also rapidly converted to enol-glucoside (we found this within five hours after spraying) (Figure 8). Note that the Y-axis is using a log scale sothere are great differences in the amounts of metabolites. Most important was that some spirotetramat and enolwas found in the leaf tissue up to 184 days after treatment. 
	When looking closer at the amount of spirotetramat and enol in leaf tissue over the sampling period it’s clear thatthe amount of spirotetramat is reduced quickly, from about 100 parts per billion (ppb) five hours after spray toabout 40 ppb after one to three days, and less than five ppb after one month (Figure 9A). There is not a
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	corresponding increase in enol, which is lower than spirotetramat initially but shows a more stable presenceduring the five-month sampling period (around 20 ppb;Figure 9B). Note that on two sample dates (1 and 110days) we did not detect any enol; this analysis will be repeated with stored samples to determine if this unusualfinding (especially at one day) was a data entry error. What is needed now is a field bioassay on the amount ofenol in the plant that is toxic to mealybugs, and for how long the mealybug
	corresponding increase in enol, which is lower than spirotetramat initially but shows a more stable presenceduring the five-month sampling period (around 20 ppb;Figure 9B). Note that on two sample dates (1 and 110days) we did not detect any enol; this analysis will be repeated with stored samples to determine if this unusualfinding (especially at one day) was a data entry error. What is needed now is a field bioassay on the amount ofenol in the plant that is toxic to mealybugs, and for how long the mealybug
	Figure 8.Mean concentration (parts per billion) of spirotetramat and three of its metabolite in leafsamples from five hours after spray to five months after spray.
	Figure 9.Spirotetramat (A) and Enol (B) content in samples leaves (in parts per billion) at different time after beingtreated with a label rate (8 oz per acre) of Movento® in May.
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	Our initial results from the trunk tissue analyses show that spirotetramat is found soon after spray application inthe bark tissue. Here we looked at samples from six to seven days after spraying, and it was found 37 days later aswell (Figure 10). In these samples the enol (the primary mealybug killing metabolite) was not found, whereasenol-glucoside and ketohydroxy were found after six days of spraying. These are preliminary results because onlya relatively few bark samples (n = 70) have been processed, an
	Our initial results from the trunk tissue analyses show that spirotetramat is found soon after spray application inthe bark tissue. Here we looked at samples from six to seven days after spraying, and it was found 37 days later aswell (Figure 10). In these samples the enol (the primary mealybug killing metabolite) was not found, whereasenol-glucoside and ketohydroxy were found after six days of spraying. These are preliminary results because onlya relatively few bark samples (n = 70) have been processed, an
	Figure 10.Mean concentration (ppb) of spirotetramat and three of its metabolite in leaf samples from six toseven and 37 days after Movento® was applied to the leaves at label rate (eight ounces per acre).
	Temperature development of vine mealybug.
	These data have not yet been analyzed.
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	ABSTRACT
	Brown marmorated stink bug (Halyomorpha halys; BMSB) was found in increasing numbers in vineyards inOregon from 2013 to 2016. In California, BMSB was found in areas closely bordering vineyards, but not in anyvineyards to date. Temperatures above and below feeding thresholds (Low = 6°C, High = 26°C)result incessation of feeding. Older life stages such as adults were found to result in a significant increase in feedingdamage on winegrape berries. The feeding activity in relation to berry quality parameters is
	INTRODUCTION
	Brown marmorated stink bug (Halyomorpha halys;BMSB) is becoming increasingly prevalent in Oregon and israpidly becoming an economic concern for western vineyards (Oregon Department of Agriculture, 2011; Wimanet al., 2014a). This pest can feed on vegetative tissues, grapes, and can potentially cause contamination of thecrop, leading to wine quality losses. Studies funded by a USDA Specialty Crop Research Initiative (SCRI)Coordinated Agricultural Project (CAP) grant confirmed spread and increased population l
	Immature and adult BMSB feed on reproductive plant structures such as fruits, and they may also feed onvegetative tissues such as leaves and stems, sometimes piercing through bark (Martinson et al., 2013). Fruitfeeding by adult BMSB may cause direct crop loss due to berry necrosis. Berry feeding may also result insecondary pathogen infection and provide entry points for spoilage bacteria. Vectoring and facilitation ofpathogen proliferation by BMSB is not unrealistic because true bugs (Heteroptera) such as B
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	BMSB can develop on a wide range of host crops, meaning that it can find refuge or reproduce on non-crop hostsand then spread to cultivated crops such as wine grapes (Nielsen et al., 2008; Nielsen and Hamilton, 2009; Leskeyet al., 2012a; 2012b; Pfeiffer et al.; 2012). However, unlike other pentatomids, BMSB are also capable ofcompleting development on crop plants. As a result, crop damage from nymphs is more common than it is forother stink bugs. In the Willamette Valley, wine grapes are among the last crop
	BMSB can develop on a wide range of host crops, meaning that it can find refuge or reproduce on non-crop hostsand then spread to cultivated crops such as wine grapes (Nielsen et al., 2008; Nielsen and Hamilton, 2009; Leskeyet al., 2012a; 2012b; Pfeiffer et al.; 2012). However, unlike other pentatomids, BMSB are also capable ofcompleting development on crop plants. As a result, crop damage from nymphs is more common than it is forother stink bugs. In the Willamette Valley, wine grapes are among the last crop
	Contamination of grape clusters by BMSB at harvest is a major concern. Adult BMSB have been observed tolodge themselves between the grapes during harvest. Other researchers are evaluating physical removal of BMSBfrom clusters, as well as removal by chemical cleanup sprays, blowers, and electronic sorters. However, someBMSB may remain in grape clusters and release defensive compounds during processing, causing taint in finishedwine (E. Tomasino, pers. comm.). These taints are persistent, and may result in ma
	As in Oregon, many important wine grape growing regions of California are in close proximity to major urbancenters where BMSB populations tend to increase and become sources for further spread. Little is known aboutBMSB seasonal phenology, voltinism, and distribution in these environments. Oregon research has documentedrapid colonization and significant increases in populations between seasons, in part because two full generationsof BMSB are occurring (Wiman, unpublished). In Oregon, BMSB has dispersed from
	Feeding intensity of different life stages of BMSB in vineyards has not been fully determined. To date, moststudies have focused on adults, even though nymphs are potentially more damaging. When BMSB egg masses arelaid in vineyards the nymphs are more confined to feeding on the vines than the adults, which may fly back andforth between vineyards and borders. Thus, the feeding damage from nymphs may be more concentrated as thenymphs disperse from egg masses to feed on the host plant. No information is availa
	This study will help determine the potential for BMSB to cause direct damage to wine grape crops, as well asindirect damage through facilitation and vectoring of spoilage bacteria or vine diseases. Controlled damagestudies to assess direct feeding damage by BMSB have been conducted in Oregon (Oregon State University), andNew Jersey (Rutgers). These studies showed an increasing number of stylet sheaths in grape berries as thenumbers of BMSB test populations increased. Increased numbers of stylet sheaths were
	OBJECTIVES
	1.Survey key Oregon and California viticulture areas for BMSB presence.
	1.Survey key Oregon and California viticulture areas for BMSB presence.
	2.Determine BMSB temperature-related field feeding intensity, impact, and regional risk index.
	3.Provide Extension for identification, distribution, and importance of BMSB in western vineyards.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Survey key Oregon and California viticulture areas for BMSB presence.
	Methods.Surveys focused on high-risk regions containing vineyards and wineries in close proximity to hightraffic areas such as highways, urban centers, throughways, and railroad lines. Initial beat sheet sampling in theaforementioned areas and in California included Sonoma, Napa, and Lodi. Pheromone-baited pyramid traps
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	(Khrimian et al., 2014) were used in conjunction with monitoring using beat sheets. The BMSB pheromone trapswere placed in the center of each row selected for beat sheet sampling. BMSB were additionally sampled fromstudy vineyards using beat sheet sampling every two weeks, starting in August, from two rows, once on thevineyard edge and once in the center of the same block. Our goal was to start surveys of California vineyardregions before the reported movement of BMSB into commercial vineyards. The vineyard
	(Khrimian et al., 2014) were used in conjunction with monitoring using beat sheets. The BMSB pheromone trapswere placed in the center of each row selected for beat sheet sampling. BMSB were additionally sampled fromstudy vineyards using beat sheet sampling every two weeks, starting in August, from two rows, once on thevineyard edge and once in the center of the same block. Our goal was to start surveys of California vineyardregions before the reported movement of BMSB into commercial vineyards. The vineyard
	Sampling in Oregon included seven vineyards in the northern Willamette Valley. There were no clear differencesbetween sampling sites, and data from all vineyards were pooled for the respective seasons. Work in Oregon iscurrently being completed for the 2016 season. This was the fourth year of sampling in these vineyards and data ispresented as BMSB per pyramid trap over a two-week period (Figure 1;2016 data not shown).
	Figure
	Figure 1.Number of BMSB per trap (seven traps) per two-week period in the northern Willamette Valley, Oregon,during 2013-2015.
	Results.In all of the seven locations, BMSB was found in low numbers during the early part of summer inOregon. The number of BMSB increased to ca. 30 BMSB per trap per two-week period during September throughOctober of 2014 and 2015. The total cumulative number of BMSB trapped per trap during the whole periodincreased from 34 (2013) to 101 (2015) BMSB per trap collected during the respective seasons. Data collection
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	for 2016 is not yet complete for the Oregon trial sites. Preliminary information from 2016 data indicates similarpopulation trends to that of 2015.
	for 2016 is not yet complete for the Oregon trial sites. Preliminary information from 2016 data indicates similarpopulation trends to that of 2015.
	In California, at the UC Berkeley lab (Daane Laboratory) starting in October 2015 we began monitoring the farmsand gardens by utilizing traps containing aggregation pheromones as well as sweep net collections of thelandscape. In Fresno County we have sampled five farming operations, each about three to seven acres in size.Sampling consisted of utilizing a d-vac to collect insects from three different crops (eggplant, long beans, peppers,tomatoes, peas, bitter melon, or squash) at each site every other week.
	UC Davis (Zalom Laboratory) BMSB sampling was initiated in fall 2015 by making visual observations andcollections of stink bugs from community gardens and vineyards in Sacramento, Yolo, San Joaquin, and Amadorcounties. BMSB have previously been captured in the cities of Sacramento, Davis (Yolo County), and Stockton(San Joaquin County), but none have been captured in agricultural situations to date. We continued moreintensive sampling of community gardens in Sacramento and Davis, and have also sampled commun
	Objective 2. Determine BMSB temperature-related field feeding intensity, impact, and regional risk index.Methods - Feeding intensity.In Oregon, we deployed portable electronic feeding monitors (Wiman et al.,2014b) during 2016 in order to determine in-vineyard feeding intensity. Portable feeding monitors consisting ofan open circuit enclosed onto a section of the grapevine will be located within 20 meters of the pheromone traps.Four electronic feeding monitors were placed in each of the two rows in a partial
	Results.Data from this work showed clear feeding activity patterns on a daily basis (Figures 2aand2b) with adecrease in feeding at temperatures below and above 6°C and 26°C, respectively. These data support theestimated lower (3°C- 6°C) and upper (26°C- 29°C) threshold ranges of temperature-related feeding activity ofBMSB (Wiman et al 2014).
	Feeding impact.Feeding exclusion sleeves (48.0 cm x 39.5 cm, Premier Paint Roller, Richmond Hill, NY, item60597) were placed over wine grape clusters in a commercial vineyard with known BMSB infestation in thenorthern Willamette Valley. The trial was maintained for a four and three-week period, respectively, fromAugust 21 to September 21, 2015, and August 22 to September 21, 2016. There were four treatments: 1)noBMSB; 2) a partial egg mass with 10 hatching eggs; 3) three BMSB nymphs; 4) three adult BMSB. Al
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	experimental period, all clusters were removed and taken to the laboratory for further inspection. Feeding activityof BMSB was determined by counting the number of stylet sheaths per berry at the end of the exposure period.Additional key quality parameters were determined, including berry weight, pH, sugar, raisining, cracking andpresence or absence of spoilage bacteria or fungi such asBotrytisusing the slip-skin method (Crisosto et al.,2002). These data, together with weather data (five data-loggers per vi
	experimental period, all clusters were removed and taken to the laboratory for further inspection. Feeding activityof BMSB was determined by counting the number of stylet sheaths per berry at the end of the exposure period.Additional key quality parameters were determined, including berry weight, pH, sugar, raisining, cracking andpresence or absence of spoilage bacteria or fungi such asBotrytisusing the slip-skin method (Crisosto et al.,2002). These data, together with weather data (five data-loggers per vi
	Figure
	Figure 2.Adult BMSB feeding activity on Pinot noir winegrapes during cool (a) and warm (b) days in Corvallis,Oregon during 2016 using electric feeding monitors (adapted from Wiman et al., 2014b).
	Results.During 2015 there were significantly higher temperatures recorded in locations that received highertemperature exposure levels compared to 2016 (Figures 3aand3b). Mean temperatures ranged from 12.3°C-23.8°C during the experimental periods. Temperatures ranged from 23.5°C- 28.2°Con days when there was fullsun exposure to virtually indistinguishable on cloudy days. These trends were, however, not found during 2016where the mean sunny (18.0°C) and shady (18.4°C) regimes were statistically similar (F2, 
	Figure
	Figure 3a.Mean daily-recorded temperatures from each of shady and sun-exposed locations on Pinot noir precedingthe harvest period on vines in Corvallis, Oregon during 2015 and 2016.
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	Part
	Figure
	Figure 3b.Mean temperatures recorded in each of two sun-exposed locations on Pinot noir vinesin Corvallis, Oregon during 2015 for a one-month period. Different letters indicate significantlydifferent temperatures.
	During 2015 there were significantly higher levels of stylet sheaths between sunny and shady locations in vines(F1, 4074= 45.079, p<0.01;Figure 4), and there were higher levels of stylet sheaths in treatments with adultscompared to immature BMSB life stages. Feeding activity of BMSB still needs to be determined for 2016, but thetrends found during 2015 appeared consistent with those found during 2016.
	Figure
	Figure 4.Number of stylet sheaths per berry on Pinot noir in Corvallis, Oregon during 2015. Barswith no, one, and two asterisks (*) are significantly different from other bars.
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	In order to determine if there were differences in BMSB feeding days (insect-days, Ruppel, 1983) between sunny and shaded locations during 2015 we determined the mortality rates over the four-week period of the feeding trial. There were, however, no clear differences in cumulative mortality rates between locations where BMSB were placed on vines. For 2015, the winegrape quality parameters (Tables 1 and 2) showed statistically lower berry and cluster weights, lower berry diameter, less berries per cluster, a
	Table 1. Mean berry characteristics of Pinot noir grapes and BMSB feeding activity (±SE) for temperature regimes (N = 40) and life stage treatments (N = 20) during 2015 in Corvallis, Oregon. 
	Group 
	Group 
	Group 
	Berry Weight (Grams) 
	Cluster Weight (Grams) 
	Berry Diameter (mm) 
	Berries/ Cluster 
	Stylet Sheaths/ Berry 
	°Brix 

	Shady 
	Shady 
	1.3±0.03a 
	90.0±4.9a 
	12.1±0.1a 
	72.4±3.9a 
	6.8±3.0b 
	21.6±0.04a 

	Sunny 
	Sunny 
	1.1±0.03b 
	56.7±4.9b 
	11.6±0.1b 
	50.2±3.9b 
	12.8±3.0a 
	22.0±0.04a 

	Control 
	Control 
	1.2±0.005a 
	75.9±5.8a 
	-
	-
	0.009±0.006b 
	21.5±0.3a 

	Eggs 
	Eggs 
	1.1±0.002a 
	69.7±6.5a 
	-
	-
	0.047±0.012b 
	22.0±0.3a 

	Nymphs 
	Nymphs 
	1.2±0.003a 
	80.8±9.2a 
	-
	-
	0.060±0.018b 
	21.6±0.2a 

	Adults 
	Adults 
	1.2±0.013a 
	67.1±9.4a 
	-
	-
	0.781±0.177a 
	22.1±0.5a 


	Table 2. Mean grape berry characteristics of Pinot noir and BMSB feeding activity (±SE) for temperature regimes and life stage treatments (N = 10) during 2015 in Corvallis, Oregon. 
	Treatment 
	Treatment 
	Treatment 
	Cluster Weight (Grams) 
	Stylet Sheaths/ Berry 
	°Brix 

	Shady Control 
	Shady Control 
	87.1±5.2a 
	0.013±0.013c 
	21.3±0.4a 

	Shady Egg 
	Shady Egg 
	89.0±6.3a 
	0.028±0.012c 
	22.2±0.5a 

	Shady Nymph 
	Shady Nymph 
	94.0±14.4a 
	0.072±0.031c 
	21.9±0.2a 

	Shady Adult 
	Shady Adult 
	89.9±14.6a 
	0.335±0.092b 
	21.1±0.6a 

	Sunny Control 
	Sunny Control 
	64.8±9.4a 
	0.006±0.004c 
	21.7±0.5a 

	Sunny Egg 
	Sunny Egg 
	50.3±7.4a 
	0.066±0.200c 
	21.9±0.5a 

	Sunny Nymph 
	Sunny Nymph 
	67.6±10.5a 
	0.047±0.018c 
	21.3±0.4a 

	Sunny Adult 
	Sunny Adult 
	44.3±6.8a 
	1.226±0.282a 
	23.0±0.5a 


	BMSB feeding was correlated based on BMSB life stage and temperature (Ruppel, 1983). For life stages, a factor of 1 was attributed to control treatments, 5.22 for eggs, 6.67 for nymphs, and 86.78 for adults. These factors were obtained by dividing the number of stylet sheaths found for each life stage by the number of stylet sheaths found in the control treatments (0.009) over the two seasons. We assume, based on the electronic feeding monitors, that no stylet sheaths are found in situations where temperatu
	Table 3.BMSB feeding factor based on life stage, and number of Degree-Days/day (DD/day). BMSBfeeding activity was acquired using an electronic feeding monitor as well as over two seasons on Pinot noirduring 2015 and 2016 in Corvallis, Oregon.
	Table 3.BMSB feeding factor based on life stage, and number of Degree-Days/day (DD/day). BMSBfeeding activity was acquired using an electronic feeding monitor as well as over two seasons on Pinot noirduring 2015 and 2016 in Corvallis, Oregon.
	BMSB lifestage
	BMSB lifestage
	BMSB lifestage
	Year
	Temperatureregime
	NumericalBMSB lifestage factor
	DD/day
	Feedingfactor

	None
	None
	2015
	Shady
	1
	7.07
	7.07

	None
	None
	2015
	Sunny
	1
	10.03
	10.03

	None
	None
	2016
	Shady
	1
	7.115
	7.115

	None
	None
	2016
	Sunny
	1
	8.59
	8.59

	Eggs
	Eggs
	2015
	Shady
	5.22
	7.07
	36.9054

	Eggs
	Eggs
	2015
	Sunny
	5.22
	10.03
	52.3566

	Eggs
	Eggs
	2016
	Shady
	5.22
	7.115
	37.1403

	Eggs
	Eggs
	2016
	Sunny
	5.22
	8.59
	44.8398

	Nymphs
	Nymphs
	2015
	Shady
	6.67
	7.07
	47.1569

	Nymphs
	Nymphs
	2015
	Sunny
	6.67
	10.03
	66.9001

	Nymphs
	Nymphs
	2016
	Shady
	6.67
	7.115
	47.45705

	Nymphs
	Nymphs
	2016
	Sunny
	6.67
	8.59
	57.2953

	Adults
	Adults
	Feedingmonitor
	Cold
	86.78
	0
	0

	Adults
	Adults
	2015
	Shady
	86.78
	7.07
	613.5346

	Adults
	Adults
	2015
	Sunny
	86.78
	10.03
	870.4034

	Adults
	Adults
	2016
	Shady
	86.78
	7.115
	617.4397

	Adults
	Adults
	2016
	Sunny
	86.78
	8.59
	745.4402

	Adults
	Adults
	Feeding
	Feeding
	Monitor

	Hot 1
	86.78
	10.88
	944.1664

	Adults
	Adults
	Feeding
	Feeding
	Monitor

	Hot 2
	86.78
	12.33
	1069.9974


	For the BMSB feeding correlation, the regression of stylet sheaths/berry on the feeding factor resulted in asignificant fit using the function y = (0.0000089)*x*(x-(143.717))*((1028.8)-x)*exp(1/(-0.12867) (R2= 0.71;F= 6.33; df = 1, 4;p< 0.003,Figure 5).
	Figure
	Figure 5.BMSB stylet sheaths per berry over feeding factor. The feeding factor was estimatedbased on life stage and number of Degree-Days/day (DD/day). BMSB feeding activity was acquiredusing an electronic feeding monitor during 2016 and also on Pinot noir wine grapes during 2015 and2016 in Corvallis, Oregon.
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	Objective 3. Provide Extension for identification, distribution, and importance of BMSB in westernvineyards.
	Objective 3. Provide Extension for identification, distribution, and importance of BMSB in westernvineyards.
	Methods.Because BMSB may first be seen in small organic gardens and ornamental trees we also beganoutreach to or surveys of small organic farms (Napa and Sonoma counties) and Southeast Asian vegetable farms(Fresno County). In the north coast region we have partnered with Master Gardener groups in Napa and Sonomacounties to gain access to home gardens in which we may find desirable host source plants. Additionally, contactshave been made, in partnership with the Napa Agricultural Commissioner, allowing us ac
	Results.In Oregon we presented results of earlier and work for this grant to growers in five locations:McMinnville, Oregon (63 attendees); Milton Freewater, Oregon (30 attendees); Roseburg, Oregon (50 attendees);Medford, Oregon; (48 attendees); and Rickreal, Oregon (211 attendees). Several extension meetings were held inthe San Joaquin Valley and coastal winegrape regions as represented by the sampled regions mentioned above.
	CONCLUSIONS
	In California’s north coast wine grape region, Lodi-Woodbridge wine grape region, and San Joaquin Valley(Fresno County) vineyards and small vegetable farms, no BMSB were found. While this is only the initial study,BMSB have been found in the Lodi-Woodbridge region in ornamental trees, but have yet to be found near thevineyards sampled. During 2016 there was a report of BMSB found in Napa in a home garden. In Oregon, BMSBwere found in increasing numbers from 2013 to 2016 (2016 data not shown) in each of the 
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	ABSTRACT
	Grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) is a newly identified vineyard pathogen causing vine damagesimilar to other grape leafroll diseases (GLDs). There has been some initial laboratory evidence that leafhoppersare potential vectors of GRBaV; however, there have been mixed reports of possible vector-borne movement invineyards. Our goal is to identify and test potential vectors to provide concrete evidence that organisms can orcannot move GRBaV among vines. This work must be completed to develop a con
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) is a newly identified vineyard pathogen causing vine damagesimilar to other grape leafroll diseases (GLDs). There has been some initial laboratory evidence that leafhoppersare potential vectors of GRBaV; however, there have been mixed reports of possible vector-borne movement invineyards and recent work at UC Davis identified an insect called a treehopper as a likely vector. Our goal is toidentify and test potential vectors to provide concrete evidence that orga
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	INTRODUCTION
	INTRODUCTION
	In 2006 an increase in grapevine leafroll disease (GLD) and vines with “red leaf” symptoms was observed bygrowers in vineyards located within the Napa Valley, California. Symptoms were also observed at the OakvilleExperimental Vineyard (OEV) by Jim Wolpert (UC Davis Viticulture Extension Specialist), Ed Weber (formerUC Cooperative Extension Viticulture Farm Advisor), and Mike Anderson (UC Davis Staff Research Associate).Tissue samples were collected from symptomatic vines and tested by commercial laboratori
	The increasing awareness of blocks containing vines with grapevine leafroll disease symptoms, primarily in Napaand Sonoma counties, but testing negative for grapevine leafroll-associated viruses resulted in a renewed focus onvirus species and strains causing GLD. New GLRaV-3 strains have been discovered (e.g., Sharma et al., 2011);however, this did not fully explain all of the observed symptomatic vines. In 2010, next generation sequencinganalyses identified a new pathogen (Al Rwahnih et al., 2013). Soon af
	This project focuses on possible vectors of GRBaV. Multiple viruses in the Geminiviridae are insect transmissible(Ghanim et al., 2007; Chen and Gilbertson, 2009; Cilia et al., 2012), and there has been some initial evidence thatleafhoppers may transmit GRBaV (Poojari et al., 2013) and better evidence that a membracid may transmit thepathogen (Bahder et al., 2016). However, there has been mixed evidence of GRBaV field spread in associationwith leafhoppers. Concern for the spread of GRBaV led to an off-cycle 
	Our goal is to test potential vectors to provide concrete evidence that organisms can or cannot move GRBaVamong vines. Determining field epidemiology of GRBaV is critical in the development of a control program,whether the pathogen is moved via infected nursery material, mechanically, or, as with the focus of this study, bya vector. There are ample California vineyard sites where the pathogen is present but does not appear to havemoved from infected vines over a period of many years, but in a few vineyards 
	Our proposed work will screen all common vineyard arthropods as well as the “long shots” that are potentialGRBaV vectors, thereby providing the proper target for control.Table 1provides a partial list of the commonvineyard insect species that should be screened as potential vectors of GRBaV, based on their incidence anddistribution in California vineyards.
	Once tested organisms are either identified as vectors or our work shows that they are either not vectors or thatthey are so inefficient that spray programs are not needed, this information will be disseminated to farmers, PestControl Advisors, and extension personnel, thereby having a practical, direct, and immediate impact on controldecisions to “spray or not to spray.”
	OBJECTIVES
	The overall objective is to screen potential vectors for their ability to acquire and transmit grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) and, if a vector is discovered, to determine vector efficiency. Objectives for thisresearch program are as follows:
	1.Screen common vineyard insects and mites as potential vectors of GRBaV.
	1.Screen common vineyard insects and mites as potential vectors of GRBaV.
	2.Screen uncommon organisms that feed on vines as potential vectors of GRBaV.
	3.Follow disease progression in established vineyard plots to collect preliminary data on field epidemiology.
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	Table 1.Arthropods targeted for GRBaV tests
	Table 1.Arthropods targeted for GRBaV tests
	Common name
	Common name
	Common name
	Scientific Name
	Common Distribution

	western grape leafhopper
	western grape leafhopper
	Erythroneura elegantula
	North Coast (north of Tehachapi Mtns.)

	variegated leafhopper
	variegated leafhopper
	Erythroneura variabilis
	Central Valley (San Joaquin Co. to So. Cal.)

	Virginia creeper leafhopper
	Virginia creeper leafhopper
	Erythroneura ziczac
	Northern CA

	potato leafhopper
	potato leafhopper
	Empoascasp.
	Sporadic vineyard populations

	vine mealybug
	vine mealybug
	Planococcus ficus
	California vineyards

	grape mealybug
	grape mealybug
	Pseudococcus maritimus
	North Coast and San Joaquin Valley

	obscure mealybug
	obscure mealybug
	Pseudococcus viburni
	Central and North Coast

	blue-green sharpshooter
	blue-green sharpshooter
	Graphocephala atropunctata
	NorthernCA

	European fruit lecanium scale
	European fruit lecanium scale
	Parthenolecanium corni
	North Coast

	grape phylloxera
	grape phylloxera
	Daktulosphaira vitifoliae
	North Coast, Sacramento Delta, Foothills

	grape whitefly
	grape whitefly
	Trialeurodes vittatas
	California

	mites
	mites
	Tetranychus spp.
	California


	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Objective 1. Screen common vineyard insects and mites as potential vectors of GRBaV.2013-2014: Initial transmission trials with potted vines.
	In 2013 and 2014 we prioritized the screening of leafhoppers (western grape leafhopper and Virginia creeperleafhopper), grape whitefly, mealybugs (vine mealybug and grape mealybug), and blue-green sharpshooterbecause of the published work by Poojari et al. (2013), their prevalence in California vineyards, and/or theirphloem feeding (this category of viruses [Geminiviridae] are phloem-limited, although the biology and ecology ofGRBaV is not fully understood).
	In both years, canes were collected from Cabernet Sauvignon (clone 6) and Cabernet Franc (clone 04) vines invineyard blocks where vines are known to have tested positive for GRBaV and negative for all known GLRaVsand other known grapevine viruses. PCR test results for these vines were made and canes negative for all virusesexcept GRBaV and rupestris stem pitting (RSP) (UC Berkeley and Foundation Plant Services test results) weretransferred to UC Berkeley Oxford Tract Greenhouse and established in pots on a 
	Initial tests were conducted using the most mobile stages of key species, including adults of theErythroneura(leafhopper) species and the grape whitefly, and crawlers of vine mealybug and grape phylloxera. We employedstandard transmission protocols to evaluate the potential of these insects to transmit GRBaV, as has recently beendone for GLRaVs (Tsai et al., 2008; Tsai et al., 2011) and Pierce’s disease (Almeida and Purcell, 2003 a, b). Weused a standard Acquisition Access Period (AAP) and Inoculation Acces
	Results from the 2013/2014 trials have not indicated that any of these insects (i.e., leafhoppers [western grapeleafhopper and Virginia creeper leafhopper], grape whitefly, mealybugs [vine mealybug and grape mealybug],and blue-green sharpshooter are capable of transmitting GRBaV to uninfected grapevines. Inoculated vines fromthese trials are being held for a two-year period, during which petioles are tested for GRBaV every four months
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	and vines are visually evaluated for symptoms every fall. All insects that fed on infected plant material in thesetrials have tested negative as well. That said, we have recently begun to redesign our insect testing procedures inorder to improve the sensitivity and accuracy of these laboratory tests. Insects from the 2013/2014 trials are beingre-tested using new protocols that have been developed and verified.
	and vines are visually evaluated for symptoms every fall. All insects that fed on infected plant material in thesetrials have tested negative as well. That said, we have recently begun to redesign our insect testing procedures inorder to improve the sensitivity and accuracy of these laboratory tests. Insects from the 2013/2014 trials are beingre-tested using new protocols that have been developed and verified.
	2015 – Improved “bouquet” transmission trials.
	2015 – Improved “bouquet” transmission trials.

	In 2015 and 2016 protocols for these transmission experiments were modified due to concerns about(a) potentially low virus titer levels in the potted vines grown from cuttings of GRBaV-positive vines at vineyardfield sites, and (b) the small number of insects per trial. Our concern is that candidate vector ability to transmitGRBaV is confounded by low titer levels in the GRBaV-positive vines used in previous trials and/or inadequateinsect sample size.
	The new approach involves using “bouquets” of mature grape leaves collected from GRBaV-positive vines atvineyard field sites that were not sprayed with insecticides. Each bouquet consists of ten mature grape leaves heldin a 16-ounce plastic container that contains moist perlite. Ten leaves were collected from each of ten GRBaV-positive vines (nodes one to five) in an established vineyard in Napa County (100 leaves total). Each bouquetconsisted of one leaf from each of the ten vines, totaling ten leaves per 
	Since July 2015 we have completed trials using the bouquets with Virginia creeper leafhopper adults, vinemealybug crawlers, and foliar-form grape phylloxera crawlers. Due to concerns about bouquet degradation, theseexperiments used an AAP of 48 hours (two days) and an IAP of 72 hours (three days). Clip-cages (7 cm diameterx 2 cm height) were used to confine 10 insects/leaf to each bouquet (100 insects/bouquet). Bouquets with insectswere placed in a 61 x 61 x 61 cm BugDorm cage and there were a total of 10 r
	Bouquet experiments with grape phylloxera were initially unsuccessful due to their rejection of the bouquetmaterial. Following the 48 hour AAP it was observed that none of the phylloxera crawlers had settled on theleaves and instead were mostly desiccated inside the cages. As such, we reverted to the previous experimentalapproach utilizing potted vines that were confirmed to be GRBaV positive. This time, two-year-old GRBaV-positive vines were used in these trials to possibly provide vines having elevated vi
	Testing plant material for GRBaV.
	For all plant material, a standard DNA extraction protocol was used in order to extract DNA from grapevinepetioles potentially infected with red blotch disease (Sharma et al., 2011). Three petioles were randomly selectedfrom nodes one to five, and 0.1 g of tissue was macerated in 1.8 ml Grape ELISA grinding buffer in Mo-Bio
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	2.0 ml tough tube containing a Boca chrome steel ball bearing (Sharma et al., 2011). Using a Precellys 24 TissueHomogenizer at 6,500 Hz for two 10-second cycles with a 30-second intermission between cycles, the sampleswere centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13,200 rpm at 20C. One ml of the supernatant was pipetted into 1.5 mlEppendorf tubes and stored at -20C. After briefly vortexing, the DNA extracts were denatured prior toperforming qPCR; 8 uL of extract was denatured in 99 uL of GES Denaturing Buffer plus 1
	2.0 ml tough tube containing a Boca chrome steel ball bearing (Sharma et al., 2011). Using a Precellys 24 TissueHomogenizer at 6,500 Hz for two 10-second cycles with a 30-second intermission between cycles, the sampleswere centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13,200 rpm at 20C. One ml of the supernatant was pipetted into 1.5 mlEppendorf tubes and stored at -20C. After briefly vortexing, the DNA extracts were denatured prior toperforming qPCR; 8 uL of extract was denatured in 99 uL of GES Denaturing Buffer plus 1
	2.0 ml tough tube containing a Boca chrome steel ball bearing (Sharma et al., 2011). Using a Precellys 24 TissueHomogenizer at 6,500 Hz for two 10-second cycles with a 30-second intermission between cycles, the sampleswere centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13,200 rpm at 20C. One ml of the supernatant was pipetted into 1.5 mlEppendorf tubes and stored at -20C. After briefly vortexing, the DNA extracts were denatured prior toperforming qPCR; 8 uL of extract was denatured in 99 uL of GES Denaturing Buffer plus 1
	0.25 ul CXR reference dye, and eight ul water (Al Rwahnih et al., 2013). An Applied Biosystems qPCR machinewith 7500 Fast System SDS Software was used for qPCR and to analyze the results. Thermocycling conditionsinclude one cycle of 95C for two minutes; forty cycles of 95C for 15 seconds, 58C for one minute; and onecycle of 72C for 10 minutes, followed by a final dissociation cycle. The PCR product was analyzed by the 7500Fast System SDS Software, accounting for the Ct values, melting temperatures, and 

	Testing insects for GRBaV.
	All insects used in these studies were frozen (-80ºC) and later tested for GRBaV. The Qiagen DNeasy Blood andTissue Kit was used for extractions and the bench protocol was followed to prepare the insect samples for theQIAcube; 25 mg of insect were used for each extraction. The New England Biolabs Phusion High Fidelity kit wasused for PCR. For each sample, 10 µL 5x Phusion buffer, 1 µL of 10 mM dNTP, 2.5 µL of 10 uM forwardprimer, 2.5 µL of 10 uM reverse primer, 100 ng of DNA, and 0.5 µL of Phusion DNA polym
	Conclusion‒No transmission observed to date.
	We have evaluated a total of seven vector candidates: grape leafhopper, Virginia creeper leafhopper, grapewhitefly, vine mealybug, grape mealybug, blue-green sharpshooter, and foliar-form grape phylloxera.In 2015 and2016 we modified experimental protocols that were designed to overcome perceived limitations in previoustransmission experiments from 2013-2014. This led to the re-evaluation of two candidates, Virginia creeperleafhopper and vine mealybug, as well as evaluation of a new candidate, foliar-form gr
	To date, none of the candidate vectors have tested positive for GRBaV and no transmission has been observed,although testing of insect and plant material from these experiments is ongoing. In summer and fall 2016 we planto continue testing other candidate vectors listed in Table 1 as well as novel vectors identified from fieldcollections in objective 2 (see below).
	Objective 2. Screen uncommon organisms that feed on vines as potential vectors for GRBaV.Vineyard insect survey.
	We used the same methodologies described for objective 1 to screen lesser known vineyard organisms or unlikelyvectors. Insects were collected 1x/month from five established vineyards where movement of GRBaV has beenobserved or reported (assumed to have happened). Samples were collected from grapevines, groundcovers, andnon-crop vegetation in the surrounding landscape using a combination of sweep-nets (on groundcovers, fivesamples per site, 30 sweeps per sample) and a D-Vac type suction sampling machine (on 
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	Alconeurasp.,Colladonussp.,Empoascaspp.,Macrostelessp.,Osbornellussp.,Scaphytopiusspp., as well as thespeciesDeltocephalus fuscinervosus,Dikrella californica, andEuscelidius schenki. Other organisms includemembers of the families Acanaloniidae, Cixidae, Membracidae, Miridae, Lygaeidae, Psyllidae, and Tingidae.
	Alconeurasp.,Colladonussp.,Empoascaspp.,Macrostelessp.,Osbornellussp.,Scaphytopiusspp., as well as thespeciesDeltocephalus fuscinervosus,Dikrella californica, andEuscelidius schenki. Other organisms includemembers of the families Acanaloniidae, Cixidae, Membracidae, Miridae, Lygaeidae, Psyllidae, and Tingidae.
	Many novel insects have been collected from vineyard sites where movement of GRBaV is suspected, but to datenone have tested positive for GRBaV, although many specimens are still in the process of being tested, and asmentioned above, we are still in the process of refining our laboratory techniques to improve sensitivity ofdetection for insect material.
	Non-crop plant survey.
	As a complement to the insect collection and testing, plant material was also collected from non-crop vegetationand tested for GRBaV in order to identify plant species that serve as reservoirs of GRBaV outside of the vineyard.Plant material was sampled from maple (Acersp.), California buckeye(Aesculus californica), alder (Alnusrhombifolia), madrone (Arbutus menziesii), manzanita (Arctostaphylossp.), coyotebrush (Baccharispilularis),Oregon ash (Fraxinus latifolia), English ivy (Hedera helix), toyon (Heterome
	Vineyard insect and plant survey‒Preliminary findings.
	The insect and non-crop plant survey concluded in May 2016, marking one full year of monthly insect and plantsampling in five vineyards with suspected spread of GRBaV. As mentioned, testing of plant and insect material isongoing, but here we present some preliminary summaries of the data based on findings to date. In our surveys,the only non-crop plant species to test positive for GRBaV has been wild grape (V. californicaxV. vinifera),indicating a potential role of this plant in the spread of GRBaV into com
	Evaluating insect community overlap between wild and wine grape could help identify novel insect vectors ofGRBaV. Organisms that were found on both wild and wine grape include aphids, Berytidae,Chrysoperlasp.,Coleoptera,Deltocephalusfuscinervosus, Diptera,Empoascaspp., western grape leafhopper, variegatedleafhopper, Formicidae, Galerucinae, parasitic Aprocrita, Lepidoptera, Lygaeidae, three-cornered alfalfa hopper(Spissistilus festinus), Miridae,Oriussp., Psocoptera, Psyllidae,Scaphytopiusspp., spiders, Thy
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	Table 2.Arthropod community on wild grapes and cultivated wine grapes. Data shows mean annual abundance persample ± SEM and percentage of total arthropods found on the plant.
	Table 2.Arthropod community on wild grapes and cultivated wine grapes. Data shows mean annual abundance persample ± SEM and percentage of total arthropods found on the plant.
	Order
	Order
	Order
	Order
	Family
	Genus/Species
	Wild Grape
	Wine Grape


	Abundance
	Abundance
	Abundance
	%
	Abundance
	%

	Araneae
	Araneae
	0.39 ±0.12
	6%
	0.02±0.02
	2%

	Coleoptera
	Coleoptera
	Galerucinae
	0.02 ±0.02
	<1%
	0.01±0.01
	<1%

	Cantharidae
	Cantharidae
	-
	-
	<0.01
	<1%

	Other
	Other
	0.18 ±0.09
	3%
	0.08±0.02
	2%

	Dermaptera
	Dermaptera
	0.04 ±0.03
	1%
	-
	-

	Diptera
	Diptera
	Syrphidae
	-
	-
	<0.01
	<1%

	Other
	Other
	2.80 ±0.68
	41%
	1.24±0.14
	28%

	Hemiptera
	Hemiptera
	Acanaloniidae
	0.02 ±0.02
	<1%
	-
	-

	Alydidae
	Alydidae
	-
	-
	<0.01
	<1%

	Anthocoridae
	Anthocoridae
	Oriussp.
	0.04 ±0.04
	1%
	0.03±0.01
	<1%

	Aphididae
	Aphididae
	0.08 ±0.05
	1%
	0.09±0.02
	2%

	Berytidae
	Berytidae
	0.04 ±0.03
	1%
	<0.01
	<1%

	Cicadellidae
	Cicadellidae
	Acinopterus angulatus
	-
	-
	0.01±0.01
	<1%

	Deltocephalus fuscinervosus
	Deltocephalus fuscinervosus
	0.02 ±0.02
	<1%
	0.02±0.01
	<1%

	Dikraneura rufula
	Dikraneura rufula
	-
	-
	<0.01
	<1%

	Dikrellasp.
	Dikrellasp.
	0.02±0.02
	<1%
	-
	-

	Empoascaspp.
	Empoascaspp.
	0.22 ±0.13
	3%
	<0.01
	<1%

	Erythroneura elegantula
	Erythroneura elegantula
	0.80 ±0.43
	12%
	1.51±0.44
	35%

	Erythroneura variabilis
	Erythroneura variabilis
	0.14 ±0.07
	2%
	0.47±0.19
	11%

	Graphocephala atropunctata
	Graphocephala atropunctata
	-
	-
	<0.01
	<1%

	Macrosteles quadrilineatus
	Macrosteles quadrilineatus
	-
	-
	<0.01
	<1%

	Osbornellussp.
	Osbornellussp.
	0.12 ±0.10
	2%
	-
	-

	Scaphytopiusspp.
	Scaphytopiusspp.
	0.02 ±0.02
	<1%
	0.02±0.01
	<1%

	Sophoniasp.
	Sophoniasp.
	-
	-
	<0.01
	<1%

	Unknown
	Unknown
	0.04 ±0.03
	1%
	0.01±0.01
	<1%

	Geocoridae
	Geocoridae
	Geocorissp.
	-
	-
	<0.01
	<1%

	Lygaeidae
	Lygaeidae
	0.06 ±0.05
	1%
	0.06±0.04
	1%

	Membracidae
	Membracidae
	Spissistilus festinus
	0.02 ±0.02
	<1%
	0.02±0.01
	<1%

	Miridae
	Miridae
	0.08 ±0.05
	1%
	<0.01
	<1%

	Psyllidae
	Psyllidae
	0.02 ±0.02
	<1%
	0.02±0.01
	<1%

	Rhopalidae
	Rhopalidae
	0.02 ±0.02
	<1%
	-
	-

	Tingidae
	Tingidae
	-
	-
	0.01±0.01
	<1%

	Hymenoptera
	Hymenoptera
	Apoidea (non-Apis)
	-
	-
	0.02±0.01
	<1%

	Aprocrita (parasitic)
	Aprocrita (parasitic)
	0.57 ±0.17
	9%
	0.17±0.03
	4%

	Formicidae
	Formicidae
	0.37 ±0.12
	6%
	0.01±0.01
	<1%

	Vespidae
	Vespidae
	0.02 ±0.02
	<1%
	-
	-

	Ixodida
	Ixodida
	Ixodidae
	0.04 ±0.04
	1%
	-
	-

	Lepidoptera
	Lepidoptera
	0.04 ±0.04
	1%
	<0.01
	<1%

	Neuroptera
	Neuroptera
	Chrysopidae
	Chrysoperlasp.
	0.14 ±0.12
	2%
	0.01±0.01
	<1%

	Orthoptera
	Orthoptera
	0.02 ±0.02
	<1%
	-
	-

	Psocoptera
	Psocoptera
	0.08 ±0.05
	1%
	0.07±0.02
	2%

	Thysanoptera
	Thysanoptera
	0.04 ±0.03
	1%
	0.22±0.08
	5%

	Trichoptera
	Trichoptera
	0.08 ±0.05
	1%
	<0.01
	<1%



	While it is notable that three-cornered alfalfa hopper, a known vector of GRBaV (Bahder et al., 2016), was foundon both wild and wine grapes, on both plant species they represented <1% of total organisms. Regardless of theoverall low populations encountered in vineyards, data on host plant associations of three-cornered alfalfa hopper(Figure 1) provides new information on population dynamics in vineyards. This species was primarily found inthe late spring on groundcovers in and around the vineyard, which in
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	and further work is needed to better understand the life cycle of three-cornered alfalfa hopper on the non-crophabitats in and around vineyards.
	and further work is needed to better understand the life cycle of three-cornered alfalfa hopper on the non-crophabitats in and around vineyards.
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	Figure 1.Seasonal host plant associations ofS. festinusin North Coast vineyards. High densities ofS. festinuswere
	found on groundcovers in the late spring and then intermittently on wild grape, wine grape, coast oak and toyon. Plantspecies shown are not necessarily reproductive hosts. Right Y-axis denotes abundance on groundcovers, left Y-axisdenotes abundance on all other plants.
	Establishing colonies of novel vectors.
	Due to the low abundance of novel candidate vectors (e.g.Empoascaspp., three-cornered alfalfa hopper,
	D.fuscinervosus), we have been working to establish colonies of these insects at the UC Berkeley greenhousefacilities in order to rear a large enough population suitable for GRBaV transmission experiments, which typicallyrequire >200 individuals per trial. Data is scant for many of these species and information on reproductive hosts islimited. As such, this spring we collected candidate species from vineyards and introduced them into cagescontaining various potential host plants. So far we have seen success
	Transmission experiment with three-cornered alfalfa hopper.
	AGRBaV transmission experiment was conducted with field collected three-cornered alfalfa hoppers in July2016. Individuals were collected from an organic alfalfa field and introduced into cages with GRBaV positive ornegative vines. Each cage contained a single potted vine (11 cages each with a single GRBaV-positive vine andnine cages each with a single GRBaV-negative vine) and received 20 three-cornered alfalfa hopper adults. Adultswere allowed to feed for 48 hours (AAP), after which the GRBaV-positive/negat
	Objective 3. Follow disease progression in established vineyard plots to collect preliminary data on fieldepidemiology.
	Large block mapping (one site, 2009-present).
	We have been studying grapevine leafroll disease (GLD) movement at one particular site in Napa Valley,beginning in 2009. The block is a 20 hectare newly planted (in 2008) block of Cabernet Sauvignon. Each year inSeptember, incidence of GLD and more general “red leaf” symptoms were mapped at this site and locationrecorded with GPS. As early as 2009 many of the vines displayed “red leaf” symptoms but tested negative for
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	grapevine leafroll-associated virus (GLRaV). In our subsequent surveys these symptoms appeared to spreadthrough the vineyard, although a majority of these “red leaf” symptom vines continued to test negative forGLRaV over this period. We began testing vines for both GLRaV and grapevine red blotch-associated virus(GRBaV) in 2014 and found that 136 vines tested positive for red blotch, nine tested positive for leafroll, and 11tested positive for both red blotch and leafroll. Plant material from the 2015 survey
	grapevine leafroll-associated virus (GLRaV). In our subsequent surveys these symptoms appeared to spreadthrough the vineyard, although a majority of these “red leaf” symptom vines continued to test negative forGLRaV over this period. We began testing vines for both GLRaV and grapevine red blotch-associated virus(GRBaV) in 2014 and found that 136 vines tested positive for red blotch, nine tested positive for leafroll, and 11tested positive for both red blotch and leafroll. Plant material from the 2015 survey
	Small block mapping (five sites, 2015-present).
	Additionally, in September 2015 we began to map and test for GRBaV (using the protocols described previously)at the same five established vineyards mentioned in objective 2. At each site, an area consisting of six rows by 20vines per row (120 vines/site total) was visually evaluated for GRBaV and petiole samples collected from eachvine for diagnostic testing. The idea is to return to these same blocks in September 2016 and 2017 to repeat thisdetailed mapping in order to evaluate if the virus appears to be s
	Red blotch titers survey.
	Concerns about the possibility of low GRBaV titer levels in potted vines used in the transmission trials (seeobjective 1) led us to initiate a broader survey to quantify GRBaV titer levels throughout grapevines over thecourse of the year. Starting in April 2015 plant material is collected each month from various parts (roots, trunk,canes, etc.) of at least 10 GRBaV positive vines at each of three vineyard sites in Napa Valley. The goal is tounderstand whether or not the virus localizes in certain regions of
	CONCLUSIONS
	Findings from this research help improve our understanding of GRBaV transmission and field epidemiology inorder to develop better recommendations and control programs for commercial growers. Greenhouse trials toevaluate GRBaV transmission by both suspected and novel insects aim to clarify which, if any, insects cantransmit this virus and, if so, how efficiently they do so. Similarly, screening insects from field sites withsuspected spread of GRBaV allows us to identify additional novel vectors for subsequen
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	ABSTRACT
	Grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) is present in diseased grapevines affected by red blotch disease, anewly recognized threat to the grape and wine industry (Cieniewicz et al., 2016b; Sudarshana et al., 2015). Byproducing and using a full-length infectious clone of a representative isolate of each of the two phylogeneticclades previously identified (Krenz et al., 2014; Al Rwahnih et al., 2015), we showed systemic GRBaV infectionin healthy grapevines following agroinoculation and the manifestation
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Red blotch is a newly recognized viral disease of grapevines that is widely distributed in U.S. vineyards. Weshowed that grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) causes red blotch disease, regardless of its geneticmakeup and variability. Limited information is available on the spread of this virus. Similarly, limited informationis available on the association between virus variability and pathogenicity. Studying changes in virus prevalenceover time in selected vineyards in California and New York revea
	INTRODUCTION
	Red blotch is a recently recognized disease of grapevines (Calvi 2011; Cieniewicz et al., 2016b; Sudarshana et al.,2015). It was described for the first time on Cabernet Sauvignon at the University of California Oakville ResearchField Station in 2007 (Calvi, 2011). Leaves of GRBaV-infected vines of red wine grapes show red specks andblotches first on old leaves at the bottom of the canopy in late June or July. Symptoms progressively appear
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	upward in the shoots over time. Veins underneath the leaf blade often turn partly or fully red. For white winegrapes foliar symptoms are less conspicuous; they correspond to localized and generalized foliar discoloration orchlorosis, sometimes combined with necrotic areas at the edge of leaf blades (Sudarshana et al., 2015). Diagnosisbased on specific symptoms can be challenging because of several confounding factors, including strikingsimilarities between foliar symptoms elicited by red blotch and leafroll
	upward in the shoots over time. Veins underneath the leaf blade often turn partly or fully red. For white winegrapes foliar symptoms are less conspicuous; they correspond to localized and generalized foliar discoloration orchlorosis, sometimes combined with necrotic areas at the edge of leaf blades (Sudarshana et al., 2015). Diagnosisbased on specific symptoms can be challenging because of several confounding factors, including strikingsimilarities between foliar symptoms elicited by red blotch and leafroll
	GRBaV is isolated from grapevines affected by red blotch disease (Cieniewicz et al., 2016b; Sudarshana et al.,2015). This virus is a putative member of a new genus tentatively namedGrablovirus(Zerbini, personalcommunication) in the familyGeminiviridae(Cieniewicz et al., 2016b; Sudarshana et al., 2015; Varsani et al.,2014). GRBaV has a single-stranded DNA genome that codes for seven open reading frames (Al Rwahnih et al.,2013; Krenz et al., 2012; Perry et al., unpublished; Poojary et al., 2013; Seguin et al.
	GRBaV was documented in major grape-growing U.S. States (Krenz et al., 2014). The virus was also reported inBritish Columbia and Ontario (Poojari et al., 2016) in Canada, and in aVitisgermplasm collection (Al Rwahnih etal., 2015a), indicating its widespread presence in North America. GRBaV was found in table grapes, wine grapes,French-American interspecific hybrids, and rootstocks (Al Rwahnih et al., 2015a; Sudarshana et al., 2015). Thewidespread occurrence of GRBaV and its wide geographic distribution in N
	Most vineyard managers and vintners report ripening issues with GRBaV-infected wine grapes. Reductions of 1-6°Brix have been consistently documented in fruits of infected vines, as well as lower berry anthocyanin and skintannins, particularly in red wine grapes such as Cabernet franc and Cabernet Sauvignon (Calvi 2011; Cieniewiczet al., 2016b; Sudarshana et al., 2015). Based on the effect of GRBaV on fruit quality and ripening, severalgrowers are culling infected vines and replacing them with clean, virus-t
	Free-living grapevines proximal to vineyards were found infected with GRBaV (Bahder et al, 2016a; Perry et al.,2016). The GRBaV isolates in free-living grapevines were genetically related to clade II isolates in proximalCabernet franc and Merlot vineyards (Perry et al., 2016). The presence of the virus in an alternate host that is atleast 150 feet away from the natural host suggested the existence of a hemipteran vector. The Virginia creeper orziczac leafhopper (Erythroneura ziczac)was claimed to transmit G
	OBJECTIVES
	The overarching goal of this project is to advance our understanding of red blotch disease and its causal agent,GRBaV, with a major emphasis on horizontal spread in vineyards and optimized detection methodologies. Ourspecific objectives are to:
	1.Investigate spread of GRBaV in selected vineyards in California and New York.
	1.Investigate spread of GRBaV in selected vineyards in California and New York.
	2.Improve diagnostics for GRBaV.
	3.Determine if either of the two groups of GRBaV isolates show greater virulence and pose an increased threatto vineyard production.
	4.Disseminate research results to farm advisors and the industry.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	To address objective 1 and study the spread of GRBaV two vineyards of Cabernet franc were selected, one inCalifornia and one in New York. The California and New York vineyards were planted in 2008. In 2013 and 2014
	To address objective 1 and study the spread of GRBaV two vineyards of Cabernet franc were selected, one inCalifornia and one in New York. The California and New York vineyards were planted in 2008. In 2013 and 2014
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	virus prevalence was determined in the two selected vineyards. This information served as a baseline to determinethe spatio-temporal incidence of GRBaV. A comparative analysis of the infection rate of GRBaV as measured bythe number of symptomatic vines in the selected vineyard in California between 2014 and 2015 indicated a 1.5%increase, suggesting the possibility of virus spread (Figure 1). In addition, an investigation of the spatialdistribution of symptomatic vines through an ordinary runs analysis, a st
	virus prevalence was determined in the two selected vineyards. This information served as a baseline to determinethe spatio-temporal incidence of GRBaV. A comparative analysis of the infection rate of GRBaV as measured bythe number of symptomatic vines in the selected vineyard in California between 2014 and 2015 indicated a 1.5%increase, suggesting the possibility of virus spread (Figure 1). In addition, an investigation of the spatialdistribution of symptomatic vines through an ordinary runs analysis, a st
	Figure 1.Spatial distribution of vines showing red blotch symptoms (in red) in a Cabernet franc vineyardin California in 2014 (left) and 2015 (right).
	Spread of GRBaV was further studied in the vineyard area with extensive clustering of symptomatic vines (topmiddle area of the maps inFigure 1). This area consists of 10 consecutive rows of 25 vines each (Figure 2).
	Symptomatic and asymptomatic vines were mapped in this area in 2013, 2014, and 2015. In addition, the presenceor absence of GRBaV was confirmed in individual vines by PCR in spring and winter by using leaf and canematerial, respectively (Figure 2). Data showed an increase of symptomatic vines from 47% (118 of 250 vines) in2014 to 67% (168 of 250) in 2015. The presence of GRBaV was confirmed in all symptomatic vines. Similarly,the absence of GRBaV was confirmed in most of the asymptomatic vines with a few ex
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	A spatio-temporal analysis of a Cabernet franc vineyard in New York in 2013-2015 did not provide any evidenceof an increased prevalence of GRBaV over time. These findings suggested that a GRBaV vector does not exist inthe New York vineyard ecosystem or it eventually exists at a very low population density or it exists but does notvisit the vineyard. Alternatively, the plant protection program used by the vineyard manager in New York iseffective at reducing the vector population.
	A spatio-temporal analysis of a Cabernet franc vineyard in New York in 2013-2015 did not provide any evidenceof an increased prevalence of GRBaV over time. These findings suggested that a GRBaV vector does not exist inthe New York vineyard ecosystem or it eventually exists at a very low population density or it exists but does notvisit the vineyard. Alternatively, the plant protection program used by the vineyard manager in New York iseffective at reducing the vector population.
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	Figure 2.Distribution of GRBaV in a select area of a Cabernet franc vineyard in California. Each cell indicatesa single vine. (+) indicates that a vine tested positive for GRBaV by PCR, (-) indicates a PCR-negative result.Salmon colored cells were symptomatic in 2014 and 2015, red cells were newly symptomatic in 2015, andwhite cells are asymptomatic.
	Close to 100 sentinel vine (i.e., healthy vines for which the mother stocks from which scion budwood androotstock canes were collected tested negative for GRBaV) were planted in the Cabernet franc vineyard inCalifornia in spring 2015. These vines will be used to gain direct evidence of insect-mediated GRBaV spread ifthey become infected. Sentinel vines replaced existing vines that were weak, regardless of their GRBaV infectionstatus. The presence of GRBaV will be tested in sentinel vines in fall 2016. The f
	Insect sticky traps were placed in the area of the selected vineyard in California where extensive clustering ofdiseased vines is occurring. Traps were placed on diseased and healthy grapevines from early April to lateNovember in 2014 and 2015 with the goal of catching insects visiting the vineyard (Cieniewicz et al., 2016a).Traps were rotated on a weekly basis. Each trap was analyzed for the presence of insects to establish a censuspopulation and identify them at the species level, if possible, by using mo
	These four species are members of the Membracidae (three-cornered alfalfa hopper), Cicadellidae (ColladonusreductusandOsbornellussp.), and Cixiidae (unidentified species) (Table 1). These findings suggest that thesefour species can acquire GRBaV in the vineyard (Cieniewicz et al., 2016a). Populations of the four insect vectorcandidates were very low compared to populations of some typical grape pests, such as phylloxera, western grape

	leafhopper, variegated leafhopper, and thrips. The vector candidate populations peaked in July (three-corneredalfalfa hopper and Cixiidae species) and September (Colladonus reductusandOsbornellussp.) (Figure 3). Thefour vector candidates are phloem-feeders, as would be expected for a GRBaV transmitter. Of the four speciesthat are able to acquire GRBaV in the vineyard, none is considered a pest of grapevines. Testing the capacity ofthese hemipteran insects at transmitting the virus to healthy grapevines in t
	leafhopper, variegated leafhopper, and thrips. The vector candidate populations peaked in July (three-corneredalfalfa hopper and Cixiidae species) and September (Colladonus reductusandOsbornellussp.) (Figure 3). Thefour vector candidates are phloem-feeders, as would be expected for a GRBaV transmitter. Of the four speciesthat are able to acquire GRBaV in the vineyard, none is considered a pest of grapevines. Testing the capacity ofthese hemipteran insects at transmitting the virus to healthy grapevines in t
	Table 1.Detection of GRBaV by PCR in insects from 2015 sticky card survey in Napa Valley, California.
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 3.Specimen counts of GRBaV insect vector candidates from sticky cards during the 2015growing season in a California vineyard.
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	The vectoring capacity of the four vector candidates in the greenhouse was initiated with the three-corneredalfalfa hopper (Cieniewicz et al., 2016). First, specimens of three-cornered alfalfa hopper from alfalfa fields inYolo County and Fresno County in California were collected and established on alfalfa seedlings at Cornell.Then, groups of five to ten individuals were deposited on GRBaV-infected potted vines that were obtained byagroinoculation. After one to eight days of acquisition, groups of two to fo
	The vectoring capacity of the four vector candidates in the greenhouse was initiated with the three-corneredalfalfa hopper (Cieniewicz et al., 2016). First, specimens of three-cornered alfalfa hopper from alfalfa fields inYolo County and Fresno County in California were collected and established on alfalfa seedlings at Cornell.Then, groups of five to ten individuals were deposited on GRBaV-infected potted vines that were obtained byagroinoculation. After one to eight days of acquisition, groups of two to fo
	Data showed that all three-cornered alfalfa hopper specimens tested positive for GRBaV in multiplex PCR afterthe acquisition step (100%, 19 of 19) whereas those from alfalfa tested negative for GRBaV (0%, 0 of 17). Also,some specimens tested positive for GRBaV two to three weeks after the transmission step (80%, 12 of 15),indicating that the three-cornered alfalfa hopper can acquire the virus from infected vines in the greenhouse andkeep it for extended time after acquiring it. This is consistent with a per
	To address objective 2 and improve diagnostics for GRBaV, a robust real-time PCR methodology was developedusing infected and healthy vines grown in the greenhouse and in vineyards. This assay is useful for characterizingthe titer of the virus in infected plants and determining the optimal plant tissue and time of the year to collectsamples for a reliable diagnosis. In parallel, strategies to produce an antiserum are refined through RNAseqapproaches. This work is critical in providing insights into the expre
	To address objective 3 and determine if either of the two groups of GRBaV isolates are pathogenic in grapevines,we engineered infectious clones of a representative GRBaV isolate of each of the two phylogenetic clades. Partialdimer constructs of the genome of GRBaV isolates NY358 and NY175 were engineered and cloned into a binaryplasmid for mobilization intoAgrobacterium tumefaciens. Isolate NY175 fromV. vinifera cv.Merlot and isolateNY358 fromV. vinifera cv.Cabernet franc belong to GRBaV phylogenetic clades
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	or two dormancy periods. The full-length genomic sequence of some of the GRBaV progeny was determined in afew selected agroinfected plants by rolling circle amplification, cloning, and sequencing.
	or two dormancy periods. The full-length genomic sequence of some of the GRBaV progeny was determined in afew selected agroinfected plants by rolling circle amplification, cloning, and sequencing.
	Several Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet franc, Syrah, Pinot noir, Pinot gris, and Chardonnay vines showed redblotch-like symptoms at one to three months post-treatment. Foliar symptoms consisted of interveinal reddeningin red-berried cultivars and chlorotic spots in the white-berried cultivar Chardonnay. Agroinoculated SO4 becamesymptomatic (chlorosis and cupping) only after one dormancy period, whereas agroinoculated 3309C and 110Rremained asymptomatic (Fuchs et al., unpublished). Some of the vines agroinfilt
	To address objective 4 and disseminate information to farm advisors and the industry, research results were
	To address objective 4 and disseminate information to farm advisors and the industry, research results were
	communicated to farm advisors, extension educators, crop consultants, researchers, vineyard managers, and
	regulators at winter school meetings in California, New York, Oregon, New Jersey, and Virginia. The targeted
	venues were (i) the Virginia Vineyards Association on February 6, 2015 in Charlottesville, VA (250 participants);
	(ii) the Grape Expectations on February 28, 2015 in Cranberry, NJ (150 participants); (iii) the Eastern Winery
	Exposition on March 19, 2015 in Syracuse, NY(120 participants); (iv) the Rogue Valley Grape Growers
	Association on August 25, 2015 in Central Point, OR (50 participants); (v) the North American Grape Breeders
	Meeting on August 29, 2015 in Geneva, NY (60 participants); (vi) the Cornell Recent Advances in Viticulture and
	Enology conference on November 4, 2015 at the IRL Conference Center in Ithaca, NY (60 participants); (vii) the
	Napa Continuing Education Class Series 3
	on November 10, 2015 in Yountville, CA (250 participants); (viii) a
	webinar on Grapevine Red Blotch Disease: What You Need to Know organized by Regional IPM Centers on
	February 26, 2016 (participants = 310); (ix) the Business, Enology and Viticulture New York conference on
	March 5, 2016 in Rochester, NY (160 participants); (x) a webinar on Viral Diseases Transmitted through Nursery
	Stock in the East: Grapevine Leafroll Disease, Tomato Ringspot, and Grapevine Red Blotch; Clean Plants for the
	Future of the Eastern Wine and Grape Industry, organized by Cornell University on March 17 in Geneva, NY
	(250 participants); and (xi)Long Island Grape Growers Association on March 4, 2016 in Riverhead, NY (15
	participants).

	CONCLUSIONS
	Isolates of each of the two phylogenetic clades of GRBaV cause red blotch disease symptoms inVitis viniferafollowing agroinoculation, confirming their etiological role, while infection is latent in rootstocks with theexception of SO4. Analysis of the spatiotemporal distribution of symptomatic, infected vines documents spread ofGRBaV in a vineyard of Cabernet franc in California but not in New York. Some free-living grapevines proximalto the diseased vineyard in California are infected with GRaBV. The analys
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	ABSTRACT
	The goal of this project is to determine when grapevine red blotch associated virus (GRBaV) is spreading in thevineyard. Knowing when the virus is spreading will provide important information on effective management ofGRBaV and help focus the efforts to identify additional vectors. This information will also help target controlmeasures to times of the season when the virus is being transmitted in the field. Three vineyards where GRBaVhas been spreading are being used in this study. One vineyard has a ripari
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	The goal of this project is to determine when grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) is spreading in thevineyard. Knowing when the virus is spreading will provide important information on effective management ofGRBaV and help focus the efforts to identify additional vectors. This information will also help target controlmeasures to times of the season when the virus is being transmitted in the field. Three vineyards where GRBaVhas been spreading are being used in this study. One vineyard has a ripari
	INTRODUCTION
	In 2012, a new virus was identified in Cabernet Franc grapevines in New York’s Finger Lakes region and also inCabernet Sauvignon grapevines in the Napa Valley. These plants exhibited leafroll-like symptoms but testednegative for leafroll viruses. At a meeting of the International Committee on the Study of Viruses and Virus-likeDiseases of Grapevine in October 2012, the name grapevine red blotch-associated virus (GRBaV) was agreedupon for this new virus.
	This research aims to determine when GRBaV is spreading in the field. So far, the three-cornered alfalfa hopper(Spissistilus festinus) has been shown to transmit GRBaV, but this vector is very minor in many vineyards wherethe virus is spreading. Movement of GRBaV in vineyards after planting has been documented and can be quiterapid, which clearly indicates the presence of an efficient vector, or a vector that is present in very high numbers.
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	An increase in the incidence of GRBaV over time in young, healthy vineyards that are adjacent to infectedvineyards also suggests the existence of a vector. There has been much work done on trying to identify thevector(s) of GRBaV. Efforts looking at suspected vectors in California have resulted in the identification of thethree-cornered alfalfa hopper as a vector early in 2016. Regardless, if this is the only vector or one of multiplevectors, the timing of transmission will be important information in devel
	An increase in the incidence of GRBaV over time in young, healthy vineyards that are adjacent to infectedvineyards also suggests the existence of a vector. There has been much work done on trying to identify thevector(s) of GRBaV. Efforts looking at suspected vectors in California have resulted in the identification of thethree-cornered alfalfa hopper as a vector early in 2016. Regardless, if this is the only vector or one of multiplevectors, the timing of transmission will be important information in devel
	If we know when the virus moves, efforts at vector control can be targeted to a specific timeframe rather thanthroughout the growing season. Also, knowing when the virus is moving in the vineyards will help focus ontransient insects, which may be present in vineyards for only a short period of time, or insects that feed ongrapevines but have other preferred hosts. In either case these vectors could escape detection and identification instandard insect surveys. If transmission is more efficient in riparian a
	This project was started in March using in-house (USDA ARS) funds to ensure we could get the first year of fieldwork done in 2016. Funding from the CDFA Pierce’s Disease and Glassy-winged Sharpshooter Board becameavailable July 1, 2016 and is being used for the remainder of the project. Three hundred grapevines (Merlot on3309 rootstock) were obtained (donated) from Duarte nursery, repotted into three-gallon pots, and held in ascreenhouse until being used in the field, or held in a canyard near Corvallis tha
	OBJECTIVES
	The objective of this project is to determine the timing of field transmission of GRBaV.
	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Three hundred plants were provided by Duarte Nursery for this work. All plants were tested for GRBaV prior tothe start of the experiment. Plants were potted in three-gallon pots and maintained in a canyard prior to takingthem to the field. When plants were brought back to Corvallis from the fields they were treated with a systemicinsecticide and maintained in a screenhouse.
	The three vineyards were selected because of documented spread of GRBaV in these vineyards in previous years.Vineyard #1 was near Jacksonville in southern Oregon and has a small riparian area adjacent to the east edge ofthe vineyard. The trap plants were placed in a grassy area between the riparian zone and the vineyard. Vineyard#2 was near Medford in southern Oregon with the trap plants placed within the vineyard between every third plantin three rows near the west edge of the vineyard. There was an alfalf
	Each plant was numbered, 1-300 and the location of each plant and the month it was in the vineyard has beenrecorded. Thus, if GRBaV spread is happening from the alfalfa field, we will know which plants were nearest thesource as well as which month the plants were in the field and exposed to potential GRBaV transmission.
	All plants will be tested for GRBaV in late October of 2016 and held in a screenhouse over winter for retesting inthe spring of 2017 and again in the fall of 2017. The experiment will be repeated in 2017, with new trap plants.
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	The experimental setup went according to plan and plant rotation went smoothly. We had feeding damage similarto that observed with three-cornered alfalfa hopper in one vine during the course of exposure in the vineyards. Weplaced sticky cards in the vineyard in the Willamette Valley and did not catch any three-cornered alfalfa hoppers.The last set of plants will be collected from the field the week of October 11. All 300 plants will be tested forGRBaV during the second half of October.
	The experimental setup went according to plan and plant rotation went smoothly. We had feeding damage similarto that observed with three-cornered alfalfa hopper in one vine during the course of exposure in the vineyards. Weplaced sticky cards in the vineyard in the Willamette Valley and did not catch any three-cornered alfalfa hoppers.The last set of plants will be collected from the field the week of October 11. All 300 plants will be tested forGRBaV during the second half of October.
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	ABSTRACT
	Virus diseases of plants are deleterious to California agriculture and can be introduced and propagated in aproduction system via planting material. The California Grapevine Registration and Certification Program wasestablished in the 1950s in order to offer the voluntary option to growers of virus-screened planting material(nursery stock) (Alley and Golino, 2000). Because vectored viruses such as grapevine leafroll-associated virus 3can also be spread within and between grape blocks by their vectors, in ad
	LAYPERSON SUMMARY
	Upon initiation, when detrimental viruses in grapevines were thought to only be distributed via propagativematerial, the California Grapevine Registration and Certification Program intended to provide “virus free”material to growers. Since that time some regulated viruses have been shown to be transmitted by vectors, andadditional viruses have been discovered. Although the California Grapevine Registration and CertificationProgram no longer uses the terminology “virus-free,” the industry still does, which c
	INTRODUCTION
	Certified grapevine nursery stock consumers (i.e., grape producers) are concerned that the quality of the productthey are purchasing from the clean plant program does not meet the standard they believe it should. Much of thisconcern stems from the expectation that certification offers something greater, in terms of freedom from viruscontamination, than it scientifically can. With the discovery that grapevine leafroll-associated virus 3 is spreadingin California, in addition to the discovery of grapevine red
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	any certification program to reduce virus incidence to zero. The meaning of the term “certified” must be definedin relation to the statistical performance of the actual sampling plan used. In order for grower trust in the systemto build, that meaning must be clearly articulated and appropriate expectations established for disease incidence inplanting material emerging from a program using the definition. Additionally, it is unclear at this time what levelof background infection per year occurs in nursery in
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	OBJECTIVES
	1.Develop a grower information packet and slide presentation to summarize the California GrapevineRegistration and Certification Program.
	1.Develop a grower information packet and slide presentation to summarize the California GrapevineRegistration and Certification Program.
	2.Hold grower meetings in key grape-growing regions of California to explain the functioning, efficacy, andlimitations of the certification program.
	3.Quantify the impact of education and outreach by issuing pre-test and post-test surveys at grower meetings.
	4.Assess the level of potential contamination or reinfection in newly-established vineyard blocks when materialis sourced from increase blocks.
	5.Assess the level of reinfection of leafroll 3 and red blotch viruses in increase blocks between certificationsampling bouts.

	RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
	Since the project’s initiation in October of 2016 efforts have been made to collaborate with farm advisors andindustry-related personnel across California. Because the project began only two months ago there are no resultsto discuss at this time.
	CONCLUSIONS
	Because this project began in October of this year, no conclusions can be made at this time.
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